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May 9, 1975 

Ju~nei8ry Report - Corrected Testimony and 
Member Disc.ussion 

The Commission met inHouse RO()In 11 at 10:00 a.m. on May 9. Present were
 
Messrs. Cunningham, Carter, Montgomery, Huston, Fry, Mrs. Orfirer, Messrs Guggenheim,'
 
Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, Senator Mussey and }~. Shocknessy. Because of tlle lack of a
 
quorum, the members present constituted themselves a subcomnittee for the purpose of
 
receivin.g testimony on the Judiciery Commitree Report, followed by discussion.
 

Mr. William Milligan, Chairman of the Modern Court Crnnmittee of the Ohio State
 
Bar Association, was the first speaker.
 

Mr.~lligan - Speaking on behalf of the Modern Courts Committee of the Ohio Bar 
Association, we l"ish to commend the judicial subcommittee for a thoughtful, pains
taking, and important report. 

The offici.Al position of the Ohic State Bar Association is of COi~rse reflected 
in the proposed joInt resolution, a copy of which is in the hands of the Corrumission. 
The Modern Courts Committee strongly endorses the f.ubcommittee r.ecorr~~ndution that 
merit selection be constitutionally adopted at the appellate and Supreme Court 
levels in Ohio. 

Regarding unification of the coures at the county level, the Ohio State Bar 
Association 1-.2.8 long been in favor of moving in this direction both at the consti 
tutional and legislative levels. We realize that thorny problems are presented in 
this area, but agree that the direction recommended oy the subcommittee is a proper 
one 

The r.eport of the subcommittee has been reviewed by the Nodern Courts CommitteE. 
and I have bee~ asked to report that there is a division within the Modern Courts 
Connnittee as to the desirability of mulLicounty districting as a possible approach 
to judicial orsanization. 

\ 

With regaI·d to the expansion of the Supreme Court' s rule~m~king allthority for 
establishment of divisions within the Common Pleas structure, we realize that this is 
an important suggestion. and all I c.an say about that 5.s t:hat the bar association does 
not take any specific position on that particular issue. J doubt the bar s$soci8tion 
wOll1d oppose it if it were on the ballot. My own opinion i.s that this vlC>\Jld V::'ovide 
desirable flexibility within the Cow.mon Pleas structure. A couple of miscellaneous 
comments: I circulated this report to the moder.n courts committee which raises the 
question in n1Y mind of why the use of "judicial cl~partme:;.t." 1 8.hlAyS think of de
partment as being part of the executive brancr. but I do r.a:is.:= that questbn. In 
conclusion, I would say that the Modern Courts Committee ar!~ nyself wish to C'EJMDlend 
the cOIDIT.ittee for an impo!"tsllt and workmau-llke- job. 

Mr. Mon.!g,o::nerv - Our next witness '-lill be }1r'. John Eckler. He wiJ 1 hear all the 
tcsti.mony and then we' J.1 have q'Jestio"ls. 

Mr. Eckler - I am not prcpc.red with <! formal state:-r.ent. I am one of those who l1ave 
been working on this for a long, long time. I represent the tenacity of one who h~s 

had to ieee discouragements. \-,'hen the COQ$ti;ttIt,Wna~_- R<!'Jision Commission was ap
poirlted SOUle years ago, it gave new hope to all of us. Wt!'rc ab:Jolutely delighted 
wi th the leC1dership you have gbren in thh. ':7:nJeavor. Any t:iw" t1:e electorate has the 
opportuni.ty to vote and make selections of candidatp.2 l-Jith "100:;, they h.1ve 11(' reasonable 
.()?~iortunity of having riny acquaintancc:ohip. it r. a weak;~,>:ss 1.1: democracy. EuropeansI 

car~ot undp.r~tanrl this. 
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I think that most of the states in the east did not Belect their judicial officers 
this way. It was the thrust of democracy after the Jacksonian period, when our consti 
tution and those of most of the middle western states picked up these concepts. If you 
go to the corner of Broad and High and ask the first people who come along who are the 
members of the Supreme Court of Ohio, almost no one could answer. And if you asked who 
the members of the Courts of Appeals, the same, and yet they are called upon to vote 
for them, 80 we believe that you will make a great improvement in the selection of the 
judiciary with these proposals and we are satisfied that the caliber of the bench and 
the whole judicial process will be ~proved in Ohio. In some states, money was passed 
on the side. The public became discouraged and then the merit system c'ame through. We 
have never had that in Ohio and I hope we never have. We have had great political dif
ficulties because judicial selection at the lower levels is a matter of political 
patronage. So, all we have had against us are the Republican and Democratic ~ 

and all the members of the legislature. But now we believe here that what you propose 
is excellent. We know that being on the ballot does not mean election and you probably 
know that for years we have been studying the framework to organize various groups that 
should be interested in these ideas. As you know, people are inclined to vote against 
change. There is a long way to go, but your report is a big step in the right direction. 
The next spesker was Edwin Woodle from Cleveland. 

Mr. Woodle - I am here in an individual capacity although I am confident that a large 
number of the bar share my views. I have been president of the Cuyahoga County Bar 
As~ociation for three years, and fifteen years as chairman of our courts committee, 
and five years on the municipal courts committee. I have a review of the report I will 
leave with Mr. Montgomery. TIlere are some connnelnts I would like to make and I hope 
they will be of a constructive nature. With reference to an item that should be added, 
I point out the committee's comment that the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court need not 
be altered; that provision is satisfactory and, therefore, nothing should be done to alter 
the provision. In some fifty years of practice, I have handled many cases personally 
hp.fClrp thAt. r.n",.f". J 't"pfe.>.r tn the !',.nvi ~ ; nT'l ~i"i"'O" t.""p ~l1!,,.~ .....n f'''l",.t ,..of' (If-,; n ~""';"

di.ction as a matter of right in appeals arising in Ohio on questions involving the 
Constitution of Ohio and the Constitution of the United States. Certainly there are 
in this room, lawyers who have had occasion to present some constitutional question to 
the Court. The Constitution is so simple that nobody needs to interpret it. It says 
the Court shall have jurisdiction as a matter of right on appeals involVing constitu
tional questions. This rule has not operated as it was written. For many years when 
Chief Justice Weygandt was presiding over that court cases were dismissed which the 
court said did not involve debatable constitutional 'questions. When Chief Justice Taft 
succeeded to the Chief Justiceship of that court, the word "debatable" was changed to 
'~8ubstantial" and has remained so ever since. The Court now takes the position that it 
will not accept jurisdiction in cases in which the court says there are not substantial 
constitutional questions. Therefore, the Court has now added to the Constitution two 
words, elther,','debatable" or "substantial". I sugges..to the members of this cOIlDIlittee 
that under these circumstances the objective of the Constitution is not served by the 
Constitution. I recmmaend that that language include something to the effect that if 
the Court refuses to accept jurisdiction in cases involving a constitutional question 
and counsel believes that it does, ~he Court could be required to state that this question 
has been preViously determined by and then citing the particular case which has determined 
the issue counsel is attempting to present. I know of literally scores of cases where 
counsel and the lower court have debated the constitutional question for hours or days 
and yet when that case reaches the Supreme Court, it received a wave of the hand and the 
statement that this cas~ does not involve substantial constitutional question. 1 would 
think that on many occasions the Supreme Court of Ohio would have been somewhat em
barrassed because in a large number of instances which this committee could determine 
very easily by research, the U. S. Supreme Court has taken those cases in and has ruled 
on a constitutional question which our Supreme Court has said does not exist. I, there
fore, offer this comment as a subject for further exploration by the committee• 
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With regard to the proposal that probate courts shall not be staffed by candi
dates who are elected4 to that particular divisio~ of the court, the report of the 
comnittee t~lks about fragmentation of the trial courts of the state. With regard to 
the probate court, the term fragmentation is not properly used with reference to the 
courts themselves or to the candidate for the court. There is a difference between 
the probate cour.t and the conm'on pleas courts in general. I do not speak for the less 
populous counties of the state where the comuon pleas judge has acted as probate judge 
and has done so for many years. HOlvever in the more populous counties in the state, 
the situation is quite different and quite distinct. The chief function of the pro
bate judge is supervisory and administrative. It is quite rare that the judges them
selves participate in litigation. They handle questions of administration and personnel. 
Common pleas judges sit on the bench and decide questions of law and fact in civil and 
criminal litigation, which is entirely distinct from the functions of the judges of the 
probate court. r would regret to see the judges run not for probate court but ~ommon 

pleas, generally, a rule which could and would provide for rotation of common pleas 
judges to probate courts of the state. In a county like Cuyahogp.., this would be a dis
astrous sit.uation. 

I havc a comment with reference to the report of the committee on the ability of
 
the local courts to adopt rules. The committee has added Ule word "procedure" to the
 
"'ord "practice". I would recommend a further addition to that language. "Courts may
 
adopt additional rules concerning local practice and procedure in their respective
 
courts which are not inconsistent ,.;rith the rules promulgated by the Supreme Court and
 
which are not inconsistent with law. 1I I have included examples in my written review
 
of local rules found inconsistent with law.
 

I have a comment with reference to one of the provl.sl.ons of the merit selection 
plan which the committee has recommended. Less than one-half of the members of· a 
judicial nominating committee shall consist of members of the bar. Merit selection is 
being recommp.nded hv th i S c;\lhC'ommi.t.tof' f".,. 1:1-.0 f'V~r""<;<l :-"·...:' ....... r ~+-i-:'...~.?i .... :; ...~ .... ::'.. ::-.! :..~ 

of the bench, and I can see no other reason for changing the method of selecting judges 
unless that is the objective. I think everyone in this room is in agreement that the 
reason for the adoption of the merit selection plan, of which I personally app~ove 

very heartily, is to improve the quality of. the bench. I do find, however, that if 
the members of a nominating commission are to consist of less than one-half to be 
members of the bar, improving the quali.ty of the bench ,.;rill not be accomplished. I 
believe that lay members of a nominating commission will be affected by the same 
factors that lay citizens generally are affected by voting fo'[' judges under the ·present 
system. I see nothing that we can hope for if a majority of the members of the nom
inating conmlission are to be laymen. I would suggest that there are no individuals 
in this state who are more knowledgeable and more likely candidates for a position on 
the bench than the members of the bar; and I believe that the majority of the nominati.ng 
commission should be members of the bar and I believe that, if they are not, the ob
jective of this committee is likely to be seriously damaged. I also present to this 
committee that the number of nominations presented to the Governor should be three, 
not O~o. I served as a member of the Judicial Selection Co~mittee of the Cleveland Bar 
Association that worked with Goven~or Gilligan.. Less than that is inadequate and more 
than that is unnecessary. I have one other comment with regard to merit selection, and 
I regret I cannot give the conruittee a constructive recommendation. It's the one thing 
that has bothered me about the merit selection plan, with which I have been in qccord 
for a number of years. That is, requiring a judge to run for reelectiorl or ~onfirmation 

after a particular period of time. The period is unimportant. It is Lupossible to 
defeat somebody with nobody. When a member on the bench Luns agBinst nobody and is 
running against his record, his chances of being defeated are extremely minimal. In 

. practical effect, defeat is possible only through the newspapers. No other media is 
in position to stir up the people or provide sufficient knowledge. If this situation 
exists, it means a judge is running against his record subjp.ct to his position by the 
newspapers or the lack of it. I am sorry I can't offer a constructive suggestion in 

. ..
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place of that. I have tried to think of one for years. Nevertheless, by this 
committee, some improvement can be had. I will leave my report with Mr. Montgomery 
and I appreciate this opportunity to speak to you. 

Mr. Montgomery - Thank you, Mr. Woodle. The next speaker is 
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Robert Crane of the pro
bate· court· committee of the Columbus Bar Asso~iation. 

Mr. Crane - I am not here to speak officially for the Columbus Bar Association. I 
have no authority to do so. I merely volunteered to come here today to discuss the 
status of the probate court. I wish to speak of only one matter and that is the 

• 

of abolition of the probate con:,titutional Inmatter court separate court..as a 
Columbus, the probate judge is an administrative position. The probate judge runs a 
large, complex, complicated structure. He administers an office. His functions are 
more nearly analagous to the Clerk of Courts. We feel that if this constitutional 
chnnge ,.,ere adopted there would be no constitutional protection against rotation of 
judges thrcugh the probate court and I quite agree with Mr. Woodle that it would be 
a di.saster. You could possibly have a different judge in the probate court every six 
months, and you could expect total confusion. 
The next speaker was Judge Milligan, Chairman of the Ohio Judicial Conference. 
Judge Milligan - ~rr. Chairman, I am chairman of the Ohio Judicial Conference. MOst 
of you kno\-1 that the Judicial Conference was established b! the legislature to 
represent all of the judges of all the courts in Ohio. I simply want to assure this 
Commission that we see our role as a Judicial Conference in informing and educating 
the judges of Ohio. We can communicate to the judges very quickly, we also see our 
responsibility in proViding a forum for debate among the various judges. I wanted to 
advise you that Judge Archer Reilly of the Court of Appeals has been appointed to 
the subcommittee that will deal with judicial reform, has requested that we be involved 
i.n the communications from the Commission. I hope that Commission can provide us with 
some rough time table of \vhat they propose, and how the Judicial Conference could 
:.::-s:U::t yC'~' t.d+-l-) Tv1:taf" ";·7e h8"e that :i s iT'lnflTf'ant Rnd s~l~able and that is experience, the 
capacity to deliver to your Commission judgt!.s with years of experience who are known 
around the nation in terms of judicial reform. We welcome your study and would be 
happy to cooperate. 

!rr. Nontgomery - Thank you very much Judge Milligan. Next \\le have Mrs. Brownell for 
the League of Women Voters. 

Mrs. Bro\vuell - In looking at our justice system, we have come up with the general 
feeling that Ohio should have a system that is fair and provide justice for all citi 
zens, certainly no one could argue with that. If this report will do that, it 

J
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certainly is a step fonvard for Ohio. We endorse your proposal for the method of. ~selection and retention of judges. You have come up with the kind of things our 
mCIT~ers consider important - the selection of judges should be made by a commission 
broadly-based and carefully balanced. The commission for nomination must be bi~ 

partisan or nonpartisan, serve staggered terms, and not dominated.by the legal mem
bers. We feel the electiV2 process puts too much emphasis on those who can make 
headlines, raise money and the commissi.on method will prOVide a way to recruit capa
ble lawyers who are not able to compete for a seat on the bench. It increases job 
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security. Judges can concentrate on judicial duties. The League feels that merit 
selection will provide them for Ohio. 

The next speaker was Herman J. Weber, Greene County Judge, President of the 
Common Pleas Judges Association. 

Judge Weber - I would like to offer the help of the Common PIcas Judges Association 
to this committee that may be helpful to you in establishing what the Constitution 
should be. The Executive Committee of the Association feels it important that there 
be at least one resident trial judge in each county. Secondly, I believe that in 
principle they agree with the uniftcation of the trial courts. Greene County would 
welcome such a proposal. In fact, I speak of the trial courts and not the probate 
court. I think this is a most j~por~~:~ndertakingand I compliment you for 
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forthrightness and your willingness to sign your name to an important document. So I 
say that the r.ornmon Pleas Judges hssociation will help you in any way that we can. I 
think we h~ve demonstrated thAt we can accommodate change and we have proven that we 

• 
are more than capable of doing the job in this state. Plense feel free to calIon me 
at any time. 

The next speaker was Judge Bonford Talbert [rom Tiffin, Ohio, the past President of 
the Ohio Municipal Judges Association. 

• 
Judge rralbert - I have had the pleasure of testifying before this subcommittee in the 
past. I noticed Article IV, section 7, magistrates, several questions have come to my 
mind. We appreciate the diligence with which you have undertaken this task. I would, . 

• 

however, comment that there may be some discussion in the matter in which things now 
dealt with on the municipal bench are handled. I also raise the issue that while 
Section 7 says ,aagistrates must be attorneys at law,.- that he need not devote his 
full time to judicial duties. The statute requires ~lnicipal judges to have six 
years experience. Section 7 does not require magistrates to be full time. I suggest that 
in Cuyahoga Coenty and many of our large metropolitan counties that the method of the 

• 

selection of magistrates may not be consistent with judicial reform. It may result in 
politi.ca~ appointments which we are trying to get away from in the selection process. 
You also indicate in your draft that the duties and manner of appoin.tment shall be 
pn~scrihed hy the Supreme Court and also contains the provision that the numbers be 
confirmed by the General Assembly. My comments are personal and do not represent the 
Municipal Judges Association, but I felt that some comment was necessary. 

The next speaker Has Judge Daniel Connors, a part time municipal judge in Fremont, Ohio 
and chairman of the Municipal Judges Traffic Law Committee of the Ohio State Bar Asso
ciation.

• Jy4ge ConOers... 1 speak only for myself in relation to the. matter Judgeralbert men.

• 

tioned--the magistrate. There is no question that there is a reed for more judges or 
more help on the Common Pleas Court. To assign the work which is now being done by 
county court judges and municipal judges who have to meet the same requirements as 
Common Pleas Court judges to magistrates, this appears to me to be a miste.ke or at 
least something which merits considerable reconsideration. If we need more personnel 
on the COUlman Pleas bench, and I believe we do, then let us make them full time and 
pay them full time salaries, and devote their full attention to it. I am presently 
in a situation like the magistrate would be in Sandusky County--I am a part time judge-
according to the statute; I am also a full-time attorney. In Fremont we have had a 

• 
big burst of business so that the court iB in fact a full-time court, and I am a 
full time attorney. I am at the present time unable to devote full time to either 
job; therefore, justice throughollt our community and many communities is not being 
served. I fully support the concept of a unified trial court system. If we do, let's 
not create another situation like the one lye are just coming out of--justices of the 
peace, county courts, municipal courts, etc. The people of our state have been served 
in many areas which you might call part time justice. All of our county court judges

•
 are part time judges. One per cent of our municipal judges are part time judges. I
 
know many of these gentlemen and I feel that they devote a great deal of effort very 
well under the circumstances. Let us elect a sufficient number of common pleas 
judges whose talents are needed, men who are devoting their full time to the admin
istration of justice in the trial courts. 

• Mr. Montgomery - There is one other witness, William lkMillan, Jr., a part time county 
court judge. 

Judge McHillan - Our judges yesterday passed a resolution expressing our general 
concern and interest. We are in favor of full time judges. I think that philosophi

• 
cally everyone wants a full time judiciar.y. I think it is a mistake to have 
magistrates; that does create a second t~e~., There should be only one trial court 
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in a county. We believe, frmn a very practical standpoint, that you really have to 
have two tiers. I think you have established the fact that sometimes you have to yield 
to the practical side. Many of us would prefer only o~e trial court in a county. 
Let' 5 not ha.ve part time judicial officers. Our position is to have a full time ju
di~iary - on the county level, let',> ha've t,.]o tiers, but all full time. The county 
would be divided and the judge only run in the a.rea he serves. There should be at 
least one tr ie1 court judge in evcr.y county. I thartk you for the opportunity to ex
press our opinion as cmluty court judges. 

l1r. l-1ontgomcry - I th:i.uk we s!J0uld pause here for sOr.'e di.scussion. 

}IE.!- Fry - I think the key questJ"jH i '3 hcm do you get rid of a bad judge? I have found 
that the attorneys are very reluct.?ut to Cl iticize a j ....ldge. Mr. Hoodle referred to 
this matter. I hate to leave it up to the newspapers. Is there a possibility that we 
could use the selection commission to determine if a judge il:: doing a good job? \-1e 
ha.ve certain ;;,easurell1cnts that we're gettlng from the Supreme Court. II d like to have 
discussion on that - hO~...T do you get rid of a bad judge'? 

!!!... Milligan - :First of all, the retentinr: clectionc do provide one m(~thod of removing, 
as you say, a h3d judge. There haven' 1"; b(~c:n t'jO many ju.::ges defeated in retent.ion t 
ele.-:tions - only about 12. It can happen. If the system is ~...orking properly, '·Je will l' 
g~t good judges to start, they '.7i.l1. continue to be goo<l judges. If they a:':'e. good 
judges they don't have to be removed. It :ts possible for a judge to be disbar.rt~d if he 
is unethical, takes bribes or things like that. ThG Supreme Court does have that au
thority. The problem is judges vJho axe good to g tart 'I'1ith but somewhere along the line 
becoU\(') bad [or so'.nc reason, perhaps health. I thlll~< ~veryon2 "Jould agree that there should 
be some f •.1T, but cHect1.ve, me~llod of terminating the !)ervices of that judge. All I 
can f~ay is that if this COllnnission can come up with a better solution to that problem, 
1 would hc.drtily endorse it. 

Mr. Milligan - I'll gi.ve you one problem that just occurs to me. Let's suppose that 
you are a member of the commission and youfre also a lm"yer and you have a case 
before Judge Eckler who is the judge and he realizes that you're one of the persons 
who decide ultimately that he can be removed, it assumes an unfair advantage on the 
part of the attorney members of the conmission. We don't want anyone to own the judge. 

Hr. Fry - 1 once shared an offi.ce with a man who was handling a Judiciary bill'. It 
really disturbs me to hear a representative say well, I'll take care of this judge 
beCause he's in my distrist or to hear a judge sa), I've got a case in which this 
representative is interested. This is sort of disillusioni~ 

Mr. ~~11~~ .. I think the problem of removal is difficult. I don't know that we have 
a systelll for i.t right now in Ohi.o, mandatory retirement is Some help. I once went to 
school in Uruguay for some time. One of the profes-sors was discussing the question of 
judicial retirement. He said when you look at Chief Justice Holmes at 90 maybe you 
shouldn't have mandatory retirement. Most judges are not Judge Holmes. So, on the 
t\verage, mandatory retireoent helps. But it does retire some who shouldn't be retired • 

•~. Carter - I'd like to ask John Eckler. The questions that have been raised most
 
consistent.ly ull the merit system are that the merit system is tantamount to a life
 
time appointment as in the federal system - I'm sure you're all aware of that argument

that qUt.~stion that Charlie asked hO\\7 to get rid of a bad judge. I came across an
 
article that I sent to the chairman of this committee on the California system. They
 
have a constitutional con~ission on judicial qualifications that might be a way of
 
implementing the proposal that we have in that regard. The other question about this
 
problem i.s the nominating commi~sion. It become,; crucial to the whole process of
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selection. The problem of selecting the members of that commission will be extremely 
important. We heard several comments from the witnessestoday. How many lawyers 
should it have, should it be dominated by lawyers, how sllould they be selected, etc. 
John, 1 would be interested in how you feel they should be selected. 

• 

• Mr. Eckler - Generally, I would be in favor of the legislature having some part 
of it. But we have provided that it will be done according to law. So the legis-
laturt~ w:i.11 have a part. Terms will be staggered. I might respond to that by asking 
whether there should be lawyers on it at all? My brothers in the bar, many of them 
feel it should be all lawyers. Exactly what should be done by the legislature - I 
think legislative hearings will resolve many of .these questions. 

J _ 

Mr. Carter - So you 'o1ould l:.'e happy not to spell it out in the Constitution. 

Mr. Eckler. - Exactly. I would be happy to delete one condition you have, less than 
one half la'o1Yers.

• l1r ._Jdirter - Uhat would you say. John, if they were all legislators? 

• 

Nr. Eckler - 1 would not be happy ",ith that, but I "'QuId not be worried about it. 
lwould ra-thcr have that system than no system. I hope I live long enough to see 
it go into effect. I think we will have many lawyers interested in judgeships if 
yOll have this system, ~.;rhose names .are not Brown. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I have much the same question that Nr. Carter had but I ~vould like 
to pursue it. I am wondering whether you have any concern about the legislature 
perhaps being involved in political matters. 'vhether there's any question of a 
wider source of appointing authority so that it will not be possible for the legis

• lature to do all the appointing of the members of the nominating cOlmnission. I 
don't know whether that would mean governor and legislature. bar aud legislature or 
'(vhoe·"er. I am concerned about the legislature having a full job. 

:Mr. Eckler - I observed the operation of the c.ommissions for a couple of years and 

• 
'it was incredible the seriousness with which the members took their jobs. So it 
has worked 'veIl. But I don't think 've should put in the constitution that 'it has to 
be done a certain way. 

Mr. Fry - I don't think the legislators should serve 011 the commission. We want to 
get people 'vho are above politics. 

• Mrs. Orfirer - May I ask Mr. Fry a question? Do you feel that the legislature 
would not appoint legislators to the commission or that the legislature would not 
take upon itself the responsibility of appointing? 

Mr. Fry - I think they would take the responsibility of appointing the c01J'lJIlission 
but not have legislators serve on the commission. Say you're looking for judicial

• candidates, you're looking for the same thing as for members of this comnlission. 

• 

There's nothing in the proposal requiring members of the nominati.ng connnission to 
be legislators. It's just not prohibited. 

Mr. Milligan - So far as I am concerned, the danger of that occuring-and it's never 
occurred any place else - is not great. The customary system is for the members to 
be appointed by the governor. That was the voluntary system under Governor Gilligan. 
There are variations. In }lissouri, the lawyer members are elected by the Bar. I 
would be willing to trust the legislature to set up the criteria for members of the 
commission. }~ybe one of these members would be a legislator. That wouldn't bother 
me if he had the time to do it. Also, as they do it in Missouri, you might want to 

•
 



have a member of tt.e judiciary as a member of the corl'mission. In Missouri, the 
presicHng judge of the circ\~ it is a member and chairman. I can think of many 
possible systems which would be satisfactory. I Hould be willing to leave it to 
the lcgislatllre. This question of removal of judges is difficult. There's a 
bill in Congress to provide a system for r~noval of a judge by a committee of 
judgCE;. That's a possibility. 

Mr. \-1oodlf' - tV'herl Governor Gilligan's system \olcnt into effect the two leading bar 
asnoclati"~;n~ in Cleveland Here asked to c;uggcst mcmberr. for the· nominating corranis
sion. CO;·Lsider.lble. time was spent in rna]; Lng these recommendations. I happen to be 
a mc:mbcr of both these assocLationg. The Governor disregarded all suggestions from them 
and .:'lppointcd people \"ho wer(!n I t even known to the: bar at all. You can usc that 
expE.'ri encc for ,"hatever you w[mt to make of it. I would not leave the selection of 
the membership of the commission to the.Gov~~:cnor alone. I am i.nterested in the use 
of the Hord "bad" judges. I think the judges that the gentleman is referring to 
are gencr<11.ly called "rather incompetent,"not corrupt, not necessarily lazy, but 
simply inc('mpptent to perform thdr job. We have in the City of Cleveland nm·J 28 judges 
on Ollr trial bench. We all recognize that of the 28 there are 4 or 5 ''lho by ,111 
standards of judicial qualifieation de r.ot be.lcng on a bench. The American Ear 
Assoc -ration suggestf3 that judges take seminars or courses to renew their j.~nowledgc 

of the law once a year 01' so and a number of ju~ge~ do this voluntarily. The judges 
I mentioned would never think of such a thing. The better judges would do so. Six 
yearc abo I sugge£ted to the J"Jdicial Conference th e. incredible statute in this 
staleJ setting forth qualifications for election of connnon pleas judges. And a:l .. 
that he needs to do to be a qualified candidate is to be admitted to practice - not 
to l:ave practiced. I suggcsteJ this to the Judicial Conference six years ago. I 
think tl~(> lCbi.~lature 5hould "Iork \~ith you on the kind of judicial caMidates you 
would expecL to be submitted to the Gov~reor. 

M,' ':':"."f·'",.,:.. _ v.... , "1,,,1 .·"'y"'... ~l "f-l,p ... T·';t·r"'''''''f>~ h"''''' t-,,'l....'n ::lhn"t- t'hp ... ,.,10 "f t-h,., 0,.. .... 

bate i\!~:'l~t.i.on c-f thE.' court, as being an administrative role :cather than 8. Judicial 
one. It C{)i1I'.~U to lily mind why should HC hav8 a probate judge per se? 

~'lr. E(~!!J.£. - Some sinble iudiv:i.dudl should be vested by "law, with the responsibil
ity of pr-esi.Jjng over the kind of work pr.obate \:ourts do. If you left th::.s ~"ork to 
a group Gf admin.istrative individuals, refe.rees, you 't1Cluld have no one responsible 
for doing the work the '"lay it shOuld be done. There are, of course, i.mportant 
quest iDleS .Jf law which come up from time to time in the probate court nnd ~\lhidl 

require a person legally trained. 

?:,!!-=_Gl1J:genhciE.!, - The Cldminist:rative burden in probate cmu·ts to a degree is tnle of 
dor.lestic rclati.on~ and juvenil e courts. There I s a qu~stion in my mi.nd '''nether you 
have better results by election than by appotntlllent. Perhaps we need a member of 
the judi clary well :Orilare of these problems and someone -';'7ho could stay there il1defin
i.tel)'. It isn't 8 question of rotating every six months. I can't see why that 
method of select ion isu't a little better tharL just £"lecting them. I've seen pro
bate judges elected '11th no ad:illnistrative ability. 

~~~:.J~ict.~~:;. Nf~i(:2.1 i:-frankl-l..n '::Oll\Ji:y Pro~Dt.~ ·.Judge '.- I have known incompetent', 
legislators, incompetent sheriffs--if it 

is so important to appoint jUdgl'lS, why not aPi?oint them all? When you have judges 
Who sit on the bench by a.ppointment you 1 re going to be very hard to get to. I 
'07ould think i.t \oIould be 'vrong to remove probai;:e judges from a vote of the reople • 
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Some years ago we sat down, 15 lawyers and there were 10 judges running for election. 
We scored them one to ten as to their competence. I was absolutely amazed that th~ 

public agreed wit.h us. I donlt think the public is so stupid as to allow judges to 
ait for a long time and I donlt think it is right to take it into the hands of a few. 
All you're doing is taking politics away from the people and putting it in the hands 
of a few. The A:nerican nar theories are worked out because people ,,]ho attend are 
often put on l'erma:maa..' committees, spend lots of time with it and that's how things 
get through. It's not the average lawyer. What I really carne to talk about is the 
probate area. To me it would make as much sense to rotate the county treasurer and 
auditor. These offices all have substantial patronage. They are specialists in . 
their field. The guy who never takes a vacation is one to worry about. I have been 
on the bench for ten years and practiced law 15 years before that. I don't know any
thing about criminal law. I have no hope of knowing anything about domestic relations. 
I do know probate court. 

}rr. Carter - You are going on the assumption that this system would lead to rotation? 

Judge Metcalf - I can think of no other reason to eliminate the special probate court 
other than rotation. In my court I do take, regularly, refresher courses, at my o"t"n 
(:pellse. I know some who are incompetent but some i.n every field are incompetent. 
I think most of the probate judges "lork very har·d to know their jobs. One of the 
complaintG we hear frequently is that someone has become senile. 

Mr. Carter - Hill you respond to Nr. Guggenheim's point that you could get good pro
bate people by appointment? 

Mr. Metcalf - The appoinLLlIg authority is usually a small group of people and you will 
be beholden to them and I think you have to come back to the public. I conduct an 
,..~ ........ '" :'1 ....~'t'"';'":: t:''''''".;,.....,- !:"'t'\,...n ..... '~? ~.T~ r-:-rl .:~ f-'h- f''h':- 0 ':r~",,!,~,...- '700 r?"":.. 1",, ~"h~~ ~.f:"'::':'."-:~
 

5 night 10 hour lecture periods. I think it is very important that you report back to 
the people how things are going in your elective office. If I were an appointed judge 
1 ar.' not beholden to the general public. But you certainly ought to recognize the 
necessity of having the public inject itself into judicial office. The public gen
erally does a good job. One of my predecessors was thrown off the bench for exactly 
the reasons you might suspect. lid be glad to answer any questions. 

Senator Mussey - Your criticisms are directed at the whole idea of appointing Judges 
·not just probate judges. Do yOll feel the same way about appellate judges and supreme 
court judges? 

Judge Metcalf '. I would never run for the Supreme Court. There's no way of getting 
campaign funds to get a wessage across. I might agree that there is good reason not 
to elect them. 

}rr~ - Do you feel that most la\vyers and judges will sustain your position or will 
most of them see this as a reform? 

Judge Metcalf - It depends on ~mat you read. If you're looking at a bar poll, one 
man or t\11O men offices take v' ,'- i ittle active part. It is dominated by the large 
firms. Frankly, I think most lawyers think it would do to remain with the people. 
How many U.S. Supreme Court judges could have gotten elected to office.? How many 
lawyers like the federal judges as well as the state? 
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Mr. Ht'!ltgo'~:.!J!. ~ 'ihank you, Judge, do any mC:ll1hers wish to address questions to other 
witnesses? 

Senator Muss~y to Mr. Milligan. What is you;. rationale for alternating judges through
out the courts? Do you think that the probatr: court judge should be changed from 
time to time under the constitutional provisions? 

~1L Hill iean - No, not neccsscn:ily. Hhat the subcommittee report recorranended was 
that if it \o.'ere thought desirable to have a new kind of division the Supreme Court 
"'ouid recO;'TllTv~ud to the legis lature that stich a division be established and if the 
legislature c;l.idn't say no, then you have hnd di.vision~he same formula as is being 
fc"'lmved now for rule-making. I'm f;rcaking only for myself l::ecause this has not been 
considered by the Bar Association as a w~ole. I think that is a good system. So 
far as rotRting judges is concerned I'm nut necessarily in favor of rotating judges. 
Judge l-'letca 11: opposeE appointing judges at the county level, but ·SUPP08t~ that were 
considered, J'm sure Judge Hetca~f would continue the probate docket. On the other 
}wnd, let' ::~ slIppose for the sake of discuss; on--this is like a good law firm.--one 
m~n lIas exr~rtisc in taxes. Obviously he's going to handle taxes. Somebody else spe
cializes in trial work. W~'re not going to switch them around. Thet'& inefficient. 
On tbe othE,r hand, let 's Huppose in the offj ce that I supervise that a certain type 
of esse came up last year. This year you're not trying any. Wllat do you do? You 
assign that lawyer to something else. You den't just sit there hoping that this kind 
of 1m,' suit. \.'111 becofae pOi\ular again. You have to have some room to ad<ipt as tif',e 
go~s on. Right now, for exnrnple, certain types of lawsuits are popular. I like the 
f18xibility that's provided here, but not rotation. 

Ju~g,e-11£.tca!i - Hhat Hr. HUligan says iR if yOll get~'tncompetent general division 
Ct)mm0n plew-1 judg<> let's g'.ve him a shot at pJ.'0bate. We're not go~ng to heve a 
l";J.J..UU """'J.I;; 1.. lll:!.L<:: .,ut;; JiU c:tiLc1I.C::> LV bt::Ll.l~" \~tc\ il.l:.., 1101. ~').lll~ co· .'/:Ive a 1-'eL1.0U 

"'hen \'7e don't have javeniles. These men ar/~ specialists jon their field. They all 
kno.' thei:::- fjF;:ld. H. doesn't make sense to rotate thr~l1l. 

}1r:.Hil1jJ~p'. - You mi:="UT'Lr1erstood me. I'm nat in fa'JO~ of rotation. 

The next lip~ak.er. \·J::'S Francis T<llty 11~om Cleveland • 

.lll~~_'J;!l.l.!Y ~ l':n trw ;'(l;d!~lst.)~C1tive judge of the prob<>t", division llt the court of 
CO\lllnon pleas. I've bCUl fl1 t~le probate di'JII;i.on for .sUOllt 4':1 years, ami prior to 
tlwt served in ttiL C;P\h!' r,f CC'lU110n plc::af';. T pf,ree j::1 sub.stance "litl~ what Dick 
Mctr.:alf has sai.d. I lJelie\r~ that the pre.posed change \oJOuld in Ctlyahoga County, 
lead i.nes/~ai'a.bl'y to :rotati.L\rt in all divisi.ons. particularly in probate. In the 
probate division we have som(~ 175 E:.mployeeB tod.::ty. Hauy of these are career people 
"7h" workcci in the cour.t long before I was ftdrd tted to the bar. They are skill full 
and highly dedicated pulJlic servants. We h<1ve 28 comrr.on pleas judgt;.~s in Cuyahog2 
County anJ tHO in probcte. Fnder this plan the administo.t ive judge in Cuyahoga 
CC'1.mty \'10111d determine \·;ho ~he presiding judge in probate ~vould hecome. The people 
who work in probate c0urL now KnoH that they are ~"orkiDg for a presidinf, judge 
~'7ho has 8 six-year term. They feel cOYllfortable under an arrangement knowing who 
the boss is and from '''hom th~y will be taking instructions. If we have a rotation 
plan, there ~ill ~a'rotation in Cuyahoga County at least, the employee doesn't know 
for whom he ~.;i 11 be workit'g next January and he doesn't have 8. sense of security of 
office to which he is entitled. Laying aside the specialities that are involved 
in the probatE.' division, and prior to becoming pr.obate judge I practi.ced law for 
17 years a good bit of the time in the probat0 court, and the probat& division is current, 
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our work has never been criticized, except that we had-to rid ourselves of a
 
probate judge some 15 or 20 years ago. So fnr as I am concerned, we would
 
only confound a confused situation in Cuyahoga County by eliminating a probate
 
court as a constitutional division.
 

Mr. Montgomery -Thank you very much, Judge. 

~udge DOi'm - Hamilton County Hunic ipal Court - I am a former probate judge and I 
must communi.cate something that they are not mva:re of. It is rotation. That 's 
what you will get unless you specifically prohibit it. Now our forefathers back 
in 1850 said in the Constitution that there IffilSt be a probate judge in every county. 
They were '.,lise enough to put it in. \.Jith reference to the probate court, it is 
iml'ortant, but it is even-· :nore in;portant to the juvenile. I knO\v what I s happening 
over the United States in the juvenile court field. Everywhere they followed this 
system they have rotate<l. The judge says he picks his staff and they have some 
security. In the juvenile field, staff is secured from all over the country. 
Uhen they have a vaCaI1 cy for a probation officer they try to get the best one they 
can, from lvherever. But you can give him only six months security in Dade County, 
Florida, one of the best juvenile .judges in the United States is now sitting hearing 
a damage liction. Some common pl.e<ls judge tries to decide ",hat to do with children. 
And this is the way it was done in Florida. The American Judicature Society said 
that: any man '.,lllo is cnpable of being a judge is capable of being a judge anywhere. 
'l'h.3t's just the way rotp.tio:l wor1<s. Most people don't lenow they're getting it. 
:J 5 there .myone here ",-,ho hl1r; to go to the hosp ital next week and finds that the 
doctor who will handle the knife was the pC'diatrician 1<ist week. You talk about 
tnli.ning judges. He in the juven·j Ie hrnnch :.;tnrted out in 1950 with the Pennsylvani.a 
Tn~t:i.tut(' for Judge~3. Tl'aining juvenile ju<1gcf:, trying to teach them what facUities 
are availnb19, how to \ r~,~ \Jith these children, but you can't train them every six 
months. By the ti.mp you get them trai ned, they '11. be rotated out of the field in which . .. . ... ., .. . . .- ~.~.. ~ 

,,".&\.:.'f Wt",;.J. '- l.J..a.J..u~u t"lu'U Hvw \.olley 1.1. ue. ~.L\"'''''.LU6 v....,ua_''I'lLL.L~ \,;..l.:J",-. .,)U.1."'" L.UL,o UUU-UILbOilt-lLlJU 

can establish that we're not going to have rotation for sure and final and that will
 
do more good than anything else.
 

Mr. Montg12m121'y - Aren't yCHl suggesting then, by this argu~ent, that \Ve should 
lock int-o- the: (;orist....j;t-fi'tio~ other subject-matter divisions such as domestic relations? 

Judge Do~n - No, but I don't want rotation. 

£1:r...J.!.Y. - I'd like to ask Judge Connors and Judge McMillen ,,'ho mentioned the importance 
of keeping the judge in each county in each classification, what is the justification 
for that? Just so the people have a judge in their county seat? If there's not 
enongh to keep them busy? 

Judge.Mc~1.iJ.1i:i~ - One reason is political. The attorneys in the county need a resident 
judge where they can go to sign pape:r:-s. They feel strongly about it. It's a political 
fact of life. 

}Ir. Fry - We used to have the same argument about haVing a state representative in
 
every county.
 

Mr. Montgomerv - We have jUbt a few mir.utes. If someone has something new, the
 
Co~nission would like to hear it.
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.ludil_e Doan - Hamilton County Hunicipal Court. People feel cheated when you have 
referees, the; want a judge. The people will defeat this whole concept if they 
can't have a full-time judge. 

1i'~..: Nontgom~_~'y. -The rationale is the same rationale that exists in mer"y profes
siol1s--paramedicI11 or parAjudicial--to handle matters· which are not really 
judicial matters. 

f1..~Ili.mf.('l.!-. fro,n Butler CotJPty, a COlll"ity judge, commented as follows: This gets 
to the poi.nt ,~lten~ you l'u-Je i1 judL(~ ,~ho does nothing and a hlmcll of underlings "'ho 
G;) everything. Everythi.ng i.s conLl'olled by the stnff. Ninety per cent of the 
peopl e who gpt into court "'hich is lIiti_uiclpal or county neVF.'r get in to anothel" 
court. They cree given a refu~eco '"1110 can try something that is fliOst hnportant to 
th:~m. 

!!r :.-J1Qntg;>~~~_y - I 1,1ant to ask one f ina 1 quest ion of Hr. Woodle, who made the 
sug~estion that the Supreme Court has in effect amended the Constitution by 
;;;.ulling the \"oLd "substrlntial" and "o,'!',al.:able'· constitutionClI questi_on. Hm; do you 
~uggest ,",'e an!,~nd that: section to avoid frivol.ity and the filliltipHcity of cases of 
anyone whu has a gripe? 

!'ir_._~ood!.£ - 1 suggcst'.=d in my rE.llvn:kf; that one of the things the Constitution 
cOI:ld n.-quir.e is th:-1t the Suprew2 Court state that the question properly raised 
has been decided i.n c specific case which should be mentioned in the decision of 
tILl' court. T mentioned cases in the: r0vLt::w that I prepared "Jhich try to raise a 
con~;tit\.ltion~d (ptestion which (lo(~sT"t f'xlst. 

!:i.r..:__U~.!~Ml!1.~'!:"Y. - 1: '.'1OlIld agree as to Fast decisions. Let I s tzke th~ emrironnental 
qnc:;t-joo. Th::rc~IG not: liluch 1m-.' 011 tL(:;se qu(;stions, which involve constitutionc:d 
'}1"'~I:'ons ~1J I oVl.'r t'11l~ place, and J r::an see our ~upreme Court being deluged wit!1 
questions on c1lergy and civil rights and you name it. The court will have to de
cide.: what is ~lIbBtantial. 

NT.. Woodl~ - T have heard that argument wi.th regard to the work of the courts on 
(~very level fo~: 50 years. I would respectfully suggest that this deluge will 
never take place. 

!1r. 1'1,?ntgom~_EY - He I d be glad to have all)'onc here submit anything to us in the 
uay of materi~ls. We are public servants and have spent the last year studying 
the judicial article. He've heard from everyone that ~.,anted to be heard. All 
,o]c want to do is the best jab He C;;l.n do for the State of Ohio 811d tl-tc 2dministra
tion of justice. 

Recess fo!" Luaeh 

.hlrlJ:!,t~ Cliffon~ Brown - Judge of the 6th District Court of h~peals. lvjy subject 
tnatter for your cOrJ.sideration iE: an amendment vlhich would prOVide for a di.fferE:nt 
method of electing Supreme Court justices. There is also a T€commeiJdation for 
making SUPrE:In2 Court j\1stice terms and for maki.:1g the terll'!s of app~llate judges 
lO years, I:"hich \-lOuld be an im!)rOV~-11ent over the prese-nt systr;m. However, the main 
purpose of this is to change the statewide e:18ctim. of Supreme Court judgeR to a 
system of electing thew by district8, which at the prenent tir.-te is our way of 
electing appellate judges. The way this propcsal would supersede the present 
system would be to elect two justice~ from dist~icts starting with the election 
in 1976. Now the determincition of which justices \wuld run from which di.stril:ts 

v0uld be up to the Genarnl Asse~)ly. Each two years there would be another two 
justices electeu from districts set up by the General Assenhly by virtue of this 
cOllstitut5.onal amendment. I suggest ~~e election of 1976 to 
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give the General Assembly time to implement this constitutional change. You probably 
have a lot of questions and I think I have given you the outline of the system. I'll 
try to answer as many questions as I can, 

• Mr. Montgomery - You are aware that we have recommended merit selection. If merit 
selection were successful then your contribution would be moot. Can you tell us of other 
major industrial states which have distri.ct election of Supreme Court justices? 

.Judge Brmvn - I knoH of two, but have done no research on the subj ect. Your staff 

•
 would be in a better position to obtain that information. I do know about Kentucky
 
and Louisi:ma. I was a candidate for the Ohio Supreme Court and was defeated last 

• 

year - I wouldn't say that this is a motivating force for this thought of mine. 
I am in the 6th District of the Court of Appeals. Itls easier to be elect8d in a 
district than in the state because you can be better known in a district unless you 
happen to be an ex Governor, and I don't knoH that that necessnrily is the best quali 
fication for an appellate judge. At the judicial seminar last year there "Jere b'1O 

Kentucky Supreme Court Judges who were campaigning and they asl·:ed about the system 
in this state. One said, "If vle had a system like that hm-v \Vould a poor country boy 
like me ever get on the Supreme Court? All the judges '''ould be from Louisville. 1f 

I know n Supreme Court judge in Louisiana who feels the district system is. superior 

• 
because people can better evaluate a justice running from one district than they can 
seven justices running frOiT, remote partR of the state. 

:1'11". HCll}!E5~L- That I s O;J.~ of the arguments the committee considered for sl1prelUe 
court jt'lsticcs. If 'Y'a hnd n1cri.t sclecti~:m doesn I t it stand to reason that that the 
nominnting cOlTl1nission 'vould give some consideration to geog!"aphy? 

•
 Judge Bro,m - TheorcticE.J.1y it \vould but who Hill select the nominating corrrrllission?
 

Mr ..Hontfjomcr"y" -He uoulct lC:.lve it to the legislcture to decide. 

• 
JU~lL~~''1n - How do we divorce political viewpoints? People selected for commissions 
are not nonentities. They are people vi5.th influenc.e, and 'Lot necessarily of one party 
or the other. As I recal~ a draft that was being studied by one of the legislative 
committees about six years ago, was very loose. It said that the tenure, terms, se
lection were indefinite. The General Assembly politicians would select a connnission 
that would also lean in the direction of the majority. How does one guarantee the 
absence of a political bias? 

• Mr. Hontgomery -It has been pretty well established in other states that politics 
is not the primary consideration in nominating commissions. 

Mr. Fry - Are you in favor of having regionalism introduced in the matter of the 
Supreme Court? Would one feel he had to represent its interest as opposed to the 
interest of the state as a whole? 

• Judge Brown - No, I don't think it would influence the judges. Now it is an accident 
of money and name on a statffivide basis. You may have to wait another 10 to 50 years 
before you get merit selection. This is a half a loaf and better than none. 

• 
Mr. Nontgome"!y - What's the response to the argument of the trial judges that there 
should be a judge resident in cac~ county. If we go to districting by the Supreme 
Court where I am as an aggrieved party in the Supreme Court being judged by a great 
majority on the court that I didn't vote for and i~ not resident in my district. 

Judge Brown - That should Hot be a consideration. 
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Hr.,.!lontgome_t'2. - Ali a citizen is entitled to is a good judge. 

~u~ge Brown - People seem to think there is fairness in territorial representation, 
by congressmen, representatives by city council frequently.wny should the court 
be statewide? • 
1-1r. ~1()~gorn\;:2:''y'' •. If there are no fllrthet' questions, thank you for your presentation 
and fOJ: ~prn.trjng with us today. 

11)~!_C:'l.r:lli .- He c:mlt take Clny fO'\"111(1l action without a quol"llln. I think we ought • 
to conntit(l"l"n oursl>lvcs <l committc'(' to hear discussion so I think that we'll 'Work. 
("'11 those tId ngs that \'lC can do. \~e can't act on the minutes oftbe April 10 meet:Lng 
bCC<lliSC the'y '';>Quld r.c:quirc n quonlill. :r. assume everyone has a copy of the memo 
stating th~ [,r:atuc of our rCCODlTJl(;llr}ations in the General Assembly. 

lh:.E. Eri.l:£:?.(~l..."- The Hr~: [: three topics listed are left over from prior reports. • 
T:mdem eJ.ecL~o.l of LJc1'tcp.?nt. Gov(:.rnor and Governor has nOH passed the Senate and 
th~l'C'S ev~Yy reQson ~o helieve that th2.t ,dE set on the ballot this fall. The 
rjili:stion t:iw~;: I R sti 11 t:p in the air .,nd ther2 is <: difference betwcf'n the House and 
Senot2 I'l!. thif' poir,1.: i.s nominati.on. Our recOl::mcndation for r-ayment of legislative 
eXpz.HscS h:~s not been introducer.l •. The state debt proposal I doubt that this leeis
laturc will [l':-t. on. (For llIBtters cllrrenU.y heing cellsidE';1"ed by the General Assembly. • 
please r~fcr to the status report.) 

1'~'f..~_,g£lrt9..I. - lh.: nwmlH:cs oi the COlTunission had .:111 opportunity during lunch to talk 
abrlllt wlut tile dir€'cU.cJll of tht, Cori!rnission shollld be and I'd l:i!ke to have your 
rc,",ctions eH:h ..'l' her.c nt the mcctjl·tg or throu;·,h Ann. H~ ba'.Jc a very difficult job 
,:nd t:.very flt:lt(·~ dOCi: in communi.cation with th0 public. ~'le've had (:;1Ic wonderi/.lL • 
n::;~:istaIlce of Llw L(~(.'ll'1ic of: wom(.~n Voters and ;1 number of other or~a,.,;.~atio,.,~ but: 
by and. l.";~;!.t' thc:i.'~' k,s l>",:;ll no eOl-J:Cl"ifLut(:d and iml'l:::menti;d approCtch in t.:cyingt:o 
c:o;lIlmmicatc, 'J.lth the p1Jl,lic. The th.)ught Ha~> that we r-;lwuld do t\.;o things: llS 
~;o()n as ',ole !FlVC completed the judiciary and, hup2fully, t.!IC bill of rigL.t.o. then we 
should di.:c('C't au!: attention to putting tOSf~ther a pacl,agc of TE.connnendations in a 
si:nple form rathel' than all the details so th,'lt ,,,e eouJd just aeGuaint pcopl~ generally, • 
anJ parti.<.:ularly tile legislators, \-lith all the '-lork the Co;nmiscion has done, \olhere we 
stand. I've asked Skip and Dick Guggenheim if they \olould help on this to digest anfi 
get us a prcs",ntation that ~·jould Hppeal to on0. .who isn't a student of the tolhol", 
matter. 1'1~cy have both agreed. 

Th(: other problem is that we have talked a lot about public support. 'lbat's .' 
aln~st impc~siblc to do when you have it scattered OVLr a number of years. Origi
nally our plan ,,,at> to do trds and get all of the proposals ready for the November 
election. "le have nm ont of timp-. It took longer than we have anticipated and 
st~condly eo. number of probl'21'lS C31ne up in th'3 legislature that nene of us had anti
ci~ated. The thought no~ is to talk with the legislative leaders and shoot for 
the June ballot. I am curiOIlS to know ho,) other. Commission members fe(;l about it." 

~ 

l1!.S. Orfire:r: ., Arc YOLl suggesting that everything be held up until June? 

MT. Carter - Ko, not at all. l·lh:lt we have to do is get things passed and try to 
gear them for .June. 

Mr. Fry talked with Vern Riffe an.d he agreed that the Jun.a ballot "'ould suit 
him better. They 'olouJ.d clear \l1h.:lt they could this year for the June ballot. 

\. : l·"".562
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Nr. Guggenheim - If the Governor's proposals get on the June ballot, anything we 
propose ,~ould be swamped. 

Hr. Carter - How dees this strike you? Jim Shochllessy ,~as able to join us for a 
short time at lunch. He said we must bring a focus to our efforts. It's hard to 
comprehend '17hat '17e I ve done. 

Nrs. Eriksson - Hembers of the legislature have difficulty comprehending. They 
question putting a large number on at one time. Can we educate the public? 

Hrs. 80"11e - Is there anything else like ballot rotation ,,,hich will go on the 
ballot next November? 

M.":s. Eril<sfJon - Ballot rotation, probably bedsheet ballot, tax exemption for 
recreatlon3l lands, maybe charitable bingo, and tandem election 

lir. Skipt0E, - I would also hope He could prevail on the legislative leaders to keep 
other issu'2S off the June ballot f;O we get a clear shot. 

Discuss ion between Nrs. Orfirer and Hrs. Brownell abot't the I,eague of '{omen 
Voter's role. 

!lr. Catt.c...!. - Hr. Bartune}· if not here to report on the Bill of Rights" Mr. Skipton 
summarized the conunittee proceellings.: He had a meeting on the Bill of Rights. It 
lasted about one hour. He had five ",ttnesscs. At the next meethlg the committee 
will con~>ider the. first seven of the resc,lrch reports on the Bill of Riehts Hhich 
the staff k-\s prepared. He sl~.ould be through in t,,,o more meetings. 

J'1!"S. L'rl])".....z.~ - W)JJ \,'c' n<Jve a repor'l. on (I-Ie edl.lCD"Cl.on art:lcle t:o eonBl.oer! _l 

understand that some people made some recoTTlmenclations and I think the Commission 
should have ,1n opportullity to react even though the corrlIuittee has no recommendations. 

Nl·. Cart(:.:J;. - That is the purpose of the report. 

~__Ski.£.~- I aSSl11ilC that th8 report '17ill list the proposals made, and the Com
mission ,.;111 be able to review them. 

Mrs. Orfirer reported that the Local Covernment COImnittee is considering 
inner city problcms~ l\nd would invite some c):perts to meet with the connuittee at 
its next meeting. 

NT.'. Carter - Cra"tg Aalyson is not here to report on the "Hhat's Left" conunittee. 
Nm'l we're dO""'11 to the Judie iCiry committee. I'm terribly disappointed that 117C. have 
such a slim turnout today. We held the meeting today to enable the legislature 
to he here and we hr..ve had no one from the legislature except Senator }1ussey. I 
do think th;tt this is the most interesting con.troversial and importe.nt matter 
that He hflve taken up. The committee has done a great job. My feeling is that we 
should discuss it today, Don. At our next meeting we will continue this. When 
l17e set the meeting dat0 anc' ,i-Id I t have a quorum) I think it is an imposition on 
the membe.rs that do come. 1 1m frankly. a little annoyed that we don't have a better 
turnout today. (Discussion about date of next meeting.) 

!1!.:. Montgomery - I will try to identj fy the various issues which I think are going 
to be troublesome. If you feel tllere is opposition that I have not gi',en enough

• ;' .i 1, 563 
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'o1eight to, feel free to ~top me. Section 1, on page 3, says that judicial authority 
is vested in a judicial department. The only comment here \'las about "department" 
but no one caree up with anything better. In Section 1, He establish a three tier 
court: systt'lo. That IT.eans the eliminati.on of all the courts of minor jurisdiction. 
This is far. reaching. I dou't knOt-l of anyone ~oJho appeared before us even though 
some represented the thi.rd 8.nd fourth tiers, \,'ho did not approve this. He haven 1 t 
heard from the mayors, but they certainly hL~.d opportunity to be here. 

The question of magistrates has been rais2d by the county judges, the part 
timt' judges with limited jurisdiction. There are certai.n j=unctions which do not 
requir.e 8 full-time judid.ary. If they are rif,ht and rr,ore \·wrk shoald be classified 
as judicial work I think it is up to the Supreme Court and thp. legislature to pro
vide fat' more judgc$. Everything doesn't have to be heard by a judge. All through 
federal and state govc)"mr.cnts are bodies \o1hich hear cases \-lhich are not judges and 
there's no reason why a tnagistrate or a parajudicial officer couldn't handle other 
things. 1 think that's sound ground and \'1e don't need to spend a lot of time on it. 

~~-i'~f.,cnJ.1cim - I just wonder if He couldn't spell that out a little better in 
the comments. There is an awful lot of that nO':v--referees in back:ruptcy and in the 
domestic relations courts. 

~~.~Nem~ - The opposition may be partly due to a misconception that all or some 
county court juclges Hould necessarily lose their jobs, if this change came about. 

Hr .~&£.nh~~ - Haybe He shouldn't use the \,'ord "magistrate." If we called them 
rc[erees they might feel better about it. 

!!r.._NQntg.om~r.y - He thought the word "magistrate" ,vas the most descriptive. All 
v~ lJlIL JU"o~~' WL'U.';'U L,l:. .Ll.lJ.J.-I..uu~, L>Ul,.. L.ll\.:: llId5.;·Hl..LaL~::; wouj(JiJ~ pa).·c-r..l.1Tltf_,anu ~1~

po:l.nt(·d by thc connnon p leas judges of the c1istr j ct. They \vould have to be appointed 
undc:~r rules ~ppr.oved by the Supreme Court and the legis lature and appointed or 
C!l(~cted by the common pIcas judges. I don't think that \'1e haw:! any real problem 
with til i.f). l-1.aybc \"e haven't presented our case as well as ~.}(' shouJ.d have. 

l.tr'~r.iksson - 1 agree with you. It may very \yell be thflt \'1hen '..1C \.rite the final 
report, He need to emphasize the use. of parajudicial officers at thc present time. 

}irs. Orfirer - Where does the small claims court fit in? 

Nr. Montgome~ - It's all connnon pleas. There I s one common pleas court that 
handles everything. It could be a division. 

Hrs. Orfircr - Could things still be handled by referees? 

}Ir. Mcnt,&1merv - They could be by magistrates if the Supreme Cc,urt provided for it 
and the legislatul1e approved i.t. \.Je ,,,ant to provide maxi.mum flexibility. 

&. Nemeth - We aren't necessa.rily doing away with referees and conunissioncrs. 

~~ Skipton - ~fuat is judicial power anyv~ay. \.lho has that power'? What are my 
Tights when ~i 'm befcre some regulatory body? What is the access to the judiciary? 
What the title is, is not important. 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

•
 

• 

• 

• 

• 
&. Carter - \6ere it says "such special subject-matter courts havi.ng statewid~ 

jurisdiction." As I see it this would prohibit l1 probate court. 

. ~. 564 • 
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Mr. Nontgomery - We could have a probate division of common pleas but not a separate 
court. It only loses its position as a constitutionally reco~lized division. There 

• 
could be a tax court stateVlide and is now a court of claims. 

At the bott~of page 20, the Supreme Court establishes rules for subject-matter 
divisions for the courts of corrnnon pleas and the assignment of judges thereto. Pro
bate, domestic relations, or i,;hatever subject-matter divisions there are cur
rently can be set out by the Supreme Com-t and approved by the legis latu:::-e and have 

•
 
their judge, but they are not locked in the Constitution.
 

• 

The"Court of Appeals, I think, is pretty clear. All we have done is just to 
make some sense out of it. \.Je allah' cases to be tr;lnsferr('(1. I see no problem at 
all with that section. Let's go to page 14 ~ C01rnnon pleas. Here ,7e get in again to 
the mutter of the probatc court. As you knm·' , Issue 3 Has passed jn November 1.973 
which allowed tbe formati on of COUllty connnon pIcas courts into a district by the 
legislature. He lwve nothing to do vith that--'·J(,! didn't take 11 position on it--it 

• 

was passed and is now lmi. T don't S('!c hOi'l ·,:12 can take a position contrary to what 
the people. hiVe done so recently. And that I s "hat we have been asked to do--erase 
all that and provide that YOH can't do that any more, even though, in fact, no dis
trict has been created by the legisli1turc. So t],c arguments that h;J.vc been presented 
to us about districting ilre not germ:mc to "hat He are doing. That's an argument 
that shou] d be presented hy t.he legis 1ature. I think that 14 Hitnesses this morning 
a dmitted that it was legislative matter. The question of probate court specializa
tiOll has been very \VeIl presented tOd;ly. There's no question about it, the probate 
Lourt probably does a preponderance of administrative work. A minor part is really 
judicial. It would be all easy way out to lC3ve it like it is but once you start 

•
 dm,'n that road of recogn· "~ Ilg one subject-matter div islon in the Constitution, n;
 
can sec no end to it. You can make the same e.rgument for juvenile. 

Etc.:._ Skipto!!, - YOll don' t h~ve to cnll it a court: at all. It is just an administrative 
function. It doesn't have to be l'el:"orl1led·~bY-; jurl.ije. 

•
 HrJ;.! 8m'/le - Is there Imy <lns\,er in the arrangement proposed to the problem of exper

tis(.\'! Is it possihle wi.thin an arpa to have a judge remain, even though he is avail 

able for otber things? 

~ }l0ntgomcLY,_- I don't thi.nk there's any question about it. I think we're going to 
ta lk about "lhetbcr we I re going to have merit se le~tion in counties or not. If it I S 

• a local option we're not going to have it. We're going to have an elected system so 
all common pleas judges '.7ithin a county or counties in a district vli11 be elected to 
a multiple judge common pleas court. Now the Supreme Court has to set up the rules 
on subject-matter divisions and the Gerl,eral Assembly has to approve that, so we are 
assuming that they will come up ,,,ith some sensible guidelines on whether it's rota
tion or selection. But ,,,hen it comes right dm-m to it three or more judges have to 

• work togetber for a long, long time. I think history in other states has proven 
that they become specialists. A young judge is ~lected, the chairman would probably 
try him out to see ,.,hat his interests are and vJhat he does b .=st. I think that's 
better than the people deciding who will be the best juvenile judge. I think we're 
going to get specialization b,''; ·,:e' re 'not going to lock it in the constitution. 

• Mr. Skipton - The problem 5_5 going to be that eV0rybody is ,::oing to want to be a 
probate judge. Tbe probate judge is probably tbe easiest assignment. You don't 
have to be a good judge i.n order to run a probate court. Also you make all these 
appointments, appraisers, admi.nistrators ,all these people ''lorking for you. 

}rr. }funtgomery -That relates to the base of judges as a whole, because they would 

• all be common pleas employees. 
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1:!!.: Skipton Everybody is "01:r led about hOYl do 1 assure myself a good assignment. 
And thi& is how rotation comes about. Ny opinion is that rotation comes about 
because all the other judges want a crack at it. 

MBl.~owl.£. - But you don't let them redo the whole office every time you rotate? 

Hl'":... MJ?!}!gomery_- 1 hoven' t practiced In''' in a long timo but ar.y good legal 
secretary could p~obat(; most (~st<ltes, so no one is going to sell me on the idea 
tllat there has to be a probate judge. 

Hr. C<l.!!..~ - "Each county shall have one or mm:e resident judges or t,vo or more 
SlUll1 he combined Into a district as m;..y be provided by lmv." Does "as may be 
provided by 1a'_'1 I 1 apply to both clauses? 

lir._ M~9!J;;2Jilery" No. They shou Id have one res ident judge unless the legislaturew 

provides for clbt:r:i.cting \\7hich they have not done. 

Nr.. Carter - Houldn't it be be:tter to say each county ehall have one resident judge 
-;::;;:I.~s~ -a;--moy b(;' provided by 1m)? 

!i~1'?!l~!l91]1£r.Y. - Aan thinks this phraseology is sticky. Do you still thi.nk so, km? 

jl1n;. j';J~1~:;';R01J .- 1 think i.t i.s sticky be(;[i\lsc thi:; was the T:::suc 3 and it ·ts the pm~t 

'tl~Z'-"L'~~:;l~J~~;J'l:;r'n g.ronp Hnnts che.ngcd. If \ole open \IP th3t phraseology, vc open '-'!"l tIle 
pO!J:dhility of [ni:t]wr attack by that group. 

!'1L....Ji~:12:.[;l:i~:;!!£EY - For strateg:i.c reasons \-Te should leave it alone.
 
L€:t's go to r.lection 5. There h3Sn.'t been 2J')' Te;ll oppositioT'. t.(l the expan£:ion of
 
:":6~~ :~: ...... t"A:'-"l'- ~ ..... _ .... ;.' ..~ _-': ... '~.I.':'o"J;"-""u.~:'yl..:o i-'l.h'v'~J.b "'",,) ~'-\';';'I.:..r' b"':'U.1..c;.:~ ~c:ti-' l.t.:(~c..I.1:'~u~, e~~aiJL.LbU 

crHc.:r 5..1 Dnd m1ke rccommendatio'1~ to th\~ legisJrlt::ure. One Court of AppeaJ s judge 
~:ajd tiH~Y iLo.',1(~ vcry 1ittle to say about their rules) and that's trUE:. There is no 
place llhe!:e it:: SrtYf; the Courr~" cf AppcHl(;" l1<.wce.ny input into th~::':c 0\.Jn rtlle-s. He 
lUl.:M af> a practical matter that the Sup:c'(:me Court does c('nsult ,·:ith them. I don't 
thilll< it I S a substanti.al criticism. I think our se-heme here as outlined on page 20 
imd 21. \.; lth re£e!::;~nccl:o letting th~ Supre:ne Court set up cr iteria a.nd milking recom
mendations to the legislature is good and apparently everyone else does too •. 

!1!..:..SJ.1,!j:..£E. •. Hhere are we talking Clbout? I have a problem "lith phrascolo3Y on pClge 
21. 

Nr._1j9ntll.Ql1Iery.- S~ction 5. This is phraseology ~n.d "\ole will r.edraft it. We haven't 
done. <lny~-edraftlnr; J.s yet. Section 6 br~.ngs us to merit sclccti.on. 

!!!.:~:.rte.!. -Before ,.e leave the probate and ]uven ile q'Jcstioi:l., "e had n lett~f fran: 
juclge For;cest i;, Seneca County--, I called and tab:€.d to 1.1m bE:<::3.u~e I wasn't at all 
sure ,.;hat his obje-::tions \~cre. - I didn't knOH frC'lll his letter Ylhat he was objecting 
to. I find out afte! talking to him that his concern is that juvenile activity 
that he 15 involved in--he has been vt?ry successful. He has done a fine job as has 
the man:ith,lt Nolan talked about. I just raise the question, Is it your conclusion 
that recoglLh;ing any of these v:ould be opening Pandora's box? 

~lontromery •. Yes, I think these subject-matter divisions will change. T know 
a situation where there are th:!."ee guys ,-7ho nre too old for the job of dealiIlB with 
children and maybe you might find someone \o7ho can do the job. 

lIr. Carter - The only thi.ng T.;e're taking away i~ the right of the people to vote 
fot:' that mun as ju:(~nile judge. 

... ,566. , 
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Mrs. 50\\le - There is another side to that coin too. There are small areaR in the 
state in which it isn't possible to find someone \"ho wants to run for juvenile 
judge. There aren't a lot of lawyers and it:s hard to get people to run. 

• Mrs. Eriksson - I wonder if I may in~rject Mr. Mansfield1s conments. He also 
stresses objections to the removal of the probate as a special field and is 
in favor of the one-judge per county concept. 

• 
Hr. Montgomery - No\", as to merit selection. I think everyone supports the merit 
selection for the Supreme Court and the Court of Appeals. Does anyone disagree 
\\lith that? I have heard no opposition test.imony. He should get dmm to the 
question of whether we should have local option on merit selection as to trial 
courts. Ho\" do you fee 1 about that? hie h2ard test imony today. Maybe we should 
just eliminate the provision for local option. Houldn't that make the common 
pleas judges elective? 

• Mr. Carter - I think there ar.e two separate questions involved. Ny feeling from 
the people I've talked to, \·.'hich is a very few, is that we should introduce merit 
selection at the appellate level \"here it is most needed and leave local option 
alone. It \"ould eliminate a lot of static. If \'le remove the merit selection 
option, that doc,m' t have anything to do \Iith the other question. If we eliminate 

•
 merit selection for common pleas judges, everybody has to be elected.
 

~1r. NCllInth - But not nccessiJrily to a division. 

Mr.:-l:!E>_ntgomery_ - \'le're satisfying half of the opposition. 1 donlt think the probate 
opposition is as strong's the other. 

• Hr. C,'ll'!'pr 1 t:hink the concent- of Iolpri.t f;p.lp.ct-ion ii:: lTlO"'P l1enH.18si.ve f;t.qt-pwide 
and less persuasive in a small town. 

• 
Mr. Montgomery - I'll tell you what I \vould like to see us do. I \"ould like to see 
the ComiTlission adept a provision that the legislature could remove the local option 
provision if they want to, the same way they can create or not create districts. 

Hr. N~2~leth - Tl1C're t b another argument, hOHcver, about v;here it r s most important , 
to have the best judges. There are SOnte people who feel that the trial court is the 
most important place, because if a case is tried correctly or otherwise disposed of 
correctly, you won't have cause for appeal.

• Hr. Carter - Is the elective system an effective way of getting to the trial court 
level? 

• 
Mr. Montgomery - It's a question of how fast we get to the ulttffiate goal so as not 
to spoil the trip. Everyone thinks it's 2 good idea for appellate judges, but not 
at the 10CDl level so we should start this way. It could be mandatory all the way, 
through, but we said we would make it optional locally. I think this is a sound 
proposition. 

• 
}frs. Sowle - One thing that 1. :lb.; about the option is that this is a drastic change 
and there's a lot of opposition by entrenched people. This gives the possibility 
of experimentation, to show whether it \"auld work or not, if it would get through. 
If it \vorks in two or three places then the tendency would be for it to spread. 

Mr. Carter - If I had the power I would be in favor of it locally. I can see the 
headlines--yo~ are taking :may the rigLt to local election of judges. 

• 567 
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Mrs. Sowle - As a practical matter. I'ow much threat "(-lould a local o'Ption h'e -to 
people who are entrenched? I'm thinking of a litt1fl comnmnity like Athens county. 
I can't imagine that the local option ~~Quld go through. They've been working for ,
8 cicy charter for a long time, and it doesn't have a prayer, so I wonder whether 
this will engender much oppositicn in the sense that I'm not sure that anyone 
would think it has a chance. 

Mr. Carter _. rId be curious as to John Skipton's thoughts on merit selection. 

!'fr. Sl~~~ptQ.!! - I object to the term "merit." I think we ought to stick to that 
term appointive-elective. It's going to be very controversial. I think the 
problem is leaving to the legislature to decide composition of the nominating 
commissi.ons. 

i'1r. !~gnt8.Q~y... Hho should have the authority to appoint the nominating commission _,. 
<lnd wh:1t are t1-Jl~ restraints. We have provided lithe number of judicial no~inating 

~"IIl'niRSiol~and their organization, the number, ei':penses, compensation, qualifi.cation 
and tcrm/1 of office of each commission and filling of vacancies shall be established by 
la"'i provided, that not mo!."e than on8-half of the members of the commission shall be 
of tIll? sume pol Jtic.:al party and -' less than one-half shall be members of the bar." 
Staggt~rcd terms. A public officer may serve. There is quite a consensus that members • 
of the legislature should not be eligible to serve. We haven't done anything with 
that. 1 personally think it is a good i.dea to ",rite that in, that they are not 
eligible to serve. Other public office holders could serve. Of course the Governor 
makes tho. appointment on the recommendation of the commission. Do you want the 
Governor involved in any way or do you want the bar association involved in any way? 
There are just three bodies that recommend members of the cOirnnission--the Governor, • 
the legislature, and the organized bar - countrywide • 

.tI!.:.._US:1Ect:E. ~. 'J.'h~re are BOhIC provisions ",here judges are members by virtue of their 
office. It's usually provided 1.n the constitution. They aren't appointed by anyone. 

l:1L11."}lt.t.2.ml~ry - Does our phraseology follow the patterns of other constitutions? •
Mr. Ni:.!!!.l:.th - OU1~S gi.ves more latitud.:l to the legislature . 

.A 
~~~~~Q~,er~ - If we want to set the framework in the Constitution, how do we want 
to do it'? 

~~ Skiptp£ - The Governor will be the appointing authority, ~o what's the point in 
having him appoint a commissio!1? 

Hr. N:mt2£TP.cry •. 1 agt"ee. And I think Fe should exclude members of the legislatuve 
such as city courcil members on local nominating comraissions. 

Mr. 1~~1l - lJo~ about a member of a lower legislative body, such as city council 
members, on local nominating co!rnniss ions?" •I 

I 
Mr. Ca.!1.£!. - No, the conflict Don is identifying is the legislature that sets up the 
commission. !.
Nr. _Skirt:Q...ll •. There 1.8 a tendency even now to appoint themselves to administrative I 
bodies. They Hever want to let go. It's like Congress giving the PresIdent au i
 

I
 
thority tJ.nd then saying he can exercise that authority if WE: approve it within I
 

five days. .l 
'I 
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Mrs. Orfirer I thi.nk that's a minimum. to exclude the legislature. 

•
 ~k. Nemeth - And the Governor?
 

Mr. Skipton - As a matter of fact the General A~sembly can pass on the creation of 
judgeships, so they should not sit on the nom~nating Comnission. 

Mr. Montgomerr - l.,rhat do you think of letting the bar association recorrnnend the 

•
 members of the bar? Some constitutions allow the bar association to do this.
 

Mr.. Nemeth - Just guessing I think the bar association would prefer not to be mentioned
 
in the constitution.
 

Hr. Mont~omery - Should the Ch.i..ef Justice have a role?
 

• Hn;. Er i~~ssur.. - It Hould seem to me that thEre is some kind of conflict there but
 
in some	 sta:s~s the court is sp~cif:ically df~signated a role. You could exclude them 
frolll c:>:nmissions 0stablished to nomillate th.:t kind of junge. 

NT. Nont~~L- The har assC\ci':ltion proposal calls for nt least one half the 

•
 members to be lm"yers but not recommended by a b':)l~ associlltion.
 

tl:r. Cart.er .• The problem "7ith the way it ls 'tvritten "not more tha11 - and 1I1ess" 
doed ' noe' apply to "les~;"? 

Mrs. SO~?l£:. - It changes the meaning. It could b c~ exactly half. 

•	 ~. HOllt:.3.9111(!ry •. h1e "('lant it to be less than half. 'ole 't'lant it to be a d.tizens com
mittee ".. i.tl~ judicial ['nd lcg.1~ irtput. 

• 
!1r. Cartel, - Naybe 've could say 1I~ majorIty"
 

Montgg~cry - Either a connoa ot' put in the \lord "that".
 

Hr. SJd.;.t?i:.<2.!l - You see attack,? on regulatory be: ies all the tine today - realtor~ 

sitting on a board that deter,,\ines t:leir r:ualiJ ,catiolls, etc. The charges are that . 
that th" regulatory bo(~ies ar,~ captives or thej . constit~cncy. TJ1at' s why you need 
a consumer protection agency. 

• 1'1r .-1!0ntgomcry_- We'll ask the staff to prcpar" a nlE'mo on possibl,,; participation of 
judges. 

• 
tlI-!-9..£E..t£E. - Thj s question of running foc re-elec.tion on their record. Some say 

that' 0 the equivalent to life-time appointm<mt, like federal judges. Shouldn't we 
make it a little tougher for the judge to be rl~t<J ined? 

Mr" }I~.n!~Ti!8.£U.....- Illinois has ~n extraordinary majority requirement for retention, 

• 

but they don't have a nominati.ag proc.ess. The other avenue you can take lis to give 
official recognition to the score-keeping of the Supreme Court, but that's a quantita
tive measure. TIlere's no measure of quality. We know the bar association conducts 
a poll and I have some measure of confidence in that poll. It produces good re-
results. The other method Fuggested is to give the nominating comrniss ie.11 itself 

some follow through authority to review a men's performance. Here, the risk is 
creating an agency of governr1C~nt that is all-powerful. 

, \ '.
'I.' ' 

I"•	 . .. \ 
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~1t'. Cart~'£ - HO~" about cleating a second commissi(m to reviev] perfOrm3!lCe7 

Mrs. Orfiret - Mr. \-loodle ohjected to the f;lI~t that it ~JOuld a.11 depelld on newspapers, 
but my feeling is that tl'!at is vlht't we do now. •
!J!..:-MontgolU!:!'y - We have a tradition of weeding out at least the dishonest in this 
St,ltC. 

!!~.. ~£ - May I afik \'1by tht~ co~rlittee didn I t adopt the III inois apPrL\Ach? The 
approach .. lird.nates the problem of "7ho serves on the connnis&ion. You run and g~t. 

elected and then stand for retentjon. \.Jhat is the vIrtue of the ap1'0i.ntive met:lcd':' • 
.t!.L:...J'.:f':.!!'etl.!. •• The 8up!-:r:l.or screeIlin3 process, at least theorctiGally. 

~!-,210tl..t..&f!:::~::' •. vie thcu:·.h twe had tr:kcn a partial step in this t! in~cU on by provio:l'ing 
a probationary or pt"ovisi ona1 terN of t,,,o y"<.lrs. •
}Jrs.29.::::"~" - Thc~ oth~r prohlem in my mind :'..[; in Clrder. to gel.. a judgesldp, yr.'.!. h2'l€;, 

to set through that commission. 

!1r'_..f.?rter - Hobm ff~els, as I understand it, that: if a lm,'yer wants to he a judg~' 

he ~)l1ght to be r.hle to l:"Im for j t. Thi s d~nics an oppcrtun:it:y. • 
Mr. _Skiptm~ ., That I s what ,",oakes the commissi on so crucial, :h11ess you c~m explai.n 
to i)eople ,,,hc;t this :'-8 tbat you're substi.tuting for the voters, tl',e"; \wu't buy it. 

l''.n; =_. Orfir':E..• h'e Ive talr;c-n care of the legislature not appointing th(~1r.3elves to 
the Commis~;ion hut they ~;till set i. t up. Suppose they say that the Lu"c associ.ation 
to.PliO int~ thell~~'\lllJers? • 
!:tr..:..J1~t.2~~ - On lJ~ge 7.9, 3 (B). 1.f a distri.c: goe:, to th:: ,1ppointlv'2 ~,y:;te;l\, c~n they 
ever go b:1<::k t:> tile clectivE'? • 
~!OI1tt~~1. ~ I don't think one ',las So provided. Perhaps it ShOll1d be sped"fi~d. 

~~_ l;~ston - It migh~ be a sales point. 

!:1!. Nontgo'.~!.y' - T tllink we should knOvl what the opposition is, in case we need tl) 

compromise, For th€'. next m2eting, we should havt' m:lY c!1anges reaJy, • 
Ann M. Eriksson, Secretary ~ichard H. Carter, Chairman 

•
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OI1:i (J eCJiI:;t i tilt i on:l] Rev i!; ion CUTn:l1is s ion 
J \I)ll~ 11, 1IJI S 

SUflllnal"Y 

Tll~ COll[;tituti.onal Revision Conmlissjo)J T:l(;t on June 11, 1975 flt 10 a.m. The 
Cll<11rl:"J~11l, }l::. Carter, called tlte llll,c:ting to order. Pre~~CTJt "'lere M~ssrs. Aalyson, 
C[lrSOll, Cart(~r, CUllllinghnm, Fry, CUS(~cllbc:i:n, l:uston, Montgomery, 1'1rs. Or firer, 
t-lc'ssrs. Rus,;o, Ski;)T.on, UllgC'.r Clnd Nr. Hil~~(>!)., Senator Vnn Nc:ter and Representative 
Robe1.-to. 

l·:l:.._(~:::r.~(:.17.. - i-Ie have the minutes of the i\rri 1 10th meeting to approve Qnd the 
r..i nul'c-:' of i1 c(Jn:.::,i ttc,c l;l~c,tinz~ h,::cCluse \ve r.J il1jl' t have a qu ()rum on Nay 9. The 
I'by ~lt:l, l11:ilil.l!:CS \.,:cr..:~ ~;\llJnd.lf:((; t\):i c('. Doe::; anyone have any corrections to the 
m-;,1w~(,f; ei ther o~ 1\1';' i1 10th or to tbe corrected minutes of Nay 9? If not they 
"'d.ll stnnJ Approved as mailed. 

Hrs. Erib;"on - I ".'QuId like to bring us UP to date on \'Jhere ~'le stand in the Gen
end Assembly. Onf' of oU)~ rropo;~als is alrcndy in the hands of the Secretary of 
~;t.1te and \:i.1l definitely be on the ~Jovcmb."r ballot. That is the ballot rotation 
propo[;::l1" 11,.1 .R. 12. OlW oth('T iSf;UC that is not ours th3t h<:.ls alrr"ady passed the 
(;('11<" ....11 A,.~:(~d;hly th:lt \-Jill be: or: the Novr.~1J,l)cr ballot h: the recreational lnnd pro
l'()~, ...11. CCI'lcJ:nor J:hoc1e~; 11:l[; announced that iH: v)ill be circu]:]ti.ng petitions to 
p:lt Jd:; four pr(lpo[;:1l!; on tlle hal]()t. Tanc!cjil eJecti.on has passed the Sen<lte and 
";11; bCI:11 J"I'ported [,1\,10r:lhly by th(' Ifou"e f;t"t:r: Government co;(rnittl!f'. It's in the 
1I011sr~ r:ulc:; Co:nmittN~. I thinl~ thilt the (Inly decision thr;re is \Vhether it \vill go 
on the ~~()v(:mhcr ballot or be postponed until June and that's the bClsic decision 
\dt'h respect to evp.rylhing else that is pending. The t\,)O taxation proposals were 
on the Jlou,c;c floor lClst 'leek. One of them failed. It was the one in which we had 
made <1 propo'wl that the ~2nentl J\sscmbly be permitted to ".dapt federal tax statutes 
prospectiv(' 11' by reference. Nmv, the present legal pos itio:l is that the General 
J~HscJltoly Cdn octopi:. fedel."dl. statutes \·];'L.~tVi..l~ iL-..s ...... V1.L~~~~u~.i..-16 "'4,i. ~j:11o..-..j:"LG~~~.i-:::!-v::,~~ 

dp.le~nU.on of legic,lC1Uxe p0\1en;, but the general rule is that you CD-nnot adopt 
other ~;tatutes prospectively because you are in effect givi.ng Congress po\Ver to 
lc.gisl~tc for Ohio. And it was for this reason that \Ve proposed this provision 
to be put in the Ohio Coustitution bec3use the present Ohio income tax, particularly, 
docs depend u?on the fedornl incoIJc tax statute as it may be amended in the future. 
HO\-,<:ver, a Hubstantial number cf .i/embers of the House are not in favor of adopting 
federal statutes and they ale ~ot in favor of adopting tllem prospectively and they 
Q\1Cf:tion \ihcther or nor tlwy \-Jdnl: tv have th(' people adopt such a provision in the 
Con:;titution. It \Vas for l:1~<':it rC,ll;on that it fniled. If a sufficient number of persons 
can be pe:n;uaded to change th·d": 10i.uds. the resolution may still go through as it was 
submitted hy \IS. Ilm"ever, 1 thinl: that if enough people don't change their minds, 
that n moti.on \dll proh[lbly be 1TIc,dc to delete that provision and the rest of the 
resolution \-Jill undoubtedly pa~,s. The Indirect Debt Limit has passed the House. 
Tile fi.rst of our elections and suffrage proposals has passed the Senate and that 
had a fin;t hearing IClst night in the House State Government committee. There's no 
problem \'7i.th that anc1 the only question is \.'ill it go on in November or will it be 
portponed \UItll nExt June. The other elections and suffrage resolutions are not 
quite so f~r along. S.J.R. 19 has been reported by the Senc.te committee but hasn't 
heen. on the Senate floor yet. The two Executive resolutions H.J.R. 36, and 37 have 
pal'lsed the House, they're no\\' i .... the Senate. Three of the five county resolutions are 
no\" in Hrlllse Rules r.o-;ll:~dttee.· I think \1(' will get those on the House floor, but cer
tainly no~ for the Novemb~r ball0t. One of the county resolutions was indefinitely 
pontponed, ;l11d that's tIle multipl~ majori.ty one. The fifth one dicn't secure enough 
votes to zet it out of the committee but perhaps ~e can secure those votes once we 
hove made it very clear to the legislature that we would not propose that one for 
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the K(W\'r'lhcr ballot too. l think that \"Jll be passed altholtgh tlwt i.s really 
not of a subr. t;:llL j.vC' nature. 

l·lr~ ..2TJin=.r_ - Can \.](:. get back to them if ,,'e 'vant to next sesf;ion? 

Hl:':"'J~~\: - Phere (li.<1 the pressure for the indefinite postponement come from, 
the to'vn~;hip tru st('(~s? 

l!!....~_J:~.~:J.j·~<~~:.211 - Ho, not thHt one. Although that one, the removal of the multiple 
1)juj 01:1 '::i.,,:, rerl'li.1~(;1il'.:'nt rai:;ed ql1(;stions not only among LOvl\1sh'llJ trl1stees, but 
among the cities ;.d.so. In [(let, the person Hho made the moti8n to indefinitely 
po~;tpo:t(,) it \olaf; nept'esl~l1tctjve Bau!TIann of Columbus, \-IlLo felt th.1t it "10uld ap" 
)/(~n·t to I!i:; c.om:tjtu(ll1tr" <1nY\1ay, thnt the powers of the city of Columbus l.1i.ght 
be \.Hch:d in tId.:; f<1sh:ion. So that tlwt. one really did not h.we too much 
r.UppOTt in the cO'IIIPitt(·e. 

!,1r..:...Hw'-~Q - It can he. introouc.:.3U in the Senate, though. 

}irs. E1- iksc,on - 'It could be i.ntroduced in the Senatn, yes, that is correct. 
Then ~;(;--j~~~five municipal resolutions. \o;e had a third hearir.g last night on 
t\olO of th(,l~l nnd thr·y ,,,ere reported out of the House Local GOVf'TTlment Committee. 

And thnt's H.J.R. 31. and 41. H.J.R. 32 revises the charter provisions and 
corrc~;poti(Js to one of the county resolutions. It does not affect po,vers, i.t 
~ff"rt~] ~'rc,:c(hJr(I~' f:>1:" :~do~,til:~:; t~::d B1~,cl~:Jinr:; ~t~~·::.(;~::~.. 1~ l:14ir~ ':j£ ~~i~' ~i:·t:Ll.l~:':'rJ~: 

ones, B.J .J:\. 28, ,·:i11 h:we a hcari.ng in the Judiciary Couullittec tomorrl)'" morning. 
That one is st:r1.ctly renuli:bering s~ct:i(lns. It does not do anything suLstanti'''c, 
The other t,·.'o IJ,unic:ipal ones r(re in otlwr House committees an<1 have had no hear
1.ngs !;o far. The :i-n:!ti.at ive nnd refer(;'nduln resolution is nO\·1 pending in the 
llouflc St:lte GOVC1~l1nWnt COll11nittf·e. It has h('cn repol: I:C(~ back 'by the subcor:l.~littce 

\dth(.Il1l: [my change;, tn it. ArL~ there aD:; questions abov.t anything I haven It 
covered? As far ns the debt proposals fire concerned, r think there's no hope for 
th~m no'o,1. 

Nt". C,,!.tc.E. - There may very well be after November. 

~1rs~J~!il~~ - There might be, but not before November. I don't think that 
they'll even bave hearings on them. 

Hr. F~y" - That passed the House and it I S in the Senate? 

1-11.'5. !~)~j}~~ - l';o. There have been no hearings on the debt rn·c.posals at all. 

Nr~:y' - Have you been liS ing the chairmen of the various subcOimnittees of the 
Counnissi.oll to lwlp in the presentation of these matters? 

~~_Er}-J:.::;son  Yes, in So far as possible. Linda h~s testifi0d. Dick and 
Katie h11ve done ~ome testifying. Craig Aalyson and John Skipton have done some 
tC8ti.fying. 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
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Mr. Fry - I think it's good. They will be seeing you a lot, and while they all ha~ a 
great deal of respect for you, I think it's important that they also realize that 'we've 
got a lot of citizen input.


• Mr. Carter - Those of you that read the minutes know that at the last meeting we had.
 
quite a discussion on the timing of these things. Our original hope was to get all 

• 
of these things on the November ballot. Nolan, you will remember that we kind of 
dedicated ourselves to that task. Of course, we did not anticipate the Governor's 
activities, and it would seem quite clear that that is going to dominate the November 
ballot. Also, we have run out of time to try and complete the work, 80 what we're. 
kind of hoping to do now is to encourage the legislative leadership to proceedw1th 

• 

the activities they're now on but hopefully to get these resolutions on the June 
ballot, in 1976. Hopefully, with what's left of this calendar year and in the early 
part of next year, we can get most of these introduced and have a real package on 
the June ballot. The ballot rotation issue is going to be on the November~al10t. 
Of course the Secretary of State is very anxious to get that one done and it's al 
ready scheduled. I think there may be pressure to put the tandem e~ection on the 
November ballot. But, I think what we're going to do this afternoon, if the Commie;" 
sion will concur, is that I will address a letter to the legislative leadership 
asking them if it weren't possible to schedule these for the June ballot. Is there 
any other view onthat?'. 

• Mr. Fry - Mr. Chairman, I think it's important that we really schedule all of our 
work so that we get it on tn~ June ballot. I'm positive that we're going to have 
difficulty sustaining support for continuation if we don't have our recommendations 
to the legislature. 

•
 Mr. Carter - Really, the only things that are left for us to do, are, of course, t~e
 

Judiciary, the major one, which we'll be discussing today. We have the matters frQ~ .
 

•
 

.. \:'.. aL~' 8 C\)lIah~i.i.ta::, ,"~lt:: "itCil.' l:> i.efi. Conllll..i.ttE:c, which -if.oitl-Cu::'biug a lot of Lite o~~,
 

and ends. Joe Bartunek has a number of matters in the bill of rights, in his com-'
 
mittee, and Linda is giving some thought to additional matters that are coming out,
 
of the Local Government Committee. I think we ought to plan to get all of our com

mission actious done by the end of the year. This has been, I think, just a wonderful
 
group. They have held together for five years now and have had a great deal of dedi


•
 

cation, but it is clear that we are going to start running out of gas. You can only
 
ask so much from the members. And so, I think that that which we do not get done by the
 
end of this year is likely to disappear. And the other thing, and this is particularly
 
staff activity, and I think this is particularly important, is that there has been
 
some wonderful research to come out of the Commission's activities, marvelous research,
 
which is going to be of help to anyone concerned with constitutional revision for many .
 

•
 

years to come. And I think it's awfully important that we do a good job of document

ing the record of the Commission and particularly the research reports and the delib

erations of the Commission. So that it will be available to future people that are
 
interested in this activity. That's a major job, and that's something that we cando
 
after we get the activities of the Commission and the recommendations done~ I would
 
be hopeful that the legislature would see fit to fund the next biennium for the pur

pose of winding up all of the activities of the Commission, including a compilat~on 

of all of its research activiti~s. 

•
 
Mrs. Eriksson - As you recall, earlier in the year a question was raised about audit 

ing our books, and a request waR made to the State Auditor's office because we are
 
a state agency and it is the responsibility of the state auditor to audit our books.
 
We have had an auditor from the state auditor's in our office for the past three 
weeks and he completed his audit. I had hoped that perhaps the report would be ready 
so I could submit it to you today, but I will send it to you. Basically he found no 
problems. He made one or two suggestions but he found no problems with our balances.
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, '. ,'~,~~~i~. ~;, ~ 
'. ;~ - 4 .. .r ~,. N ,.' ;>;:"fl!, ll\'i . 

.,. ! :' },tltr}) I~ • 

;~ ';1 ~ J';~~ Ii' 
" '. 't I), ... t' ;jf"' ft. 1';. 

I ill d	 f th report as lOon as I am dl.t;o. '.' ...., :~" ';I"di ~ ,.'~' 

Itt~ car:: -y: :a:::.0

it i: very comforting for us ~ haTe that ln~lmI'; ~;:4;tiJ,,;ia11',. 
not surpr1.sed at all because I have felt that this Co1tllilsionbas b~Ni ,&'~e~"tl\l ....'$~~<,};l·~~l.' "j 

having an extraordinarily capable staff a'b~ they have dati6". very cir••~~J~ ,'~.;.i:-',~;,~~~,~~~~~~~.'i :,~ 
hand ling thair financ ia1 acdv:l1:ies.' ' .', .; . ,. ',\0 . ,:?,)'4''tf\ 0L,::

.' . ::,f' .' .... "Hlty" ;,.:1! 

As far as the Chairman's report, I have one ma,tter dn1y.. As y<)1i~. ~8' W4 ':, f;,X "i\;:tij 
a photograph taken of the Commissioll and we had a ~ood tU17n~t thatdiy,·; :~.,., ;~~"i. a:" '~/~,;; <::', 
very nice photograph. TIle pbotographer has given us s.om..'~rice8 now ~1)1;':~~~!"' .. } ..,..;"xt»~~)','i 
photographs. He took two pictures that had to be pieced together to 8et'e~~OJ~;'.''f~":,,yt·'.;m>i', 
Commission and it's a rather long, narrow," kind of apictute and tbe·p~J~~(i~i~1;l.:t~'r·i\;"':';~ft::: 
size, which would be basically 11 x 14, but actuallyll\Ueh thinner beca~s.e,1(\~~h~'f1'·;,;::~"';~t'.; 
come out to be eleven inches tall, would be $25 forqoina .the artwo'rk and~llf~;rtt.Y~~'~~ftJ',':1.:,;)t)':i 
print I and then $6 thereafter - these would be full co:liDr'~rf.ntEl•. I~~U~~:i~lJ.1~:~~'~S~\(;'t~,:. 
we certainly would want to make a copy. of that for ea~ o:f' oU't' co_~.~·~'t~f';:J,<r.:fnl ~\, 
both present and past •. That would ind~cate that we .prob~ly·need .a~~~'5n'.,,~,~. ~1£~jt~'t,1;r~<\;i 
We're talking about an expenditure of some $300. I ~Ulj,':ti()t U.ke t:'6 :.0 t.h"'!\iRI'\o~~!lt~:!'I~":;:<\:·.,:' 
laterally. If there are any comments on that, I wauta, w~icome ha.~ t,h,m~:<" ~i; '~·~1.;,~~~,;f:*l:t: .': 
I would really like to have is the sense of the grollp,th_twe could'~,~~""ifitA"~'f ';.~~~. ;l~f,~ ,i, 
distributing these to the members. Is there any prob}tI;n' that' anyotte. 'lJ~I?," \;/ .. '..:',}' :'"''?-'~J.i~,~'• 

Mr. Carson - Is it a propel' expenditure?	 ';;"":·'t;t~'~,;,~~~i,:\.': 
M.:-. Carter .. I think so, Nolan, we have discussed that. Did this byanf' chanc,e come ~r ;':~(f::' 
up with the Auditor's office as to whether this would: be''8 proper expeijd,it:tn'e? :',.- "~i~' "" . 

Mrs. Eriksson .. No, I didn't ask him that question. other state COJ11lJJ.!ss'1.Otft a*.p:'('il,'~:fZ.);r'~~ 
agencies do it. I don't think that there would be ab.Y:~"r'blem with ~~. ,'.: .. ,! , ~;\lf:~,~~~,t 

. : '. ",'.! • ,:, .....'; i', ,.~ ("e ,..t·,"" ...: ·,~~tJ·,.l,~.;,,+~t.l~': :'-:" 

Mr. Carter ..We would also have a ·black ttnd whit~ made for pUrposes ofr~~rt)ti~~t,to,tl ,:~;tir,~~;'>·~ 
in our final report.. In our final report, of course~ we can identift"t~~""wh()tweq}~'<~</i,; ; 
not included, either future or past members those ·who ~et,"e ..tiot pt~~.. ;,'!el1,",l101:'lJ."{' ! 1:,. 
have the sense , then, to go ahead with this major projl!ict? (No one V6f;~'e4:'.aJt'1Y·' ' .. 'J;,:; l., 

objections.) We will have committee reports now. Ve~., ~r.ie£ly, the.to~1.;Gove5.~~\ J" <,3. 
Committee, said Mrs. Orfirer, had a very interesting me~t.i.l\g last u{$ht;' ~~'4UllPt1.~'.·;~ , . ;,'''' 

gentlemen from various offices and organizations come ~~ tn~et wit,h':U8 a~e~~tJ,f;f: '~!'i~;,i'/,r,: 
constitutional problems they felt were ob&tac1es to the work that they werE:!',d'ty~ ·.·"'q":r'g:;
 
which were development corporations and H.U.D. agencie$.' ,We concentrat~~F~itt:i,>:',~f:~~;I::!i.
 
in a couple of areas. What constitutes a public purpos~ 4t\d the lending of! the." '. '?",".' .... ; ,
 
state I s aid and credit to development and to private ';~Mpot-ations wl1"l!th~8" i.,.LF~ .
 
problem, and using federal funds. We will be meetln$_ilitlb.irt a cou-p1.e:6<fio1.k4J"i:l,'l, ::,;,
 
the Cleveland area and hear'ing from compat"able ageI1ci~;& in' that area •.. I ~U see "
 
no reason why we ·wouldn't be able to make our rccommen'a,~~ns to yoll by:th1l, fa'Uf.·' , .
 

. ' '::, :7:"':;, ....• _ -f{{ ,;t 

Mr. Fry - One of the things that came up last night ',AndI,:t1link pos8iJa~y1tie;:d_t.... ,," ;,0". '~' ,:. 
sion should take a stance on it is whether or, not we··r.·~, .to h&!'e: ~'~8;e~.4;jji,:'/~,Jr,~';' 
tions or recommendations as far as the o.tbet matters t~i~re 8o:tul:'to.~~~,,_Lt"'"\; :."1,j:,~~~~'(.~:~: 

.	 .. . ." ".' '. "k-:'~' f·,l Ii....•· ,.~ba 11ot i noveN mber. . .' ", ,'" " . ,,:'·:"·:t,T.,.... ~;:~:!." . 
. '. . .,',' .':, i",~.:·;>~-~,;',<.~}'::· 

Mr. Carter .. As 1 recall, this matt'er haa, come up befor~ ,and I WOUld:;l1lt."to#a~~~"~:(;'~!J;J' 'I. 
~	 1npu~s of other Commission members. We have taken apoSi;t.ion tbA~ UO,.e ~t-~.~qt ;:. 'J .... '.~':' 

tiona that are not a product of the CD11iniseion, the C~~~10!1 WbUl~\~i..~i:id'.to.~~,~t(i':' 
per se on these matters. But of cours. indiv:idual lIlf~m1Ja)f" of' taeCO!JIilJ"..t.· ,ija.~~~'.::'~" I. 

';,	 ".>'/ . J'i\?;:~r '.;;f,:4t~~'rF .;\.t. 
).'~.".~ '~JI."·::\~,!"'i.·';''i''''.,' :\~\:;'< .,"..•

b	 ...... ~~ i

http:J.i~,~'�
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to do whatever they want as individuals. This has come up a couple of times and .thl 
thought has been that unless this goes through the deliberative process Qf the C~ " 
mission and the committees having a chance to report to the Commission and having'.

•
 votes taken, . that it would be inappropriate for us to try and editorblilre Ob;\ .,
 

other proposals. '. 

Mr. Fry· I agree with that position. I just felt that it needed to be said agatn. 

Mr. Carter - Is there any contrary view or any other approach that auy .ember feels 
• to be appropriate? Don? 

Mr. Montgomery - Mr. Chairman, I just feel that as a matte= of information that we 
should know what the impact of these proposals will be on the work that we have done 
or the work that we are contemplating doing. 

•
 Mr. Cartex:.. - No doubt about that. That I think we can handle through our staff' ie- ; ,
 
ports to the Commission which is being done currently.
 

Mr. Montgomery - I'm a little apprehensive that they have left some things out that 
they haven't thought about that are some of the things that we've thought about. l' 
think it might be helpful. I don't think we should just ignore it completely. I 

•
 agree with our position in the past.
 

Mr. Carter - Are you referring to specifically the Governor's proposals? 

Mr. Montgomery - Yes. 

4t Mr. Carter - Nolan, do JOU want to comment on that at all? 

• 

~~. r.~~c~n - T think that I a~lee with what we have d~ne in the past and I thin~ it 
would be wrong if in the full meeting of the Commission we make a-decision thaf~~rre-' 
going to approve or disapprove a resolution that has been brought up. We haven't 
had the exhaustive committee consideration. If we see any conflict betwe~n the 
provision and a recommendation that we've already made, I~would think that we'd want 
to point that out. 

• 

• 

•
 Mr. Carter - I wonder if our c~mmittee chairmen, both past and present, might not
 
assume that role, in cooppration with the staff, of calling some of these matters
 

•
 

to the attention of the Commission so that we could act on them if they did need 'it.
 
Ann, why don't you do that then? You, of course, are aware of what committee ahai~n
 
was involved with what matter. either past or present. And if there are these con·
 
flicts, contact the chairman and let the chairman of the committee ,take the initia

tive of bringing this matter before the committee if he feels it's appropriate. !be
 
timing is so important when things can happeJI. And I'm sure that many of the Camis

sion's recommendations, even though J,~~.r~~~~__acted on or see the light of day or 
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I 'l!','the public voting on them, that a specific time may very well come along late~. '." .' 

For example, the Governor is proposing some rather ma.sive changes in the debt 
article to accomplish his objectives. I don!,t know what the out:come of that 'is ~I

going to be, when they are voted on. If they are turne-iJ down, I th:inletbat problems I' 
are ._ severe enough that they may want to come back ;8D~fx.eexamiDe.tf.e~1sd.on'fa· .' .' ',:i • 
reCC)lllDlendation. There's a gOod deal of sentiment in the~egislat~e itlfaVOl"of 

>1,theCoiDlnission's debt proposals but I don't think they1tant to do bat;t1eon thct 
question ot these vis a vis the Governor's until tQatmatter' has be:tn're$clved,. 
So I d,oh't think that the fact that, as Ann pointed out. the .debt propoaals"ere 
not currently receiving attention. ltmay be a diff¢reut ball game after N~vember. 

So I think that being politically realistic, there is.• time when these th~g8 go • 
over. 

Mrs. O;firer - no you think we have an obligation to the public 1:0 inform them of 
""hat our proposal was and how 1t 1s affected by the Governor's proposals? 

,
.'•}1r. Carter ... I thftLk. in the narrower sense, we are an advisory group' to the lesis. 

lature. While part of our charter 1s, however, education of the 'public on matters , 
that are involved, I think it would be ill-advised if we were to get in an adv.rsarY'" 
role on some of these matters. Our 'pb is primari~y a consulting and investigstive' 
and deliberative group, and I think if we get too str()ng~y in the advoc~c)' role', :, 
where various proposals are competing with one another, it might be sdlf-defeati ll3. •r 

Does anyone have any other view on that? , 

vrs. Orfirer - If the Local Government Committee does come up with some recommenda- ...
 
tions., they will be dealing with the same subject-matter as the Governor·apropostde';;,
 
I have no idea whether they will be the same or slightly different or great~y .dU...;', '
 
ferent. The Governor's proposals certainly will be dbcussed here in re18tftmshiOP' . •
 
to our proposals.
 

M~. Carter - Craig, do you want to give us a brief report on the What's'Left Cam

mittee?
 

Mr. Aalyson - The What's Left Committee met a few weeks ago primarily to consider' ..
 
Article II, Section 20, which concerns itself with the prohibition agaifist in...te~
 
pay raises. We were favored with a visit from several county commi~sim\ers and
 
the administrative head of the group of county cormnissioners and that seemsto,·be·
 
the only area where there is any public sentiment or semi-public sent~entagainst
 
the prohibition against in-term pay raises. This arises from the fact that the
 
county commissioners are elected for staggered terms and two will get in and a third '.
 
will remain in and on occasion the legislature will pass a pay raise involving the'two
 
that are going in that-will not be enjoyed by the individual who has r~ined in
 
office. And these people who remain in office and do not get the raise oftentime$ ,
 
are the senior county commissioners who (\.PlX'haps carry the greatest load 1Vith regard -=0'
 
the working activities of the commission·~'teel discriminated against. It is our .: '
 
plan to have a noon luncheon meeting today and to discuss the propbsals which, thee
 
staff has made to consider some change which might eliminate ~he "discriminatory"
 
effect. We are planning to take up in the ~elative1.y near future and possibly top.aj,,:
 
the subject of mechanic's liens. We're about to run Out: of what' 8 left. t would ' .
 
welcome suggestions from the Commission or the public al'to areas of the Constitu"':'
 
tion which might merit our attention. . Mr. Chairman, as you know:, belng a
 
member of the committee, that we're going to wind up ••ry shortly~ certainly by fall· •
 
I would hope we would be in a position to have our work ftnished.
 

;:., .• 
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Mr. Carter - Any questions of Craig? It does sound like we are nearing the end 
after all these years. Joe Bartunek called this morning and 'said he couldn't make-it. 
Ann, would you give a brief report on the status of the Education and Bill of Right!:

• CODDDittee? '" 

Mrs. Eriksson - The status is not changed from the last timebec:ause there has not·· \( 
been a	 meeting. There is a meeting scheduled for next Friday. Mr. Bartunek i8pian-, 
ning to go over the first half of the research reports submitted on the Bill of 

•
 
Rights and I imagine that he is planning to schedule another meeting for the other·
 
half of the research reports and he is going to formulate and get the sense of.the 
committee for recommendations at that time. So that I think that he 1s planning 
probably to be finished within another month or two. 

Mr. Carter - Is the education report being written? 

..	 Mrs. Eriksson - The committee has completed its discussion and decisions and the 
education report is in the process of being written. The committee did not make 
any recommendations. The report will review what issues were raised. 

•
 
Mrs. Orfirer - Could we ask Mr. Bartunek to present to us the thinking of the Edu

cation Committee?
 

Mr. Carter - Well, I assume that will be in the report. 

Mrs. Eriksson - It will be reflected in the report. 

•
 Mrs. Orfirer - Which we ".11 go through at a meeting as we have done with the others.
 

Mr. Carter - Let us go to the main event, the Judiciary Committee report. 

Mr. Montgomery - Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Members of the Commission, 1 think you , 

• 
have all received the memorandum dated May 29 which comments on much of the testimony 
the full Commission received in addition to some of the le.tters that have commented', 
on our committee report. Are there any questions about that memorandum? A lot of 

• 

what's in there covers the discussions that we had at two previous meeting.s where 
we've gone over lightly the various sections. Some areas of debate that we have 
identified are the nominating commission composition for the appointive-elective 
system; the locking in of the probate division into the Constitution as a division 
of the courts of common pleas; and the third, which is probably not quite as important 
but still a major area, would be the section on magistrates which is a new thou~t:'4'. 
Let us take the sections one by one. If we miss any points, I hope you will cal~~' 
to our attention because we don't want to leave any matters ignored. ; , 

•
 
Page 3, Section 1, Vesting of Judicial Power. I won't read the presentConstt·
 

tution. '!'he committee recommends that Section I read as follows: "The judicial
 
power of the state is vested in a judicial department consisting of a supreme cout.lt.',
 
courts of appeals, courts of common pleas, and such special subject~tter courts'
 
inferior to the supreme court having statewide jurisdiction as may be established-by
law." ' . , , ~ 

•
 
The question of calling l.C a judicial department was raised. A judicial bJl'$nc~
 

has been suggested, a judicial division. When it comes right down to it, the 8Ub~
 

committee snd the staff couldn't "'·orne up with a more descriptive tem t.han "depart

ment~. We don't say it's perfect, but nothing any better has been sugg&stedw loes

•
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,.';'anyone have any comments on that? 

Mr. Fry .. Is that consistent with that we have an executive department, and a les.is-, 
lative department? 

Mrs. Eriksson - The legislative is not called a department but the Constitution 
does refer to an executive department. 

Mr. Nemeth ... Article III, Section 1, referring to the executive begins; "The 
executive department shall consist of a governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of, 
state" and so on. 

l'Ir. t~:l1son .. My only comment is your placing of the last addition in your recommenda .. 
tion. It may read clearer if the section were to say " ••• such special subject
matter courts having statewide jurisdiction inferior to the supreme court as may be 
established by law."I realize that you probably have discussed it in the past and 
may have some good reasons for putting it the way you did, and I'~ like to know 
what the reason is. It would put the modifying clause closer to what it has to 
modi.fy. I don I t know whether it changes the meaning. 

Mr. Montgomery .. It doesn't. Julius, is this agreeable to you? 

Mr. Nemeth .. Certainly. 

There was general agreement that Mr. Wilson's suggestion was an improvement. 

Mr. Montgomery moved the adoption of Section I as a recommendation to the 
General Assembly. 

!vir.. 5iuVt.vn IH~col\deu the motion I 

Z,1r. Wilson moved that the recommendation be amended to read, lithe judicial 
power of the state is vested in a judicial department consisting of a supreme court,. 
courts of appeals, courts of common pleas and such special subject~tter courts 
having statewide jurisdiction, inferior to the supreme court, as may be establ:f..shed 
by law." 

Mr. Aalyson seconded the motion. 
..,

Mr. Montgomery" Is there any discussion. 

A voice vote was taken. All voted aye, there were no nays. The proposal waa 
so amended. 

~. Montgomery .. Are we ready to vote on the passage of Section 1, Article IV as 
amended? 

The roll was called. The following voted "YES": Messrs. 
Aalyson, Carter, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim"Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Qrfirer, 
Messrs. Russo, Skipton, Wilson and Mr. Unger. None voted "NOli. 
The roll call was held open until the next meeting. 

Mr; Montgomery - What t s our procedure where we recODlllleud no change? 

·1•


• 

• 

• 

• 

•
 

•
 
f 

, ··'.,'·..·c:78 •. 'it" 1~(~ . 
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Mr. Carter - What we generally do is simply have a vote that the Commts.ion ac~e,t. 

the committee report indicating no change 

• Mr. Montgomery - Is that by roll call vote? 

Mr. Carter - No. The only time we have a roll call is when we have a recommendatidli 
to the legislature for a change .~" 

Mr. Montgomery - On page 8 is our recommendation on Section 2, the Supreme Court, 
• which is no change. I will move that that be our position. Is there a second? . 

Dr. Cunningham seconded. 

Mr. Montgomery - Is there any discussion? Are we ready to vote? 

•
 A voice vote was taken. All voted aye, there were no nays. The motion carrJef.
 
'. 

•
 

Mr. Montgomery - The next section deals with the courts of appeals. We provide
 
that cases can be hE:ard by two judges. We provide for the election of a presid.~ns .. '..
 
judge in a more orderly way. The question of "equal division of the vote" has be"Ji'
 
raised. This would seem to imply an equal number of judges rather than an odd nU$
ber and probably should be eliminated. .; .. "
 

Mr. Nemeth - This same phrabe occurs in Section 4 in relation to the election of
 
the presiding judge of the common pleas court. We took this language from Sec~~qn
 
4, we wanted to make the two methods and the language, as far as possible, parallel•.
 
If we remove it from her', we probably ought to remove it from Section 4. As!


• recall it, the reason for wanting to remove it was that there may be other reasons.'
 
than an equal division of the vote which would prevent the judges of the court frOd
 
cl6:,,·~.:.i'rli~ ...1. t;hu cl", ... t.':'vi:l vi lh.:. p;(~Si~ir&6 j ...diSc. TIl~ .lc:.:lci;.lvu of thlsyart:i.cul.:r; 
phrase would, in a sense, broaden the reasons, or recognize in the Constitution' 
that there may be other reasons than equal division of the vote. 

• Mr. Montgomery - '~ell, to get the matter before us I will move the adoption of 
Section 3 as it has been presented in the report. Do I have a second? 

Dr. Cunningham seconded. 

Mr. Guggenheim moved to amend to strike the words "because of eqml division of 
• the vote." 

Mr. Carter seconded the motion. 

Mr. Montgomery - Discussion. 

Mr. Wilson - Is this predicated on the fact that you might have four judges ~ six· 
judges or eight judges? If you go back to the first sentence where it says tl a•

! 

minimum oftt three judges, you just have three judges. 

Mr. Aalyson - Each one might .~:c for himself. 

• Mr. Carte~ - A judge could refuse to vote. There are a number of possibilities. 

Mr. Montgomery - It's possible to h.:::,;e an even number. 

• J;, ' 

c 
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~. Aalyson - I suppose there would be no occasion when all of the judges would have 
the same period of service. It could happen, I suppose, but it would be very rare. 
It says the longest period of total service. Does that mean that he served in the 
same capacity on an earlier occasion? 

;•
Mr. Carter - Yes, I think the word "total" means that. 

Mr. Wilson You could change that by putting the word "continuous" in there 1£ you 
wanted to. 

Mr. Aalyson - It leaves open the possibility that two judges could have exactly the •
same period of total service, although it's highly unlikely. 

Mr._~ontgomery - Then we flip the coin. 

Mr. Russo - Could a judge serve ten years in a municipal court, and then five years in ., 
another court • • • • 

Mr. Montgomery - I think it's in ~ court, on the court in question. Are 'we ready 
to vote on that amendment? 

Mr. Skipton - Didn't one of the letters that was circulated deal with these issues? • 
Mr. Montgomery· - Professor Hazawd from Yale suggested that the Chief Justice ~ake the 
appointment in such cases. 

Mr. Skipton - Whenever we leave theseHthings up in the air, subject to somebody's at-
t i tudes, I don't think it's good. I th ink we should make it very certain who is go tng 
to have to act. 

Mr. Montgomery - Here is what Professor Hazard from Yale Law School said: "Could it
 
not be provided instead that if they are unable to agree the presiding judge could be
 

appointed by the chief justice of the supreme court?"
 

Mr. Carter - It could be handled that way. I think there is something to be said for • 
that. 

Mr. Montgomery -There is something in the Constitution now about the longest term of 
serv i.ce , isn I t there? 

Mr. Nemeth· Yes, in Section 4 common pleas judges which uses the same language. • 
Mr. Aalyson - Another objection, it seems to me, to "the longest term of service" might
 
be that that judge might not want to serve. If you let the Chief Justice of the Su

preme Court appoint, the positions of the possible appointees can be made known to the
 
Chief Justice, and he will take that into consideration in appointing.
 •
Mr. Montgomerx - As chairman of the subcommittee, I certainly would not oppose that 

-at all. I don't know how the rest of the subcommittee f.ela about it. Dick? 

Mr. Guggenheim -I think that the change is constructive. If I recall the discusaion,
 
judges have been in the habit of having the judge of oldest service appointed. There
 
were some political aspects to the fact that his term was closest to expiration snd
 • 
so forth. I think we thought it would be easier and more palatable. Certainly this 
other method is a cleaner method. 

•
 

.1 
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Mr. Montgomery - It's a more complete answer. We gave part of an answer by sayil'l$ " 
that instead of the judge with the longest service be the presiding judge, thet t~' 

•
 
should vote on it. So we're trying to get a man who wants to do it and who 1s ea- . ,;:'
 
pable of doing it. And then we turn right around and say that if they can't agree,'
 
then he gets to do it anyway. It would only be a contingency. It probab>ly wou,ldh't'
 
be used once in a blue moon but at least it's there. I think it's an'iaprovement. 
That's my personal feeling. 

• 
Mr. Carter - If he is appointed by the Supreme Court Chief Justice, should there be 
some period of time that he serves? Professor Hazard says "If a presiding jud~e is 
subject to removal as such at any time, he simply cannot take the vigorous action 
and long range measuref that good administration requires." I wonder if we should 
give any thought to that. 

Mr. Fry - Would you say that again?

• Mr. Carter - The problem is that if you have an interim appointment, the languaS~ 

now says "until selection is made by vote". And he feels that that's advisable ttl 
have a presiding judge with a heavy heavy hanging over his head that he couldn't 
function appropriately. 

•
 Mr. Evans - The statute now indicates that the presiding judge is not the judge with,
 
the longeRt period of service on the court but rather the judge having the shorte$t 
period of tinte left to serv~ on the current term regardless of his total prior serviqe. 

~~. Fry - Mr. Chairman, to bring it before the committee. I'll move that we sub
stitute for the language the selection by appointment of the Chief Justice.

• Mr. Carter - Hight I suggest Charlie that we mi.ght add for the balance of his term? 

~~. Fry - It would make him more independent. • .~-< 

• 
Mr. Skipton - Well you still have the language in there, to serve at the pleasur~ of 
the other justices so actually what this does is put the pressure on to make a de
cision. If you don't make it somebody else will. It should read serve at his plea~~re. 

• 
Mr. Montgomery - I feel compelled to present what I know is the position of the court 
of appeals judges, who are somewhat jealous of Supreme Court dictates. They would 
like to make their own rules and operate as independently of the Supreme Court as 
possible. '. 

Mr. Fry - This would encourage them to make some decisions on their own. 

Mr. Wils..Q!l - We could just set it up automatically so you don I t have to wait fol."; the' 
Supreme Court to make a decision.

• 1, 

Mr. Nemeth - But that may not be the preferable way of doing it, because you may 
have a judge who is not fit for the position. 

Mr. \Ulson - That may be, bu .. ~ ~.~link we should leave the Supreme Court out of it. 

• 1'1r. Montgomery - That's the way we had it originally. Being a purist, I think ~."lrf'l\$ 
the Chief Justice making the appointment is the preferable way of doing it. ., 

• . ·:1;81
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~. Russo - What would happen to the work of the court if the presiding judge doesn't· 
perform his duties? 

Mr. Montgomery - I think they must. They are always in session. The Supreme Court 
could mandamus them to perform their duties. 

Mr. Carter - What I would like to suggest is that the judges of each court of appeals 
shall seT;ct one of their number by vote to serve as presiding judge to serve for the 
balance of his term. If the judges are unable to make such a selection, the Chief 
Justice of the Supreme Court shall make such selection. 

Mr. Skipton - Does anyone here know what the process is now. How are they selected'? 
Are they selected for balance of term or term of court? 

Mr. Evans - As I indicated the statute says that it shall be the judge with the 
shortest time left to serve in his term. As a matter of practice we discovered, 
in looking at several courts, it was much more a matter of which ju~ge felt he was 
able or willing to assume such duties. That's how it's done. 

Mr. Ucmeth - So the presid1.ng judge may not be the one who does the bulk of the ad.. 
ministrat1ve work. 

Mr. Montgomery - We now have two points of friction as the courts of appeals Would 
see it. First of all, allowing the Chief Justice to solve the conflict, and the 
other would be the power to take away the presiding judge if a man becomes unfit. 
They have to have a good team operation on this court, and when you lock in a man 
for a term, it may be difficult to achieve. They said these things or something 
like it when they testified. 

;,.1J:. i~d:i..>'iiOU - :L wvu;.~ i.h.Ll1~L~u:y wo.... l<1 find appc;lni.:.mthlL ::'1 ",laC! Chief JUGU.c-a of tta 
Supreme Court much more palatable. 

~Carter - Then could I go back to Charlie's thought. Leave the judges alone and
 
change that sentence if the judges are unable to make such selection, then the Chief
 
Justice of the Supreme Court shall make such selection. I so move.
 

Mr. Adlyson seconded the motion. 

Mr. Montgomer~ -Do you all understand the motion? To do this we would also have to 
deletf'! the '''ords "the judge having the longest service on the court shall serve until 
a selection is made." The Chief Justice of the Supreme Court shall make such selec
tion. 

Mrs. E~iksson - Then you would have to have some way of terminating the appointment. 

}~. C~ - Because it's qualified by the first sentence which says they are unable •. • 

Mrs. Eriksson - But if they are unable, then the Chief Justice appoints. 

Mr. Carter - Perhaps the sentence could read "If the judges are unable to make such 
'selection, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court shall make such selection until 
selection is made by vote" I move to amend the amendment. 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
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. 
Mr. Montgomery - So if the Chief Justice appoints someone next week the,' j~dges can, 
undo it. The point is that there will always be a presiding judge"I} 

• 
Mrs. Orfirer seconded the motion• 

A voice vote was taken on the motion to amend the amendment and 
and both carried. 

on the amenc;1ment' 

• 
Mr. Montgomery - Are there any other comments on this section? 

Hr. Russo - I really think the way you originally had it was the way it should be 
because it ~vould make a mockery of the system when the Chief Justice of the Supr~e 
Court makes an appointment and then the next week the other two judges say he maq. 
th~ appointment. Now let's get together and appoint one of ourselves. 

• Mr. Fry - I think there ought to be pressure on them to make a decision. 

}tt. Russo - At that point two enemies who don't speak to each other can get together 
just to avoid the appointment. 

• 
Hr. Carter - The important thing, in the public interest, Tony, 
have a presiding judge, elected to exercise the duties. 

Mr. Russo - Well, we alreae] have that provision. 

is to make sure we 

• 
Mr. Montgomery - Are you ready to vote on the entire section? The question has been . 
seconded so I guess we are ready for the roll calIon Section 3. 

A roll call was taken on the motion. Those voting "YES" were Senator Van Meter, 
l-'!"<'!'1't"s A ... 1"",,,," (' ....... r" .. (''' ~n~h''.,.,., F"'" C··r-"""'ruhc>~'''' n"""'~n l(··~tgOll····Y 'H•• ~, o"·r,',,, .., ,•. ,. ,.", l:~. ".1::1..,.;"'-;, .,..• ,_ •._) __ _.&...l.. b .......... , -J' "'"'bb-" ................", .l ... y~ ...u , """..,L .1.\.04, .a:.w.i:). ~:2;;. ....... ~., 

Messrs. Skipton Unger and Wilson. Mr. Russo voted "NO". The motion was adopted.' ", , 
The roll call will be kept open until the next meeting. 

• }rr. Montgomery - Let's proceed to page 14, Section 4, Courts of Common Pleas. The 
Lecommendation of the committee appears on pages 14 and 15. I'd like to suggest 
that we might consider an amendment to add the word "compact" :~, page 15, line S"com
bined into compact districts" rather than just "districts". 

Mr. Nemeth - This is parallel language with that on courts of appeals districts. 

• Mr. Aalyson - Does "compact" mean smalt' in size or contiguous? 

Mr. Nemeth - I think both. 

• 
Mr. Montgomery moved the adoption of Section 4 • 

Mr. Russo seconded the motion. 

Mr. Russo moved that the word "compact" be added in the fifth line of page 15. 

• ~ voice vote carried the motion. 

Mr. Guggenheim seconded the motion. ,.. 

Mr. Montgomery 
tricting • 

- This whole matter now takes us into the controversial area of d$.$" 

• 583
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Mr. Nemeth ... Section 4 also presents this question of the manner of selection of a 
presiding judge. 

Mr. Montgomery - We can solve that the same way. We have the 
-

same problem. 

Mr. Carter moved that the same language be adopted as previously voted. 
" 

Mr. Wilson seconded the motion. :1 

Mr. MOlltsomery .. The amendment would make the language the same as -that of the court 
of appeals. • 
~. Skipton'" There is a problem here: what triggers the Chief Justice to act? And 

.' 

•
then there is this question, if he does make the appointment, what period of time is 
it for? I believe they have a legitimate point there. Maybe we should have more 
4s~ussion of Tony Russo's point. -

Mr. Russo - I think I made my point. I can see by the way the committee voted that 
my point wasn't well taken. I don.'t see any necessity for it, but I think our action 
was a little bit hasty. The courts of appeals should have a certain amount of auton
ooy. The clause that was in thereFriginally comes into effect ilnmediately because 
the senior member will be the presiding judge until there is an election. There's 
no problem if we left the original language. We're creating a problem by giving it 
to the Chief Justice in the first place because a court automatically has a presiding 
judge until there's an election by the senior member of the body. And there cannot 
be a tie since we determined earlier that it shall be on that court that someone 
shall have the senior position. There are different starting dates from January 
first. • 
&i'~.. i'ioulgomexy - Well, the subcommittee spent a year -on this. We 'thought ''''~ toucli!lf'· :~ .."", 
all the bases but I guess we thought our best answer was the way we had it the first 
time, but I don't feel that strongly abcut changing it. 

Following discussion, Mr. Carter withdrew the motion. • 
~. Aalyson - I think there's an area in which if the judges are unable to make such 
selection, you're going to have the senior judge preside. If they haven't made a 
selection, not because they're unable but because they simply haven't gotten to it, 
we should add "if they have not made a selection or are unable to make a selection." •Mr. Montgomer~ - Can't you phrase it "Until the judges make such selection." Let's 
clean this one up and we-also have to delete the words "because of equal division of 
the vote" here. 

Mr. Huston - I move that the sentence be "until the judges make such selection, the
 
judge having the longest total service on the court of common pleas shall serve as
 •presiding judge." 

Mr. Carter seconded the motion. 

Mr. Montgomery - Are we ready to vote on this amendment? •Mr. Aalyson - On ~ court of common pleas. 

It was so agreed 

A voice vote was ta~en on the motion. The motion carried. 

• 
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• 

•
 

•
 

•
 

• 

•
 

•
 

Senator Van Meter - I would move that we reinsert the stricken language, "and ..•' 
such divisions thereof as may be established by law." 

}rr. Russo - I second the motion. 

Mr. Carter - Reinsert the language on the probate? Is that what you're talking 
about? I'm not quite sure I follow what the motion is. 

Senator Van Meter - In the whole section. ',~, 

11r. Montgomery - You I re saying "and such divisions thereof as may be provided by law?" 

Mr. Huston - That question was raised the last time as to whether or not when YOu" : 
delete that language you prohibit the legislature from creating divisions. 

Mr. Montgomery - Our position is that we do not. 

~. Nemeth - That "and" in the beginning of the clause that's stricken. Is it " 
proper to cnll it a disjunctive word implying that the divisions of the court som.
how are something separate from the court itself. It seemS to be surplusage, but 
it is confusing. The original intent of recommending that deletion was to clarify 
the language, not to prevent creation of divisions of the court. 

~~. Montgomery - The testimony that we heard particularly from probate judges is 
that they want to continue to lock in that provision in the Constitution. 

Mr. Carter - What is th :.·bjection, Don, to leaving the language in? 

~~~_]1on~89~~. - It's not good draftsmanship. There's nothing substantive. 

Hr. Huston - You could correct the problem Julius mentioned by changing "and" to 
"with". There should be a court of conunon pleas with such divisions thereof as. 
established by law, which would eliminate the disjunctive~. 

lIT. Nemeth - We have given the power to prescribe rules under which divisions are 
created by the Supreme Court. If we put this language back in its entirety then 
we arc also making a decision to reverse that decision. 

~rr. Unger - TI1ere could be divisions by Supreme Court rule and not by the state 
legislature? 

Mr. Montgomery - But the legislature approves these rules. You have a joint 
decision. 

Mr. '~ilson - How long has this been in our Constitution? 

Mrs. Eriksson - The Constitution prior to 1967 provided for a separate probate cour~ 

and it was the Modern Courts Amendment which converted the probate court to a pro~ 

bate division. It is the onJ~ (livlsion specifically mentioned in the Constituti~t1'. 

Mr. Wilson - Prior to that we had the word probate in the Constitution for how 
, . 

many years? '. ,., 

Mrs. Eriksson - Quite a long time. 

•
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Mr. Nemeth I can't give it to you in years. 

Mr. Wilson - What I am getting at is that if it has been there a long time and 
has worked. why are we tinkering with it? . 

~. Montgomery - Probate is one of several divisions and we think it's poor practice 
to single one division out, and lock it in the Constitution. We don't quarrel with 
divisions b~ing constituted as the work requires. In some places we might want a 
domestic relations division, or a juvenile divi.sion. It doesn't seem good practice 
to single one division out and lock it in the Constitution. We're not s'ay1ng there. 
shouldn't be a probate division, we just don't want to lock it-in the Constitution. 

Hr. lHlson - There are some people who will run for judge of the probate division 
who would not run for any other division. 

Mr. Russo - 1t has already been picked out and locked in the Constitution. 

Senator Van Meter - I think the feeling in the legislature is getting a little 
uptight about rules. The rules are sent by the Supreme Court to the legislature 
and if the legislature doesn't act, it automatically becomes effective. With 
everything that goes on, rules are not specifically assigned to committees. 

~~. Montgome~L-- That's true of rules of superintendence but it is not true of 
rules of divisions. The legislature must act. This 1s a controversial point and 
in anticipation of this we have taken the liberty of drafting somethulg which 
might be of interest to you. '£his goes to Section 5 (B) (3). That takes us to 
the bottom of pages 20 and 21. We are not necessarily suggesting this but just 
offer it as a possible compromise. "Notwithstanding any other provision of this 
article or of any Supreme Court rule, the General Assembly may at any time provide 

by lo.~... for the electi.on ot judges to specific divisions ot courts ot cotmton pleas 
to which jurlges are elected or for the appointment of judges to specific divisions 
of courts of common pleas to which judges are appointed. 1I This would be new ma
terial. So the Genera1 Assembly in spite of what the Sup~eme Court has offered 
in the way of rules can initiate divisions as they see fit and this could even vary 
by area or county. 

Senator Van Meter - I assume by that that not only do we have the Supreme Court 
creating judges but also the General Assembly. 

Mr. Montgomery - Not judges, creating divisions. 

~~. Nemeth - This would allow the General Assembly to override the Supreme Court 
rule even after the rule had gone into effect. 

Mr. Russo - In Section 6, it allows assignment of judges to other courts and ~ivi~ 

sions. It allows them to juggle the entire court system. 

Mr. Nemeth - That's only for temporary service though. Not permanent assignment. 

Hr. Montg<>mery - They're doing that now. They are moving judges around to handle 
caseloads. I know of no abuse of it. 

Mr. Russo - No, but if we eliminate the special status of the probate judge, that 
gives stronger powers. 
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Mr. Montgomery - This makes it very clear that the General Assembly has the last 
word on the assignment of judges to a division. 

• Senator Van Meter - Wouldn't it bring the General Assembly into conflict with 5u-. 
preme Court rule? 

Mr. Nemeth Possibly. 

Mr. Carter Ifhat we're saying is that the General Assembly still has the power 
• to set up probate courts. 

~~s. Eriksson - No, to provide for specific assignment of judges to that division. 
The divisions would still be established pursuant to Supreme Court rule which the 
General Assembly would have the power to amend. Whether the judges could be spe
cifically assigned, is a matter the General Assembly could determine.

•	 Mr. Carter - As a practical matter the legislature has the power to see that the • 
probate court system could be continued as it now is. 

Mr. Montgomery - And the Juvenile Judge in Hamilton County can run for juvenile 
judge.

•	 Mr. Cprter - But we're leaving these matters up to the legislature, rather than· 
freezing them in the Consti::ution. That's the point. 

~Montgomery - There are several other subject matters other than probate and 
we do not want to lock ~'Y into the Constitution. 

• §_enator Van Neter - Probate is a very special area and people are skilled in that .. 
~'~:'''.~~ ~];;. ~.:::.C! t'~:s!:i!11~:::j'" t!·..~~ ~r·... c.:.--.;l~~1.r;;i::- ..;;lj'" ~l-~~"\.;.:; c. need £..;, .•.: du::'i1.g a':N~J ;;ith tl1i..t 
court or taking it specifically out of the Constitution? Are they not fulfilling· 
a purpose and are no longer needed? Isn't there enough ,wrk for them? , ..i 

• Hr. Hontgomery - There's been no testimony on that point. I don't think any wit
ness addressed himself specifically on that point. 

Dr. Cunni~gham - They are just administrative courts. They are not courts of. 
comnlon pleas per see They should be appointed as experts in the subject matter. 

• ~ator Van Neter - Well, don't they run for that position because of expertise?,· 

Hr. Montgomery - We've had testimony of course from the Bar Association and I 
suppose that Hhat we rt:.co111lY:ended is incorporated in that, all we've heard 
specifically is the opposition. 

tt	 ~~. Carter - The opposition wants the probate court left as it is. This action 
would not in any way prohibit that. 

Mr. Nemeth - The original judrment would be with the Supreme Court as the report 
originally rccOlffiUended. Thai ~:, it would still be within the Supreme Court's 
province to promulgate rules governing the creation of divisions and the assign

• ment of judges, subject to amendment by the General Assembly. What this addition 
would do would be to give the General Assembly an overriding power. 

Luncheon Recess 

Mr. Carter moved that Section 3 of Article IV be reconsidered. 

> ;..4•	 ... ~ , " 
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Mr. Guggenheim seconded the motion. 

All concurred. 

Mr. Carter then moved that the language about selection of a presiding judge be 
made identical to that adopted for common pleas courts. 

~~. Guggenheim seconded the motion. 

Mr. Montgomery moved the adoption of Section 3 as a:ncnded. 

Mr. Wilson seconded the motion. 

Mr. Montgomery - To put a time limit in that the Supreme Court has to act witbin, 
that time limit would mean that there would be no presiding judge within that 
period of time and we think that there' ._ . r~st always be a 
preaid:l.ng judge, someone in charge, so we think that an aJi:omatic; provision is 
preferable. 

Mr. Fry - I'm still not persuaded, but I'll vote for the motion. 

A roll call was taken on the motion. Those voting "YES" were 
Messrs. Aalyson, Carter, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, Huston, Montgomery, 

Mrs. Orfirer, Messrs. Skipton, Unger and Wilson. Mr. Russo voted "NO". 

Mr. Mgn,gomgkv - I think it is a good suggestion to consider Section 5 before 
Section 4. The recommendations are rather extensive and s:=:art in the middle of 
page 19. The gist of it is that the Supreme Court being in a better position 
fo'h·,,., thE' 1",e;; ~l::lt",-,,.,,, to l".eer e~Q1"p, 8!'ln keep track_of.. thl". (,~sf>l "Ad h.l'lR been given 
the rule-making authority to administer the judicial system. 

Mr.-Russo-I just generally object from a philosophical point of view. 

Mr. Montgcnlle.ry - What poi.ntE>, Julius, were emphasized in the testimony and in the 
letters? Was there an issue taken with this section? 

~. Nemeth - As Mr. Russo said, this is a phHosophical question and certai.il1y 
what's proposed here \otould transfer some power which has been traditionally re
garded as the prerogative of the legislature to the Supreme Court and it's a 
matter of deciding whether you believe that this power should be transferred be
cause some of the things which have been regarded as legislative are in fact in
ternal matters for the judiciary itself. I don't recall any testimony on what is 
proposed here but what we have before you is what the committee hammered out or 
attempted to hammer out reconciling opposite points of view. 

Mr. Montgomery - Alan Norris was qui.te instrumental in drafting this. Specifically 
he strengthened this section by adding some language at the bottom of page 20 to 

allow the General Assembly to amend the rules that cover the divisions and the 
assignment of judges, for example, which historically has been done by the legis
lature. 
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The Supreme Court is keeping the score and sees pretty much where the workload 
is occurring on a continuing basis. It is in a better position to initiate the 
divisions and the suggestions for assignment of judges than the General Assembly, 
consider all that evidence and pass judgment on it, which seems to me to make sense. 

Mr. Fry - I think one of the reasons we had a lot of improvemen~ in the court 
system, in the disposition of cases, etc. is that we made it possible for the 
Supreme Court and the Chief Justice in particular to go ahead and make these rules. 
I'm not bothered about it philosophically. The legislature, in the way it has 
reacted in recent sessions, has seemed to agree. 

Hr . .11ontgomcry - What would you think about adding the language you now have before 
you? To Section 5 (B) (3). This gives the legislature even more authority. 

Nr. Fry - We talk about taki.ng the courts out of politics if we can, and this 
invites the legislature to make this as a political decision. If Ohio were growing 
rapidly and we could see a lot of new populati.on and problems that it might create, 
then this might be a con~ideration, but I thi.nk it's accepted that the population 
is rather stable now and I dontt think this type of power is necessary. 

Hr. l!ontgom<;F...Y. - Could \ole take a vote on Section 5? I don't think there is any 
major disagreement. 

!JE:_ pnger - This new language differs at the begirming and I am not too clear as 
to ('xactly 'Iolhat this refers to. Does it mean the method of election or the courts 
to dlich they could be elected? Or the divisions of the courts? 

~1·r. fiemeth - It means that in those jurisdictions in which the common pleas judges 
8'-" electecl. thp. C,enerq,l AR~f>mhly w)lJld 'h'1UP the pmo1pr tf"l pro·7 i.de f"h'1r j"~~"'''l "P. . 

elected specifically to divisions. The Supreme Court would still have the rule
m~kng authority to create the divisions, subject to legislative amendment or ap
pro\'al, but the General Assembly would have the pO\oler to provide that judges be 
SPC(' iHca11y elected to those divisions. Despite what the rule or any provision 
of the Constitution provides. 

~;L. Unger - Then if the divisions are set up, the legislature could provide that 
judl.es could be specifically elected to those divisions directly. But if there 
[Ice no such divisions set up, then this doesn't pertain? 

!~.MontgOnlery - The Supreme Court cannot provide for the election of judges to 
divisions, only for the assignment of judges to divisions and for the divisions. 
Thi~; language adds a new thought, that you could be elected specifically to divi
sions if the General Assembly enacts an appropriate law. 

}f~~ Aalyso~ - Is it the intention of the comrr.ittee that the Supreme Court shall 
have the exclusive function of deciding whether.a particular connnon pleas court 
can or will have a particular division? Or is this a concurrent function with 
the legislature? Can the legislature and the Supreme Court both provide that the 
comllon pIcas court will be r_ri.~gated into divisions? Or can only the Supreme 
Court do that? 

~~Montgome!X -The Supreme Court can initiate it, but it must be approved and 
can be amended by the legislature. 

ll~ Aalyson - But the legislature cannot initiate an action creating divisions? 

• . ;,~ .
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Mr. Montgomery The Supreme Court can initiate rules for the establishment of 
divisions in the common pleas court that can be amended, rejected, or concurred 
in by the General Assembly. That takes care of the creation of divisions. But 
the Court is not a legislative body. It cannot provide for the election of 
judges to those divisions. This is where the rotation argument cmnes in. Some 
have said that rotation will automatically occur. The only way you can provide 
for the election of judges to those divisions that have been so created is by 
the legislature, and that is what this proposed new language addresses itself 
to. It would permit persons, if the necessary legislation is enacted, to run 
and be elect~d specifically to a division. 

}~. Fry ~ I don't like to see this language added. We've had dramatic improve
ments in our cou.rts in the last 3 or 4 years. It is because we've given our 
Supreme Court rule-making powers. If we had tried to do that through the legis
lature, ~'1e would have been unable to address ourselves to the problems. We 
would have had the continuation of inequities. No one denies that we have made 
improvements, and we have only been able to do it by permitting the Court to 
make some of these decisions. 

Mr. Montaornery - On the question of having judges elected specifically to divi
sions, Nol~n has the other side of the argument in that there are some people 
better qualified than others and the public should have the right to ha~e their 
services. 

Mr. Carson - Speaking for the larger counties, it has not only to do with juvenile 
judges but also domesti.c relations. This is a peculiar kind of person that can 
sit up there and handle 30,000 divorces a year. It's not a person who would be a 
normal common pleas judge. And also it has to do ~'I1ith the probate. 

!!E. rry - Can't the Chief Justice recognize this as well? I thought the probate 
judges made some very good points, but I think the right decision is more likely 
to be made by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court than through the political 
process. 

~1r. ~ontg0mery - The Supreme Court sets up the system but the choosing of the judges 
to seLve ~ay be done within that group of common pleas judges. They know among 
themselvc!3 who is the best at this and the best at that. 

Mr. Fry - They were all against the required rotation of j~ldges, but it ian' t re
quired anyHhere is it? 

~. Carter - No. They tried to say it means required rotation but it doesn't. 

~~. Aalyson - Charlie, are you asking why the legislature should be given the 
authority by Constitution to oversee what the Court does? 

Mr. Fry - The legislature has that opportunity after the rules of court are given. 

Mr. Aalyson - Are you saying that the.y should not have? 

}~. Fry -.Oh no. But I think that that needn't go any further than that. 

Mr. Carter - I don't think that this addition is contrary to that view because this~ 
really empowers the legislature to do something in addition. I look at it as . 
sort of a fail safe device. If the courts don't act and take the initiative, if 
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you have a problem in the Supreme Court somewhere, there is another '."ay of going
about this. 
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Mr. Fry - Maybe I should say something further. I never felt very good about the 
way the legislature addressed itself to matters of the judiciary. lIve seen them 
subjected to a lot of pressure and a lot of cases came fnto it. I know in the . 

• creation of courts, I've seen a lot of political considerations until we had 
the Supreme Court actually giving us some sort of a score.card. If you wanted a 
judge in your county you had to agree to vote for this other judge in another 
county where he probably wasn't needed at all. I think that putting in the 
language that is before us here would simply open up that sort of possibili~y. I 
won't spend any more time on it but that is just the way I feel. 

• Mr. Skipton - Mr. Chairman, anyone who voted to approve Section 1 of Article IV 

• 

to me has a difficult time supporting this amendment. Now, if we need separately 
elected relations judges, or probate judges, or any other kind and we're not talk
ing about prospectively, they should have voted to amend Section 1 to say that the 
judicial power is vested in a judicial department consisting of a supreme court, 
courts of appeals, courts of common pleas, courts of domestic relations, courts 
of juvenile corrections or whatever you want to call them, and probate. I think 
this is contrary to the decision already made on Section 1. 

• 
I will move to reconsider the vote by which Section 1 of Article IV was 

adopted, and anyone who wants to add these other courts will have the opportunity 
to amend and add it in here. And 1 1 11 even vote for it. If you want probate 
courts, if you want domestic relations, if you want juvenile courts in this de
partment, let's put them i~. 

Mr. Montgomery - We have a motion. Is there a second? 

•
 Mr. Russo secondeu the motion.
 

~:;,~. i\.l~~~. - r hall\:: .,i.:bl.t:U luj pu.,l.i.ion. .LU t;:~~t:w.;e wilaL you aL't: doillg ill dlt: COIn:

mittce report is to give the Supreme Court the right that the legislators now have 
by saying we're going to take some action. The legislature has to react to it. In 
essence, you're giving them legislative powers. That's what you are doing when 

• you say the Supreme Court may decide '\vhether to establish an arm of the connnon pleas 
court or not. So, in essence, you are really not doing anything except giving to the 
Supre.me Court the powers that are specifically delegated to the legislative branch 
of government by the people. All of their power is delegated to the legislative 
branch of government except for the initiative and referendum. 

• ~ Fry - I haven't heard any outcry on the part of the legislature that they don't 
like this way of proceeding. 

Mr. Russo - I'm not representing the legislative body. 

Mr. Montgomery - Alan Norris drew that very provision, because he knew it was sensitive. 

• Mr. Russ~ - He led the veto for the second set of rules of the Supreme Court on the 
House Hoor. 

Mr. Fry - I'd like to speak :_=-tst: the motion. I think if we get back into thi~, 

we're really regressing. 

• Mr. Montgomery - There was no intent that I know of, John, to create separate courts. 
I guess it's a play on words as to '.'hether a division is a court or whether it 
isn't. Getting into creation of dit£e~ent courts is a real rats ne$~. 
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1 see nothing inconsistent in Section 5 if you add this in. Frankl" 1 think that ic , , 
is some improvement and it certainly will soften the opposition. 

y~. Skipton - We are an officially constituted group, supposedly trying to write 
changes in the judicial article of the Constitituion in the best interests of the 
people of Ohio and we should not be motivated consciously and openly and onthe.· 
record by the f~ct tha~ a certain number of judges appeared before us. I will not 
be a part of it. 

Mr. Montgomery - You have to do what is practical and workable or have a theoretical 
document that is going to go nowhere. 

Mr. Guggenheim - What Skip has brought up has gone to the heart of what the committee, 
is trying to do in getting a unified court system. All of these objections revolve 
around wbether you really want a unified court system or not. I think we decided 
very definitely that we do want a unified court system. I think the people delegate 
th~ powers in the Constitution and we are proposing that certain powers be dele
gated to the Supreme Court. " 

tlr. Carter - We do have a motion. The motion is to go back and reconslderSectio~ 

1. 

Hr. Guggcnhel!!l - Do I understand that a vote to reopen section 1 means the recon
aderation of the whole unified court system? which our subcommittee has already 
committed itself on? 

Mr. Unger - Even if we decide to reopen Section 1 and decide one way or another on 
it, we still come back to where we are right new. 

~ Skipton - All we I re doing is giving an opportunityfdr evcT"Jbody to go on record. 
as to what they want in Section 1. 

NT.'. Russo.. I I d like to withdra~11 my second to that motion because I don r t se~. any 
support for my position. 

The chairman announced that the motion to reconsider failed for lack of a 
second. 

~. }~ntgomerv - Can we vote on Section 5 which is the Supreme Court rule-making 
pO'l1ers. l-le are not suggesting the additional language. If someone wishes to amenl1, 
a motion to amend would be in order. I move the adoption of the section. 

Mr. HUBton seconded the motion. 

Mr. Russo moved to include this language in Section 5 (B) (3) to provide that ~he 

GeneLsl Assembly may, by law, provide for the election of judges to specific di
vi.sions. 

Mr. Carter seconded the motion. 

,
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Mr. Huston - I have some suggestions on the language of the amendment. I would 
suggest that it read as follows: "Notwithstanding any other provision of this •article or of any Supreme Court rule, the General Assembly may, at any t~e, 

provide by law for the election or appointment of jttdges to specific divisions of 
the courts of common pleas to which judges are.electedor appointed re.-pectlvely." 
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It was agreed to so change the wording of the amendment.
 

Mr. Montgomery - Are we ready for a vote? Are there any questions?


• Mr. Fry - lid like to say this. If you adopt this language then I am going to have:;
 
trouble with the whole section now. I know how these things are handled as a leg
islative matter and we're asking for political machinations on the part of the leg-. 
islature in this matter of the judiciary. 

• Mr. Carter - Charlie, is your concern that giving the unilateral power to the 
legislature is likely to result in abuses? 

}~. Fr~ - I wonlt say it's an abuse but we would not have accomplished what's been 
accompli.shed in the last three years, if we had had a provision where the legislature 
had to initiate the change.

• M~. Huston - This doesn't say it has to. It says it has the power to do this. 

Mr. Fry - It would be limiting the Court's power.
 

!it.:.. Montgomery - I agree with you 100% and I'll vote against it.
 

• Mr. Unger - I have the same conviction. It would endanger the whole article if,~e
 

accepted this amendment. 

£1r. M011tgom.cry - He drafted this mainly to get the other position before you because 
we thought that sooner ; . later we ~olould have to decide this. And our recommenda

• tion is there so we can expedite business. Are you ready to vote? 

Mr. Aa~yson - One question. Without the suggested amendment or addLtional matertal, 
there cannot, under Supreme Court rule, be a judge elected to a specific division. 

tl!..:..1~ontgomery - That is correct. I think 'ole ought to have a show of hands on this ..

• The amendment was defeated. 

l,tr. Hontgomery - Are you ready, then, for the main question--the adoption of Section 
5 '! 

• Mr. Aalyson - I would like to ask whether it might be desirable to amend the pres~~t 
committee recommendation by providing that the Supreme Court may adopt a rul~ ~hieh, 

if approved by the legislature, would provide for election. If they can do anything 
eloe, why not provide for elections? . 

Mr. Montgomery - I think that's purely statutory.

• M~. Huston - I think we would be getting in a lot of trouble.
 

Mr. Montgomery - That would be dp.lp.gating legislative powers to the judiciary.
 

Mr. Aalyson - Have they delegate~ if they have simply said, '~e think this isa good
 
• idea. Do you approve? II 

Mr. Carter!s it not correct that if ,he' Supreme Court and the legislature agree't ,that 
they could provide for the election of jUdges to divisions? 

• 
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Mr. Montgomery - Not unless it's authorized by the Constitution. That's the gut I
I

, 
-Idecision. 

; 

Mr. Nemeth - ~le thing that we have to keep in mind is that this group of rules 
referring to the creation of divisions and the assignment of judges is subject 
to amendment by the General Assembly. So the General Assembly could actually 
chan~e a Supreme Court rule before it ever had gone into effect. The.re would 
be ~ecessity for a rule which was repugnant to the General Assembly to go 
into effect. There is an opportunity to change it before that happens. 

Mr. Russo - Those rules can only be amended by resolution. They don't even have a 
hearing as ordinary legislation does in front of a committee. They are intro
duced in the House and given to the clerks of both the House and Senate, and if 
you want to read them you can read them. If you ~ant to change them, the entire body 
has to be changed in one action on the floor. So consequently, they are already 
circumventing a procedure that is spelled out in the Constitution for the intro
duction and hearing a bill, and it may be wrong. 

Mr. MontgomeEY - They are rules and not laws made by the legislature. 

Mr. Fry - If they want to assign them to the judiciary committee and have hearings 
on them, they can do it. J 
!:!r. RUD~ - They never have. 

Mr. Fry - But they can do it. There was general agreement before that the rules 
were lvorthwhile. If a concurrent resolution is initiated in one house and adopted 
by the other, you can have hearings, full procedure, of public hearings. 

~~. Huston ~ The rules supersede the laws that are in derogation of them. l~en 

laws conflict, the rules would be tantamount to law. 

11~~ Car~~ - On page 20, Se.ction (B) (1), the provision t~at the Supreme Court.may 
prescribe rules concel'n1,ng the employment and duties of personnel in the jvdicial • 
departm~nt. I think at the April meeting this was discussed very briefly, but I 
don't rem~mber your answer. I'd like to know, number one, where this came from, 
what was the reason for including this, and why is that embodied in the Constitution? 

Mr. M9utgomery -As I recall, there is very little authority for the employment of 
court per80nnel other than the elected clerk. There is no provision for law cle~kst tI 
for exaulp1e. . A law clerk will be employed by the court as a bailiff to dp 
research and things like this. There is no satisfactory statute or provision 8.ny 
place to provide for the orderly staffing of courts' personnel. This tends to 
address itself to that and to provide for some uniformity among all of the districts 
because some of the courts do it one way and some of the courts do it another way. 

•Mr. Nemeth- What we found by looking at the statutes is that there is no complete
 
system and we were informed through testimony that people are doing the same job
 
under different titles i1;1 different courts, to circumvent the rigidity of the law.
 
And I think there is also some testimony to the effect that the legislature has
 
been asked on several occasions to make changes to. remedy the shortcoming and it
 
has not done so. And the cmmnittee in general has concluded that it would be in ..
 
the interest of the orderly administration of the court system to have rules of
 
this type promulgated within the system itself rather than being proposed by statute"
 
which does not seem to be very systematic or well thought out and it is apparently ,
 
difficult to change. This is one area in which the courts have tried but have not 
prevailed on the legislature to change. 
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• 
Mr. Montgolnery ... To be consistent, if we are going to allow the Supreme Court to 
initiate the rules for the courts and the judges. , , 

Mr. Carson - I would ask, who made the point? Who thought of it? 

•	 Mr. Montgomery- I don't really know how it was . . . 

•
 
Mr. Carson - You are aware, of course, that you are dealing with thousands of '" '
 
employees 'vho are now appointed by judges and are transferring that power direct:i'ly
 
to the Supreme Court. In our domestic relations court in Cincinnati, that 1s th~
 
only one I know anything about, I think they have 75 employees and the judge se-,'
 
lects them.	 ' " 

1'1r, Nemeth - This doesn't preyent that. 

Mr. Montgome!y - This just says there has to be a system.

•	 }1r. Carson - Your language provides that the Supreme Court may provide the rules 
governing the employment: and duties of personnel in the department, which is all 
of the courts in the state. The Supreme Court could, in a rule, say that no em... 
ployee could be hired unless the Supreme Court approved. I think that is sug
gested in this.

•	 ~. Nemeth - It's possibl~. but from a practical point of view it would seem im
probable that the Supreme Court would put itself in such an antagonistic position 
vis a vis the rest of the court system. 

Mr. Carson - I just wai,to know where it came from. From the comm!ttQe only? , , 
." '•	 hr.. l"JOn.tl',r.llT,ery - Yeti, 1 think so. 

Mr. Carson - Okay. 

Mr. Guggenheim - It seemed to me that the judges rather liked this for the Supreme 
•	 Court, because it was a problem whom they could hire. 

Mr. MOl1tgo:n'~ry -They have no guidance at all now. We thought this would make ,some , 
sense out of it. I don't know how you can tighten it up and still have anything. 
Again, the legislature has the last word. The rules have to be reason$ble and 
sensible. l~e judges certainly have a lot of input at that point and so do the 

•	 people. 

Mr. Aalyson - Provide that the Supreme Court may prescribe or authorize tnferior 
courts to prescribe rules regarding personnel. 

Mr. Unger - Then you would lose uniformity, though, wouldn't you.

•	 ~. " 

~r. Montgomery - Yes, you are likely to lose the uniformity. And since we are 
trying to provide for one pay scale for judges regardless of where they serve ,&Od 
this sort of thing, it seemF ) -:'~~ uniformity in the staff would be a good thini, 
throughout the state. 

• Mr. Nemeth - The whole thing, of course, ties in with the concept of state financing' 
too since the state is going to be asked to pick up the tab for the expenses of the 
department, the expenses should proba~ly be determinable by uniforB rules. 

•
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Mr. CarsQn • It sounds to me. Mr. Chairman, like this is a little bit like the 
township question and maybe it ought to be a matter for the legislature-rather 
than for the Constitution. 

~' Montgomery - Are. there any other questions on Section ~' the pm'1ers and duties 
of the Supreme Court: rules. 

Mr. Aalyson - I have one questions Mr. Chairman, just to be sure that I understand~ 

If this section were to be placed on the ballot and passed~ then there would be no 
opportunity short of another constitutional amendment ever to provide for direct 
election to a division of a common pleas court. 

Mr. Montgomery - That is my understanding. 

~. Carter - Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a motion to amend. This is not a 
substantive amendment. I have great trouble with the language in sub-paragraph 
4 that we are dealing with here, on page 21. And the staff has been good enoug~ to 
rC1olrite, not a substantive change, but just to clarify the language. I would like 
to move the adoption of this language in lieu of the original committee rec~nda~ 

tion. I'll read it if you wish. It I s just a restatement of what is already ther~ •.. 
"Th~ Supreme Court shall establish by rule uniform criteria for determining the neeCl 
for increasing or decreasing the number of judges, except Supreme Co~rt justice~~ 

and for increasing or decreasing the number of magistrates and for altering the 
number or the boundaries of common pleas or appellate districts. Annually, before. 
each regular session, the court shall file. with the clerk of each house a report 
containing its findings and recommendations, if any, r.egarding increasing or de
creasing the number of judges or magistrates or changing the number of boundaries 
of common pleas or appellate districts. The General Assembly shall con$ider such 
report and any findings or recommendations it may contain at the regular session 
fc~lo~·;r~11g t~c ril::"n.~ ..:;; -:::•.:.. :.; ~?v~ ~. ~lc de~~·.:.,",,::;~ ':"1. tr,"~ ~i~la1~:;,: of judl;)~s ~i.~g:1. 

vacate the office of any judges before the end of their terms." 

J1r. l-l011t gopery - Is there a second? 

Mr. Unger seconded the motion. 

Mr. Montgomery - Any discussion of this motion to amend? 

A voice vote was taken and the ayes carried the motion. 

Mr. Montgomery - Alright. Is there anything further before we vote on Sect'ion 57 

Mr. Fr~ - }~. Chairman, is it necessary th~t we set forth the General Assembly's 
action: It says the General Assembly shall consider such report and any finding 
and recon~endations it may contain. Is a joint resolution required if there is 
to be a change? Because you have in paragraph 3 just before this one, you say, 
"such rules shall take effect unless prior to that date it adopts • • • 

Mr. Montgomery - These are not rules. 

Mr. Nemeth .. These are just recommendations. They would have to be enacted in the 
law, I presume, like any other law. 

The roll was called on Section 5. The following voted "YES"; Messrs. Aalyson~ 
Carter. Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, Huston, l-Iontgomery, Mrs. Orfi,rer. Messrs. 
Skipton and Unger. Messrs.Carson and Russo voted "NO" 
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Mr. Carter" As is customary, we will leave the roll call open until the next m~~4>,~. " 
. ",." ~ " . 

Mr. MontgomeEY" Now, Mr. Chairman, we should go back and consider Section 4. : ~". 

Are you ready for the question of the adoption of Section 4 as amended? 

" \.Mr. Carson" A point of order, Mr. Chairman. I don't understand, we just voted' 
on Section 5 but there was a motion pending on Section 4. 

,; 

Mr. Carter .. The reason was that Section 5 had to be put in context with Secti(:ln 4. " 

Mr. ~lontgomery - What we did on Section 5 really has a bearing on Section 4 $0 ~~ 

reverse order seemed to be more logical. 

The roll call was taken on Section 4. Those voting "YES" were }-lesars. 
Aalyson, Carter, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, HUBton, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfiret" 
Messrs. Skipton and Unger. Messrs. Carson and Russo voted "NO". 

Mr. Carter - Again we will keep the roll call open u'q.til the next meeting.' 

tir. Montgomery .. That takes us to page 26, Section 6. The recommendation begiQ$' 
on pages 27, 28, and 29. Hr. Montgomery moved the adoption of the section and" 
Mr. Unger seconded the motion. This is the section which provides for the merit' 
selection of judges, mandatory at the Supreme Court,court of appeals level and ' 
optional with the common pieas court.When you get over the principle of whether 
you want merit selection, the big point of debate seems to be the compos:J..ti()~of 
the nominating commission. We sent some material to you to give you an id~ 0,£ 
~'1hat some of the other tates have done. They vary quite a little btt. I dOn't 

"believe the subconnnittee is adamant about all of these things. This is an area~' 
.~.,
 

we could redo if you feel it needs to be redone. The review of the s~atutes
 

and the constitutions of other states seer:1S to indicate that, in geneJ:'sl,l th~
 
organized bar is not mentioned in the constitution. In many 8tates~a Jud'ge :tif;:·'
 
appointed to the connnission. If it's a Supreme Court cOlmnission. the presidiXlS }'
 
judge of the Supreme Court; if a Court of Appeals,. the presiding judge of a o'tlllit,
 
of appeals district. As far as the legislature making appointments I think the
 
analysis would indicate that in general the legislature is not involved ih4l8kil1:&
 
the actual appointments of the connnission but it does its job byset.titl'g tip-a
 
procedure. And the appointments, .by and large' are made by the governor. Some, .
 
are made by a judicial representative of some kind appointed by some supreme c~rt ' "
 
or court of appeals judges. So they vary a lot. The reconnnendati~, we think,: 'p.f
 
not allowing the bar to dominate these connnissions is appropriate, and the testi 

mony has been both ways on that. I think the Ohio State Bar Association did not
 
object to it, although some individual testimony did object to that. '
 

Before considering that, in Section 6 (A) (2) (C) and 6 (A) (2) (d) we prov,ide 
for 75 days before the election for filing by the candidates and I think it was brOught up 
that we might not want to have the 75 days in the Constitution. So we want to suggest 
that the General Assembly set this period so that it would be a little more flex~b~e. 
Now, we have an amendment that cleans it up. Do you have copies althat? ,'" 

,\- :~ 

Mr. Nemeth - In both places, _u<;: sentence begins "Not less than 75 day$ p.riQiJ"f;:~" 
such election", that would be deleted and the following phrase vouldbe substitUt.ed 
"at such time as shall be proY~.ded by law." There 1s an additional recomnteri.4W 
change, in, Section 6(a)(3) (b) (1), on page 29, which provides for the option.l 
appointive-elective system for cOnJl1l0r pleas judges. The recoIlll1leBdation as the 

committee submitted it did not have specific language in it regar~ing an el~tion 

to reverse this decision. And I think at the last meeting there was discussion to 
the effect that it was advisable to provide for this specifically •. 
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Mr. Montgomery - This means that we can quit the system if we don't like it. 
I'll read it to you. I think it is· easier to understand if it is read. 
"Notwithstanding any other provision of this Article t judges of any court of 
common pleas may be appointed under an appointive-elective system upon the 
affirmative vote of· a majority of the electors voting on the question within 
the territorial jurisdiction of the court. Elections may be held in the same 
manner to discontinue the practice of appointing such judges. The method of 
submission of either question shall be provided by law." Does someone care to make ;

a motion for that amendment? 
J; 

i;

Mr. Carter moved to amend the report by making those changes. • 
Mrs. Orfirer seconde"d the motion. 

:, 

A voice vote was taken and the ayes carried the motion t there were none 
opposed. • 
Mr. Montgomery'. - Is there discussion on the section? 

Mr. Russo - I am vigorously opposed to merit selection. 

Mr. Carter - At the last meeting we discussed two major items pertaining to this-~ 

one \-78S the question of the make-up of the nominating connnission and r think in • 
my own mind that this is about as good as you can do. The second one though, 
you haven't mentioned, and that is the question of removal of judges, as to whether" 
it would be advisable to have some sort of mechanism other than just the straight 
referendum election for that purpose. Has the committee given any more thought 
to that question? 

;..j,L. ~·iUUt."'UI"lt::.L y - ~t: LC:tJ.~t:U tivuu~ L:.he 4ut:s~lon u"': t:,AL:a:aOl'uJ.nary majol.i&:.)'l::tI1 anu 
this sort of thing. As far as an extraordinary majority, I think, that 111inois 
is the only state which provides for an extraordinary majority and they don't 
have judicial nominating commissions. They have retention elections. Wherever 
there is a nominating commission, a retention election, a simply majority vote 
seems to be adequate. Illinois has no nominating screening process, so this is a • 
pretty st~andard provision. 11m speaking for myself now, and the rest of the 
committee carl express themselves, as far as getting rid of judges that are not 
capable or shouldn't be in office, I think the experience in Ohio has been rather 
good and everyone seems to think it's been good. So all we have done in amend-
i.ng the judid.al article "is to get rid of extraneous ways of doing it that have never 
been used and are just surplusage for all practical purposes. We didn't feel that . • 
there is· any compelling reason for change of the way in which judges are ~emoved 

now. If the COlmnission feels otherwise, we will certainly ~ntertain it. Dick, is' 
that a fair statement? 

Mr. Guggenheim - I think so. • 
~r. Aalyson ~ On" page 28, in the partial paragraph at the top of the paget what was 
the rationale for providing that less than one-half of the commission would be 
members of the bar rather than not more than one-half? I ask this question because 
perhaps~ being biased, I feel that probably members of the bar are in a better 
position to judge the quality of candidates for judicial office because they are 
exposed to these candidates and know their competence. • 

$ ; 
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Mr. Montgomery - If it it not more than, and you had an even-numbered commi&s10n, 
the lawyers could have an equal vote and it was decided that the people should . ; 
have control of these commissions rather than the bar and the lawyersshou1d:lflav~ 

•
 less than half. I think Governor Gilligan I s experience has been prettY satis- .
 
factory on this, even though, by executive order, Governor Rhodes didnIt want 'to. " 

•
 

go along with the program. The testfmony we received from members of judi~!al
 
nominating conunissions was very good. They were laymen, they were members of' ";,'
 
both parties, politics had no bearing whatsoever, they said, at the commission,
 
level. Now, whether it did at the appointing level, that is something elee.
 
They were quite pleased by the way the system worked.
 

}~. Unger - That raises a couple of questions. There's no guarantee from the 
constitutional provision you are recommending that there be that kinde£ a com
mission again in Ohio. 

•
 Hr. Montgomery - It is quite possible here that the legislature could e'stablish a..'
 
different sort of commission under these rules, that the legislatu.re itself shall. 
set up a commission. However, we mean to exclude legislators. ' 

Mr. Unger - You mean they may not serve? 

•
 Mr. Montgomery - Yes, they may not serve. tole talked about this but t don't think, "
 
: " t.:we formally did anything about it. '" ~ ,', 

., '., 

Mr. Aalyson - You mean holders of public ofHce other than legislators Jll8Y serve? 

•
 
Mr. Montgomery-- Yes. ~'exclude the whole body of public and state of£icialswo~Ld
 
not be good because these people are very experienced in public affairs and e}1eY":,:'" :i:' "
 

are in a good poRition to add to the composition. The fact that they are publ1~
 
.. ;',ottice holders shouldn t disqualify them. Some states take the other vieW 'that ';I 

:";'.

they don It ,.,ant any office holders. Some states say no judges, and soteilnclude .,' 
them. How about "holders ·of public office other than members of the Ohio aenel;'al/<:ih: 
Assembly?" ,'r.,; ::'<:i 

~. ' ~ '~'!~':: ";",}

• Mt' Russo - Is the clerk of the House or the Senate a member of the Ohio G~et'a{A.~~~IY'J' 
, " , ~ , ;" 

Mr. Montgomery -No. 

}rr. Unger - I so move. 

• Mrs. Orfirer seconded the motion. , i 

Mr. Montgomery - Is there any discussion? (A voice,vote was taken. All :v()t~dlaye,~",
there were no nays, and the motion was carried.) 

';", 

• 

• 
I: \ 

Mr. Unger - I understand that there is real reluctance to put any overbear~~ re'~ 
sponsibility, or, rather, authority in the hands of anyone group, ~h1qhiswb~~ 
have limited it to no more than half of one political party and y¢~ h$.-ve put ,:~U.~ 
mitation on lawyers and membe' '" of the bar. And you have not, hot.,ev~, .. spec$'d:i¢d 
anything more than in genera!. L':":5uage as to how the commission wouldb~ set up~ ,', , 
'I notice in the material that yC"'.l have given us from all of the other states, that.. ', .'. 
the great majority, if not all, have some other system, in which severaldi£fere~ 
groups have a responsibility in establishing this commission.. Now, ~oncefV'ab1.Y;·'; ,l1 

as you have this written the commisbion shall be es~ablished by law. This could 
happen, but on the other hand, this leaving it in the hands of the legislature 

,;. I',doesn I t supply any kind C'f guarantee tl.at there would be any input other ,than fr~ ). 
; li:' ,Ie 
.. < • 

Ij,r~,., 99'• '., . ~ "~5 
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the legislature itself. Now we have specified that they can't include themselves, t
but it doesn't indicate that any other body, groups, the governor, the bar, the justices, \ 

for instance, as in some of the other states would have any part in setting up the 
nominating comnlission. It seems to me that we ought to find some way to provide this I

responsibility with the number of members or a proportion of the members or some b~sis~ I•
giving the governor a part of the establishment of the commission. And in the same 
way perhaps providing for the members of the bar to be appointed from some source as 
they are in other states. 

Mr. Carter - Mr. Chairman, I really think that is a matter we should not deal with 
at this time. I have confidence in the legislature doing this properly. .

I 

Mr. Montg~lery - The only danger I see, and I don't think it's a serious one, but 
it's a possibHi.ty. is that the legislature could provide that it makes the ap
pointments. In most states it's done by the governor. I'm saying that it is not 
a probability but it is a possibility by not addressing ourselves as to who makes 
the appointment in the Constitution that the General Assembly could say that it will • 
make the appointments even though it couldn't appoint legislators. 

Mr. Unger - This is exactly my fear. I would like to see some kind of safeguard. 

Mr. Fry -I think the best response to that is that the legislature is responsible 
for/the appointments to this group. I would point out that as you go around the •
table, I don!t know who originally are democrats and who originally are republicans. 
I think that Dick's point is well taken. Even if they do arrange for the appointment, 
I don't say that they will, but even if they do, with the restrictions you have in j 

here, you're going to have an impartial group making the selection of the nominatin8 
commission. I'm not concerned about it. 

1:400..J. CL:':'. \,,0,," ::. ~\;,.dp~,,".~:u.:':j J:""d~.:eC, C~lc.J.:lic:.. I :':l..~i.j.l\. i:~ .. ~~ 1t .... ULJ~ ci l.va.~z:, ":'.L1UC 

Ior"th.e ··logi.r.laturc to decide on the composition of this group. I think there was 
a lot of poJitical exchanging. I think there were a lot of appointments that we 
hAve seen from the lack of attendance. were not done with the proper thought or 
care. I would be very leary of having the legislature have sole responsibility for 
appointing the commission. 

tf
Nr. Fry - I'm not saying they'll have it, but I thi.nk that giving them the r.ight to 
prescribe how the commission shall be chosen - maybe they'll have the Supreme Court justice 
appoint one and so on. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I agree. I would just personally not be happy leaving them that option, •although I don't like to spell out numbers and and who makes what appointments. 
Could we work out something saying that the legislature could not arrange to appoint 
half or more of the appointed body? Then it would be up to them who they decided 
would do the other 51%. 

~jr. Montgomery - In other words, write in the provision, no more than half of which • 
may be appointed by the General Assembly, in case the General Assembly decided to 
arFange it this way. 

Mr~. Nemeth - That's almost an invitation for the General Assembly to do it. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Yes._z:::;;. • 

• 
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Mr. Unger - That is my concern. I would like to see some safeguard, but n(,')t t~gitr 

that they would have to. 

• Mrs. Orfirer - Charlie, do you feel from your experience in the legislature, can you 
see that they would turn this over to the governor to make the appointments? 

Mr. Fry - When we established the Board of Regents it was turned over to the governoT'"i 
Just because the legislature prescribes how they are to be appointen doesn'tmean 
that they are going to control. 

• 1'!r. Skipton - 1>!r. Chairman, I believe we are getting ahead of ourselves. MaybeU " 
get this thing in perspective, I should make a motion that will help take thi. step 
by step. Nobody has ever convinced me of the necessity for having a nominating com~ 
mission to start with. Secondly, if you have a nominating connnission) nobody hasevelJ: 
described to me the value in having the General Assembly prescribe how they are se. 
lected. After all, the General Assembly can't decide how a nominating commission 

•
 

• can be selected any differently than the people sitting around this table. It might 
",:'
 

be much more our responsibility to the people of this state to go ahead and make a ,<'
 

proposal and let the people decide. I just don I t see :- the advantage of having
 
more debate in the General Assembly, a highly political body, to make this recommenda#
 
tion-to the voters of Ohio that we canlt make. I thought it was our obligation. ~d.
 

also, I have expressed myself previously, let's have certainty here. I find it very
 
difficult to vote for this amendment if it contains a provision that did not ~peli
 
out explicitly how the judiciary was going to be selected. So one way to put one of 
the possibilities before you, and 1 1m not saying that this is my ~bsolute final choice~ but 
I would move that we amend, starting on page 27, fourth line from the bottom, ch.ange the. 
conuna to a period. Stril out the remainder of that page. . ",' 

• Mrs. Orfirer - After "an appointive-elective system"? 

Mr. Skipton - Right. Strike out the rest of that page and all of the 7 lines at 'the 
top of pAge 28. The effect of this would be to let the governor make the appointment. 

•
 
And this is a proposition that has been strongly
 

urged by many a student' in this field. And inasmuch as we have already discussed tlie.
 
possibility the General Assembly could go right back and give the governor the pow~~
 

to appoint the nominating commission, as far as I am concerned, it would give the 
governor the power to name nominating commissions, or if he wants to set up s~Qtber 
selective system. So I will make that motion, in order to get before the sroup, one 
of the choices that you really have. ' ;;:

• lotr. Montgomery -Alright. We have a motion; is there a second? 

The motion failed for lack of a second. 

Mr. Unger - On the bottom of page 27 where, under paragraph B you start talkittg abQUt

•
 the composition of the members of the General Assembly and the nominating commission,
 
would it be possible, where we have the words "method of selection" to U1clude a few 
further words which would indicate as a minimum that this selection would be bY<mo~e' 

than one organization or party. In other words, that the Assembly couldn't be the 
only one that would elect a me~-.v" af selection by, and you might include in thC;r$, 
the method of selection jointly h.~ the governor, the Assembly, and the members of~e, 

•
 ,bar, bar association, or some s" ...h words which would involve more than the Assemb~y ,.
 
itself in the method of selection of the commission. 

Mr. Montgomery - What do other state cO'1stitutions provide? Do they go into the',. .... 
specifics? :', 

• Mrs. Eriksson - For the most part, yes. They deslgn4te th~ composition of the 
nominating commission in the constitution. 

, , t '. . ' ,.,,'I,t £A4 
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Mr. Montgomery - Ours is very broad. We leave it almost entirely to the legislature. 
I really think we're at a point where if it's essential that we do this specifically 
1n the Constitution we could refer it temporarily for redrafting and get some alter
nate language. 

Mr. Unger - That would be my point and I would hope that in so doing that you would 
keep in mind this material which you so well provided us with on what other states 
are doing and use something similar. 

Mr. Montgomery - I would like to have your general guidance though on the proposi
tion of who should really make these appointments. Someone, at our last meeting 
I think said that it doesn't make sense to have the governor appoint the commission 
if he is the man to appoint the man the commission recommends. And when you review 
what other states have done very few states allow the legtslatureto make the ap
pointments. In most states the governors do make the commission appointments and: 
they see no conflict with the fact that he makes the ultimate selection of their 
recommendations. I think what we are getting down to, if you are going to follow 
the various trends of thought on the various systems; which is what we.are 70wn to 
here, is the governor of Ohio going to be making most of these appointments. 

Mr. Carter - Could I come back to John's point, a little bit? John, as I understand 
it you aren't really arguing for the governor to make the appointments. You want to 
makg i.t specifi.c in the Constitution? 

Mr. Sk!E££n - t~e are substituting something for the vote of the citizens of this 
state and I don't see how this group can go to the citizens of the state of Ohio 
and say take a pig in a poke. 

Mr. Cflrtcr - Then you would support this approach then of coming back with a more 
specl.fic L·ecollnn~nuation. 

Mr. Skipton so moved. 

Mr. Mont~omery - It's been moved that we do some more research and draft several 
alternate proposals~ much mQre specific where the procedure is outlined in the Con
stitution itself for t~e selection and constitution of nominating commissions. Is 
there a second? 

Mr. Huston seconded the motion. 

Mt.Montgomerx - Any discussion? 

Mr. Euston- One comment. In implementing this change, 1f you do not have a nomin"; 
ating conunission and you have a vacancy, how i,9 it filled? When is this implemented? 
You have to have something in case you are not going to have the election of jUdges. 
Once the Constitution is changed, the governor really doesn't have the appointive . 
power. If· appointments, are not made to a nominating commission and you have a va" 
caney, how is the go'{ernor going to appoint someone ,'since the 'Constitution says 
that he has to appoint Someone nominated by the nominating commission? 

Mrs. Eriksson - You're speaking to the fact that the General Assembly might not do 
thi~? 

I 

•
,!

I


I 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 
Mr. Huston • Yes, and then where are you? You are really in a dilemma because the 
Constitution says the governor can·appoint only what they nominate and if there 

tisn't any nominating committee, if the General Assembly doesn't act they you have 
nobody to appoint. 

• .. _. ~n9 

i 
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Mr. Fry - 1 would guess that you could make this apply to a lot of the powel;S that, 
are given to the General Assembly where they are required to act a.nd they usual1y, " 
do. I can't think of where they haven't or even delayed. 

• Mr. Carter - The present system continues until the commissions are establi.hed. 

Mr. Huston - We need something to make sure it does continue. 

Mr. Unger - I just want to make one comment about the gove~-nor appQi~ting some 

•
 members to the nominating commission. It isn't exactly the same as the goV&:rnor.
 
appointing the judges themselves because the nominating commission gives thegl)V:~' 
ernor their own choices for the position, so it greatly restricts what hecan'd~~' 
And so appointing a few people to the commission, say three out of nine, Olt:'some' .' 
minority, and then getting people to work with as final appointees iss consi'(J.er~pii: 
restriction in itself, so it doesn't bother me that the governor shouldalso,hilv~';:' 

•
 authority to nominate some members of the commission, not all,
 

Hr. Russo - Someone has to appoint the majority of that commission. 

1'1r. Corter - As I understand what you are saying, the connnittee will come back ,~, 

with specific alternatives. Does that mean that we cannot vote on this at a11tAdatl' 

• Mr. MontgC'l1lery - I don't s'ee how we can. 

Mr. Carter - In the absence of that, I would like to get the sense of the Commissiotl, 
, ., . i. 

as to how many would favor the merit plan, if the problems were resolved. 

• Mr. Skipton - said he would vote for it if it were specific.
 
the merit approach better than he did two years ago.
 

Mr. Fry - If we are going to take more time, I would like to address o\1rs"elv.s 
further to the question that you raised last month about how we get rid of a ba~, ' 
judge. With Supreme Court records today, we're going to pave some judge8 that ~y.'~

•
 look bad. . ;~ ,
 

Mr. Montgomery - That's public information, isn't it, to let the press, 'bar asso~ 

ciation polls, all the indirect controls that work so well right now to operate~ 

•
 
Choices are very few. If you set up a commission to review performance as well as ,'"
 
selection, then you are developing an all powerful body. The cure can be worser:
 
than the disease.
 

aboutmeiit s.lection 
Hr. Carter - I would like to, for my information, have the opposing vi.ews/brough'. 
out. It might be helpful to us in what we're doing. 

.r, 

Mr. Carson - I'll be glad to do So when we vote, Mr. Chairman. 

• Mr. Carter Is there anything in your point of view that might be helpful to t;:he,'::i 
committee, that might make this a better proposition? Or is it the whole id~:B.,~hat' 
you find repugnant? '," ,;) 

) 

Mr. Carson - There are individlJ.<ll th lngs that I think ought to be changed, but th~ .. 
concept of -this appointed system written this way is totally unacceptable. If)• there were a way to provide that appointed judges could be removed other than t6 
run against their record, which mak.::.s it difficult to remove, based. ~pn their ,:'\ 
performance, I might favor it. I happen to believe we have a prettYlfpod $uporeme. 
Court. But I woultdl\ate t(· see lifetinh! appointments in the courts ofthi~ state,~ 

, , 
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34 .. .. 
consider that this plan does that. I think that a lot of judges, when they get t


those robes on, are totally different people than l~en they were lawyers. We 
have many very competent judges that have arisen from the elective system. In ~ 

county, I think we've had a very good record through the elective system. I just 
have seen Prussians, 1£ you will, in the federal system.• l

:!... !j 
1Mr. Carter - Your concern, then, is that the appointive-elective system amounts to ,I 

a lifetime appointment. '1 
"

Mr. Carson - It is, in ~ judgment, unless the judge prefers not to run. I think 
the testimony was that 12 have been voted down in the last 35 years in the whole 
country. We have to recognize that for what it is. As a philosophical pr.inciple" i:•
and the Ohio State Bar Association has proposed this every time thay have it before 
the legislature - I also oppose the idea that the presently sitting judges are 
kept in office under this system, are given a mandatory appointment. I know the 
reason for this--it is so that you can get their support in the passage of the 
measure. But if this commission has as its goal the improvement of the judiciary •
it seems to me that we ought to start right now, rather than 30 years from now 
when these people '07i11 all be retired. If we are people of principle, we 
wouldn't have a thing like that in here. Because you have people on the bench 
and they are never going to get off until they retire and then they are go~ng 
to serve as retired judges until they die. That is what they do today. ~~e ..,legislature hasn't provf.ded us with enough judges so that when judges try t9 retire, 
they are put on duty on the bench as retired judges because of the lack of b~dies. 
These are some of my concerns. They have been generated over many years. 

~. Carter Perhaps I could summarize what you've said as a concern about life
time appoir.tment and the problems of transition--that is, perpetuating the present ,
judges. I 

Mr. C~~~~~ - There are other things. This Division thing I feel very strongly 
about. t feel that the Supreme Court should not ptesc.~ribe rules telling the 
Hamilton County Domestic Relations division what employe.es they should have. 
That should be up to the judge. 

The meeting adjourned until .1:30 p.m. on either July 8 or July 10, depending 
on preferences of Commission members. 

Ann M. Eriksson, Secretary Richard H. Carter,' Chai~ . • 

• 

•
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Oh10 Constitutional Revision Corrnnission 

July 10, 1975 

A meeting of the Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission was held on Thursday, 
July 10, 1975 in Room 11 of the House of Representatives, State House, ColuIT.bus. 

ChairmAn Richard H. Carter presided. 

Present were Senator Van Meter; Representative Roberto, Messrs. Carson, Carter, 
Cunnillgh.:lll1, Heminf,cr, Huston, Montgomery, l'1:(s. Urfirer; Hessrs. Russo and Skipton,' 
1'1r8. ~;m:le and Nr. 'Wilson. 

The m:inut:0s of the June 11 Till:cting, <l~; c('1rrectc,d i.J8re appn>VlJd a~; submitted 
1>1' 111;1 i 1. rlle correction is Oil page 6, the first til:](' ~lYs. Orfirer spoke, chunging 
tlI(' fir~;t \.}()l~c1 to "fio" instc.:!u of "So". 

~~E..._.(~.:~.t!.:.l::" - The votes on tIl<" f0ur matters \'J'~ vatL'\.; on at the LL-:t meetin~,; <:,re as 
j ollm·!~;: S·::ctiOlI I ]ws 22 \ES votcs-··!\[l1.y:;on, CartC:L, Cur,:J.int,;h:.:;o, Fry, Gl!gl~\:nheim, 

Hustoll, }1LoJltgolllcry, Orfircr, RLJ',oiO, Skiptc'-J, \n,L;on, Unr.:er,1·;-3n8[i81d, Norri,;, Ro
IJl-rto, l!clJdn8Cr, Van Hetcr, 1-;;1 i('r, Hussey, l'<111d1al, SL)';;'18 .:md Uc COlmc.c:k, l'1{~ssrs. 

D"JrLunck, Cillmor, Carson. Jolrs. Pope and Senator Zimmers voted IIllO." It h.-,s, there
fore bc~n adopted. 

Section 3, on the Dppcllatc courts, has been adopted with 23 votes. Those 
votJng Jlyr_;SIl were }h~ssr . A21y80n, Carter, Cunningham, Fry, Cu:;r;cnheim, HUSt':011, 

!'lontgo:ncry, 1'1rs. Orfirr;r; Ncssrs. Skipton, Uil~cr,\oJils()n, Hnnsficld, l,o:cYis, nobcx-to, 
t~""''l-tlln01t ri l1rnA1' prlT""';nnr}'l.... r ..... '\ .. (",......·'" loh .. C' l) .... -..,... '':",.. ;.r-.-~ ,- ~,f~.! ..... -~ ~, ""••. 

l' :1l'lch<ll Clllli He s. Sow le . Hr. Rue: so .snd Sell:.t tor S Van r!eter ancl Zif'~mer s voten "NO. II 

~;('cti()ns L~ Cipd 5 did not PCl:,S. Thos2 voting JlYES JJ on Section 1+ ,,'ere J'1cs8rs. 
A;l1yspl1, C::rter, C\Jl1l1inghwll, Fry, Guggenheim, Huston, Hont[;omcry, l·lrs. O::f-; l'er, 
I'lcSSL:. Skipton, 11IJ~~cr, Norris, JZob2rto, HU'linger, viilson, H;der-, Hrs. Panchal and 
Mn;. ~;(J\-il('. Th05(; voting tlr:O" \<Jerc Hessrs. Carsun, Russo, Hansfield, B3l't1.1nek, 
Cillmor, Van Meter, Hrs. Pope, Senators Hussey and Zh1JTIers. 

Those voting "YES tl on SecUon 5 were Nesses. Aalyson, Carte)~, Cunningh.:ml, Fry, 
Gugg(~nhci;'1, Huston, Hontgoillcry, £.11'5. Orfir,;r, Hessrs. Ski,pton, l'n£ei-", Norris,Roberto, 
HCITlingf'r, \-lilson, Hussey and t-lrs. Sm·lle. Those voting "NO" ~.Jere Ncssrs. Russo, Car
son, Nansficld, Bartunek, Gillmor, Van Heter, 1'1rs. Pope, Hr. l'1aio-, I'Irs. Panehal 
and Senator Zilnmcrs. 

C"Irter - I think Don would like to go through the rest of the report and then come 
back ,mel see what kinds of compromises might be appropr iate to get a 2/3 consensus 
by the Commission on the ones that have failed. 

I imagine we •.....ill have the photographs by the next Commission meeting. He are 
getting them in color for th0 __ :llb~rs and are also having some black and vJhites,T; 

made for publicity purposes • 

. 
The one other thing I would like to ask you and that is that I think a very 

important part of this Commission's work is to properly document all of the research. 
We have some ITlarvelous analyses of the present Constitution and there are some great 

•
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discussions both in the Commission and the committees. I feel that it is awfully 
important before we wind up our affairs - we are funded for the next biennium. 
We will be finishing our work well in advance of the biennium as far as any major ,.
activities are concerned. A good part of our work will be documenting, indexing, 

.. 
etc. If any of you have any thoughts on how you think that should be done we 
would appreciate hearing from you. As I say I think it is very important and 
should be useful to people long after we are gone. My thought is to microfilm the 
whole thing if it isn't too expensive, to have a report giving the highlights of 
the COllnnission' s activity giving a list of members "lho have participated and giving 
their time for service and to include in that an index of some sort so that one could 
go to the archives and get "hat they wanted out of it. That was my thought for a 
finn1 report. 

- Let us have committee reports now, Linda, Local Government. 

Mrs. O~[ircr - Our discussions have centered primarily on the problems of housing 
because most other problems are already being taken care of in the proposed substi
tutions for Sections 4 and 6 of Article VIII of Nolan's committee earlier. We came 
to the conclusion this morning that any further activity on our part would be a ,,,aste 
until \oJ(; st;e ,,,hat happens on the ballot in November. We have gone over the Governor's 
proposal on housing very carefully on things "lhich \'le have discussed in the last year 
at vur conunittee meetings. It provides a great denl more than ,,,e have talked about and 
we have discussEd the comparative analysis. Our conclusion was not to disband the • 
committee but to ltave a recess until follm"ing the election in November. Immediately 
following we would reconvene depending on what happens to the proposal on housing. 
If the Governor's proposal passes then there is nothing furt}lC'r that ,,'e '''ould do. If 
it docs not, the staff will have prepared language for us to react to in relation to 
any of our concerns which are not covered by the present recommendations 'Ylhich the 
COllludsl;ion h.:ls in the legislature. 

Hr. C:tr.ter - Is this then the remaining item? 

Nrs. Orfircr - Yes, we looked into tax abatement and satisfied ourselves t~at that is 
alrl'<1dy law. Some of the cities are already using it, Some other conce:rns, such as 
possibly the creation of land banks in the city, we would have to dec. ide what we "lant •to do hut He are going to be inactive until November. I donlt mean to imply by this 
that we necessarily favor the Governor's proposal but it does cover many of our con
cerns. It also covers many other things on 'Ylhich we do not take a stand one tolay or 
the other. 

Mr. Carter - Bob could you give us a report on the What's Left Con~ittee? 

l-1r. Huston - \o1e haven't had a meeting since the last Commission meeting but we did get 
a report from the COlnmission staff on convict labor and that's going to be looked at. 
We looked at the mechanic's lien law section and decided to leave it alone. 

Mr. Carter - As I recall that is one of those things that need not be in the Constitu •tion but, bei.ng as it is there, there is not much reason to take it out. Skip, you're 
on the Education and Bill of Rights Committee, aren't you? 

Mr. Skipton - Yes, but I didn't attend the last meeting. 

•� 

•� 
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Mrs. Avey - The committee studied memoranda 44A to 44G which covered various sections 

• 
i.n the Bill of Rights. A recommendation for change in Section 9 of Article I which 
deals with bailab le offenses that the committee toJanted to see some language would not 
require absolute bail for repeat offenders who were awaiting trial on the first offense. 
Then at the next meeting liectiol1S 44H thr.ough 44L and a memorandum on the Grand Jury 
will be tak0n up and a few other matters. 

Hr. Carter - Do you anticipate a lot more t-lOrk for tl'lut committee? 

• t1r~~. Avey - I wOlild say that one more committee meeting \oJould do it. Also on the 
Wlint 1 s Left corrnnittee, we were ato7.:1iting some comment from the Department of Correc
tion concerning work release programs for prisoners under Section 41 of Article II. 
l~e contJ.lcted the offfce and they will have fl recommendation for change. 

Mr. Carson cntere::d to a chorus of "Happy;Birthdays.lI 

• l~l:~~.cfir.cr - Puul Unger is on jury dllty and we talked a bit ahout wanting something 
frLUIICJ up for the JuJiciary Committee. Did he ever talk with you about it? He felt 
that juries were being called upon to make decisions that were 80 techni.cal that even 
h(~ coulun 1 t undcTfitand it. I think perhAps it 'was setting a pri-ce on proport:y • 

• 
.J:lr:=".(:1.1,,~::.!. - Ann Houlcl YOll just '.J;ml: to conlm~nt on the status of recommendations for 
:1 ;il()~.·I(ill t '! 

Ul.:J::..1~r,i !~~:'~E..ll - One of the changes from the last meeting is that the InLtiative and 
;~r'f(;r.nd,m rcsoluU.on has been reported favorably by the House State Govermpcnt Com
l'dtt"12 .';., that i~ in Rules Committee. H.J.T<.. 28 h,lS also heen reported favorably. 
H(~ n')\·j 11.Jve thrf'(' Tiluuicip<. ... re;,;olutions Hnd three county resolutions that have been 
r('pr,,:I~wl favor':lhly and are jn House Rules Committee. There have b(~en 11.0 hearings so .. . 
J..'-l.l, L'J.1. J ... ,J .J.\.. J"""t IlJ.l'-l. .ll.u .J\.. J_/. .t.l1L:j l:"JJ.IIII}J..Y Ild."e JtUL lJ~\':-ll P()::>\. ~~u l"OJ. 11t:=UL .1.11.~ allU J. 

SI'~:l)~ct,lley won I t be t1nlcs~ ...m effort is made on our ps.ct. l'herc will be hearings 
tonight "n II.J.R. 10 and H.J.H. 15 in the Senate Kays and Heans Committee. H.J.R 15, 

• 
\·lhi.(:1) or ;g:tnally failed in the House, has now pAssed \oJi.tb the language permitting
 
pro~rective adoption of federal statutes deleted.
 

~~. C~~~ - Would you have any feedback on why the prospective thing was tnken out 
jn the llou£:e? 

•
 
}h~~-1~r iksnon - The members of the House were opposed to it. Nany of them do not be

lieve thai.: the: Ceneral Assembly should, by reference, adopt federal statutes, in spitf'
 
of ~lC fact that it is done with reference to the income tax as ~el1 as other taxes.
 
Those to whonl I .~poke felt that we should not put it in the Constitution because it 
will make it easier. 

Mr. Cart~r - You will recall that at the last meeting it was the consensus of the 

• Commission that r contact the leaders of the legislature and advise them that because of 
the engulfing situation developing for the November ballot that we would have no ob
jection to holding our issues until the June primary election. So we did get a letter 
off, th~t Ann and I prepared, and the feedback that I have so far is that they think 
that I R fine. 

Mrs.Eriks~ - I think that most of them, even those that are very close to passage, 
(the two that are closest to passag~ are tandem elections, S.J.R. 4 and S.J.R. 16 
which is elections and suffrage} that even those two will be postponed until June. 
Probably the matters that are going to be most controversial are the county proposals, 
particularly county powers H.J.R. 29. I spoke with Mr. Cox'who i.s chairman of the 

I; 

Hous~ Local Government CommLttee and he indicates that he wants to do some planning 
before they come up for a vote, and he is thinking about ~"hether he just wants H.J.R 
29 alone to come Uf for a vote or to take the whole package at once.

, . 1" .1. _u_.• _
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Mr. Carter - Do these carryover until next year, or do they have to be reintroduced? 
So that if they arc not passed, we don't have to start allover again. 

Mrs. Eriksson - They can be carried over until next year. 

Hr. Ci1rt(~r - Any other comments or questions? Ann, why don't you give us a quick 
rut;l through on thi.s memo on the Governor's proposals. 

Mrs. Eriksson -You have in front of you an analysis of the Governor's proposed con
stitutional amenrlmcnts. This was prepared for rind has been discussed, part of it, 
by the Local Government Committee. This is not a complete analysis because \-Ihat 
we were asked to do was make a comparison between these proposals and proposals 
that the Conrrnissi.on has already made." The first one is "Tax Abatement for Industry." 
The propos:_1l does provide for tax abatet:1ents for either new or rehabilitated in
dustri!.ll facilities both within central cities and else\vhere--the provisions for 
abatements for tax relief would apply no matter \'lhere the industry locates but 
would be more :;ldv~llta[C'ous if the industry located \'lithin a central city. And, as 
1 said, it could be used for nC\-1 const'ruction or rehabilitation of an industrial 
plant \~lich would requir2 some measure of reconstruction. It does not, so far as 
\'!e '.:.:1,1 11'll, confl-Lc.t \!ith any prior C01mllission proposal. Perhaps it might be snid 
to ccmfl jet \,':it;: 'dlc i;cncral philosophy of the COHmlission in th2t this i& really 
~~t;:l.llt('lY in !1<l;~'11(: rind a determination of a specifi.c kind of pt1blic polic.y of 
thi:; E;-,tUj~l: ~:l1(ml(l he J!1[.lttcrs for the Ge,tcral Assembly. Also, as far as we can 
tell, tn (:nact: t 1t i_:. kind of a program \JOuld not require a constitutional <'lfficnd
incnt. TIle Gc'ncT.,l J~ssL'mbly can exempt propcl~ty from taxes and obViously \·,hat i5 bLing 
done h,~n! is enact [I specific progt"am fOj: tax abatement in the Constitution. 
HmolevC'T., \·70 du not th ink it conflicts \~:i.tll any prior Connnission recommendations in 
the field of taxDtion or the field of del>t. 

J:l:.";_~.J::'!jkl'S~ - TheJ~l~ are provisions, not as broad as this provision, alrertdy on 
th(~ bo~1~S \ihiclJ provide for certain types in lieu payments. Payments by persons 
bli'ing ndicved of the property taxes in lieu of the taxes. Not all tax abatement 
f;t<1tutc~; do that I believe. 

~lrs. 2rfi~£I - Is there a big difference in the years involved? 

Lin;. Erikss<E2 - I don't believe that tl-}c pref;cnt provisions made any distinctions. 
The present provisions apply only to a l~nited area. 

Mr. Nemeth Only to an urban renp.wal area. It ~s a 20-year abatement. 

Hr. Cnrter - This is a good example, Katie, of our problems on initiative and refer
endum. The only \'lay you could get statutory material on the ballot directly was to 
do it by constitutional amendment. I think this is an example of that. 

Mrs. Erj-ksson - The second proposal headed "Transportation" follows the traditional 
bond if:suing constitutional amendments. It provides for the issuance of general 
obligation bonds of the state supported by the gasoline tax for the repayment to 
provide both for ~ and mass transit capital improvements. There are two re
lationships with Conunission studies. One is the general debt proposal, because 

~ 

• 

• 
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• 
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the Commission has rccorrnnended a flexible dcl>t limit based on the revenues of the 
state bd.ng available in a certain percentage to pay debt. The: Revision Cornnissian I s propos:~l 

is the concept that the General Assembly '''ould determine public purpose and this would 
allow for incurring debt and for the purpose of lendIng aid and credit to private 
corporation!;. It W.:Hj our conr.ept thAt this \.;oulcJ include highvliJys just: as any other 

• 

cup ital ilnrr.overnents and of COllr"c the C01.unL;::ion has proposed the repeal of specific 
bonJ ts:;ue~ In the Constitutioll. 'I1wre is a (1 ifferencc in philosophy HS well as a 
~pl'cific conflict. Section 5<1 restricts highi:'ay user taxes to high'vay use. The 
COr'llnissiun has not wade a recoJI,mendation on that sectlon. This constitutional amend
'nen1: 'vould pcnnit the opening up of hi;2;tl';wy tax revenues to :Jome extent for mass 
transportation. That's not a conflict ~ith the Commission proposal because we made 
no recom:nc:ndation. 

• 
The third propl'sal is "CEpit9.l 1II1pro\,('ments" and this is simply a big capital 

in1proVePll::ni:s bond issue'. supported by a 8.:11(;s tax incr'.cdsl2. !.t is quite specific about 
the purpo"es ;\s ,,'eU as the al;lOunts which l·!I)'J.id be aV2il&blc t'j cities. It is 
bi'sically g(:::red [or capital imprcweIii.eni:s in cities. l'f,2:.Ln the conflict idth Commis
sion recommendations is that our £llo~~ibJe dc·L,t li1L1it, if adopted, ,..'ou16 elimi.Ildte 
the nced for specific bond issucs because the General A~scrnbly would determine ho~ 

lnuch and the purpose for 'Yhicl: tllC mon(:y could be spent:, within the specified limits. 

• The fourth i.s a little difflTu,t becaust' it is not a specific bond issue. The 
basic purpos~( of the housing p:ropo,s.1l is to validote the legisLition that has already 
beell (·n<lctc·J c:cc~lting th(~ Obi r ) H'.'llsir,g Ijcv(']"I;II,(~nt Dourd iihie!1 is of questionGlble 
con:;tit\lt.i.on;,U.ty bCCilUSC the Constitution prollLbits tile: St2tC £1'('\;1 lending its aid 
<!nd cTC·dit tl) PliV;lt(~ associ-aLiens and C('l'F()} -;t5ons. The otLcr provJ.sion involved
 
is tlw ~;(cti.on tli ...'t prohihi.ts political ~ubCjv:L~ions [roUl doing the same thi.l1g.
 

•
 Housing do(,s involv.:, Ule _"nelin;.; of credit to individ\lals and private corporations.
 
"M .. r, ('( ·i,....~..: - .,..- , f',- 14-/"",,-.; 1\.,.-.f-~r1 '7fTT 1-,.;,...1.-. _ -: rf1,ncf...;,..,., hr-- '" 11,.1
 

... .. '-' ~ 

p(~rlnit t],c GL'ncral Assembly to declare a pnblic purpose to lend u.id and credit and 
"C'uld <1lso p<'rmit the General Assembly to perT.lit, by lmv, political subdivisio:1s to 
do the snme. Again, the Commisf;ion has made reconunendations ,'1ith 'vhich this differs. 

• ~h.· .. C.:lrtl~r - I think you will find this memorandum most instructive. It's a good
 
SUil1lnnry of what's in thc:se bond issues and points out clcc-.rly ,.;hnt has already been
 
done and what the Governor's proposals are. I would hope that everyone would read it, 
because youlll probably be asked questions about it, being a member of this Cormnission. 
We 'viII send it to tr:ose '.,7ho <lrc not here. .Julit:,s prepared it. Ncn) the Judiciary Report. 

• !!r.~.)io'ili:9N'r)~ - At the last meeting ,.,7e completed the first five sections of Article 
IV. The vote is still pending on those matters but as m;r chairman annour,ced, Sec

•
 

tion 1 has now passed and Section 3 has passed also. Four and five have not passed.
 
Let I s go on through the rest of it and then 'iC' 11 probably have to go back if 've can
 
find the NO votes and the reasons for them, and wl1at changes would be acceptable.
 
Thuse of you who voted "NO" I hope will cooperflte with the staff so ,'7e can find out
 
what you didn't like ",bout this or that.
 

We are ready to take up Section 6. rhis appears on page 26 and I suppose if
 
there is a highligilt to the report, this~probaLly the highlight inasmuch as this
 
is the section ,yhich has to do"; Lll the selection of judges. As you know from our
 
prcvious meetings, the report does recommend that selectiun on a mandatory basis-


• the Suprcme Court and the court of appeals on an optional basis for the common pleas 
courts. The nmy language appears ou page 27 and I guess ltd better start through it. 

• 609, f t 
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~rr. Montgomery then read proposed Section 6, as it h~d previously been amended 
by the COImnission. There has been quite a bit of discussion on the composition 
of the nominating connnissions which are the real guts of the merit-selection system. 
Y0U will note that on the hottom of page 27 that "Ie have left the selection, com
pcn:;ation, etc. up to the legislatu:ce, and there ,'las some support f0r the posi.tion 
th'It we shou lel be more specific in the Constitution in these matters since it is 
basic. I don't think it \Vou1d be ivrong to do that, particularly as we are taking 
m-my the riglt of the clc-ctorate to select thu;e judges in the first instance. It 
-seclas to me that it wOll1d be perfectly proper to be more specific so "i.'C have pro
pN;cd some altcl·nate language "'hieh is before· yOll nO\-1. The memo i.s d::\ted July lU 
.:mc1 pcrhal'~' yOLl \VQuld like to read that throu,~h \vith me. "There shall be a judicial 
nominating crn!~iGsion for the supre~c court which shall be kno~n as 018 supreme 
court nomin8U.ng COffilllissio;.l, a judicial nomill<:ting commission for e2~~11 court of 
C1PP(,~lls to he knO\ffi cIS the appellate judi.cial nominClting comrni.ssion, i1'.1d a judici.al 
n()]l1inatin;; Crlll'J,lLssion for ('nell COl:,r~Oi.1 pIcas COL'J:'t for ,,'hie], an appoi~ltive-clecti.\·e 

f,y~;tCt:' is ':Hloi't~~c1, to be kno\"n as a COjiUl1ull plcc's judie);')l nomirwtin;,; c(F:lnissioil. 
f.ub.icct to !.:llC· 1."l'·quircmcnt:; of this section, t1le organizatio'.1 of eClch judi.cial. TlCJ

:Ln;:1: iilg cOHl,,;i ,':~; iULI, it:; number of J':H.'lilbers, the i1' '"lULl 11f1(,:1tions, ter";l'S of offi.(~(' 

'<1Hl (,ol!1pen~:i1t:i(ln :3iwll ll(! provided hy I.:m. A minod.ty of t.he members of any S11Ch 

con:nJ'i.:·:siOli ~';])<11l he cl(~ct,;d hy p(:l'snm; eligible: to practi(.;(~ 1m,.' in Old.o 2nd rc:~:l.(~-

in:', Hitllin t~l'." tcrritoLial jL.ri;;dii~J:jon of t:1J''.~ afff'ctr~d C;O'.ll't. Th(! )~cq;din.ing 

lIJ",1:])crs of .my ~:llch eOl,,'Jlj:3s1on shelll lK npiJoi'lL:cd hy th ...~ L0\,,:):nor ';'Iith the advice 
;md cnllsent of th(~ scn.:,t" from the l~lel:t()n; r(!~·d<1ing 'vith:in thp t(;;n~itn!ial jurLs
(1 Leti(·n of LlI(' court \.'il0 ,l,:C not cJ.:j{;ihJ.\:~ to )"Jr8cticc l<"~! in Oh5.o. Of tLo:c "T
poi.nted by the' Lovernor, r~()i: marc than il majo:city may be mcr.lb2rs of 1:110 same poUtical 
pdl:ty. 1-lemh':;l-s of judicial aO;'li.n<l.t:i.T~::; corr:m:i.;;sions shall SCJ7Ve sta0,::(.-,~·c:d terms ['.;, 
pl·od.d(,d ~)y l;::~;. Holde.l's of public of:r:ice c;.:cc:pt membc!'s of the GC1·<r:,:1.l. I\SSET\;:']" 

D:Hl .ill"ticcs and judges may serve on ,! judicLl1 nominnting conmiGsicn." He di.("1 1 t 
.! , ...." ... .1,., ..... '. _ ~ ~ .r-:~. _. _..~ .... _ ~. '" _ ,._ ~ .. ,..., .... .: ,...1 .; .~ ~: ~. ,., .- ...... 

~1E.....J:.~~::'!~J'_OT.:.':.'E:L:. - Hany constitutions \Ihich deal Hith this question i:!llto;rAtically t:::tize 
the pn'sidipg jud[;c of thc COU1"t [\ffc~cted the n.mvoting clwirpen;on. This is r'!::ictly 
opU.on'tl. \Ie really didn't have enough sentiment in our sulocm;nJittc'e to pr.een;):: that 
dedsj.on. If the Commission feels it's a good idea to have <::. ;.:(:ri~ber of the court 
participate officially on these co~nirsions, to vote or not to vote, it would h2 
perfectly in o;:der and it if: done. '{hat ,'le'r(~ doing is to diffuse Ulr= appointil~:j 

authority. It fol10'\'l8 a pretty general pattern in other stat!:Cs. The election 0:' 
attorJ1l'ys, ,·.'c think, C811 be handled quite sinply by the SupreT!'lc Cou:ct clerk. 11>: 
h<l:, ;j list of rcgist~ri'd attorneys \v1.thin the' territorial jurisdiction of each court 
m1(1 the election can be conducted by mail. \·Jc think the governor should have SOl~e 

check on his pOI'ler and the senate IVou1d have to confirm his appointr,:cnts. The leg
islature provides other things, the number, compensation, etc. It is pretty ,vell 
insulated from political interference Dnd protection. So that is an alternate. Are 
there any questions? 

Nr. Russo - Does that mean any member of the bar is eligible to be elected to this 
commission? 

Mr. Nontgomery - He has to reside within the territori.al jurisdiction of the court. 

Hrs. Hunt~~ - The people licensed to practice law elect the attorney members of the 
judicial nominating connnission. They submit nominations to the Clerk of the Supreme 
Court and ballots are prepared by the clerk "ho sends out the ballot along with a 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 
certificate "Ihich the attorney must sign indicating that he is a licensed member. 

Mr, Russo - There is no secret vote then. 

610 
•
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Mrs. Hunter - lIe returns the ballot with the certificate. There is a provision 
whereby the certificate is in one envelope and the ballot in another. There are 
two ways of nominating that I have found in the various states which provide for such 
an election: by nominating petition by Romeone who is interested and circulates 
his own petition, or an attorney who submits a petition nominating someone else 
along with a signed consent of the nominee. 

Mr. Russo - This is the same as elect ing judges. You might as well elect the 
judge~, so far as I am concerned. 

Mr. Carson - It seems to me that the concept has been changed around from the original 
propos.:l1 which was that lawyers wouldn I t control the commission. This seems to give 
Imvyers the ri bht to have a minority, one less than the numlJer of nonla,,,yers. 

Hr. NontgomC'ry - This is just an alternate suggestion. We're perfectly happy with 
the language first drafted, but there have been discussions along this line, and 
we thought ~Je ousht to respond to them and point out that there are other '.Jays to 
do it. Now any of these can be tempered. The governor can make all the 8ppoint
ments. You can do away with the election of lawyers cornplutply. Nothing is cast 
in concrete. What we've done here is to recognize that there will be a separate 
nominating commission for each level of court. This pro~ision is new and designates 
how they 8re to be selected - by persons eligible to practice law living in Ohio 
\vithin a territorial jurjsdiction and the governor is the L1ppointing authority for 
nonattorney mcrub~rs with the advice and consent of the senate. It prohibits justices 
from serving. Any of these are debatable or negotiable points. As it stands now, 
it is in the hands of the legislature to provide for all of this. The legislature 
C,1J:1. do this on their OWl Tt does not have to be constitution.:1l. Jt can be all 
statutory. 

Mr. Carson - Are you recommending this? 

Mr. Montgomery -No, the _connnittee report stands, but ,,,e tr..ought we should have some 
altc'rnnte informntion available to show you what other statf'S have done, if you 
didn't like the original proposal. 

Mr. Russo - I think lawyers should be precluded entirely. 

Nr. Nontgomerv - I think consideration '·Jas given to it but I don't think it is ad
visable. You want a commission that is capable of making an intelligent selection 
and members of the bar are more qualified from a technical point of view. HO'ol, 

good am I at deciding how good a doctor is? I'm nut very capable. Our area of ex
pertise is limited and that's to recognize the value of a balanced commission. 

Mr. Russo - To follow that argument, the medical board is doctors. So let's make 
the entire board attorneys. He just pointed out that those in the profession should 
know best. Let's make it 100% professional. 

~rr. Nemeth - The basic concept of nominating commissions is that there are essentially 
three clements interested in lo" E," mzn serve as ju-dges: First there are the judges 
themselves. the attorneys vlho r,ral~r:~.ce before them; and public members. Presence of 
lay members on the nominating cowmissions would guarantee that the general public 
is represented. As far as I kllc.~: there is no nominating commission anywhere in the 
United States of all lawyers or just attorneys and judges. No~inating commissions 
have representatives of all three groups. 
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Mr. Russo - This precludes the judges. 

Mr. Montgomery - It might be a good idea to have a nonvoting judge as chairperson 
to convene the group, maybe outline some of the duties that a judge might be ex
pected to perform, orient the group. This would be perfectly in order. On the 
supreme court nominating commission, it could be the chief justice. For the court of 
appef:ls it could be the presiding judge of that district. Some provide that he vote 
only in the Cdse of a tie. Otherwise he would have no vote at all. Remember that I
thi~ comnission is only selecting a panel of three. They're submitting three names t

i
t 

to the governor. So they're not really appointing a judge. They're screening out 
those that would not make good judges and recommending three people who would be 
capable of handling it. The governor makes the final decision. 

Mrs. So'lle - I notice that there is a difference between these proposals and that 
is th~ number from a given political party. The committee proposal says not more 
than one-half. The alternate says not more than a majority. 

Mr. \~i~ - Supposing you have an even number of people appointed?' 

Mrs. Eriksson - I did that in the draft because I think you can always figure a majority 
or minority. There isn't always a half. 

~ 
Mr. Hilson That means there would be at least one in the minority. That's my inter-
prE>tation. i 
Mr. Carter - I have a problem with that language too. I was wondering if "not more 
th:11l a simple majority" might not solve that. 

~12.~_¥}~.~~ - Not more than a majority means not unanimous. How can you appoint not 
more than a majority when you have only two political parties? If you appoint 3 from 
one party and one from the other you are appointing a majority. 

Mrs. Er.iksson  I would. say that that would not be the nor.mal interpretation of.the 
word majority. If you have seven, you couldn't appoint more than four of one poli ~ tien1 party. 

Mr. Wilson - 5 and 2 is a majority; 6 to 1 is a majority. The only way you could I 
appoint a majority would be to appoint them all from the same party. I 

Mrs. Eriksson - I think that normally in the statutes when the expression is used it 
means one more than half. • 
Mr. Russo - Are the 'attorneys to be half from one political party and half from the 
other? 

i
Mr. Montgomery - No, there's no logical way to screen the attorneys on politics, when 
they are being elected as prOVided here. I• 
Mr. Carter - It also depends on what .the legislature says. It says that this shall 
be provided by law. 

Mr. Montgomery We could have the governor make all the appointments and have him 
observe the over-all majority limitations. And not diffuse the appointing authority. 
That can be done. I wonder if we could get a consensus. The proposal now stands 
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that the legislatuFc does it all. We can go through these by major items--would 
you prefer it that way or would you prefer to deal with it in the Constitution? 
How do you feel about judges serving on these commissions? A judge chairperson 

•	 with no vote. Would you please raise your hands on that basis. The consensus 
seems to be that we would not provide for a chairperson, a justice for a chair
pcrson. How do you feel about the bar members being elected by their brethren 
as opposed to being appointed by the governor? If you favor the election would 
you raise your hand. 

•	 ~rs. So(~le - Is there any other way that other states choose the members of the bar? 
Might b,:lr assoe iations appoint them? 

Mrs~~;vlc - I'm not sure which I would like and I'm not sure I would like to see 
•	 that frozen in the Constitution. I would like to see the General Assembly do it 

one W'lY and then change it if they wished to. I would like to ask a question about 
mcmhc.'l's of the bar, however. You could have a majority of members of the bar, as 
I re,H1 it, because there is no prohibition against the governor appointing members 
of tlw bar. 

.. It was noted that there was such a prohibition in the alternate. 

Mr~ rlontzomery - So there is no substantial feeling for the election of attorney 
memhc'i~:> . 
Mr. Clll"tl'r - Shall we leave it up to the legis1atul'e, or do we want to put more 
restJ:icUons in the Cons ':-ution?

• 
Mrs~~}~[ire£ - May I suggest that it may be more effective to take a vote on whether 
the Commission wants .th~ legislature to do all of it or to divide it in some way? 

..	 Mr. MOll~gomery - How do you feel about that? Are you willing to let the draft stand 
as is and let the legislature determine all these matters, except those that we have 
outlined such as the political division and less than half being members of the bar 
and deleting members of the General Assembly from the eligible group? Can I have a 
straw vote on that? 

•	 Mr~~ton - We haven't decided the basic question yet. 

Mr. Montgomery - That seemed to be the basic subject so we thought to rest on it for 
a little while at least. Can I have a straw vote by the memb~rs who are currently 
in favor of letting the legislature do all these things except those things that are 
presently in the draft? That means then that this alternate language which was pre

• pared this morning will not be necessary. It was to show you what could be done if 
you had any ideas of diffusing the appointing authority. 

Mr. Wilson - I have reservati, ~~ about this so-called screening commission, which is 
what it boils down to. But e'\dt_£ I'd go along with that, on page 28 of the draft 
Section C says the judge "shall serve an initial term of two years from the date of

• his appointment and until February 15 following the next general election occurring 
in an even-numbered years." To me that looks as if we could serve one day less than 
four years, as an appointive person. I don't think he should go that long without 
being subject to a vote of the people. You could say "or" February 15. 

•	 ;.6:13
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}lrs. Eriksson - It could be, of course, substantially more than two years. It was put
 
in this way so that it would bring everybody's terms up even.
 

Mr. Wilson - Couldn't you do it with "or"?
 

}~s. Eriksson - No, because then his term might be as short as two months.
 

Mr. Wilson - That's all right with me. That's better than one day short of four years. 

Mrs. Eriksson - The reason for at least two years is that there would be an oppor
tunity for some judgment as to his performance. 

Mr. Wilson - But this could lead to one day less than four years. That's too long. 

•
t

~ 

Nr. Montgomery - Well, it is six now, so you're two years better. It's two years in 
most instances. 

Mr. \\Tilson A minimum of" two and a maximum of three years and 364 days.
 

Mrs. Smvle - Going back to the nominating commission, I'm not sure that I would like
 
l
t 

to see an exception for judges written there, because I think the idea we talked ~ about a few minutes ago was fairly clear. We don't want to keep the General Assembly 
from following its option in appointing the presiding judge to serve. I

! 

Mr. Montgoluery -
 I guess we felt that in the subcommittee that judges serving as voting 
members of the commission might be in a conflict of interest situation. It might be 
just as well if they were e~cluded from the vote, but their participation can be 
solicited. • 

Mr. Montgomery moved the adoption 'of Section 6 as presented in the report. 

Dr. Cunningham seconded the motion. 

Mr. Carson - Are you excluding judges from the commission? 

Mr. Montgomery - No, not now. 

f
I
 
1 

Hr. Carson - How about members of the General Assembly? I.,
Mr. Montgomery - Yes. We discussed this at one of our meetings and if we're going to 
give all the authority on the creation of these commissions to the General Assembly 
we didn't think it a good idea that they could appoint themselves on the commission 
that they create. We just felt that they shouldn't serve. 

Mr. Carter - The concern was that they could pass a law that says the commission shall 
be members of the General Assembly. The way it is left now is that it is entirely • 
up to the legislature. If you had the governor appoint I think that would take care 
of it. 

A roll call was taken on the motion. Those voting "YES" were Messrs. Carter, 

I
I

I
I 
I 
\ 

Cunningham, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer and Mrs. Sowle. Those voting i 

"NO" were Nessrs. Carson, Russo, Skipton and Wilson. ~ 
The motion was adopted by a majority of those present. The roll call will be 

!
I 

kept open until the next meeting in order to give absentees a chance to vote. .'
'l; 

I
I• 

~__'1:~1 it 
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• 
Mr. Hontgomery - All right, are you ready for the next section? This is Section 7 on 
page 7. The former section was repealed in 1968. "Judges shall devote their full time 
to performance of their official duties. The courts of common pleas may appoint magis
trates from the attorneys licensed to practice law in the state and who need not 

• 

devote their full time to performance of judicial duties. The number of magistrates 
who may be appoi.nted by each court of conunon pleas and their compensation shall be 
prescribed by law. The manner of the appointment and removal of magistrates and their duties 
(we probably should add the word "po'vers") shall be prescribed by the supreme court 
pursuant to its power of general superintendence over all courts in the state." 
Th~ matter of magistrates has been discussed before. We think it is necessary that 

• 

minor cases be handled in this way. These are judicial officers. They do not take 
the place of referees and other judicial officers but they would have judicial powers 
nnd their orders would be appealable. It is not a fourth tier court, we'd like to 
~tay with the three-tier court system, but some of the county judges now who are 
serving on a part time basis. This allows for magistrates to do a lot of the minor 
judIcial work. Are there any questions? 

~~s. Sowle - When you say their decisions are appealable, you're not referring to an 
appeal which is really a trial de novo? 

Mr.. Montgomerv ~ The Supreme Court could provide for it but I donlt think that would 
•	 serve any purpose. If they're going to be judicial officers, they are members of the 

b~r ann I don't think a trial de novo would be necessary. Traffic cases, minor civil 
mattcrs--these could be handied this way. 

Mr. Montgomery moved that Section 7 be adopted with the addition of the words 
"powers and" before the ,. c'i "duties" in the third from the last sentence. 

• 
A roll call was taken on the motion. Those voting lIYESII were Messrs. Carter, 

Cunni.ngham, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, Mr. Skipton and Hrs. Sowle. 
Nr. C.:lrson and Hr. Russo'voted "NOli. The motion was adopted by a majority of those 

•	 present and the roll call will be kept open until the next meeting. 

Mr. Hontgomery - Could I ask what your opposition is on the magistrates? 

Hr. Russo - I am not clear as to how the municipal courts are affected. 

• Hr.. Montgomery - There are no municipal courts. The trial court system incorporates 
the municipal courts. Hunicipal courts become common pleas courts. The part-time 
judges will become magistrates unde~ the supervision of the common pleas court. 
This was created in Section 1, and we created a three-court system. 

~tr. Russo - Then those judges now sitting in municipal court would stand for election.

• ~Ir. Montgomery - They will have the opportunity to become common pleas judges. Or if 
they 'vant to be part-time judges, they will be eligible to be appointed as magistrates. 
It's a restructuring. The mun;cipal county court ~udges will staff the enlarged com
mon pleas court. 

•
 Mr. Russo - Those judges stand for election after the adoption of this?
 

•	 61.5 
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Mr. Nemeth. - Unless the people choose otherwise. 

Mr. Carson - My objection is the sentence that provides that the manner of the appoint
ment anrl their po~ers and duties shall be prescribed by the Supreme Court. The same 
objection I had to a similar provision in Section 5 giving the Supreme Court control 
over enlployees. The court to which they report should have control over appointments. 

Nr. Nontg0mery - Hould you be willing to let t le legislature take care of it? 

}~. Carson - The first sentence says that the court shall appoint magistrates. I 
don't feel that a judge of common pleas in Cuyahoga County ought to ask anybody else 
abo~t his appointments. Compensation, that's OK. 

Mr. C~r.tcr - Do you interpret that that way, Nolan? 

Mr. C3rsoJl - It could mean that every appointment must have the approval of the 
Supreme Court. 

Mr. MontJ:omery - It's a procedure. It's just so you would have a uniform way of 
doing it. TIlere is no intention here to supersede the local court's appointing au
thority.. 1 
Mr. Cttrf.;on - It could be so construed. I 
Mr. Mon~~lnery - We can tighten up the language then. Do you have any objection to 
the generrll concept of magistrates? 

Mr. Carson - No. I don't really understand what their duties would be or what the 
appel1~te procedures are. 

Mr. Montgolllery - We have the Idaho statute which spells out in great detail what 
magistrates can and can'x do and after they get through with that they can do what
ever cbc the supreme court thinks it would be good for them to do. It's wide open. f 

IThey arc being extensively used. In a three-tier court system there has to be some 
mechani1'tn to handle this kind of thing. Not enough of this work is meaningful 

i 

enough to pay that'uniform common pleas salary. It's too expensive. I 
t 

Mr. Cnrtp.r - Well, I would agree with Nolan that if the language means that the I
Supremc Court would have the veto right on the appointment of magistrates, I'm not •in favor of that either. 

Mr. Montgomery - It wasn't intended that way, but that will give the staff some basis 
for redrafting if necessary. We said "manner of the appointment" shall be provided. 

Mr. Carter - If we were to say something like "the maImer of the appointment and •removal of magistrates by the connnon pleas court." That would make it clear that 
local courts can decided who they want and who they don't. 

Mr. Huston - Would the word "procedure" in lieu of· the word "manner" be better? 

Mr. Carter ~ Bob" I gave some thought to that too, but I don't think it really 
changes things. • 
Mr. Carson - Why is the sentence necessary? 

, i 

.\ ... ;.Ji1.6 • 
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Mr. Nemeth - The sentence was thought to be necessary because the committee didn't 
want m<'3gistrates to be subject to impeachment, for example, or being capable of 
being removed by impeachment only, or by the statutory methods or by the rules of 
the Supreme Court. We wanted to provide for more latitude in the removal and in 
the appointment concept too. 

Mrs. SOHle -Could we have something like "the court of common pleas shall have 
sole power to remove magistrates?" 

Mr. Montgomery - There are lots of ways, w:f.l~ nilly of doing it. We wanted some 
uniformity of their duties and things like that. 

Mr. Carter - That raises the question of dropping the part about the manner of 
removal of magistrates. 

Mrs. Orfirer - Just put the powers and duties and drop the first clause. 

Mr. Montgomery - Would that satisfy you, Nolan? 

Mr. Carson - I do have some questions. The proposal that the majority here voted 
"YES" on is that the Supreme Court would not be elected by the people, and this con
stitutional amendment gives them the poy/er to prescribe the duties and the powers of 
magi~trates, to adopt rules ''lithout any guidance from the legislature, an elected 
body, as to what kind of powers they should have. They might be doing 90% of the 
work of the courts, under the rules that might be adopted. 

}fro Montgomery - You'd ra',<or have it handled by the legislature, which is what I 
suggested initially. "As provided by 1a'I1." The appointment of magistrates and their 
:''''''.'''''''' I'l"~ (1"t-;<><; ~h",11 h!" ~,..r""";hpd hy 11""'," "h~t-'~" ,...,~n,. •.,.,.. C'~ rt .... ;,...~ oft-. 

There's no question about it. 

Mr. Rus~o - You have someone making judicial decisions who is not elected and never 
will be. Let's see what· the vote is and if we have to redraft it, we will. 

1'1t". Nq.ntgomery - Let's go to Section 8 which appears on page 43. Former Section 8 
was repealed in 1968. We have a new section 8. "The salaries of all judges and 
expenses of the judicial department shall be paid f~m the state general fund as pro
vided by law. There shall be a unified judicial bU'1\~tasprovided by law." I think that's 
pretty self-explanatory. Now they have a real hodge podge. It's impossible to de
termine what our court system even costs at the lower levels. We know what the 
Supreme Court and the courts of appeals cost. 

Mr. Montgomery.moved the adoption of Section 8 as.presented by the committee. 

Dr. Cunningham seconded it. 

Mr. Montgomery - Are there any questions on this section? 

~rr. Carson - Since there won't l? a ~nicipal court any more, if the state is going to 
payal the expenses, they ought LU get all the fines and income. I suppose .that is 
statutory a~d can be changed. 

Mr. Montgomery - That fine business is a real nightmare if you have ever tried to 
trace those things among subdivisions. Another element is that the criminal law is 
being used as a revenue raising effort and you certainly get some conflicting goals 
when you do that. It's inh~rent in a unified budget that all the fines go to the 
state. If you have a municipal court in a to,vn that's hurting, the fines are much 
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hi:;her th[ln in t\ town that has a balanced budget. 
Mr. Ski.pton - Who is going to interpret the word "unified?" 

~~-l!ontgO~lery - The Supreme Court some day. 

}lr.. Skip~nl~ - When you have a budget someone has to put the pieces together. There is 
<J idg, bit; r;;lp here as to--what you're saying is that the Supreme Court will control 
<Ill fund~ of ,Ill courts. Everyone will know what is recormnended here, that the Su
preme Court i,~ill have control of all funds. 

1'1l.:' }lont~:(~2-:XX - l.t gets the budget together, and presents it to the legislature. 

Hn:. Erik:;.£;·::~!. - It says "as provided by law". It would mean that the General Assembly 
\wuld spec ify ho\y the budget was to be spent. 

t~ Skiptu:..!. - I don't see how you can have one budget without the control of that 
bllcl;:,et in one pair of hands. 

Nr. Russo - Can the Supreme Court mandate that budget? Or will we lack justice because 
the; Generctl Assembly doesn't appropriate the money? 

t·lr. Nemeth - The legislature traditionally has the purse string. What underlies the 
unified judie ial budgets of other states is a recognition by the legislature of the 
po\lcrs, dllt.ies and prerogatives of the judicial branch, and the reverse of the powers, 
c!uti.es an<l p'cxogatives of the legislature by the court. There isn't any place that I know 
of where thu butlgct is mandatE7d. It's a reciprocal political process. 

:~.:-:-~:~~ T ~.':.:"~~ A_ .... ~.~.,: ';'_~:~i.::'": .. 
,w· 

:: c~!'~i::~ c·~t '::c~_;-l~tC'lj? ll!lc! ! thought !!1aybe of+- C'otllt1 
b" ~;pL' ll<'d Ollt in the Constitution. You don't want to shackle the Supreme Court at all. 

!I. roll r.all was taken on Section 8. Those voting "YES" were Messrs. Carson, Carter, 
Ct1~minghafn, lic:tninger, Huston, }fontgomcry, Mrs. Orfirer, Russo, Skipton and Mrs. Sowle. 
None votucJ "~;O. II The motion was adopted by those present and the roll call will be kept 
open until the next Commission meeting. 

loll:. Montr;OTni'ry. - The next section is Section 13 which appears on page 47. Julius, 
call ld you tedl us in a word why this is being repealed? 

~lr. Nemeth - For appellate judges you won't use this procedure for filling vacancies any 
tno:re. It \wuld only be applicable to common pleas court judges and its provisions 'have 
been put in Section 6. 

}lr. Russo - The sections would have to be lumped together on the ballot. 

?-Ir. Hontgomery moved the repeal of Section 13. 

Mrs. Sm\'le seconded the motion. 

A roll call was taken on the motion. Those voting "YES" were Messrs. Carter, Cun
ningham, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer and Mrs. Sowle. Mr. Carson, Mr. 
Russo and Hr. Skipton voted "NO." The motion was adopted by those present and the roll 

. I 

.. 

.. 
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•
 

•
 
cull will be held open until the next Commission meeting. 

•. I ,~:1B 
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~~~~ontco~~E~ - Section 15 appears on page 49. The legislative committee recom
m(~ndcd that this section be repealed as unnecessary, an outmoded restriction, re
(j\d ring an extraordinary majority to add judges. We Concur. 

Mr. !'lontgomery moved the repea 1 of Section 15 

Dr. Cunningham seconded the motion. 

}1r~Cartf~r - As I understand what you were saying, Don, is that the legislative 
committc'!: thc\l':.;ht that this should be done, and so does the judicial committee. 
Is that ri:",ll~~': So we have the concurrence of both committees on this. 

Mr. N0nt~omery moved the repeal of Section 15. 

Dr. Cllll1lillgham f;econded the motion. 

A roll c;:111 was taken on the motion. Those voting "YES" were Messrs. Carter, 
CurlllingI11J~, ile11'inger, Huston, Mm1tgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, ~u. Skipton and Mrs. Sowle. 
Nr. RUSEl) vot(;d "NO". Hr. Carson abstained from voting. The motion was adopted 
by those jll'c;(mt and the roll call 'vill be kept open until the next Conunission 
Il\('(,t ing. 

llr:..._llont~~~·,:~'.::.". -The next Section is No. 17 which appears on page 50. This is a 
Ill(·thod 0.1 ]",_';>,)I1ing jl1dgl~8 T,·h.ich h88 never been used, and is surplusage in the Con
stitut:.Ol1 '.I i,'.' committee recOlmnends its deletion. We have adequate and better ways 
to :rC'TIl0'/C j11:.Ii~,C'S. 

Hr. ~b;tI:<~()mcry 1110VE:.l that Section 17 be repealed. 

Mr:;. SO'..'lc; seconded the motion. 

lie. Cnt,o'l _. i;:1.Y I asle how they are removed? 

.!:.:.j:L.lkl~'_!:J: - They are subject to i.mpeachment, of course, and they are also subject to 
removal l1l1.11,r Rule 6 or a combination of Rules 5 and 6 of the Rules of Superintendence 
III so, in ClPJl'ter 3. of the Revised Code there is one method which applies to all public 
officer~; incLuding judges, by which a citizen could instigate proceedings 'vhich could 
(~nd up in r(:'~1()val of a judge. The second statutory method is outlined in Section 
27CJl.ll "lid 2701.12 and applies exclusively to judges. That section sets out certain 
C:WS0S for \'Ihich judges may be removed and it makes removal specifically subject to 
the rules oithe Supreme Court, and that is Rule 6 that I referred to. In the statute 
it is provided that there shall be a commission of five judges which is also provided 
for nnder the rule, appointed by the Supreme Court, and there's another method which is 
purely ru le-b'lsed. This applies to attorneys also. I have been informed, however, that 
i.n actual practice there are very fCH cases before the Board on Grievances and Dis
cipline, ane most judicial resignations come as a result of threatened action before 
the Board. ine Board's recommendations are recommendatory and the ultimate action 
does rest with the Supreme Court. 

Mr. Nont~;omt3ry - Any other qu·_,,~. ~.(ms? 

A roll 'call was taken on thp motion. Those voting "YES" were Messrs. Carson, 
Carter, Cupningham, Heminger, huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, Messrs. Russo and 
Skipton and Hrs. 8m·lle. None voted "NO." The motion was adopted by those present 
and the roll call will be held open unlil the next commission meeting. 
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Mr. Montgomery - We now are ready to consider Section 18 on page 52. We are recom
mending the repeal of this section as unnecessary.- It became part of the Constitu
tion in 1912. The reason for its addition is uncertain although the reason appeared 
to be the issuance of ex parte orders in chambers. However, since the powers of 
any court are derived from the Constitution, the statutes, or to a limited extent 
are inherent this provision is, in one sense, limiting and in another sense simply 
surp1usnge. 

Mr. Montgomery moved the repeal of Sect10n 18 

}tr. Heminger seconded the motion. 

A roll call was taken on the motion. Those voting "YES" were Messrs. Carson,
 
Cart(!'r, Cunningham, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, Messrs. Russo and
 
Skipton and Mrs. Sowle. None voted "NO".
 

Mr. Montgomery - The next is section 19. Courts of conciliation do 'not fit the 
format of n three-tier court system. They have never been used. If they are 
ever necessary they could be created as subject-matter divisions of the common 
pleas court. 

Hr. Montgomery moved that Section 19 be repealed. 

Mr. Heminger seconded the motion. 

Nr. Russo - I suppose the duties that might come under this would come under magis
trates. 

Mr. MontRomery - I suppose the domestic relations division of the common pleas 
l:UULL.::> WU~I:i.~ Lt:: clubt;:r. J:L meclUb [amil)', p<.::L>vhQ~ lllClU':i::.L ~, ":;'.:>:::0. tr.y.-. ~.J~~~~ :,1:: 
limited jurisdiction. 

1'11:"5. Eril,sson - There a~en't any in Ohio. 

Mr. t-tontgomcry - There are in Canada, among Indians and it's coming back in the 
inner cities. It's a neighborhood squabble settler. 

Mr. N~ - The committee is not recommending that these courts be established as 
divisions, but it could be done. 

Mr. Russo - There's a fundamental principle here that says its decisions are not 
binding unless both parties agree to it. In front of a magistrate, the magistrate's 
finding shall be final unless it goes through the courts. Isn't that correct? 
The magistrate concept means something that the judges are too busy to handle. 

}rr. Montgomery - Minor things that judges handle that don't require as much judicial 
skill and knowledge. This is a different kind of a court and it's never been used. 
It's been in there since 1912 and nothing has ever been done with it and that!'s 
probably the biggest reason for getting rid of the section. 

Mr. Carson - Under the Rules of Civil Procedure, in Common pleas courts, arbitration 
by a referee, I hope, can still go on. I wouldn't think they would want a magistrate 
'to decide - nat make arbitration binding. 
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!~l> Mont~om(.. ry - All it does is to take constitutional recognition away and we 
dc'clued	 M; n format that we don't want any other courts, mentioned in the Con
(;l:1.t\ltion. We want to provide for all the courts. It conflicts with Section 1. 

• Mr. Nontgomery moved the repeal of Section 19. 

Mr. Heminger seconded the motion. 

A roll call was taken on the motion. Those voting "YES" were Messrs. Carson, 
\'arter, Cunningham, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, Mr. Skipton and 

•	 Hrs. So,.. lc. Hr. Russo voted "NO. 11 The roll call was adopted by a majority of those 
present nnn the roll call will be held open until the next Commission meeting. 

~'~'!;> Hontl.i~l1V~r.y' - The next item is Section 20 which is a technical section and pro
vides for the style of process only. It is unnecessary but we see no reason to 
cbange	 trnJition. It's so much a. part of legal proceedings, so all we are suggesting 

•	 is to change: the section number from 20 to 9. It reads "The style of all process shall be 
The State of Ohio and all prosecutions shall be carried on by the authority of the 
St~tc of Ohio and shall conclude against the peace and dignity of the State of Ohio. 1I 

This is just a renumbering. 

•
 
Mr. Montgomery mov~d that Section 20 be amended by renumbering only.
 

Mrs. Sowle seconded t~'e motion. 

A roll call was taken on the motion. Those voting "YES" were Hessrs. Carson, 
Co.rter, Cunningham, Berninger, Huston, Nontgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, Messrs. Russo and 
~jkip1:on and Hrs. SO'Nle. l~onc voted "NO". The motion was adopted by a majority of 

•	 tbose pYe::;c,1t and th<:: roll call will be held open until the next Connnission meeting. 

• 

~1~~ron.t2:.')~'2:.L - S<'ction 22, the Supreme Court Corrnnission. This has been used twice 
~;jnec ]g-j', hilt in the last century. The Legislative-Executive Committee of this Com
IId.f;sio'1 n:cornmE'lHled its .repeal. It was passed by .the full Commission and the General 
,\:'f.0mbly but it failed in balloting. We think the people didn't understand it. 

Mr. Montgomery moved the repeal of Section 22. 

Dr. Cunningham seconded the motion. 

A roll	 call was taken on the motion. Those voting "YES" were Hessrs. Carson, 
•	 Corter, Cunningham, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, l1essrs. Russo and 

Skipton and Nrs. Sowle. None voted "NO." The res?lution 'o1as adopted by a majority 
of those present and the roll call will be held open until the next COlmnission 
meeting. 

!-1r. Montgol112ry - We have one more and we promised to conclude by 4 o'clock. Section 
..	 23--servicc of a judge on more than one court. This is inconsistent with the concept 

of a thrcr.-tier court system, and the whole rationale of our report. So we are recom
mending that it be repealed. 

Mr. Montgomery moved the repc~l of Section 23. 

• Mr. Heminger seconded the m0tion. 

•	 621 
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•A roll call was taken on the motion. Those voting "YES" were Messrs. Carter, 
CunninghAm, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, Hr. Skipton and Mrs. Sowle. 
Mr. Cnrson abstained from voting. The motion was adopted by those present and the 
roll call will be held open until the next Commis~ion meeting. 

~J~~~gomery - \~1en we have final tallies on the section we will go through 
numerically Clnd try to rephrase, redraft, so those of you who do have negative 
positions on these sections; we may be calling on you for a little advice and counsel 
as to ho'''' things could be improved. 

ll~~~~~~ - I would like to suggest that we give Mr. Montgomery and his committee a 
vote of conmicndation for a year and a half of study and work. 

'Hr. Heminger seconded the motion. 

A voice vote was taken on the motion, with everyone voting "AYE." 

tIro Cartel-" - Don has done a fine job on this. It's a very arduous undertaking and it's 
no surprise that it did not receive overwhelming approval. No one expected it to, I 
nm sure. \'1c "7ill need some time for the votes to come in. I would be hopeful that 
Secti"lls !+ ;me 5 are not going to get a 2/3 vote of the Commission and then I think 
it would 1>" ,1ppropriate to all of the members of the Commission and the committee to 
h,"we <.l Ub CllS ~~ ion of these. items \.hich have not passed to see if we can I t come to a 
cOlnpr,c.mbw, if you will, an approach that will gain the 2/3; my recommendation would 
he not to tl"Y to have an August meeting so that there will be time for the committee 
find the st'lff to get some input so we could have a discussion of these matters at the 
lle:-:t wH~tL1g. Don, you may want to have a committee meeting on these and you might 
\'i:l11t to cont.act those who had negative votes on these. 

>1.r. Hontf'~~'E.1. - It's too early to set that date. 

?-:r. Cartce" - 1 would think the third week of September. Wei 11 send out cards the 
Intter ~1~t of August to find out what would be an acceptable date. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

Ann M. Eriksson, Secretary Richard H. Carter, Chairman • 
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MINUTES 

Ohio Constitution.:ll Revision Conunission 

October 16, 1975 

The Ohio ConsUtutional Revision Cormnission met on October 16 at 1:30 p.m. 
in House Room 11 in the State House in Columbus. 

Present at thp. meeting were the Chairman, Richard Carter, Mr. Montgomery, 
Mr. Wilson, Hr. Euston,. Representative Roberto, Representative Norris, Mr. 
Heminger, Hr. Sld.pton, Mrs. 80",,1 e, Mr. Shocknessy, Senator Applegate, and 
Senator Cil1mor. 

The trd.r.u tes of the July 10 meeting were approved as l'r.ailed. 

Mr :..Sartc'E. - Joe Bartunek's cormnHtee on the Bill of Rights considered the 
problem of grand juries and civil trial juries, and decided that they did not 
want to tackle these problems ~n the conwittee. Some of the members had a good 
deal of interest in it, and Joe strongly recommended that the COlmnission not 
overlook these questi.ons. Al Norris has agreed to head up a special connnittee 
for this specific assignment. Just a one job corrnnittee. The people \>7ho have 
agreed to serve 'on this corrnnittee include Paul Gillmor, Bruce Hansfield, Katie 
Sowle, Joe Bartunek, and Narc Roberto. AI, would you like to make some COll'.IUents 
on its purpose and what you are trying to accomplish? 

Mr. Norris - It wan ou feeling on the conmlittee that there is enough controversy 
sti.rring around the use of the grand jury •..•• and also the use of trial juries 
in ci.'vil c::::~.:~:. ..... rr ::~-...:::: ::~t ~:. t:~~:.::.~:~ .:.'~:" ~:;;".:.. ::.:: .... :: :':;:::"~:..::.".2. :~ .~;~ ~:.:.:::: 

glossed over these as a cormniss ion. hIe ought, at least, te· investigate those 
arens very thoroughly. We may well decide to do nothing, but at least it has 
to be explor'ed in some depth. Ann is already i-lorking on building some testi 
mony for our meetings. I expect to have, at most, only a couple of full-day 
hearings, and to bring in distinguished scholars on both sides of the arguments. 
And then 'Ne wHl be in a position, I think, where \O;e wiJ.l have pre-tty much 
exhausted the thinking part and decide whether to reconnnend any changes. 

~. Carte~ - Very good. We have received a copy from the state auditor's office 
of the audit of the commission. I have reviewed it and it has been sent to a 
couple of members who requested it. I think you were all given the opportunity to 
get copies'if you so wish. I think it's a very satisfactory report. As I recall, 
their big complaint was that we had $1.76 too much in our petty cash account 
that wasn't properly accounted for. They found everything else to be in good 
shape except that the dther complaint they had was that the minutes weren't 
properly signed in all cases, and that's certainly a very minor thing. So we 
came through in great shape which is no surprise. I will circulate a copy of it, 
and if any of you want a copy of it you're welcome to have it. I wanted to 
comment on the legislative program just briefly. Ann sent out a memorandum 
bringing everyone up to dat~ Sh~ pointed out to me today that there was one 
omission it it. HJR 37 ShOUl.d De added on the same status' as HJR 36, both on 
the executive branch. As soon as the election is over, we plan a meeting ,-lith the 
leadership of the Ceneral Assel1,l'ly and vith the expectation of bringing most of 
these matters to a head early enough in the session so that they can get on 
the June ballot. l\etion by the General Assembly \O;e hope will be in the first 
quart~r of the year. It may require '>ome support from Corrnnission members. I'm 
sure it will, in those :::rens in ~"hich each of you have a certain degree of 
expertise, and would welcowe any thoughts that anyone han aF to how we could 
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expedite and make more effective the last stage of the journey as far as the 
commission's activities are concerned on all of those matters. _ Is there any 
comment that anyone would want to make on that area? Particularly from our two 
legislative members? 

Mr. Norris - Representative Roberto and I, as senior House members, wi~l 

volunteer to meet with the speaker. We're at your service. 

Mr. Carter - That's a marvelous suggestion. We will try to see if we can set up 
a late afternoon or dinner ~eeting in the evening when it would be suitable. So 
we'll keep you posted of the dates. That's an excellent idea. 

Mr. Norris - The General Assembly is coming back for one day in November, so you 
might try to s~'1ing that. 

Mr. Carter - Thank you very much. It has been suggested and the chair thinks its 
a pretty good idea to have the commission direct its attention and perhaps 
issue a special report, at least a memorandum to the commission members, and 
hopefully a report to the legislature and to the public, on the status of state 
and local financing in so far as the Constitution is concerned in the State of 
Ohio. This is, of course, triggered by the nationwide publicity and problems 
that are being encountered. Our situation in Ohio is very markedly different 
than it is in New York and some of our sister states and we see a number of 
reasons why this would be done. One, as a matter of education. Secondly, as a 
matter of information to the public. We would hope that this would generate 
press releases and that sort of thing which would be of an informative nature. 
After the November ballot and we know what the status of the four bond issues or 
r:!ll()f1ti(',,'\~ ",n t-h" -F"n~..,,.p<! i(l. '.113 ~P'" :''''' tonp F"~l1~"i ...'" 4,., ~Q.,.~~(>c~;n€, fo'hQ .... ".,4=to'?~. 

and hopefully leadtng to some further legislative consideration of some of the 
pendi.ng proposals before it from the commission. Those are generally the objectives 
we have in mind. I am proposing we have the staff prepare a draft of it and 
submit it to various members of the conmlission to get their input. I've alr.eady 
talked to some of you about thi.s. I'm wondering if we have any comments one way 
or the other from members of the commission that are here as to whether there 
would be any problems that they would see in so doing. AI? 

~~. Norris - Mr. Chairman, I can see us doing this and hanging our hat on some 
of the proposals that are pending. I'm wondering whether. or not we want to do 
this. We have at least one non-partisan group out there - The Ohio Public Expen
diture Council, they deal in this area. l\Tould it be worth trying to interest 
them in a cooperative project? We would expect this to be normally a part of 
their general work and concern. 

Mr. Carter - We're primarily talking about the constitutional aspects ••• 

Mr. Norris - I see. 

Mr. Carter - of state and local financing. Not getting into the statutory. I 
think it is a good thought. We ought to send them a draft of this and get their 
thoughts and input as to what they might want to contribute. 

Mr. Montgomery - I think the Chamber ( of Commerce) would probably want to be 
heard too. They would probably want to present testimony on that subject if it's 
open to hearing. 
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Mr. Carter - We are trying to make this more or less of a factual, scholarly

• report on the status of state and local financing in the state of Ohio, par
ticularly as affected by the Constitution. It would not constitute any 
recommendations on the part of the Commission at all. Those have already been 
made. 

Mr. Montgomery - What I'm saying is, as Ai suggested, if you have some supportive

• staff, as Al suggested, in other areas that work on this almost on a daily basis, 
it might save a lot of time and trouble. 

Mr. Carter - That's a good thought. Let's incorporate that in our thinking. 
Any other thoughts on the matter? 

• Mr. Norris - I think a study of this type would be very good, whoever does it. 
I don't know that we have to do it all ourselves. I think it would serve a very 
good purpose. I think we ought to include other people in it. 

Mr. Carter - Oka~. We will proceed with the committee reports. Since Craig 
Aalyson could/R~ present today, I'll handle the What's Left Committee. We have

• already distributed a report on the items that the committee has approved and 

• 

considered to date. The pending matters include such items as the state militia, 
employment of persons in penal instituti.ons, public institutions, apportionment 
and districting - we don't know how much we want to get involved in that, but 
we certainly can't ignore it, amendment of the C.mstitution by other than legis
lative means, nnd a ~'Jmber of minor items. So that this committee has some more 
activities ahead of it and although they are not earthshaking, except the apportion
men t HI I(J U 1. S t:r H: t lUg, .u: w1. i 1 be SpP.T1U lng sOUle 1: llae on crIes e matt.ers. l~OW 011 

the education and Bill of Rights Committee, I am sure you will recall rece~v~ng 

just ,vi.thin the last week or so, the report on education. There are no recommend 
ations for changes in the report. I happened to read it over the weekend and 
thought it was an excellent report and I think it does credit to the commission

• and its staff. With respect to the bill of rights, that report to the commission 
is being prepared currently. One matter has come up that Ann has circulated to 
all of you through the correspondence from Mr. Swope, who's a township trustee 
who has had a lot of thoughts and he has continued to write letters to the 
commission. He has some interesting points and it is too bad that they were not 
fed into the hopper early enough for this corrnnittee to consider them. We are

• going to be in touch with Joe to find out if he wants to give them conroittee con
Sideration, but at the very least, we plan to make them part of the records of 
the commission so that they \\Iill be available to people who '\Iill be concerned 
with this area thereafter. Now to the question of the judiciary article, and for 
that purpose I will happily relinquish the chair to }rr. Montgomery. 

• Mr. Hontgomer.y - As you know, we are perservering in spite of the fact that the 
returns on the voting have not been sufficiently positive to give us what we 
could call a real consensus that we can go to the legislature with. 

1orr. Carter - I chould havt lll<.-<1e it a matter of record as to the actual results of 
the voting which have to DC a part of our commission records. You all have the

• "Status of Article IV Prop,::s:lls" in front of you. This sheet identifies those 
sections that were passed and those that failed. Of the first group, sections 
1,2,3, were passed at the July meeting. On the second page, sections 4 and 5 
failed at the July meeting, so those are nO...1 anc5.ent history. Now the votes that 

• 
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were being held until this meeting then included the balance of the sect ions. Now 
as indicated, sections 8,9,17,18,19, and 22 have received the necessary 22 votes 
which is 2/3 of our commission membership. The ones that failed were sections 
6,7,13,15, and 23. Is there anyone present who has not voted who wishes to do 
so? 

Those voting "YES" on Section 6 were Messrs. Carter, Cunningham, Heminger, 
Huston, Hontgomery, !'lrs. Orfirer, HI's. Sowle, Mrs. Paneha1, Messrs. Norris, 
Roberto, Nussey, Guggenheim, Aalyson, Unger, and Clerc. Those voting "NO" were 
Messrs. Carson, Russo, Skipton, Wilson, Maier, Gillmor, Bartunek, Zimmers, 
Van Meter, Mansfield, Mrs. Pope, and Mr. Branstoo1. Mr. Shocknessy passed. 

Those voting "YES" on Section 7 were Messrs. Carter, Cunningham, Heminger) 
Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, Mrs. Sowle, Mrs. Panehal, Messrs. Skipton, 
Wilson, Maier, Norris, Gil1mor, Roberto, Mussey, Guggenheim, Mansfield, Aalyson, 
Unger, Clerc. Those voting "NO" were Messrs. Carson, Russo, Bartunek, Zimmers, 
Van Meter, Mrs. Pope, and Mr. Branstool. Mr. Shocknessy passed. 

Those voting "YES" on Section 8 were Messrs. Carson, Carter, Cunningham, 
Heminger, lruston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, Messrs. Russo, Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, 
Mrs. Panehal, Messrs. Wilson, Maier, Norris, Roberto, Mussey, Guggenheim, 
Mansfield, Aalyson, Unger, Van Meter, Clerc. Those voting "NO" were Hessrs. 
Gillmor, Bartunek, Zimmers, Mrs. Pope and Mr. Branstool. Mr. 8hll'.",1'_ pa'W'> 

Those voting "YES" on Section 9 were 1-1essrs. Carson, Carter, Cunningham, 
Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Or firer , Mr. Russo, Mrs. Sowle, Mrs. Paneha1, 
M~~~.,..~ .. ~lrir"'':''''''" T·!4'~.':"-~1 ~f::.:!..':,:" ~'!~'!:":-:!.~) ~i.!~::::::, !'... c=:::::t·~, ~~~:-ej~, "8~~b~:i""'~~8iu", 

Mansfield, Aa1yson, Unger, Van Meter, Mrs. Pope, Mr. Clerc. Those voting "NO" 
were Mr. Bartunek, Mr. Zimmers, and Mr. Branstool. Mr. Shocknessy passed. 

Those voting ''YES'' on Section 13 were Messrs. Carter Cunningham, Heminger} 
Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Or£irer, HI'S. Sowle, Mrs. Panehal, Messrs. Wilson, Maier, 
Norris, Roberto, Hussey, Guggenheim, Mansfield, Aa1yson, Unger, Clerc. Those 
voting "NO" were Messrs. Carson, Russo, Skipton, Gillmor,'li, BIBrash Zimmers, 
Van Meter, Branstool, Mrs. Pope. Mr. Shocknessy passed. 

Those voting "YES" on Section 15 were Messrs. Carter, Cunningham, Heminger, 
Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Or£irer, Mr. Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, Mrs. Panehal, Messrs. 
Wilson,Maier, Norris, Roberto, Mussey, Guggenheim, Mansfield, Aalyson, Unger, 
Clerc. Those voting "NO" were Messrs. Russo, Bartunek, Zimmers, Van Meter, Mrs. 
Pope, Mr. Branstool. 1-~ssrs. Shocknessy, Carson, and Gillmor passed. 

Those voting "YES on Section 17 were Messrs. Carson, Carter, Cunningham, 
Heminger, Montgomery, 1-trs. Orfirer, Mr. Russo, Mr. Skipton, }~s. Sowle, Mrs. 
Panehal, Messrs. Wilson, Maier, Norris, Roberto, Mussey, Guggenheim, Mansfield, 
Aalyson, Unger, Clerc. Those voting "NO" were Messrs. Bartunek, Zimmers, 
Van Meter, and Branstool. Mr. Shocknessy and Mrs. Pope passed. 

Those voting "YES" on Section 18 were Messrs. Carson, Carter, Cunningham, 
Heminger, liuston, Montgomery, Mrs. Or£irer, Mr. Russo, 1-tr. Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, 
Mrs. Panehal, Messrs. Wilson, Maier, Norris, Roberto, Mussey, Guggenheim, 
Mansfield, Aalyson, Unger, Mrs. Pope, Mr. Clerc. Those voting "NO" were 
Messrs. Bartunek, Zimmers, Van Netel', Branstool. 1>1'1'. Shocknessy passed. 

.: 
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Those voting "YES" on Section 19 were Messrs. Carson, Carter, Cunningham, 
Heminger, Huston, }~ntgomery, }trs. Orfirer, Mr. Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, Mrs. Paneha~ 

Messrs. Wilson, }~ier, Norris, Gillmor, Roberto, Mussey, Guggenheim, Mansfield, 
Aalyson, Unger, Clerc. Those voting "NO" were Messrs. Russo, Bartunek, Zimmers, 
Van Meter, Mrs. Pope, and Mr. Branstool. Mr. Shocknessy passed. 

Those voting "YES" on Section 22 were Hessrs. Carson, Carter, Cunningham, 
Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, Mr. Russo, }tr. Skipton, Mrs. Sowle> 
Mrs. Panehal, Hessrs. ~.Jilson, Haier, Norris, Gillmor, Roberto, Hussey, Guggenheilt) 
Mansfield, Aalyson, Unger, Mrs. Pope, and }tr. Clerc. Those voting "NO" were 
Messrs. Bartunek, Zimmers, Van Meter, and Branstool. Mr. Shocknessy passed. 

Those voting "YES" on Section 23 were Hessrs. Carter, Cunningham, Heminger, 
Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, }rr. Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, Mrs. Panehal, Mr. 
Wilson, Messrs. Maier, Norris, Roberto, Mussey, Guggenheim, Mansfield, Aalyson, 
Unger, Clerc. Those voting "NO" were Messrs. Bartunek, Zinnners, Van Meter, 
Mrs. Pope, and Mr. Branstool. Messrs. Carson, Gillmor, Shocknessy, and Russo 
passed. 

Mr. }10ntgomeIY - If you will look at the list of sections that failed, we would 
like to present to you some redrafts, which we feel after two committee meetings, 
and after some pollings of the negative or pass votes, we think some consensus 
could be arrived at. The committee has worded very diligently trying to effect 
some compromise here that most of us could recommend to the legislature. So I 
think we will just approach it on an item by item basis. 

Mr. Cnrtcr - Don, may I interrupt you once again, it's my understanding from 
t:81Klllg W.1UI Hnn, allo 1 LtlUlK l:hl::; 1::; a 11U:It:t:er Wl11Cn snoul0 l1e DeJ:ore the 

commission as information, that there is likely to be a minority report filed 
on certain aspects of the judicial article because of the earlier failure of 
some of the proposals before it. And that the reason I want to make that knmm is 
that some of you may want to participate or be a part of that minority report. 
Although it may be a majority of the commission, it's a minority in the sense 
of less than 2/3, and I would certainly invite you to make your wishes known in 
that area. You might be thinking about that as we go through these changes. 

~~. Montgomery - Do you see any inconsistency in approving some of these pro
visions and still sending in a minority report? 

Mr. Carter - I do not. You can support, I think, whatever the Commission comes 
up with and still have a minority view on something you thought should have been 
adopted. 

Mr. Skipton - Are you going to call it a minority report, or dissents, or what? 

Mr. Carter - Yes, it's not a minority report in some cases, I'm sure. 

Mr. Montgomery - Well, 1· t'~ wrestle with that after we see what we can accomplish, 
to see how strong the t::',_.L2 Llught to be. 

Mr. Nemeth - May I ask, before we begin, whether a motion for reconsideration 
would be in order at this time, or something of that nature? 
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Mr. Carter - We have a parliamentary procedure problem. ~Vhat we have done in 
the past, on rather an informal basis, when something fails, is to refer it to 
the committee for them to give further consideration and come back with some 
alternative proposals. Now, what has happened in this case is that we have not 
had a meeting in the meantime, and I didn't think it was worth calling a special 
meeting to formally resubmit it to the committee. I felt everyone would want--
this matter to be given further consideration, so I asked the committee to go 
ahead and do this. 

Mr. Norris - Do we have a quorum? 

Mr. Carter - Yes, we do. 

Mr. Norris - I could move the reconsideration, and everybody still gets to vote 
the way they want on the sections. 

Mr. Skipton - I'd prefer to make a motion that we refer matters to the Judiciary 
Committee and ask them to make a report. We can do that now, and they can make 
the report 30 seconds later. I so move. 

Mr. Norris - I'll second the motion. 

The motion was adopted 

Mr. Montgomery - The committee anticipated your good judgment, and we are now 
ready to submit a revised report. Julius, let's talk about the redraft of 
section 4. 

Mr. Nemeth - As you will recall, in the original committee report the major 
change in section 4 was to remove the probate court from the constitutional 
status. And the transfer of the entire matter of the creation of subject~matter 

divisions of connnon pleas courts to the supreme court's rule making umbrella 
in Section 5. The rules were to be subject to rejection or amendment by the 
General Assembly. Really the votes on sections 4 and 5 for that reason were 
counted together. It has become obvious from the vote that the original pro
posal on this was not acceptable and the redraft makes several major changes. 
First of all, in Section 4, in section 4(C) in particular, the probate court is 
restored to constitutional status, or more accurately, its present constitutional 
status-is continued. The section also requires specific election to the probate 
division and empowers the judges to control their clerks, employees and so on. 
In the same language as the present constitution, a new subsection, (D), in 
capsule form, provides that whatever divisions other than the probate division are 
to be created are to be established pursuant to ~~preme Court rules subject to 
amendment by concurrent resolution of the General Assembly. And the Genera] 
Assembly can at any time by law provide that there shall be specific election of 
judges to these other divisions. In those instances where the General Assembly 
did not provide for specific elections, the matter of assignment of judges to 
these other divisions would also be governed by Supreme Court rule. So that the 
provision reads "Rules governing the establishment of such other divisions and 
the assignment of judges thereto,if judges are not specifically elected thereto; 
shall be filed by the court not later than the 15th day of January with the 
clerk of each house of the General Assembly during the regular session thereof. 
Such rules shall take effect on the following 1st day of July, unless prior to 
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such date, the General Assembly adopts a concurrent resolution of disapproval. 
The General Assembly may not disapprove a rule which it has amended as provided 
in this section. Except as provided in this section, all laws in conflict with 
these rules shall hove no further force and effect." And the last paragraph of 
this new subsection simply provides that nothing in here shall be construed as 
limiting the power of the supreme court to assign judges to temporary duty under 
section 5 of division (a)(3) of this article, so there is no confusion in this 
regard. 

There are several major changes in this draft from the prior draft. For 
one thing, the power of the supreme court to amend these rules regarding divi
sions and assignment of judges, if there are such rules, are not subject to 
amendment by the court, cnce they are filed. From there ~n,the matter really 
rests with the General Assembly. He have taken this approach in the draft 
because we have come to the conclusion that the reason for giving the suprer.J.e 
court the power to amend rules which are filed vlith thE: General Assembly in 
regard to procedure do not exist or are not valid as far as the rules on 
divisions are concerned for the follc-,"ling reasons: Only the supreme court has 
the power to amend rules of procedure. The only tb 1:ng,. the General Assembly has 
the power to do is to reject the original rule. However, in regard to divisiops, 
since the General Assembly itself has the power to makE: an amendment of any 
rule that is submitted by the Supreme Court, there is no reason to give both 
the court and the general assembly this power to amend. After the rules become 
public on J811Uary 15th ,,,hen they are fUed with the General Assembly, whatever 
public reaction t ~re mey be to these rules can be fed directly into the General 
Assunbly, <lad the General Assembly as Flatter of fact could consider an amend
ment ("rncn f't"opose(! by the C0urr: U18eJ.T (Jurl.ng t:ne perIOd prl('lY: tf) ,JUlY 1st'.lA~ 

"'hen the ru]p.s will go ir,tc effect. In practical effect, this also gives the 
General Assembly aDo\;t 3ki months Enl'e to \-lork on these rules because it doesn't 
hove to wait for the possibility of having the rulesi~hat were filed on Jan. 15th 
amended by the court by Hay) st. So that in effect/has a clear track from Jan 15th 
to July 1st. So this is a change ~n emphasis, and also strengthens the general 
assembly's hand in the matter, somewhat, and simplifies the process. Are 
there questions I could answer? 

Hr. Cartel - 1 haVf~ OIl'.:!. J have listened carefully, but I'm still not sure I 
understand the reason as to \-Jhy this states that the general assembly may not 
disapprove a rule thot it has 8wended as provided i11 the section. 

Nr. Nemeth - That ~;a8 oribinally put in "lith the idea that there has to be an 
cnd sonE::,·/;-.ere . to the proces:3 of chan~e. That is, if the Gp.ner.al Assembly 
amen~s a rule instead of rejecting it, then it can't, after amending it, reject 
it before it goes i~to effect on July 1. 

Hr. Carter - Let me understand this. If the Supreme Court proposes a rule on 
January 15th, and the General Assembly 8TItends that rule, it still doesn't go 
into effect until July 1 "It, is thHt right? 

Mr. Nem~th - That's cor~e~t. 

Mr. Carter - Why is it necessary to prohibit the general assembly fr.om further 
considering the matter pursu<'>iit to public hearings before July lEt? 

l1r. Nemeth - They ~An cunsider it, but they can't disapprove it. I think the 
problem «wises because there is this other language in here that the General 
Assembly has the power to disapprove a rule by concurrect resolution. And we 
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wanted to make an exception for that group of rules which have been amended. 
The rules that have been amended then can't be rejected. 

Mr. Carter - Does that make sense? 

Mr. Skipton - As a practical matter, if I believed the General Assembly was 
interested in this thing, I would not even bring the thing up for a vote du""Ita'
the three~onth period. The pragmatic approach is going to be that one house of 
the assembly is never going to take final action on one of these things until the 
last minute. I don't see the need to hamstring the general assembly. If they 
are in session, and they want to reconsider it, let them reconsider it. 

Mr. Norris - It's not even really reconsideration because they can't do any
thi.ng. When they adopt an amendment, they still have to wait until July 1st, 
then i.t becomes effective in whatever shape it happens to be in on July 1st 
unless the resolution is rejected. If both houses haven't passed a concurrent 
resolut:l.on of amendment by July 1st, then it goes into effect as it was sub
mitted. But it doesn't do them any good to pass a concurrent amendment on 
April 1st, because it still won't be effective until July 1. 

Mr. Carter- - That's the way I look at it. 

Mr. Norris - So if they pass a concurrent resolution of amendment on April 1st, 
I think what this language says is they couldn't come back with an amendment 
on April 15th or pass a concurrent resolution of rejection. That's what John 
is objecting to, and I guess I don't disagree. . 

~. Montgomery - Well, they should have tht:: right to chal1gt': thei:L minds. 

Mr. Norris - Well, it ought to be open season. 

Mr. 1'1ontgomery - Julius, what's your response to that? 

Mr. NemetJ:!. - Well, it will open the thing up a attle more than it is now. 
Whether the Commission wants to do that, of course, if a policy decision. It 
will open the rules which are submitted by the supreme court to amendment to 
the nth degree, to the same extent as any other law or resolution. 

Mr. Norris - I think that was the intent. I think the intent was that the 
General Assembly could either amend or reject. So if you put that sentence in 
there, you're really cutting down its authority to reject. 

Mr. Nemeth - At the time we put it in, I believe there was a feeling on the 
committee that that was an appropriate thing to do. 

Mr. Norris - I'm not sure why it's in there, but we could get around it very 
easily. If we amended it once and then were allowed to reject it, we could 
choose to amend it again in such a way that we virtually reject it. 

Mr. Carter - Ann, do you have any comment? 

.j"...... : ,'.( 

Mrs. Eriksson If your feeling is that you don't want to restrict the General 
Assembly, then remove it. 

. .', .' . ~30 
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Nr. Norris - It may be that vlhat we decided is that once we amended a rule and 
it went into effect on July 1st, we couldn't, after July 1st, reject it. But 
this doesn't really say that. It says more than that. I don't know that we 
need to say any thine. 

l-Irs. SmoJle - What would happen if this sentence were taken out, the General 
Assembly amends the proposed rule, then July 1st comes, it has not adopted a 
resolution of disapproval of the p~oposal submitted to the General Assembly. Is 
it just assumed that because it amended it, it will not go into effect OR 

July 1st in the original form? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes, because it no longer is in the original form. It has b~en 

amended. It's no longer a question of their being two versions of the rule. 

Mr~. Sowle - There's no problem of that one still hanging by anywhere. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I don't think so. 

Mr. Nemeth - The amendment then would have the same effect as if the supreme 
court had amended the rule. There is something in the last sentence which I 
wish to point out and that is the last phrase, "Except as provided in this 
secti.on, all laHs in conflict. .. " etcetera, etcetera. That refers back to the 
second sentence in the subsection, "The General Assembly may be lC1w at any time 
provide for the election of judges specifically to such other divisions. " That 
is that this is an exception to the finality of a rule. The matter of \oJhethel
or not judges ,F to be elected specifically to divisions other than probate will 
always remain open and subject to change by law _ by the General Assembly. 

Mr. 'Norris mo'Ved to amend the committee report to eliminate the sentence 
prohibiting the general assembly from disapproving an amended rule. Dr. 
Cunningham seconded the motion. The motion was adopted by the committee. 

Mr. Nontgomery - Is there any further discussion? 

Mr. Skipton - I'd like to ask a question. You have inserted, liThe General 
Assembly may by law at any time provide for election of judges specifically 
to sllch other divisions ... 11 Isn't this just an invitation to create more 
divisions? 

, 
Mr. }!ontgomery - Isn't there something in the constitution now? 

t!r~,~r:ri~ - He I s talking about election, not creation. The General Assembly 
could not create divisions through this section. It could only provide by 
_law' that judges be elected specifically to them instead of shifted around 
by the presiding judge or however the supreme court says they will. 

l-h·. Skipton - Hy difficulty is, as you knmoJ I voted against the appointive
elective system, if i 1-j!" thought of a majority of the members of the committee 
,~ere to establish ar.. method of selecting judges, then it seems to meLo<lt."'" 

that when you do it further and put soro8thing in the constitution that hasn't 
been in there referri:lg to election of jud~es, you'.ce just inviting them to 
do it. 

'Hr. Hont~!Y - Divisions have to be establish~d by someone. Ycu have to pro
vide some way fOe divisions. 

I.
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Mr. Norris - The prese~t constitution requires that they be elected specifically 
to these divisions. 

Mr.. Skipton - Hell, then, the present constitution does provide for the election 
of probate judges. Do you mean that if they create another division, the current 
constitution requires, like if they create a domestic relations judge, they 
must he elected to that division? 

l-1r. Norris - Yes. We're saying that that has to happen under the new article
 
only if the legislature provides that you have to do that. So we're backing
 
up somewhat.
 

Mr. Wilson - The redraft of section 6 says that judges of the courts of common
 
pleas or divisions thereof shall be elected.
 

Mr. Nemeth - In the present constitution, this is covered in section 4
 
division (C), which in this redraft has been amended by striking certain
 
language so that division ~) now refers only to probate courts and nobody
 
else.
 

Mr. Wi.lson - I'm talking about present section 6 of Article IV. It says
 
judges of the courts of common pleas and divisions thereof shall be elected ••••
 

Mr. ~emeth - Yes. 

Mr. Hilson You might handle that over here in section 6. 

Mr. Nemeth - But that only requires the election of judges. It doesn't
 
require the election of judges to specific divisions. That's what was
 
accomplished i.n section 4, division (0), until now, and will be accomplished
 
under this new division (n) of section 4 if it's adopted.
 

Mr. Norris - Nr. Chairman, if I might comment on what someone said pre

viously. It seems that the committee was confronted with two problems in
 
the divisions. One was the unfettered creation of'divisions by the General
 
Assembly. That's always been a threat but we can always rationalize
 
doing it because the court structure is splintered up anyway. But once
 
we go to a unified court system in our proposal, the creation of divisions
 
willy-nilly, I think everybody wants to create their own divisions, housing
 
divisions, rat-control divisions. The result would be really a catastrophe
 
to the unified court system. The second problem is that there are some
 
divisions that ought to be created but to which judges should not be speci

fically elected. Of course, we can't do that today, because anytime there
 
is a division created, the constitution says you've got to elect judges to
 
it. But I can see by rule of court, divisions being created for specific
 
purposes. Maybe they' are only temporary. I can see the court creating,
 
for example, a unified municipal bench within the common pleas court and
 
creating a criminal division. And you don't want to elect a guy to a
 
criminal division - he'll go nuts' You want to rotate them. This gives
 
the kind of flexibility that isn't in the present constitution, and much
 
better management of the situation. So originally, we had thought that
 
no judges should be elected specifically to divisions. Now we're having
 
to retrent because we can't get the votes, because nobody wants to take
 

. the probate judge out, so we're putting the probate judge in, and having 

•
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them specifically elected, and then giving the General Assembly some 
flexibility. The more flexib~lity we can give, the better, for the courts • 
to run their own internal aff'{rs~ fi:l~ 
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Mr. Montgome~ - Would any of our guests like to be heard on this subject? 
Any observations? 

Judge Rei.lly - We're just here as observers, Don. We appreciate the help 
we have had from your staff. \~e I re here from the Ohio Judicial Conference. 
Julius came over twice, once to our executive conunittee meeting, and the 
other ti.me to answer questions from anyone who wants to come. Our situ
ation is that we, as you all know, have judges that are probate judges, 
juvenile judges, court of appeals, conunon pleas, municipal. We have no 
fundamental position on any of these things. Alan Whaling, Executive 
Director of the Ohio Judicial Conference and myself are here to act as 
conduits to the executive committee of the Conference. But we really 
cannot take a position because there are too many positions within our 
own conference. But we certainly would be delighted to answer any questions. 
I do want to express our thanks again to the entire staff for the splendid 
cooperation we've had in the past. 

Mr. Montgomery - I appreciate your cooperation and your attendance, Judge, 
thank you. Is there any further discussion? Are we ready to present this 
to the full commission? I will move that the cooonittee report as amended 
on section 4 be aoopted. 

Mr. Norris seconds the motion. 

Mr. Montgpmery - Any further discussion? 

t~_.__ ~~ - UI11.c",,,, L.lICJ..\:: .1.:; auy UL.ill::J.. U.1.:;t.:U"'bJ.ULl, wt::: l~ l:t:auy J.U!: a lOll 

call. 

The members voted as follows: Mr. Applegate, no; Hr. Norris, yes; 
Mr. Roberto, yes; Mr. Carter, Y2S; Mr. Heminger, yes; ~tr. Huston, yes; ~x. 

Nontgomery, yes; Mr. Skipton, yes; Hrs. Sowle, yes; I-tr. Wilson, yes. 

Mr. Carter - As is our custom, we '''ill keep the roll call open until the 
next meeting of the commission. 

Mr. Montgomery - We will proceed to redraft of section 5. 

Mr: Nemeth - In regard to section 5, ,,,e should point out the things that 
have been removed. The matter of creating common pleas court divisions 
has been removed, and another thing that has been removed is the supreme 
court's rule making authority governing personnel. Hany commission members 
we polled opposed that. The major changes from the present constitution 
are: the addition, in division B(l), of authority for the supreme court to 
prescribe rules governing the transfer of cases from one court of appeals 
to another. A function of this ~hich has been pointed out in the report 
is to provide an alternate method of disposing of appeals cases. That is, 
instead of assigning ~udges outside the districts from now on. if th~s 

amendment is adopted, LL would be possible to assign cases outside the 
district ill which they orig,i_nate. He have retained the language which 
placed upon the suprene court the duty to develop uniform criteria to deter
mine the need for increasing and decreasing the number of judges, except for 
supreme court justices of course, and for increasing and decreasing the 
number of magistrates and altering the boundaries of conunon pleas and 

.
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appellate districts. This is not an extension of the rule making power. 
All this does is to gi.ve the supreme court a constitutionally recognized 
duty to recommend changes in these areas to the general assembly and it 
places a constitutional duty on the general assembly to consider the report 
of the supreme court " reconnnendations, on a regular basis. 

Mr. Montgomery - Are there any questions? Mr. Chairman? 

Mr. Carter - One is the term "Magistrate". I understand it's caused some
 
problems in terms of terminology or identification of the function. I
 

.Know it is covered in section 7 which we will get to to define what this 
magistrate is. I'm not arguing or suggesting any changes in that. I 
merely would like to suggest a different word instead of magistrate. That 
would be "judicial associate". 

Mr. Norris - We haggled over that. toJ'e discussed assistant judges, associate 
judges, and all have problems. 

Mr. Carter- I understand there has been some problem calling them "judges" 
of any kind because that has a lot of complications. That's why I thought 
of the phrase "judicial associates" rather than identification as a judge. 

Mr. Norris - I think what we are talking about is somebody that is going to 
rule on tiaffic cases. That's really what we are talking about, somebody 
who will be a substitute for part-time county judges and mayors. He's going 
to be appointed by the common pleas judge and they are really referees. 

toJL. \..al.l:~r - l. IHtV~ no quarrel at all. Wl.tn tne CO}1cept •... 

Mr. Norris - If you start lifting that up to the dignity of judge •••••
 
that's how we really arrived at "magistrate".
 

}rr. Montgomery - It's an accurate judicial description but it ignores the 
practicalities of judicial pride. I'd like to read you a statement from 
Judge ThoJuas E. O'Connor of the Bellefountaine municipal court. He received 
a copy of the section 7 redraft which is before the Commission today. He 
telephoned the Connnission staff yesterday and asked them to express his 
concern over the use of the word "magistrate" i.n this redraft. Because of 
court business he is unable to be here today. Therefore, he's asked that 
we bring his concern to the attention of the commission. Judge O'Connor 
serves on a part-time basis in a judgeship which will probably stay part 
time for the forseeable future. He believes that the potential problems 
with changing part-time judges to magistrates would pose similar problems 
for all of them. Judge O'Connor's chief concern is that a magistrate, 
even though he would be performing the same type of work which is now per
formed by a part-time mUnicipal judge would not be as effective in keeping 
the business of the court on an orderly and formal basis, because he could 
not command the respect of lawyers and litigants to the same extent. It 
is his view that it is especially important for people who appear in a 
court which handles a high volume of cases to feel that they are indeed 
in a court, which feeling is reinforced by the presence of a judge. He 
believes that the word "judge" means something to the average citizen 
whereas "magistrate" means little or nothing and that they would therefore 
be likely to sho";-l less respect for such an officer. In conclns ion he states 
that while he realizes that the use of the phrase "associate judge" or some 
other term including the word "judge" in the context of section 7 may cause 
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some problems, these problems ar~ not likely to be as pervasive as the use of 
the word "magistrate". This is rather typical of the response we got from 
part-time judicial officers. You have part-time ffi\lllid.pal judges, and 
county judges alike that are affected by this. I think at one time the 
committee thought the term "associate judge" 'vou1 d do the job, but I think 
it is fair to say that the conunittee is not adamant about anyone word. 
It's just what word is the most descriptive. 

Mr. Norris - He's not going to have that job anyway. He's going to wind 
up running for the job of a full-time common pleas j~dge or he's going to go 
back to practicing law and be appointed on occasion to hear traffic cases, 
as a magistrate or whatever you call him. 

Mr. Montgomery - But he's saying that if 90% of the people get to court, 
they expect a judge to preside. 

~r. Skipton - The constitution will say that all judges are full time. 
Let's remove that if we call these magistrates "judges" in any form. Are 
we engaging in semantics with the citizens of this state? I don't want to 
be a party to telling people that all judges are going to be full-time and 
someplace else saying that we've got some that aren't. That's playing games 
with the voters. 

Nr. Montgomery·' The committee has submitted the term "magistrate". That's 
our fjna1 conclusion. So unless there is a motion that it be modified, that's 
the way it wil stand. 

Mr. Wilson - I have no quarrel with the term "magistrate" if you define it 
in section 7, but if you leave it to dictionary interpretation rather than 
constitutional definition, I could have some objection to it. 

J1r. Carter - I was aware of this argument that is being pres~nted and that's 
why I came up with the term l'judicial associate", wh ich is not: a judge, 
and yet is affiliated with the courts in such terms as the voter might 
understancl what it really is, because "magistrate" is not a familiar term. 
I'll make the motion that the section be amended to say "judicial associate". 

Mr. Montgo~ery - Is there any support for our chairman's idea? 

There was none. 
~ Section 5 (B) (3), 

.~. Carter - The second questionAon/the last sentence. This is more of a 
substantive comment. "The General Assembly shall consider such report, etc." 
Does that mean that the General Assembly has to affirm the action? Or 
does that mean that it shall consider? Can it reject it? 

Mr. Nontgonery - Yes. 

Nr. Carter - It car, J..~ject it. Is that what the word "consider" means? 
It doesn't really say t~at to me. 

Mr. MontgomeSL - It means that they shall receive it. It shall be distTibuted 
in published form. 

Nr. Carter - Is f;:11e intent tha.t the General Assembly can reject it? 

Mr. Montgomery - Yes. Accept it) reject it, or do nothing.• 635 
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Mr. Not:ri.s - Hothing happens unless we enact it into law. 

Mr. Carter - Is this what this means? 

Mr. Norris - That's what we meant by it. 

Mr. Montgomery - They have to receive it. 

Mr. Carter - The thing that bothers me is we used the language in the 
previous section, which spelled that out rather specifically •••• 

Mr. Montgomery - That's another matter. Those rules take effect unless 
rejected. 

Mr. Norris - Why don't we use the word "received" here? ~ 
Mr. Roberto - I think, upon reflection, that I tend to agree with you, that 
the words might suggest that the General Assembly would have to take some 
kind of affirmative action, by resolution or otherwise, in order for the 
matter to be considered. And I think Al is right, that the "received" 
might be better than "consider". I think that's what the committee intended. 

Mr. Hontgomery - The word "consider" means more than "receive". You can 
receive it and throw it in the circular file. "Consider" means that you've 
got to give it a fair, objective study. And that's really what is intended 
here. 

~. Norris - That's what would happen. 

Mr. Carter - Is the intent here to have it go into effect if the General 
Assembly does not act? 

Mr. Montgomery - No, it's advisory only. 

Mr. Carter - Oaky. That's what I wanted to know, then. 

Mrs. Eriksson -The word "consider" is the word used no,o1 with respect to 
bills. The constitution now says that every bill shall be considered by 
each house. Now, the term is not defined. But I think the mere fact that 
the bill is presented to the 'GEmeral Assembly constitutes consideration. 
There's nothing that says that the General Assembly has to vote on every 
bill. That's the term that is used and to my knowledge it has not created 
any trouble. 

Mr. Carter - For my information, then, what i.s meant here quite clearly is 
that the supreme court submits a recommendation for increasing and changing 
the number of judges. The General Assembly gets it and then if they take 
no actien, that's the end of it. . 

Mr. ~funtgomery - It puts the burden to initiate on someone and we think 
the supreme court, which is the scorekeeper in a unified court system is 
in the best position to evaluate what the courts need. 

}rr. Carter - Could the General Assembly do this indepently of the Supreme 
Court? 

i 
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Mr. Carter - Okay. 

• Hr. Skipton - Don, I'm confused by some words here. "Annually, before each 

• 

regular session, the court !;hall file with the cl~rk of each house a report." 
Can I t we simply say that before eal:h regular sess ion the court' shall report to 
the General Assembly its findings and recommendations on decreasing and 
increasing the number of judges, etc:. etc.? I think that'e where we get 
into this trouble of whether they have to consider. They may make no recom
mendations. The General Assembly has to take the initiative. Either that 

• 

or you've got to say that the recommendations are going into effect unless 
the General Assembly acts. I think v7e've just got a lot of verbiage here 
that doesn't mean a thing unless we do one or the other. He either just 
mak~ a reconm~ndation, which doesn't mean a thing unless the general 
assembly wishes to act, upon it, or we're going to provide that they must act. 

l'lr. Norr..is - You're saying that you could just eliminate that last sentence. 
The intention here is not for tllC Supreme Court to do the job but to 
file advisory recOlmnendations to the Genet'al Assembly which does the job. 
It's a shifting of authority from our previous burden. 

• !'rr. Skipton - You have the seeds of confusion here. 

Nr. Nontgomery - He might have more vlOrds than .le need. It could be 
redrafted from an editorial point. 

• }rr. Skipton - If it's just goin~ to be a recommendation, let's just call 
it that. 

Mr. Montgomery - What would you suggest as to a language change? 

• 
~lrJkipton - I'd just say, "shall make to the General Assembly its 
findings and recommendations on ... " The word "report" bothers me. 

Mr. Huston - Hhycan't you say, "The court shall advise the General 
Assembly of its findings and recommendations"~ 

• 
Mr. Montgomery - Usually, those things are required to be in writing•.• 
When you say "report" you are s8ying that it must be in writing. 

}orr. Huston - You could say "advise in writing". That's actually what it 
is, "advice". 

•
 
trr. Norris - Well, it says findings and recormnendations, and that is usually
 
filed with the clerk. That's really what the civil rules procedures are,
 
and that has sone merit. I guess we don't really need the last sentence~
 

Since it doesn't really mean anything, I don't suppose we need that sentence. 

Mr. Nemeth - I thi .~. ..:l'ere ",as origilJally sentiment on the connnittee for 
requiring the General Ass~mbly do something with this information. 

• Nr. Nontgomery - I think the wcrd "consider ll adds somctrling, myself. Just 
to file sorneching is one thing, but to require sumeone to consider it is 
another. If I were a legislat01 a"L il -,o,lere filed 1 would feel some duty 
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to examine and study it. And that's what we wanted to be done. 

Mr. Nemeth - I think the ar.gument can be made that if the last sentence is 
removed, then that whole section really becomes a nullity because the Supreme 
Court can advise the General Assembly now. It's not stated in the constitution, 
but it can do it. 

Mrs. Eriksson - But they are not required to and they are not required to 
establish criteria. 

Mr. Norris - They feel that that is improper for them to do. I've asked them 
many times on bills that affect their own internal operation, that we foul 
them up if they pass, and the court is reluctant to give us their opinion. 

Mr. Skipton - Mr. Chairman, the next question is, is there anything in here that 
would prevent the general assembly from acting upon its own? 

Mr. Nemeth - No. 

Mr. Skipton - This is what bothers me here because i.t is surplusage. There is 
nothing here that sayr; that the goneral assembly can't determine the need for 
increasi.ng or decreasing the number of ~~gistrates, or alter boundaries, or 
anything else, unless the Supreme Court has done so. 

Mr. Mo~t8omery - That's true, but it would look awfully silly to do it on their 
own in contradicticn of obvious recommendations by the body which words in this 
field daUv. 

Mr. Skipton - Yes, but if we are going to put it in the constitution, let's 
have it do something. 

}rr. Norris - John, if I might address myself to that question, court reform has 
been a little my bag· over the years and these two subjects, I think, are pecul
iarly within the knowledge of the courts. But they will not give us ideas. They 
just will not do this. It's a fact. And again, I don't criticize them for it, 
because they feel that's interference. Bus we have wrestled and wrestled with 
these problems. We have two special committees now in the general assembly 
trying to cOlne up wUh criteria for increasing the number of judges to avoid 
this silly pork-barreling, trading judges off, increasing them where we don't need 
them. We finally did get together at the last minute and get this amendment in ~ 
the constitution on districting, but now we're afraid to do anything. So in 
both of those areas, I really think we do need guidance very badly. The court's 
in a unique position to develop statistical studies, and we can't do this. 
We can write these judges and ask them to collect statistics. But the Supreme 
Court can tell them to collect them in just the way they want, and then they can 
devise thp. criteria. Our last special committee that was charged with developing 
criteria floundered because we couldn't afford to hire the specialists we needed 
to go in and reside in the sample counties and collect these figures. We need 
the Supreme Court's help, and they don't feel they are in a position to give it 
now, and again, I don't criticize them for it because they feel they would be 
interfering wi~h legislative function. So if you tell them that they shall 
establish and they shall give us recommendations, they'll do it and I think we 
will have accomplished a whole lot because the legislature will consider it. 

Mr. Skipton - Then our objective here is to force, I don't like the word "force", 
but really W~ are requiring the court to make a recommendation, and then we are 
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addtng the statement that says to the court that if you ''lill make a recommendation, 
we will insert language saying the G(~neral Assembly is going to consider it 
somewhat. I guess now we know what the problem 'vas and what we were trying to 
solve with the amendment, therefore, I will support it. 

Mr. Norris - If you want to shorten it, I suggest you might consider saying, "The 
court shall file with the clerk of each house its recommendation, if any, in
creasing," and so forth. And then the last sentence might read, "The General 
Assembly shall consider such recommendations .••.• " 

Hr. Applegat.£ - Mr. Chairman, vlhat happens to the report with the recommendations 
and findings if the legislature does nothing? Nothing? 

Hr. Montgomery - Yes, absolutely. That was our intent. Hould one of our 
comIlli t tee member s 11ke to subm i t new language? 

Mr. Norris - I'll move to amend the language to eliminate the reference to the 
report. 

Hr. Skipton seconded the motion . 

Mr. J'hmtgomery - Is thel'e any more discussion? 

1·1r._Cnrter ~ Could vIe just ask as to how it reads now? 

Nr. norris ~ It sa.; .~, "Annually, uefore each regular :>ession of the general 
a~SePiI)ly, tt'f'> ('('1-,rt shall. :t-j I.e WJth the clerk ot each house its reco!!'.men~ations, 

if any, regarding increasing or decreasing the number of judges 
" "The General Assembly shall consider such recommendations at the regular 

Ii" ~iion following the filing by the court". Is that right? 

Mr. Nontgomery - Well, we'll have to say 'such recommendations as it may contain", 
because that won't make sense eithe.c . 

~1rs. Smvle - Two questions. First, it says the court shall file with the clerk 
its reconunendations if any. Then this places no obligation upon the court to 
file any recommendations, does it, because it may have none. 

Mr. Norris - They aren't going to be able to come up with something every year • 

}~s. Sowle - Alright. I just wanted to make sure that was the intent. Now, 
my second question had to do with the comment about unifoT.I:i criteria and I 
think I understand a little bit more about what that is supposed to mean from 
your explanation. But this does not place upcn tile supreme court any obligation 
to do anything with these criteria . 

Hr.. N~meth - No. 

Hr. Norx:~ - We have to do it. SOll,e states, for eXAmple, Katie, have in their 
statutes adopted a statutory fornnlla for increasing judges based on case load, 
population, and that kind of thing. That's ~~lat we floundered on. We could not 
collect the statistics. And that I s ~.lhat vIe mean by criteria. And we would like 
them to do that for us, to deciclc Wh8t criteria. and then we could just codify 
that criteria, or we could use the criteria, apply them to the counties, see 
what we needed and jl.~t increase the l1u\nuer of judges. There would be a number 
of alternatives, but they all start ,vith ~riteria. 
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Nrs. S0wle - I sec the purpose for the criteria. However, I don't see that 
this language obli.gates the court to transmit to the General Assembly those 
criteri.&rhh~cause it says, "The court shall file with the clerk its recommend
ations~could be very specific. We think you ought to have five more here and two 
more there - but it doesn't obligate the transmission of the criteria, as I 
see it. 

Mr. Cnrtt>r - I think if you leave in the words "findings and" you would solve 
that problem. 

Mrs. Sowle - And I think it might be possible to make those findings more speci
fically, inclusive of the criteria, but I think it might be better to say those 
cr:lteria shall be transmitted. Some language that would accomplish that. 

Mr. Carter - Well, if you were to say, "The Supreme Court shall establish 
uniform criteria", and then go on to say that the court shall file with the 
clerk of each house its findings and recommendations, "findings" clearly refers 
back to the first sentence. 

Mrs. Sowle - Well, maybe. I'm not sure that it has to encompass uniform cri
teria. Findings might mean findings with respect to the number of cases, the 
number of backlog, and that sort of thing without ever getting to a uniform 
criteria. 

Mr. Skipton - Perhaps we should keep the word. 

Mr. Non_t_~~T."~ - Wp.ll. r.'17'itp.ri~ iR np"'PR~~rv f"r thp m::lld'll~ of ::l fi"rli n : 
Findings then is a fact and then the reconunendations are based on this fact. 
Not when you are talking about increasing and decreasing the number of judges, 
because that has to be based on criteria. 

Mrs. Sowle - But we've just been discussing the fact that increases and de
creases to date have been done without the use of criteria. It seems to me 
that it would be most clear to the purpose of this provision and most useful to 
the General Assembly if, in fact, the court had to send those criteria to the 
General Assembly. 

Mr. Montgomery - I think we do, when you say findings. We need ten more judges 
and here's why. Our criteria that we've set up show this ••• 

~~. Skipton - The word recommendation isn't really necessary. You could say 
"shall file its criteria and findings". Then because if you are going to go on 
the basis of criteria all you have to do is say, "Here is the criteria, we are 
using this criteria, we have these findings, therefore, this is our report." 

Mr. Montgomery - Then what the latest thinking is is that we scratch all the 
amended language. We take the report as it was originally submitted and insert 
the word "criteria" in front of "findings and recommendations". 

Mrs. Sowle - I would prefer that because that tells me more about what exactly 
the General Assembly is to receive. •
Mr. Montgomery - How do the movers of the language think about that one? 

Mr. Norris - I think it's alright. I realized that criteria applies to both the 
number of judges and districts, so if criteria works, I have no objections. I 
like the word "recommendations". I would really like them to recommend as well 
as give it. 
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~l.1.0!,--t;J:~~<.:IY. - I think "fj:ndillE;s" adds ~;orlething. The way we are going to do 
it, fJlIdinr,s is what \\'e've fOllnd ilnd recuJlmlCndatiol1B is what we think ought 
to be done about it. I think that follows, I really do. 

}fr. Norri1'l - I'll cllange my amendment that way, to end up "criteria, findings, 
and reconlJl1endations '1 • 

Mr. Hontgomery - He're back to the original langu8geo 

Nr. Norr is - The way it wou ld read now, "to the clerk of each house its cr iteria, 
findings, and recommendations", and you don't need that "report" in there. 

Mr.. Montgomery - The first amendment fails for lack of a second? }tr. Norris is 
making another one now ''lith the elimination of the word "report", but the inser
tion of the '''ord "criteria" before the t-JOrd "findings". Is there a second to 
that motion? 

!vIr. Roberto seconded the motion. 

Mr. Montgomc.:t.:Y - I"l there any more discussion? 

Mrs. Eriksson - What about the last sentence? 

Hr._Norris - That would read, "The General Assembly shall consider such criteria, 
findings, and recommendations at the next regular session." 

Mr. Mnnteomerv - Now this ;s ittRt. ~ committ~p rpoort. r.o~ittee memher~ in--- ... - 
favor ::.i.gnify by say lug aye. (all voted aye). The motion has cal:ried. I will 
move that the report of the Judicial subconnnittee 011 section 5 as amended, be 
adopted. 

Mr. Norris seconded the motion • 

Mr. Nontgomery - Any discussion? 

Nr. Norris - I want to urge adoption of this for several reasons, but one I 
would like to bring to the commission's attention. If we adopt this I think we 
wi] 1 1)(' j.n a position, pretty much ideal And perhaps unique among the states 
in the area of the process of making rules and the involve~ent of both the 
courts and the legis latuJ.:e in that r('g!:J.rd. lIve just jotted down in my notes 
how the rule making fUllction would brellk down in the state if this is adopted. 
You would have four kinds of rulcs. I t1.;nk that's alright. The first kind would 
be the drafting and submission of rules by the Supreme Court, without any 
le~islative involvement. An example of that is the rules of superintendence 
under the constitution and rules of admission to the practice of law and 
discipline. That's also a constitutioDal rule. The second kind would be rules 
proluulgated and submitted by the Supreme Court '''hich are subj ect to General 
Assembly rejection. An e'n"~pl~ of that are the l'1:l1ea: of procedure ~"e have at 
present, and in this par-:"~Ltl1ar section, section 5, paragraph (B) (1), describing 
rules governing the transfer of cases from one court of appeals to another. 
Then the third kind of rule l<1aking is 'lilat we just adopted in section 4, and 
that's where rules are submitted by the suprerr:e court, which are subject to 
General Assembly amendment or reje(:tion. Helve talked about the creation of 
subject matter divisions, nssign.'Tlent of Judges. This then adds n fourth area. 
The rules, if you war'l to call th(;J.l rules, would be prcH:rt.llgatcd by the Supreme 
Court to be submitted to the General AsseJ'lbly, b\lt as recommrmdatlons only. 
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They would only be advice to the general assembly. It seems to me that runs 
the full gamut of the partnership we ought to have. I have argued many times 
since the adoption of the Modern Courts rule which we shouldn't have adopted 
originally that only allows the general assembly to reject. But I think that's 
past history and we ar.e not going to change that here. But I think from the 
standpoint of logic, this will permit the different rule-making functions from 
now on in any of those four categories. I personally feel that this kind of 
advice by the Supreme Court, will be welcomed by the General Assembly. It will 
encourage the partnership between the General Assembly and the courts in the whole 
area of rule-making and hopefully take the edge off some our past experience 
in the rule-making where we could only reject. 

Nr. Montgomery Thank you. 

Mrs. Sowle - One more question about "if any". This now means that every year 
the court--must file criteria and findings. It need not file recommendations, 
but every year it must file criteria and findings. Is that correct? 

HI. Montgomery - "if any" would have to refer to recommendations. 

Mrs. Sowle - Yes, because otherwise, annually, they don't have to do anything. 

Mr. Huston - I would say that the language there, "Criteria, findings, and 
reconmlendations", "if any", refers to all three of them. 

;t1;:s_._1l.Cl.Y?1e. - Then, annually, it doesn't have to do anything, unless it wants to. 
I~ that correct? 

}rr. Montgomery - That can be read both ways. 

Mrs. Sowle - That's what I'm asking. 

Mrs. Eriksson - My interpretation would be, as Katie was saying, that "if any" 
refers only to the recommendations, because I think it was the committee's 
intent to require the court to make some kind of a report to it, but there 
might not be recommendations for increases and decreases and changes. The 
court should at least file its findings with the General Assembly to provide 
the General.Assembly the result of its statistic gathering. 

Mr. Montgome~ - Can we put that in our commentary? 

Mr. Hemeth - This would require the court to monitor the status of the judicial 
system on a constant basis, which is the intent. 

Mrs. SmilIe - Well, it seems to me that the only way this provision serves the 
purpose that Nr. Norris 't-las describing is if there really is an intended 
obligation on the part of the courts and that's why I wanted to make Sltre what 
that "if any'l means. Does it lock them out of the whole obligation every year, 
or does it just lock them out of the obligation on recommendations. That's 
what I asked. 

~~. Huston - If you want that, wouldn't you say, "Its criteria, findings, and 
any recomm~ndations". 
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Mrs. S0W~ - I like that. 

!i12..:: Sk.~n..!:.9n - If that' 6 yotlr purpoRe, I wau Id jus t cay, ., and recommendat ions it 
llIay have". 

!lG....H.!EOQ - [t call all be solved hy removing n. connna. "tts criteria..1. findings, 
ancl reCOlnlllC'lH1C1tlons if any..L," withollt a conu-na bet\wen "recommendati.ons" and 
"if any". 

Hr. Norris - I prefer to just say "any recommendations". 

Mrs. Sowle - That's clear, too. 

N~Norri~ - If we are going to make them report findings and criteria, why 
don't we make them give a recommendation. The recommendation may be that they 
don't have any recommendations. }jr. Chairman, I move to amend before the word 
"recomn.endatiuns" in both places insert the word "any", and in the sixth line, 
delete the words "if anyll. 

Mr. Heminger eeconds. 

t1!.:_ 1'lont..80nl~Iy. - All in bvor signify by raising their hands. Any opposed? 
(There were none). The motion is carried. Is there any more discussion? 

Mr .~.::ton - I have a question with regard to the last sentence in p~ra8raph C. 
You talk about judges of the courts established by law. Are you talking about 
the jud~cs of the 'ourts established by the legislature or by the constitution 
on":: :"'y ;,.;.'" :;'''f',1.0ldl:uil::. ":6y law LV llle, 'yl'U' Joe OfH::oK.l.l1>', oi: a le~.L~ taLiVt:: 01..:1.. 

You could cure that by saying "judges of such courts". That's my interpretation. 

Hr. HontgOlnery - It's intended to refer to a different group. Only those 
created by the legislature. 

Mr. Huston - Okay, I just wanted to make sure. 

Mr. Nontgon1e'!'y :'" Any further questions? Are we ready for the roll call? 

The roll was called. Those voting in the affirmative were Senator 
Applegate, Nr. Norris, Hr. Roberto, Xr. Carter, Hr. Heminger, Mr. Huston, Nr. 
Hontgomery, Nr. Skipton, Mr.s. Sowle, and Hr. Wilson. There were no negative 
votes. 

1'1ontgomc;y - Thank you. 

Mr. Carter - The roll call will be held open until the next meeting. 

J1r. Hont.~mc!:'y' - He will proceed to the redraft of section 6,which has 
to do \oJit-h selection of justices, tenlls, compensation, etc. 

Nr. Nemeth - The origin,_'_ :.: .... rmnittee report reconnnended the appointive-elective 
system for appellate jud~es and made it optional for cow.tr.on pleas judges. All 
of th6ic references have been deleted. We are essentially going back to a section 
6 which reads pretty much as it does no\oJ I-lith very few c::ceptions. The major 
substantive change from existiag section 6 _ is that the constitution 
would provide that the cOITLpf>nsati"ll of all common. pleas court judgl?s shall be 
the same. The other changes are ,Jrincipally grammatical in nature with the 
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exception of the phrafle in division 13 in the sentence "Judges shall receive no 
fees or perquisites except such p<;,>rquisites CIS may be provided by law." This 
phras(~ "except such perquisites as may be provided by law" is new and the intent 
here '·Ias to legitimatize certain perquisites ~·]hich judges may be receiving now 
and which may be proper adjuncts of their office. 

Hr. WHson - Emoluments. 

Hr. NC'meth Yes, thank you, sir. And that's the only intention of change there. 
To use a specific example, if it should ha?pen that they receive cars for official 
use, that is a perquisite, but it may be a perfectly legitimate one, depending 
on the judge's need for a vehicle in his work. 

Nr. Mont:.~~..rnery - This gets it in the open. 

r·lr. Wi Ison - If you want to go back to something we touched on a little bi.t 
ago, I ~link we have a discrepancy here. Article IV, Section 4 redraf~ that we 
adopted here just a few moments ago, says "There shall be such divisions of the 
courts of conunon pleas .....The General Assembly may provide for the election of 
judges specifically to such .•.• " In Article IV, Section 6, we're talking about 
now, it says judges of the courts of conunon pleas shall be elected by the 
electors of the county. \ihat's the difference? 

Mr. N0meth - The difference is that this section only requires the election of 
judges to a court but not t~e .election of judges to a specific division of the 
court. That is, all section 6 does is to r~qclire that they be elected. They 
could ~till be ass~g~ed to dlvisionc such cs the probate, juvenil~, or others, 
unless there is another provisi.on in the Constitution or in law which requires 
them to be specifically elected to those divisions. 

Mr~_J~i1~Q£_- Section 4 could require, for example, that juvenile judges of 
the common pleas be elected only to the juvenile division. 

~~~_Nc~~~ - That's correct. 

Nr. Hil~!! - Section 6 will allow them to be elected under the com.'llon pleas 
umbrella and then assigned to a division. 

Mr. Nemeth - That's correct. 

Nr. Nontgomery - It's not inconsistent. Any further questions? 

l-lr. Carter - One minor question. I have a problem with the punctuation in the 
13st sentence, on the first page, "all votes for any judge". I think the COlr."'38S 

all thro'j:;~l that sentence should be deleted with the changes. 

Mr. Nemeth .. \vc' ve de leted one comma. 

Mr. Carter - I think t~ey all should be deleted. I had trouble undet'st;uli l.S 
it lJ'1til I got by the commas. "All votes for any judge for any elective office 
except for a judicial office shall be void". I don't think that first comma 
should be there. 

• 
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l1r._ :·11).'I.~:l2!~~L- The first one 1 would a~ree on. I think "except for judicial office" 
is illright. Are there any further conunents? 

.t1!-:... \HIsoll..- \.Jhy dOll' t you just say a judge shall not run for any other office? 

Nr .J!0.rr_t:~(~~~EY - Th is if, the cur.rent language, and He try not to changE! more than 
I](~'C C S !HI r y . 

!:lE.. Cart~~r - If you arc going to leave C0111i11:lS in, you shuuld leave the CQI;,m;) after 
" o 1Iicf)" llnd after "office" both placE's, but the first comma should b", tak~n out. 

!i:r: •...MoTl::Lomery - I move to delete the first comma and reinsert the second one. 

Mr. Roberto seconded • 

Nt". NontgQ.!Il_~ - An:; disc:ussion? All i.~1 favor signifity by saying aye. (There were 
110 votes to the contrary.) The p-'otion has car.ried. Ar~ the\."" a~lY other questions 
or com~.1ents on the full redraft of section 6? 

Mr. Norris moved that the committee report back section 6 as amended .
 
Mr. Roberto Reconded the motion and all Committee members voted yes.
 
Mr. Montgo:r.ery moved that tile Commission adopt section i; as amended.
 
Mr. Norris seconded,
 

Is there i:lny discussi.on? Hny \.;c have the roll call. Th;:; roll "las called. Those 
VllLJ..l'!, {e;-.; wt'Cl" l'ieS!HS. l'WrrJS, !\(ll)erto, (J3-rrer, Heminger, Hllston, Honcgomery • 
Sk ipton, 1'lrs. Sowle and Hr. \Hlson. TIlere 1-lere no negat ive votes. 

The rollcall was held open until the next meeting. 

Hr.._J1.9J1tg01N:.U - Alright. Thank you. He 'vill now move to the redl:a&fid%h~f~tblJi~ated 
\.;llich lw!.i L;) do \o7Lt~ a s;!~je(:~ '-10 covered a little bit, full timf~ jlldgl~s,/magistrates • 

~1.r_•..N.e.~ct.11. -The most profo~md substantive chauGe h t'le redraft in cor.1p.:,rision to t':e 
ot'iginal c01TI'nitu~~ l>~i'Ot"t 'J".l L~1i.:; '3~;;;:i()'1 1.>3 that the pm.Jers 2.ud j'Jties of \i\,l,;iSi:.:ai;e-3 
wiU. i.h' pl"cscribed by the general assembly <lna not by supreme court rule. That's 
what the originRI ccumittee reconrnendation was. This redraft also makes more clear 
that the magistrates are to be appointed by the common pleas court judges aHd to 
serve at their pleasure. This is not really ft change from the original cOt:'mittee 
recommendation because 1 think thatfs what t:he corrnnittee originally intended anyway, 
but the redraft makes it more clear than the original draft did . 

}lr. Horr iLl - I move that the corami ttee report back this secti.on. 

Mr. Roberto seconded. 

}If.~_.r~mteo"!'ery - He' re ta lkillg <lbcut the report as it now stands. If there any dis
c;ul;;sion? Jf I move the adoption of seetieD 7 by tbe Commission. 

Mr. Norris seconded. 
The roll was called. 
Voting in the affirmative weHc: Hess!"::>, Norris, Roberto, Carter, Heminger, Huston, 

!-lontgomery Skipton, Nrs, Sowle and "t-lr. Hilson. 
The roll call was held open until the next meeting • 
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Nr ._!I~!.!..1_~..S2TI~!.l - Thank YOll. Now g()i~g do~'m our list of those that failed, we get 
down to section 13, filling of vacancies. The repeal of this section is not noy 
neccf,~ary since werre going to keep the elect iva system. Hhnt do we do pr<)cedura lly 
with that? 

I1L,_t:~:J.!2..~rh. - Nothing more needs to he done. 

:t!!"~9.l~();\lC!ry -Alright. Sect" ion 15, ('hange" In numbers of judges, courts, districts. 
\lPH' we hdve an inconsistency. Thi.s section 15 waf; recommended by the full CO!I!lT\ission 
for repe.·tl. previously by John Skipton's legis lati'./e conunittee, and this time a:-ound 
1.t failed, when the same thing was submitted by the judiciary committee. I think it 
was just misunderstood. I'm open for suggestions, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Carter - What we would like to do here I'm sure is just move for reconsideration 
and slart the roll call again. The problem is that that takes a motion for resub
mission by som20ne who voted against. We don't really have any precedent on this to 
my kllowledge. \.Jould anyone take any exception?'. I think as a substantive matter we 
'olOl'] cl Eke to res 11hmit this to the Commi.ssion . 

.!:!!:.:__ flJ~!.Eton - Is there anyone here who voted against it? 

~r. (~nrt~r - No there is not. And ones that did not vote are not here either. 

l1!:..~J~I(l!:E.i.:.! - \.Jhy don I t you just make i.t part of the co;nmittee reconunendations? 

~l~_._Gn!.~~.!. - In other word., just to resubmit it again. 

Mr. Roberto - As a member of the judiciary committee, I move the resubmission of 
section 15, 

Mr. Skipto~ seconded. 

Mr. tlcmtgomery' - Any discussion? If not, all in favor signify by saying aye. (All 
voted aye.) The motion is carried. I move that the Commission recommend repeal. Is 
th~rc a second to submit it to the Commission for reconsideration of repeal, Mr. Roberto? 
Mr. Roberto - Second. 

~~~nt&Qmery - Any discussion? May we have the roll call? 

The roll was called. Those voting in the affirmative were Messrs. Norris, Roberto, 
Carter, Hcmlinger, Huston, HontgomerY,lSkipton, }Irs. Sowle, and Mr. Wilson. There were 
no negative votes. 

The roll call was held open until the next meeting. 

}1r. Montgomer~_.- I don't think anything is necessary on section 23. 

Nr. N~mcth - 1L' s not mandatory that we do something. It probably 'l7ould be nice in 
terll1S of cleani.ng up the Constitution and riddi.ng i.t of sections which will in effect 
become surplusage if our seetiop J is adopted, but if i.':. is not removed, the failure 
to remove it won't be fatal to the concept. It may pose some problems of interpreta
tion at some future time, but we don't believe that it will defeat the concept as a 
whole. 

'·Mr. Montgomery asked Hr. Roberto to chair the remainder of the meeting. 

•
 

•
 

•
 

•
 
Mr.~S.~rt.£.!. - Narc, cowldn't we do the sa,ne LUng 'l7ith this that we did with the last 
one'! 

Mr. Norris moved and ~rr. Skipton seconded th~t the judiciary committee resubmit 
~ section 23 to the Commission for ~fRdBl. ~f) • 
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!:!..r_._~~_I~_<::!.!.0.. - I,ll lho~;~ in lavor 3ignify by saying aJe. All voted yes. The motion is 
carried. Hr. Chni.nnan, I move ::;cct:ion 23 be ndopted by the Commission for repeal.

Mr. Norris second~d,

• ~lr. ~prt~~ - Any discussion? 

The roll was called. Those voting in the affirmctive were Hr. Norris, Hr. Roberto, 
Hr. Carter, :"lr. Heminger, Hr. Huston, Hr. Skipton, Hrs. Sowle and Hr. Hilson.. There 
w~re no negative votes.

• The roll call was held open until the next meeting. 

~~~~ - The remaining item is to set the date for the next meeting. 

It was agreed to hold the meeting on November 18 or November 25, according to 
members' prefer€\1ces to be solicited.

• The meetinb was adjourned. 

• Ann M. Eriksson, Secretary Richard H. Carter, Chairman 

• 

• 

• 
'. 

• 

• 
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OhIo Constitutional Revision Corrrrnission� 
November 18, 1975� • 

Minutes 

The Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission met on November 18 at 1:30 p.m. in 
House Room 11 of the State House in Columbus. Those present were Senators Applegate, 
Gillmor, HcCormack, Hussey and Van Meter; Representatives Panehal, Pope, and Roberto, 
and pubU.c members Aalyson, Bartunek, Carter, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, 
Orfirer, Russo,Shocknessy, Sowle and Unger. 

Mr. Carter called the meeting to order and passed around a picture of the full 
Commission thathad been taken last year. • 
Mr. Carter - The October 16 minutes were approved as mailed. The legislature met last 
week for one day and in the process the House passed the county classification measure 
that was earlier defeated and then was open for reconsideration. It passed this time 
by 64 to 29. So that one is on its way to the Senate. Several of us met with the 
legislative leaders last week and I would like to give you a report on that meeting 
because it's quite meaningful. First of all the staff prepared for that meeting a 
summary of where we stand on all of our activities. Each of you has a copy in front 
of you. I think that you will find it hard to keep track of all that's going on in 
this Commission and it will give you an excellent overview of where we stand. And 
just to go through it very quickly, the main thing is the spread sheet that you have 
in the booklet shows all the items presently pending before the legislature,. and as 
you can see, they are in the various stages of progress through either the House or 
the Senate. H.J.R. 12 is the one that was finished at the November election as in
dicated, and 1l.J.R. 31 is the county classification that was passed by the House. 

I 

Marc Roberto and Alan Norris were present at this meeting with the leaders. Its I 

purpose, basically, to review where we stood on all these items, and what the legis .. 
lature's objectives should be for the forthcoming ballots. We have our staff and my 
recommendations to the legislature was that we shoot for approximately 13 issues on 
the June ballot. The remaining 7 would then hopefully make the November ballot. It's obvious 
that June is going to be a good ballot for constitutional revision. It probably 
looks as though there will be no other issues on the June ballot other than the con
stitutional issues initiated by the Commission. That may not be true, because, of 
course, any legislative member has the right to bring up whatever he wants and that's 
up to their judgment as to whether or not it will go on the June ballot. But an 
issue has to clear the legislature by March 10 for that ballot and it does not look 
as though there would be much competition, if any, on the June ballot. There was the 
feeling that we shouldn't have too many issues on the ballot. Senator Ocasek, who is 
a great supporter of constitutional revision, felt that perhaps 6 issues was as much •as you could practicably expect the electorate to consider. But then it was pointed 
out that back in 1912 we had 41 issues on the ballot, and 33 of them passed. It was 
also pointed out that if we go at it no more than six at a time, with all the other 
complications that occur in a ballot any particular date, that it might take an aw
fully lODg time to get through not only these issues that you have before you, but 
also the pending issues that are further in the back of the book. So this is up for •

consideration, and I think the legislative people would be very much interested in 
what the views of the Commission would be. I would say we are talking somewhere be
tween 6 and 12 issues. Would you think it would be a good thing to go for a dozen? 

(� 

Maybe even a baker's dozen. Or should we stick to a lower number. I'd appreciate 
comments. • 
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Senator Van Mete~ - Mr. Chairman, you might also keep in mind that throughout the 
state there will probably also be a number of local issues on the ballot so that these 
might not be the only ones. 

Mr. Carter - That was one of the considerations, yes. 

Senator Applegate - Mr. Chairman, we did put into effect a ballot commission whose 
purpose is to simplify the language so that the average person can understand it in one 
and two syllable words. 1 would say that people do, as a matter of fact, take time to 
study these. If you ment1.on the word "tax" you might as well forget it, but I don't 
think what we're talking about really gets into that area. I don't think that numbers 
really mean that much. I think the people are pretty intelligent and can distinguish 
between those they feel have good qualities and those that are going to raise the 
taxes. That's what it boils down to. 

Mr. ,Carter - Doug, I would appreciate it if you would pass your views on to Oliver in 
this matter. 

Mr. Fry - Mr. Chairman, I just ran into Speaker Riffe and he indicated that he is 
sympathetic to what the Commission wants to do. He raised the question as to whether 
we might have too many issues on the ballot in June. On the other hand, I think that 
if we get a number through the legislature, we've got to ask what we are going to do 
about the rest of them. How long are we going to keep the Commission in existence. 
Or are we just going to reccmmend them and let them die there? I think it would be 
interesting to know what sort of support we could get from groups throughout the 
state. The League of Women Voters has followed this very closely and other groups 
that are interested in the constitutional revision, the Chamber of Commerce. See if 
we can have a campaign oJ.ganized where they might want to call the attention of the 
electorate to a number of these issues. I think we ought to look at our alternatives be
iorc we Hay what we would like to do. 

~r. Carter - Senator Maloney felt that perhaps there was even justifiaation for having 
a special election for constitutional questions. Perhaps I should include that in the 
discussion. The objection to that would be that it would be quite expensive. You're 
talking about several millions of dollars to have a special election and the there is 
the question of whether that was justified. But still I felt that his point of view 
might be expressed here. 

So that they got the proper attention, I think more than anything else. 

Mrs. Eriksson - There wouldn't be anything else on the ballot. 

Mr. Russo - Mr. Chairman, I think that the Commission should give that some real con
sideration because there is a valid argument that people voting for constitutional 
issues as constitutional issues only, and since we are presenting so many of them, and 
since it's saving money and it's revising government. I think a special election only 
for constitutional changes-should be considered by this committee. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I'd like to takr issue with you on that, Tony. I think that we would 
have a very difficult time ju:-.. '~~f:- ing the expenditure of such a great amount of funds, 

•,� 
that we would automatically be angering a certain section of the voting public and� 
putting them against what we're doing. I also think that in special elections you� 

. are muchln0re likely to just get out the "no" vote than the "yes".vote. People are just 
coming out because they have very st~ong feelings about whatever it is you're putting 
on" the ballot. I think we talked over a number of years here about the idea which 

••< r':" 
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1'lr. Fey jl1:;t spoke to r:0 "1(·11 of cOrJcl'ntrnL:i.ni.'. pur efforts fiO tlwt He cnn mokc a push 
at one t:il::(~, ;:nd not d:i ~:[;ip;ttjll~', :illt.C'CC:t tllr,i.: \.'0 can arou:;c in con:;titlltionnl n~vi- •
[·;:i())1. J clOll't t.JlLnk l']]('n~ is ,111)' Jjj;;j.t, YC'll.J.y, to v!lwt '-Ie put on <lS ),ong as thcy1re 
:·;otlneJ pro[1o:::l1,: that '/C' C;:II c:;:pL;i.ll ,ldcqu"te)y 1:0 the public, 

1'1'.• (;,'11:1:('1' - 'l'IH'l"C is a pC1Ct ical con:: iclcJ::1t.i.cll) COllC0J:llCd hcn~, too. Jf He HC):e to� 

i·I~~-~·-~;-'~;·i~~~cLd clCCtiO;l, :U: clc2uly FhGuld illcJUcJl' all of 1:11(' l1ctiviU.es of the COl1l�
nli.:>s:ion, so \}l' \'JOulc1 be ta11d)},~, j>ro;Jilbly, a:;;) pracl:i.cnl matt.er, considering the� 
pro1JloD1s of CUlilplcting our \wrk nnd getting tIll:)') through the legislature of probably� 
tl year 1)11(1 a li;11J to t",o years hcnc~. So that I think tIlLlt that: would necessarily� 
involve H:i.thholcHng 311 of the l.~';S\1C[; unti.l YO\! hm1 thh; speci.al election. Senator?� 

:c:;c.']y_l.!or.....y:~~.~ .. !·~(·l·CE. - I '.'~IS interested in C1J,'1rl.i.c'~; remarks) clDd I think they ',Jere very� 
\·](:11 t:d~cn. nllt I th.ink, from [1. pract:lcnJ. Sl:lJlcll'0int, ",c have to consj.der how much� 
attl'nt.i.on tho issu(~f, arc really going to get. Tllcre is prohahly going to be a hotly� 
CUJltl'f;tccl pl·c~;idcnti:lJ. p:r:hlary [J)Jd most of the interest 311d emphasis is going to be� 
in thot m~c,q. I thin1, the COITl.'11iss:ion ought to try to do t\-JO things.One) limit the� 
numher of i.:;~;J\("S they h::1VC on it, and ti'!O, li.ne up support from different organiza�
t:i ons to try ;md prOlllotc and push the issues. I think the thought of 12 issues on� 
the hallot i.~; really (Jtd !;c fnmldy r;oing to be too much '\lith everything c:lse, mainly� 
the prcnickl't:Ll1 pr:illl<l"J:iu~; and the interest that is going to be there. I think you� 
vlOuld lluvc :.1 h;trtJ t:lll\(' drumming up tlwt much hJtcrest in that many issues. I think� 
six is plenty.� 

llr.!._Ctlrt_C2:. - H(~ll, \Vc've got a ",:ide variety • 

.~~5:12.~l.!:01':._eul.1~:!gr - 1 1m in favor of getting as mrlny on in June as possible. One advantage� 
of .1 npccl,d election i!ould be that it would highlight: it as a constitutional reform� 

,� 1[:[;\10, hut. 1 t'llinl< ''iC "muld piel< up a 10t of criticism for such expenditure of funds. 
So if we don t t do that) I think we I re almost 1LlIitc.d to going to the first ballot i 
that is c01l1p.1l:ativcly cleCln of other issues. .. 

Nr. Cnrtcr - Thnt's pro1>n1>1.y June. 

SC1~.~.!:QE. GiDJ.:!...C!L - And tl1at' s prob[lb1y June <'Ind I don't know what the other issues are� 
going to he Hext Nov(~mber and the fo110\ving June) but it seems like there are alivays� 
n number of other is~;uc:; that come up that arc going to be on the ballot. So I don't� •think 'vc will really h.1vC too many opportunities to get on a ballot that's mostly a 
constitutional revision ballot. 

Hr. Carter asked for a shO\\7 of hand s of those 'vho thought the maximum number of� 
i.ssuc!S should be placed on the June ballot, Clnd those 'vho thought the number should� 
he limited to about 6. All but 2 persons indicated support for the maximum.� • 

(Bec<luse of mechanical recording defects) the next portion of the meeting is� 
summarized.)� 

The ncxt item was the revised judiciary proposals. Mr. Carter stated that there� 
,,,as heavy support for most of the voting on the items, but affirmative votes are� 
needed and only 21 persons have voted. 'J\venty-two are needed. Hrs. Panehal 'vas� 
asked if she would like to cast her vote, and she said she would like more time to� 
study the proposals. Hr. Carter noted that Hr. Carson's vote had not been received.� 
Hn;. POPl: said that shc had mailed her card but it has not been received. There was� 
(ti~;ct1sr'lnn ahout "lhcthcr tIle vote should be held open for another meeting. Hr. Russo� 
mauc a I'lotion to hold the vote open and Senator Gillmor seconded it. Nr. Bartunek� • 
oh.h:,t·.·d to holding the vote open, sayi.ng that 've heave to end this vote sometime. 
~:(:n('tor G:i.llmor stated that he agreed, that the vote should not be held open for' six 
I)Ont!ls, but tlwt a lot of \York hnd gone i.nto the proposal;> and they bhould:'1' t be lost 
"'Ihea they had so much support. Nr. Bartunek suggested that maybe by not sending in 
por:tcanls, people wen' indicating that tll~y voted No. Hr. Bartune:k l'ilhdre"w his 
ohjection, as long 3S the vote \WS discontinued at the next meeting, • 

.e-rn ,.� 
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1'1.,:. J~lI~:~;(lI:: llJ(Jeinll c.::rriccJ \·;:i.. tll ull:nd.lilou~; c01\':cnL.� 

Hr. H:lr{lI)lcJ, tll~n pn':;c]]tcd the Educnticn Hr'port of the Education .:mel Bill of� 
VigJILs (;o'\))J'ittce to tlw CC'lnrni~::ioll. Th(~ f:il::L :;cctiGf;)go(!ls of education, he noted

• tJll' (Hffjcu1tie; invo).v(:cJ in putting ]Ql1/',unLc ill the Con:;titution providinG educa
tion fo)~ (l11 !,r:r::ons, p(;r]l.<lp:, to the li11l~\.:s n:l tll(~ir capilc:i.tiC's, awl noted that 
lll(')'c ,,',1:; ::()m(~ :;upl'ori.: Jro:ntl1(.' stuff ODd puhJic tc[;timony for including some r;uch 

• 
go:tl:; r;t'llr'.IIJ(:nt. lie sah] t1l<:lt the c'jmrnittr~c had e1if~cuss'2d the rescflrch, and par
ticular]y 11'1(.J not.ed tJJC langu,1gc. incorpor<:t.. ccl in tbe nc\ol Illinois Constitution on 
tid.:: qu(':~LioJ1, but 1wd cO~lc.ludcd that ,my of the very bl.·o;,d langtJ.:1[';8 proposed could 
]1ClV(; t1t(;' effect of incurring CODts for the :~t'-d:c and ScllOCll districts that they 

• 

cOllld not: jJ()[;s:i.hly nfffJrc1, ,:md UJ<Jt Dny prol'o!;,~_lf; for e)~panding tl12 education system 
!:))(,llJd h(~ pre:;c:ntcd to the (;C'llcrnl As~;(;mhLy \}11(~J:C' all aspects of the question ,-Jill 
he: conr;:!elc'rc.:d. Ilt~ discu:;seu other sections in the rcpOJ:("_, governance of elementary 
nnc1 1d.r~ht'.r t.'dur:ntj.on, r,c11001 fina11CC, aiel to llorIpublic :;c.hools, and noted that in 
:11] cant'!;, \lhen tllc:n, \ola!'; tCGtill1ony, thcJ"c \·],1:: nunc to indicate the ncc:ded improvc
111('Hi:!; r;hnuld n()l: :111e] c:uLlltl not 'be ,ICCOlllpl:if:JII:d by lq~iGlotivc action, and that 
('onr;titlltJ.n))'ll rt'.v:i..fdoll "Ias needed. He noted th;::t the cOlii:nittee rccor.l!ncnc1s no changes 
ill ilrtj c"l.e V1. lfe move(1 the ndoption of the (;ducation report anc1 Sc'nator Gillmor 
:;(~<':oJlc1cd it". Sell;,toJ: G::.J]JT1or J'ili!;cd a quc[;Uon concerning a court Cf1SC in Hyanrlot 
r.:ounty 'i-Jhen' ,I vocntioi1ctl r;c!lool \.'tl8 involved in 3 case contesting whether the system 

• of celu(:nU.on \·IDS in conformity 1'1j1:h the cow:titlltion:1l defi.nition. Mrs. Eriksson "7as 
Cl!:l:0.d to COllUJl(mt on th,;t, but she: Gald she 'vas not famili.ar "lith the present status. 

J1rs. l'nndwl talked <:lbout a bill in the IJousc nm-J concerning classificaticn of 
lwncIicappcd persons for edllcntionol purposci-:, and noted the high price tag involved 
confinning Hr. Bartunek's statement. 

• 

Mr. Pry :;uggestcd tllnt Section 5 of Artic]e VI be 8mc'nrled to remove references 
to Bounc IHJ l~; allu SClltlte Bills \·_'hicb ,·ccre needed years ago, and \'Jould not chGnge 
nllything by being rClTloved. There ,,,as soniC' discussion about ,-,hat the change "JQuld 
;!CTOlllP lish, but 1:hc~rc s('cnH"n to bc ngr('cmcnl: i.::~at it vms a clean-up provision more 
thnn a r;ubr;t:lIltive c:h~n1;c. Senator GUlmor noted that a similar action had been taken 
on fln earlic'r rccOI;Il11C'ndation, Section 13 of Article VII], It '-Jas agreed that a change in 
f)c<.:tion 'j to rcmove~ tll(~ld(·tnils \wtlld be r:tlldic.:d, although several persons noted that 

• 

tlJ(~y 1,01011)<1 prc~[cr not to recClmmrmd ::uch a ckmge unless substantive changes were also 
propose·d. Hj:s. Orfir<'r <Jsked vJ!Jf>t1,c'( tII(' definitions in the goals stntcmcnt: lwd to be 
!;pc'Jlc:d out in the COllstitutLm, or ,·]hcthcr they couldn1t be left to the legislature? 
Nr. Bartlillek said that if the lerjr1.<:lture f<lilpd to define the terms and the goals 
were stated very broadly, people ~~uld take the matter to court, where the state 
would be rcqtlired to adhere to the constitutional mandate, which might be very broad. 
There "Jas a sho\v of hands taken on the adoption of the report (,,,ith the proviso that 
~le obsolete language in Section 5 would be considered further) and everyone voted in 
favor except Senator McCormack, who said that he did not feel that he could support 
the omission of a goals statement dealing with 0du~atjon for the handicapped, and he

• thought the Constitution \Vas a good place to include a statement of the state's commit
ment to giving these p~Gple equal and quality education. 

Then the Hhat' s Left COIl1!ri.ttee report on pllblic anJ private employees and officers 
was presented by Mr. Aalyson. _~:;L first section he discussed was Article II, Section 
20, which had been amenJed by the committee to r~ctiiy an unfair situation concerning.

• county conmissioners. Some co~missioncrs ore elected at a different time than others 
and a salary increase enacted by the legi:;1aturc bct.'lIcen the ti.me of their election 

('~l .. 
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and the time they took office docs not apply to the commissioners in midterm. In 
some CDses, the senior commissioners were ~arning less than the newcomers to the 
office. The committee recommends that the scction.be amended to permit persons 
holding the salllt! office to receive the same salary. Mr. Aa1yson noted that three 
county commissioners were here today to speak to the proposal. 

They were Mr. Dale Stacy, Seneca County, Mr. Arthur Reiff, Butler County, and 
Mr. James Mills, Fairfield County. All expressed the feeling that it is unfair to 
have unequal pay for county commissioners, especially since it frequently happens 
that the one commissioner with the lower salary is the most experienced, and, at 
least at the beginning of the new term, is called upon to devote more time to the 
job since he is more familiar with it. All three thanked the committee for its 
consideration and report, and urged the Commission to adopt the committee's recom
mendations. 

Mr. Aalyson - Thank you. Do we have questions? JMr. Gucgenhoim - What offices does this apply to other than county commissioners? I 

Mr. Aalyson - We heard of no one other than county commissioners nor from anyone� 
other than county commi.s s ioners •� 

Mrs. Or£1rer - I was going to ask whether we had any testimony from Ohio state J 
senators. 

Senator Gi11mor - Mr. Chairman, that in essence is what my question was going to be, 
if Dnybody had checked to see what the offices were, because I think the Senate is 
obviously an example, but probably also all of the multi-member state agencies and 
boards that we have, the PUCO, the Industrial Commission and I would imagine we� 
probably have dozens of situations of state offices like this.� 

Senator Mussey - What about the county auditors? 

Senator Gi11mor - This wouldn't help them. 

Senator Applegate -'What about township trustees, even though they were a very small 
group? 

Senator Gillmor - Mr. Chairman, I guess my question is, then, does this language 
apply to all of these categories, for example, or is it just local option. Would 
it apply to the PUCO, would it apply to legislators, would it apply to state agen
cies1 

Mrs. Eriksson - It would not apply to Senators because Senators are governed by 
a separate section in the Constitution. It would, in my opinion, apply to Public 
Utility Commissioners and the Industrial Commission. I think there are not too 
many of those bodies, however, that the persons are compensated for their service. 
But the Public Utilities Commission and the Industrial Commission are two. 

Mr. Carter - Craig, would you like to make a motion to get this before the Commis
sion? 

Mr. Aalyson - I move the adoption of the recommendation of the committee with� 
regard to Section 20 of Article II.�) 

Mr. Heminger seconded the motion. 

•
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• 
t~~_~ - Mr. Cha irman, and Mr. Al'\lY80n, \~hat would happen if you just eliminated 
all lnnguage after the semicolon, where it says "of all officers;" and leave it 
up to the general assembly? It seemS to me we're putting language in here, first 
it shall affect the sala:!:"y of any officer during his existing term, unless the of

• fice be abolished. And then we say,"except that an increase in salary applicable to 
an office shall apply to all persons holding the same office." Aren't we setting up 

. one cond~\ti.on and then in the next clause, we're eliminating it? Can you think of 
any cases? What you're doing is locking into the Constitution a provision that 

• 
dates back to 1851 or somewhere, they were trying to assure that members of the 
legislature who voted for salary increases would not be unduly influenced by the 
fact that they were voting for increases for themselves. 

Nr. Carter - This section is not applicable to legislators as I understand it. 

1-11's. Eriksson - Section 31 of Article II covers legislators. 

• Mr. Aalyson - The connllittee did not feel that there should be such a change that the 
legislators would be permitted during term to raise their own salaries. 

Senator Mussey - How do we differ from commissioners? 

~1r. Aalyson - You're voting for your own, rather than someone else's increase. 

•� H!. Fry - I'm not sure that it shouldn't be allowed. What conditions would you 
nffcct then, if you eliminated a 11 of the language after the semicolon, and say 
"of all officers" period, and not lock it into the Constitution? The legislature 
might at some time determine that this was not a bad provision. 

• Mr. Aalyson - My recollection of the discussion in the committee would be that there 
should be no opportunity for the legislature to reduce the salary of Someone in office 
in order to compel him to leave office. '~e recognize that would only be a remote 
possibility, probably, but one that might exist. 

• 
Mr. Shocknessy - But you're dealing in the section only with cases not provided for 
in the Constitution. ,You're not d~aling with a vast array. I've come close to 
understanding what you're saying, Charlie, "and shall fix the term of office and the 
compensation in all such cases.""The General Assembly in cases not provided for in 
this Constitution shall fix the term of office and the compensation in all such cases 
whi.ch are not otherwise provided for." 

•� Mr. Aalyson - My only recollection of the discussion in this area, Charlie, was that� 
we felt that t~ere cocld be the opportunity for the legislature to drive out of� 
offl.ce an office holder by lmvering his salary.� 

Mr. Shocknessy - But you are dealing only with such office holders as are not other�
wise provided in the Constitution. You can only deal with such a person as it not�

• provided for in the Constitution. You're not dealing with everybody.� 

Mr. Aalyson - Yes, but there might be cases, we felt, which were not covered directly 
by the Constitution in otllE'" :o,eas that the legislature, albeit a remote chance 
could decide that they wanted to get rid of someone who was holding office and would 
reduce his salary during term for that purpose. .

• 

•� 653 
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Mr. Shocknessy - But the only time they could touch him is if he is not otherwise 
been provided for. 

Mr. Aalyson - We don't know that all of them are not otherwise provided for. 

Mr. Guggenheim - Would this apply to members of the Turnpike Commission? 

Mr. AnlYROn - If they ar(~ construed as ofHce hoi.der.s, I think it would. 

Mr~lOcI<n~R8Y - I have never been sure what applied to them because applications 
have been attempted '''hieh haven't been e[f~ctllated. 

Mr. Guggenheim - I think it would apply to members of the liquor commission. I 
think there are a number of commissions that are appointed. 

Mrs. Eriksson -It would also apply to cabinet officers,- department heads. 

Mr. Bartunek - Mr. Chairman, could the legislature, for example, change the salary 
of a governor? If this prohibition were not retained? 

Mr. Aalyson - Probably not the governor. He's covered elsewhere. But there are 
areas we felt where the legislature could for spite pick upon a particular indivi
dual and lower his salary in order to drive him out of office. 

Mr. Shocknessy - I have trouble understanding that because I think we are counting 
how many angels can dance on the point of a needle and you can't always find out. 

Mr. Fry - Mr. Chairman, at the top of page 3 it says "the term'officer' in the 
context of section 20 applies to both holders of offices provided for in the Com
stitution and holders of statutorily created offic~ and to appointed as well as 
elected officers." Now, wouldn't that apply to cabinet officials, to elected 
state officials, legislators? 

Mr. Corter - As I understand it, it says "in cases not provided for in this 
constitution" and the legislative compensation is provided for elsewhere in the 
Constitution. 

Mr. Shocknessy - Yes, but we aren't dealing with that. 

Mr. Carter - That's right. We're not dealing with that. I happen to be a member of 
this committee and I certainly concur with what Craig says, that this was, I felt, 
a matter of simple equity for the office holders that werelinvolved in this. I would 
strongly endorse this recommendation by the committee. r 
Mr. Shocknessy - I don't think Mr. Fry is disagreeing with the principle. I think 
he is disagreeing with the language. I think the language could be improved upon. 

Mr. Fry - Yes, you could say the same thing and stop after "officers." It leaves 
it in the hands of the legislature. 

Jotr. Aalyson - But if you stop after "officers," you do provide the legislature with· 
the opportunity to reduce the salary of an in-term officer. 

Mrs. Sowle - Or raise it. 

•� 
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• Mr. ShocknesRy - Only in cases not provided for in the Constitution. 

M17. Anly:;01l, - Yes, which is everybody execJlL the legislators, and the six elected 
officialr; amI judges who are otherwise provided for. Every member of every commission, 

• public utilities, industrial, liquor nnything could conceivably be reduced in order to 
drive that particular office holder out of office. It's conceivable that a politically 
oriented legislature might choose to pick upen aD office holder of the opposite party 
that is .:l member of a commission in order to get rid of them. We felt that that was 
not something that should be left to the legislature. 

• Mr. Fry - Then should we eliminate reference to "unless the office be abolished?" 
They could do the same thing by abolishing the office, couldn't they? The legis la
ture could abolish the office of someone they didn't like. 

• 
Senator Mussey - Simply speaking, then, if this were to pass, the only office in the 
state of Ohio which would not be compensated equally would~half the Senate. Judges 
took care of themselves a long time ago. It would be half the Senate. Now you have 
got to get this constitutional thing through the Senate, you know· 

• 

tir. Aalyson - But there is a very significant difference, in that one case, the legis
lators would be voting for their own salary, whereas in other cases they're voting for 
the salarieB for other people. And we felt that probably the people would not sit 
still for letting the legislators determine their own salaries during term. 

Senator Van Meter - One thing 1 might say, though, is that you've got to remember that 
that half of the Senate that would vote for such a pay raise also has to face the 
electorate. Those county cOlmnissioners that would be beneficiary of a pay raise could 
always say that they did: 't do it - the legislature gave them a pay increase. They 
canlt help it. But the people that vote for the raise are the ones that are going to ·(". have to face the electorate, which is the, I think, breaking point. 

• 

Senator Mussey - The inconsistency that Charlie Fry referred to, simply is that we're 
both elected for four years, both sides of the Senate, the same as the county commis
sioners. Some commissioners are elected for four years, and then two years later, 
another commissioner i~ elected. So the principle is the same, really, except that we 
set the salary of the commissioners. But the fact is that we're still in office and 
have to abide by the Constitution. They are still in office and yet they can be 
affected by an exception in the Constitution, which is an inconsistency. 

Mr. Carter .. Is that an argument against this section or an argument in favor of 

•� changing another section.� 

§enato~ Mussey - Probably not against this section. 1 1m putting this out because this 
thing will go through the general assembly and there will be some discussion on it • 

•� 
.senator Gil1.mor - 1 think that this section probably improves it fet' a lot of people.� 
I've heard really from two sets of local government officials. The county commis�

•� 

sioners who are, in essence, taken care of by this, and the county auditor, who is� 
not. The auditor has a little different problem. I don't know that we can cure it� 
constituti.onally unless we tak. Charlie's approach. The auditor is elected two years� 
after all the other county offLcLais and the pay raise bills for county officials� 
always goes through the year that most of them are running. So that the auditor, if� 
this pusses, is singled out as being the only person not the beneficiary of that pay� 
raise. So really we don't do anything T:Jith that inequity that happens to the 88

('l county auditors under this approach. I don't know if this Commission did it, but I 
-,., notice in going through the Constitution we have made recommendations dealing with 

the same problem but we to~~~ a little different approach. We took the approach of, 

• ·655�.1- . 
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in essence, n two year delay, so that you're talking of people with a longer term, like 
n commissioner. That was done on that basis. I think under the same section, there was 
a pn'violls recommendation that got at it in a little different approach, and I wonder 
i.f it might not be better. That approach, for example, would take care of the county 
auditor, whereas this one doesn't, 

Mr. Carter - You're concern is that if this were adopted, the county auditors would 
end up~eing discriminated against. 

Senator Gillmor. - What I'm saying is I hear from two groups of local officials, and 
1 think they hoth have a legitimate complaint on the inequity. One is the commis
sioners and one is the auditors. I think this solves it for the commissioner but not 
for the auditor. 

Mr. Bartunek - Why wouldn't it solve it for the auditor? If you pass this, then his 
increase could be paid to hilu, just like the commissioner who has another three years 
to go. 

Senator Gillmor - No, here's what would happen. Let's say you have an election in 
1974 and an auditor is elected in 1972 and a commissioner is elected in 1972. When it 
comes after the 1974 election, the pay raise passes before the 1974 election, after 
the 1974 election, that county commissioner who was elected in 1972 receives the 
benefit of a higher salary. The county auditor is still serving under his 1972 salary. 
That's the way the pay bill practically works. 

Mr. ReUr - Mr. Chairman, I think in your ,.,.,isdom, you have already taken care of the 
auditor. In a recent poy bill that provided for an automatic 5% cost of living in
crease annua 11y • 

Mr. Rartunck - The salary Hould go into effect in January of 1975, when they took 
office. I don't understand why this would not apply to the auditor because the salary 
increase would take place on January 1, in 1975 and even if he didn't run that year, 
if this prohibition were taken out, he would still be able to be raised in term. 

Senat2r Gil1mor - I tqink if you totally eliminated the prohibition, I would agree 
with that, but I'm referring to a recommendation which doesn't do that. It only 
applies to situations where you have two individuals holding the same office, which 
doesn't apply to auditors. 

Mr. Bartunek - Yes, you're right. 

Senator Van Meter - Mr. Chairman, the only thing I was going to say is that it is a 
little different for the auditor is the fact that he does not take office until March, 
the legislature is in session, and they do have an opportunity to make a change prior 
to his taking office whereas the other ·officials usually take office at the first of 
January, and between the election and the first of January, the legislature is not in 
session and does not act. 

Mr. Aalyson - Another consideration, I think is that in the case of the commission's 
embodying several members, you have one member compared to other members, whereas 
the auditors are all treated uniformly. 

Mr. Shocknessy - I think we're about ready for the question. 

Mr. Carter - Let's call the roll and see how we stand on this particular section. 

+� 
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The motion is the committee recommendation to adopt the change outlined in 
Section 20 of Article II in the committee's report. 

Senator Mussey - What has been found with regard to the auditor then? 
ei 

Mr. Bartunek - It does not apply to the <luditor. 

• 
Mr. Carter - Except, as has been pointed out by Senator Van Meter, there is another 
couple of months that the legi.slature has the opportunity to correct inequities in 
that rcspcct. Would you call the roll please, Ann? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Those voting yes were Senators Applegate and Mussey; Representatives 
Panehal, PapA, Roberto; Messrs. Aalyson, Carter, Heminger, Huston, Mrs. Orfirer, 

.;, Mrs. Sowle and Mr. Unger. Mr. Fry, Senators Gillmor and Van Meter 
voted No. Mr. Bartunek, Mr. Shocknessy and Mr. Guggenheim passed. 

•� Mr. Carter - As is our custom, we will hold the roll call open. Do you want to give 
us a report, Ann? 

Mrs. Eriksson - We have n yes, 3 no, and 3 pass. 

•� Mr. Shocknessy - You wouldn't have enough then. You need 20?� 

Mr. Carter - We need 22. 

Mr. Fry - Why don't you see how close you come. I just think the language is sloppy. 

Senator Gillmor = My t"roblem isn't with the concept that's embodied here. My problem 
is with the language. I think we ought to take a look at that other language that we 

I 
I recommended earlier, to see if it takes care of people lik the county auditor. 
\, 

• 
Senator Applegate - As far as the county auditors are concerned, it's true we gave 
them a raise of "5% ~ year for four years, which could, even though I voted for it and 
I think most of us here did, probably could be taken to court and ruled unconstitutional 
as receiving a pay raise during the term of office. 

Senator Van Meter - I voted against it on that basis, that it was unconstitutional. . 

Mr. Shocknessy - That almost presupposes referring it back to the committee. 

.. Senator Van Meter changed his vote from yes to No, stating he hoped better 
language could be presented. 

Mrs. Orfirer - There's been a lot of wasted motion on this. Would it be wise to refer 
it back' to the connnittee now? 

•� Mr. Shocknessy - That's ·what I thought. 

Mr. Aalyson - I'm indifferen~. I do feel that there was an inequity with regard to 
the county commissioner sit. ~12n. I didn't compose and have no special love for 
the language as it exists. I believe Charlie's recommendation would provide the 
opportunity which I have suggested for the general assembly to pick on a particular 
office holder and therefore I believe we ought to retain something which would prevent 
that, but I have no objection what~ver to reconsidering the language and seeing if we 
can't come up with something that would perhaps be acceptable to all the members of 
the Conunission which would perhaps err.!.>ody all of the ideas that the Commission wants 
embodied. 

.,..£1:;;7•� 
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!:!.~_£.!.E.!:.£E.. - If as.:rc(~nbl(', we could declnrc the moti.on lost and rerefcr the section 
to the conl1lritt~c. 

All agreecl. 

Mr. Aalyson - The next section considered by the commi.ttee is Article II, Section 34, 
welfare of employees. This section was originally founded in the idea that inhumane 
conditions including inadequate \M8es were being paid in the state. Perhaps, in the 
present climate, there is no nefedlfor tlliS partic~lar sehctionhto remainlin the con-

tstitution-however, it was the ee ing 0 f tLle comm~ttee t at t ere was a so no need 
for it toJbe repealed and that perhaps it would not sit well with the general public 
were it attempted to repeal it, so we have recommended no change. I move the adopt
tion of the committee's recommendation in that regard. 

Mrs. Sowle - I second the motion. 

Mr, Carte~ - It does not require a roll call. We'll have a show of hands. (The 
motion was unanimously accepted). 

Mr. Aalys0l!, - The third item is Article II, Section 35, dealing with workmen's 
compensation. The idea behind this section of the constitution, of course, is that 
industry should bear the costs from injuries incurred by workmen in industry and 
there was originally, before this article was adopted, or before there were any 
statutes in this area, an unfair advantage to the employer when an injured workman 
was pitted against the employer in a court of law. The committee heard considerable 
argument on this section, a lot of it from the chairman of the committee, some of 
it from representatives of employers, although none, as I recall, from labor, and 
the conscnsus of the committee was that the article should stand as it now exists 
and that there should be neither any amendment or repeal. I move the adoption of 
the conunittee's recommendation with regard to worlcmen's compensation that there be 
no change. 

Senator Mussey seconded the motion. 

Mrs. Pope - Mr. Chai~man, some of you may be aware that there has been a legislative 
committee appoi.nted to look into the workmen's compensation and industrial commissions, 
looking into some of our statutory law. I don't know that there would be any reason 
to make any change in the Constitution. However, since there appears that there may be 
revamping of things, I just wondered if the committee might think it advisable to hold 
off on a recOlTUncndation of no change until we get a chan:: e to see what the committee 
may be coming up with. I haven't really heard any discussion on changing the Constitu
tion, but it seems to recommend no change and then have another committee corne up with 
a constitutional recommendation for change, we may be just spinning wheels for nothing. 

Mr. Carter - It is true, Mrs. Pope, that this commission is an advisory group to the 
legislature. There's nothing that prohibits the legislature, of course, from acting 
independently from the Commission on any matter referr.ing to constitutional revision 
I think that it was the committee's recommendation that there should be no change 
in this as best we could determine. There is clearly a lot of controversy in this 
area, but our feeling was that the Constitution was reasonably well balanced at the 
present time, and if changes were to be made, we weren't wise enough to come up with 
them. ~laybc it would be better if we left this to the wisdom of the committee you're 
ta1.k~i.ng about. 

!..1!:." Anlys~'!.._- I might say that the discussion that was had i.n the subcommittee of 
th 1s Commi~;si.on probably did not center on any of the areas that will probably be 
considered by the legislative conunittee. The things we discussed which might have 
effected a change in the Constitution are probably different areas. As a matter of 
fHct, we CDllIe to the conclusion, I think, that those areas which might be susceptible 
of change in the Constitution were proba~l~~ter served by legislative change then 
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constitutional revision. 

l.!E'~Q~ - I have no indication th3t \-Je are going to consider a constituti.onal change, 
but 1 do give tld~; group a great cleal of weight so far as their recommendations are 
(.:oncerned, and i.t just seUIll~' to me that i.t might be at loggerheads if one conunittee 
comas in with a recommendation for change, the legislative committee, and hear we have 
the Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission coming in with a recommendation for 
no change. I just thought it might be wise, if possible, to postpone the possible 
clashing of two opinions. 

Mr. Shocknessy - We could do the same thing we did with the last one--postpone it. 

Mr. Bartunek - I so move, Hr. Chairman. 

Mr. Aalyson - In view of the statement, I believe I would be willing to withdraw 
my recon~endation or my motion that the recommendations of the committee be accepted 
until some later time when we can consider it as a whole. 

Mr. Russo - I don't think it's necessary to postpone the committee's recommendation. 
I just want to point out that no matter vihat the legislative committee does, they 
will be doing it after \ve t:lke some action. If at the present time, we can't find 
anything \l1rong with that section on workmen's compensation, and we don't see any 
need for a change or any need to postpone recommending any change or nonchange, I 
don't flee \l1hy the commission doesn't take action on. the subject matter now. In the 
future, if there is some~..l' ing that the legis lature determines to change, we could 
consider it. But at the present time, I don't see any reason to wait. 

Senator VaT!.. Hcter- I h"nestly believe the committee chairman here when he says that the 
areas of concern will u~ entirely different. Of course, if the legislative study 
committee wants to come up with a resolution, to put on the ballot they can do it, and 
should, if they feel the Constitution should be changed. But this committee has gone 
throu~h the process of study, debate, decision, and they brought it before the Com
nlission for a decision. I see no reason to hold up on it because then if the question 
comes up in the study comn1ittee on what the recommendation of the Constitutional 
Revision Commission is, we can say they recommend that there be no changes. Then if 
they want to go ahead and do something, they'll do it on their own, and it would be 
a legislative matter. 

Senator Applegate - I would agree with Representative Pope that in going into a study, 
it never is really limited, nnd you don't know from one time to the next what type of 
recommendation they may come up ~i.th~-whether it's statutory or whether it would do with 
Constitution. Or it may well do with some of the subject matter that we are dealing 
with here. I don't see any rush to say there will be no change. We're not rushing 
toward any particular date, because there isn't going to be any change. 

Mr. Carter - That is correct. The recommendation doesn't result in any action, so 
there isn't the urgency that there would be if we were recommending a change. 

Mr. Aalyson - I will formally withdraw my motion. 

Mr. Carter - Any other comr" ".,:'? I understand your point, Tony, but if it were a 
recommendation that's a different matter from just status quo. Craig, would you proceed? 

Nr. Aalyson - The next item on the agenda is Article II, Section 37, which is on 
page 4 of your report, which conC~Lns itself with the 8-hour public work day and the 
48 hour public work week and purports to limit a 'vorkday or a workweek to that period 
of time i n any area wh~"'e there is lubUc work imTolved or there i.s a political sub
division involved. We felt that if the constitutional provision ever had any viability, 
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it doesn't at this point and we recommend its repeal. I move the adoption of the 
committee's recommendation in that regard. I 

Mrs. Orfircr seconded. 

Mr. Carter - Discussion? 

Mr. Applegate - ld just like to ask Mr. Aalyson what testimony was given by various 
1 

organizations that represent state employees, like AFSC~m and OCA. 

Mr. A~lyson - This concerns private employees engaged in state-related activities,� 
building, perhaps a school house or a court house.� f

i 
Mr. Ap~lcglltt\ - This would be done through your union shops and they would be con�
tractllul anyway •� 

Mr. A!:!.lY~~ - Yes, nnd this points out whether done by contract or otherwise. I 
think this thing is honored more in the breach than in the observance now and I don't 
kno\-] of anyone \vho \-lants it. We heard nothing from anyone in this connection and we� 
thOU~lt it is obsolete.� 

Mr. Carter - Any further discussion? Would you call the roll, Ann? 

The roll was called. Those voting lIYes" were: Senators Applegate, GHlmor, Mussey, 
Van Meter; Representatives Panehal, Pope, Roberto; Messrs. Aalyson, Bartunek, Carter, 
Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger Huston, Mrs. Orfi.rer, Russo, Shocknessy, Mrs. Sowle and Mr. 
Unger. , 

r 

Mrs. Eriksson - Nineteen "Yes" votes. 

Mr. Carter - Then we will hold the roll call open until the next meeting. 

Mr. Aalyson - The next item is Section 4 of Article XV which concerns itself with who 
is eligible to hold office in the state. The present Constitution says, "No person 
shall be elected or appointed to any office in this state unless possessed of the 
qualifications of an elector." The committee has made a recommendation for amendment to 
this section. This was based upon discussion of the fact that the section as it 
presently stands tends to preclude the chance for appointment of a very well qualified 
person who is not an elector in this state to hold office in this state. 

Mr. Carter - I think we used the example of one of our former Commission members.Hal 
Hovey who went to the state of Illinois to be Finance Director, obviously well quali
fied. Had it been the other way around, and we were trying to get him in the state of 
Ohio, it is doubtful whether he could have accepted this office. We felt that it was� 
important that a person to be elected should have the qualifications of an elector� 
but we felt that it should be possible to get a very well qualified person provided he J
assumed residency within the state ven though he did not have the qualifications of 
an elector at the time of his appointment. 

Mr. Aa~~~::.!!.£ - Yes, and we made the modification in th~ last sentence of the recom�
mendation. "No person appointed to any office in this state shall 'assume office unless� 
a r('si.(~ent of the state." This would permit the appointment of a person to office. 

I
" . It l!ould not permit an election of a person to office, but i.n the event of appointment, •• 

i...~. th(~ i.ndi.vidual appointed would have to be a resident of the state at the time he takes 
offi.c.~. In other words, we're sayi.ng anyone who is running for elective office must 
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he an ('ll~ctl'r of tllC state ;u; that term b; defined i.n the CortRtitution. Anyonc who 
1:: :'HHIl',ht to hI' nppoLntcd 111'('(\ only be :1 n~:::Ldellt (It th(' tlmo he takes office. Thnt 
wJ.11 ])('l"1ni.t \II; to !',O out:; idl' Llll' statt' to ::('ek WGII qunlific:(\ individuals for ap
pointment to tlw :;tat(!. J lIIove that the cOl1TIni ttce' n rcconllT\cndntion with n~gard to 
Arti.c Ie: XV, Section 4 be' adopted. 

Mr. Roberto seconded. 

Senator" Van Heter - Then this ~"ould preclude the governor of the state bringing in 
£1n expert for a very short period of time to appoint him to a position, again, for a 
short period of tim<3) unless the person assumed residency. Is that correct? 

Mr. t,alvson - If he were app0inted to an office. It's not just to act in an advisory 
'Z~£1~itY:lwouldn't think, but if he wer-;-appointed to an office) he would have to 
become a resident. Formerly, he had to be an elector. 

Mrfi. Orfi.n,r - He Hot only had to be a residcnt before, he had to be an elector. 

Mr. A~lys921 - But he could remain a nonre:;ident under the present provision until he 
nssumcs office. 

Senator Gillmor - I don't have any objection to this, in fact, I think it goes in 
the ri~ht direction. .1 guess my question is could it go even farther. I'm trying 
to think of an instance where it would really be necessary to have the appointee be 
a resi.dent at the exact time of assumption of office. I'm not even sure that we have 
to linlit it that far. Obviously) in an elective office you do. So I'm not critical 
of the recolMlendation because I think it improves things) but I just wonder if it 
would be artful to even 0 further and delete the last additional sentence. 

Mr. Shocknessy - That's vlhat we had to do with Charlie Noble, if you remember. We 
had to appoint someone else director until Charlie Noble could get sufficient resi
dence in Ohio to be named by the then governor, Bill O'Neill, as Highway Director. 

Mr. Carter - I think that's an interesting question then) that1s brought up. Have 
we gone far enough) basically?• 
Mr. Anlyson - The question that immediately comes to my mind, although I don't think 
we discussed it in co~nittee, perhaps we did, I don't recall it, would be if you had 
a nonresident office holder who was earning a substantial salary in this state who 
mi~lt be avoiding paying taxes to this state) for example, because his home state 
taxes him and we gave him some sort of write-off. I don't know whether the situation 
could exist, but it seems to me unfortunate if it could. 

Senator G~llmor - Mr. Chairman, I was not aware of the situation which was mentioned 
in the O'Neill administration where the present provision was a problem. And I 
think we could eliminate that problem. I'm not so concerned about that instance that 
was just brought up because it's hard for me to envision that happening as a practical 
matter. I agree that if it did happen) it would look pretty bad. It's just hard for 
me to envision that someone is appointed and then never resides here. 

~r. Sh~~l~nes~ - I'm always sure that there are enough people in Ohio than can fill 
any oLfi'2.e that we need to have filled. It's not necessary to go outside. However, ••• 

Set:J.p.;,.t~(!E. Gillmor· - I certably support this proposal and would vote for it and the 
only '-}uestion is "7heth..:~r or not that m:..ght improve it. 

661� 
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1'1rs. Sm'11c - As a member of the committee I don't recall that we really considered 
el :lminuting the requi.rement. We could accomplish this by just removing the term 
"or nppointcd" so that the section vlouldn' t operate as a restriction on people 
appoin.ted to office. If we are concerned about the appointment of someone who was 
going to }j.ve in Michigan and work in Ohio it seems to me that there are political 
com:traillts tl£;Hinst undesirable results like that, that are unnecessary to put in 
the Constituti.on. I thi.nk the committee might want to reconsider this. 

Mr. Shoclmcssy - I could support the recommendation. 

Mr. Russo - Philosophically, I would oppose anyone who is not a resident or an 
elector of the state of Ohio to hold a public office. 

Mr. Carter - At least a resident. 

Mr. Russo - I think that at least, if he's not an elector. What position in Ohio is 
so important that we have to go outside the state? 

Mr. Aalyson 
l'lr. llartuEck - Is the president of a university an officer? /We felt that if a person 
is going to be working in Ohio and drawing a fairly substantial salary, he at least 
ought to be a resident of the state. 

Mr. Russo - It's his duty to be an elector, too. 

Mr. Aalyson - Well if hc stays long enough he should be, I agree. But the impetus 
of our decidon was that we could go outside the state to get somebody, but let's 
get h:tm 111fli<1e the state if we are going to pay him. 

~r. FrX - We've had to employ our director of mental health from outside the state. 
Apparently, it's difficult to find qualified people, certainly in the judgment of 
the ljovernors and their advisors. 

Mr. Carter - Is there any more discussion? I think perhaps we ought to get this 
matter on the table, and I think the best way is to call the roll. 

The roll was called. Those voting "Yes" were Senators Gillmor, Mussey, Van 
Meter,Representatives Pope, and Roberto; and members Aalyson, Bartunek, Carter, 
Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Orfirer, Shocknessy, Sowle and Unger. Those 
voting "No" were SenatorApplegate,Representative Paneha1 and Mr. Russo. 

Mr. Carter - Again, we will hold the roll call open until the next meeting. 

Mr. Aalyson - The penultimate section for our consideration in this report is Section 
7 of Article XV which concerns itself with the fact that persons coming ll~to public 
office shall be administered an oath. We saw no objection to that and therefore 
recommended no change, and I therefore move the adoption of the committee's recom
mendation that there be no change of Section 7, Article XV. 

Mr. Carter - Do we have a second? 

Senator Applegate - Yes. I second the motion. 

Mr. Carter - Any discussion? This is an easy one. All those in favor raise their 
hands. Opposed? The motion has unanimously carried. 
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}1r. Aalyson - TI1C final or ultimate scction is Article XV, Section 10, concerning� 
civil service. Again, the co~nittee recomnlends no change. I move that the committee� 
recommendation be agreed to.� 

Mr. Fry seconded the motion and it was unanimously adopted. 

Mr. Carter - Thank you, Craig. Now we have one more matter. The Local Government� 
COnIDlittee met and have a matter that they would like to present to the Commission.� 

(Copies of a proposal were distributed) 

Mr.s. Orfirer - Thank you, Dick. I have reported to you several times that we have� 
been considering in the conmittee further matters than we had covered earlier, and� 
we had placed thelll in abeyance primarily because we felt the main issue that� 
confronted us was that of housing. We had held up on taking any action on this until� 

we see what happened to the Governor's proposal on the ballot. While we did not all 
necessarily agree with everything in that proposal, it did cover everything that we 
were considering, and we felt that there vJas no point in our pursuing the matter until 
that had been resolved, and we left it that • • • 

Mr. Shocknessy - Yes, but House Bill 870 was passed at the last general assembly, 
and it was under authority then existing provisions and House Bill 870 is still law, 
so I donlt know what this is all about. Why do you need this, if you could do without 
this? \{here did this all come from? No wonder I'm suspicious about what happens at· 
lunch: 

Mrs. Orfirer - Mr. Shocknessy, we have been discussing this for six months, not only� 
ovcr lunch.� 

Mr. Shocknessy - Yes, but H. B. 870 was on the back burner for eight months. It went 
on the back burner and stayed there until the fourth of November. Now, back on the 
front burner, it is my view that H. B. 870 is now available for constitutional in
terpretation as to its validity, in which 1 1m inclined to believe, and I'm inclined 
to believe that itls valid under the existing constitution. And I don't quite see why 
you have to put in a pew provision in the Constitution at this time, until you know more 
about H. B. 870 than you do. Now, if these legislators here think that 870 isn't 
good, that's alright with me. Think what you please. But 870 was passed by the leg
islature and it is the law. Why do you have to have something to validate 870 if it 
is already on the books? 

Mrs. Orfirer - Perhaps we don't, sir. My understanding from our consideration of it 
has been that there has not been any action undertaken under 870, that the validity 
of it has not been tested. Our feeling was that housing was of great importance ••• 

Mr. Shocknessy - The state of Ohio can find that out a lot faster than you can get an� 
amendment to the Constitution. The Supreme Court of Ohio is going to take a look at� 
870,1 hope pretty quickly, because I'm advised that the Housing Authority has asked.� 
for a legal determination, through counsel, by the Supreme Court.� 

Mr. Fry - Mr. Chairman and Mr~. Orfirer~ the Housing Commission is going to get a� 
test case on 870, that's theL~ intention right now. On the other hand, they would� 
much prefer~ in addition to that to have language such as this which mentions housing� 
as a public purpose of the st~tc and they feel that whatever happens, if 870 is de�
clared unconstitutional or constitutional, they're better off by having this •� 
There's one other point •••� 
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Mr. Shockncssy - Well I'm prepared to take the position that 870 is constitutional. 

Mr. Fry - But the Supreme Court has final sa~ 

,
Mr. Fry - Mr. LOROllCY of the Housing agency. Now, the second point is that if section ,
14 of Arti.c1.e 8 is suhmitted and adopted, it makes it possible for cities to go ahead 
and use the bloc grants. They've already lost one year. 

Mr. Shockncssy - But this language isn't going to do anybody any good for at least 
two years whereas the constitutional determination on H.B. 870 in the next term of •court, in this ensuing term of court. 

Mr. FrX - If this is adopted in June, why certainly you accomplish the purposes ••• 

Mr. Shocknessy - Charlie, you are aware that a housing amendment was turned down 
rather handsomely rather recently. Now, I don't know why you want to offer, your • 
self, a housing amendment at this time when I think H.B. 870 is adequate, and I 
don't think you need to go any farther. 

Senator Applegate - Let me ask one question. Suppose the Supreme Court says that 
II.B. 870 is constitutional and the housing authority is allowed to issue bonds, et 
cetera, et cetera. TIlen we put this on the ballot and the people turn it down. • 
Where does that lpave anything? 

Mr. ShocknesRX - I agree with you entirely. 

(" Mr. Carter - I might comment that this is much broader than just 870. .1, 
Mr. Shockncssx - Yes, but I might comment that I don't know that this is ready for 
consideration. 

Senator Gillmor - Actually, I just want to raise a question too because I'm not sure. 
I'm wondering, for example, whether we are contemplating full faith and credit bonds 
or whether we're contemplating revenue bonds which are something completely different. 
Looking at the language, and the reason ,;1 ask, Charlie, the language would appear to 
mean that you could issue full faith and credit bonds. 

Mr. ShocknessJ[ - That's what it says, " •••may extend aid and credit for the public 
purpose of housing." Those are faith and credit. • 
Mr. Bartunek - And what's the public purpose of housing. That's not just public� 
housing. It could be anything.� 

Mr. Shocknessx - I think you guys are about to pick up something that's a little bit 
like a hot potato. • 

Mrs. Eriksson - The language "aid and credit" is the language of the section of the 
Constitution that prohibits the state from lending its aid and credit, which is not 
the general debt limit section - this is not full faith and credit. 

Mr. Shocknessx - Yes, but this is a new section of the Constitution. It says� 
Section 14, and that makes it new. And that means that it's language that is en� • 
titled to redefinition. It's not bound by any existing definition. You agree to� 
that, don't you?� 
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Hrs. p:riksson - It does not, of COUlse, use the expression "faith and credit". 

Mr. ShocJ:.:ncs1El.. - Well, I don't kno\v. I'd like to suggest that you drop this for the 
time being. If you want to, bring it up, after the Supreme Court of Ohio at least 

• gets a c.hnnce to look at 870. But I don't think that this commission ought to do 
anyth1.ng in derogation of the position of H.n. 870 which the General Assembly passed 
in good� faith and I assume believed in. 

Mr. Unger - I wish I shared your confidence in the Supreme Court of Ohio. It's a 
great court, but history indicates ••• 

•� Mr. Shocknessy - I've lived with it 45 years. 

Mr. Unger - It may not be as willing to move in the direction that H.B. 870 indicates. 
This test case has been postponed, as you know, for some time ••• 

• Mr. Shockncssy - How has thi.s test case been postponed? They haven't had it. It 
hasn't been filed. 

•Mr. Unger - That 1 s exactly what I s~'d, sir. It's been postponed because there was 
some ••• 

4t� Mr. Shockncssy - Administratively postponed. 

Mr. Unger - ••• some considerable question as to whether the court would, in fact, 
validate the act, would find it constitutional. 

Mr. Shockncssy - Well ~ ~·]as present for many of those discussions. I think I Have 
some iamil i.nri.ty with the basis upon which the administrative determination was made 
not to seck constitutional interpretation prior to the submission to the electorate 
of the housing amendment which was recently defeated. 

Mr. Unger - In any case, thi~ would settle the matter by doing exactly what you said 
should be done. It would validate H.B. 870 which is now law but not in operation

• because of the uncer~ainty as to the constitutionality. TIlis would indicate that it 
is constitutional if this were passed by the voters. And this would take care of the 
problem that has existed for many years and which has become critical now ••• 

• 
Mr. Shocknessy - You're assuming somebody l s determination of an invalidity which II m 
not at all sure has been deten,uHed. The only people who are on the surface concerned 
at this time with getting a constitutional determination are the members of the housing 
authority. 

Mr. Carter - I don't think that's an accurate statement. 

Mr. Shocknessy - What do you mean it's not an accurate statement? I said the only
41� one that I know of who is concerned with getting it would be the housing authority 

and 1 1 m willing to take the position right now that they're the only ones that have 
the official right. I believe the things that have passed the General Assembly are 
law until somebody says the:v' 1~O n:Jt. 

Mr. Carter - Jim, I don't disagree with yon but ~\lhat 1 1m suggesting is that this is 
directed to local governments ~8 well as st~te governments, and perhaps it might be 
well if� we were to hear just briefly from John Catherman of his concerns from the•( 
city level. This covers a lot more than just H.B. 870. 
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Mr. Bartunek - Hr. Chairman, every other ti.me we get something to vote on, we get 
reams of legal documents and •.• 

Mr. Carter - This is not up for vote today. 

Mrs. Orfircr - I thought this was understood. Everything is heard t"1ice, and all I 
wanted to do today is put this on the floor so you would have the wording in front 
of you to come boek at our next meeting 'vith a full explanation. Your point is very 
well tnken, Mr. Bartunek. It was only to get this in front of the people. 1 would 
like to take our Chairman's suggestion and ask Mr. Gotherman if he would respond to 
this, if I may. 

~r. Shockncssy - Why? We haven't had any opportunity to consider it ourselves. 

Mr. Aalyson - Mr. Chairman, I would like to have the opportunity to hear Linda's full 
statement as to why this is being submitted. I felt that she was not able to complete 
her statement as to why she brought it here today, and I'd like to hear from her. 

Mr. Shocknessy - I want to hear that, too. 

Mrs. Orfirer - I don t know that I am prepared today to go into all the details ••• 

Mr. Aalyson - No, just what you i.nitially started to say before you were' interrupted. 

Mrs. Orfirer - We felt that there is a great need for housing as a public purpose to 
be stated in the Constitution as a public purpose. Apparently, from what we have been 
told, it's been impossible for some federal programs to be initiated in the State of 
Ohi.o because of constitutional provisions in the state. We did take into consideration 
the fact that the housing amendment that was recently on the ballot lost. We felt that 
therf.l \Vere many other considerations as to why that went down that would not pertain 
to a provision ,vhf.ch might be recommended by this Commission. We felt that its 
association ,vith the other issues and with the tax issues did drag it down. That it 
lost to a much less extent that the other did. That it had the support, or the lack 
of opposition, of many of the groups that opposed the other issues: The AFL-CIO 
recommended, as I understand, the housing issue. The League of Women Voters took no 
stand on it, did not 'oppose it as they did the other issues. It seemed to have 
bipartisan support, apparently both the support of the Governor and I would think 
of the General Assembly which had passed the bill. So we felt that it had a good 
chance of being passed and put on the ballot in June and accepted by the public in 
June. At this point, if it is agreeable, I would like to have Mr. Gotherman speak 
to why he feels that it was important. 

Mr. Fry - Mr. Chairman, I think that Mr. Bartunek's point is well taken;that it 
would be much more acceptable to the members of the commission to have the background 
and a lot of things haven't been said. For example, 870 is in some respects much 
more liberal than this. It makes provision for the moral faith of the state and 
reserves and things of that sort. But I think if this is written up and made 
available to members of 'the commission before the next meeting, for consideration 
at that time ••• 

Mr. Carter - ~lat you're saying is that you'd much rather listen to what John has to, say 
after we've had a chance to look at the documentation. 

Senntor Gillmor - Mr. Chairman, a couple of things, since this is preliminary as I 
understand,it might be well to take a look at. First of all, I think it is going 
to make a great deal of difference whether these are full faith and credit bonds 
or whether they are going to be industrial revenue bonds. I'm thinking, for ex
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ample, of one situation that would appear to be authorized under this, would be 
suppose you've got an agency that issues ~evenue bonds, and then you have a state 
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• gunnllltee of thoRe bonds s it \-lOule! appear to me that under this provisions notwith
~;tmv.l:llll', ilny ot:!wr provision of thip, conf;titutioll, in essences it's gone totally a
ruund tlw dl~bt limitat ion :\1)(1 we could under th l.s language be under a mul ti-bi.llion 
cl0lJill~ open end cOlll1ldtment jf it were full falth Elnd credit. So there are just 

•� ElOlllU of the nr<~as 1'<.1 J l.kl' to cull to your attent:lon.� 

• 

Mr. CaJ;...t:-'?!. - What he's saying is that there arc other aspcctR of this that should 
be considered and I might say the finance and taxation committee was concerned with the 
very point that you are talking about in its deliberation and I concur 100% sI:!eaking 
as an individual. But I think the committee's recommendation coming back should also 
consider the debt question as to how much. We will await the committee's full re
port on this question. 

Mrs. Or£irer - Fine. 

• 
Mr. Carter - The last i~m on the agenda iss of course, the date of the next meeting. 
I would not anticipate that we would have a December meeting, and I would think 
rather thon try to schedule a meeting as far away as January, that we follow our 

• 

procedure as the date approache s to send out a card with choices on it. rJe had a 
fine turnout. 1 1m particularly delighted VIe \Vere able to have so many members of the 
legislature with us which is a most important part of our deliberations. And when 
we 8cl~duled our meetings in conflict with the legislature, that was always a tre
mendous handicap. So we're delighted to have you with us and very much appreciate 
it. Is there any other business to come before the Conunission? 

The meeting was adjourned • 
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Ann M. Eriksson, Secretary Richard H. Carter 
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.i Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
'January 27, 1976 

Minutes 

The Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission met on January 27 at 1:30 p.m.� 
in Senate Hearing Room "D" in the State House. Commission members present were� 
the chairman, Mr. Carter, Messrs. Bartunek, Carson, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenh~im,
 

Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Russo, Skipton and Representative Roberto.� 

Mr. Carter called the meeting to order. 

Mr. Bartunek - Mr. Shocknessy asked me to extend his apologies, but he had a 
conflict that came up and that's why he can't be here. 

Mr. Carter - Thank you, Joe. You all received minutes of the November 18 meeting. 
I read them and found them to be reasonably okay. Is there any correction that 
anyone wants to make to them? 

Mr. Bartunek - I move they be approved as distributed, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Carter - Is there any objection? They are approved as distributed. The 
Judiciary article that was voted on at the last commission meeting, I'm very 
happy to report, has received sufficient votes. Some very narrowly. Would that 
be correct, Don? 

Mr. Montgomery - That would be an overstatement. 

Mr. Carter - Any time you can get 22 yes yotes in this Commission with the people 
who don't vote, it's a pretty strong affirmation, and I want to congratulate the 
Judiciary Committee on bending far enough so that we could get support on all of 
those. I think we'll have a good report. Don, I understand that the committee 
has talked about having a minority or "less than 2/3 majority" report. The votes 
on the sections are as follows: 

Article IV, section 4. Yeas: Senators Gi11mor and Van Meter; Representatives� 
Norris, Panehal and Roberto; Messrs. Aalyson, Bartunek, Carson, Carter, Clerc,� 
Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Mansfield, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer,� 
Messrs. Russo, Skipton and Wilson and Mrs. Sowle. Nays are Senators Applegate,� 
McCormack,MUss~Representative Maier; Mr. Unger. Totals 22 yeas, '5 nays, 1 pass.� 
Mrs. Pope passed.� 

Article IV, section 5. Yeas: Senators Applegate, Gi11mor, Mussey and Van 
Meter; Representatives Norris, Paneha1, Pope, and Roberto: Messrs. Aa1yson, Carson, 
Carter, Clerc, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Mansfield, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, 
Messrs. Russo, Skipton, Mrs. Sowle and Mr. Wilson. Nays: Senator McCormack, Repre
sentative Maier; Messrs. Bartunek, Cunningham, Unger. Total: 23 yeas, 5 nays. 

Article IV, section 6. Yeas: Senators Applegate, Gi1lmor, McCormack, Hussey,� 
Van Meter; Representatives Norris, Panehal, Roberto; Messrs. Aa1yson, Bartunek,� 
Carson, Carter, Clerc, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Mansfield, Montgomery,� 
Mrs. Orfirer, Mr. Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, and Messrs. Wilson and Russo. Nays: Rep�
resentative Maier; Messrs. Cunningham and Unger. Pass: Mrs. Pope. Totals 24� 
yeas, 3 nays, 1 pass.� 

Article IV, section 7. Yeas: Senators Applegate, Gi11mor, Hussey, Van Meter. 
Representatives Maier, Norris, Paneha1, Roberto; Messrs. Aalyson, Carson, Carter, 
Clerc, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Mansfield, Montgomery, Mrs. 
orfirer, Messrs. Russo, Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, Messrs. Wilson and Unger. Nays: Sena
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Article IV, section 15. Yeas: Senators Applegate, Mussey and Van Meter; 
Representatives Maier, Norris, Panehal and Roberto; Messrs. Aalyson, Carson, Carter, 
Clerc, CUIUlingham, Fry, Guggenheim, Heming~r, Huston, Mansfield, Montgomery, Mrs. 
Orfirer, Mr. Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, Messrs. Wilson and· Unger. Nays: Senators Gillmor 
and McCormack; Representative Pope; Mr. Bartunek. Pass: Mr. Russo. Totals: 23 
yeas, 4 nays, I pass. 

Article IV, section 23. Yeas: Senators Applegate, Gillmor, Mussey and Van 
Meter; Representatives Maier, Norris, Panehal and Roberto; Messrs. Aalyson, Carson, 
Carter, Clerc, CUIUlingham, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Mansfield, Montgomery, 
Mrs. Orfirer, Mr. Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, and Messrs. Wilson and Unger. Nays: Senator 
McCormack; Representative Pope and Mr. Bartunek. Pass: Mr. Russo. Totals: 24 
yeas, 3 nays, 1 pass. 

Mr. Bartunek - Mr. Chairman, could I get a copy of the final report approved by 
the Commission? 

Mrs. Eriksson - The sections themselves are in front of you. 

Mr. Bartunek - These are the only changes that were made? 

Mrs. Eriksson - In Article IV, on the judiciary. Now, of course that's not the re
port itself, it offers no explanations, but it's simply the sections. This is the 
complete Article IV as now approved by the Commission. 

Mr, Bartunek - I just see one little conflict here in section 1, Article IV. You 
ltmit the judicial pm,er to the supreme court, court of appeals, court of common 
pleas, and other special subject·matter courts having statewide jurisdiction, an~ 

then in section 4, later on, you allow the probate court to continue as it exists. 
Would that be a conflict? 

Mrs. Eriksson - That is a division of the couunon pleas court. That's the way that's 
presently constituted• 

Mr. Bartunek - Yes, but I see you erased divisions from section 1. 

Mrs. Eriksson - Only the creation of separate courts. Other divisions of C01IDDOD 

pleas court are permitted. 

Mr. Bartunek - In your opinion, then, there is no conflict? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Not in my opinion, Mr. Bartunek. 

Mr. Carter - I don't know whether Don, you or Julius would want to comment on that. 

Mr. Nemeth - I do not believe there is any conflict. 

The final vote was also in on two of the what's left committee recommendations 
which are as follows: 

Article II, section 37. Yeas: Senators Applegate, Gillmor, Mussey and Van 
Meter; Representatives Maier, Norris, Panehal, Pope and Roberto; Messrs. Aalyson, 
Bartunek, Carter, Clerc, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, 
Messrs. Russo, Shocknessy and Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, Messrs. Wilson and Unger. Nays: 
Mr. Cumlingham. Totals: 25 yeas, I nay. 

Article XV, section 4. Yeas: Senators Gillmor, Mussey and Van Meter; . 
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Representatives Maier, Norris, Pope, and Roberto; Messrs. Aalyson, Bartunek, Carter,� 
Clerc, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer,� 
Messrs. Shocknessy and Skipton, Mrs. Sowle, Messrs. Wilson and Unger. Nays:� 
Senator Applegate; Representative Panehalj Mr. Russo. Totals: 23 yeas, 3 nays.� 

Mr. Carter - You have in front of you a summary of where our various proposals� 
stand. I would like to make a comment that, as always, the best laid plans of mice� 
and men •••• go awry. The Secretary of State has become quite concerned over the� 
June election because of the primary and the bedsheet ballot problem that he's faced� 
with, and has written the House and Senate leadership that he is most concerned� 
about having a lot of constitutional amendments on the June ballot in context with� 
the bedsheet ballot for the presidential primary. You may recall that at the� 
November election, the constitutional amendment was passed for the elimination of� 
the bedsheet ballot.� 

Mr. Roberto indicated that he had to leave. Mr. Carter asked him to comment 
on the flexib~e debt limit proposal. 

Rep. Roberto - I'll just say that it is the chairman's intention to take a vote on 
the flexible debt limit tomorrow. I'm not entirely sure whether we have enough 
votes yet. 

Mr. Carter - I'll read the last sentence from the Secretary of State's letter. 
"For the aforesaid reasons, unless the legislature can work out solutions to the 
bedsheet ballot, I urge that it hold to a minimum the number of constitutional 
amendments to be included on the primary ballot." Now, what has happened is that 
a constitutional amendment dealing with the simplification of the ballot was passed 
in November, but it required the legislature to pass enabling legislation, which 
has not been done, and as you know, it is a controversial area and so there is con
siderable doubt as to whether it is going to get through. That's my own judgment, 
to get it through in time to be effective. So it looks as though we may be faced 
with thiS mess again on the June ballot. And the Secretary is very concerned 
about having constitutional amendments. He goes through the problems: the machines, 
the probl~ns of getting it on ballots and so forth and so on. I'm afraid that, as 
a practical matter, what's going to happen is that the legislative leadership is 
going to take this seriously and may slow down the activities that we hope to have 
on the June ballot. I don't know what to do about it. 

Mr. Skipton - Mr. Chairman, if they get that constitutional amendment on dealing 
with real property taxes, we don't want to be on it. 

Mr. Carter - So we'll just have to wait and see. Ann, would you comment on those 
items, please. 

Mrs. Eriksson - You have in front of you a status of pending proposals. I'll 
just mention the things that have happened since the beginning of the year. S.J.R. 
4 possibly was going to be reconsidered in the House this morning. I don't know 
whether that happened or not. However, that is tandem election, and that is prob
ably very close to passage and that would go on the June ballot if that is agreed 
to by both Houses in its present form. 

Mr. Carter - I might add that it is my information that chances are excellent that 
it will pass the legislature. 
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Mrs. Eriksson - The two taxation resolutions have both moved along and they are 
both now in the Senate Rules Committee which means that they only await assign
ment for a floor vote. H.J.R 42, the initiative and referendum proposal has 
passed the House. It has undoubtedly been assigned to a Senate committee and 
have not yet looked to see which committee that is •. We have had one hearing on 
S.J.R. 17 and we'll have another hearing tomorrow night on S.J.R. 17. That is not 
a matter that is of major importance. Two of the other elections resolutions 
have passed the Senate and have been reported by a House committee and are now 
awaiting assigment for a floor vote in the House. In the five county resolutions, 
we had already had two of those, 30 and 31, pass the House. H.J.R. 29, county 
powers, was narrowly defeated in the House on January 15, and a motion to recon
sider that resolution is now pending in the House. The debt proposal, perhaps 
Mr. Carter will want to speak futher about later on, has had two hearings in the 
House Ways and Means Committee. The third hearing is scheduled for tomorrow 
morning and the chairman did announce his intention to have committee action on it 
tomorrow morning. So one way or the other that one will probably be acted on 
tomorrow morning. 

Mr. Carter - I might comment further on the state debt questi.on. Nolan and I 
were both planning to be here last Wednesday. Nolan got stuck in his driveway 
in the big snow storm, and I came down with a head cold, so neither one of us 
were here. But I have followed up on it since that time to see what happened. 
These are my personal observations at the moment. It was my feeling that there 
is strong support for the flexible debt limit proposal in the House. I know 
nothing of the Sen~te, but you may recall that Oliver was much in favor of this 
years ago and introduced in the Senate a resolution for that purpose and it never 
got off the ground. Tr~ problem that I think the people are giVing a great deal 
of thought to is whether it should be on the June '76 ballot or the June '77 bal
lot. There is a lot of political, and I don't mean, partisan, consideration that 
indicate that June '77 might be the better ballot. I'm inclined to think it's 
time has come and it will receive the light of day. I've read a lot in our local 
papers about it. Unfortunately what I read doesn't bear much relevance to the 
facts but there is a lot of publicity being given to it. And I'm rather optimistic 
that we will see something happening. Do you have any comments on this, Charlie? 

Mr. Fry - Anything having to do with state debt or municipal debt is not a popular 
political issue at this time. 

Mr. Carter - Good or bad. 

Mr. Fry - Most political figures would rather not discuss it or be identified on 
either side of it right now. I don't think you are going to get anyone who is 
going to go out there and die for it. 

Mr. Carter - Particularly in an election year. Does anyone else have any infor
mation that they might have gleaned that would be of interest to the commission on 
the status of proposals? The next item on the agenda is new travel reimbursement 
rules. 

}1rs. Eriksson - There are st'. .... rh~W travel and reimbursement rules being promulgated 
by the Department of Administrative Services and some new regulations from the 
Auditor. The reimbursement for travel for state personnel is going up to 16¢ a 
mile. \~e have been paying l5c; a mile, but beginning February 1, it would be 
appropriate for us to pay 16¢ a mile and to amend our own rules accordingly. The 
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second thing has to do with receipts. We have always requested that you submit 
receipts for lodging if you were staying overnight. The Auditor has now issued 
a rule requesting receipts for meals and I would ask you, if at all possible, to 
submit receipts for meals for which you're seeking reimbursement as well as for 
lodging. Rule F-l of the Commission calls for l5¢ a mile and it would be appro
priate to amend that to increase it to l6¢ a mile. This will begin February 1. 

Mr. Carter - I would think it would be in order to have the same mileage as for 
the State generally, so, would someone be willing to make a motion to that effect? 
(Mr. Heminger made the motion and Mr. Russo seconded it.) Is there any discussion? 
If not, I'll have a show of hands. 

The motion was passed. 

Mr. Carter - Now we're down to the main part of the meeting, into our committee 
report. As you might recall, and for those of you who might not have been at 
the last meeting, this housing question came up. It was originally under the aus
pices of the local government committee and Linda felt that it was of a sufficient
ly specialized nature that a separate committee should be set up. And Charlie 
agreed to be chairman. Charlie, would you give us the report on the status of 
that? 

Mr. Fry - The committee was set up. The members of the committee are Ed Heminger, 
Dick Guggenheim, Don Montgomery, Mrs. Orfirer and Mr. Unger. We wanted to have a 
report for this session. Despite the fact that it was just before Christmas, we 
called a meeting for December 12, and we should have known that something was 
wrong because everyone said that they would be there. And because Jim Shocknessy 
had some vi-cw on it, I called and asked him to come to the meeting. He said, 
"Charlie, do you know that last night in the Dispatch it was reported that the 
State controlling board had approved an appropriation for the Ohio Housing Devel
opment Board, so that they could go to the Supreme Court and get a decision on 
H.B. 870 which was passed by the HOth General Assembly?" So I called BUI 
Losoncy at the Ohio Housing Development Board and he confirmed that this was the 
case, they had asked for $40,000 but had only been given $20,000 but they had met 
with the Attorney General, who agreed to join in a guo warranto action directly to 
the Supreme Court, that they hope to have it before the court no later than March 
1 and possibly by the middle of February. He confirmed that attorneys represent
ing the Housing Board would prefer that we not take any further action because 
the Supreme Court might be hesitant about making a speedy ruling if they thought 
the matter might be placed before the voters in the near future. So recognizing 
this, we cancelled the meeting on December 12, and explained it to the members of 
the committee, and at the present time, we're going to wait to see what happens 
in that action. I might say several members of the con:nnittee are quite anxious 
that we do something, have a meeting and make a recommendation, but it's our in
tention right now to see what the Court does, and I think we will be able to get 
some idea after it is presented, how long the Court will take to make a ruling on 
it. 

Mr. Garter - That makes sense, I think to know what the Court is going to do. Al 
Norris is not here. As you remember, there was a committee that was set up on two 
specific items that we felt that he was particularly qualified to head a committee. 
Ann, do you have any comments that you might make on that? 
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Mrs. Eriksson - That committee will study grand juries and civil trial juries, 
and it had an all-day meeting last Friday. A most interesting meeting, I think. 
A number of witnesses made presentations to the committee concerning grand juries. 

•� They dealt only with the topic of grand juries. We are now in the process of 
having that testimony typed, so that it can be reproduced and distributed. The 
committee didn't make any decisions or take any action, but did receive a good bit 
of interesting information. 

Mr. Carter - They're in the investigative stage. Any questions or comments on 
•� that? If not, Don, do you want to talk about the Judiciary Committee? 

Mr. }funtgomery - We haven't met, of course, since our last meeting. I think you 
have pretty well summarized it, the report is in the process of being written. We 
should have a draft within a month. Depending on your time schedule, when you 
want the matter before the legislature, from that point on.

• Mr. Carter - There would be no point in thinking about the June ballot. Is it not 
correct that there will be a "less than 2/3 11 report? 

Mr. }funtgomery - Yes, we're preparing a report on, at least, judicial selection. 

•� Mr. Carter - And I assume yon will be contacting members of the Corrnnission who 
might want to join in on this? On that supplemental report. 

Mr. }funtgomery - Yes. 

•� Dr. Cunningham ask] for clarification of what the minority report will be.� 

Mr. Carter- The Commission report, of course, will identify and give the recom
mendations that were approved by 2/3 of the Corrnnission. As you may recall, there 
were proposals before that received less than 2/3. Every Commission member may 
be identified, if he wants to be identified, with a position other than what was 

• approved by the Commission he has the right to do so in a report. So, as I under
stand it, we will have in this case a supplemental report signed by the people that 
want to� be identified with that. 

Dr. Cunningham - That's my question. Will they have to take the initiative and 
file a minority report, or will that be automatic? 

• Mr. Carter - No, I understand that that initiative- has already been taken, and a� 
draft will be coming out that is part of it. It's a question, I think, of who may� 
want to be identified, and perhaps some of you may want to see what it is like.� 
And, of course, you can file your own individual reports. Did I answer your question?� 

•� 
Dr. Cunningham - Yes.� 

}~. Carter - Craig Aalyson told us he would have to be a little bit later. The 
What's� Left Committee met this morning and Bob Huston agreed to give us the report. 
There is one matter that req" ~r<:.s Commission action. 

Mr. Huston - At the November meeting, we talked about Article II, section 20, which 
•� deals with a change in the compe~sation of officers during their term. At that 

meeting we suggested that we.leave section 20 the way it exists and add the clause 
"except that an incerase in salary ap~licable to an office shall apply to all per
sons holding the same office." It 'vas brought to our attention at the November 
meeting that this really wouldn't apply to a county auditor who is sometimes elected 
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at the same time that the odd county commissioner is elected. So we went back 
and studied the situation. Also at the November meeting there was a question 
raised as to whether or not we should include the legislators in this amendment, 
to permit changing the compensation of legislators during term•• The committee 
discussed that and we felt that the section of the Constitution that speci~ically 

deals with legislators, Article II, section 31, prohibits the changes in salary of 
legislators, and we felt that. it really was not advisable to change that section 
to incorporate the legislators into section 20, because of the conflict of inter
est, with legislators voting their own salaries. They shouldn't be able to affect 
the salary of an existing legislator during his term. In order to include the 
auditor in addition to the county commissioners in the possibility for an in-term 
increase, our recommendation is to leave section 20 the way it is but change one 
word. If you will look at section 20 at the top of the page in front of you, it 
says no change shall "affect" the salary of any offices during term. We suggest 
changing the word "affect" to "diminish", "but no change therein shall diminish 
the salary of any officer during his existing termll That does not preclude the• 

possibility of an officer securing an increase during his term of office. This 
would apply to the county auditor as well as county commissioner, and to all 
officers to whom the section applies. The language is also substantially the same 
as Article Iv, section 6, which concerns judges. I would like to move that the 
Commission accept the recommendation of the What's Left Committee and amend Article 
II, section 20 as recommended. 

Mr. Carter - Do we have a second to the motion? 

Dr. Cunningham - Second. 

Mr. Carter - Do we have discussion? I assume you may recall that the main thrust 
of this was to cover the case of county commissioners who have staggered terms 
and the new commissioners ended up with more money than the older commissioners. 
We had some pretty good testimony on the inequity of that. And the legislature 
has the power to do that. 

Mr. Russo - How can a man's salary be diminished? 

Mr. lluston - All you have to do is pass legislation reducing it. 

Mr. Montgomery -.Has it ever been done? 

Mr. Huston - I don't think it has, but it's not impossible. If you want to get 
someone out of office that the legislature didn't want in office, all they would 
have to do would be to reduce his salary to substantially zero, and he is going 
to leave the office. It's a means of getting a person out of office that they 
couldn't remove otherwise. So this prohibits that. 

Mr. Russo - It has got to be a class of people, it can't be a person. 

Mr. Huston - Supposing, there was an individual - as I say, I'm not familiar with 
all of the offices, but this would prevent the legislature from doing away with a 
class of offices. 

Mr. Russo - Nothing else, though, not a.'l individual? 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
Someone suggested the governor. 

Mr. HU!!Q£ - The governor is provided for in another section. 
cabinet officers. 

It would include I 
.1 
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Mr. }bntgomerv - It's a theoretical possibility which has never happened in the 
history of the state. I wonder how sound it is to make a pronouncement on that 
subject. 

Mr. Huston - That's not the only reason for the change in the words, of course. 

Mr. Montgomery - I know, but you are getting at it in an oblique way. Why don't 
we just say what they can do? 

Mr. Huston - We tried to do that and it made it more difficult. Once you attempt 
to put it in positive language it made it extremely difficult to cover everyone that 
you wanted to cover. 

}~. Russo - I'm confused as to who this covers. The term of office and the com
pensation of all officers, nothing else. We're not talking about department heads 
or executives in this particular section of the Constitution. 

Mr. Skipton - I believe we are. If they are officers. 

}~s. Eriksson - And county officials, as well as other persons on a state level 
who are considered to be officers. We had some discussion about the Public Util
ities Commission and the Industrial Commission. These persons are compensated and 
they are considered to be officers, although they are appointed, of course. 

Mr. Fry - This covers county commissioners now. It doesn't relate to auditors? 

Mr. Huston - No, this ~.;rould cover all. . It would permit increases during the 
term for all persons lwlding office except the General Assembly, the Governor, 
the Auditor, Treasurer, and others who are specifically covered by other sections 
of the Constitution. You have situations where the Public Utilities Commission, 
themselves, when they are appointed, they retain that salary during that entire 
time even if the sa1a17 is changed and new commissioners are appointed. The 
existing commissioners cannot have an increase in salary. 

Mr. Fry - What this will do is build a lot of pressure on the legislature for sal
ary changes in terms. Heretofore, '''hen the commissioners have wanted to have 
their salaries increased, why it has been if I run again, or at least it's the 
ones pounding for it are at least one election removed from the time it's' going 
to go up. It's been this way a long tUne. I'm not enthusiastic for it. The 
argument has always been in the past that they knew when they ran for the office 
what it was going to pay. 

Mr. Huston - It's the inequitableness of the situation that causes us concern, 
and that is that the oldest member of a commission or a board, as a general rule, 
is the least paid and generally making the greatest contribution because of ex
perience and tenure. And it just seems inequitable that these people should re
ceive less than the others. It really wasn't of substantial impact prior to the 
inflationary times that exist today because salaries were a lot more static. But 
today it has quite an impac~ on the individual and also on his standard of living. 
And we felt that we should - y for the work that they're doing. 

Mr. Fry - I don't feel strongly enough about it to fight it, Bob, but at the same 
time, as I say, when they ran tor the office they knew .... what it paid. There is 
no question, Tony, every term in ~he legislature since you have been here and 
since I've been here we have these pressures. 
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Mr. Skipton - I don't have any great difficulty with the idea of making it possible 
to increase salaries during the course of say, a six-year term, but I see so many 
opportunities for mischief here. I have been involved in trying to persuade guys 
to take cabinet officers jobs, and I can see what'.s going to happen. They are 
going to have difficulty trying to get someone to take a mental health job or a 
public utilities job, where they come under attack all the time. So the Gover
nor says "You take the job and if you take it I'll get the legislature to in
crease the salary." And the way you are going to end up is the Governor is going 
to come into the legislature and tell them "I've committed myself now, I'm on the 
line. You've got to raise this guy's salary". What you are going to have is a 
hodgepodge salary set-up. You're going to have one set of guys making $20,000 
a year more than guys in equally comparable jobs. I don't know what the real 
solution is. 

Mr. Bartunek - You did that one year, didn't you? 

Mr. Russp - Let's suppose that in this Commission, we want to change this. Do 
we go to the legislative body and ask for a salary increase? 

Mrs. Eriksson - I don't believe that this commission would be considered officers. 

Mr. Rus~o - I think the word officers is pretty vague to me. That's what I'm 
trying to spell out. 

Mrs. Eriksson - It has some constructions put upon it by court decisions, and this 
commission is essentially advisory and probably would not count as officers. 
This is the gist of our ethics commission decision. 

Mr. Montgomery - Administrative boards? 

Mrs. Eriksson - Yes, providing they have a part of the sovereignty of the state. 
Something like the Public Utilities Commission, where they are making decisions. 

Mr. Montgomery - I sympathize with Bob. I do see the inequity of it in some cases 
and I wish we could take it out. But on the other side I can see a gigantic 
pressure group pounding at the legislature's door constantly for more money and 
1 think of the alternatives I would have to opt for the other way~ 

Mr. Huston - Really, this would not increase that number by very many by virtue 
of the fact that this only eliminates the possibility of existing officers re
ceiving an increase during term. Now, at the present time, the legislature will 
increase the salary of officers and then people that are elected subsequent to that 
increase, receive it. 

Mr. Montgomery - Yes, but they are less likely to lobby for it if they are not 
sure••• 

Mr. Huston - The existing ones wouldn't get it. There is no question about that. 

Mr. Montgomery - Then I don't think they would lobby for it. 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

Mr. Carter - Nolan, did you want to make a comment? • 
Mr. Carson - In the judicial article, judges in term can receive increases, is 
that right? 
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Mr. Carter - That's right. 

Mr. Carson - This was changed in the Hodcrn Courts Amendment? 

Mr. Fry - Yes, and the legislators were surprised when they found out that that 
provision was in there. Now that may reflect on the legislators, but there was 
a great deal of surprise all around the Statehouse when they found that they had 
voted for the judges, who were immediately given the increase. That had not been 
the intention at all. That was one of several things about that proposal that 
was bad. But this was never brought up in any committee hearing that I knm~ of. 

Mr. Carson - Is that the only office where you can have in-term increases? 

Mr. Fry - Right. 

Mr. Carter - To the best of my knowledge but I would not pose as an expert on it. 

Mrs. Eriksson - There were four places in the Constitution that prohibited in
creases, and the judicial one is the only one that has been changed so far. 

Mr. Carter - Well, I can see we have some mingled feelings on this. This is an 
official matter before the Commission, so we ought to take a position on it. Ann 
would you call the role of those that are present? 

The roll was called. Those voting in the affirmative were Mr. Carter, Dr. 
Curmingham, Mr. Huston, and Mr. Russo. Those voting no were: Hr. Bartunek, Mr. 
Carson, Mr. Fry, Mr. rggenheim, Mr. Heminger, Mr. Montgomery, and Mr. Skipton. 

Mr. C:rrtC'r. - As is our custom, Fe Hill keep the voting open until the next commis
sion meeting, but it is clear that it is not going to pass. As of yet, we don't 
have enough no votes to say that definitely. 

Mr. Carson - I haven't given this much thought, I'm not on the committee, but it 
is not inconceivable that some accommodation ••• This is a very broad provision, 
it covers hundreds of people. If the real concern is in specific areas like a 
commission job or a third county commissioner who you are concerned about, if 
this could be restricted in some way so it is not so broad, I think I would be 
interested in seeing another concept. 

Mr. Carter - In other words, we could permit county commissioners to receive the 
increase, you would be sympathetic for it if it were not so broad in other areas? 

~~. Carson - Perhaps. I'm not sure of the breadth of it at the present. 

Mr. Ski.pton - Mr. Chairman, I'm somewhat the same positi.on. I feel that this is 
one of the things that the special groups that are most violently concerned with 
this might work out a better amendment. I can see other kinds of things that might 
work, but they are more complicated than we like to deal with here. If the General 
Assembly wanted to create an 3cross the board cost of living adjustment, they 
can do it if they provide t",~ luuds for it, but we're not inclined to get into 
these kinds of machinations in order to take care of certain inequities. It seems 
to me that this might be something better left to some special interests to write 
the amendment. 

Mr. Bartunek - Mr. Chairman, I would object to any amendment that takes care of 
just some and not all. I think if it applies to all then it should apply. I can 
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see ju~tlfication for the judges because they have a six-year term. But in a four
year term or a two-year term, I don't think it's important to change the compensa
tion. As Mr. Fry has indicated, they all know what they are going to get when they 
run for the job. 

Mr. Huston - Some of the connnissions have six year terms. Would you be inclined 
to lump them in with the judge-type situation? 

Mr. nar tunek - No. I don't rea lly th ink so. 

Mr. Huston - Because there are six year terms for some commissioners, and with in
flation the way it is, it really hurts them. And they play games where they will 
appoint one commissioner to take the term of another one who has resigned so that 
he can be reappointed earlier and things like that in order to get around this. 

Mr. Carter - There are certainly pros and cons on this and I think it has been a 
good discussion. We are going to have another committee meeting before too long. 
Why doesn't the committee take another whack at it and see if we can answer some 
of the objections and still solve the problem that I think is valid. 

We are now at the main item on the agenda which is the Bill of Rights report. 
Mr. Bartunek -

Mr. Bartunek - Mr. Chairman, we just spent 20 minutes on one section of the consti
tution. This report includes recommendations on 22 sections of the Constitution, so 
I will try to be as brief as I can. First of all I want to thank Mr. Clerc, Dr. 
Cunningham, Mr. Mansfield, Representative Norris, Representative Roberto, Mr. 
Shocknessy and Mr. Skipton for their long bours and diligent work on this committee. 
They were all very helpful, and we had a number of hearings. We had some internal 
discussion among the committee, and I appreciated their help very, very much. 

Briefly, the Bill of Rights :i.s. the constitutional protection of the individual 
a~ainst arbitrary or tyrannical treatment by his government. The key provisions of 
the Fourteenth Amendment to the U. S. Constitution state that "no state shall deprive 
any person of life, liberty or property without due process, nor deny to any person 
the equal protection of the laws" have led, as you all know, I'm sure to the gradual 
application of ronny, if not all, provisions of the federal bill of rights as guar
anteed of individual rights against state government encroachment. Most of these 
have been in the criminal field, but more and more in the civil rights field as well. 
In view of th~t fact, many of the federal provisions are applied to the states today. 
And most of the significant rights involve interpretation of the federal rather than 
the state constitutions. Therefore, the first question that our committee addressed 
itself to was whether or not the state bill of rights has anyvitalit;yTaIhatsoever •. 
And we believe loudly and clearly that it does have a vitality. Even though there 
arc various protections found through the federal bill of rights, we still believe 
that it is necessary to have states bill of rights. And if the states cannot pro
tect their citizens' fundamental liberties, or are careless about such protection, 
then obviously the basic fundamental vitality of state government is imrneasuraply 
weakened. We have no way of knowing what is going to happen in the future to the 
federal government, except I guess we can be sure that it is going to grow. We felt 
that these 20 some rights of the people of the state of Ohio should be preserved and 
protected for them. Incidentally, none of the new or rewritten state constitutions 
have omitted a bill of rights, so we felt that that was an important thing. 
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Another part of our philosophy was that we felt we didn't want to make any change 
just for the sake of change. Although there was some peculiar language that we will 
get into Inter on, where we weren't always sure what it meant, we felt that these 
have served the people of Ohio well and should continue to serve them well in the 
future. The committee determined that changes should not be made unless a demon
strated need existed for the change. Changes for the sake of modernizing language, 
omitting obsolete .provisions, rearranging, and similar matters are not recommended. 
The only amendments proposed in the testimony that came under this category were 
that sex-specific words--for the most part, the use of the masculine gender, be 
changed to neutral words or the sections otherwise rewritten so that references 
to a particular gender could be eliminated. The committee rejected this proposal. 
The only changes of a purely corrective nature that are recommended are spelling 
corrections. I personally was against that, but the committee outvoted me unanimously. 
The research studies and the testimony noted provisions in the Bill of Rights that 
have not yet been fully explored in court decisions, or about which questions have 
been raised. The committee examined these and felt that most of them, if not all 
of them, can be handled legislatively, and that others--such as balancing the rights 
of the property owner and the government in eminent domain proceedings--do not 
lend themselves to a constitutional solution. We bore in mind always that we 
were dealing with a constitution rather than a state law. 

Several new prov1s10ns were proposed by persons appearing before the committee 
and I believe at least one of them is here today, who may "lant to testify later on. 
These included an equal rigl:ts amendment, an amendment giving people the right to 
know and participate in governmental affairs --things of that nature. The committee 
felt that too little '\las knmm about the meaning of some of the terms used, and 
about the potential effe~t and meaning of. the proposals, so these were rejected. 

Now I would ask you to turn to Article I, section I, page 7 of the material 
that has been handed to you. If it isn't going to take too much time, the way I 
would like to proceed, ~tr. Chairman, is to read the section and then tell you our 
recOlTU11cndations. And at each time, I think, if anybody ,~anted to be heard from the 
Commission, I'd be glad to entertain any of their questions. 

Mr. Bartunek read Section 1 of Article I found on page 7 of the report. He 
stated that the committee recommended no changes. 

He then read Section 2 found on page 13. The omission of the word "be" was 
noted. The co~nittee recommended no changes. 

He then read section 3 on page 16. The committee recommended no change in that 
section. 

He read Section 4, page 19. 

}tr. Bartunek - We did recommend an amendment, and that was to change the spelling 
of "defense" from "defence" to "defense". It was not intended to make any sub
stantive change in the meaning but to correct the spelling. And that is our recom
mendation as to Section 4. 

~. Fry - My question concerns the right to bear arms. How does that square with 
the laws that the legislature passes about permits for guns and things of that sort? 

Mr. Bartunek - As I recall, the right can be limited and has been limited in some 
areas by city council, and the legislature has atten~ted to limit it. If you will 
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turn to the other side of the connnents, the "right to bear arms" of the Ohio Con
stitution is different from the second amendment of the federal constitution and 
could have been construed to have a different effect on an individual's rights. 
The second amendment reads "A well-regulated militia·being necessary to a free 
state •• " and thus the right to bear arms is intimately connected with the con
cept of a citizen-soldier in individual state's rights. Ohio's section appears 
to be an absolute affirmation of the right to bear arms without any governmental 
interference or limitation. The Supreme Court of Ohio, in its infinite wisdom, 
however, has hel.d that to understand fully, Article I, Section 4, it must be read 
in conjunction with the second amendment. It's sort of reverse incorporation. 
Therefore it was seen that the primary purpose of permitting people to bear arms 
was to dispense with the need for a standing army and to enable the people to 
prepare for their own collective defense. The case is cited there. Furthermore, 
the existence of this right does not restrict the legislature's right and respon
sibility under police power to pass laws and establish regulations that may be 
necessary to protect the safety and welfare of the citizens of Ohio. Consequently, 
the protection of the general public by the regulation of the use and transportation 
of dangerous weapons, through the exercise of the legislative power, is a legitimate 
usc of that authority; Akron v. White, 28 Ohio Ope 2d 41 (Munc. Ct. 1963). 

Mr. Carson - Was defense spelled this w9,; (defence) in l851? 

Mr. nartunek - I believe it was, yes. I don't believe it was an error. I believe 
that WtlS the use of the language at that time. 

Mr. CarBon - Mr. Bartunek, thinking of all of the thousands of dollars that it 
would take to put this on the ballot, I must say that that is a lot of money to 
spend to modernize a word which was correctly spelled at the time it was written. 

Mr. Bartunek - If you care to make a motion, I'm sure the chairman wouln entertain 
it. 

Mr. Carson - You don't want to do that now. 

Mr. Carter - \~y don't you go through your report first. 

Mr. Bartunek - All right, but I hope we don't lost that. Very well we will continue 
on to Section S on page 24. "The right of trial by jury shall be inviolate, except 
that, in civil cases, laws may be passed to authorize the rendering of a verdict 
by the concurrence of not less than three-fourths of the jury." This was a question 
that bothered us considerably. There was absolutely no testimony before the com
mittee at all on juries. So we recommended to the Commission and the Commission 
responded by appointing a special co~nittee to study this and two other questions 
which came to our attention because we felt that when you are dealing with juries, 
and the right of trial by jury being inviolate, which many of us support, that it 
should not be passed on casually without at least some testimony from the judicial, 
the legal and the civil community. So it is recommended that Section 5 remain as 
it is but that it be considered by a special committee to study civil juries. And 
that committee has been appointed under the chairmanship of Representative Norris 
and indeed had its first meeting last week. 

Mr. Fry - We've had some legislation that is contrary to what that Section 5 says. 

•� 
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Mr. Fry - Yes. 

Mr. Bartunek - No, I think that under arbitration I believe it can still go to 
• a court and a jury, a judge and a jury. 

Nr. Fry - I see, you say "the right of trial by jury" so you can demand a jury. 

Mr. Montgomery You're covered under workmen's compensation because it's in the 
Constitution. But no fault auto insurance, there's a real problem with that one.

• Mr. Bartunek - I am not familiar with that, but I'm sure that attorneys like 
Craig Spangenburg are not unaware of this provision. 

Mr. Bartunek then read Section 6 on page 26 and stated that the committee 
recommended no change in that section.

• Mr. Montgomery - Excuse me. There can be involuntary servitude for the punish
ment of a crime? 

Mr. Bartunek - There shall be no slavery nor involuntary servitude unless for the 
punishment of a crime. I guess "servitude" means incarceration in a prison.

• Mr. Montgomerv - I don't know that it does. Incarceration is one thing and in
voluntary servitude is another. 

Mr. Bartunek - Well, that's why this Commission is good because all of us are 
reading language that v take for granted.

• ~ Montgomery - I wonder would we want our prisoners to be subjected to involuntary 
servitude for the punishment of a crime? I doubt that we would in this day and 
age. There are the chain gangs and the rock busters but we don't have that in 
Ohio. 

• It was noted that prisoners work on license plates. 

Mr. Montgomery - Isn't that considered educational and therapy? 

Mr. Carson - Maybe chain gangs were considf~red rehabilitative. 

• Mr. Bartunek - It was our understanding that it implies imprisonment. If you do 
have a serious question, about it maybe you'd want to refer it to another committee. 

Mr. Montgomery - Imprisonment at hard labor is hardly a modern concept of penal 
administration. 

• Mr. Fry - I'm certain that if you would like to make a statement we could certainly 
have a group down here that would like to testify on that. 

Mr. Bartunek read Secti(~ 7 on page 29. Again, we thought that this was a 
rather nice thing for the sl,~~ ~o have in its bill of rights and recommended no 
changes.

• Mr. Montgomery - Does this square with the U.S. constitution as it's interpreted, 
no school prayers? 

•� 
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•� 
Mr. Bartunek - I think this would permit school prayers, and I think school prayers 
ought to be permitted, although we can't do it under the federal constitution. I'd 
like to see prayers in schools. The federal government says we can't, but the fed
eral constitution may be changed. Who knows? And if they do ••• 

Mr. Carson - We've got to go to the Supreme Court. 

Mr. Bartunek - Right, so from my particular point of view voting on this, I personally 
felt that it would permit prayers and I felt it should be retained. We will now turn
to Section 8, on page 32. He read the section and stated that the committee recom
mended no change in that section. 

He read Section 9 on page 33. "All persons shall be bailable by sufficient 
sureties, except for capital offences where the proof is evident, or the presumption 
great. Excessive bail shall not be required; nor excessive fines imposed, nor 
cruel and unusual punishments inflicted." He recorranend a change, again in spelling 
"offenses" and we recommend a change about bail. We reconnnended that persons may 
be denied bail prior to a trial if the offense charged is a felony connnitted while 
the person was released on bail. And continuing "Notwithstallding any other provi
sions of this constitution or supreme court rule adopted pursuant thereto, the gen
eral assembly may pass laws implementing this section." 

This is one of the few substantive amendments that we reconnnend to this hon
orable Co~nission. It was suggested by Representative Norris, who pointed out the 
difference between the federal system of bail and the Ohio system. Under the Ohio 
Constitution as it exists now, we believe that a prisoner can be arrested for bur
glary, released on bail, go commit anotheL burglary, be released on bail, go commit 
rape, be released on bail. ~tr. Norris and the rest of us at the committee hearing 
that day felt that this is not proper. It's right to give bail the first time 
around, but when it is a second or third time, and the crimes are felonies, he 
should not be permitted to have bail. So those are the changes we reconnnend in that 
and also changes in spelling of the word "offenses". 

Mr. Carter - How about the third sentence? 

Mr. Bartunek - Well, we felt that this is not a self-executing provision. We felt 
that maybe the Supreme Court or somebody else mi.ght not like this and the Supreme 
Court might issue a rule that would say they could have bail from here to kingdom 
come. So we wanted to say through the people and their constitution that is not 
what we want. We want one time, and let the legislature decide how many times 
after, if any. 

Mr. Carter - In other words, you want to make it absolutley clear it's a. legisla
tive prerc~ative. 

Mr. Bartunek - Yes, sir. 

Mr. Montgomery - What is a capital offense? 

Mr. Bartunek - A capital offense is murder. 

}tr. Montgomery So if some guy gets out here and snipes and connnits mayhem and does 
everything short of killing somebody, even though he is obviously dangerous to society, 

we"re going to bail him. 

I 
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Mr. Bartunek - They bailed Sam Sheppard. But even in capital offenses where the proof 
is evident or the presumption great, they do not have to let him out. If someone went 
on a rampage and killed a lot of people, under this provision he could be denied bail. 

• Mr. Montgomery - Oh yes, because it's a capital offense. But I'm saying that here is 
a person who has committed a dangerous offense to society. Maybe nobody was in the 
place when he bombed it, but it wasn't his fault. 

•� 
Mr. Bartunek - Well, that can be taken care of through our elected judiciary process� 
where the judge would set the bail so high that it would be impossible to raise it.� 

Mr. Montgomery - That's one solution. 

Mr. Bartunek - I hate giving criminals all of these rights, but it's a peculiar bal
ance where some judgment would have to be Inade and its placing that in the hands, 

• heart and mind of a judge, and hopefully they will serve us well. 

Mr. Huston - At what point can they be required to have a mental examination without 
bail? After they have been arrested, can they be referred for a mental examination with
out bail? At that point. 

• Mr. Bartunek - I don't think so. I'm not a criminal lawyer so I can't really truly 
answer how that works. But I think that if they have bail, under this provision bail 
has to be set. 

Mr. Huston - Suppose you arrest someone that you know is mentally deranged? 

• Mr. Bartunek Then you can put him right in a mental institution. It's very simple 
to put someone in a mental institution. 

Mr. Huston - That's what I was thinking of in Don's example. A sniper out there 
shooting people. Apparently, he must be mentally deranged, or you would suspect so. 
You might be able to incarcerate him that way.

• Mr. Bartunek - That's why we have judges who study the individual situations, but 
again, we want to protect the people of the state that they cannot be thrown in jail 
without great presumption and great proof and locked up in,there because they got 
rude to a cop. Our big concern is the person who commits an offense while on bail. 
A lawyer will go up in front of the judge and tell him that the main witness hasn't

• arrived yet and he would let the guy out and the guy would go steal. None of my 
clients would do this, but it would be a fee for the lawyer. 

Mr. Carson - This second paragraph only applies in a case where a person accused of a 
crime is released on bail and commits another crime while he's on bail. Is that correct? 

• Mr. Bartunek - Yes. 

Mr. Carson - Pending trial? 

Mr. Bartunek - That's correct. :ilst of all, he has to be charged. Not just simply 

• 
arrested but charged with a felony. And then that felony had to be committed while 

he was on bail. 

Mr. Carson - One question and one ob~ervation. My question is, does this happen often? 
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Hr. Bartunek - Yes, very frequently. 

}tr. Carson - Another crime while out on bail? 

Mr. Bartunek - That's correct. 

Mr. Carson - I didn't realize that. I guess my question was does it go far enough? 
If a person is convicted of a felony • 

Hr. Rartunek - You can't do that or you're tampering with his basic civil rights. 
If he's convicted of a felony and he serves his time, then he's supposed to be re
habilitated and you've got to give him a chance to get back in the mainstream of 
society. In fact they are even expunging records now. 

Mr. Russo - ~\at if he is out on bail on a misdemeanor? 

Mr. Bartunek - Then he would be entitled to bail. 

Mr. Russo - All this says is if he is charged with a crime while he's out on bail. 

Mr. Bartunek -No, commits a felony. 

Mr. Russo - If I get bail for a misdemeanor and then go out and commit a felony, am 
I bailable? 

Mr. Fry - It says "they may be denied bail". How often do they get bail on a misde
meanor? 

Mr. Russo - There's a lot of bail on a misdemeanor. 

Nr. Nontgomcry - It could be a felony or a misdemeanor. 

}fr. Bartunek - You're right. Any other questions, Mr. Chairman? All right we'll 
go on to page 40, Section 10. We did recommend a small change which I will tell 
you about when ,,,e get there. He read Section 10. There were two things we did on 
this section. First of all, you ,"ill note that in the second to last line of the 
amended portion of Section la, we eliminated "and may be the subject of connnent by 
counsel". We eliminated this because this is a federal rule as set forth in Griffin 
v. California, 380 u.S. 605 (1965). And we felt that since it is a law being f01
Imvcd in Ohio now, under the imposition of the federal will, that we would recorrnnend 
that it be eliminated. So that ,,,as the only change that we reconnnended. However, 
in our discussions in this matter, there was absolutely no testimony as to the grand 
jury. And we felt that the grand jury is being criticized today, and that it was 
important enough to request further study on this. So it was requested and the com
mission chairman responded by appointing a special connnittee to study the grand jury. 
And indeed last Friday, a hearing was held all day with people testifying on the 
validity of the grand jury, whether it is needed and so on. We felt that this is 
so important that it needed special attention. It is possible that the other connnittee 
may reconnnend no change. If it would be agreeable to the chairman, I would like to 
have Section 10 adopted as amended here, and then whatever changes are proposed by 
the committee, if any, could then be considered. 

Nr. Fry - Mr. Bartunek, I would be curious how this was handled in the Model Constitu
tion. It is pretty detailed for a constitutional provision. Maybe there is no other 
way we can handle it. Is it just as long in the federal constitution as it is here? 

~tr. Bartunek - I don't know the answer to that question. Again, the philosophy of 
our committee was to make no changes unless there was real demonstrated need. 

I•� 
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Mr. Fry- Ann, is there any provision like this in the Model Constitution? 

~~s. Eriksson - I, frankly, do not know what the Model Constitution provides. This is 

• really a combination of several provisions from the federal constitution and is perhaps 
a little more detailed. 

Mr. Bartunek - We will go on to section 11 which is found on page 47. He read Section 

• 
11. We thought again, that was very nice language; however, the cooler heads on the 
committee pointed out that the libelous and acquitted were mispelled, so the only 
changes we are recolnmending are the purpose of correcting the spelling for libelous 
and acquitted. 

Mr. Carter - Would anyone knm~ if those spellings were correct when adopted? 

Mr. Bartunek - I'm sure they were part of the indigenous language of the day. We're 

• down to section 12 which is found on page 53. (see report for text). This section 
opened up a lor of interesting discussion. It was pointed out that there is a trend 

• 

toward regional prisons and that if there were a regional prison with Ohio, Illinois 
and Indiana participating, we couldn't transport the guy out of Ohio because of this 
constitutional provision. However, the committee felt that this is still in the 
future and if that ever ciid occur, then it 1vould be a more propitious moment to change 
the Constitution, because it would have a concrete objective and a concrete proposal 
to go along ,~ith the change. Again lIoffense" was mispelled, so we are recommending that 

• 

the word lIoffense ll be chan~E:d to a different modern spelling. And then we had a long 
discussion about corruption of blood or forfeiture of estate. And quite frankly, none 
of us could really understand what that meant, and so therefore, in C0fl6onance.~_ '-lith our 
philosophy, since it's nrt hurting anybody; there is no great designated need for change, 
and since it did seem to be important to some people who wrote the Constitution earlier 

and voted on the constitution earlier we decided that w~ ought to keep that in there. 
Because really if we take those negative rights away we don't know what's going to 
happen. So we prefer to keep it as it is. 

• 
Mr. Fry - Mr. Bartunek, I would comment that if you don't know what it is and the 
citizens don't know what it is •••• 1 notice that in the comments here it was noted 
that one suggestion was that it was a loss of all civil rights. If we are going to 
amend this section, I don't think it would be wrong to make it a little more under
standable by the citizens of our state. 

Mr. Bartunek - No one complained to the committee that they couldn't understand it. 

• Mr. Fry - You just said that you didn't. 

Hr. Bartunek - I said IIcomplained to the committee. 1I These obviously are from 
another time. IICorruption of bloodll was believed by some people to mean a civil 
death. We didn't think that this created any harm. There was no public outcry to 

• change it and we felt that Ohio did not want anybody to corrupt their blood or for
feit his estate. 

Mr. Fry - I'm not going to form a committee, but I would like to see it say "loss 
of civil rights" or something .... - ';:~at sort. 

• Mr. Bartunek - Because, again, we didn't want to tinker with language that had been 
there for a long time, without considerably more research and study to know exactly 
what we are doing. 

•� 
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Mr ~ - \.]c'vc changed other parts of the constitution as we have gone through them 
simply eliminated excess language or unclear language. 

Hr. Skipton - If you read the conrrnent, you get the idea that the corruption of blood 
meant not only to take away the civil rights of the individual guilty, but also of 
his issue. The constitution says that you may take away the rights of an individual, 
but you can't take away the right of his children. So this is sort of the reason 
why you don't want to monkey with the language. 

Mr. Bartunek - That was our conclusion. We will proceed on now to section 13 (see 
p. 56). We recommended no change in that. I think it's self explanatory. We will 
proceed on now to section 14, search warrants (see p. 57). Even in modern-days 
that looks pret~y good. We recommend no change in that section. Turn to page 64, 
section 15. And again, we recommended no change in that. 

Mr. Fry - What does "mesne" mean? 

Mr. Carson - It's pronounced "mean" and I believe it means temporary. 

Mr. Bartunek - Proceed now to section 16 (on page 66). This was a non-self executing 
provision of the constitution relating to suits against the state. We don't want to 
change it, because it's existed for a long time but it took the Ohio General Assem
hly til 1971~ to create a court of claims whereby the state could be sued. We thought 
that was a good thing. Frankly, I think the committee shared my view that we liked 
some of the language used here. We're losing co~tr01 of our language today with all 
the thi.ngs we are doing in creating laws and so forth, and we thought this said it 
pretty well. We recommended no change in.section 16. Now go on to section 17, 
page 74. We recommended no change in that. Go on to section 18, page 75. Again, 
no comment, no testimony, and we thought that was a pretty good provision. Section 
19, on page 76. 'This is the section of law that provides for the eminent domain 
and the taking, and we found no need for change in that section. It would be very 
dangerous to change it because of the many rulings on this. 

~. Carson - May I go back to section 18? Does this mean that we cannot have martial 
law in Ohio? 

l-lr. Bartunek - I think that the General Assembly has probably empowered the governor 
to suspend the law. I'm not sur~, I haven't researched it. But I would guess that 
if the General Assembly has not directly authorized the governor to suspend the laws, 
then it would not be a proper thing. 

Hr. Fry - I think the General Assembly has. Does the Turnpike Commission come under 
the eminent domain section? 

Nr. Bartunek - The section says: "Where private property shall be taken for public 
use, a compensation therefor shall first be made in money, or secured by a deposit 
of money." They would have to put the money up first, before they could take. 

Nr. Fry - I was referring to the fourth line, which says "or for the purpose 
of making a repair in roads ,..hich shall be open to the public, without charge." 

}lr. Bartunek - I think if you separate the clauses, if you take it for the public, 
without charge, then you can "quick-take". The Turnpike Corrnnission would come under 
"and in all other cases, where private property shall be taken for public use, the 
compensation shall first be made in money." He then read section 19a, damages for 
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wrongful death ~ 87. ) Again, there was no testimony on this whatsoever. However, 
Mr. Norris felt, and the rest of the committee members shared his view, that this 
was an important question today, particularly in the problems of the malpractice 
siutation \vith physicians and the high verdicts sometimes being given and the prob
lems in reducing them. So we reconwended no change but asked that a special committee 
be appointed to study the question of reduction of verdict amounts in civil cases 
when it is felt by the court that they are in excess of the true amount that should 
be awarded. All of us did not really feel that there were too many excess verdicts, 
but there was enough thought on the committee that we felt that we ought to have some 
expert testimony and learn is this really a problem or not. Now we go on to section 
20 on page 92. We thought that this was one of the most significant parts of 
Article I in that it gave to the people the rightKthat are not otherwise specially 
set forth in the constitution. So we recommended no change in that. And then our 
last section, you'll be pleased to hear about, because it is the last, is found on 
page 98. And I would like to take the opportunity at this time to thank the staff 
and Mrs. Eriksson for doing an excellent job on what we considered to be a complex 
and difficult matter. TIley provided us with a lot of material. A lot of effort 
went into it and it was well set forth. We do not apologize for the length of the 
report, becouse we feel that you and we and the people are entitled to know what the 
law is and hO\v these things evolved. 

Article XIII, section 5 was a section that was not in the bill of rights but 
dealt l with eminent domain, and Has given to our committee to consider in connection 
with the other enlinent domain and jury questions. This is where public utility cor
porations acquire private property for expansion of their facilities. This is being 
used and it's been worked over in the courts for a long time. However, we did find 
that it requires a jury of twelve men. And He recognize that in Ohio, now we have 
juries of eight, six anl so forth, and all· juries are not composed of 12 men. Per
sonally, I liked the jury with 12 persons. In our probate court, Hhen they have the 
eminent domain hearing, they have to get 12 jurors. If they have an eminent domain 
hearing in some other jury trial in our other Cuyahoga County common pleas courts, 
they have six or eight, I've forgotten which it is. So our only change there was 
not to change the substance of this but to rt:!move the words "of tlvelve men" from 
the language. }tr. Chairman, that completes our presentation of the report. I see 
that on the agenda, you have now set time aside for a public hearing. I believe 
there is one person here \.Jho \vould Hant to testify, and if this would be the appro
priate time, I would ask you to accord her those privileges. Would you please come 
forward and state your name and organi~ation? 

Mrs. Workman - My name is Glenn Workman, and I have been with a number of different 
organizations. I'm here really representing myself as a parent, rather than specif
ically representing an organization. I have previously been with the Ohio Coalition 
for the Education of Handicapped Children. I am no longer with them. I am legisla
tive governmental affairs advisor for the Ohio Association for Children with Learning 
Disabilities. }~ job is with the Ohio State Legal Services Association and I am on 
the research project for Ohio's elderly. TIlis gives me a very broad background. 
am also the mother of four children, all of whom are in high school. Three of the 
children have been diagnosed as having specific learning disabilities, which are 
educational, psychological kinds of problems. I had really addressed the wrong com
mittee a year ago. So I do tr 1-rl~ you for allowing me the time to address Article I 
of the Constitution. 

The concern that \ve have vlith the constitution is that the Ohio Constitution 
does not specifically contain any language relative to the protection of rights of 
some of the people who do not fall into the category of normal, or average, or what
ever words you want to use to describe that categorization. TIle groups of people 
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that I am specifically talking about are people that either by age or by physical or 
emotional handicaps are being excluded [rom basic rights in the State of Ohio. To 
illustrate, one is the right to access to an appropriate education. He have, within 
Ohio statutes, language that gives authority for setting up standards of education 
only to the Department of Education. So any of the people of school age that fall 
under the authority of say Nental Health and Retardation do not have any kind of !•
educational programs written for them. This seems to have been a problem for a ! 

I 

number of years. People are awar.e of it. I'm sure that you are aware of some of 
the legislation that has come out on the rights of the mentally ill and mentally re
tarded. The rights of the mentally retarded passed, I think, last fall, and the 
bill of rights for mentally ill patients is now in the House. So action is being •taken. But if you look through the language of the legislation, you will find no 
definition, no requirement for educational standards, or no indication that a person 
has rights to an education, under those situations. The language is void of that 
kind of requirement. You were discussing earlier, pro and con, extending the right 
of a person who has committed a criminal offense. And within the constitution there 
are specific provisions protecting those rights. I'm appealing to you on that basis 
that the constitution contains no language to delineate the rights of pursuits. 

Mr. Montgomery - Is there any place in the constitution where an individual's rights 
are only protected if he is healthy or if he is young? JMrs. Workman - You have reviewed what the constitution says. 

I 
Mr. Nontgomery - It means all people, doesn't it? I 

! 

IMrs. Workman - Yes, it does. 

Mr. Montgomery - Regardless of their physical, mental, or chronological status? ~ 
}Irs. Horkman - Yes. The language does say that and you are absolutely right. The 
only defense I have to make on my behalf is that we have statistics to show that there 
are 200 blind school aged children in Ohio WllOse right to education is being denied 
and that is substantiated by the facts and figures from the Bureau of Rehabilitation 

I

and Services for the Blind. Those are hard-core figures. We have in black and white 
that that situation exists. • 
Mr. Montgomery - Are you suggesting that we should add language regardless of mental, 
physical, and chronological status? 

Mrs. Workman - Yes. That is what I would like to recommend if the Commission would 
consider adding some phraseology that would say regardless of religion, sex, race, 
age, physical or emotional handicaps, which would, again, set forth an intent of good 
faith through our basic instrument of the State of Ohio. 

Mr. Bartunek - Do you have any language that you want to propose to the committee? •
Mrs. Workman - I have nothing formal prepared other than what ••• 

Mr. Bartunek - You did present some language that was drafted by Mrs. Eriksson••• 

Mrs. Workman - Right, and that specific language at that time dealt only with the .. I physically handicapped. I think that should be expanded, at your discretion, to 
cover., for instance, age, emotional or physical handicap and not specify one partic
ular group. 

• 
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Nr. Fry - ?-tr. Chairman, it seems to me, I may be wrong, but possibly the difference 
here is in the term "rights". Hhat you're really asking is that people handicapped 

• 
by reason of age or mental capacity be given the same privileges as those that 
aren't handicapped. Do we have provision in our constitution about education? Isn't 
that all by legislation, or is that covered by the constitution? 

Mr. Bartunek I think we have a provision••• 

• 
}trs. Workman Not within the constitution's sect~on on education. My previous 
testimony to the committee was to the committee that was dealing on the section of 
education. }trs. Eriksson and I had discussed that previously. The article does 
not state who shall receive education, but merely outlines a provision for education. 
But there is no language that says that a particular group will receive that educa
tion. 

• }1r. Fry - That is handled by the legislature in order to carry out the provisions of 
the constitution. 

Mrs. Workman - It is. handled by the State Board of Eduation to set the standards, 
but there is still no statutory language to designate \.;rho shall. 

• Nr. Bartunek - Are there any other questions of }trs. Workman? Thank you very much 
for coming here. We appreciate your testimony. 

Mrs. Workman - Thank you for your time. 

• 
Mr. Bartunek - Nrs. Hor'-,an did appear before this committee. And as you may recall, 
this committee also dealt with education and she did appear before us then. At that 
time, the problem she addressed herself to revolved around a request for a mandate in 
the Ohio Constitution that everybody be educated to the point of their capability ••• 

•� 
Mrs. Horkman - Excuse me. Another person that testified was using the terminology� 
"to full capacity or full potential". My testimony did not include that language.� 
I merely addressed equal access to educational opportunities, hoping that you will� 
see that there is a difference.� 

•� 

Hr. Bartunek - Right, thank you. In any event, some constitutions, I think Illinois'� 
if 1 1m not incorrect, does have language that affected everybody no matter what� 
their state in life, aged, but mostly youth and handicapped persons, had an opportun�
ity to require that they be educated to the fullness of their capability. And ob�
viously, the committee rejected that because that was such an unknown quantity and� 

•� 

because of the limitation of fends available now for education. And then we did� 
consider the questions that }trs. Workman has raised that \ve put in some mandate in� 
the constitution that people be educated regardless of their age, physical condition,� 
or sex or handicap. Again, we rejected that because this is an unknown quantity.� 
We felt that this was a legislative question and indeed there are laws now that pro�
vide for the education of the mentally retarded, of various kinds of handicapped� 

•� 

persons. There are infirmities, we agree, but we felt that these things should be� 
addressed by the legislature ·';:tther than a constitutional commission. For that rea�
son we did not include any l~~o~~6e about education to their capabilities or that� 
they be educated regardless of their age, physical condition, sex or handicap,� 
again, because it was an unkn~vn quantity.� 

And so therefore, Mr. Chairman,. I thank you all for your careful attention on 

by the committee. 

• 

this rather long and somewhat borin; report, but it's an important report. }1r. 

Chairman, I now move that the report of the Bill of Rights and Education Committee 
as presented today with cprtain reconrrn,~ndations for no change be adopted as recommended 
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Mr. Fry seconded the motion. It was unanimously adopted. 

Mr. Carson - I have a question. What section, Ann, was it that Mrs. Workman was 
talking about? 

Nrs. Eriksson - The language that was worked out was applicable, to section 1 or 
section 2 or perhaps a new section in Article VI. It was related to Article VI, 
on education. 

Mr. Bartunek - 1 think Article VI was where it most probably belonged. 

Mrs. Eriksson - It was not presented in the context of Article 1, as it related 
specifically to education. And that education report has already been agreed to 
by the Conuniss ion. 

Nr. Carter - Does that answer your question, Nolan? I share personally in the con
cern of ~~s. Workman. The question I don't think is whether we agree with her pro
gram or not b1.it whether or not it f S a proper matter for the constitution vis a vis 
the statutory process. 

Mr. Bartunek - That was our concern, Mr. Chairman. 

Mr. Carter - ~s. Workman has been very diligent, she appeared before our committee 
this morning and I was delighted to listen to her. One of the big problems the 
Commission has is d~ciding what matters are of constitutional import and those that 
arc nlost properly legislative matters. It's not that we disagree or don't think you 
have a valid cause, but it's a question of. what should be in the constitution. Now, 
Joc, we're do\vn to the question of the ones that you wanted to amend. 

Mr. Rartunck - The first one is found on page 19, section 4, which had to do with a 
change in the spelling of the word "defense" 

Mr. Bartunek moved the adoption and }~. Heminger seconded. The roll was called. 
Those vO~lllg yes were Mr. Bartunek, Dr. Cunningham, ~. Fry and }tr. Montgomery. 
TIlose voting no were Messrs. Carson, Carter, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston and Russo. 

Mr. Carter - We will keep the vote open. 

Mr. Montgomery - What has our pattern been on others? Haven't we tried to go the 
correct way on other amendments? 

Mr. Carter - I'm not sure 1 could generalize with 100% accuracy, but it has been my 
general observation that unless there was a substantive change that we didn't bother 
with the others. TIlat's the way most of the committees have dealt with it, but I'm 
not sure I'm right on that. 

Mr. Montgomery - I think we ought to be consistent. Either we make them all right or 
we leave them alone and not just this particular article. 

Mr. Russo - Wouldn't this go all as one proposal if it did go before the voters? 

Mr. Carter - I don't know. 

Mrs. Eriksson - I would certainly draft one proposal with all spelling changes in it. 
Just as we have done with renumbering changes in some articles. 

, 
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Hr. Carson - r--lr. Chairman, on this point 'ole are, I think ,all adults, but if we are 
going to ask 10,000,000 people in the State of Ohio, or however many voters we have, 
to read, look at and vote on a proposal to modernize the spelling of one word, at 
great expense to the State of Ohio, I think it's a travesty. Especially if the word 
was correct when it was written. 

Mr. Carter - Nolan, I think your view will prevail. 

Mr. Bar.tunek - Mr. Chairman, I agree with Nolan, but I feel compelled, as chairman 
of the committee to defend these things. 

~tt. Fry - Let's carry it a step fur.ther. If the question is put before the voters, 
the text will be available to everyone but it will be, the question itself, a rela
tively simple matter of correcting spelling and mention it along with other things. 
Isn't that the case? We have to file the resolution in its entirety, but as far as 
whether or not we correct the spelling in one place or change the language or it's a 
substantive change, the cost is going to be the same, if it is all in one question. 

Mr. Carter - It does suggest the possibility of having what the legislature has 
every once in a while, an amendnlcnt to correct various spellings and having them 
itemized at one time. What I object to is having a specific action on one little 
correction• 

~tt. Fry - I agree with Nol~r's point if this were the only thing to be considered, 
but if we have some other changes other than just spelling. 

Nr. Bartunek - I think snbstantive changes. ought to be in the same section because 
you've got the problem 0,( printing the thing, you've got the problem of the bedsheet 
ballot, which has not been resolved yet. And I sort of like it in there. That's 
what they meant and that's the way they spelled it. He will turn nO'.. to the next 
amendment on page 33, section 9, and that is substantive anlendment, denying bail if 
a man is out on bail and charged with a felony. I move its adoption, l'tt. Chairman. 

Mr. Fry seconded the motion• 

Mr. Carter - Any further discussion? 

The roll was called. Those voting in the affirmative \olere Nessrs. Bartunek, 
Carson, Carter, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery and Russo. 
The roll call was held open. 

lrr. Bartunek - 1'tt. Chairman, the next section is on page 40. That is the grand jury 
section which is being considered by the other committee. We did recommend taking 
out "the subject of comment by counsel" which is prohibited by federal interpretation 
of the Constitution of the United States. That is a substantive amendment, but it 
is a difference ,vithout a distinction. I move its adoption. 

~tt. Carter - With the understanding that there may be further amendment by the other 
committee. 

Mr. Bartunek - Whatever their pleasure. 

Mr. Hontgomery seconded the motion. 

Mr. Carter - Any discussion? 

Mr. Russo - Why not drop that whole part, "but his failure to testify may be consid
ered by the court and juryll? 
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~~. Bartunek - Because we want the jury and the court to recognize that he didn't 
testify. The only thing that is uncut," l:itutional is the comment. 

TIle roll was called and the following voted yes: Messrs. Bartunek, Carson, 
Carter, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Hontgomery and Russo. The 
roll call was held open until the next meeting. 

Mr. H<1rtunck - He now turn our attention to section 11, which is only a spelling 
change in "libellous" and "acquitcd", which was the current spelling of those words 
at that time. I move that the amendment be adopted. 

Mr. Fry seconded the motion. 

Mr. Carter - Any discussion? 

The roll was called. Those voting in the affirmative were Messrs. Bartunek, 
Cunningham, Fry and Hontgomery. Those voting no ,'lere Messrs. Carson, Carter, Guggen
heim, Heminger, Huston and Russo. The roll call was held open. 

Mr. Bartunek - I do think, Mr. Chairman, when you circulate the votes, you ought to 
explain ",hy there were no votes on this, so that people just don't get in in the 
mail without the benefit of the discussion. 

Mr. Carter - I think that would be a good idea, on the requests for votes, to have a 
very brief explanation of the reason that people voted no. 

Hr. :Bnrtunek - Hr. Chairn4.'ln, I call your attention to page 53, section 12. Again 
j.t's a correction in spelling from "offence" with a "c" to "offense" with an "s". 

kir. Cllggcnhei~ - Mr. Chairman, if you are going to annotate the reasons, I'd like 
to SHY that I'm voting against these not because of the expense and the difficulty 
of the ballot. I am a bit of an antiquarian. These are words that have been in the 
constitution for years. It has been argued in court that they have got a memory and 
a patina to them. There is nothing wrong with them. I dislike changing them. 

Nr. P,nrt~k - I agree Hith that. 

Mr. Carter - Ibcn why don't you vote no? 

Mr. Bartunek - Because I am the chairman of my committee and when I am given orders, 
1 carry them out. 

Mr. Bartunek moved the adoption and }rr. Fry seconded. Those voting yes were: 
Messrs. Bartunek, Cunningham, Fry and }funtgomery. Those voting not were Messrs. 
Carson, Carter, Gugg~eim, Heminger, Huston, and Russo. The roll call was held open. 

Mr. Bartunek - The next question, }~. Chairman is the last one, on page 98, section 
5 of Article XIII, the taking out of the lolords "jury of twelve men" just having a 
jury ascertain compensation. I so move. 

Mr. Heminger - I '11 second the motion. 

Mr. Carter - Any questions? 

The roll was called. Those voting yes were Messrs. Bartunek, Carter, Carson, 
Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, and Russo. The roll call 
was held open. 
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Mr. Carter - 1'11 take 8 few seconds just to sirnply say that I think this commiss ion 
ow~s a grc.:lt debt of grntitude to Joe .:lnd his corrnnittee for doing a great job on 
~lis whole subject matter. I h.:ld ~le opportunity of looking at this report some 
time ago. It was quite a thrill for me to read it. There is a lot of very interest
ing and good i.nformation and I connnend every connnission member to take the time to 
rend it. Joe, thank you. 

Nr. Bartunek - Thank you, Nr. Chairman. 

The date of the next meeting was set for February 25. The meeting was adjourned. 

Richard H. Carter, ChairmanAnn M. Eriksson, Secretary 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
rctober 5, 1976 

Minutes 

The Ohio Constitutional Revision Connnission met on October 5, beginning at 
1:30 p.m. in House Room 10 of the State House in Columbus. Chairman Carter 
opened the meeti.ng hy call1.ng the roll. Those present were Senator Butts, Senator 
Gi.l1mor J Hepl'(!Sent,ltJves Maj.cr, Norris, Sti.nziano and Thompson, Messrs. Aalyson, 
Carter, Clerc, Cunningham, Fry, Cu~genheim, Montgomery, Russo, Skipton, and Wilson, 
and Vice-~lairman Linda Orfirer. 

Mr. Carter welcomed new member Mike Stinziano and, later in the meeting, John 
Thompson, both Representatives. He announced that Representatives Scribner Fauver 
and David Hartley were also newly-appointed. He noted the loss of Jim Shocknessy, 
and read a·letter acknowledging the flowers sent from the Connnission: "Dear Sirs; 
To receive flowers always brought a special kind of joy to Hr. Shocknessy during 
his lifetime. It was most consoling to his relatives and friends to have the 
lovely arrangement that was sent by the Ohio Constitutional Revision Connnission of 
immense white chryscmthemums and daisies. Mr. Shocknessy would have greatly admired 
it. Thank you for remembering us. SincerelYJ Regina O'Grady for relatives and 
friends. 11 

Mr. Carter: We will mi.ss Jim and so will a lot of other people in the State of Ohio. 
So, we're down to 31 member.s instead of the full complement of 32, which makes our 
required numher for reconnnendations 21 -- our. 2/3 vote means 21. I doubt if there 
iR time to flll the remaining vacancy caused by Jim's death, so I imagine we will 
proceed with 31 from llera on out. I would like to talk a little bit, but I am go
ing to wait until the end of the meeting, about what the plans are for the Commis
sion, what the status is, and get your thoughts about whether we are proceeding in 
the right direction. We need to discuss, briefly, Issue 117 on the ballot because 
it is s1.milnr to one of our proposals. Ann, would you discuss Issue 1171 

Mrs. Eri1~sson: Issue #7, which is placed on the ballot by initiative petition as 
part of a group of four proposals, is in essence the initiative and referendum 
recommendations of the Constitutional Revision Commissi.on with one significant dif
ference. Our proposal, which was one of our regularly issued reports, resulted 
in the i.ntroduction of H.J.R. 42 in the General Assembly lest session. H.J.R. 42 
after hearingR in the Hquse State Government Committee passed the Rouse early in 
January by a vote of 90-1 and was referred to the Senate Elections Committee and 
did not move through the Senate this session. 

The essential difference between our proposals and Issue #7 on the ballot has 
to do with the statutory initiative procedure. The essence is this. The present 
Constituti.on requires two separate petitions i.n order to get <it statute on the bal
lot by ini.tiative petition. You do not go directly to the ballot as you do with 
a constitutional amendment. You have to first petition the General Assembly by 
gathering 3% of the voters' signatures and then, if the General Assembly refuses 
or fails to act in a satisfactory manner, you must have another petition again 
s:/.gned by 3% in order to go to the ballot. The Revision Connnission' s proposal 
maintained the two petitions. We did reduce the number of signatures, not by what 
we considered to be a significant number but we did reduce the number of signatures 
that it would take. We did retain the two-petition requirement. The proposal 
on the ballot eliminates the second petiti.on. What it does is permit a group of 
persons, and I think they are requiring 150,000 signatures for that initial peti
tion, and it permits that 150,000 to petition the General Assembly. The proposal 
must go to the General Assembly first, but failing General Assembly action, the 
proposal can then go directly on the ballot simply by the committee, the small 
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group of people that got the thing together, requesting the secretary of state to 
put it on the ballot. So that it eliminates the necessity to gather. signatures 
on a second petition. That's the essence of the difference between the Commission's JI 
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proposal and the initiated proposal. Of course, any number of persons have in 
fact discovered tllat this is very similar to our proposal and have secured copies 
of our report and as a result of this, the Commission's name is being used, and 
our report is being quoted. The arguments on the ballot also refer to us, the 

•� arGuments having been drafted by the promoters of the initiated proposals. 

Mr. Carter: I might add, and Craig correct me if I'm wrong, the committee of which 
Katl(~ Sowle was the chairman and you and J were members of, recommended to the 
Commission the elimination of the indirect initiative for statutes. The Corrnnission 
did nut give sufficient 2/3 votes, and so it went back to the corrnnittee and then 

•� the committee resubmitted to the full Connnission the proposal that went into our 
report and that was approved. The reason I bring that out is that the proposal 
th~t js on the ballot is awfully close to what came out of the committee the first 
time, just for identification purposes. 

•� 
Mr. Wilson: Did the Commission's proposal elilninate the 44 county requirement?� 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, it did. 

Mr. Wilson: I wanted to vote ~gainst that. 

•� 
Mr. Carter~ As I recall it is probably unconstitutional in any event was the con�
clusion we came to.� 

•� 

Mrs. Eriksson: There was a considerable amount of discussion at both 'the committee� 
and the Commission level on that particular point, and the Commission proposal did� 
eliminate it. I might make one other comment and that is that the secretary of� 
state worked very closl ~Y with the committee in working on this proposal. And the� 
secretary of state recommended a direct statutory initiative rather than the in�
direct process. 

Mr. Carter: So I think it is fair to say that this Issue #7 is extremely close to 
what came out of the Commission but not the same. 

• llr. Skipton: There is a very key item here that differs from our recommendation 
that is being touted as. our recorrnnendation and it is influencing a great number of 
people. I have no desire to have the Commission take a stand one way or the other 
on the issue. But I do believe that it should be the subject of a news release 
or something to the effect that this is not exactly what the Commission recommended. 

• Mr. Carter: For purposes of clarification, I would think that would be in order. 
The staff could readi.ly do that -- make a release pointing out there is this dif
ference between what is on the ballot and the Commission's recommendation, without 
taking a stand pro or can -- simply pointing out the difference. Is that what you 
had i.n mind? 

•� Mr. Skipton: Exactly. 

Mr. Carte~: Any further thoughts on that question? Anyone who would object to 
that procedure? 

• 1'11'. !.nIyson: I have a qu~stion. Skip, as I understand it, you're saying that 
there m:e newspaper articles or other sources of releases being put out that indi
eatn that this is our proposal? 

Mr. Carter: Oh, yes. 

• r~. Montgomery: That's a clear inference when you read the paper. They are using 
our name in an unfair way, in my opinion. 

·'CQ~ 
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Representative Stinziano: How does the proponent argwnent refer to the Consti
tuti.onal Rc.vi::;lon Commission? I haven't read it. 

Ii 
Nrs. Eriksson:. This is one of the published arguments fer the proposed amendment: ;I
"Issue 11=7 will simplify the initiative and referendum based on the reconunendations 

;! !•of the Ohio Constituti.onal Revision Commission. In its 1975 report, the prestigious .'i'' 
bi.-partisnn connnis~;jon viewing the entire constitutional language on the initiative il 

~ I 1and referendum concluded th<.lt the provisions were confusing and in need of revi ;' ! 
sion". And I as:~umc that is a quote from our report. Here is anot.her reference, 
too. The Comnd.ssi.on - referring to Issue 4lf ~ bri.ngs Ohio into line with the 
othl~r 22 states with initiative laws. It says the total number of signatures re
quir(~d by Issue 11=7 are high enough to keep frivoloufl measures off the ballot. The 
COlnmission found "these processes have been used by Ohioans with restraint in the 
past and there seems no reason they shoul<J not continue to be available in the 
future". And that also is a quote from our report. Our report has also been 
quoted in at least one article in the Dispatch. J 
11r. Skipton: I was listening to a radio talk show where the panelist just flat 
out said this was a Commission recon~endation. In fact, some people actually 
recorded it, so I know that it's accurate. They are using it, and as long as they I 
are just quoting us, we canlt complain too much about it. But it does bother me 
that a great many people are being influenced by the fact that this is one of our 
proposals on the ballot. ~ 

iMr. Montgomery: They sure do. If they pull it out of context, it's misleading, 
and obviously misleading. I don't have any question about that. 

Mr. Carter: Ann and I were talking about this. It is unfortunate that it has 
come up :in context uith these other issues because it's not being considered on ~ 
it~ mer.its ::tt an, hut thnt's the way it goes. I think we h::tve established sever
al things. Let me state my under.standing and see if anyone disagrees. First, the 
Comnission should not take a position one way or the other on Issue #7. Secondly, 
we should issue a press release through the office pointing out that the Commission 
takes no stand on Issue #7 and that it does have a significant difference bet\leen 
what the Commission recommended and what's on the ballot. 

Mrs. OT.'firer: I wonder if we, for purposes of c1arification~ might add a sentence 
to the effect that while several parts of the amendment do agree with our report, 
there are significant differences. 

Mr. Carter: I think we want to state it fairly. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Yes, state both sides, not just "no, this isn't ours, and we're 
not taking a position on it". 

Mr. Carter: Yes, I think perhaps that's better than saying we're not taking a 
posit:.l.on on Issue If7 one way or another. It's just simply pointi.ng out the dif •I
ferenceu between what's on the ballot and our proposal. Does that sound in accord
ance \lith ••• 

Mr. Hontgomery: They're inferring that we are taking a position and unless we 
specifically say we are not then we will be identified as for it. 

Mr. Carter: Would you prefer to specifically state that the Commission is not 
tak Lng a pos:l.tion on Issue itt 7? 

Mr. Montgomery: Absolutely. That's been our position on every other constitu
tional amendment. •···(;96� 
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Mr. Carter: Anyone feel to the contrary? Then I feel we should incorporate that 
in the release. That seems to be the feeling of the group. It's too bad it's 
on the way it is because it getting lost in other questions entirely. It's aI S 

darn good measure -- this whole business of changing the initiative and referendum, 
as evidenced by the House overwhelming approval. But getting mixed up in this 
other business is too bad. 

The staff has put together a little booklet givi.ng a surml1ary on where every
thin8 stand5. If anyone has any questions on the pending proposals, I think we 
will save them until after the meeting. There are only two committees that we 
have functioning now that arc active; Al Norris' committee on the jury questions, 
and Craig Aalyscm's conmtittee on "hat I s left. AI, do you want to bring us up to 
date on where your group stands on the jury questions? 

Representative Norris: Mr. Chai.rman, we finished our public hearings on both the 
civil petit jury and the grand jury. We met last week and drew up some tentative 
reconuncndations in the area of grand jury reform. We will not really be making 
any suggestions in civil jury reform. But I think we will have some very meaning
ful suggestions to make in the area of grand juries. We're currently polishing up 
the drafts in those areas and I would hope to have a report by the end of the month. 

Mr. Carter: So presumably this could be submitted to the next meeting of the 
Conuniss ion? 

Representative Norris: If it's next month, right. 

Mr. Carter: He need approval of the minutes of the January 27 meeting. They were 
all mailed to you. I l..Joked them over and thought they were suitable. Does anyone 
object 1f they are approved? There being none, the minutes are approved. 

Now, to the '{hat's Left Committee reports. Craig, of course, has been the 
chairman of this Committee. I want to say on his behalf that I have been fortunate 
to be a member of this Committee. I have very much enjoyed the Committee discussions, 
I just missed one. We have a fine chairman who has done an outstanding job in these 
areas and I am proud of what the Committee has come up with and proud to have you 
present it, Craig. 

Mi'. Aalyson: Mr. Chairman, the W11at's Left Committee submits today two separate 
reports to the Corrunission for their consideration, with recommendations that they 
accept these reports. The first is entitled the Miscellaneous Report, which con
cerns itself 'oJith Articles II, VII, IX,.llT, XV, and XVI of the Constitution. And 
the second report concerns itself with Article XI of the Constitution -- apportion
ment, and we move that the Commission does accept these reports. He will proceed 
to discussion. 

Dr. Cunningham seconded the motion. The motion was adopted. Mr. Aalyson 
noted the page numbers in the report for each section. 

Mr. Aalyson: Those of you who have been members of the Commission for some per
iod of time will recall th;'- t'l j s Committee earlier concerned itself with the terms 
of office of elected officials and the salaries which pertain to those officials 
and made an earlier recommendation 'vhich '-Jas not accepted by the Commission. The 
Committee went back to discuss tnis further, and the chief problem which appears 
to have been encountered in this spction is the fact that in certain areas of the 
government, notably the county co~nissioncrs, because of the staggering of terms, 
onc of the county commissioners :i.s prrsently unable to receive the salary "lhich 
other co~nissioners elected after he was elected are able to receive. The county 
commissioners were unanimous in presenting their views that this was an inequitable 
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rCHul t. Pr illl<1r.i ly hecau:1e the person who would be receiving the lower salary is 
oftEm the pc'n,on who kin had t]H' mOf;t extended term as a county connnissioner and 
th1"'lH' "VJ ttll tIl(' IIIOBt knowledge of the operation of the Coullty cOlmnissioncr' s of
ficc m),(1 the olle who would be taking the lead, at least i.nitially following a new 
tl~rm, in the conduct of county busincBs. There was some other discussion from the 
count.y auditors but they are not in the same boat since they don't have staggered 
terms. And there was alRo some input from some members of the legislature with 
respect to their inability to receive a change in income during term but that did 
not meet with a whole lot of sympathy from the Committee or the Commission, I be
lieve, in its past discussions. In any case, what the Committee has done is to 
submit: its first reconmlcndation in this fie Id which is to the effect that the Cen·· 
eral Assembly could not change the salary of an elected official during ternl un
less the office were abolished. And then there was an additional provision to the 
effect that au increase in salary applicable to an office shall apply to all per
sons holding that same office. We feel thi.s will probably only affect county com
missioners. We move the adoption of this recommendation by the Commission. j 

Mr. l1ontgomcry seconded the motion. 

Repre~entative Norris: Would this not apply to senators? 

Mr. Aalyson: No, there is a separate constitutional prOVision which takes care of 
state senators. 

Representative Norris: Refresh my recollection, if you would, I don't remember that prior 
propof:81 that well. Did the prior proposal say that the General Assemt>ly could in
crease anyborly' s salary during term but our own? And if not, why don't we recommend 
that instead of fooling around \'lith just this? 

Mrf>. E;~ikss(\n: This was the first pT.'opos09l of the Committee nnd the second proposal 
of tl}(~ Committee would have si.mply prohi1)ited decreases but would not have prohibited 
increases at all. That proposal was defeated by thp. CommisRion. 

Representative Norris: Would it have allowed increases in terms for legislators, 
too? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No, because that is in a fJeparate secti.on in the Constituti.on. 

Representative Norris: And that's the proposal that failed? 

Mr. Aalyson: Correct. 

Representative Norris: There is good rationale why we can't increase our own sal
aries during term, but I never understood ''lhy we couldn't increase the county re
corder's pay. nut if that was the proposal and that was rejected then that answers 
my question. 

Mr. Fry: I had the recollection that we discussed this at length one meeting. Why 
was it taken back? 

Mrs. Eriksson: BecmlBC the propos.::!l was defeated flnd 5t Has then moved that the 
Committee recondder. it, and the COll1ffi:Ltte.;~ reconsiderea it and decided that it's 
first propos[ll was what it wanted to go with. It was discussed at length. 

Mr. Fry: When this proposal was made, was it defeated too? 

Mr. Carter: It did not come to a vote. Hhat the Commission raised as an objection 
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to it related particularly to the senate questiun, which this does not cover. The 
senators raised questions about this and basically I think their situation was that 
if we're going to do this for county commiRsioners, ,,,e ought to look at the in

• equities that exist in the senate at the same time. So we took it back and looked 
at it in the Conunittee and came up with the approach that was just described, and 
then that was defeDted clearly. So now we need to do something. 

• 
Mr. Hontgomcry: I think there was just a general broad sweep5_ng opinion among peo
ple thnt tIle;r£: f,hould he no increases in s:llary during term. That's as far as a 
lot of us looked, and I think further analysis has indicated that this is kind of 
silly. ~'Icre shouldn't be such a hroad sueep. We should start looking deeper. 
Hhat he says is absolutely true. The freshman commissioner is the least qualified 
and you arc paying him the most. It doesn't make any sense. 

• 
Mr. Carter: It's an obvious inequity. TIle motion was made and seconded to adopt 
the Committee's recommendation on section 20 of Article II again, that is adding 
tllat phrase that says that if there are raises IMde it applies to everyone holding 
the same office, principally the county cOlmnissioners. 

Hr. Fry: Hr. Chairman, I had an oppflrtunity to look at some of the comment on this. 
Who was responsible for the constitutional amendment that allowed in-term pay in

•� creases? Who put that on the ballot? It says lIthe failure of voters to ratify re�
cently a constitutional amendment which would allow in-term pay increases for cer
tain county officials". \·:I-:en was that on the ballot? 

11rs. Eriksson: About two years ago the legislature put it on. 

• Mr. Fry: And it ,,,o.s rejected? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes. It was considerAbly more complicated than this proposal. 

Mr. Fry: T'm going to vote against it. I feel the idea of a person at the time he 
proposes to run for office knowing v!hat is provided for the office, I don't think

• they should run on an "if-come" basis either. I'm not going to try to persuade 
anyone, but I'm going to be consistent with the position I have taken for a long 
time. 

Hr. Aalyson: We considered ttis in the Committee, and we took that particular 
attitude with reference to the auditor, for example. They knew what they were get

• ting when thC'~' ",ent in so they should be satisfied '''ith it. I just want to let 
you know thal we did consider that. We also considered that with regard to the 
county cOlnmissioners, but we did feel that there was probably an inequity here since 
as we described the later and less professional persons were receiving a higher 
salary than the persons who were doing most of the work. 

• ~tr. Fry: I would guess this has been considered over a period of about 50 or 60 
years. If it '1ere to be adopted, it would he a change that had been considered 
many times in the past. 

... 1 1 y.Mr. Skipton: Doesn't this to all the staggered term appointments as well?a L~: .J 

•• Mrs. Eriksson: If it's a pub'_ic official, yes. 

Mr. Ski pton: A lot of the debate bcfo"c tu:r.ned on who all was covered by it. Any 
stc1~~.~l~1:cd term office would be affected Ly this, but the change still would only 
occur when a nev1 term st::n:ted for S011'( body. I'm willing to go along with it just 

I on the basis that it is not i.n-term for any office holder. There has to be some 
i. 
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hnsis for it, and it is the beginning of a new term for somebody when it occurs. 

1'1r. Fry: In this case, though, it ~l7ill not be necessary. I mean the commissioner 
will not start a new term. He could get an increase without starting a new term. 

Mr. Skipton: Anybody '."hOSE: term has got a longer term to run would benefit from 
this, there is no question about that. All this docs is say that all people serv
ing in the same office are going to receive the same pay. 

Nr. Fry: Hhat about public utility conmlission members? 

Nt's. Eriksson: Yes, H apl)1icH to them. Any official ,,'ho occupies a public office. 
:It would not apply to appoir,tt:'cl person" ~'7ho ,vere not public offiee holders, but 
public utility cOMnissioners would be considered a public official. 

1'lr. Fry: He Hay prind pnlly connnissiollcrs, but would this apply to all boards or Jconnissions that are appointed? 

Mrs. ErikDson: Nost boards .1:Jc1 commissions aren't salaried, and most of them are 
not considered to be office holders. 

l-fr. Fry: \\That about the Industrial Commission? 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think it would apply to the Industrial Connnission. 

Nr. Fry: I had the impression from what was said that it was just county commis
sioners. 

Mr. Carter: They were the ones who testified before the Cotnmittee. That's how 
their n<'une earn£:' up. 

I1r. Fry: I'd like to see a list of whose covered. It may be a lot more extensive 
than we th ink. 

M:::s. r';riksson: It r s difHcult to ccme up wi.th such a list because it. depends upon 
the i.nterpn~tation of what an office holder is. Those that you mentioned, of course, 
would he. The Industria.l Comm1.ssi.on and the PUCO. 

Nr. Carter: There are two conflicting philosophies here. One is that when you run 
for a job and you know what the lK\Y is you stay v1ith it. The other is that if ~ 
you are doing the same job you ought to get the same pay. You're going to have to 
take your pi.ck. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I don't think it's nearly so much a question of whose affected as 
a principle. Either you believe in the principle of equal pay for equal work or you 
don't. 

Mr. Fry: I'm not certain that we want to be in a position,of the voters saying we 
aren't in favor of thi.s, and l ..e say we don't care what the voters said about it, 
we think it's a good idea and we're going to give it to you again. 

Nr. Carter called for the vote. Those voting yes we::::-e: Ser-ator Butts; Repre
sentatives Norris, Stinziano .::i.l1d Thompson; Hessl's. Aalyson, Carter, Clerc, Cunning
ham, Nontgomery, Russo and Skipton; and ~rrs. utfiLcr. Three voted no: Representative 
Maier and Nessrs. Fry and Hilson. Nr. Guggenheill1 passed. 

Mr. Carter: He will as is our cl;stom, of which you are all aware, hold the Yote 
open until thE' next meeting to give those that aren't here and those who passed an 
opportunity to vote. t .'

'~n 
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Mr. Wilson called for the totals: 12 yes, 3 nos, 1 pass. 

Mr. l~uf,so: :I want to comment on one thing, here. We keep talking about the new 
term :md the "least professional". TJlf1t could be the incumbent who is running and 
the most professional. 111e new appointment need not necessarily be the least pro
fessional. 

Mr. Carter: ~1atls correct. 

Mr. Russo: Because even on the board it could be a repeat, so when you keep re
pf'ilting this, it sounds as if you are giving the least qualified person a pay raise, 
when actually it could possibly be the most qualified. 

Mrs. Orfirer: "Experienced in that role" ·is perhaps a better ,vay of saying it. 

!'1r. i\alyson: Hith respect to mechanics I liens the Corrnnittec has recormnended no 
change. On ,\7orkmen' s compensation although the report indicates no change, there 
is a possibility that there may be some change in that section recoTlnnend~d by the 
connnittec '.,7hich iG considering the pet it ar.d grand jury. There mayor may not be 
a change. The \\That's Left Commi.ttee had no recommendation for change in that area. 
TIle second arca, being section 41 of Article II involving prison labor has been 
recollnllcndecl for change. That appears on p2ge 15 of the COlfunittee I S report. Of 
tJlOse Jlersons who teHtified rti: the Connnittee I s meetings, the general feeling was 
t1l:It tlwre HflS some reason to amend this section to provide that there could be 
certain instances where prison l2.bor could be had and it would be appropriate and 
beneficial to the prisoners themse1v(~s and not inimical to any ideas of state gov
ernment. And that was \'Jhere the prisoner \vas under some sort of program ,vhere he 
could l)e sent out of the prison to work, more or less in a rehabilitative capacity 
during the day and report back to the prison at night. The \vitnesses felt this 
('ould not properly he done under the present form of the Constitution. There was 
also testimony to the effect that in certain instances prison labor should be able 
to be used in competition "7ith other labor, for example, goverrunent printing I be
lieve \VelS the instance which was cited. So the Corrrrnittee did, follO\ving receipt 
of that testimony, make a recormnendation for change which would have the effect of 
permitting the prisoners who are engaged in rehabilitative-type training to leave 
the prison during the course of their imprisonment during the daylight hours and 
engage in that type of training or work. And also we would leave it up to the 
General Assembly to prescribe the limitations ,vith regard to prisoners involving 
competition with other forms of business activity. So we have modified the present 
section 41 of the Constitution quite substantially, by abbreviating it, primarily, 
but providing for the opportunity for the legislature to do the regulation in this 
area and leaving it up to them to determine where the regulation should fall. 

Mr. Montgomery: Craig, the only question I have is should this be mandatory. It 
says "laws shall be passed". What if He just want to train these people? Hhy 
should they hnve to work necessarily? Is this something that welre going to mandate? 

~rr. Aalyson: I don't know that we as a Con~ittee were trying to mandate it. Helre 
carrying over language from th~ prior section. 

!'1r. Montgomery: 1 1 m \londcring if "may" might be a better word than "shall". 

Nr. Carter: I might agree with that. 

1'1r. Aalyson: Yes, I donlt knov! that we even looked at that, but it sounds like a 
very reasonable proposal. 

.. 701� 
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Hrs. Orfirer: I don't read it that ''1ay. It seems to me that the "Sh311 11 is re- . 
luted to the passing of the lvws whi.ch provide, but in my mind, it doesn't say 
ttwt they have to work, It just says that there have to be laws that dccide that, 
make the provisions related to th::!t. What do you think, Ann? How would that be 
:l.nterpreted? 

~1rs. Eriksf,on: I thi.nk it would be interpn~tcci as a 1l1andate to the General Assem
bly to do r.;omething. As witll all such mandates it's essentially an unenforceable 
mnnc1:lte, uc> thnt if the General Asscmbly did not pass laws, nothing would hnppen. 

MrB. Orfircr: But can't it pass laws that do not provide that they must work? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Yes, I think so. A l.nw providing for the employment of prisoners 
could provide that pd.soners could not be employed. 

1-1rs. Orfirer: Yes, that I s what I wondered. 

Hr. Montr,omery: I differ with you in interpretation, because it says "Laws shall 
be passed providing for the employment ••• ", not the non-employment. 

Mrs. Orfirer: The occupation and employment. 

Hr. MontgOli1Cry: I think a technieal read~ng would require the legislature to pass 
laws makin~ these ~ys do something. 

Mr. Aalyson: The language to ~llch you are referring is already in the Constitution. 

Mr. Moutgomery: I know that. 

He. HUHHO: '~hy Rl,ol1] c:l we use n word in there that i~ going to be pres"'l"t~d to the 
courtA for n finnl decisil.'n vlwn lilC could use "may" and eliminate the necessity of 
going to court to determine ,,,llC'thcr the legislature shall do that or not'? 

Senator Butts: I just wonder what you feel you have done with the curtailed lang
uage that you would not do if you had no section there at all. 

Mr. Aaly~on: In other words, does the legislature have inherent power to do what 
is now provided? Maybe nothing. Of course, there has always been a restraint on 
the Conuuission or <my corrnni.ttee under the Corrnnission where there is a constitutional 
provision which seems to actively support a type of activity on the part of the 
legislatu~e, we just don't repeal it. We try to simplify it if we can. So maybe 
there is inherent power. 

Mr. Carter: May I comment on that? You have a different situation if you are 
starting writing the Constitution from scratch than when you are amending an exist
ing one. When you are starting from scratch, you don't need it at all. The plenary 
powers are adequate from that purpose. We always have a concern when we remove 
something from the Constitution, the fact that it has been in and has been removed, 
raises questi.ons itself as to Hhether it is not to be interpreted in a different 
way. There is the practical political question that when you remove something that 
haR been in the Constitution, the write-up always comes out that w·hen you remove 
something you <'Ire permitting something else in its place, and it becomes a rather 
difficult thing to explain -- the ballot language and so forth. So in most cases, 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
we found that in b.alancing all of these factors, sometimes we take them out but 
sometimes we feel it is best to leave a little bit in there for these various 
reasons. 

Senator Butts: I understand. Have we had constitutional issues that have been 
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reBo 1ved that way? Hhere a decision has been wade that it is an act to remove 
something from the Constitution that was in there and therefore you mean some
thing else? 

•� Mr. Carter: The question has been raised many times in our discussion. I don't 
know what the courts would say. 

1'1rs. Eri.ksson: I don't kno\'! that I could cite a precise instance of that happening. 
1 think that in this case, the representative from the Department of Rehabilitation 

• and Corrections \'110 essentially came to the Committee and proposed this modification 
stated at one point that he did not think the Department would recommend a repeal 
of tIle sect j on bec<:mse they did not kno~'1 \-lhat effect that might pass ibly have on 
existing laws and they \'1cre in favor rather of removing the restrictions in the 
section� and le':lVinr.; the !jenera1 language there. 

• Hr. Skipton: Hhat is the question? Are we debating whether we have anything in 
the Constitution? 

Mr. Carter: Yes, I think the Senator is suggesting why not repeal the whole thing. 

H,.. Skipton: I would he ve.ry leery about removing all reference to it because you 

• are talking about forced labor. My feeling is if you don't have a provision in the 
Constitution providing for forced labor then you would eliminate any way of forcing 
anybody� to do any work. 

Senator Butts: That was the question I had for the Chairman, whether he felt that 
he was doing something. 

•� !'lr. SId./lton: 1 don I t care hOH you change this language, whether it is permissive 
or maw}~tory hut 1 don I t tllink -- you are going to be in dangerous ground if you 
eliminate all reference to it. 

Hr. Aalyf;on: Don, I believe you raised the question of whether it should be "may" 

• or "shall". Are He in a posture ,"here we can accept a recommendation for an amend
ment? 

Mrs. Eriksson: Perhaps we should have a motion to adopt the section first. 

Mr. Aa1yson: I move that the Committee recommendation with regard to the amendment 
.. of section 41 of Article II be adopted by the Commission. 

~trs. Orfirer seconded the motion. 

Mr. Carter: Now then, Don, as I understand it, you would like to make an amendment? 

• ~tr. Nontgomery: I move that the language be made permissive with the insertion of 
the word "may" in place of the word "shall". 

Representative Norris se~onded the motion. 

Mr. Carter: Any discussion on the amendment? If you are ready for the question, we 

• c.an have a shm>1 of hands on this one. It is carried that the "lord be changed from 
"shall"� to "mayl!. Section 41 of Article II has been moved and seconded, and has 
been amended in a motion made in tl:2 nast that the word "shall" shall be changed to 
"may". That is the question before the Commission at the moment. Is there any 
further discussion on that? If not Wl will call for a vote on that one. 

• TI1ere were 16 affirmative votes: Senator Butts; Representatives Maier, Norris, 
Stinziano, Thompson; Messrs. Aa1yson, Car~er, Clerc, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, 

....n·) 
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}fonll'plnery, Russo, Skipton, W:ib;on"and Mrs. Orfil.'er. None vol.ed " no". 
J 

Mr. C:ll~l:l'r: J\gi~:Ln we will hoJd the: vote open until the next meeting. 

Hr. Aalyson: Mr. Cll.1inl:ln, it is with SOllie misgiving thDt I approach this next item. 
I-Je in the \-JI1;lt'::: Left Cormni.ttee thought that this one would take about 15 minutes 
and we ended up ,\lith about 15 hours. Present section 1 of Article VII of the Consti
tut:1.on provides that institutions for the benefit of the insane, blind, deaf and 
dumb r;hn11 alwuys be fOf;tercd ~md supported by the Rtate, and be subject to such 
rf~gu lations as may be prescribed by the General Assembly. We had visits from some 
very knoHletlgeable and very hel1'f11l people in this area "lho were very con.cerned 
nbout the present consti.tutional section. Particularly in so far as it does not 
provi.de [01" what those people referred to in their testimony as the least restrictive 
alternative for providing for the safekeeping of these individuals. And of course 
it "la" <lIsa felt that there was a certain sti6'T11u attached to Home of the terms used 
in the pl'cscnt section of the Constitution. The principal import of the testimony 
witll regard to least restrictive alternative was to the effect that persons of 
~lis dlar~cter are unable to fend for or care fur themselves, and should at least 
be j n thnt C1W ironmc,nt which is most suitable for them in their capacity, and in 
.'1n envlronment wJ::icl, 'Would tend to provide the best form of rehabilitation to the 
cy.tc'nt thnt rc,llabllitnti.on coulll serve this type of individual. There was also, 
of ('OUrBC, the f~C'Hng that we should continue to mandate or express in the Con
:.t:1.tut:ion the ide,) that the Btnte would foster and support this kind of individual 
and [-;0 thl.' COlll1nlttce. has made 11 rccOnnn0.r~d3tion which ,,]QuId tend to de-institution
nli.:w the type of {ocility 1vhich would be provided for these persons although per
mitting the: institutlonalization if that were felt to be the most favorable type 
of tTCi1tmcnt for th is type of person. 

We have <.lttempted to provide that the legislature shall be given as much lem.;ay 
:If: p~ss:ibh~ in pl"<1Vi.ding for the can~ of thes~~ fnfli.cted individuals. There was 
cC'tlsidc'ctible t11 i.sgivlng expref;;,cd in the Committee discussions that we did not ~.Jant 

to require the legislature to prOVide specific types of care for these individuals 
which ,vou Id involve the construction of nCH facilities and things of that nature. 
He have come up ,\lith a reconuncndation which reads as follows: t'Facilities fC'r and 
services to parSOilS who, hy reason of disability or handicap, require care. treat
ment, or hahilitiltion, shall be fostered and supported by the statell 

• We took 
the vll>rd 'fhabil itation" to include the term "rehabilitat ionll 

• "Disa~led or handi
capped persons shall not be civilly confined unless, nor to a greater extend than, 
necessary to protect themselves or otl,er persons from harm". This is the idea of 
the lenst restrictive alternative. "Snch persons, if ciVilly confined, have a right 
to hl1bilitation or treatment ll We do have with us some persons, I believe, who• 

want tc testify or speak in behalf of this cOlTUIlittee recorrnnendation. In the inter
ests of perlnittin3 them to return to their other occupations, if the Corrmission has 
no objections, I ,vQuld like to call upon them at this time. I will call upon them 
primari ly in order in which they spoke before us as a commi.ttee and would like to 
introduce you now to Nr. Robel."t Hopperton who is presently with the Faculty of the 
University of Dayton, re~ently with a.s.u. 

Professor lIoppcrton: ~·fr. Chai:r:man, Hr. Aalyson, memhers of the Connnission, since 
}'II. Aalyson is conc.:erned about the time I vli11 make my conrrn0nts very, very brief. 
I v'ould like to say just two things: one is to express support for the recor.lInenda
tion of the What's Lt,ft COllunittee wi.th regard to Article VII, section 1, and two, 
to connnelld the Commi.ttee for working \-lith us for ovel' a five month period ill. terms 
of r,iving very car~ful meticulous and thorough conslderution to the subject area 
of Article VII, section 1. Again, we were supporting a broader scope of Article 
VII, section 1, but viC do support cnthus~.asti:::.a:t1y the reconmeudation of the What I s 
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l-h-. Hontgomcry: He didnlt say vho he was representing. 

Profesuor Hoppcrton: 1 1 m sorry. The report yOh have before you mentioned an ad 
hoc COllllui.t:tee ~\Ild the ad hoc committee was l\rg:mized laq~ely by the La", Reform 
Project at Cfuio State. It included representatives of a wide range of public and 
private orBanizations including the state departments of Mental Health and Mental 
Hc::tanlation, tlle State Pif;ability P]<.!nninr; Council, the Youth Commission; private 
groups such fU; the Ohio Associat ion t()r Retarded Citiolcns t the Ohio Developmental 
DisabU.ities, Inc., Ea~)tcr Seal oq:,ani zati.oT1; ~md several Franklin County organi
zations includjng the Council for Rc.tilrded Citizens and the Children's Services 
Cmlncil. We h~d approximately 20 representatives and all of those representatives 
contributed in OllC vlay or ;mother to the rccoliC,·,'::ndation of the ad hoc committee t 
and i~1 turn to the What's Left Commj Ltec ~ On b8hal£ of the ad hoc group I would 
like to expn:S8 that group I s support for the vlhat I s Left Corruuittee recommendation. 

Nr. Cnrter: The Chair 'vould like to add to what Hr. Hopperton has said. This 
group of concerned citizens about pCuple came into the Committee to testify and 
Craig frankly a~;ked them for their help in drafting something that would be ap
propriate. They spent a great deal of time on this. They came to the Committee 
vlith their recormnendation ",hich was r..ot accept3.ble to the Committee, and through 
the process of give and take and discussions over a period of months this was 
reached as everyone felt an acceptable crnl~romlse between what the group had wanted 
and Wll,1t the Committee HUS ~<'illing to go along ,vith. I would like to say that I 
think it j_A cne of the fin.l,st cx[,mplcs of citiz8n participation and democracy in 
l:overnm\.~nt that I have seen and I think this group is to be congratulated for 
the g,n'<It dcal of time and work and consiu.erntion they gave t.he Connnittee. I'm 
proud of it. 

t-1r. Skipton: Nr. Chairman, is there anywhere in here that defines these terms 
"disnbility" or "hnndicnp"? 

Hr. Carter: Obviously not. This was discussed a great deal in the Connnittee. 

Hr. Skipton: The present Conutitution is very specific and this gets very vague. 

}lr. Aalyson: This presented a problem to us, Skipt in the Connnittee. He did want 
to get away from the type of language vlhich ,,,as characterh:ed as stigmatizing. 
And \'le felt that disability and handicap "lere the most descriptive and yet the least 
stigmatizing language that we could select and He left it at that after much dis
cussicn. Bob Huston was concernecJ also with this, but we think that these are 
terms \1h lch have had a significant enough use in the lmll that if there is any 
question, the courts would be able to handle the matter adequately. 

Hr. Skipton: Can you be educationally disabled? 

rrofc~sor Ilopperton: There are disabilities that are termed learning disabilities. 
I think the terms ~Ile had in mind in terms of using "disability" related to neuro
logical dcficicnceis such as mental retardation, cerebral palsy, epilepsy, and the 
other forms of neurological T 1~(Ible1l15. 

Hr. Skipton: The reason I raise this is that we went through this in another 
commLttee. At that time it was education. Nmv we are talking about presumably 
somcthir,g c11ffcrent t but it: is exactly the same problem. 1 1 m willing to hear out 
the rest of it. 

Profe~;sor lTopperton: I rrigl1t add thaL it is unlikely that someone with a learning 
d:i.sab; 1i ty \wuld be civilly confined because of the educational disability. The 
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disability or handicaps would have to be handicaps that would require or permit the 
state to institutionalize or civilly con.fine a person. So I think that considerably 
drastically narrows the category of people. 

Mr. Aalyson: Evp.n with regard to your question, Ski.p, facilities for ann services 
to perH(:.>ns who by reason of diGability rcguirc care, etc., shall be fostered by 
the st:ltC. He were careful in drafting this to avoid any requirement that the state 
would hnve to start building institutions or facilities of any sort to take care 
of this. We thought also of using adjectives to describe, such as physical, mental, 
or emotional and \'le found that if He got into t:1at \~e were almost going to have to 
list every f1djcctivu that we could think of, and we would be no further along than 
we were. 

Mr. Skipton: I appreciate the problem that you have. 

Senator Butl~s: T. th ink probably the te:rms are definable but it seems to me that 
they arc considerably bro:'ld(~r than the present language, and l-lhat we are doing is 
cxtendil1g the respolls5.bili.ty of the state. l11at way be a good or bad thing. I 
think the question of the hanuicapped is addressed in the Constitution w'ith respect 
to homestead exemption, but there it is "permanent and total disability" ~o1hich is 
far morc restrictive find of course just applies to that parti.cular provision '\odth 
respect to homCi'stcad exe.mption. Now ,,,e are talking about having to care for every
body ~lO is handicapped. 

Mr. Aalyson: I think the intent is adeqtl<.ltely expressed in the recommendation. 
It says "iacilities for and services to pf~rsons, Hho, by reason" of these various 
things require care, treatment, or habilitation shall be "fostered and supported 
by the state". I don' t thinl~ there is any requirement that the state do anything 
that the legIslature would not provide they do. That was our intention. 

I:.cpTescntatJve Sti-nz 4.ano: Nr. Chairman und members of the Committee, I'm sorry 
that J didn't hnve an opportunity to take part in the ad hoc committee and the 
Conmllttee deliberati.ons because I have a strong interest in this area. I "Y1ould li.ke 
to point out to Senator Butts that Columbus State Hospital is in my 30th House Dis
tr let and most of the peop 1e tlwl"(; .'Ire neither insane, b11nd, nor deaf and dumb. 
They lJre n(~t1rologically impaired, they are retarded and they aren't coveren in the 
present Constitution. I think the state recognizes its responsibilities. Although 
I haven' t IH~d the advalltngc ,:,f having heard the testimony or taking part in the 
deliberations of the COlmnittee, I would think that you can't get much more specific 
than the Committee recommcndnti.on nm" is. 

Nr. Montgomery: That's one of the problems I have. I don't kno"Y1 how specific we 
dare to be in a fieln v7hich fluctuates like this one has in the past and undoubtedly 
will in the future. I can see soci.ety I s responsibility to confine those that are 
dangerous to themselves and to others. I think our tradition would support that. 
I have no problem with that one. Hy problem is ,-lith the right to treatment. Here 
it seems to me we could be ir~icating. financially, something which could be far 
beyond the \o1illingness of the people of the state to pay for. We're saying that 
some people are entitled to treatment and there are some people who are untreatable ••• 

Mr. Carter: If conZined. 

}fr. Montgomery: He all knm-l there are hopeles3 cases. I doubt that that should 
be locked i.n concrete. I would like to give the legi.s1ature some flexibility here. 
He don't mention that the legislature can pass laws on this. I suppose it is as
sumed but no place is that Inentioned as part of this Article. I think we ought 
to allow ourselves a little latitude here to cope with changing conditions, changing 
phi.loGophics, changi.ng medications and ideas. I just hate to lock it up. 
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11r.l\.<llyson: 'ell!!; was a very major conCern of the COlllmittee. The language we 
draftc'c1 \IC had hop(~J would taLe into aCCoullt th:!t thi:; type of situation is a 
fltll.:tuilU.ng or evolving situo.U.on. There ;o:e diifercnt types of treatment that 
are cominf, out every day in this realm. 1 believe thot tbe pr.ovision for treat
m",nt, <1w.l Bob I \~ill ask yon to help me on this, is a response to a Supreme Court 
case that lias indicated th;lt under the Federa 1 Constitution there is a right to one 
civilly confined to have treatment. 

Mr. 1'10ntgomery: And the next Supreme Court can say that there isn't. 

1'1r. Carter: There is a question of principle there. 

Hr. 1Ior~t~omcry: IVe Jot" t 1mo\-? fro:n or.c uay to the next what our institutions are 
going to decide is good or bnd. And if I'm a hopeless case, and I'm 90 years old 
and in an inst-LtutioJ.l, I don't want tbClil to \~aste a dime. Under this you have to 
treat m(~ a~1.cl rehahilitate me to do oometldng evc.n though you knO\4 it is a Haste of 
cveryho(ly I s l,loney. 1 thinl:: that I s wrong. 

Hr. Aaly:;on: I don't think any court would say that anyone \~ho couldn't be habil 
itated or tr(;atcu would be required to have it anyhow. 

Hr. Hontgomery: That 1 s what it says. 

1'1r. Aalyson: J think we have. tC' use reason or discretion about the thing even 
though .it's constitutional. 

Prof(~ssor lIopperton: ~ think there are three basic objectives to the suggested 
version of Article VII, section 1. The first is a generalized cOlTU1iitment on the 
state's part to provide sO\lle sort of servi.ces and facilities to disabled and hand
icappe(l persons. ]Jut thnt :i.s not i.ndicated with specificity. I think it WOll1d be 
up to the General Assenilily to decide the scope of those services and facilities. 
The intent of the second sentence is much narrower. It indicates that civil com
mitments \~ould be limited to protect persons from harm, either the persons themselves 
or pen,on:J \~ho might potentially be harmed by that person. And the third sentence 
app1:i('~; only to those ci.villy confined under the harm or dangerous standard the 
right to tre<ltment or habilitation. So it is a vcry narrow range of people who are 
guaranteed under this provision n. right to treatment or habilitation. It is not 
the wllflle ral1gc of disabled or handicapped persons. 

Hr. lo1011tgomery: I understand tlJat, I just think it should be left to the legisla
ture to decide as ti~e passes all and the state of the art progresses. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I would like to say that 1 think you have done an excellent job 
in providing the kind of flexibility that Hr. Hontgomery is talking about. I think 
we OUgllt to pay particular attention to the v.JQrd "or" in the bottom line. It does 
not say habilitiation, it says habilitation or treatment. Everything comes under 
the lahel of treatment, whether it's being given something to calm one who is con
fined 01 whatever. I think no one wants to feel that anyone in this society re
gardl~~~s of their handicap [] 'd the extremity of their 110. ndicap is left without treat
ment of some nature. 

1'1r. l-:())!tgomery: It means more than custodial care. 

Mrs. O;'firer: Right, and I hope it.: (1 0 es mean more than custodial care. 

1-11'. r·lontgomery: Societ::7 should not try to do more than custodial care for certain 
people. 

}'I~'. 1\<11yson: If you read the last sentence in conjunction with the first one, I 
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helieve lIIA.yhe we hnv.-:!, nnd I don't recall \vhether \.,e did thi::l intentionally or 
not, satif;fJ.ed your prohlem, Facilities fur or services to persons who require 
such carc, £lad then, snch persons if ci.villy confincd have a right to habilitation 
or treatment. \-Jho require care or treatment. "1e were concerned with the same 
problem that you are, that you don't force the state to do something that would be 
in effect H ur,;elcss act. Dut the fi.rst sentenc.e provi.des the services for those 
persons \vho require, and if they are civi.lly confined you are going to give it to 
them. \-1e Here also concerned, of course, \vith the idea that if you take away a 
person's liberty, his physical liberty, you must do \-1hat you can to restore him 
to a condition where he could be released. You don't just let him sit there. 

Mr. Guggenheim: Mr. Chairman, the problfm of taki.ng care of mental patients has 
bN~n e perennial Dnd almost continual problem in Ohio. Does thi.s mean that if 
there i~;n I t enough budgeted to furnish cur e for all the.se patients, and I think 
thi.s has been true on many occasions, that they should be dismissed from the in
st::'tuti.on'~ 

111'8. OrHrcr: There is an obl:igation to provide it, as I read it. 

Hr. Aalyson: The obligation is to foster and support facilities and servlces. It 
was a major concern of mine during the di.scussion that we do not impose upon the 
state a burden for \o1hich it \laS not financially equipped. Perhaps we have not 
achi£'ved thnt by our language IJut this ~vas certainly intended. Some of the langue,ge 
in the oririnal draft appeared primarily to me and Bob Huston to impose upon the 
state a fi.nancial burden whether or not it had the capability of assunling it. We 
tried to avoid that requirement in this recommendation and I hope that we have. 

Hr. Carte;:: I don't think your point covers the question. Do you want to restate 
it, Dick? 

Hr. Guggenheim: /',p, has 'been pern.nnially true, the state simply doesn't have the 
funds to prlJ',idc treatment for (!v(;'ryone \vho is in mental institutions. If you 
have a person confin.ed and you are not gi.ving him the treatment, does this mean 
,.,c have to di.smiss h 1m? 

l'1r. Aalyson: You only give treatment to those who require it. 

Mr. Guggenheim: I'm talking about those who require it. 

Hr. Anlyson: I think the anS\'!;,~1':,3 obviolJS that you give them the treatment to the 
extent that you are fi.nancially cr,pable. I don't think the Constitution can impose 
upon the state un obligation it can't assume. Maybe I'm naive. 

Mr. Carter: I think it is envisioning a law suit - you can't give me treatment~ 

therefore you've got to let me out. 

Hr. Gugg0.nheim: I th ink that r s correct. I think the state has been unable to give 
treatment to many people who are confined. 

Mr. Aalyaon: I don't think it would be a reasonable inference from this provision 
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that the person confined should be released if he were 'lot J:'eceiving treatment. 

Mr. Cuggenheim: nut you are giving him a cor.stitutional right to it. You would • 
be depriving him of a constitutional right.� 

Mr. Aaly~:on: But the relief for the right is not to release him., necessarily,� I 
dOll't be liev f~. 

• 
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lleprcsclltntive Maier: The feedback I get from vlhat is being expressed which is 
n~ feeling too is wl13t we nrc trying to do after we get by that first sentence, 
we're trying to legislate by conGtitution. TIlere is nothing in that language that 

•� 
I uon' t r(~illly sub~;cr Ihc to, but 1 still don It beli.eve it belongs in the Constitu�
tion. I. think th<lt' s really the princip l(~ we arc arguing about. 

J'~'ofessor Hopperton: 'J11C ad hoc c010mittce clearly felt that this is precisely the 
sort of language that should be in the ConGtitution; that it ennunciated, at least 
for the civilly confined, a basic l:igllt, of a constitutional magnitude, and we 

• would hope that it would be put in the constitution as a basic commitment of the 
state in terms of treatment and habilitation provided to those who have lost their 
freedom because of thei:c dangerousness. 

Mr. Hontgomery: Isn't this discrimination? Now we're s1'lying that these people have 
rights above and beyond the general population. 

• Profcrosor Ilopperton: It ,vould be a right only vlhen you or I had lost our liberty, 
so it ,.,ould be a quid pro quo of sorts for the state taking away our freedom and 
Uberty to do all those things He nor.mally enjoy. 

• 
Hr. 11ontgomery: Are you saying these people don't have constitutional rights, they 
cnnnot 1)(~ represented by counsel? 

Profcs~;or. Hopperton: Not c,f that sort. But ''lhen the state says you have to be in
stitution;11ized because you Bre potentially dangerous or you are dangerous, then 
the stntc has f~ome obligation to help that person become undangerous or to help 
that pc.c:;on return to 11~rmo.l life to enjoy the freedom we nIl want to enjoy. 

• Nr. Fry: mlCre the state does not provide enough money for that treatment, then 
~vhnt I s the remedy? 

• 
Profes~or llopperton: I'm not sure this provlslon of the Constitution covers that 
directly. TIle U.S. Supreme Court says that if a state is not providing treatment 
to someone ,.,110 is not dangerous, then that person nTLlSt be released, the a 1 Connor v. 
Donaldson case. So there is some S'.lprcmc Court authority that release might be 
rcquireJ-if the state is not providing treatment or habilitation. 

Nr. Skipton: You mean the S\lprenK Court has held that you cannot confine somebody 
to protect themselves or other pet sons from harm? 

• Hr. AnlYflon: No, you m1lst release tlIe person ",ho cannot be so defined. If my in
terpretation nf the case is corr.ect, Bob, it's been a long time since I read it, 
the Supreme Court case applies '1::0 those persons who are confined but are not dangerous 
to thelT~selves or others. 

• Professor Hopperton: And who are not receiving treatment. 

Nr. Fry: What about the case here ,.,here they are dangerous to themselves or others 
but they aren't receiving trel.tmcflt? Hhat's the remedy? 

Professor Hopperton: ::: think this says that the state ~11USt provide treatment or 

• habilitation. 

Mr. Fry: What if the state didn't Jo it, then what? 

Professor Hopperton: Th~:1 I guess it .'lOuld be up to the courts to decide what the 
state llnwt do. There 'vould be a right there that VIas being violated that the indi

• vidual could litigate. 

709 
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Hr. Fry: If the legislature doesn't provide th8 Money, then the courts would be 
in the position of mandating that the legislature raise taxes. 

Mr. Skipton: This gets into the school tax cases, they're the same sort of thing -
that since we have compulsory education laws therefore sine€' the state forces peo
p] e to go to school, thcrc~fore they have the right to get a certain kind of educa
ti.on. And tllat' s being interpreted nowadays to m~an equal numbers of dollars. 
\o1hcn you put that word "right" in here, yC'tl have red flags flying allover the place. 

Nrs. Orfirer: I think we 1 re forgetting that what this says, is that if they are 
not dangcr~ls to themselves or others then they can be released if you can't pro
vidp the treatment. Whnt's the matter Hith that? They can be treated in out-patient 
[~cilltics. TIley can be treated in mental health clinics allover the state. The 
point is you don't confine them if they are not dangerous to themselves and others 
.ll1el you can't finnnci.ally do Z1nything for tl,em. That is 8 very sensible basic 
ldnd of right. So the ans',vcr it seems to me is, if the state does not have the 
money Dnd if trwy are not dangerous to them~elves or anyone, then you have an ob
Ilflatlon to release them. 

Hr. Fry: TItit whLlt if they are dcmgerous? As long as I can remember, we haven't 
done \vhat we fih(Juld do, and I thin!~ under the terms we have here, and I'm sympathetic 
to what Mr. 110p~)crton \-wnts to accomplish) 1 c~m see that if the legiRlature doesn't 
rai.se the 1ll0:LCY nnd treatment is not provi<Je<i and people are still dangerous, then 
what I s the ans\.]er? 

l'lrs. Orfirer: I thi.nk we could solve this. I'm not surc I want to. I think you 
eould put in the first linC' the word used in the last line uhich is "care", have 
a right to "care, treatmcn·;: or habilitation". 

Mx, 'Mcmteomp.ry: r would J ike to ~t1ggest what the remedy would be. The remedy 
would be a lnwsuit against the state of Ohic for the reasonable value of rehabil
itative services. And if you have this in the Constitution, every patient has that 
d ght and the state of Ohi.o will be adjudicated liable, and will pay for that amount 
of money as {t first mortgage on revenue. This is part of what is widely known as 
the psychology of entitlement in this country. That desires become needs and needs 
hecome r1.ghts. We lHl.ve it and we are going to live with it, but at least we can 
conLi.ne it to the legislative level. \·Jhen we put it in the Constitution I thi~k 
we nrc running a collision course with economic reality. 

Mr. Aalyson: Would it help the members of the Commission if there were to be in
sertE~d in the last sentence of the proposal the \'lord "available"? "Such persons 
if ciVilly confined have a right to available habilitation or treatment"? Which 
was one of the proposals before the Committee that was thought to perhaps not go 
as far as the ad hoc co~nittee, at least, feels it should go. 

Represcntative Maier: I think we could perhaps solve that whole thing better by 
just striking everything after the first sentence. 

1'1r. Carter: Hhat' s the problem ,dth the second sentence? 

Representati.ve Haier: The problem with the second sentence is that that question 
has already been dec ided by the U. S. Supreme COUl,t. I don't see "Jhy we should lock 
it into the Constitution at the risk of the Supreme Court coming up with some 
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different interpretation of some substantive right. If that is currently a federal 
constitutional. question, we ought to leave it to the federal courts. I see no 
place for i.t in the state constitut ion although I agree with the principles. 

l'trs. Orfirer: Isn't it just the third sentence that you don't like. 
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l{l~pn'n('ntnt1ve Mnier: No, we were talking about the second sentence. I don't 
lik(' either of them. 

Mr. Hilson: I have trouble even ,~ith the first sentence. That word "disability" 
may he definable by somebody but i.t's subject to a number of questions in my mind. 
For example, just a moment ago we were talking about a learning disability. 

Mr. Aalyson: Age is another one. 

Mr. Wilson: Yes, so the state has to provide care treatment and habilitation for 
those ,~ho are suffering from learning disabilities. They could probably under 
that interpretation have the right to create whatever schools they wanted to. I 
think you have got a widemouth can of worms here in this article. It's okay to do 
a little cosmetic work in the language in the present Constitution. I don't like 
any of the three sentences. I can understand the approach of those who would like 
to put marc into it, but I think it is a statutory thing and it doesn't necessarily 
belong in the Constitution. 

Nr. Aalyson: If I may, I1r. Chairman, I would like to limit further discussion by 
Conunission memhers to give the other witnesses a chance to speak. It may be that 
they will 3nSv,cr some of the questions of the Commission. Another person, who 
is also associated with the. Ohio StC1te University College of Law faculty is Dean 
Michael Kindred. 

Dean Kindred: Mr. Cha:ixman, members of the Commission, I'm coming in at a most 
unfortuitous moment. I do teach at the Ohio State University Law School, I am an 
associate dean of the T,aw School, I have a course in the area of mental disability 
and the In;.~ and I have for several years been the director of the project at the 
Lat~ School, that concerns itself with the legal rights of a portion of the mentally 
disabled population. I'd like to begin by saying that I feel that this is extra
ordinarily artfully drafted language. I think that the What's Left Commi.ttee did 
a superb job of weighing the conflicts bet'veen mandating too much and providing 
for the guarantee of essential basic rights. I think that the first sentence is 
harmless. It doesn't say very much. It says approximately what the present Con
stitution says and that has been interpreted over and over again not to say very 
much. And that's fine. If you have been saying it, there is no reason to start 
not saying it at this point. That first sentence doesn't seem to me to be capable 
of interpretation to require a right to specific services, like a right to class
roomS for the learning disabled 0::: a rif:;ht to an intensive treatment center. It 
simply says that services and fLlci.1.ities in general be fostered. So I take it that 
that is harmless enough. 

With respect to the second and third sentences, I think there is no doubt that 
they are of constitutional dimension. That docs not, of course, mean that they 
have to be in the Ohio Constituion. But they are both propositions that have been 
articulated by federal courts over the last ten years as corrstitutional principles. 
Courts have done that under the Federal Constitution which doesn't deal in any way 
'.,lith mcntal disability as the Ohio Constitution does in Article VII. But using 
the very general notions of dl!e process, equal protection and the right to freedom 
from cruel and unusual pun:""!1l1l'..:nt, the courts articu lated these two principles as 
being prindplcs of the constitutional 1mv. It seC-.T:1S therefore that the only 
question real!:y is as principlC'.s of federal constitutional law, one wants to in
corpor.:lte them as well in the Ohio Constitution. They have already been articulated 
in Ohio statutes. That is the legirlatnre is obvously capable of making statements 
which are statements of rights. That doesn't mean that they are not also appro
pJAiate statements to a'.co be enshrin2cl in the Ohio Constitution. If they pre suf
ficiently fundamental they may be properly stated in the statutes and in the 
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COlLstitution :'IS well. I think you find that very often. I don't think the fact 
that these doctrines hp'rc eVGlvcd [IS federal constitut::.onal doctrines is a reason 
not to put them in the st8t0 constitution. III fact, I think it is only a poli cy 
question. Arc these constitutional statements Folicies that the Commission and 
the state of Ohio want to subscribe to? If they are, then they certainly belong 
in the' Ohio COilstitution. He all know thnt a great many things get litigated in 
feueral COl:rts because the Ferlm:al Constitution either provides or has been used 
to providp it basis for asserting claims ~\1here there is not another basis for their 
being ils'3(,rtc,d. And that I s the reason I think these notions developed first in 
tll<'. fe(l<:r~ll. dominion. But the faet that the.ce is a federal constitutional policy 
clO£>flll't TOl'c'n that \,10 uon' t have to make the same decision at the state leveL We 
11<lve the state Constitution. He have an artie] e in it that deals with mental dis
ahility. \-h~ hnve dealt with tlw.t for <:I long period of time, in the terminology 
of the II inr.an.c". 1\nd in thin:dng aLoHt \\1hat kinds of constitutional principles 
might i:O in here in addition to the nebulotlf; first sentence, these seemed to the 
Hd hoc committee and to the What's Left COIlUlli.ttee as the appropriate basic state
ments to make. 

Tn the last sentence, the right to treatment or habilitation, I would not 
want to see that read "care, treatment, or hahilitation" or to have the word 
"avaU"'lbl'-~" placed in it. If you don't want to articulate a right to treatment or 
hahiEtation fo.r the civ:i.lly confined, then tab~ the sente.nce out. It's better 
not to have i.t in there at all them to have it in there in a s€:ntence that seems 
to say sonll~thi.ng but doesn' t r(~ally say somethinp,. It's a strong statement of a 
conr.tltutirJl1'11 right. I think ttwt it is an essential statement. I think if it 
is not i.n t:he Ohi.o COllfititution that that '''ill only mean that the question ,,7111 be 
Uti.gated tn the federal courts instead of the state courts. There is a decision 
nm.;r thnt hm: heen nmupred in the nOj~tllern district of Ohio with respect to Lima 
State Jlospltnl, Davill V. Hatki~~. It has said, wHh respect to the most dangerous 
civilly confined people in the state, that those people at Lima State Hospital 
have a ct"m:titutionnl right to treatment or habilitation. Now, the court, by way 
of rCllleJy, hvs not orckred all of those persons to be released. It has orde::ed that 
they be provided with tr~atment or hublli.tution. That vIas not a directive issued 
to tlw lcginlature to levy ta~.:es. It was a directive to the Department of :t-lental 
B"n 1tll find t·1cntal Ret,wdation.:o reassess their priorities and to see to it that 
wJth respvct to thi::; population they began to spend enough resources that they were 
provided treatment and habilitation or to rp-cvaluate them if they couldn't provide 
that and se.c if the£c persous couldn I t be properly released. They have released 
a number of them. 'fhl~y have sent a number of them back to state courts and said 
"We don't think this person needs to be confined, he should be released". And 
many of them have been released. Some of them have been re-entered into th~ crim
inal process. The statement that one finds most commonly in the right to treatment 
cases is that a mental hospital without treatment is nothing more than a pris'.Jn. 
And if a person is going to be placed in a prison, he should be convi.cted through 
the criminal process. I think that's the choice we have. There is nothing wrong 
with convicting people through the criminal process and putting them in prisons. 
Hopefully the prisons could do something for them if they are treatable. But that's 
a different question. If we view a commitment process that is less rigorous than 
the criminal commitment process, that is the civil commit~ent process, and we put 
them in places called hospitals, then I don't think that it is too much to say 
that the logical conclusion of that is that they must have treatment. And that is 
"'lhat the courts have said, that if you want to put them in prison, put them i.n 
prison. But if you arc going to put them in hospitals, they have a constitutional 
right to treatment. I think that is a sufficiently sensible position and that 
the statement here is drafted to reflect that in very precise terms. I hope you 
will give very serious consideration to this provision. Thank you. 

Mr. Afl.lyson and l'trs. Orfirer: Thank you. 
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)vir. Aalyson: He have another person in the room who may want to speak. Mr. 
Lobosco, clid you ,.,ish to speak to the ConlIi1ission? He was also very helpful to 
the members of the ConU11ittee in their COllS idcration of this particular section. 

Hr. Lobosco: I'm Gerard Lobosco. At the time the od hoc conU11ittee was considering 
the prov~sJ.on here, I was staff attorney for the Franklin County Council for Retarded 
Citizens. I'm nov] an attorney with the 1.m., R",form Project. I'll be very brief 
because I certainly couldn't express anything hetter than Hr. Kindred has. I would 
say that ilt the time I '·las considering it as an employee for the Franklin County 
Council for RetardeJ Citizens, we were very concerned with the fact that this C0n

stitutional provision contained some clearly obsolete language, at least implied 
an ohsolete concept in the mental health fieJ.d, v~hich was that the only explicit 
J~efcrencc \\l<lS to institutions, which arc places of confinement. The first sen
tence, as l-lr. Kindred says, doesn't chanf.:e things very much substantively. I 
think that it merely opens the door to modern treatment and modern technology, 
,.,h1ch does not focus its attention completely on institutions but instead gives 
the nod to some community oriented services and some non-confined services. I 
would like to also point out that the sentence refers only to persons who because 
of their condition re9.uir0 care, treatment, or habilitation. And in that sense 
does not require the state to provide care, treatnlent or habilitation for everyone 
who might be classified as disabled or handicapped. 

Senator TIutts: I think there are two different propositions going on here. One 
as a result of the cOHffictic extension of the words used in ~e present Constitution, 
which seems to me to dramatically broaden who we are talking about, we're also 
saying that we're not just talking about ,lithin institutions but prOViding care, 
which may mean outside .... f instituti.ons or without having to be confined to the in
stitution, at least. 'l'hat has a whole set of problems for me that even though I 
lIlay agree with wantin~ to do that, I donlt knmv Hhether or not we should put it in 
the Consti tut.i.on to say th,1t we must do that. The second is the st,:1tement of the 
second two sentences. If we took the language of the present Constitution, maybe 
there is a way tlwt ,.,e can cosmetically say the same things and not have what is 
Huggcstcd to be the Gti~natizing terms, but still limiting ourselves precisely to 
those peoplp, and still talk about institutions. Then went on to say the second 
two sentences with the language changed to comply with institutions and these peo
ple precisely. Would that accomplish a big part of what you are trying to do? 

Dean Kindred: The first question you raised is whether the first sentence requires 
the doi.ng of something that isn't far beyond the minimum that has been done for 
many, many years, that is, where it says the state shall foster and support services. 
Does that cr~ate a specific claim by someone to something? It is my judgment that 
it doesn1t d~ that, that the breadth (If that language is acceptable simply because 
the sentence doesn't create a remedy. It expresses a goal, I don't think it ex
presses m.:.ich morc than a goal. If the Corrnnission were to feel that the foster and 
support l~nguage could be interpreted to require specific services then I would 
certainly agree with you that you would want to narrow that down, because it is very, 
very brcHd. On the other hand, if it only expresses a goal then it seems to me 
that th(~re is nothing '''rong with having the categories that it is addressing be 
broad cat~gories, because we dn have that hroad goal. With respect to the broad 
categories rather than with ).eslJcct to very narrow ki.nds of terms. However, you 
arc absolutely correct th.<>t the important language in t.he section are the second 
and thjx<l sentences. Those arc the ~>2ntences that have teeth. lbe second sentence 
set8 a minimum standard for the involuntary corrnnitment of persons. That I s very 
;TTlPO~·t;"lt. And the thi.rd sentence sa/s that if you do involuntarily civilly com
r"it iwt·sons, they have a right to treatment and habilitation. That is a second 
statement with teeth in it, and it Lo important. So in terms of having a strong 
consti.tutional provision, the first sentence I don't think is important. If you 
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want to revise it, tighten it, narrow it, take it out, then I don't think it 
would make nn.tch difference. So my answer to your question is yes, but I'm not sure 
that it is necessary to change that first sentence. 

Mr. Fry: First, I want to say that these three gentlemen have made a very fine 
presentation. Let's address ourselves to the second sentence, It says persons 
shall not be civilly confined unless nor to A. greater extent ••• and so on. Are 
there abuses in the state today that people are being confined that are not covered 
by the Bill of Rights? 

Dean Kindred: Until very recently that has been a problem. The legislature has 
recently revised the commitment standards \oJith respect to mental health and mental 
retardation, tightened thCl'.l up substantially. The report indicates that the term 
"protection [rom harm" is obviously somewhat a broad term. The report of the 
Conunittee itself has indicated that the intention of the Committee itself is that 
that is to be given the meaning that has already been articulated in the statutes. 
So thClt the importance of that provision I think is essentially to prevent a back
sliding, to prevent: a reopening of the institutional process to persons who are 
not harmful to themselves or to others. I think that it certainly is the case that 
there i.a no doubt that the institutions have been overused greatly until very 
recently. There has been a dramatic move both in the administration and in the 
1cgi.slClture to stop those abuses, and I think that ha:'J been handled very effectively. 

Mr. Fry: Actually you are putting legislative language in the Constitution. 

Dean K:l.ndrcd: It is l::mguace that is consistent with the language that the legis
lature has used. I think the notion of requiring a dangerousness standard for 
civil cOllmlltmcnt is a principle of constitutional dimension. 

Mr. Pry: There is no other place in the Constitution, federal or state, that says 
that people wi.ll be protected? 

De~n Kindred: People are protected through interpretations of the due process 
and equal protection clauses of the federal constitution and through the comparable 
clauses of the state constitution, in general terms. 

Mr. Fry: r think that the terms "foster and support" do not mean totally support. 
Almost anything can be termed foster and support. Thank you. 

Hr. Skipton: There isn't any question about that the first sentence being subject 
to definition, we have no idea how many dozens or more kinds of disabilities would 
fall undcr that than the insane, blind, deaf and dumb would be. I'm reminded 
of the United Community Funds which started out years ago with a dozen services 
funded by united conununity funds, and now you have dozens upon dozens of them be
cause as long as there is a rationale of increasing the numbers of services that 
there would be those who will promote them. I'm very much in favor of pretty strict 
standards on who can be confined. I don't have too much difficulty with that 
second sentence. However, when read in conjunction with the third sentence, we 
would find the conunitment process used more and more. Because the moment that it 
become~ an enforceable right to give to the people put in institutions more and more 
service~ of one kind or a~other, the easier it is going to be for someone to find 
a rntionale to commit people to institutions. I would submit that if the last 
SCl1ter~ce stays ill there) you will see a great increase in the number of people con
fined~, rather than the opposite, because then we are guaranteeing them something 
hette·'.' than they might have otherwise. I am reminded of the federal court judges 
'''ho insisted in my own county that T.V. sets be prOVided for such people as one of 
the things they had a right to. So this thing goes a long, long way. Any time you 
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use thai: word "has i.l right to fwmething" it sounds wonderful, it sounds constitu
tional, but you OPOll up the possibiU.tj of grent expunf;ioll of what that me;ms and 
a11>0 lIlany more att{'lllpts to use that )'ight tkm if it wmm I t so specifically expressed. 

•� So J'11 r.o 'vith the firnt two f;elltencl~S, hut 1'11 move to strike the last one.� 

• 

Dean fandrc<1: It is important to recognj zc that the mental 1I0spitnls and mental 
retordation institutions in the state are increasingly being used for voluntary 
patients and not for civilly conunittecl patients. There has been a dramatic move 
in that <i Lrection. One of tho~;e institutiolls last year, simply by the process of 
removing the population went from an 86% involuntary population to something like 
15% involuntary population. They found that most of the people '\lho were there were 

• 

there because they needed to be there, thEy wanted to be there, and so on. So 
that they did not have to be civilly corrnnitted.Some of them didn't belong there at 
all. The use of the involuntary civil cO;llmitment process is becoming increasingly 
infrequent. Given the new standards that the legislature has imposed on the connnit
ment process, one can expect it to become even less frequent. So that we are not 
talking dbout establishing the right to treatment in the Constitution altogether. 
He're llot talking about providing it for all persons in institutions. He're talk
ing about providing it only for persons forced to go to those institutions. In 
fact, the legislature has gone beyond that and provided that there is a right to 
tr~atment in the institutions for voluntary and involuntary patients. 

•� Nr. Rus~;o: I was going to connnent on that. The fact of the matter is that i.f they 
arc invollintarily connnitt~:,l, they can get better service than those that are vol
untarily conunlttcd. 

• 
Dean K:lnc1red: The consf-itutional problem :i s particularly acute 'vhen we involuntar
ily lock :;omeone up, th<.i:: I s Hhy I think the Connnittce decided to address that in 
the Constitution. In fact, the legislature has mandated a uniform standard of care 
for voluntary and involuntary patients. It has used "r ight to treatment" language 
in legislation that it has passed. The best way to get through is to have a good 
insur"li,ce policy or enough money to go to a private hospital, but minimum standards 

• 
of tr,~at:ment are constitutionally important if you are talking about involuntary 
confinl'm(~nt. In terms of the level of services to persons ,.;rho are voluntary pa
tients, that the state wants to provide, th~t is a question of legislative policy 
and not� a constitutional. question, as it is if we try to confine them. 

Senator� Butts: I want to try again on the first sentence problem that I have. 

•� 
Maybe you can help me understand what the words "require care, treatment, or habil�
itation" mean and do they mC,ln to make whole?� 

DeDn Kindred: The critical point is that that language is modifying the word 
"persons" l:ather than the word "services". That is, "facilities for and services 
to p'crso!]l~ who require care, treatment or habilitation", etc., shall be fostered. 

• 
So in other Hords, there are handicapped and disabled persons, who by reason of 
their hanrlicap or disability require care, treatment or habilitation. In other 
'vords, they are handicapped and there is something that can be done for them. All 
this senteuce says is that, with respect to that population, facilities for and 
services to such persons shall be fostered and supported by the state. 

• 
Senator J',llttS: That's what I think it means. It means that if you have a partially 
handic;.pped or a partially di~~bled person, no arm for instance, the state must 
I:1ake t"h.:::t person whole. 

Ilean ~indred: I don't think it says that, but I really believe that question is 
bl~tter referred to Mrs. El'iks~on and G ther people who have done sane general con
stitutional research. But I wouldn't read that general language to have that 
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specific an effect. That's what I understood the Committee to feel. 

Mr. Aalyson: 1 had a great deal of difficulty with this particular problem when 
we were meeting as the What's Left Comnittee. It seemed to me that we should not 
saddle the stnte with the obligntion to start building buildings to house people 
or to rehabilitiate people or to care for them. And I don't believe we have that 
in the l<:1ngt1<tg~ that we have chosen. We said t.hat facilities and services shall 
he fostered and supported. It doesn't say built, provided, or anything like that. 
1.t is u statement of policy, we felt, that the state will view with favor the idea 
of caring for those who by reason of some handicap or disability require care. 

Senator Butts: And if we don't then can a person go to court? 

lrr. Aalyson: Not as r interpret the language. My problem, too, was are we re
qu:l.ring the st<ttc by this languClge to go out and build something which they don't 
have the funds to build? I'm satisfied that He don't. We're simply saying fos
tered and supported. It's an expression of the policy of the state -- an attitude 
towards this segment of the population. 

Senator Butts: You mean it's different to say "shall support" as opposed to "shall 
do"? 

Hr. Aalyson: I think it's different to say shall foster and support as opposed to 
"shall pl·ovitle" or "build". 

D~n\'l, Ki.ndred: This is the exi.sting constitutional language. The present provision 
says shall "foAtcr and SUPP01"t". I believe that it is correct to say that that 
languRge has never. been S\lCCCSGfully used by anyone to get anything. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The only court cases in Ohio that I know of attempting to interpret 
thnt 1.8T1Bt,nr,e ar'~ cases brnught by persons who were required by the state to pay 
par t of the care and expenses in mcntal institntions, and "1ho tried to use this 
langu~ge to say that this was an obligation upon the state to provide for the sup
port of persons. And the court said, "No, if those persons are capable of paying 
for their o,,,n support in thos<2 institutions, the state is not obliged to pay that". 
I don't think tllat it '''oulcl be possible for any of those types of handicapped per
sons to presently come in and say that the state must provide a certain level of 
instltutionlll care or suppo:ct as a result of that language. 

Mr. Guggenheim: The word "support" bothered me at first but if it hasn't caused 
any trouble in 125 years, I think we are safe with it. 

Mr. Skipton: That language refers to institutions that were in existence when 
that provision was first written, and it was a protective provision. To prevent 
anybody from destroying something that was already in place. We are not talking 
about that now. We're not talking about institutions. We're talking about ser
vices and facilities which can be institutions phIS anything else that anybody 
would find some rationale to argue fits the definition of facility or services or 
f:i.ts the definition of disability. How many forms of disability were being treated 
or recognized as requi.ring treatment, let's say of mentally ill or mentally hand
icapped people, 10 years ago? The numbers and kinds of mental disabilities recog
nized and treated today show a great gain in the number and kinds of handicaps that 
we are talking about. There is a big difference between these two. 

Mr. Aalyson: Do you feel that the first sentence of the recommendation requires 
the state to do anything? 
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Mr. Skipton: No. I am wilJ ing to accept it. It is broader language and may 
cover ~ lot of situati.ons that may arise in the future i)ut I also recognize that 
in the current climate of American public opinion that we Hould see almost irrmled
lately int~rpretntions of what tl18se words mean and additional kinds of handicaps 
that should be covered become provided [O~ in a provision of the Constitution 
that you and I don't even dream about. 

Hr. Aaly~;on: Are you saying that you think the legislature will provide programs 
in response to public opinion? 

[1r. Ski p1:on: Yes, and the constitution \·rL 11 become a pr.ime argument that the 
legislalure should rccogni/;e 11('\" forms of (lisabilities <1nd should provide treatment 
of sorne kr nrl, th~tt you have a mandate fr.~m the people to provide. But I agree 
that tllC language itself does not mandate any particular programs. 

Senator GiJ lmor: I am not very much con"vinccd by the argument that the terms 
"foster and support" have been in the Constitution for a number of years and 
those Fn"ticular "lOrds have not yet c<lus(,d a problem. First of all, they "lere 
very nntch 1imited in what they applied to than under this provision. Both the 
change in the language of what they apply to and also a possiblity of a change in 
interpretation as to what they meCln may open up a very substantial change beyond 
the change which appears to be ~le intent by this language. We no longer just 
refer to institutions, but facil itics and ~,(~rvices, something quite different J and 
I thil~c thc expansion of the types of disabilities -- this is really a very open
end thing. 

1'lr. Lobosco: Thei-e is an Ohio consb.tut:i onal case interpr.eting the term institu
tion:, in this arti.cle .. J lllCclll facilities nad services :;0 that the change of those 
\·wrdl; J tid nk dOf:s not ('han~;c \"hat lIDS hCCil interpreted as the sub:3tance of tha': 
provision, nt least with reg.:lrdn to tl)(~ meaning of foster and support. As Nrs. 
Erib;son sai.d, tJIO:;e words }wve been interpreted not to obUgAte the state to pay 
for :;crviccs for PC'l"SOnG Hho ar.e able to pay. 

Senator Cilllllor: If that is Hlwt the term institutiollS weans, why change it? 

1'1r. Lobosco: He recommend a change so tlwt the constitut ional language \7ill re
flect tllat that is what the state is talking about. So that people reading the 
constitutional language will know ~lat it means and not have to rely on th&t case. 
In re:;l'0llse to }1r. Skipton, the number of classifications of disabilities has in
creased in the last few years, that's certainly true, that is a reflection of the 
incrc<lsi.n~ knowledge and technology that is available. I was reading an article 
recently by Dr. Niesen to the cffect that the population in the institutions fer 
the mentally retarded is approximately the same as it was 10 years ago, so that in 
10 years \ll111e the professionals in this field know much more about disabilities 
involved and are able to classify them and to differentiate among those various 
di.s,1hilitieii, the actual lltlmbeJ: \\Tho arc so disabled or so handicapped that they re
quire care Dnd treatment in institutions liDS not increased significantly, at least 
as reflected by the figures of persons in institutions. 

l'1r. Skipton: In the 1950's c1irected mClny of the studies that led to changes inT 

insti till· ions and led to discharging those people that didn't belong there in the 
first pL'ee, so if we can ShOH great declines in the institutional population, itls 
ustwl'y because VIC got rid of people \,ho didn't belong there in the first place. 

1'lr. j,{jl.oosco: Yes, Dr. Niesen 1 s stat('ment \.Jas that populat ions peaked during the 
60 1 

:; rmel have been reduced some\-yhat nJ\V. 

Mr.. Aalyson: Hr. Chairman, I move the adoption of the Connnittee reconnnendation 
for section 1 of trticle VII. 

I 
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Hrs. Orfirf:'r: I second, and wish to propose an amendment. We seem to have a 
sentence here thut is causing a great deal of difficulty on both si.des. We have I 

on~ point of view that says that the first sEmtence is essentially meaningless , . I 
i

a statement of policy. We have another very strongly felt opinion that this state Wment may open a Pandora's box. I believe there is both legitimate concern about 
\!h<lt that might produce, and that i.t is not clui.ng anytbing very positive, so I 
move t;lIat we amend thit; rccOll!mcndation by deleting the first sentence. I feel 
strongly about the rtghts expressed in the second and third sentences. I hope we 
all feel f~h8t people who are confined against their will arc entitled to p:roper 
treatment. 

Hr. \Hlson: My point is that this is a matte:c for the legislature and not the 
Constituti.on. 

Mrs. Orfb:er: I'll put my faith in the Constitution. J
Mr. Russo: I will second the motion. . I 

Representative Haier: Is a motion to amend the amendment in order? 

Mr. Carter: Yes. 

Representati.ve Maier: I move to amend the amendment by including deleting the • 
second and third sentences. 

Nr. Carter: 11.1at really goes to the substance of the question itself. and I will 
rule that out of order. The motion is to delete the first sentence. Linda wants jto preserve tlle RcconJ nnd third sentences and i~ willing to sacrifice the first. 

,I 

Sf'flfltor G:i.1.1mo,: If the amendinel1t 'is adoptf'd, "1ould the section ~i.mply read: 
"Sc;cti.on 1. DfF:,).bled or handicapped persons shall not be civilly confined unless .•• " 

Nr. Cal ter: That is correct:. The moti.on is to strike the first sentence from 
the Committee rccormnendation so that what is left is the second t"l0 sentences. 

Mrs. Orftrer: That is correct. Then if someone wants to go back or refer the 
section to the Conunittee to rewrite the policy statement so that it is tight 
enough to solve your financial concerns that is fine with me. I don't want the 
controversy over the first sentence to interfere with what I consider constitu
tional rights in the second and third sentences. 

Mr. Fry: It was my impression from the discussion that there was not that much 
controversy over the first sentence, and I was therefore surprised at the motion. 

Hrs. Or'€:i.r,,'r: Ther€: ,,,us concern on the part of Mr. Skipton that it would open I
up all n(~\o1 kinds of disabilities and there WClS controversy over the words "foster .. 
and support ll 

• 

Mr. Carter: In the inte~~sts of trying to expedite the business of the Commission, 
rather t};;m going through a lot of formal motions, the Chair would like to do some
thlng. He lHwe three sen':ences, three concepts here. Some are in favor of all 
of thmil; so.ne are in favor of only one or two of them. I think it would be helpful 
jf T,.,CC could have a show of hands on those three sentences separately on the concepts • 
that nr.e involved. This is not a vote, just 8.n expression of opinion on what is 
going on. 

Mrs. Orfirer agreed. 

• 
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Mr. Carter: How many people are in favor of tlle concept stated in the first sen
tence? Please raise your hands. (There were 8.) And against? (TIlere were 6.) 
So we are pretty evenly divided on that question. The second is the second sentence, 
this question of confinement. In favor of that concept? (11 for, 4 against.) How 

•� about the third sentence, which obviously depends on the second? In favor of 
that concept? (5 for, 7 or 8 against) So we have a real problem here. 

Mr. Guggenheim: Mr. Chairman, if we knock out the first sentence and don't pro
vide institutions or facilities, how do you confine someone? 

•� }rr. Carter: You may have a problem, although it might be the inherent power of 
the legis 1at\lre, but the point is that 'He have a position here of not getting an 
agreement on anyone of these three sentences. 

l·lr. Russo: Have you had some expert testimony on the trend of deinstitutionalism?--· 

•� Mr. Carter: One of the things back of this change in the language was the eloquent 

• 

testimony we got before the Committee of the necessity of changing the language to 
get away from institutions. The more modern treatments have recognized that in
stitutions are the wrong place to put a lot of people. That is one of the compelling 
reasons for the proposed change. The big question we had in the Committee, which 
has been identi.fied here, I think everyone agrees that these are good things, the 
question is whether they should be put in the Constitution. I was originally 
against putting them in tlv~ Constitution, but I changed my mind, and I am still in 
favor of putting them in the Constitution because I think they are important. I 
think they are like the Bill of Rights - that kind of stature. But I can recog
nize why other people feel very differently about it. It would seem to me that "lhat 

•� \w ought to do is have c;. vote on the Connnittee recommendation.� 

Mr. Aalyson: I see that there is almost an even division of opinion on the matter, 
ann I, like you, was concerned with inserting these elements in the Constitution 
,mu changed my mind as a consequence of considerable discussion and deliberation 
over an� extended period of time. I wonder if that opportunity for reflection might 

• not benefit the Conullission and therefore if I shouldn't withdraw my motion and 
submit this at a later time when th~ members of the Connnission have had the oppor

• 

tunity to think about this at some length? There was a tendency on my part, in 
the Committee, to jump to a conclD~ion and then, when I backed off and looked at 
the matter and heard other people speak, I changed my mind. I think this is im
portant enough that perhaps it deserves the same sort of process for the whole 
Commission. 

Mr. Carter: As I said earlier, I am tremendously impressed with the people who 

• 

worked with us on this, a very dedicated and very able group of people, and very 
thoughtful. I wonder if perhaps it might not be helpful to give them an opportun
ity, if they want to take advantage of it, because they have spent a lot of time 
on this, to write their own memorandum in support of this and we could send it to 
each Commission member before the next meeting and hold the matter over until the 
next meeting. He would be happy to put that i.n our Commission records, even 
though the final outcome gael" against the proposal, so that it would not be lost. 
Hith the permission of the b-c.!I"', I would like to let Craig withdrmv his motion 
and resubmit it at the next meeting for a vote. 

•� Mr. Wilson: You have my permission, but I don't like it because I feel that the 
original concept of this Conunissio;: was to clean up, clarify, and reduce our Con
stitution to a statement of basic facts. and we should not change tllat philosophy 
on the basis of persuasion. 

•� 
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Mr. Carter: I think what we said was that we started out with one poi.nt of view 
and upon getting additional information anJ UpOl1 reflection we changed our minds, 
and I \I1o\11d think that would be the part of every thoughtful person engaged in the 
deliberative process. 

Mr. Wilson: It is a complete reversal of what we have done in the past. 

Mr. Carter: You mean the procedure? 

Mr. Wilson: 
as well as 
law written 

The procedure, and the fact that you 
picks in the Constitution. I think we 
in the Constitution. 

are going to have certain nits 
are here to minimize statutory 

Mr. Carter: That's a matter of philosophy, then as to the nature of this recom
mendation. ~tt. Aalyson withdrew his motion and the matter will be held open. 

Mr. Aalyson: With regard to sections 2 and 3 of Article VII, we've recommended 
repeal on the basis that they are obsolete and do not cover circumstances that 
presently exist as explained in the report. Certain bodies existed in our govern
ment that no longer exist, and this is a repeal to get rid of deadwood. I move 
the adoption of the Conmittec recommendation with regard to sections 2 and 3 of 
Article VIT. 

Mr. Carter: Second. 

Mr. AalysoJt: We had no testimony from anyone regarding these changes. 

The roll was called. Those voting " YC5 " 'were Senator Butts, Senator Gi11mor, 
MeSArs. Anlyson, Carter, Clerc, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, Hontgomery, Mrs. Orfirer, 
and MCl'lsn~. Rus~o, Skipton, ond Wilson. Ncme voted "no". The Chai.rmA.n announced 
that the roll call would be held open untU the next meeting. 

l1r. Aalyson: Those are the only changes recorr~ended in this report. I therefore 
move the n<.lopt:l.on of the Committee report, which will include adoption of the 
recommendation of no change in the remaining watters covered in that report. 

Mr. Carter seconded the motion and all egreed to the motion. 

Mr. Carter: TIlat leaves the question of apportionment, very important and prob
ably very controversial and one I hesil:nte to start on this late. Let us leave 
that for the next Commission meeting and discuss your thoughts for the next Commis
sion meeting. We are trying to finish up the Commission activities, ending in June, 
so for all practical purposes our actions must be finished no later than February 
so that we have time to write our reports and wind things up. I would recommend a 
November meeting to take up apportiorunent and finish that matter we were just talking 
about, and to take up grand juries. 

It was agreed to meet on Monday, November 8, the day before the legislature 
returns for session, and further agreed that the meeting would begin at 11 a.m. 
followed by lunch and nn afterlo'L'l. meeting i.n order to allow the greatest amount 
of time [or discussion. The luncheon discussion wHl re devoted to the future of 
the Commission, and the matters of the final reports and records. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

Ann M. Eriksson, Secretary Richard H. Carter 
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Ohio COllstitutional R('vision Commission 
l'~ovel\lber 8, 1976 

Minutes 

The Ohio Constitutional Revision Cormnission met on November 8 at 11:00 a.m. 
in House Room 11 in the State House ill Columbus. Those present were Senators Butts 
and McCormack; Representatives Fauver, Maier, Norris, Stinziano and Thompson; Messrs. 
A[llyson, Carter, Fry, Guggenheim, Montgomery, Russo and Wi 18011 1 Hrs. Orfirer and 
Mrs. Sowle. Ann Eriksson, Julius Nemeth, and Brenda Buchbinder attended from the 
staff • 

Mr. Carter: In last week's election, as you know, the three Commission recommen
dations, Issues 1, 2, and 3, passed rather convincingly, basically 2 to I or better 
in favor. It was just about the reverse with respect to 4, 5, 6, and 7. The only 
one that has any relation to the Commission's activity is that Issue 7 was somewhat 
similar to a Commission recommendation, but I think it was tied in with 4, 5, and 
6 and was not considered as a separate issue. It is probably unfortunate because 
in my opinion it is probably sunk for some time to come, \oJhen the voters have taken 
such a stand against one that was so close to the Cormnission recommendation. It 
occurs to me that most of the activity against Issue 7 talked about reducing the 
number of signatures, and of course that was not a key part of our recommendation. 
We were marc concerned in the procedure of straightening out the complexities and 
confusion in tlle Constitution with respect to initiative and referendum. One thing 
that we might do as a commission or as a supplemental report is increase the number 
of signatures which, I think, was not really that important as far as we were con
cerned. 

Mrs. Sowle: I gather that the m~in difference was with respect to the initiative 
on statutes. 

Mr. Curter: The difference was that the Commission recommendation was that if an 
initiative petition for statutes was submitted to the legislature, and the legis
lature did not act, then it was necessary to obtain a supplemental petition to get 
it on the ballot. Issue 7 essentially took out the second step. And the initial 
petitiun would have the right to go directly on the ballot if thp. legislature did 
not act. 

Mrs. Sowle: But that is a fairly good difference with that type of procedure. 

Mr. Carter: Yes it is. 

Mrs. Sowle: And it does· seem to me that we have some fairly good arguments for the 
numbers that we used that might be accepted. Issue 7 was tied in with a package of 
issues, and I think the Commission endorsement might very well make a difference 
and I would certainly like to see an effort made. I think the difference between 
the Commission recommendation and Issue 7 on that one aspect might be sufficient 
for us to try it. 

Mr. Russo: Mr. Chairman, it could be that the signatures weren't low enough to 
start out with and that's why it was defeated. I can give you the other side of 
the argument that the Commis8 10n's figures were higher than the ones on the ballot 
and there were two steps. 1 ''')<;>'.01£ favored the one that was on the ballot at the 
time we were discussing that type of method. I think you get back to the question 
that it was tied to 4, 5, and 6 and I don't think it stood on its own merits. 
don't see where adding an extra step would add any merit to it. 

Mr. Carter: Do you think as a matter of policy for the Commission that we should 
stand by our existing re~oirunendation? I think the only change that we might consider 
is a change in the numbers. 
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Mr. Wilson: The major flak T got on that one is that people didn't realize what 
the major change was, and one of them was the elimination of the 5% re~lirement from 
44· countie::;, nnd people voted against it becAuse of that. They didn't ,.;rant to allow 
locnU %ccl initintion of issues without havi.ng some statewide support. 

l-lr. Carter: .Jack, you "Jere on. the cOllllnitte0. lJ1lt. 1 'm not BUre you were at the meeting 
w}wrc tldfl wn:; rJi 3CUfH;eu but th{~ commltte.~ m:1d(~ the recOJillnendatlon which was finally 
ndopt(~d by the COlTnnb;sion on the basis. I thi.nk there was considerable flak from 
that standpoint. However, first of all it bn' t the passage of the lmv, just the 
initiation. All it does is get it on the ballot so that the entire state is enabled 
to exC'rci se the franchise. The second thought \Yas that basica] ly what you really 
want to show in initiative and referendum pl:titions is a significant number of voters 
having interest in the thing to justify the costs and cotlplexities of putting it 
on the ballot:. And it was our feeling in the committee as I recall that \vhere the 
signatures C<lme from wouldn't make any difference. And then there ~vas the question 
of whether or not it was even constitutional under the one man one vote rule of the 
Federal Constitution. A serious question existed about that. So that was the 
committee's reasoning at the time. 

Mr. Wilson: I know it \\'as discusse.d rather thoroughly. But there is logic to re
. quiring statewide support on an issue even to initiate it. 

Mr. Carter: It certainly is an arguable position. 

Mr. Aalyson.: As I recall, we also considered tIle proposition which had been argued 
in tld_~ p~wt election, talking of special interest groups ini.tiating, that some
times there is D valid point in having a special interest group able to initiate 
because othenvise they can't convince anyone thAt their interest merits attention. 

Mr. Carter: Again drawing a distinction between the votes and initi.ating. 

Mr. Aalyson: Yes, and we decided that if the entire state had to vote on what the 
sp~cial interest group is trying to do that would be enough of a safeguard. 

11)". Wilson: The othei." side is that the people ,o)ho got the petition on the ballot 
thic time met the 5% requirement, so it can't be that much of an obstacle. 

Mr. Carter: It's arguable, there is no doubt about it. Well that's one of the 
things we want to give fx·me thought to as a Commission before we are finished. You 
all received the minutes of the last meeting, October 5. Are there any corrections? 

Mrs. Eriksson: One page 4 of the minutes of the October 5 meeting about 2/3 of the� 
way down the page in a comment made by Mr. Aalyson there is a listing of Articles� 
of the Constitution included in the miscellaneous report. Article II is listed� 
twice, and the second time it should be Article III.� 

Mr. Carter: We will make that correction. Any other changes? If not the minutes� 
will stand approved as submitted. The principle order of business for this morning� 
is Section I of Article VII. You all received a copy of Mike Kindred's brief, ar�
guments in favor of the committee's reconunendation. (Mr. Carter introduced Dean� 
Kindred's law school class in the audience.) At the last meeting, there was con�
siderable spirited discussion on this topic. We decided that we would hold the� 
matter open til this meeting of the Commission. I invited Hr. Kindred, who gave a� 
very good discussion at the Commission meeting, to circularize the material that� 
he presented together with anything else he wanted to the Connni.ssion. Craig, \\'ould� 
you handle this part of the discussion?� 

Mr. Aalyson: I have read Mike's brief this morning, and it seems really only to put 
into writing or ease of reference the arguments that he proposed in support of . 
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the amendment at the last meeting. The opportunity to review the written document 
as is often the case, I think, suggested to me some possible changes if changes 
need to be made inthe proposal which we have made to the full Commission. Curiously 
enough, at least in my opinion, much of the discussion at the last meeting centered 
upon the initial sentence in this proposed amendment which to me seems to be nothing 
more than a statement of policy which didn't vary substantially from what is already 
in the Constitution and merely rcmoved,it seemed to me, some language which might 
be characterized as being in the nature of stigma. After looking at Mike's proposal, 
1 wondered if \ve need change the first sentence of the present section of the Con
stitution in view of the objections that were proposed last time that what \-le were 
proposing was going to unduly liberalize or extend the possibility of treatment to 
persons who might not need to be covered by the Constitution. It occurred to me 
that we might be able to keep the first phrase or first part of the present section 
in the Constitution. 

Mr. Carter: In other words, as a fourth alternative. 

Mr. Aa1yson: Yes. I don't know that the use of the worc:ls "insane, blind, deaf and 
dumb" are necessarily in the nature of stigma, but we conld keef} those it seems to 
me and start there as a possible point of discussion in toe present meeting. As I 
reca 11 several persons who were present at the last meeti.r..g tbotl8ht that the use of 
the word "handicapped" could very markedly increase the bcrden of the state with 
regard to providing facilities. 

Mr. Wilson: I concur in that. I think we are opening up a very broad field of 
definition of disability or handicap. TI1CY can be so broadly defined that it might 
he entertaining action by the st<lte in areas where in my mind they don't belong, 
for cxan~le, educationdl handicaps. If someone is not of a certain intelligence 
level, he might l>e deemed to be educationally handicapped and the state might be re
quired under the terms of this recommendation to come in and assess taxes and build 
school:,;. Hhilc the words in the present section of the Constitution might be words 
which aren't the most wisely chosen because of the stigma attached, nevertheless 
they are definitive. Insane are insane, blind are blind, and the deaf are the deaf. 
They are not capable of as broad as interpretation as disability or handicap. 

}tr. Aalyson: It was our idea in the committee that this was a statement of policy 
rather than a requirement on the part of the state. Another thought that has occur
red to me, after reading Mike I s brief, is that \\'e might add to the first sentence 
what is presently contained in Section I of Article VII, and that is "as may be pre
scribed by the general assembly". 

Mr. Wilson: To describe the handicap or disability? 

~fr. Aalyson: It would read "facilities for or services to persons who by reason of 
disability or handicap require care, treatment, or habilitation, shall be fostered 
and supported by the state as prescribed by the general assembly". It seems to mc 
that if you leave it in the hands of the general assembly you arc not broadening 
the requirements for coverage, and at the same time you are setting forth a statement 
of state policy that we will look after our handicapped people. 

Mr. Wilson: You arc still leaving open to definitien by someone else to say that 
this represents a handicap and pressure the legislature to do something. Of course 
they are always pressured an~-lay and that is beside the point, but you are still 
not defining disability or handiCap. 

Mr. Aa lyson: I think the general ass 3mb ly would have to deZL:w those terms. 

Mr. Guggenheim: 'The proposed change adds services to persons shall be supported by 



the stnte. Previously, it only says that institutions shall be supported. Does 
this crC.:lte SOIlW sort of a 'personal right in people in \-~hatevcr category is in
cluded, would they have a rigllt against the state for support or for services of 
some sort -- a personal right \~hich didn I t previously exist? 

Hr. Cartcr: As I recall, one of the principal thrusts of the 3d hoc corrnn:i.ttee 
is that "institution" "las one of the problems that they had. The direction in 
which treatment is going is very often outside of an institution and that was one 
of the things that they \-lanted broadened. As I recall, the tHO princi.pal arguments 
against \-lhat He had was onc, the usc of the word "institutions" and the other: was 
the usn of these particul ar words which are not too current for constitut ion8l langu
age in any (~vent. So that if you were to leave the voni "institution" in, I think 
their preference would be to leave it out altogether because "institution" was one 
of the problems that we Here trying to deal with. COI'l'ec:t me if I'm wrong. 

Hr. Aalyson: No I don't think you're wrong. 

Hr. Gl1f,genheim: I ' m think:i.n;; in terms of budget at this point. 

Hr. C,lrtcr: YeR. 

Mr. A:llyson: He 11.JG a lot of difficulty, as I think I stated at the last meeting, 
\d.th the suggeBtcd 1.anguagc from the persons \vh('l were proposing it. I particularly 
was concerned that adoption. of this lanf.',uage might require the state to build 
facilities which it doesn't currently have for the protection or support of the per
sons naTllcd in the provisi.o::!. i don't think it says that, but \-!e tended to be 80 

close to the situation that \ve \-lelcome the thoughts of other members of the Com'nis
~ion who'seem to think that it does imply at least an obligation on the part of 
the state to go out and t.:lX and build additional facilities or buildings to provide 
for c.:lre and treatment. 

Hr. Guggenheim: I don't sec buildings, I see services. "Buildings" don't bother 
me. It's personal services that might create a personal right. 

Mrs. Sowle: The tendency today is to try and keep people out of institutions. So 
the .addition of that term "and services" is only meant to reflect: that tendency. 
1 must confess a feeling of great stupidity. I missed the last mee.ting, and maybe 
r.omeone can explain to mc why this is being read as mandating anything. It is 
totally the intention of the conuuittee to reflect a policy very much like the first 
sentence of the present section states a policy. We were changing the lanb~age to 
l'eflect current practices. I think the prOVision on education nmv in the Constitu
tion says that the state shall provide education to children of the state; Right 
now when local districts are failing to support tax levies and schools are closing, 
there is nothing now in that statement in the Constitution that mandates the genexal 
assembly to go in there and finance the education for those kids who are not in 
school now. I feel very much the way Craig feels, that the sentiment of the commit
tee would be just as easily expressed by adding something like "as provided by the 
general assembly." It was never the intention of the connnittec to add anything. 
If th~ language that we came up with is interpreted to mandate, I think we would 
want to change the language. We wer~ only trying to reflect an updated policy sim
ilar to that reflected before. The words are subject to change as far as we are 
concerned. 

Mr. Aalyson: May I say also that it has been my feeling throughout the committee 
dis~~ussion that the records of the committee would be available to any court which 
"wuld hlwt:.: to interpret t 11is provision. It ''las clearly stated any number of times 
in our discussion in the co~~ittee that using this language or making this choice, 
we did not intend to obligate the state to do anything. We merely intended to state 
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a policy of the state that it Hould look to the ~velfare in so far as possible for 
tllc::se handicApped persons who are listed. I don I t think any court, if it ever 
chose to go back and look at our minutes, would ever conclude that there was a man
date there. 

Mr. Montgomery: Can we break it down into the pieces that have been discussed so 
far? First of all, I agree that the term "institutions" is too limited and outmoded. 
It doesn't bother me to say facili.ties for. But the word "services" again is a 
pretty wide open phrase. I would much rather see the word "treatment" in place of 
"services" because I think it addresses itself to illness and sickness and things 
of this kind and it doesn't open up a "Pandora's box" of what are services which 
can be anything and everything. The thing that bothered me the most was the last 
sentence of your suggestion. "Such persons have a right ••• ". That one, I think, 
could Conle back to haunt us. I would like to see that eliminated completely but 
1 Hec nothing wrong with "institutions" being replaced by "facilities for and 
treatment to persons ••. shall be fostered and supported by the state." I do think 
we should keep the old language as far as insane, blind, deaf and dumb, are concerned, 
for the same reasons that were stated before. 

}tr. Aalyson: Are you saying that with regard to disability and handicap you think 
those terms are too broad? 

Mr.. Montgomery: Yes. 

Nr. Fry: In view of what you and Mrs. Sowle have just said about the connnittee's 
attitude on this, it would seem to me that Mr. Kindred's first alternative on page 
3 where you take the wo'r-l "shall" and convert that to "ma7" would certainly do the 
same thing that you're talking about and it eliminates the feeling that there is a 
right being established that disturbs some of the people on the Commission. 

}tr. Aalyson: The only problem that I see with that portion of the thing is that 
presently there is a right for certain people. If we change the language simply 
by putting "may" in there and keep the remainder of it, we then imply that there is 
no longer a right even for those listed as the insane, blind, deaf and dumb. 

Mr. Fry: You just said that it is much easier to put it in the Constitution when 
they can go back and check the minutes of your committee meeting. 

Senator Butts: I'm trying to put us back on the track where it seems to me we were 
last session, because rather than thinking that we had one concept that we were 
dealing with, we have one concept per sentence. In recalling the question I had of 
the ad hoc committee of what they were after here, it was the second sentence that 
dealt with the person shall not be civilly confined unless nor to a greater extent 
than necessary to protect themselves, and that if the problem of the first sentence 
is the disabled or the handicapped as opposed to the present language, it would be 
my preference to go with the second sentence and alone, and drop the first and the 
third sentence. And change that sentence to read "such persons," as opposed to 
"disabled or handicapped" so they would be referring back to the ones that are al
ready in the Constitution. 

Mr. Fry: Can we deal with this a sentence at a time? 

Mr. Aalyson: I move the adoption of the committee's recommendation by the Commission. 

Mrs. Sowle seconded the motion. 

Mr. Carter: I think the discussion might go a little better if we were to try and 
do it that way. 
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Hr, Fl"Y: r mov!.~ that we amL'n<1 the reC01Thlv:l1lhtj on of the cOllnnittee to replace the 
,"on1 11 1:'11;1] 111 wi.th 1I1l1:ly1'in the first sentence. r kn0>1 it. F.nys II r;llall ll now, but 
YOll'n~ sny.irli~. tha.t even t:IlOugh it !':,'lys II nhaJl 11 l:OW, you really don't mean shall. 

Ml~. Carter: ])0 you want to comlilcnt on Clwr1 i.f.' I S amendment, Katie? 

Hrs. SO\l1lc: I. have one objection to usi.nr, th(~ ".-'ord "may". Ll~t me propose an a.1tcr
n:ltivc t11<1t I. think might do the same thing. VJc didn't like the term "mayll in 
cOHnn:l.ttee, because it sUfgested that without this sentence, the general assembly 
coul.drl't do it. We had a lot of trouble in our discussions of various provisions, 
with sentel~ces that said the general assembly may do SOD"!? thing, because the general 
assembly has inht:rent pm·;ers tu do things, So v;,c have tr.ouble \dth a sentellce that 
purports to grant to the ~.>;encral assembly something that the general assembly al
ready has the pmver to do. So He used "shall" in order to make the sentence have 
some meaning in the sense that it was intended to state a poli.cy, But that's all. 
Do you think maybe it "'Quld do this if we kept in "shall" and dropped "and supported"?

llAs Professor Kindred suggested. In other \'lords "shall be fostered by the state
\vhich maybe implies a little less. Or with Craig's term "as the General Assembly 
provides by L1"'''. 

Nr. Fry: By reaction is that "shall" is \'Jhat people who S;.1Y they are going to get 
i~lCrQnt ri~ltG for peopl8 rely on. 

Mrs. Sowle: 1 agree with you. 

Hr. Fry: 1 think it is good to have the sentence in here because I think it get8 
w; j.nto the otJler tW') points that you want to make in the secd. on. 

Hr8. SO\l1le: I have no great strong feeling about it. "May" certainly reflects the 
iden just as well. It's just the problem of telling the general assembly it can do 
something tlwt it doesn't need this ncutence to de, is my only reservation. 

lb~, Hontgomery; We are talking about "foster". This is just a wide open public 
policy statement as far as I am conce;.n~d, and I think it should be a strong state
ment. I think it should not be "mayll. 1 think the people of Ohio are speaking here 
to a real basic concern and I se.e nothing "rang with "shall", I'll turn that around 
and oppose putting in the right of someone to this or that and I don't see that they 
arc necessarily inconsistent. I would like to see that first sentence read "Facili
ties and treatment of the insane, blind, and deaf and dumb, shall be fostered and 
StlFPorted by the state. II Get out the "institutions" and you bring in "facilities 
and treatment" which opens it up and takes it out of the institution if necessary. 
And we keep the old definitions which 1. will grant might have been better stated 
but they have been there a long time and for what it is worth, that should count. 
I would oppose changing it, Charlie, to " may" because I think then it is too weak 
a statement to make. 

Mr. Fry: }~ only reason is that if you get in there and you state it as you suggest 
right now that the state could be subject to a suit because it didn't have certain 
facilities. 

Nr. Montgomery: All you are saying is shall foster, shall encourage, and I think 
it is an innocuous statement. I don't think it constitutes a right to do anything 
specific. 

Mrs. Sowle: You're talking abollt taking out "and supported". 

Mr. Nontgomery: No, I would leave "supported". I think that the people have to do 
something and they are telling each other we have to do something in this field. 
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\Ve just c:m't ignore it. It's a positive public statement. We just can't sit there, 
we must t[ll~(: 'l<.:tion. '111at' ,<; what foster and support me"ns to me. When you say 
"may", YOU I 

[(\ sayi.ng, you can do it if you want to, but if you don't, it's alright 

•� too. 1 !'lJlllk 1t' H too weak a stntcrnent for the Constitution.� 

Hr. Carter: Don brings up the ques tion of \Vllctltcr We should replace the words 
"Insane, hlind, deaf ml<J dumb" by "disability and handicap". We'll open that up. 
How docs the Conunission feel about that qtJ8stion? 

• Senator l'1cCormack: Mr. Chairman, it ,,'ould seem tha t the ,,'ord "insane" would be the 
only word of the old language which 'vould refer to the responsibilities of what the 
state department of mental health and retardation would be. Under that department, 
the entire movement of all of our statutes seems to be away from any formal deter
mination of insanity, and any formal court order. The \o7Ords "voluntary", "self

• 
admission", the special kinds of treatments of disorders vlhich fall far short of 
insanity arc probably taking up more of a volume of dollars and hours now than any
thing else. He seek to avoid the ultimate illness, insanity, through the courts 
or through the hospitals. My fear would be that merely to have "insane, blind, 
deaf and dumb" is that that would be so restrictive in the sens~ of not inclusive 
enough of the many functions of the state of Ohio now that it may not be saying 

• 
what we wish relative to care and treatment. Especially i,f VI? get il'),to ,~ommunj ty 
facilities where the vast majority of patients now are voll1ntary. It would seem 
8S if we arc almost encouraging the old restrictive system. 

11r. Carter: Thank you, Senator. I think this has been a good discussion, and I 
think Don has a good thought on the services that it might be too broad. I'm going 
to step in here and try ::0 resolve this. HOvl would we consider something like

• this: "Facilities and treatment for persons, et cetera, shall be fostered and supported 
by the state 3S may be prescribed by law"? Make these two changes. I think that's 
what the cOlmnittee meant, treatment primarily, and by narrmving the word "services" 
to "treatment" and then making clear that it should be done by statute, wouldn't 
that solve the problem and still give us a pretty decent statement of what the in
tent of the people is in the Constitution?

•� Mr. Fry: He are going to keep "and supported" in there? 

Mr. Carter: I would be willing to do that either way. But I see no problem with 
it once you add the phrase "as may be prescribed by law". 

•� Mr. Wilson: Hhich is what it essentially says in the present section. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Hou1d you say that again? 

Mr. Carter: \Vhat I have is: "Facilities and treatment for persons who by reason 
of disability or handicap require care, treatment or habilitation, shall be fostered 

•� and supported by the state as may be prescribed by law". 

Mr. Hilson: You are using the language of the committee recommendation rather than 
the pre~ent constitution. 

Mr. Aalyson: It seems that there are certain handicap situations which might de
•� serve the support of the sr.ate other than these, as the Senator says. There are 

1es8er forms of mental disability other than insanity. 

Hr. Hilson: I'm not arguing that, I'm just saying that this is too broad. 

i'1r. Montgomery: It seems to me there are two choices. Either we open up this dis
•� ability und handicap ,,,hich is a \l7ide-open fi.eld, they are tent1S which now have to 

l.Jc defined by case law and so forth, and they are going to be broader. I suggest 
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that the class can be broadened by court interpr~tation and is being broadened on 
a case by casc;; basis. This language in the Constitution now has not prohibited 
treatment, hnr. it'l Haven't courts respond(~d to ne'-l theories? 

Mr. Fry: 1. think whnt they have done in the law:~ that they nre passing goes beyond 
'\-'hat the COI1Hti.tut1on now says and it i.a probably a good thing that they do. I 
think we probably ought to leave the word "support" out. I think the word "fostered" 
should stay. 

Hr. Carter: I think the word "fostered" '''ould do it. 

Mr. Fry: I'll withdraw n~ motion to amend and use the language that you suggested. 

:Hr. Carter: By dropping the words "and supported". 

Mr. Aalyson: I think the word "supported" was kept from the old language. 

Mr. Carter: I think i. t is surplus myself. Let's go ahead and discuss the next two 
5ent~nccs so we put tlt0 whole thing in context. The second' sentence is one that 
is pretty much self-explnnator7. How does the Commission feel about that? Craig, 
'\-10uld yeu handl~ that? 

Mr. h.aly~;oll; Rather t:lwn Ifl.OVC that the COl1floission accept the second sentence, I think 
t~Hlt I vJollld like to modi.fy that before we Gub"1.:_t it, and put "such persons" rather 
than "dirw1>lcd or hanc1tcapped shall not be civilly confined unless) nor to a greater 
c:/:tent than) necessary to protect themselves Ol.· other persons from harm." Such would 
then refer back to this first s(~ntence. 

Hr. Montgomery: That's what we haven't decided yet. 

}rr. Carter: That's right. We are trying to put the whole thing in context. I 
don't think He need a formal motion because this is a discussion of it. Are there 
any comments on the second sentence? 

Mr. Montgomery: I think the second sentence is fine. 

Mr. Carter: The third sentence then, Craig? 

Hr. Aalyson: "Such persons, if civilly confined, have a right to habilitation or 
treatment. " That language se('m G :0 conform to the prior language we have discussed 
this morning. 

Mr. Mont~dmery: I think that language should be deleted in its entirety, because 
it suggests a right and I think that it can be enforceable and I tllink that it can 
be reduced to monetary terms. I think we are unleashing something here that we 
have no rlght to. 

Mr. Carter: And the modification "if confined" doesn't solve that problem for you? 

Mr. Aalyson: Mr. Chairman, I have a little problem with this final sentence myself, 
and I tllink I expressed it in cOlmnittee. It seems to me that this sentence ought to 
be modified in some fashion to provide for treatment if the treatment is going to 
be benefici.al. I don't see the need for treating someone ~.;ho is beyond treatment. 
We seemed unable to come up with any language in committee I think that would suggest 
this idea, but I still hold to it, that the treatment should have to be treatment 
that is going to work. 
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Nr. Carter: Hould you like to have the word "beneficial"? 

l'1r.llaly50n: 1 don't know that that is going to do "lhat I have in mind. I think 
I sugi:e~;tcd in COT1Mittee that such persons would have a right to habilitation or 
treatment if appropriate and I think I like that word better than beneficial. 
don't know who is going to determine what is appropriate and may be the determination 
should be spelled out in t1lis sentence. I think this is a little broad. 

Mr. Carter: Mr. Kindred '\'lOuld like to make a carrnnent. He has been very patient. 
For those of you vJho were not at the last meeting, l'ir. Kindred and Mr. Hopperton 
and several others worl~ed very closely with the corrnnittee that worked on this and 
were vpry constructive and helpful and we welcome their participation. 

Dean Kindred: Thank you very much. I appreciate the opportunity to address this 
group. I'll mnke two very brief comments. The fi.rst is to emphasize the narrow
ness of the right that is articulated here. There is no question at all that this 
sentence articulates a right \\Thich \,'ould he an enforceable right. 

Hr. Carter: This is the third sentence. 

Dcan Kindred: Yes. And 1 think that is completely appropriate. But I think it 
is critical to note the narrowness of the right that is created with respect to 
the class that we are talkin£i about. That is, He're talking i.n this sentence only 
about persons \"ho are involuntarily civilly confi.ned. The process of involuntary 
civil cOllul1itmcnt if, obviously, as the Supreme Court has said, a massive curtailment 
of liberty. 1:11e Supreme Court has also said that when such massive curtailments of 
liberty take place, the mllst take place for a legitimate state purpose. We have 
a prison system \.;there we lock up persons '.;tho commit crimes, and we want to confine, 
and we lock them up. Naybe we have rehabilitation programs, but we are very clear 
in our statement that in a criminal system we can lock people up because they are a 
danger to society as established by their past behavior and we can confine them 
there for a period of time set by the legislature. The civil confinement system is 
very different. It is based on a benevolent thcrapeutic notion. The reason that 
we confine people in hospitals, and call them hospitals instead of jails, is because 
He think that there are some people for "lhom jail is not appropriate because they 
need treatment. That's why we have a whole second incarceration system. And all 
that this amendment would say is that if )'0\' usc tj1at civil commitment process to 
put people in places called bospitals that those places must provide treatment. 
I think it is critical to sec that it is that narrow. It is closely tied to the 
existence of a confinement Sy~tf:T th<1t: has a non-treatment option but it has many 
procedural safeguards. The secot!.d cormnent that I would like to make is addressed 
to the comment that Mr. Aalyson just made. I can very well understand that con
cern. l~at is, hOH can one talk about treating the untreatable? Everyone knows 
that there are forms of mental illness for which there is no known cure. How can 
we say in the Constitution that there is a right to treatment and habilitation? 
That is a problem that the courts have ~truggled with, as they have begun to 
recognize this principle. There are numerous court decisions at the federal and 
a number at state court levels which state that there is a right to treatment or 
habilitation if a person has )e~n ciVilly confined. ~fuen I looked at those earlier 
cases, the literature ,,,as fUll oi the questi.on ~- what about the untreatable, what 
does this mean? As the courts have looked at that problem, they have evolved a 
doctrine that gives the phrase, }'abilitation or treatment, a meaning and it means 
really what Mr. Aalyson was saying. I would prefer to have that language not be 
modified by language such as "if appropriate". But the courts have come to say 
that what we mean is that we have pco?le in civil confinement that you must have a 
professional evaluation 07 their needs and a program that is responsive to their 
needs. That treatment for a person for whom there is a drug that will cure him is 
giving him that drug. Treatment for a person whose disability is of a very general 
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diagnosis and there is no drug to which that person will respond requires a much 
broader kind of professional evaluation. It may be in some C8t>es, particularly 
with the aged, that all that treatment connotes is decent care in an environment 
th~t will support that person's life and not create, as some environments might, a 
rapid deterioration of the person's capability. The concept has been given a very 
broad meaning by the courts. I think that it is desirable to take that approach 
because :i f you add the language "if appropri.1t.c", and it ~10U] d be certainly better 
to have that provision with that ] anr~ll[Jge thell1 not to have that provision, hut if 
you add that language it suggests that there are persons for whom treatment is not 
appropriate. In the broad sense of treatment, there is no person who is civilly 
confined for whom treatment is not appropriate. All persoDt> Qugllt to have profes
sioll.!!1 diagnosis if they are going to be involuntnrUy locked up in a hospital, 
they ought to be entitled to professional diagnosis and professional programs. I 
believe that that is all the last senten<;e says and I think it is a very solid 
statement. As I thought in the last month about the reactions of the connnittee, I 
thought, are there ways that this could be stated less dramatically, and less of
fensi.vely to some persons? And then I come back to the language and I find that 
that is the way that it is stated. I think that the subcommittee did an extremely 
careful job on the language that is here, and I would certainly hope that you would 
give their recommendation serious consideration. 

Hr. Carter: There are a number of people that have cormnents. Let's start with Mr. 
Fauver. 

Til'. Fauver: I have a quentiol1 of the 13ubcommittee. I'm curi.ous that the fi.rst 
sentence, which is tentative, of course, talks about people who because of some 
di.SAbility or handicap require, and then the three key words, care, treatment, or 
habilitation. These seem to be the three key words that will define the concept 
that people are talking about. Then in the last sentence we say that if civilly 
confined, these people have a right to habilitation or treatment, and not care. I 
wondered what the thought of the subcommi ttee w'as in so carefully spelling out the 
three categories in the first sentence and then only two in the last. 

Mr. Carter: You're suggesting that lIcare" may be appropriate for the last sentence? 

Mr. Fauver: I don't know, but it certainly moves it somewhat forward) maybe we donlt 
like where it takes up, but the subGommittee must have a theory for having eliminated 
that word in the last sentence. 

Mr. Carter: Let's hold that one ~(1r a moment. Senator Butts? 

Senator Butts: A question of Mr. Kindred. He said that the courts have interpreted 
this. The United States Supreme Court? 

Dean Kindred: No, the U.S. Supreme Court has only dealt with one case that could 
have raised the issue. The federal district courts and courts of appeals have 
dealt with this. There have probably been ten or twelve federal district court 
opinions, including one in the state of Ohio holding that patients at Lima State 
Hospital have a right to treatment or habilitatlon. There have been several circuit 
court of appeals decisions as well. 

Senator Butts: I guess I'm wondering why we put language that is somewhat different 
in the Constitution if that is indeed interpreted that these are rights that they 
do indeed have. Because I do like the description that you gave, that professional 
diagnosis be given to sorrleone so incarcerated, and that whatever treatment that pro
fessional deems be given because that answers all these appropriate questions that 
we have. 1 1m not sure that that would be the way we would want to do it, to spell 
all that stuff out. 
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Dean Kindred: The problem with that both for courts in speaking to the issue, 
and even more so, for the Constitutional Revision Connnission is that that language 
is so verbose and detailed and the courts have begun by articulating a right to 
treatment or a right to habilitation. The tHO terms, treatment is used in the mental 
health concept and habilitation rn the lTlE::nt.1l retardation context. That articulation 
goes hack over the last ten years or so, initiated by an editorial in the American 
Har Association Journal in 1960. But then the courts struggled with the question 
that Mr. Aalyson raised as to what do we mean? They have said that there is a 
right to treatment. In perhaps the most interesting case in the area, the descrip
tion that I gave you of the meaning of the phrase is found on the first page of the 
opinion and the court says "by this we mean", and recognizes that there are vast 
differences in people's needs and that there are some persons for whom treatment in 
the curative sense is not called for but professional treatment still is called for. 

Senator Butts: If I might follow up, then it is your opinion that if we said this,� 
that is the way it would be interpreted, with that footnoted-type language?� 

Dean Kindred: I would not want to guarantee that a court 20 years from now would� 
look back and say, "Gh, yes, that was Hritten at about the time of those court� 
decisions and they must have been referring to that language in those federal court� 
decisions." I think it would be desirable if there was a mechanism to do that, to� 
have the Commission's records indicate that they are making reference to a broad� 
concept of treatment.� 

Hrs. Grfirer: I understand with and agree with your objection to the words lIif 
appropriate" because that brings in a choice of treatment or no treatment. Would 
you have any objection to the insertion of the word "appropriate" in front of "habil
itation or treatment"? 

Mr. Carter: And to add the word "care"? 

Mrs. Grfirer: That I would like to know your reaction to, but I would like to sug�
gest that He use the words "appropriate habilitatl on or treatment". It would seem� 
to me this brings in exactly what you are talking about. That there would then be� 
a medical, professional evaluation of what the appropriate habilitation or treatment� 
in that particular case is •� 

. Dean Kindred: I think that is an excellent idea. When one looks at the sentence 
one would have to ask why is chat vlord in there. That word is in there to reflect 
the notion of flexibility and the need for a professional assessment to know what 
is appropriate treatment or habilitation. 

Mrs. Grfirer: It implies immediately that something that is appropriate for one 
kind of patient is not appropriate for another kind of patient, and I think that 
is the concern that is being expressed here. There are degrees of habilitation, 
treatment, time, money, effort, that would be expended on different kinds of patients, 
depending on what is appropriate in that case. 

Mr. Fauver: Would there be a difference in the right of a voluntarily committed� 
patient versus an involuntar. I; committed patient?� 

Dean Kindred: Under this phraseology, very clearly. Now the legislature has said 
that in Lima State Hospital, we expect treatment for everyone who is in tilere. 
And that is fine as a legislative F01icy. But now we are talking about constitutional 
rights and it seems to me appropriate to distinguish those two situations. In terms 
of a constitutional right the reason ~e need to be concerned about providing treat
ment to an involuntary patient in a mental hospital is that we haven't given that 
person a choice in going in. I think one can well imagine a sensible statement of 
policy of providing public housing for people who need housing, some of whom may
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be mentally ill, if they want to move in there, and not provide medical services 
in that kind of setting. D:ut ,,,hen we start locking somebody up because they are 
mentally 111 or mentally retar.ded, that is a very different situation in terms of 
constitu tional rights. 

Mr. Russo: Hhen someone adml ts hims(~If for tr(~atment or habilitation, aren I t they 
then imnted latel.y entitled to the same thing:; as anyone else who hits that door? 

Mr. Fry: The Constitution isn't going to say that. 

Dean Kindred: The Constitution doesn't say that and J don't know that it is a 
matter of constitutional principles. 

Mr. Russo: Hut if they admit that there is something wrong with them, evidently. 

Dean Kin(1red: But there may be a contract notion involved. There has been some 
interesting discussjcn that If a person admjts someone into something that they call 
a hospital lJhether they haven't in a sense contracted a promise that there would be 
somc:-thing inside other than a bed. 

Mr. Carter: But it is clear that the word "confine" refers to involuntary in the 
Constitution. 

Dew.1 Killdrcd: That's right. 

Nr. Hontgomcry: I have a very basic disc::grcemEmt ,,,ith putting anymore rights in 
the Const1tution thvn are presently in there. 111ere is a bill of rights in our 
Constitution now and we are re~lJ.ly taki.ng a lot on ourselves when we start to add 
lU'W conGtitutional rights to our Constitution. I would do th:l.s with the greatest 
reluctance as a matter of COIl1'l1ission policy. Another section that we are going to 
deal with a l.i tt Ie bit later is on workmen f s compensat:i on. If W~ are going to do 
this here, there is nothing to keep us from establishing a right of an injured 
workman to complete and thorough medical care for the rest of his life. You must 
reduce rights to economic and n~netary amounts of money. This is for real, someone 
has to pick up the bill and pay for all this. I'm in the insurance business, and 
I can see no-fault insurance corning into this state following workmen's compensation. 
We're seeing cases now under unlimited medical in the state of Hichigan where four 
year old children are going to cost somebody ahout four to five million dollars 
a piece v7hen they run out into the street and are hit by a car and become paraplegics. 
All I'm saying is that society can't pay for all the nice things that we would like 
to, because we have to reduce it to money, and there isn't enough money to do it. 
And I would, with the greatest reluctance, get into that field at all. I think you 
should leave it in the legislative arena where it can move with the times and the
ability of the people to pay for it. 

Mr. Wilson: Is there any phraseology in our Constitution stating that the criminally 
confined have a right to rehabilitation? 

Mrs. ErikH son: No, not that I know of. 

Mr. Wilson: Then this doesn't belong in here either. I agree with Don. 

Mrs. ~~Ol} Ie: I would just like to make the poInt that if you are going to create a 
new r.ight that this one should get in under the wire before some others in the sense 
that .lt is put in the alternative. The state does not have to confine the person. 
As Professor Kindred has very ably pointed out, this is not somebody who ha.s conunitted 
a crime, t.ha.t 'tole have gone through the due process of law to say that he has done 
i.t and then conunitted them that way. If the state doesn't want to pay for the care, 
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habili.t~ti:ion, or treatment, if we should include "carel. in there, the state doesn't� 
have to civilly commit that person, so I just want: to point out this is a right� 
stated in the alternative.� 

Senator HcCormack: Hr. Chairman, I think a couple of the comments were especially 
valuable. The conversation and the argumeilts made relative to the long range cost 
implications to adoption of this sentence, I think I could make the opposite argument. 
I hesitate to do so at length because I do think that that is more of a statutory 
and bu~getary question. But I could say tltis: that if our concern is about costs 
and the long-range i.rr~lications of adopting this language, for the moment I would 
argue that we determined that the long range costs, without question, is multiplied 
muuy times bCCDUSC of the cost of the system that we have had in the pAst .qnd that 
is spending the 12 to 13 to 14,000 dollars per year to keep p~ople institutionali~ed, 

,,!hcrea~, 80'/" of the people, two years ago, v1ho had beell institutionalized [N" 30 years 
could Lave been productive citizens, many times in a limited capacity, and could 
have bl'en tax payers. It would have been much less expensive had they been treated. 
That I s an argument obviously as we get into mented, health Imv. I believe that we 
would find that adoption of this language \'Wuld not be as dra"latic in terms of costs 
in the long run. Secondly, I would think the conmlents made relative to what rights 
exist in the Constitution relAtive to penal institutions I think is a good question. 
~e talk about confinement in this paragraph. Do we lleed to make a distinction 
betHeci1 renal confinement and confinement for the mentalJ.y ill? If we do need to 
j,dec :::uch a distinction, there should be l<l:lgua.ge within the paragraph that does make 
the di~tinction. If people are going to be civilly confined by a court order, we 
;,;hould l l nve some degree of difference from :nerely the old system of confining people 
to k<:c them off the streets because they v](;re insane. And that is that v1e have 
Rome ~;f[cr<:nce in that institution whicll w~uld be a treatment or habilitation. I 
do thi j]c tllat that dist~llction should be properly made in thi.s type of institution 
versu:· Lucasville. I do not favor making Cl statement as to habilitation for Lucas
viU e but J do think for the Columbus School for the Retarded we do have constitu
tional obligations which differ from the Mcll'ion Correctional Institute or Lucasville. 
I think it would be proper to make that cle lr. In fear that without the inclusion 
of th;lt language that the opposite interprci:ation might be drawn that we do class 
them all in the same category. I think that this is good language. 

Hr. Carter: As qualified by the word civilly? 

. Senator McCormack: Yes. 

1-1r. Carter: T do think that we could disCllSS the thing for all the time that we� 
have av~ilable but we need now to have a motion to consider it by the Commission.� 
Craig, are you ready to make a motion?� 

Hr. Aalyson moved and Mrs. Orfirer seconded as follows: "Facilities and treatment 
for persons who by reason of disability or handicap require care, treatment or habil
itation shall be fostered by the state. Such persons shall not be ciVilly confined 
unless nor to a greater extent than necessary to protect themselves or other persons 
from hnri,1. SHch personn if civilly confined have a right to appropriate habilita
tion, t"C<,:8tment and care. 

Senator Butts: I move to amend to delete the first sentence so that the se::tl.on� 
as it no',,' is Hould take care of that part of it and you would go iuto the secor..d� 
5cnter..ce "such persons" then referring back to the current Constitution.� 

ill-. C<.trter: In other words you would replace the first sentence by the .:'xtGti:lt:� 
fi.rnt sentence in the Constitt:tion?� 

8(~nat()r Butts: Yes. 
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Mr. 1'1ontgomery: You would leave "institutions" in rathE'T. thilll. "facilities and 
treatment"? 

Senator Butts: Ye.s. Then it is "institutions for. the benefit: of the insane, 
blind, deaf and dumh, shall be fostered and supported by the state." 

Nt'. Curter called for a second for the motion, and there W.iS none. The roll ....,as 
called. 'l110RC vot.tng "yes" \'!l~re Senator Butts, Senator HcCormack, Representatives 
Fauver am! Stinzinno; !'1cs,c;rs. Aalyaon, Carter, Fry, Guggenheim' and NI's. OI'f:trer 
and Brs. Sowle. NessI'S. Hontf,011lcry and Wilson voted no, and Hr. Russo passed. 

Mrs. Eriksson: 10 yes, 2 no and 1 pass. 

Nr. Cnl~t:er: Let's submit it to the rest of the Commission and then, if it faUs, 
W~ still have the opportunity to come back and take a whack at it. 

The mE~eti.ng recessed fer :Lunch, and reconvened at 1:30 p.m. 

Mr. Carter: We had three roll call votes at the last meeting. One lWS the obsolete 
mnter~.al which is Sections 2 LInd 3 of Article VII, which 'oJe felt were statutory ma
terial. That has received the necessary number of votes, it now stands 21··1 to 
simply repeal those. The second one is Article II, Section. lj.l, reluct. ng to thl~ 

cmploymc1lt and regulation of the occupation of pri.soners in penal institutiom,;. 
That one has received enough votes ''lith no "no" votes, that' f; unanimous 'dth 23 
votes. 'J'lw other one I \iould lik~ to talk about for a moment because we have a 
dec:lsJol: to make, 1.s Article II, Section 20, which '\lar, to add a clause to the exist" 
int; secti.on and the addition "/I:1G except that an i.ncrease in salary applicable to an 
ofr::c\~ shall GlPPJ.y to 'all persons holding the Sil'TIC o:f.fice. That one basically pre
vents 1111 increase dud.ng a term of office of appointed officials. It doesn't refer 
to legi f. Latora at all, and it was pointed out that this is the one the county com
missiont:rs had the problem with. Because ne"l county connnissioners, they 'Here the 
ones that testified on it, often come in and get more than the old county cormnis
s1-ertel's. That one stands at the moment 19 in favor and 3 no votes. The three 
contrary votes are Charlie, Jack Hi1Hon and Representative Maier who are all here 
today. Representative Fauver, '(1h:) (lid not vote, is here this afternoon. Nolan 
Carson has not voted, he ah;ays votes, but he ,\las away on vacation. The question 
is, and I don r t want to push H:, whether or not '\Ie want to give these people an 
opportunity to vote, those th.::i,t havl;:li:l't on this question. The previous position 
that we have taken as a Conlln:;.~;si\)n is l:.hat we do not extend the voting beyond one 
meeting unless it is by unani!.JolJS consent, which is the only time we waive it. We 
need two more votes to tn..,ke this one pass. 

There was some discussion about whether to postpone closing the vote. }rr. Carter 
declared the roll call closed. 

Mr. Carter: Section 20, Article II has not received the necessary two-thirds vote. 
We will proceed into a most interesting question, the question of apportionment, 
Article XI. The Hhat' s Left Corranittee, Mr. Aalyson. 

Mr. Aalyson: r'll refer you to the cover sheet of the apportionment article 
report, and you will r.ote that there are only three reconnnendations for change. 
Section 1, and that ...... Ul appear on page 7, Section 13 avpears on page 17, and the 
temporary provisions or Section 14 appears on page 19 of this report. ~~en the 
Conunittee came to discuss the problems of apportionment, we S8\\I two primary areas 
for consi.deration. One in the way you draw the lines to effect the apportionment 
and the second, the way you choose people to draw the lines. And since the line
drawing problem was consldereG in 1967 and taken care of by constitutional amendment 
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at that t~ne, we did not address ourselves to tilDt problem. We confined our 
attention to the method of choosing those people who 'IIUI, in effect, draw the 
lines. !I.~o, you knov.', the present article of the Constitution provides that the 
governor, auditor, secretary of state, one person chosen by the speaker of the 
house and the Ipader in tIle senate of the same political party, and one person 
chosen l,y the legislative leaders in each of the houses of the major political 
part iCE; of which the speaker is not a member 'IIould draw these. Ive thought there 
should ]Je some change in that respect and we have made that change by setting up 
an aPPol"tJonment corrnnission '-7Id.cll "70uld be chosen by ODP., the speaker of the house, two, 
the le;ldcr in the senate of the political party of which the speaker is a member, 
three and four the legis lative leader in eO-eh house of tr.e n:ajor political pal·ty 
of which the speaker is not a member and five and six, something that is foreign 
to the Constitution in its present state -- 'lie felt that 8lected rrembers of the 
Congress should have a chance to particip'ate in this selection, so we provided 
for the group of the U.S. Representatives of each of the tvlO political parties in 
the state having the largest number of such representatives. That I s sb~. Obviously 
that's going to lead to some problems, if you have six people on an apportionment 
com:nittee. So the real problem I think we had in the Cormnittee 'lias deciding how 
to choof-p. a seventh and perhaps deciding memb('~r. And He thought that this ..las an 
almost impof>sible task to be performed unless it would be by agreement among the 
members f)f the apportionment commission itself. And \'le saw some problems there if 
~lOY were equally aligned politically. So we have come up with the solution of 
having the members elect their own chairman, and seventh member. And if they are 
unable to agree upon a perpon, then each mc'muer of the apportionment commission, 
each of the six menilJcrs designated by the pCY.'sons Hho ..]auld designate them, may 
submit a name to the secretary of state, and the secretary of state will reach into 
a hat and pullout a narl1c and he 'vill be the chairman of the commission. The 
pCY.'sons submitted must .JC other than a member of the commission. Those are the 
major changes. He have, of courfle, provided for the apportionment commission to 
set up the districts for representatives to the U.S. Congress. I don't think 
there will be any other arguable changes, and I think we will now throw it open for 
discussion. 

}lr. Carter: The first thing we ought to do is have a motion to accept the report,� 
without taking any action. He g'2:1eY'ally do that and the reason is that that incor�
porates all of the "no changes" which are contained.� 

'Hr. Aalyson: Perhaps I should mention Section 13 of the Article which is on page 
17. That amendment has been llla(;e merely to conform to the fact that we are providing� 
for an apportionment commissiln. It changes language, but it doesn't change any�
thing substantive. Section 14 T;Jh~ch is rcconnnended for repeal is a section which� 
was enacted to take care of a special situation and no longer has any operative� 
function in the Constitution, so it is getting rid of dead wood. Mr. Chairman, I� 
will move the acceptance of the Connnittee's reconmendations to the full Commission� 
of the report on Article XI for apportionment.� 

}rr. Fry seconded the motion. A show of hands was taken to accept the report. 

Mr. Fry: Is there some other state that uses this manner of choosing by lot? 

Hr. Aalyson: That is novel with the What's Left Con'.lTIittee~ so far as I know. 

l1r. Wilson: I would surely hate to see the Ohio Lottery 8P.t firmly entrenched in� 
the Constitution.� 

t-;r. Aalyson: We felt, number one, thGi ': it might be difficult with an apportionment� 
conmittce that is aligned half and half by political parties to choose a mutually� 
acceptable person. We felt that if we threw it open to lot, it might put some� 
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••Ipressure on them to make a selection. And the lot, of course, is strictly limited. 
Each one of the members of .the commission that has been appointed could suggest a 
name of a person other than a member who he felt would be a good chairman and then 
it would be by lot. We had the opinion that: the pressure of this sort of system 
would probably compel them to choose without resorting to lot. We couldn't think, 
frankly, of a better way of selecting the seventh member. 

11r. Carter: May I comment on that Craig? 1 1m sorry that the other members of 
the Corrnni.ttee oren' t herc=. Katie was a mcmber of the Committec, :Cob Huston and 
Doug Apple~"ate all participat<.:d in the cliscusslon. Really wh(:n you boil thi.s down, 
the apporti onm(mt commiss ion depc:nds on this so-called tie breaker. Assume tlIat 
you hewe,; three members of each party. That selection becomes absolutely crucial 
to the operation of the cor.mli.ssion. He went through all kinds of attempts to deter
miue how do you select a Solomon. This was decided aftcr trying everything else 
under the sun as being a go{)d\\ay of putting pressure on the six members to come up 
with a seventh that woald he a<.:ceptable to both sides. In other words, presumably 
a person of high reputation, a person '\Tho would not be highly partisan in this 
matter. And the pressure that if you don't do that, you might: get one of the bad 
people, not on your side, and ",e felt tlwt this would be a really compelling reason 
for them to agree on a persoll who presumably would be bi-partisan and neutral in 
his approach. That was the COlmnittee's rationale. 

Mr. Fry: As you know, apportionment and redistricting is a pretty political matter. 
I'm trying to think of wlLcn \<7e've done it in the legislature that it didn't go righi; 
down to party line votes. There may be exceptions, but usually it is because there 
is a disagreement within the party itself that we have had a cross-over on the vote. 
r think YOIl'll end up doing it by lot. 

Mr. Montgomery: I think so too. 

Mr. Carter: There is going to be a let of pressure on them to choose the chai.tman. 

Mr. Montgomery: I don't care how much pressure is on them, I don't think they'll 
do it. I think it's a naive thought. 

Mr. C~rter: What is the alternative? 

Mr. Montgomery: Just have them do it by lot. 

Mr. Aalyson: That's what we suggested, but we had h~ped that if. they're rational 
people they might be able to say there is sotnebody in this· state that we can all 
agree on. 

Mr. Montgomery: Not unless he is half deiD.ocrat and half republican•.. 

11r. Aalyson: There might be one. 

Mr. Wilson: Why don't you let the seventh member be appointed by the third largest 
political party in the state? They'd know who he is. 

l-tr. Aalysoil: That's a thought. 

Mr. F>:y: Mr.. Chairman> maybe we ought to start on a positive basis. I like the 
fact tho!'lt you are including the congrcflsional redistricting. I think this is a 
bi.g Lnprcvement. 

M~. Carter: That's one of the major changes. 
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1'1r. Fry: It well may be that jf we had an clc·eti.:u stntc officer, maybe the secre
tnr)' of si:atc~, at IC[lut the pccplc \voulJ kllO\v thLlt this is a person who~ it ,""auld 
certainly make that office very attractivc from a politIcal standpoint. I can't 

• see them nr,rccing tlwt here is this perSOll 1:/ho would be knowlcdgeable in this area, 
who ,""auld llntlp-rstand the political makeup of the stnte, and would still be acceptable 
to both parties. 1 would like to think thi1t it could be done that way, but I think 
you are going to end up \.,Iith it being by lot. 

Hr. Aalyson: He didn't think thelt there was any other way to do it. 

• Hr. Carter: This is also a public hearing on this question and I would like to see� 
if any of the t\'lO guest8 here would like to make any connnent on this question.� 

•� 
Mr. llctzlcr: Yes, I'm Dave Hetzler of Co~mon Cause of Ohio. We are very interested� 
in the apportionment process and participated in some of the discussions. In our� 
draft mod(~l \".,e also recommended an apport ionment conu";1iss ion without any elected or� 
;lppoint<,'d ofLi.cL:J1.~:. ]~ecognizinij that you arc not going to exclude partisanship� 

•� 

from the process, but in an attempt to mini.mjze partisanship, we also recommended� 
that the :;ev(~nth mcmlJcl' hy selected hy the six. However, He. did not have the option� 
of the lottery in the f2'Jent th:Jt they didn't come up with a chairman from the six.� 
He dicln'1: give that a th0ught one vlay or the other. However, ,,7e did feel strongly� 
that thc:rc ought not he any elccl:ecl officials on the connnission. In our opinion,� 
the mal~C'-up of the cOlrnnission i.s only one par.t of the number of segments that ought� 

•� 

to be con:~jderetl in terms vi:' the form of tJd.s area that Hould minimize the partisan� 
nbusc of the process. That is, the make-up of the commission is not the only thing� 
that could be done to minimize it. It is, llOwever, \.,Ie think the major first step.� 
In terms of the lottery i.tself, I don't tlJ.11"'.~' \'le have a COImnent one way or the othel',� 
except that it does SeC!ll like a good way to pressure the group into making the de�
cision themselves rather than giving it up to chance.� 

Hr. Fauver: How are they appointed in your reconnnendation? 

•� 
Hr. Hetzler: Similar to the one that has been suggested by the Hhat's Left Connnittee,� 
except that in our original model draft, we had not included the representative� 
from congress which I do think jr-: a good idea. It was our thinking that the gover�
nor really has nothing to do \·l:ixb the apportionment of congressional and legislative 
districti.ng other than his O\'D. p;:Jrt:~san political interest in the outcome of the 

. redrnwing of districts. But essentially ours was the same sort of formula. That 
is from the legislDture and party representation based on the last election results,

• et cetera. 

Hr. Wilson: wllCre it says the six members shall select by the affirmative vote of 
four members a seventh member. who shall be chairman, I think that should read "by 
the affirmative vote of at least four merr~crs", because if five of them should agree, 
then in theory we can't do that. 

• That change \".,as agreed to. 

Nr. Aalyson: I hnve a rather minor modification, th.::t the members should submit 
names to the secretary of st<."·._. It simply says "submit the name of one person" 
down whCl'e it says if they haven't submitted the na:i,s~ each member on that date, etc. 

• I think it shou ld provide for the secretary of statE: 1':) reed ve the iJ.ames. 

That change was agreed to. 

Senator Butts: Mr. Hetzler, rfm sure :hat in the lottery, assuming the situation 

• 
mipJ:1t <1rise, that one party is satisfied with the Hay it is and just assume that no 
chairman is ever. chosen and no action is ever taken. Had your group considered that 
possibility and found a way to resolve it? 



Mr. Hetzler: We had considered this possibility. It is obviously one of the major 
questions. We quite honestly found no other alternative. We searched in all of 
the states, and I know the What's Left Committee did the same. We found no acceptable 
alternative and I might add that we had not considered the lottery as an alternative. 
Although to my knowledge, the lottery system does not exist anywhere else. 

Senator Butts: Did you have a date at which time they had to choose the chairman? 

Mr. Hetzler: Yes, I think in our original draft there was a date by which something 
had to happen after which it was left up to the supreme court. 

Mr. Carter: That was also one of our earlier proposals. 

Mr. Fry: Isn't it Florida or one state where the members of the apportionment com
mission are retired justices of the supreme court? 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think there is one state where they do use justices. 

Mr. Fry:i The idea being that they would be apolitical after they retired from the 
supreme court. 

Mr. Montgomery: Haven't you read our judicial report? We rejected all of that 
merit selection. We've got a political animal in there. 

Mr. Carter: With the merit selection, that would have made some sense, Charlie. 
Without that, it didn't appeal to us. 

Senator Butts: I notice that Montana is the only state that has anyone other than 
the legislative representatives redistricting the U.S. House of Representatives. 
rId be curious as to why we should be the second state. It seems to me that there 
is little enough responsiveness of delegation. I don't know that we would want to 
give up what little control we have. 

Mr. Fry: I'll be glad to speak to that, Craig. I was chairman of the government 
operations, when it was called the r,tate government committee. At the time we 
handled congressional redistricting. Trying to do that through the legislature, 
it is just a matter of trading and trading, and I think here from the standpoint 
of the congressmen themselves, if they have to look to one man in their party to 
present their viewpoint, it i~ going to be a whole lot better than having each of 
them calling all the people in thsir particular district. It becomes almost im
possible sometimes. You have to have party caucuses first. I think that if we 
can make this go it would be a much preferable way of doing it. 

Mr. Carter: I might make an editorial comment on that. This idea of bringing the 
congressional representatives in on apportionment commission was suggested by Doug 
Applegate, and this was well in advance before the Hays incident. So it is inter
esting that he is now going to be a congressman, but it wasn't even in the picture 
at the time. . 

Senator Butts: Just in response, I would say that the legislative process is a 
cumbersome one for doing lots of things, but I hate to hand it over to a couple of 
party members. I think the cambersome democratic legislative process is one that 
I'm not sure I'd want to see relinquished. 

Mr. Carter: I took the opportunity of discussing this with a number of people and 
that, from my limited survey, there are more voters that are upset by the present 
apportionment procedure than anything else we have been involved in. And I really 

J� 

•I
i 

i•� 

•� 
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think we could strike a blow for freedom if we came up with some improvements in 
this area. There is great disatisfaction wi,th the way it is being done now. 
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Mr. Fry: In all f<1irness to th(~ present Constitution, it Fas Judge Battisti's 
actlon~; up in Clcvcl.,nd t1J:Jt haVL~ kept them from f(llloHing vlh<lt the Ohio Constitution 
rr'"lly pre~;cribe~: <:If; far rlS apportionment is concerned rigllt n:m. 

• Mr. C;lrte~r: You mean as to thc guidelineG that are to be used?� 

Mr. Fry: Yes.� 

Nr. Curter: And vIe have left those unchilngecl. \{e think those are pretty good.� 

• 1-1L'. Fry: We 11 they were. And this "las a matter of consensus bebveen the t'\lO parties.� 

•� 

nut '\le' hnve districu; now that do not confllrm to the Ohio Constitution. Battisti� 
as yOll lCilO\\l held .3rryone that l'ursl!cd tlli~3 J',,·,ttcr fn contCJllpt of court. I think� 
Alan Norris Has a p.:1rty to thAt at one tin,C' or another. So if people are upset, it� 
is not hecause it is a problem with the Constitution, it's a problem that the Con�
stitution isn't being followed.� 

l'lr. Crater: Of COUlf;e, that is a judgmC'llt area ,.;hell you get right down to it., 
J]\ljwfully \\le would (1voirl that kind of que:'Uon '\lith this kind of COllUllission. It 
could ~;t:i.ll be ch,tllcngecl tlwt tI-Jeir decision was not appropriate under the guide
lines. 

•� Hr. Acllyson: ] takc it that uo one h~rc -j ,; opposed to our rearrant;ement of the 
~;cJect:ion of the' sb: mel1lbeJ::J. He have cUl'linatecl the governor, auditor and secre
tary of ~;t[)te n~; l)("{"sons \-lho Gclect Dnd h:1'.'0 proviuc'd for the six selections from 
other persons. No one is objecting strr:uFDusly to that? 

• SCl1.1tor Dutts: Except ',ith respect to tho congressional members. The idea of the 
balanced board, and the general format, I have no problem with. 

Hr. ACllyson: And I'm not sure 1 understand what your objection is to having the 
members of the House of Representatives select members of the commission. 

• Senator Butts: necause there would be no purpose in that if congress \\lere not to 
be so clistricted by this board. That is the more important part of the thrust of 
my feeling. 

Hr. Carter: Pcrhaps one of the best ways of getting sone thing like this done would 
be to make it effective in the year 2000, when all present partisan considerations 

•� would be removed from the picture. 

Mr. Aalyson: Do others than Senator Butts have any problem with apportioning for 
the lIouse of Representatives? 

Nr. Fauv(~r: I dr;n' t quarre 1 with that concept. Is there something in here that 
•� the cO l 1gressional districts would in some way correspond ,\lith the districts for 

state Ecnate? Is that part of this? We have at present overlapping districts. 

Hr. AalY30n: No, there is no correspondence. He thought of that. 

l-1r. Carter: \<le gave it a lot of thought, particularly this participant in the

• committec. Common Cause \vas s11ggesting it and it made a lot of sense to me to have 
the c()l1~i,ressional districts be a multiple of the state senatorial districts which 
in UJi.'!1 would be a multiple of the I;(:l:se of Representatives districts. We ran into 
SOll1l; .Hfficult problems in doing that. The numhers came out, as I recall, that we 
"Jould have to lJnlarge the senate quite' Cl little bit and the house would decrease in 
number. The second thing ~\lhich was rather telling to me when I found out I dropped

• i.t, that every time there was a reapportionment nationally as to the number of 
congressional seats it \\lould automatically change the number of legislative seats, 
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which would be completely beyond the control of the state. And then the third 
problem is, no matter how you do it within reason you end up with an even number 
of people in the house and senate. And when you have an even number you always 
have the spectre of what do you do when you have an even split in the house and 
senate. How do they organize? There are some answers to that but none of them 
really all that satisfactory. So for those three reasons we finally decided that 
that was not acceptable. And I was the one who was pushing it. It does make some 
sense. Both Skip Gillmor and Doug Applegate were participating in the Committee on 
this and they both felt that was not going to go, so it was dropped. 

Mr. Guggenheim: I would like to ask a question to try to clarify this thing in my 
own mind. Under the proposed new method, before this chairman is chosen, you are 
assured of an even split politically. 

Mr. Carter: Right. 

Mr. Guggenheim: Whereas, under the present method, it depends on who is the governor, 
secretary of state and auditor. That could throw it one way or the other. So under 
the new method, you are assured of a committed completely split committee before the 
chairman is chosen and you end up giving one man the absolute power to district the 
state. At least the governor, auditor, and secretary of state are elected, but 
this man is not. 

i
Mr. Carter: And of course there are arguments that that's good. It is the Commit
tee's view that the uncertainty related to selecting a chairman by lot constitutes • 
a powerful incentive for the six members to reach agreement on the selection of the 
seventh and that the person so chosen is most likely to be fair and impartial in 
this highly sensitive position. 

Mr. Fry: If we go to a federal census every five years ~nstead of every 10 years 
then will you change this accordingly? 

Mrs. Eriksson: As this is presently written it says 10 years. There would have to 
be another constitutional amendment to change it. 

Mr. Fry: I could see if you did it only 10 years, and you had a federal census that 
showed that some of those districts were not in accord with t he one man one vote 
principles. 

Mrs. Eriksson: There would be difficulty if the court held in fact that apportio~
ment wex'e unconstitutional because of the one man one vote rule. You wouldn't be 
in difficulty just automatically because this would carry for 10 years. 

Mr. MOntgomery: Should they respond to the latest census? Why shouldn't they have 
it every five years? 

Mr. Aa1yson: They could have it every census. •Mr. Carter: There is some reason for continuity for a reasonable length of time 
just to get acquainted with the districts. 

Mrs. El:iksson: There is also the problem of the carry-over senators. 

Mr. Russo: If you have it every five years, you are going to have it till the guy 
goes on his seventh year because he is serving another term. 

Mr. Carter: We would be hopeful that once every 10 years is enough to do this kind 
of shenanigans. 

•� 
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}Jr. Hilson: T'd li.ke to raise another spectre here. You ~re talking from past 
and prc~;(,l1t experience that therc are t"lO Hwjor political purties. Not necessarily 
so in tile future. You mi.ght lwvc 5 01'.:' 10 P;IJ~tj_cs ,.,hieh might conceivably have equal 
r('presentatinn. It sI)Y~; "major". hlhat is the meaning of the word "major" if you 
hove equal representation? Suppose you have 401~ democrats, 30% republicans and 30/0 
conservatives? 

}lr. Aalyson: I don 1 t know that that precise question did come up in connnittee but 
t}1C questi.on did come up of what happc:ls if you have more than two major parties 
..md ,.,c \-Jere naive enough to assume that this is probably not going to happen. 

Mr. Wi lson: It may not. But oth(~r countrip.s have more than two parties and we 
could conee i.vably have mOl' ethan tl.-70. 

}lr. Montgomery: Arcn' t there athel" references to two parties in the Constitution? 

}lrs. Erikssun: In this [eetion itself, this is the present lnnguage; this is what 
ctlt'rently happens. 

Hr. Montgomery: I mean not just this one. Aren't there other references all throughout? 

1'lrs. Eriksson: I don't believe that there are. I believe this is the only place 
where this is a significant reference. 

Mr. Montgomery: The statutes, of course, are full of them. 

!,1r. Aalyson: Do we hAve odd numbers in the house and the senate? 

Nrs. Eriksson: Yes. 

JLr. Carter: You could have two tied for second place. 

l~. Wilson: Like 15, 15, and 69. 

Mr. Carter: Since we started this discussion, Bob Graetz walked in. Earlier I had 
asked if there were any comments from the floor, and Bob, do you have anything you 
Hant to say? 

Mr. Graetz: I'm quite content to listen. I'm pleased with what the Committee has 
come up with. If, at some point later on, I feel I can't restrain myself, I'll 
speak up. 

Hr. Carter: You are representing the Ohio Council of Churches? 

Hr. Graetz: Yes. 

Hr. Wilson: The block I raise may be entirely theoretical. It may never happen. 

}tr. Carter: It's a possibility. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It would happ~n uncler the present Constitution, too. 

Mrs. Orfirer: I know you all have gone through this and I hate to ask you to go 
through this again, but for my OIm satisfaction, I fj_nd it very difficult to place 
this kind of responsibility in a lottery. You have no idea what name somebody may 
put in the hopper. T doubt very much that the public would be happy with this pig 
in a p~~e kind of method. I'm not. I would have to really be very thoroughly con
vi.nced that evel.)1 othcL" reasonable approach had been studied. Hhat kinds of methods 
of appointment to important decision making conrrnissions in the state are used? 
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Mrs. Eriksson: Most appointments are made by the governor with the advice and 
consent of the senate, or jl~St by the governor. The Elections Commission is the 
closest to this kind of outfit. And that is two people from each party essentially 
and those four persons choose the chairman. I don't believe that it is provided 
what would happen if the four fail to choose a chairman. Then there are boards and 
co~nissions that are chosen by the legislative leaders or by the legislature itself. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Is there any provision for what is done in the Elections Commission 
if there is a tie? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No. 

It was noted that juries are chosen by lot. 

Mrs. Orfirer: But there is at least a kind of review procedure, they can be excuseq 
on a peremptory basis. ! 
Mr. Aalyson: One thing we maybe assumed, is that the people of the calibre that 
would likely be chosen to serve on the commission would be more than likely to choose 
someone equally capable to serve as the chairman. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Craig, I have some reservations about some of the appointments that 
have been made by the legislature. They are under a great deal of political pressure 
when they make Belections. They are going to, I imagine, appoint very politicized 
people. 

Mr. Carter: Linda, the real thrust of this is not to have it by lot. It is to put 
pressure on the six to agree, because you are goi.ng to have, at any point in time, 
either the republicans or democrats in power. Let's assume the present situation, 
where the democrats dominate the state. Are those three democrats going to let this 
thing go by lot on the commission? My goodness, it could go to the republicans and 
the republicans might redistrict this thing. There is going to be tremendous pres
sure on those six people to agree to a mutually satisfactory candidate. That's the 
thrust of this. The lot is only a backup, because the problem is if you don't have 
something certain, you've got a stalemate and you don't have apportionment take 
place. That means the courts have to get into it, and all that sort of business 
and it becomes a real mess. So you have to have some way of those six agreeing on 
a seventh member. I thought this was a rather neat way of putting pressure on them 
to pick a mutually agreeable seventh. 

Mrs. Orfirer: The board now consists of three elected officials, and four persons 
chosen by the legislative leaders, who are legislators. 

Mr. Carter: So it's really the elected officials. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Would it be so terrible to choose an elected official, whatever party 
that may be at that time to be the seventh member? 

Mr. Carter: Then that simply perpetuates the present system. Remember this is an 
intensely political and partisan question. 

Mr. \lilscn: I would say this is the most political question we have discussed in 
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this Commission's history. 

•Senator Butts: The reason you went to the lottery I'm sure is not because you were 
happy with it but because you felt it would force them to come to a decision. If' 
they' will do that you feel you've got your best of all worlds. 

Mr. Carter: Exactly. 

• 
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Senator nutts: Do you have a date by which time they arc expected to have chosen� 
n ch~jrnwn? One party might feel that if nothins happens at all, we're in good� 
shape, let1s just leave it that way. l11at party ':laulel be subjected to great polit�
ical pressure if it continuC'u and continued to delay. Because the onus would fall� 
on the majority or satisfied party. And 1 think that that political pressure would� 
he very grunt indecd.� 

Nr. Carter: You just couldn't mnintain tlw status quo. It would have to go to the� 
courts then, you couldn't JUGt leave it tlw "lay it is.� 

Senator Dutts: Nnybe nt some other point farther down the line. It seems to me� 
if thc~c was an expected date and then maybe a dlte that would have to go to the� 
courts. If there "1C1S another period of time of several months, that would be a� 
very difficult time for the satisfied party, whichever one it is, to withstand just� 
refusing to move in their own self interests.� 

Hr. Carter: It \\TOuld be both of them -- 3 and 3. 

Scnatol' Butts: No, I th ink the p:ref:umption wouJ.(l be that the unsatisified party� 
would hnve a candid~te to cfier than they r~lt was a neutral party, and the only� 
reason the satisifed party yould turn it down wOllld be that they felt that no action� 
<11: <lll VlaS better than ;:my ae.tion heciJuse they I rr~ satisfied. But then they would 
have to ans\.;cr to \.;hy it \o,Ias that they Hcre refusing to accept that neutral candidate. 

Mr. Aalyson: To vlhom wouI(i they be am;\vcriug? 

Se'lwtor Hutts: The general electorHtc. 

J'1r.. lv1ontgomcry: I want to point out that it shouldn't bother us that TIU.1ch to use� 
the lot system. I'm against the lottery more than anybody in the room. But we use� 
this chance selcction in the area of juri\'s. It is part of our government. This� 
is a perfectly basic technique for resolving delicate issues like this. It doesn't� 
Lother me the least that we have to do it by chance.� 

Hr. \\'ilson: I think that both p2rt-i 85 would find it to their advantage to continue� 
to resist and let the person be cbosen by lottery. Because you've got at least one� 
chance in two of getting somebody on your side. The other \vay, if you are forced� 

, to accept the choice of the other 8i.de, whatever side you are on, you are acknmvledging 
defeat right at the moment. fOU'V2 got zero chances. So if you've got one chance 
in two, from a gambler's eyes th;l;:'S better than zero chance, so you would go to the 
lottery every time. 

M.r. Carter: Is that accurate) Jack? Let's suppose that the three and three did� 
agree on a neutral. That's not a defeat.� 

~rr. Wilson: You are not going to find a neutral person. 

Mr. Carter: Admittedly, it is not easy. 

Senator Butts: To take my dr:;ct'iption of it, the unsatisfied party, it seems to� 
me under the lottery system would never agree. I think that's what you are saying,� 
because chances are they couldn't improve markedly their situation "'here there is� 
a one in two chance that they cO'1ld take over the b.::.ll galr:e.� 

}rr. Carter: Is having a neutral persJn, assuming a Solomon can be found, so bad for� 
the unsatisfied party? It's not the opposition. It's the neutral party.� 

Hr. Hetzler: I don' t :,haxe the skepticism thnt has been expressed of finding a� 
neutral person. I think because many of you are 80 closely tied in this partisan� 
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arena, it is inconceivable that a neutral person would be available. Ithink 
there are in fact indi.vidua.1s who are now in the political arena and could deal 
with the problems of apportionment, but are not highly identified with one party , 
or the other. I don't think that that is as far out a possibility as it might seem~ 

The second point is that I don't think the dissatisfied party would take the flip 
of the coin response. I think there is a chance that the dissatisfied party, better 
than the flip of the coin chance, to be able to negotiate within the context of 
this partisan commission, to negotiate a better situation than certainly under the 
current process. That is the party on the outs are not going to negotiate for any
thing. I don't share your skepticism. There are people, I think, in various com
missions that function now in state government, that are quite capable of handling 
sensitive issues. In the Ohio legislature, for example, there are people who handle 
sensitive areas within state government that function very well without a great 

. deal of partisanship. 

Mr. Fauver: I wonder if consideration was given to the creation of a panel of po�
tential chairmen from a slightly different source. One of the things that bothers� 
me about the lottery~ it is almost by definition the people that are eligible for� 
that spot are being nominated by some highly politicized people. I donlt see any�
thing built into the system that creates incentives to nominate as chairman the so�
called nonpartisan people. They are being nominated by highly politicized people�
who have beeu appointed by political officeholders. Was any consideration given to� 
creating a panel of potential chairmen from another source, or in some way to move� 
in that direction?� 

Mr. Aalyson: I think not. I don't know whether the idea ever occured to us but 
the same problems seem to be there. How do you select this panel? 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think the only other course that was considered by the Committee 
was the courts being a source of the chairman or panel of persons for the chairman 
and that was ruled out. 

Mr. Aalyson: And they are political figures, whether they are named so on the ballot 
or not. We always came back to the problem that it was going to be very difficult 
to select anybody who was not political so put the pressure on these guys to select 
somebody that both sides would have a little faith in to do what was right. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It seems to me that what we are doing is insuring this kind of� 
politicization and this clash. What would be so terrible, I'm thinking out loud� 
and it may be very naive, if we left it at a six man commission, let them fight out� 
each of the decisions among themselves. A certain amount of trade-off would take� 
place, it seems to me, which is what we expect in our two-party system. There� 
would have to be a certain amount of agreement, even-handedness. which would grow� 
out of this.� 

Mr. Carter: That argument presupposes that they would have to ~ome to an agreement 
and they d.on't. 

Mrs. Orfirer: They don't have to redistrict? 

Mr. C8rter: No. What happens is if you have 3 and 3, and they don't agree, they 
come up \~ith no recommendation. So now it would be thrown into the courts presumably 
to make the recommendation. And we are not very comfortable with that. You see, 
you have to have some mechanism that forces a decision by this group. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Can we write into the Constitution something that would set a final 
deadline and a necessity to reach a decision? 

•� 
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}~. Carter: You can't mandate that. 
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J'lr. !I<Jlyson: What do you do if i::hE:y don't? 

Nr. Fry: Apparently the Committ0.e va~, satiJ;fi e(l with the constitutional language 
describing the guidelines. If you have a b.i.-pitrtisan group to redistrict, what will 
happC:il probably, three of tl,c" member,; \}i.ll drcr::' the districts -- they will say this 
is tl,:~ Hay it is going to be. But they m:(' still subject to the constitutional 
requirements. It may be that a quick referral of any differences to the supreme 
court \-Iould be HortInvhile. I don't knOlv, but tlley still have to follow that langu
nge. It is a political process now. If viC mnde one officer, 1 mentioned the sec
ret.nry of state lwcause he is the chief elections officer, the chairman I don't 
th ink \'/e woul cJ be in such bad shape. It could be the governOJ~, secretary of state, 
aud1.tl;r, or anyone. But I think you are i~oing to hilve a political fiE;ure at that 
point. 

Hr. NOlltgomcry: That's where you are now, isn't it? 

Hr. FlY: Let me respond to that. The difference r1.8ht now is that the three people 
vho an' on there have a lot of other th in~;,J they ilre going at the same time. And 
if yOll kId thi.s commission, ",here they s\:b:nit:ted j t in public and ansvwred questions 
and so on, \:,hcrc they laid out what they proposed to do, I thi.nk you are going to 
have n lot greater interest in the matter of apportionment and redistricting than 
you hove at the present time. 

Nr. Aalyson: Ny problem \vitil "'hat you aYC' suggesting is \vhat if the desie:;nated 
official is a member of tlh~ party not t.hem in po\Ver and mDybe he is the only member, 
nod tllen he controls the apportionment. 

Nr. Fry: I don't thinl - there is any easy answer. 

Mr. Aa]yson: No, but as long as there is a designated political official and you 
have a party designution attached to him, you create problems. 

VIt". Graetz: There are two other things that I think might put additional pressure 
on tIle six to name a rensonahly neutral person. One, that if they can find such 
<l person who would at least he nc,t to:':~:111 y in the other camp, it gives both par.ti.es 
an opportunity to protect the incumbency of their people. That's probably at least 
in some ways as important as VinAt i·'ilpr)Cr~b i.n the total balance. So that I s a nega
tive in some respects, bec.81je·e we are not trying to protect incumbency. But by the 
same token that ',0uld seem to me to g:i.\rc them an aJded incentive to agree on someone. 
Otherw ise they may lose out i'l .. 'J l~ lot m1d lose some of their incumbents. The 
second thing is \vhat Charlie was just talking about. The more open process where 
you have pub lie hearings and pl."ovide the possibility for people to be watching over 
their shoulders as they are pu~:ting tIH; maps together. I think those two would 
give much more incentive to the six to add another person who would be as close to 
the middle as possible. I agree that there are no such people who are totally non
politicized, and that if we found such a person that person \-JOuld probably not be 
an appropriate one to serve in a sensitive position like this. But there must be 
people vJhose minds are so open that they \lould not be totally locked up in the 
grasp of one party or the other. 

Senator Butts: I have been :: .. i.:,ldng about what he said and your reply to me where 
you felt that the neutral person would be not a loss to the unsatisfied party. 
think that moves under the presumption that the unsatisfied party is unsatisfied by 
the fnct that it has been gerrymandered 2gainst, chat it hasn't had its fair re
flection of its voter strength. It:. may \vell be that the minority unsatisfied party 
has relC1tively fair apportionment and that is a true reflection of voter strength. 
However, if they were in a positi.on t:J gerrymandc:.", if they had that fourth vote, 
they could redri:1\v sothat it would be better for them and an unfair reflection. That 
then being the case, it 'vould be maybe not a loss but no gain whatsoever to have a 
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neutral party and it would be far worth the risk to go the one in two shot where 
you can run the whole ball game. And I think in consequence the unsatisfied party 
unless they felt that they had been grossly gerrymandered against, just a fair 
shot would improve their case. But unless that were true they would always go the 
lottery route. 

Mr. Aalyson: Then what problems do we have with having the lottery except the 
method by which the people whose names are in the hat are chosen? Why not do it by 
lottery? We get a seventh member. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Suppose a different way of selecting the members to go in the hat? 

Mr. Aalyson: That seems to be the only other alternative, selecting a different 
way of selecting those. 

Mr. Carter: That's a possibility. 

It was noted that election was a method of selection available. 

Mr. Carter: You've got a problem of the timing involved in here too. 

Mr. Russo: Anything we adopt here that sounds good is alright with me because we 
are never going to get past the legislative group that is in power. And this is a 
life or death concept with the parties when it comes to picking congressional dis
tricts and house and senate districts. Fairness goes out of the window. I know 
when Charlie was chairman of the committee, there was all kinds of wheeling and 
dealing going on for everything. For congr.essional districts, for house districts, 
and for the abolition of house districts of which I fell victim to. Nevertheless, 
this talk of fairness is going to go out the window. So anything that sounds 
plausible should be adopted by the Commission. But it is not going to mean anything 
depend:i.ng upon the makeup of the legislature, as far as I am concerned. 

Mr. Carter: You mean as far as putting it on the ballot? 

Mr. Russo: Right. 

Mr. Carter: We dealt with this question before and have generally come to the con
clusion that we should be sensitive to \i1hat is practical in the real world. But on 
the other hand, I think it is the basic job of the Commission to present something 
that we feel is in the public btcr:est, and if we feel that this is in the public 
interest then we are told to make that judgment, and know that it would never get 

. through· the legislature, there are other ways still to get the matter before the 
people. So that I would not despair of ever having it see the light of day. So 
it seems to me we ought to propose what we think is best. 

Mr. Russo: It seems to me there is no fair way of picking the seventh member. In 
a hat or what~ver. If my party says drop John Doe's name in the hat, that's the 
name that is going to go in. 

Mr. Carter: We recognize that. 

Mr. Russo: So all of the conversation at the high level really gets dm~ to the 
practical level which says liMen, we've got to sei.ze control here". So if we do 
take the lottery, it doesn't make any difference to me. If the guy runs for office 
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it doesn't make a difference to me. If he ran as chairman of the apportionment 
committee, fine, put that in. Because any of the nlethods are just as fair as any 
of the others. The question is, how do we determine how much fairness can we get 
out of the chairman? Nobody knows that. Nobody can determine that by putting any
thing in the Constitution about it. 
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Hr. vii] ~;on: Tony just made c point. Let the c]wi.r11lD.n be selected at the fall 
electi.on, then the party in pmvcr \-1i.11 Iwve control of the thing and that \Vill be 
it. 

• Hr. Aalyson: Not neccssad 1)'. If he is nmninr~ D.S a democrat or republican, he 
mClY pull some votes from one side or the other. 

Mrs. Orfirer: He can run on a nonpa:t:t Lsan ballot. 

Hr. A:ilys"n: Y0U can S<lY the three mC'!TlhcJ:s of the party that get the most votes in

• an elu:tion can select the cllD.irman. 

r~rs. Orfi.rcr: l1.1ybe that's as good as o.n)' other \vay. 

JYh·. \.Jil~;on: At lCil~3t you \wulc1 he a~;su:rini~ youl-'self that you wouldn't have the 
minority p;lrty controlling the redi~';lri.ctLng.

•� ~h:. Cn.:rter: Is t112t necessarily b2d? 

Hrs.Orfircr: I tId-nk that's fine. I'm willins to go along with that. They are 
goinr: to be open to the puhlic vie\v. Let the uwjority party select it. 

•� Hr. C;lrter: That's what \.;rc have nOH. 

Hr. Craetz: T hate to offer ,1 \'lOrd of d:isa~~recmont but that is exactly tIle situation 
we" are in lim". Tile party th:tt h;lppens to contra 1 certain offices. The parties have 
taken ,'Icir turns at gerrymandc:dng the si::lte. And \'le're trying, this is a long 
shot 11Ol'lC, hut anythin~ is better thall \vh<;t He have now. I think that \.;rculd leave 

• us pr'2cisely Hhm:e we are novl. It just cnlarges the corruuittee but it doesn't really 
chanl~" :1I1ythin~),. 

Hr. HU'ltgomery: 1s the life of this conunission 10 years? 

Mr. }\:11yr,on: VfllE':1 they go in and do their \Vork,� I guess they dissolve. They would 
•� meet once every 10 years after the cenSus. 

J-lr. F; II.vcr: This j Jen uf Lry:Llg ~o f~(:t a different handle on nominees for potential 
ehain:m. T \\1ondC'r if there is nnything to saying that they have to be an independent 
offJc(r, that they ~an't have hclJ. puhlic office, or can't hold public office for 
five: (';l:rS after serving on the apportionment cormnission. Some things that would 

•� climil.lte the obvious forces. 

Nr. Carter: That \wuld be very difficult. HOH are you going to eliminate the 
party chairman, for example? You start to draw a� laundry list and you end up with 
a very difficult situation. It's a good idea but� I don't think it is practical. 

•� 1<1:'. Hontgomery: There are some people who would be both good and neutral. I can� 
think of some judges that I don't even know their parties for example.� 

I.� 
Mr. Guggenheim: There are S(~0 good people but how do you get them to be chairman� 
of this COTIU11ission?� 

Hr. Aalyson: That's what the six members try and decide. They go out and ask them 
to do it. 

Nr. Guggenheim: I just don't believe they \.;rcmld do that. The republicans would 
put names in they ,1ere ~ure of and the democrats would put in the name they would 

I be sure of and they would either choose� it by lot or end up getting a very prejudiced
I.� person at the head of it. Personally I would rather have an elected official rather 
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•than someone who has been chosen like that who has no base really. 

Mr. Carter: Then you might as well leave the present system alone. 

Mr. Guggenheim: I'm inclined to. 

1-1r. Carter: As you can see this was a difficult problem facing the Committee. 
Even to people such as Doug Applegate and Senator Paul Gillmor, even after thinking 
of all the alternatives, and then you come up to thi~ and maybe it isn't such a 
bad idea •. At least you can keep an open mind on this question. 

Mr. Wilson: It would be better to find some way to assure that we would find a 
neutral chairman. Because obviously if it goes to lot it is going to be a strongly 
partisan chairman. 

Mr. Carter: No doubt about it. 

Mr. Aalyson: We think that's true. 

Mr. Wilson: As I said earlier, that is all the more reason why it shouldn't go to 
lot. 

Mr. Carter: The whole thrust of this is to avoid going to the lot selection. •Mr. Wilson: I think you are assurfng the lot selection. 

:Hr. Carter: Well, that is the question. 

Mr. Wilson: Why should you give into their selection when you know you won't want 
that, when you have got one chance in two with a blind draw? • 
Mr. Aalyson: The third alternative is you might find someone all can agree upon. 

Mr. Carter: For example, Jim Shocknessy who is no longer with us, might be that 
kind of person. He was strongly identified by both parties as a man obviously of 
independent judgment. 

Mr. Montgomery: Bob Leach would be imother. Judge Weyandt. There are any number 
I would have complete confideuce in. 

Mr. Russo: Should we consider the other extreme which would be to have the fewest 
number of members possible on the co~nission, thereby being about to pinpoint where •
the problems stem from? Because if there are seven people, the situation becomes 
much more difficult for the public or the spotlight to be on the people that aren't 
doing the proper job. But if you have a three man commission with a working staff 
that gives you most of the technical stuff, and then just putting it together. 

Mr. Carter: Still you would have the same question of picking the odd number. We • 
talked about numbers in the group. I don't think that's the guts of the question. 
The guts of the question is the tie breaker. 

Mr. Wilson: Going even £urther~ you just need one who is going to be the paragon 
of virtue. 

Mr. Carter: The reason for having more is to have a funnel for information coming 
in from various viewpoints so that it can be taken into account in the deliberation 
of the commission. We want to get to the jury question this afternoon. I suspect 
that this is something that the Commission members might want to reflect on. Linda 
said that she would, for example. Rather than bringing the matter up for the voting 
process today, would it be acceptable to ~ke this on the agenda for the next? 
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Jt was ~greed to. 

Mr. CClrtcr: I suspect that the man, you reflect on it the more you may like it. 

Hr.. i\aly~on: Spoken by one who 'das cOlilpletcly opposed to it at the beginning. 

Hr. Hc,tzler: Hay I make one final cumment? He gave a lot of consideration to this 
whole area both at the state and the national level. We are about to launch a 
specL L project here in Ohio to concentrate on apportionment, and this is a model 
for O,)~ national oq;nnization. I HQuld 1ik(, to point out a number of other factors 
that 11<1ve been considc:rl.:d besi.des the administrative issues. One is that the utmost 
cOD":hieration is \,;<hat should be done for t:1H: public in tcn~s of fall' i."C'presentation 
throUf~h the pol itic:al process. i\nd although it is cErtainly very partisan, in terms 
of my party or your party, the political consirlel-ations ought to be uased on \Vhat 
is [ai ,- and not all. what is going to pass the lCi;j,~3L:l'.l:re or vhatever. That \ilouJd 
be tl11 be~;t possible way. I wotJ.ld like: to finally comment, that in our opini0n, 
the el! -rcri1: l;itu.1tion is simply not ncceptable, That it is disenfr211.chis:i-tlg indi
vidu;l is. Tt tends to lend itGelf tCHvo.rd a (fisre'Sp0ct fe,r the politi(:8:!. process 
Hld.ch ,v() C,lIl~lOt arrord. Th:Jt is, people trud to lli1ve less respect for the part.isan 
viev7s involved than for the po.rtie5 involved. L\nd this 1D<ty be reflected in the 
number of rr~~)Jstc.rcd independent voters that vlC are beginning to see. I think the 
two major considerations are, one; that we keep in mind what is the best possible 
t;d'1g for the corwtitUl'lltS; 3nd secondly, you tend to put aside the more expedient 
qucstioas a~3 to \lhp,t "Jill p.:u;s the lcr,isl.:";':ure or "7hatcver, and concentrate on \vhat 
is hest for the process. 

}1:r. C·lrte.J~: Nr. lIetzleJ:, uould you like to submit a memor::onrlum to the Commission? 

lir.. Iktzler: Yes, sir. 

nco Carter: If you \>7ould do that Hell in advance of our next meeting. That would 
give you about 10 days or tvlO \vceks. He will see that it is sent to all the Com
mission men,hers. He' re all through vlith apportionment for today. AI, that brings 
us to the qucst ion that your committee has been dealing vlith and we would be delighted 
to hear from you at tho.t point. 

Hr. Noni~l: Thank you Hr. Ciwinwm .1n(1 r"embers of t.he Commission. Our charge was 
to inqu Lre into the secU.ollS of the C,)l1st itution deal lng wi th grand juries and 
civil P(~tit juries. Our charge W3B a spi.n-off from the Bill of Rights Cormnittee 
as that comnlittee came to thu~'s C!0 subjects. It determined that there should be 
a special in-depth inquiry into tbose two areas and it would just be too time-con
suming for the Dill of Rights Committee. Some of us on that COTIrrl1ittee felt that 
whether or not there 'vas change recommended by the Corr~ission in the grand and 
civil petit juries, nevertheless this Commission would not really fulfil its obli
gation if it didn't inquire into both because there has been a lot of public clamor 
on both sides and a lot of literature all. the subject of both of those areas. 

We held all day hearings, one on each subject, and then a little additional 
testimony on the grand juries. We felt that the testimony produced on grand juries 
was really outstanding. Andre are pleased at least that that will be preserved. 
On the other hand, the, testin,,)uy on the petit j1.l1:'ies ~!as :ceLdly not quite so Gut
standinL;, although we did have some good testin:or,y. In effect, \vhat the Committee 
is recommending to the full Cu~l::ili.ssion are some bt\sic clwr.gcs in the grand jury 
proceedings in this state. And some very minor changes in the civil or petit jury. 
He are essentially recol:Ullcnding that trial by jury ip. civil cases hc; preserved in 
essentially the same form as it is today. 

I suppose you could bt"eak dmm comments qn the grand jury system as we knovl it 
tod~y into, basically, four areas. There is a great field, both in the literature 
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in this state and across the country, on the inadequacies of the grand jury system� 
as a protector of the defendant's rights. These people complained bitterly that� 
these proceedings infringe on the defendant's right because they are secret proceed�
ings, because neither the defendants nor witnesses are entitled to have counsel of� 
their choice in the arenas with tllem. That there is no opportunity for cross exam�
ination of witnesses in grand jury proceedings, and there is no effort made to pre�
sent exculpatory evidence, and therefore everything is stacked against the rights� 
of the defendant. And therefore these people ask that the grand jury be reformed.� 
Make it open to allow counsel inside the room to allow the right of cross-examination,� 
et cetera. There are also others who complain that the grand jury as a protector� 
of the defendant's rights ;.s a fiction. That the grand jury is no more than a tool� 
of the proseclltor. He uses it for indictments vlhether or not he is entitled to Olle� •and that he uses it to get himself off the hook where there is great clamor for� 
prosecution in a case "Jhere there ought not be. And he doesn't vlant to take the� 
political heat. Those are I guess two of the points. A third one, and one that I� 
think we found very valid and is really the main thrust of our reconnnendation is� 
that today in Ohio, a grand jury proceeding results in an awful lot of waste of� 
time and duplication. To see that, we need to look at the way the procedure '-larks.� •In Ohio, if somebody is charged with a felony, other than by grand jury indictment� 
a criminal affidavit or information is filed against them, what happens is that first� 
the accused is entitled to a preliminary hearing. A preliminary hearing in our� 
metropolitan counties will be held in a municipal court. Since it's a felony, it� 
will ultimately be tried in the common pleas court, so we start out in a different� 
court and there is already some duplication. It will normally then be handled for� •the prof.:ecution side by a muni.cipal prosecutor, even though that municipal prosecu�
tor has no ultimate responsibility for the prosecution of the casco The purpose� 
of the preliminary hearing is to establish probable cause which is also the purpose� 
of the grand jury hearing. Is there probable cause to go fonvard with the prosecu�
tion? At that preliminary hearing the defendant may cross-examine prosecution wit�
nesses. 11e may be represented by counsel. What customarily happens at a prelimi�
nary hearing is that the prosecutor puts Qn just enough testimony and just enough� 
evidence to establish probable cause. And of course that is a lot less than proof� 
beyond a reasonable doubt of guilt. So he just barely gives the defendant a glimpse� 
of his case.� 

Mr. Fry: Can the judge take any action after a preliminary hearing? Can he dismiss� 
it?� 

}tt. Norris: Let's assume that the judge finds probable cause. At that point, the 
defendant still has his right to a grand jury and the case will go before a grand 
jury unless he waives that right to a grand jury. Very frequently that is done. 
But nonetheless, he has to waive it or it goes to the grand jury. Obviously if 
it goes to the grand jury you have got your duplication. You've got two show-cause 
hearings. Another problem at that level, going back to the preliminary hearing, is 
that very frequently the preliminary hearing will be used as a plea-bargaining 
confrontation, and I think very validly so. This is the first time that the prose
cution and the defendant are together. Quite often, there will be reductions in • 

. the charges in exchange for guilty pleas, reducing from felony to misdemeanor. lbe 
problem with that in our urban cnunties is, you have got a fellow agreeing to plea 
bargaining who is not responsible for prosecuting the case. Very often, the county 
prosecutor will find that he has lost his felony case because a municipal prosecutor 
has haIgained it away at the preliminary hearing level in exchange for a plea to a 
misdemeanor charge and this happens qllite frequently. Let's go back to the situation • 
where the judge after the preliminary hearing finds no probable cause. That may be 
because there is no case or because the prosecutor didn't get enough there. He 
took a chance and didn't give the defense enough of a peek at his case and so the 
judge finds that there is no probable cause. And you would think that would be the 
end of it but it is not. Even though the judge does not find probable cause at that 
stage, the prosecutor can go around it and get a second crack at the defendant 
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l.llrOlI/;h the gl-;I!)d JlIry by ill(lictJl)cnt. !\.g:,in, ,:mother cX.'ln-:ple of dupli.cation. 

l'lr. l'1ontgolllery: Dor·sn' t the lC)\ler court judge cd.tlll'J" he-PTc to bind him over or 
dislIli.";s it': 

1'Jr. Nerris: Yes, i.f he finch probable enust:' , Hhat he does then is bind the defen
dant 0'.'(;1: to the grand jury unless the defendant \vaivcs the grand jury. 

Nr. 1'1r;ltf'-omcry: Rig11 t, in ,,1hich ca~;e IL.~ sta;lds triill. But tlle third alternative 
is he di:;m:i.[·;se~; it. 

I'lr. NOl ric;: But the prosecutor CCln th8n get un indictmr'nt directl y to the grand 
Jury. 

Nr. 1'1ontl~oincry: Direct? I don't know if tl13t ever h<1ppens. 

nr. Norris: 011, Yl~b, it harpp.o~; lots of times. I used to be a city prosecutor, 
'Hld in our In·c,::J1(dO\·7)1 in our lj.tl:le city, \'.'hcrc J ,",auld ho.ndle t'hcm, if you lose one 
you dOli I i l()[;r~ ,:myt11illg. Y011 jtlst put on the i')iniln1Jm po~~d.ble evidence because 
\·/11nt if /011 l()~;(~? The only reason th (~ ue;!_'jl(lar:t: is there is to go fishinS 5 and you 
don't \·!:.nt hhl to knf'\-] ,.;kit yo'! have got. If you h<1ve got something you don't 
\wnt hie1 tu kllO\! about, then you really t;-,1:(' a chance bccal1se the chance is minimal. 
If J 10:,(' tllcn T just call th~ prO[,Cclitor and t:c11 Lim to go directly to the grand 
jury. 

j·I.e. Wilson: The prosecutor can't lose. 

Hr. Norris: Right. S ';c,timcs, felony ca~_:(~s arc instituted directly by grand jury 
inc1ictrll<.'nt. If that is done, then you donlt h~we the preliminary hearing. Another 
m-ca of test imony wou Id be those who think the present system is just great, and 
thcrf~ is na rC:lson for any chang.-~, and th(~rc are some who think that I s the case. 
The system secm~, to \Vork better in rurnl counties becmlsc you don't have this divi
sion of jurisdicUon. I think Tllany of the p'roblems of duplication would be handled 
in and of thcm~·;('lves if we \'lent to a unified court system because even in the urban 
countiC'~; then, you \l7ould only hnve the" C0111JnOn pleas court and at least you wouldn t t 
h.-we tl,C' clivi sion of responsibility bct,l7ccn the municipal and the county prosecutors. 
!\.nd that \'1Ou]d help Some. But it still \.;ouldn't eliminate the duplication between 
the t\'!O kinds of hearings. As a result, \l7e recormuend that the grand jury be changed 
in four principal respects, and you can Und this on P33c 5 of your memo. First, 
He would make an information the primary method of initiating felony prosecutions, 
vhich \wul<1 permit either the accused or the state to demand a grand jury. We would 
rcqu ire that cl13rges be instituted by information, by the fil ing of a criminal af
fid,wit, unless either party demands a gnll1d jury. Today, in the majority of cases, 
it is instituted by information, but then you still hayc that duality. So we're 
going to say information unless there is a demand, and if there is no demand, then 
there is only a preliminary hearing. That's hOlI7 1'7e get rid of the duplication. If 
either p~rty demands a grAnd j~ry then tllere is only a grand jury. 

l'lr. C<~rl:.~r: Hould I be COcl'(!ct in as::mming that they essentially have their choice, 
but not hoth? 

),jr. :.':0) 'r; s: That I s correct. If neithe;: opts for a grand jury then the prosecution 
is .in'htuted by in£o:t:nJ:ltion ant1 t!lerc' i:: a preliminary hearing only. No grand jury. 

i'fr. i'!'Jntgomery: The difference '-Joule' be <1 public or private forum. 

Hr. Norris: Yes, and we open up the grand jury to some extent. 

Nr. Fauver: If you do have the preliminary hearing that takes on more substance 
bccauf>c tl10. judge could throw it out. 751 



Mr. Norris: Yes, then if the judge finds no probable cause that's the probable cause 
hearing just the same as a grand jury and a no bill. 'fhat they are saying is no 
probable cause and they throw it out. That's the end of the case. 

Mr. Fauver: But the system is set up so you are going to have one or the other 
but not both. 

Mr. Norris: Correct. Moving on to the second point, every person accused of a felony 
would have the right to a hearing to determine probable cause, and that would be 
either what we call a preliminary hearing today or a grand jury. So there would 
be a constitutional right to a propable cause hearing. 

Mr. Fauver; Then why have the two? 

Mr. Norris: There are reasons why you want the two. In some instances, the secrecy 
or the near-secrecy that we would preserve are desirable. Let's assume someone who 
is accused wrongfully of a sex-act, or some kind of scandalous charge. He may feel 
that he doesn't want a public hearing. That there will be no probable cause and 
he can estabHsh that at some kind of probable cause hearing but he will be darned 
if he wants that to be a public hearing. So he would opt for a grand jury. There 
are instances where the prosecutor doesn't want to institute by information. For 
example, in organized crime and drug rings, he will want secret indictments. So 
he would in those instances opt for a grand jury. Those are some examples. 

Mr. Fry: And in those cases grand jury would not necessarily have to be open. 

Mr. Norris: No, and I'll mention some of the changes we do make, really to help 
make the grand jury a genuine probable cause hearing. Third, we would impose the 
duty on the prosecutor to tell either the court where there is a preliminary hear
ing, or the grand jury about evidence that he knows of which tends to negate the 
guilt of the accused. He has a burden to present exculpatory evidence only if he 
knows about it. He doesn't have to prepare the defendant's case. If he omits 
that, it would not affect the validity of the prosecution unless the omission was 
deliberate. We had testimony from both prosecution and defense that there ought to 
be exculpatory evidence mentioned to the grand jury if we are going to have a real 
probable cause hearing, if he knows about it. The prosecutors said, I~e don't mind 
that but don't make us prepare his case. We're in the prosecution frame of mind 
and if you say we have to present all exculpatory evidence, .we are going to goof, 
because we're not thinking of all of the defense theories that he would normally 
think of." So the burden is only to present things that he obviously knows are of 
an exculpatory nature. This is done in California and in some other states. We 
had really no objection from the prosecutors on that regard, many of them, in fact, 
favored it. They just didn't want to have to lose a case because they would omit 
something that they had not anticipated. 

Mr. Fry: You mentioned where the municipal prosecutor handles the case that will 
be tried possibly by the county prosecutor. Do you do anything about that? 

Mr. Norris: We can't do anything about that. That would however be handled if 
the unified court system we reconnnended passes. And finally, we would open up the 
grand j~ry to this extent. Any witness before a grand jury could have his counsel 
present in the grand jury room. Today they have to run outside to consult. The 
counspl could be there at his side in the grand jury room, but his counsel would 
be Un...;' ted pure ly to advis ing his cHent as to whether or not he shou ld test ify , 
on rtshts of self-incrimination and also of privilege. He would not be permitted 
to object on grounds of inadmissibility of evidence or rules of evidence, nor would 
he be permitted to cross-examine the witnesses or even be in the room when his 
client wasn't in there. That procedure is also followed in a number of states and 
while there was some hesitation on the part of some prosecutors to having defense 
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(:(lllll:d'lin, it \1;.1:; 111:d.nly 1 Uti I!':: ;1 n:."1ctjl;~1 to 11:1\11n1'. cOllllnel turn the gralld jur.y 
illto;\ cirl'lI:;. '.1'111':[1" objection 111l'11 Sl'('lJ\(·d L:o :;llb:;jd(~ ,J!H'!1 reprc:;;cl,Llti.Oll 1:3 
lililited 'lllly to :l'-'viet: on 111:1I:(.:(·c.'; of [.('If·i)lcrimi.lwti'·'1l ;llld privilc~t;e. 

!~r. }-1onti',O,JICI'y: Ali.ln , you talk about \Jitlll" :;(,:;. '.J"bat ,tbout the prospective d(~

f cwl;m t '{ 

I'll'. Norr is: IJp j s a v,i tncss. This 'would b(~ fwallahle not only to the defendant 
hut to anyhody ~,1110 <tppears. 111f'y Hould IJa'v'l'. 3 right to counsel. 

1'11'. l-1olltgomcry: EVUl though we arc going to t1:)' to surpr lse somebody. 

J'<r. Nord:;: He d0n't have to C3 1 l him. Only if he is going to be in ther.e. 

1-1r. 1'Iontr;ulllcry: H0SL times, the d0.fendanL~ ilren I t present. 

l.lr. Norris: Ri2.ht. 

ili"l~. Nontp,cl~lcry; So J,e )13S nov~otcr.tioi1. TJ:,Je is no judge in;l grand jury. 

!<r. Non-;::; Ills pl'c,(:cction in ;jJC grand j;IC) is only if he nppears as a witness, 
jf he j:; caLLed. 

111'. MIlr, !:i(;lll(·ry: T)w.-e i.s no r('C!"i.rl~m(,l1t te, advis(~ a prospective defcl1clant if lle 
:L;; un!I",' jll'II~;:tit'~lt1up. rmd i .'; Jil:c:J.y to 1Jcj'Ldictcd. :30 trlcrc is really no probable 
c:m~;c ]w;I;-ing u;; f;ll~ a:; the dcfc'cciL111t L:; cU!lC(~rned if t.t1C' state t'e r)1Lcsts a brand jury. 

I~r. }',Wd'C That's ri[,ld:. The ;;tate C011ld n~qucst a l~,~and jury iln.c1 that ,",oull be 

it, woulc1n't it? 

Mr. Norris: And I don't see hew you avoid that. 

N:c. GDrter; At least it gets around the :,;;;If-incrimination problem. 

ilr. Aalysou: Yes, if he is c.:111<:.c. be can have Id.s lawyer there. 

Hr. Nnrri;;: It just. seemed rather si11y U) us to go through the charade you have 
today of having to run outside every time :.l question is asked, and ask his lawyer 
Vlhether or not he should answer it. Agnin, we were trying to strike a balance. 
He felt that if you only have OlW or the other, the grand jury should be more mcan
in[;£u1 than it is tnd3y. And T think thc;;c~ t\'IO things, the exculpatory evidence 
and the presence of counsel \·7ilJ. 3ssist in tLnt. But we didn't feel we should elim
inate it \.hen the p1.'Of3ccutor had 3 valid need for it. It still gives the defendant 
more than he has got today. 

Hr. Montgomer.y: Has the Bar. Association in on this? 

Nr. Non" is : \~e 've hnd testi.mony from the Bar Association. I think some of the 
most mcnningful testimony \ve had was from the American Bar Association. h'e also 
had the state bar. In react inn to our latc3t draft, the one just before this one, 
the Prosecnting Attorneys As~;._j.~tion filed a brief on that and \Ve made numerous 
changes in response to their su[';gestions \/hieh \Ie felt most ,,'ere valid. He felt 
w~ answered, if not every point. the ones that we felt were valid. 

In so far 3S the petit jury Sy :;tcm, ~.;e made several recormnendations. Article 
I, Section 10, you'll notice on page 2 die deleted language and this is really 
substituted for Hhat I j\lst talked abGlt in Article I, Section lOA, so disregard 
that for the moment. On page 3, about six lines dmm, you will notice the deletion 
of "anel may be the subject of comment by counsel II. You will recall that under the 
federal case law, it has been held that in Ohio, comment on the failurewe .ma753, 



•• of a defendant to take the stand and so that has been a moot question for some� 
years now. In other words, the United States Supreme Court has held that the� 
Ohio Constitution is unconstitutional in that regard. The next change, if you will� 
look at Article I, Section 5, found on page 12, that change is no change. We do� 
not recommend any change. We spent considerable time talking about remittitur and� 
additur, and I suppose the only one who remained adamant was myself, and I was out�
voted on that one. I had the feeling, as some others have had, that an appellate� 
court ought to be able to reverse the amount of a jury verdict, given a high burden� 
of proof. For example, if it is against the manifest weight of the evidence. If� 

. ,they can do it on facts, why not on amount. But there seemed to be little sympathy� 
for that and so we recommended no change. Finally, in Article II, Section 35, on� 
page 15, there was a feeling in the Committee that in the workmen's compensation� 
section of the Constitution, where there has been permitted an appeal to the courts� 
from the administrative determinations, that kind of claim ought to be subject to� 
jury determination just as any other claim in court. Those Mr. Chairman, are the� 
recommendations of the Committee. Mr. Chairman, I move that the report of the Com�
mittee be accepted by the full Commission.� 

Mr. Montgomery seconded the motion. A show of hands was taken. The Committee� 
report was accepted.� 

Mr. Carter: Thank you very much. Discussion? 

Mr. Guggenheim: You said something about making the grand jury proceedings a little� 
more pub lic ?� • 
Mr. Norris: Public in the sense that the witness can have his counsel present. I� 
don't mean open to the public.� 

Mr. Guggenheim: But if it is before the municipal court, that is open to the public. • 

Mr. Nord.s: That's correct. 

Mr. Montgomery: I question whether the right to trial by jury gives a person a right 
to have a jury establish the amount of damages without some kind of court review. I 

think all of the criminal stuff looks good. But you know and I know, we are seeing 
some verdicts come, particularly from California, for punitive damages which are 
absolutely wild. They go beyond the prayer of what the petition asked for in the 
first place. There are 12 people deciding they are going to give some guy something 
and they are going to stick somebody up. We have no review of that for reasonable
ness •. •Mr. Norris: I agree with that. What we get down to is capsulized as a matter of� 
constitutional law is that we have a very limited additur, which means raising the� 
jury verdict, and remittitur which means reducing the jury veridct. But it can be� 
only by consent of the parties. The courts have held that the provision in the Con�
stitution giving you the right to a jury trial means just what it says. The jury� 
determines the amount of damages. If the amount is exorbitant, the trial judge has� •a couple of alternatives. He can get the parties to agree to remit on the threat� 
of sending it back for a new trial, which he can do on the basis that it is exorbi�
tant. He can have it tried over again, if they refuse. But he cannot, no matter� 
:f.f it is against the manifest weight of the evidence, the appellate court cannot� 
increase or reduce the amount of the verdict. It seems to me that you have got to� 
have a remedy for error. And if you have error, that is what an appeal is for.� •lfhether it is in the amount of the veridct, or the kind of evidence you have or a� 
mistake of law, it is an error. And errors are supposed to be corrected. We need� 
that plugged into the system. I think what the Committee was saying is that the� 
right to trial by jury is so fundamental that the present remedies are adequate.� 
Those remedies being either voluntary remittitur or additur or remanding for a new� 
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trLLJ. I !',If(~f;[; r \wuld have to say the Cllll11i,lttcc fc'cls that there is a remedy. 
Tile ,lr!',llIllunt is vl11('I:11('1' it 1::; ;}~; adcquate no; it .i.s in othc~r ilreas. I would argue 
tll.:\t it ;f:n't", 1mt 1 wnG the only Olle. 

)'11', !I.:tly~;on: !'If; n Jnl.'mbu~ of the> Commi.tt(~(· vJ]1U "las oppo:;cd to Alan i.n thiEl, 1. guess 
thc' gt llC1'al con:';(,IISI1~; of t]IC' other nwrrd)('rs of the Committee was, and I'm not saying 
tId:; in it facet ;l'US ll1annL~r, it IG easy enough to sit back and s<.Iy that the verdict 
W::IS ('}',CeSSiVi' ;md it should be lov/crecl. Hut v7ho is to T:1ake t11ilt decision? Is a 
singJ.l~ jlaJgc any I>c'tte1' entitled to mokc a dcciiJion of this clwracter than the six 
or c!:l!;ht or t~'I(~lvf' members or the jury? Especially since the judge can v:atch over 
them Lmd say "1 ' m going to gillE' a new trial unless you agree to this." Again, the 
question is, is any si.ngle in<lividual any better pquippcd to make this decision 
th;m n group of individuals to \',hom t.his function has been assi.gned? 

Mr. Carter: Wouldn't that same argument apply to other matters before the court, 
the other aspects of the case? 

h..r. i\;:'lly~:oll.; It depends on what you r,lcan by "other aspects". Curiously enough, of 
coursc:, t11e raLio of aclditl.lrs to rcmittit111S is infjnitesimal. You get very few 
CClurU; \Vila r;<-:y to a jury YO\l did not givG enough, and ;1ttcmpt to add. It's a rather 
COll111lon OCClln: eDce for a (',ourt to say yOll have given too much, I I m going to give a 
ne", tri~ll unlu;s you reduce. 

Hr. 110)1! ;~om('ry: f~]y only point i~, from my dnily '''ark, we're seeing the hc(~inning 

of.:l rc;,L tort c;~isi~; in t:-:·, United ~~t;l.tCf,. Not~ ju~.t in Ohio, it's everyplace. 
Thc lill.lldcip;tli.t1.c:;, f;lctoj-iES, doctors, "iC can hardly furnjsh a market at any price 
nctu:tri:tl1::, And I kno'd th;:t UVlt' s n,)t our juh here, to address ourselves to tort 
reform. AU I c.::L"(~ is ,'111t(~\'CI.· '.'Ie c]o here jr; not going to 'bc~ repugnant or clash ~"ith 

some ultimate modificatluns that LIre inevitable. And I don't know what they are 
going to be. 

}1r. Hilson: He do al10\ol judecs certai n d i.scretionary areas in criminal sentencing. 
WllY wouldn I t it be corollary to al10'w tllClll to review monetary awards? 

Nr. Aalyson: I think they do quite aften revle;) them, grant remittitur. 

Hr. W:'lson:: But they don't have th,; dght: themselves to say this shall be it. They 
. have to either get the parties to agr2e or they have to go to another trial. They 
can't adjust It on their own. 

l'lr. Aalyson: That's correct. )jut the judge doesn't have the right to decide whether 
the pcr~;on is guilty or not guilty. 

Nr. \-1i1:,;on: No, but he decides the sentence. 

Nr. Aalyson: I don't have any answer for the rationale betvleen the two. I see your 
point, hut my answer to that would be I see no reason to permit a judge to toy with 
the sentence, if you give it to the jury to set the sentence, then the judge shouldn:t 
interfere. But the jury doesn't set the sentence. It's just a different philos
ophy. 

N1'. Montgomery: The suggestion along these lines is to let the jury determine 
negligence or no negligence and have n separate hoard of experts in the field, 
~]atever the field may be, assess the damages -- the people who are educated in 
the economic sense as to \vhat the ',err! ict ought to be. 

Mr. Norris: Our suggestton is just III change. 

Mr. Wilson: At the risk of sounding unAmerican, so many of our juries are not 
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•• economically responsible. They just figure if you've got somebody with billions 
and millions, then just give it to them. I don't think that they weigh that 
seriously in deliberations as they do the life or death of the criminal. 

Mr. Aalyson: I am in a rather peculiar position to try to answer that since I 
represent plaintiffs, although I do very little personal injury work. You never 
hear the guy who has lost his leg say "That's enough". There has always got to be 
a philosophical problem in this kind of situation. 

Mr. Norris: I might say that in the testimony that we had, we had some testimony 
that juries are so bad that you just ought to throw them all out. And then '~e had 
other testimony to the effect that juries are the greatest thing since sliced bread. 

Mr. Aalyson: And we got into the numbers: how many people should you have on a 
jury? Should it be 12 or six or some other number. Rather surprising to me was 
the testimony from the lady from New York that indicated that you should never go 
less than 12 - they had done research. 

Mr. Norris: Studies for years have indicated that you should reduce the size of 
juries. We had testimony that you should increase the size of juries. ~Vhen you 
are dealing with juries, it's very subjective. That's one reason why I have really 
restricted our consideration in some of those areas to remittitur and additur because 
my only arugment there is that you ought to have the same remedies available that 
you do on determination on facts in the appellate court. Having the name remedy, 
you don't argue whether the jury is wrong, right, good, or bad or too small or 
large. But give a remedy if it is wrong. But again, I think the majority of the 
Committee felt that the present remedies were adequate. 

Mr. Maier: It still isn't clear to me how my defendant in a criminal case gets an 
honest-to-goodness probable cause hearing before the grand jury. 

Mr. Norris: If you want a public probable cause hearing then our recommendation 
won't do anything. And if the prosecutor does not do anything, which he isn't 
going to do, statistically in most of the cases, then you will have your preliminary 
hearing which will be very similar to the one you have today with one added fea
ture and that is the prosecutor will have to present exculpatory evidence he is 
aware of. TIlat's one small change. If, on the other hand, the prosecutor opts for 
a grand jury, he is going to get it, just like he can today. You then get two new 
added features that tend to make it more genuinely probable cause. One is the re
quirement for the prosecutor to give the grand jury exculpatory evidence, and second 
that if your client is called as a witness, you can represent him inside the grand 
jury room. 

Mr. Maier: It seems to be like giving a drowning man a drink of water. 

Mr. Norris: I would only say, Dick, it's better than what you have got today. 

Mr. Maier: I don't really think it is. I think it's the same thing. 

Mr. Norris: Alright. It's a matter of degree. If they go directly to the grand 
jury today, you don't get a preliminary hearing. There is no burden to present 
exculpatory evidence and you don't get to represent your client inside. 

Mr. Montgomery: In the preliminary hearing, is there an appeal for a court review 
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of the judge's determination of probable cause? 

I 

Mr. Norris: Now?� 

Mr. Aalyson: The appeal is the trial.� 
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l'1r. H(dll~',OJJI('ry: f.nd or ('olln,c thl~n~ j~: no111.' in the grand jury hearing. 

r·lr. C"f'i',f'llll(,jlll: IIn7 dlll'.'; t'!I(' (/r·LI\)(I;llll hll,,·,i1. lhe l'r(l~;l.·clltor hilS prCcwllteu cy.cul
p;:l()r~, (~vidl'l\l:c to tIll' gr;:lnd .jllry? 110\,' CI:t III: 1)J:"ill,~ up tll(' question as to 1;'Jhether 
l.t Itil:: !J('('n prc;;"ntcd? 

Mr. Nord:,: ]J(~ if> obviously /'.ol.nf:; to h;rvC' a right to get the' ~rilnd jury transcripts. 

Ht'. Hontgumcry: That's a secret. 

I·h·. /I;!ly:;on: If he learns of tbe c!xcul1 ;l;:'OL')' evidence, and can establish that 
tJw In'''~~f'Clltor al::;o knc,v of it. 

Nr. Gugge:'111eim: If he Hasn't calLl:d or \\ICu,n't there, he wouldn't kno\v wh<1t was 
said. 

1'1r. A31yslm: If he learns fJ~oTl1 another witness th<:t that wituess told the prosecu
tor, hi.!!: he may not. 

l·lr. Gu:··.. ,ilheim: If ,.)0. requ:i :'c.'he Pl'OS('(:ltor to give it, then you are giving some 
right to the de[c!lcl:-nt, hO\.' Ciln you enforcc' Lh;lt right? 

He. l'(Y( r L.P I thil'); "l(~ have just given tll('Hl t.he right to enforce, is the D.i1SHer.: 

Hr. l'i()Jl':~~nnh:,r'y: 1])('.)'0 is :'ll r("",i c,; tLat th(~ IH""sccutor eve;: prcE:ented a IJl'obable 
eaUf~l: (' 'l';C. 

~r. A~lr80n: No, not a probch1~ cnuse C8SP, 

Hr. 1'!untgomcry: Just a duly thot he must. 

Hr. Nu}:rls: Let me see what l~il1.guage \\'e came up ",ith on exc 1llpatory evidenc.e. 

Mr. ~'lrJi.('r: If you have the prObccutOl.' or 'lhoever is representing the state and you 
hove them in municIpal court: an(1 )'C'~l haV2 them i.n a preli;llinary hearing, whatever 
evidence they Rre going to put on is goiD~ to he publicly recorded and is going to 
he suhjc:ct to cross-examili..:ltlih' ",nd the dc;renddnt is going to have the right to 
nuke a statement not under o:lI:h if. liC \vunlr; to. That is a probable cause hearing. 
But you just don't satisfy T.12 tlJd_ yOCl nrc going to get that through the grand jury. 

Hr. Norr is: And I can't satL:fy you the:!..: you ,d11. If 'ole have to protect the 
secrl"7 of the grand jury and the evidence or testimony from the p]~osecutors, isn't 
th;1t lhsolutely er:sential in some regards, then you obviously can't have the same 
kind ,f hearing. One other \'Jay to do it Dick, is to start the other way, and this 
is th ~ v.lay \,,]e stnrted at one time, and that is you always have a grand jury unless 
one l·trty opts for the preliminal:"y hearing. lOU can see why \\'e reversed it, be
C<1USt' statistica Uy 1101,,] and even morc if thisl-Jere adopted you ,·;rould go to 9570 or 
98% b: information. 

Mr. ;'1 \llt7.0mery: 1\1[111, you hr've just addressed yourself to existing or prospective 
crimi".,l cases that .:1 prN~el.·~ ...Y' hcts n1ind. Have you thought about a prosecutori)1 

rUllni g 'iVild going (:Oil fl big moral cClmpidg:l th-;:,ouf,lwut to\,,]n and using the form of 
the g '<',nd jury dccidimj that he ToJants to look intc his neighbor's activities, and 
the g ;lnd jury's going beyonJ that scope of the act? 

Hr. }:, '!Tis: I don't think V.Te have crl'atcd any more risk of that with this proposal 
than there is presently. 111e protecLon there is the ballot box. 

Hr. Guggenheim: Does the preliminary hearing take the form of a regular trial? 
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That is, is the defendant there with his lawyer and is there cross-examination, 
can he testify and so forth? 

Mr. Norris: It's a one-sided hearing in the sense that all that is trying to be 
established is that there is probable cause and so the defense doesn't put on the 
testimony. But they can crossMexamine. 

Mr. Maier: You wouldn't put on testimony if you could. It has been so effective 
at getting at the heart of the state's case that if the prosecutor is trying to hide 
something, the first thing the police prosecutor or the city solicitor is going to 
do is call the prosecutor and say "This guy has asked for a preliminary hearing. 
Quick, let's get a secret indictment!". That will happen in every sensitive case 
in which you have asked for a preliminary hearing. 

Mr. Norris: We concluded that we wanted to avoid the duplication as much as we 
could and that was our primary goal, and I think most people would agree with that. 
But then you still have a small number of cases where you can't get rid of the 
grand jury. 

Mr. Fauver: Why not have the grand jury proceeding the same as the probable cause 
hearing at the public level except that it is private? What were the reasons for 
not having the defense sit in with all of the witnesses having an opportunity to 
cross-exami.ne, just as though it was a preliminary hearing in public, except that it 
is in private? 

Mr. Norris: The secrecy aspect of it. 

Mr. Fauver: The press is not there. The press is available at the probable cause 
hearing and not at the grand jury hearing. 

Mr. Norris: You can argue that you can swear a body to secrecy, but I guess that 
would not be very convincing either to a prosecutor who needs secret indictments for 
a drug ring or that kind of thing or to a defendant who doesn't want anybody to find 
out that he was charged with something. I guess that wouldn't be very convincing. 
So we moved away from secrecy a tiny bit, but I admit hardly at all. That seemed 
to be about the only valid reason that we had to keep the grand jury. Everybody 
seemed to agree that you had to have a secret probable cause hearing in these limited 
areas. 

Mr. Fauver: Was any consideration given to limiting the kinds of cases where the 
prosecutor could move in that direction? In other words, where he makes a special 
finding that there are other reasons for a secret proceeding. 

Mr. Norris: We first started out by saying that all murder cases should go to the 
grand jury. We had, I think, treason, which is in the present Constitution, and 
decided that that doesn't make any sense. Why is that any different? 

Mr. Carter: You get into the laundry list problem. 

Mr. Norris: Yes. We did not consider seriously some kind of a determination or 
finding which would be made by a prosecutor. I don't know that that would mean much. 

Mr. Montgomery: You are just talking about the one side of it, but I have been a 
country prosecutor. The power to indict is an awesome power. The power to bring 
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a criminal charge against another person is so awesome at times that you want some 
company. It's just too much at times, if you are wrong you can ruin somebody or 
their family. And there are times when you want to go in there in secret and you 
want to bare your soul and if the community agrees with you and so forth then you 
feel more comfortable with it. It's not all one-sided. • 



• r,·c, Hu:' L:,;: No, I 3~;rec \lith you. You tcdk nbout sharing the burden, nnd the secret 
!Jl:Oc.ccil I nr;f; • 

• 
hr. F.::1uv(~r: LUL t11(' Sl.'Cr0cy i:; the pj·es~;, the public, it's not the defcncLmt. 
'lhat: 1 n the ,liffcrcncc. 

Hr. 1'-1ont,~c'1il(-'ry: There ;1)"(' timcf; \,11101 Y011 \Jj') 1 inform a (lcf,onc1ant that he is being 
illvcstjr;·tcc1 ~lnd 

tllc gr!1L'J jury and 

• ill. AnI) ',on: TllC 
F,'tcni:i:: 1 accll:',Ccl 

f';o~ :.lho\1t lC;I'.7111g 

)1):, Cnrtl'L: I can 

]13Vt> ],au dcfClJ::" COUlYt':. ;l':t Lho)j' client to OppE!ar and talk to 
t'LY to kcvp tlJC',il fr:nn find.in~', prohable: c"use. 

orgn!l·i.zed (']:'j.lI1'2 type o[ i:ld.n;:, \7here :/our big fpar is that the 
~vj 11 (:sc:;P(', tiL,.' (jff U lie hea:cs nnythj.ng. TIley have no coupunc

the scene. 

"eo ['his is <l TintLC'r \\'}"~'l'(' ',on.-lmvyer Wl:fitbcrs of th~ Comrnisf;ion 

• 
\il "'.1J.d not 11:1\,(' 1l<llch to '<;l~r. \·Je h::v(' \lot kid an cpportllnit)' lor a puhU.c hC'ar:!.nr~ C'~ 

tl,.i,;, ~;O I \Noul,1 ~:1.tb\.~P.~:t tl';-'~~ \Ie SdlC'_i l llc l.hL: ,cor i1 vute; :tt the ll(';:.t Cc,'n:LL~slo!1 

1,,!":il;~~:, U;1<1 ;,:1\'(: tllC pd'J.lc ail C~']'()l:'tu:d.f·y to he hcm~d at that meetir,g in ca~:e th.:.:y 
,\"i:;";,. to do ~.;.l ~ 

• 
111:, N'H-ric:: )Jr. Ch:!i.n:,;pl, ti'L:, :i:: a vc::r:y :i.lilporL-;cnt .:lEd cOlcmlcx "rca, and the EX

Fc'I:I' ·,·r' is ~!(i;Jl(' to VCiyy ;:ol;'lc:;t f:I:Ofll COU!,j." to county, :.illd Ln:ge ,end med~_,-H, ci.::c,. 
'j r ;.:1 if ,:,'1:1:1 1,1,11,': n.n c:j:fo ,_ i:-l i'10:il a CIJ)' I'f this clt'<.liL to (1Tf~:~m:iz<1tions that we 
'(1 \,..,":.1 1)(' l'1\>:1>"3I"c'-: • .' '1'1 t1dn1dr'i'" ()': tllC' t:d.al IT\'I)'r,-''' associ.ctions, the 
\,,-I':I::'C, the '·;hcrl.!:fs, [:'1(: I,-,:,.;eC1.1Loi:'::, ,in,,;' (]r,fE;::lse oq;nnl'J,;:ltlons, the ba:r associa
tic;1'; '!I;(· 1,,')rC pC0plc ,,7e c<~n get ~;!I(\()t:i:10 at it, I thjnk the \l101'e comfortable VIe 

11.)lIJ J ;: I] i.'..c 1. 

• Hr. C: J't('r: '('klt 1 S a [,I)ul! t l :01.1f,l l t. \.,1(, \vHI 2,d" that out vcomptly thon and that 
\;i 11 1 :l11oth .. )" )'c;)<;on cn rld:,y ,'1"11 fl.,)' tlle:)" con:; i dcrotio!1 until the public heuring 
\'l1l'n 1 11(";e p:~ople \·,ill have ;In opportunity to be, heard. 

'j ec,~mbe'r 7, at 11: 00 \-Jar; i1E',n,ed on :lG Lh2 date of the next meeting, vlhich will 
be in Ilo~lsc gOO!n 11 of the". State HCHWC in ColuiTtl1us. 

• '.'he meet i.u2, was adj ourned • 

1,nn M. Eriksson, Secretary Richard H. Carter, Chairman 

• 
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Ohto Constitutional Revision Commission 
December 7, 1976 • 

Surranary 

T1H~ Oh i.o Constitutional Revision Commission met on December 7 at 11: 00 in 
House Room 5 in the State House in Columbus. Members in attendance were Richard 
Cnrter, ChaLr.man; Senators Butts and Gillmor;Representntives Fauver, Maier, Norris, 
St:lnziano and Thompson and Messrs. Carson, Huston, Montgomery, Skipton and Wilson. 
Ann Eriksson, Brenda Buchbinder and Julius Nemeth were present from the staff. 

The meeting was called to order by the chairman and the minutes of the 
November 8 meeting were approved as mailed. 

Mr. Carter: You have in front of you a letter from the Ohio Council of Churches 
about what's going on in other states with respect to apportionment. I thank the 
council for making this available to us. Il m sure it will be helpful to us. He 
have one pending roll call on the matter of Article VII, Section 1 which we have 
discussed at the last two commission meetings, and the committee spent a lot of 
tinle on it. 'rhe results of the roll call thus far are 17 in favor and 8 against 
the recommendation. I don't. know if anyone here would like to vote that did not 
vote on that. Skip? 

Senator Gillmor: I thought I was recorded as voting negative. 

Mr. Carter: Do you wish to be recorded one way or the other? 

Senator GilJ.mor: I don't knol'T that ~.t would make much difference.· From my hazy 
recollection, I think I do. Hut, it won't nlBk6 much difference because we aren't 
going to get the 22 anyway. I
Mr. Carter: As you know we need a 2/3 majority, and with 31 members of the cOTTOllis •sion, that means 21 v"ten. We have 17 in :Eave?' dnd 8 against. If no one has any 
objections, the chair ..~::J 1 c1(~du:r:e this motion did not carry by the necessary 2/3 
and that will be that. I do understand that a minority report will be filed. There 
are enough people on the commission in favor of this, who feel strongly enough about 
this· that a minority report will be written. I invite anyone that wants to partici

t

pate in that minority report to make themselves known so that you could be included •in it. Unfortunately, the chairman of that committee, Craig Aalyson, could not be 
here this morning, and made it known at the last meeting that he could not attend 
~oday. 1 1m sure he will be a participant and I think some of the other members of 
the committee and other members of the cenmlission will wish to do 80. 

The voting on Article VII, Section I was as follows: "YES" Senators Butts, 
McCormack, Mussey; Representatives Fauver, Norris, Stinziano and Thompson; Messrs. 
Aalyson, Carter, Clerc, Cunningham, Fry, Guggenheim, Mansfield, Mrs. Orfirer, Mr. 
Unger and 1'1rs. Sowle. Those voting "NO" were Representative Maier; Messrs. Bartunek, 
Carson, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, Skipton, and Wilson. Mr. Russo passed, for 
a total of 17 yesses, 8 nos, and 1 pass. 

TI1ere are two other things that are left for the commission before we finish 
our task, the matter of apportionment and districting, and Alan Norris' committee 
on jUi.ies. He will be in this afternoon as I understand it. We will discuss the 
appOl't7.onment and districting question this morning and the jury questions in the 
afternoon. To my knowledge, this will then complete the work of the commission. 
We have invited any member to present any other matters that he wants to take up 
before the commission, and none have been forthcoming. Is there any objection to 
saying that when these two matters are finished, the formal meetings of the commis
sion will be finished? Of course, the other matter remaining is to prepare the 
records of the commission and to make sure that people that are interested in 
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constitutional change in years to come will have the benefit of the research and 
deliberation of the co~nission and all the things that were involved in our work. 

With respect to the apportionment, we do have a number of people here. John 
McElroy is here from the governor's office and said he would like to make a state
ment 0); to participate in the discussion, and I think there may be others as well. 
This would be our public hearing on this question, in accordance with the commission's 
practice. I think it would be appropriate first of all, if we were to hear from our 
guest. Is there anyone else who would like to be heard? Well, John, if you would 
be good enough to give us the benefits of your thoughts, we would appreciate it. 

Mr. McElroy: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for giving me the opportunity to speak to 
the Commission. I would like to say that I am not here for the governor. I am 
here in a personal capacity and also as legal counsel to the Republican State 
Central Co~nittee. I have past connection with apportionment as executive assistant 
to Governor Rhodes during his first two terms and two months of this term. I have 
also been counsel for people who have tried to be involved in litigation with the 
present apportionment. I have the dubious distinction of being held in contempt of 
court for a time with respect to this matter. My present interest is as a citizen 
of Ohio to see that we preserve the best kind of democratic institutions 'He can. 
I think the present article in the Constitution regarding apportionment is a good 
article, as it stands. The only problem is that people cheat and I think the thrust 
of the efforts of this co~mission is to find out what mechanism and what structure 
of governPlent will minimize cheating. I'm pleased to see that in the recommendation 
of the corrnnission that yOll want the present standards to remain. The apportionment 
that is now in effect in Ohio violates the standards. That is because they were de
duced by cheating under the protection of the federal courts. I see no great merit 
in going to a new type of commission. I think the problem with apportionment is to 
identify the people whc Clre responsible tor it. Under the constitution as we have 
it now~ it is the governor, the auditor of state, the secretary of state and other 
people chosen by the legislature. But the people actually performing the apportionment 
are the anonymous staff members. That I s Hhere the dirty work goes on. So I th ink 
some amendment to prOVide for appointment of staff, recommendation of staff, binding 
of the staff people who participate by an oath of office to do an apportionment 
according to law. The apportionment has been made by people who owe no particular 
allegiance to the government of Ohio. So I think a mechanism is needed to prevent 
this. Then, I would like to see a provision that instead of simply ordering an ap
portionment into effect, that the apportionment plan first of all be proposed and 
exposed to public view and hearing and criticism of the democratic and republican 
parties and anyone else who wants to offer criticism. As you go through making an 
apportionment, there are a lot of cases 'Hhere you can make choices as to which way 
you will go. But if you follow the provisions in the Constitution, the number of 
choices is not going to be very large. You may find in some cases where a hard 
choice has to be made. But I think this sort of thing ought to be exposed to public 
view, the press ought to have an opportunity to comment, so when the apportionment 
is finally ordered, the public knows what is going into effect. I think the way it 
is now, it is written off in the public mind as so much politics. But it is a little 
bit worse than that. They have cheated but been protected, and we need a mechanism 
to prevent that. It is important to try to find that mechanism. I think it should 
be exposed to a public hearing. Your proposal to place congressional districting 
under the same procedure I . 1~~.~lk is sound, but the General Assembly probably won't 
buy that. Maybe you could take some action by initiative petition. Thank you very 
much. 

Mr. Carter: TI1ank you Mr. McElroy. We invite you to stay and participate further 
in the discussion. I would think that the Commission might wish to address some 
questions. 

Mr. Montgomery: Do you have any concrete proposals, any specific language or recom
mendations that you would like to suggest~ ~fi1 



I Mr. McElroy: If the conunission is going to have ttme, I would like to submit some •
language to staff. 

Senator Gillmor: John, I don I t quite follow you on this identification of the 
staff that is involved to bring this out into the open, and I just wonder how you 
are going to accomplish that. 

Mr. McElroy: It's a matter of selecting the right people. Now, if you are going 
to have a commission, as you Here proposing, of people who are not public office 
holders, you want to be sure who you have on the staff. I don't know if you com
templated the place where you are going to recruit that staff. But if you recruit 
from the pol itjcal party he"dqtT.arters or from the governor's office or from the 
secretary of state's office, you are going to wind up with exactly people who are 
in no way constitutionally responsible for apportionment. It is a pretty technical 
job. The staff needs to be professional. 

Mr. Carter: Do you believe tllat the question of the staff and the question of pub
lic hearings, what your thrust iG is to get this in the public arena so the process 
can be seen and observed. Do you feel that these are matters that should be in the 
Constitution? 

Mr. McElroy: I think we should, because I think that if we have people in the 
parties with good will that the present language would be suffi:::ient. 

Hr. Carter: In other words, you feel that some connnent about the way the staff 
operates and a requirement for a public hearing should be in the Constitution? 

Mr. McElroy: That's right. I think that's implicit in your. question, if you don't 
require it in the constitution, you are going to make it statutory. 

Mr. Carter: Yes. 

Mr. McElroy: We have not succeeded in recent years 'in accomplishing these things 
by ::.tatute. JMr. Carter: Let me ask you this question. Under the sunshine law, which I am not 
familiar with in great detail, wouldn't that already be a requirement uI~er Ohio law? 

I
Mr. McElroy: Except that there is no opportunity for a hearing on it. I think the 
mechanics of making an apportionment in the past has been that the republicans and 
the democrats usually wind up producing one or more apportiomnent plans4 Last time 
the secretary of state had his staff produce a plan. The thing is that there are 
just so many packages and the committee is going to choose the best package from 
the standpoint of the majority and just buy the whole package. 

Mr. Carter: Why do you feel that the present arrangement of the five on the ap
portionment board, which, as I recall, consists of the governor, the secretary of 
state, the auditor of state, and persons selected by the leader of the house and the 
senate; why do you feel that that is better than what is proposed by the Commission? 

Mr. McElroy: I don't feel very strongly about this. It seems that the power you 
set up initially is part of the checks and balances between the executive and legis
lative branch to set up some apportionment. 

Mr. Carter: In other words, your feeling isn't: very strong on this question, but 
you don't feel that there is an important need for change? 

~~. McElroy: No, I don't have the confidence that you seem to have that getting it 
.~ 
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one step removed from politi.cians is the way to work on this map. I'm sure it 
workr. both ways. We need .p{~ople who arc more respons i.ve to carrying out their 
constitutional duty. Because I have lived too long not to know that you can choose 
or appoint any kind of person you want, but you are not necessarily assured that 
you are going to get the person to be objective. 

Mr. Carter: If it could be obtained, would that be a pretty good thing? Would you 
be in favor of the election of an apportionment commission? 

Mr. McElroy: No I think the key things are staff and public exposure. 

}rr. Carter: So the make-up of the board doesn't bother you as much as these twp 
other items? 

Mr. McElroy: No, I don't think elected officials are going to do it any more than 
appointed members of the commission are going to. It's still going to be done by 
staff. 

Mr. Carter: I'm a little puzzled as to how you could incorporate your thoughts with 
respect to staff in the Constitution. 

M:r. }j,:;Elroy: 1 don't know whether we could write anything like that until we start 
~·n:1.tJ.ng. 

Hr. Carter: I like the ;.rlea, frankly, of a public hearing being a requirement, if 
that is not already required under law. 

Hr. HcI:lroy: Haybe \~e could do it half '-Jay, and by constitutional requirement 
direct that the legisldture require that. 

Mr. Carter: Our recommendation has a statement that all meetings should be open to 
the pub lic, but I guess it wouldn't be mandatory that they have any meetings. 

Mr. McElroy: As far as I am concerned, the meeting is not a meaningful thing. 

Mr. Carter: It's a very interesting point. Do any other members have connnents? 

Hr. McElroy: I'm sorry I didn't address the connnission earlier. 

Mr. Montgomery: I would like to invite Mr. McElroy to submit some material. He has 
had more experience than any man that I know of. 

}tr. Carter: Would you be willing to submit something to the Commission? 

Hr. McElroy: I'd be glad to put my thoughts down in a more organized fashion and 
give it to staff. 

Mr. Car.ter: Yes, I think that would be very helpful. It's probably going to be the 
last M"tter before the Commission, so I think we would have time to do this if it 
were done fairly promptly. We are going to have another meeting, probably in Feb
ruary. So that this could "\ <:lone. The committee will perhaps feel a need to 
act on this matter. And of course, our committee meetings are not only open to the 
publ i.e, but any member of the Connnission that had an interest in this matter 
wOlJld be invited to attend. So I think maybe if we call a connnittee meeting in Jan
ufn:y to consider what Mr. McElroy has, and perhaps any others. I know you, Mr. 
Fauver, have an interest in this question. 

Senator Butts: Could I ask a question of Mr. McElroy? Were you asked what you 
perceive would havpeu with respect to the seventh member if this were instituted? 
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Do you think that such a person would be selected by the six? 

Mr. McElroy: Rather than letting it go to lot, I think probably they would choose 
somebody. But I still have the same reservations about getting the job done that 
way. 

Senator Butts: So you are in support of the concept of basically as it is here? 

Mr. McElroy: I don't have as much criticism of it. I don't think it accomplishes 
as much as you think it does. 

Mr. Carter: Senator, as I understood Mr. McElroy's comment, his principal thrust 
was not what we have in here, but really it is the point of the importance of staff, 
and he also made a very strong recommendation that public hearings be required as 
a part of the deliberative process. Is that correct? 

Mr. McElroy: That's correct. I think public exposure of the plan could very well 
bring out that certain districts could, instead of being cut this way, could be cut 
that way and still conform to the standards in the Constitution. There are choices, 
but you ought to do it as honorably as you can. 

Mr. Carter: I think we would all agree to that. Any other questions of Mr. McElroy? 
We again invite you to stay with us during the discussion. Does anyone else wish 
to be heard on this question? Okay, we will then proceed with a discussion of the 
matter in the Commission itself. Mr. Fauver, you were going ·to give us some thoughts. 

Mr. Fauver: Yes, and I enter this field with trepidation. It would seem to me that 
the approach that is involved here in the comnittee recommendation,if the six people 
are unable to agree on the seventh person, it seems to me that you are guaranteeing 
that there will be a partisan approach, in the way in which apportionment is carried 
out. We all have our own thoughts as to the likelihood of that taking place. At 
least it is a possibility based on this presentation. It seemed to me that we at 
least ought to try to go a little further to see if we can't set up a procedure that 
would minimize that particular possibility and maximize the chance of a non-partisan 
solution. The kind of thing I cam~ up with was that the six members of the commis
sion could not be political office holders, either in a public sense or political 
parties, could not have held those positions for three years prior to service and 
could not hold it for three years after. And if those six people are unable to agree, 
then the chief justice would appoint someone who would also fit that role as far as 
public involvement. It would se~n to me that that is worth considering at least as 
an effort to establish a non-partisan approach. I thi~~ it is not unlike what has 
been done in New Jersey. So that is the essence of the proposal that I had in 
mind. I had some specific language which mayor may not be appropriate to offer at 
this time. 

Mr. Carter: You are suggesting that the six members, presumably three from each 
party, be selected by another method, o~her thpn was outlined in the commission rec
O1111lendation? 

Mr. Fauver: I didn't have any strong objection to haVing them appointed in that 
fashion, but they had to at least not have politi.cal ties. 

Mr. Carter: And then what you are suggesting is that if they cannot agree that it 
go to the chief of the supreme court. This was discussed in the committee. 
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Mr. }luston: We considered referring it to the chief justice, but you find that 
judges do have some political affiliations and that you ~re going to bring politics 
back into the picture again and this is the reason that we went to the selection by 
lot. We felt that we could get a compromise from the six members rather than to •
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take a chance of getting someone selected or nominated by one of the commission 
members and possibly having someone on the corrunission that would be biased, opposite 
what these people really want. So we provided for selection by lot, feeling that 
it would push people into making an objective selection. We were trying to get 
away as much as we could from the partisan involvements. 

Mr. Carter: TI1e problems that we foresaw is that if you have three republicans 
and three democrats, and the chief justice is either republican or democrat, it 
makes no difference, let's assume he is a democrat, that there would be no incentive 
then for the three democrats to agree with the three republicans on the seventh man. 
Because failing to agree, the chief justice appoints someone and he is a partisan 
of their party so it would destroy the incentive of selecting a bipartisan objective 
tie-breaker. 

I1r. Fauver: The point that I 'vas making 'was that the chief justice would clearly 
be in the ~potli:;ht on the situation, and maybe there would be some compulsion for 
him to ~xercise <1 non-partisan choice. Somehow, I get more comfort out of that 
than 1. do with the possibility that the six highly politicized people are going to 
flgree. 

'Hr. Carter: He hoped that tIle uncertainty of the seventh man if they didn't agree 
would bb helpful in getting them to agree on someone who would not be too objection
able. 

Mr. Wilson: That's one I ~ill disagree with, as I said at the last meeting. I 
feel that one chance in two, by lot, of getting your man, is better than zero chances 
in zero of appointing him as a concenStls. You can't get away from having politics 
involved. There was a consensus on the committee that this choice would force the 
people to make a seleclLon and I think it would work exactly the opposite way. 

Mr. Maier: I think it is fairly obvious that we are hung on the horns of a great 
big dilcmna. What is a partisan political matter, and has been historically, what 
we would like for some very legitimate reasons to take out of the political arena. 
I'm thinking that may not be possible. I \'1as thinking of what Hr. McElroy said and 
I interpreted it as not worrying so much about whether you really get a non-partisan 
plan but exposing it to public light. Maybe that is really what our purpose ought 
to be. 

Mr. Carter: I think we have Mr. Fauver's suggestion that the six members would not 
have held public or political office or appointment for three years. Do you have 
any reaction to that? 

Mr. ~laier: I think that removes it, perhaps, in degree only from a partisan, polit
ical matter. It gets it away from direct participants but I don't think it takes it 
out of the political arena. 

Mr. Carter: You are dealing with political realities. 

Mr. Montgomery: I just can't, on reflection, accept the premise that the whole 
thing rests on, and that is, that politics is bad and the people who participate in 
it cheat, and soforth. I k. '1.- there is some cheating, there is cheating in everything. 
It seems to me as a constitutional commission, that we shouldn't ever do anything 
that is going to tear down the integrity of the political process. And the more I 
see this and the 1'10re I think about it, I don't think we should change it unless we 
CDn C(Jl~k~ UF uith something that is TlIuch better than we have, and I don't think we 
lwve something th,?,t is much, nlll<;h better ~ because there is no way that we are ever 
going to take the poli.tics cut of it~ and I don't know that we should. As Mr. NcElroy 
suggests, if we could get the press and the public working on this thing, it will 
keep them honest. 
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Mr. Carter: You are saying that you agree with Mr. McElroy, then? 

Mr. Montgomery: I think we ought to leave it alone, and if we can, inject some 
sunshine on it. TIlat's a better idea. The whole idea of taking it out of politics 
is naive in my opinion and I just don't think we can do it. 

Mr. Wilson: I have one more idea to throw out here and this is if we are trying 
to create fairness or equality, then let's put it in the Constitution that whatever 
party is in charge at one reapportionment period shall be in the minority at the 
next period! 

Mr. Skipton: If you want to get it out of state politics, why not say it has to 
be done by somebody that is not even a resident of Ohio? 

Mr. Wilson: Or a non-registered voter? 

Mr. Skipton: Or not even eligible to vote? Politics is politics, and doesn't have 
to be republican, democrat, or anything like that. It can be personal politics. I 
can't imagine anyone approaching this problem no matter how they are selected, that 
isn't coming with biased points of view and pre-determined ideas about what it should 
be like. Any thought that by some method of selecting people you are going to avoid 
those things, sure, you may rule out those people that are most directly affected 
by the decisions, but I'm not sure how you could do that. Because what groups want 
to serve on this, anyway? The representatives of groups that are either lobby groups 
or they are representatives of special vested interests of one sort or another. I 
don't know how YOll are going to find anybody that wouldn't be political in some way. 
I think it is a vain pursuit. 

Mr. Carter: In other words, if you wanted political neuters, you would end up with 
nobody. 

Mr. Skipton: That's right. 

Mr. Fauver: Is there anything in the present statutes that would allow a referendum 
on the apportionment plan? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No. You can only have a referendum on a law. 

Mr. Fauver: My experience with apportionment, once at the state level and once at 
the city level, is that at the time that it happens, the parties are disposed to 
nrget about appealing to the public in some broad sense. They pick hard-nosed posi
tions in order to accomplish the maximum advantage for themselves. If they take 
some flak, they take it. Because in the long run, it doesn't hurt them badly. And 
it is better to have the votes that you can pick up by doing this. I have seen it 
happen a couple of times. lVhat we are really saying is that the public outrage ob
jecting to something like this is not enough, and therefore the parties can afford 
to take that position. If you take that view, then your ideal position is a public 
that is sensitive to the thing, and the public aspect of hearings on this thing 
would help. I'm not sure it takes us too far. There may be some who are upset by 
it and perhaps they should be able to appeal. It sounds like agony but at least 
there would be a way in which you could have public reaction to the plan. 

Mr. Carter: I wonder how this would work. I am in fact intrigued by this thought. 

•� 

•� 

•� 
If you have, in effect, a referendum provided for in the Constitution, the referen
dum w6uld be on a particular plan, I would assume. There would be no opportunity • 
to do other than accept or reject that particular plan. It occurs to me that we 
have a time problem among other things on all of this. 

Mr. Wilson: It would put you right back in politics, because if there was a state
wide referendum the voters who are registered democrats would vote for the democratic 
plan, and against the republican plan ~nd·vice versa. You are not removing politics, 
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• you are just inviting all the partisan voters over all the state rather than just 
a few. I'm not just referring to politicians, but referring to registered voters 
of either party to oppose or support a certain plan. 

• Mr. Fauver: At that point basically what you are saying is there aren't enough 
people concerned about the validity of the plan as opposed to the political impli
cations, at which point maybe we should jUl;t let the party members make the decision. 

Mr. Carter: Nolan, do you want to givec;s the benefit of your thoughts? 

• Mr. Carson: It's a tough subject. I was impr-essed by John's observation. In my 
experience there is nothing that keeps people more honest than requiring an oppor

• 

tunity for public comment. I think most people who serve on these things are con
cerned about their reputations and hOlv their decisions would be viewed by the public. 
I think that if there was something built in to require publication, as John is 
suggesting, of various plans, far in advance of the time that they are acted upon, 
so that there could be hearings and public connnent, I would think that that would 
go a long way toward assuring that there would be some more objectiveness put into 

• 

it. I think it should be political. I think it is a political subject. I don't 
think the Supreme COU1-t ought to be involved at all. I think this is one area where 
the chief justice should not make an appointment. I agree ,'lith John also that I am 
inclined to think that there \Vill be a chairman selected. I think the stakes are 
so big, J. don't believe people would take the risk of one in tHO. I think if you 
hAd n chairman flelected that was agreed to, I trust that He are talking about the 
two political parties h~Ie, not necessarily the indivi.dual members, I think this 
would go a long way to,vard adding some ohj(~ctivity. I am serving on a commission 
where the chairman is selected in this fashion, the Ohio Elections Commission, and 
it happened to work t 1- ere, and there is an irrunense amount of pressure put on the 

•� person that is selected to be objective.� 

Mr. Carter: So the corrunittee' s though,t.s make a little "ens.e to you as far as the 
structure of the connnission is conc~rned;? 

Mr. Carson: Right.

• Mr. Carter: It seems to me we can agree on a couple of things. I have not heard 
any disagreement that the congressional election should be handled on the same basis 
as the election to the legislature by the same body, whoever that would be. Is there 
disagreement to that, Senator? 

• Senator Butts: Yes. I said at the last meeting that I felt that there should be 

• 

n distillction bctHeen the legislative apportiomuent and the congressional apportion
ment. There is a feeHng on the part of a lot of legislators, I think, that the 
Congress acts so entirely alone, and tha~_the one access point that the legislature 
has is d~owing their districts, and I do~'t think we want to ah~ndon that. So there 
is one point where they have to acknowledge that state legislatures exist. I 'think 
that is something that a lot of people want to preserve, so that the legislature 
itself ""auld be recognized as an entity in relation to the congressional decision 
making process. Right now they can make decisions fl-ee of the legislature. Redis
tricti.l!g is the only ti.me t':cv have to answer to the people because they have to 
corne hild~ and be elected bj L-ll~ voters of the state, but they don't have to answer 
to the Legislature.

• Mr. Cm:ter: You are speaking as a legislDtor at that point. Do you think that that 
is in the interests of the people i~ the state of Ohio?� 

Senator n~tts: Yes. ~ donlt know if the Council of C~urches information contradicts� 
it, but the report made by the committee indicated that only one other state combined 
these functions. And I think that probably means that it is left to the legislature• 767 



in every other case. And we are settinG a precedent. I don't think we should have 
congressmen be totally independent. Ohviously, we have a tie to them because of all 
the federal funds we have ta appeal to them for. So they have access to us in a 
number of ways because of their powers in terms of providing fiscal resources. But 
in return, our having access or leverage over them, as I said, is virtually non
existent. I like the idea of coming up with a not necessarily non-partisan, but an 
objective and responsive seventh person for the commission. I just don't know where 
we get that yet. I wish we could. I agree with Mr. McElroy's point that there is 
no way you are going to have a nonpartisan person. He has been partisanized and polit~ 

icized by virtue of that appointment, no matter where he came from. How are you 
going to come up with the seventh person? I think that the minority party would 
always opt for a one in two chance of getting their choice to be the seventh person. 

Mr. Carter: Well, I guess perhaps we don't have agreement on what I thought we� 
did then. Is there any further discussion on the quest fun of inc1ud ing the congres�
sional?� 

Mr. Montgomery: I like the idea of a little check and balance, and the idea of� 
states rights and protection of the public rather than a neat scheme which would� 
be what is nice but would it really do the job for the people? I think there is� 
something to that.� 

Mr. Wilson: One way we could time them together is a mechanical thing - if the� 
districts are probably drawn for the state legislature you have already solved the� 
one man one vote bit and you at least know where people are, a head count. And you� 
can use that for a fair mechanical basis for congressional redistricting. You� 
wouldn't solve exactly the numbers problem but at least you have got areas of popu�
lation.� 

Senator Butts: Mechanically that has to be done necessarily for redistricting anyhow. 
In a unit n~ch smaller than a state representative unit, in fact, even smaller than 
a precinct, or at least as small as a precinct. So that mechanically has to be done 
and I thi.ruc is available on tapes now and there are procedures for keeping it updated. 

But it would seem to me that we could use even smaller units than a state representa
tive unit or a state senate district in order to make it conform to the different 
number, the 23 congressional districts. 

Mr. Carter: A number of authorities believe that gerrymandering in the broad sense� 
is not limited to the numbers. There are ways of doing it and still be 'vithin the� 
numbers routine. Some of the authorities felt tIlat the numbers game was counter�
productive in some re~pects. But that's something I don't think we can handle. That� 
is a matter of judgment and you can't do that in the Constitution. I think you all� 
agree that the criteria in the Constitution, the basic criteria are about as good� 
as you can come up with. Don, you affirmed that, and I have not heard anyone indi�
cate any thoughts of changing those criteria.� 

We have three issues: congressional districting; the make-up of the commission� 
or.board or whatever you want to call"it; and now we have a third element injected� 
by }tr. McElroy which I think is accepting a great deal of acceptance, making sure� 
we have all of the sunshine possible in the situation. Is there any disagreement� 
on the third point? Senator?� 

Senator Butts: I like that idea, too. I have a question, whether that should be� 
done by legislation as opposed to putting it in the Constitution?� 
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Mr. Carter: Yes, I'm sure that is a question. Ann, would you want to conment on 
the present requirements with regard to the sunshine question? 

Mrs. Eriksson: The present Constitution has no provision with respect to public • 
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hearings or public testimoI~ of any type. The present statutues) of course, do 
require that public bodies have public 1Jleetings, and as a matter of practice, I 
believe that the meeting of the last a~portioning board was public, but as Mr. McElroy 
points out, this does not necessarily mean public input nor that the plan ultimately 
adopted was exposed to the public in advance so that there would be meaningful pub-
lie comment on a particular plan. Just having a meeting open to the public is not 
an assurance of that. 

Mr. Carter: I assume that the thrust of the commission is that the idea of sunshine 
is a good idea. The question then is to what extent it could be incorporated in 
the Constitution. I think the committee would be glad to take a whack at that ques
tion and come back with a recommendation to the COTImIission on that. Our Common Cause 
man ~vould like to speak. 

Mr. Hetzler: In terms of the sunshine question, our group has recommended public 
hearings on a regional basis. Mr. McElroy, I think, points out an interesting idea 
in terms of staff. I attended the last apportionment board hearing that was held, 
which was under the new sunshine law and was about as far away from a public meeting 
and open process as I have ever attended. Everything was done ahead of time and 
packaged and so on. Although it was open to the public it was not really a public 
meeting, in the sense that the information that was processed itself. So I would 
suggest assigning a law or constitutional language that deals with hearings, that 
there also be language in terms of the staff and minutes and any sub-conmlittee hear
ings and that sort of thing. For. example, if there is a staff that prepared the 
plan or report, that the v~orkings of the staff be open to the public, at a minimum. 
I like the idea, even further, that Mr. McElroy suggested, that somehow we have an 
independent staff, to COIne up with plans, as opposed to the secretary of state's 
staff, 0r the governor's staff, or the private firm hired by the political parties. 
My point is that if YOu are going to have open public hearings, it seems to me you 
ought to go the additional step. Again, even a hearing on a regional basis is not 
going to guarantee public input, as long as all of the information leading up to 
the hearing is done behind closed doors. 

Mr. Carter: How about the legislative service commission? Would they have a role 
to play? It seems to me a little difficult to mandate to a board certainly in the 
Constitution as to how they would select their staff or how the staff would be 
selected for them. Is that practic~l? 

Mr. Fauver: It seems to me, if there is a feeling around this table and I tend to 
share it that you can't keep politics (Jut of this thing, there probably is no effective 
way that we can prevent the democrat or republican parties from preparing their own 
plans and making them somehow available to the commission. 

Mr. Carter: As I said at the outset, this whole thing needs a Solomon somewhere) and 
it is difficult to find. Senator? 

Senator Butts: I think that the idea of the public hearings, and your idea that they 
be outside of Columbus, perhaps, going into various areas ••• 

Mr. Carter: That was Common Cause's proposal. 

Mr. McElroy: I don't have faith in a hearing in which the citizens generally are 
invited throughout the state to appear and submit suggestions. I think this is 
ultimately going to be decided by professionals, the people who work on a particular 
plan. I think the thrust is to e)~pose apportioImlent plans for connnent. Then you 
are going to have the public looking at it and seeing what is going on. As long as 
you can get some sort of adversary proceeding. I think the adversary proceeding itself 
tends to get to something that is objective. It gives everybody a chance to study 
it and see what it does. In practicality, if you have someone looking over the 
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shoulder of the staff man who is trying to draw the districts, it's like doing a 
crossword puzzle. If you have a whole lot of sub-divisions of government ••• 

Mr. Montgomery: John, your suggestion on staff was really to have a separate staff, 
not a non-political staff. 

Mr. McElroy: I don't think that you could get away from politics nor that you should 
get away from politics. Itls not a sin to be a politician. It is a sin to be dis
honorable. I think what you need is competent people whose loyalty is to the concept 
of an honorable and fair apportionment as mandated by the constitution and whose 
loyalty is not to one party or another. 

Mr. MOntgmnery: And if you have the secretary of state, who is obviously of one 
party, you are just leading into more politics than you really need. 

Senator Butts: I assume that hearings would be conducted by professionals. My 
feeling is that if it were held around various areas, that the concentration would 
be on the particular problems of that particular area which may not be just strictly 
democrats aBainst republicans because there are democrats and democrats and democrats 
who have various ideas about how to draw districts just as republicans have differ
ent ideas. The problems of the people may be just geographic. Republicans and 
democrats mlght like it this way because it serves their ends, but we don't want 
our township to be connected with that area, we want to be connected with this area. 
That kind of thing would tend to come out. 

Mr. Carter: Mr. Noragon would like to be heard. You are identified with the 
Legislati.ve Service COlmnission? 

Mt". Noragon: I am ~o1ith the Legislative Service Connnission hut I all~ of s~~h recent 
vintage that I do not think that I can speak very well for the cOIT@ission. I can 
speak, perhaps, as a student of the subject. As far as the staff issue is. concerned, 
and as far as the Legislative Service Commission being the staff that would engage 
in any kind of map drawing, I'm not sure how }tt. Johnston woul~ rc~ct, bur I think 
he would perhaps be somewhat leary of this suggestion, because as we all know, once 
you draw a single line 011 a map, there are political ra11lifi~ations of ~uch a lin,~, 

whether I do it blindfolded or with conscious intent. 

~rr. Carter: So it destroys the effectiveness of the commission by becoming involved. 

Mr. Noragon: The problem is you have to specify guidelines and you have to have 
criteria. You have to know exactly what it is you are trying to build into an appor
tionment plan. If your criteria are clearly expressed, identifiable, defined, mea
surable lmd so forth, then an objective connnission, perhaps, could follow those 
guidelines without any concern as to what the political consequences would be. I 
suggest that the criteria are not that well established in the Constitution or any
where else. 

Mr. Carter: Even with the criteria, there is a great deal of subjectivity that is 
still left. 

Mr. Noragon: A great deal. I think it could be reduced to some point but it hasn't 
been thus far. Beyond that, speaking again not as a partisan person, I'm not sure 
either of the political parties' leadership would desire that. I think there is too 
much chance clement involved in this. Because it could amount to a complete revamp
ing of districts, nothing like what they appear to be now. It would further all 
kinds of political insecurities, and I don't think anybody desires that, either 
repub1i.cal1 or democrat. I think it is a great task and a very difficult task for 
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from both political parties. So you are probably right. It would tend to destroy 
the effectiveness and objectivity of the Legislative Service Commission. 

Mr. Wilson: I would hesitate to see us put in the Constitution any reference to 
regulation in connection with the sunshine law. I think the sunshine law is a sham. 
If the parties want to get something accomplished in private, it can still be done. 
Getting back to what Mr. McElroy has stated, I think we have to try to find honorable 
people in all positions. I would much rather trust an honest man in the dark than 
I would a crook in the sunlight. 

Mr. Carter: What I would like to do for the benefit of the committee is to come 
back with the input of this meeting, to have an opinion poll of the members who are 
here, if you will, on the basic questions that I see are involved. One is the 
question of the sunshine purposes aspect of it, for identification purposes. Do you 
think this is a good idea or not to have in the Constitution? Presumably this would 
mean a requirement for public hearings and an opportunity for the public to partici
pate, and, as Mr. McElroy has said, have a kind of an adversary proceeding relation
ship. 

Mr. Wilson: I'm not opposed to public hearings, but I don't think they would do 
as much good as we might hope for. 

}tr. Carter: Yes. Is there anyone villo would disagree with the committee giving some 
more thought as to how that could be done? Do you all agree? 

Senator Butts: Not necessarily in the Constitution. 

}tr. Carter: Yes, I undnrstand that. We will give that some further thought. The 
second quest~on is to wDcther or not it is advisable to include the congressional 
di~t~~icting by the same vehicle that the legislative districting has been done? 

Mr. Carson: Let me ask a question on this subject. My recollection of the report 
is that the le£islatures are mandated by statute to district for U.S. Representatives. 
Is that not correct? 

Mrs. Eriksson: It just says that it shall be done "by law". 

Mr. Carson: And is it your opinion, Ann, that the plan approved by this commiusion 
would comply with the federal statutes? 

Mrs. Eriksson: I don't know. It has not been tested because no state has done it: 
other than by the general assembly, other than by the legislative body doing it. 
So it is a question to which there is no positive answer at the moment. 

Mr. Carter: If one interprets the law, the constitutional law as well as the statu
tory law, I would think this would be okay. I shouldn't speak, I'm not a lawyer, 
but that is my interprctation. But if when you refer to the law you mean statutes, 
then there is a question. 

Mr. Carson: Another questio~. I had was the present sections of the Constitution 
which define the proC'cdure " ': the apportionment don't include anything about 
districting for congressional purposes. All we are saying here is that you are 
going to have a commission established with the power to draw the federal districts, 
but they are going to have to look to federal law for guidelines for this. 

}tts. Eriksson: The committee proposal recommends that the same standards be used 
in the creation of congressional disL~icts as are used in the creation of house and 
senate districts, which have to do mainly with preservation of political sub-division 
boundary lines to the extent possible with some maximum amollnt of deviati.ons • 
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Mr. Carson: Have they been written? 

Mrs. Eriksson: They are in the Constitution and what this proposal does is say 
that the same standards would be applied to drawing congressional districts. 

Mr. Fauver: Is there anything in the proposal that would require that the congres
sional districts and legislative districts be coordinated? 

Mrs. Eriksson: No. 

Mr. Fauver: Could they be or is that a separate decision? 

Mrs. Eriksson: It would be difficult because the numbers would not come out right. 

Mr. Fauver: Even after this amendment is proposed, there would still be a fix at 
99 and 33 which mayor may not coincide with the number of congressional seats that 
are existent right now? 

Mrs. Eriksson: That's correct. 

Mr. Carter: The committee did go through quite lengthy discussion on making the 
legislative districts multiples of the congressional districts and finally decided 
that that was not the best procedure. That was the committee view of the thing. I 
remember it very well because I was heavily in favor of that and got shot down. 

Mr. Fauver: Shot dawn or dissuaded? 

Mr. Carter: Dissuaded. There are some problems involved there. The biggest one 
is that when you change the number of congressional districts due to the fedeI~l 

census, then that has a backwash on the number of legi.slative districts. There is 
a considerable amount of logic that that should not be. And there are some other 
reasons too. The question before us is whether the congressional districts should 
be done by the same procedure as the legislative districts. 

Mr. Skipton: You say the same procedure? 

Mr. Carter: The same entity, if you will. 

Mr. Skipton: You have a problem using the same board, the problem is more than 
it's capable of doing. The process of doing both of these, it usually takes months 
and months for each. Now you are talking about combining it. I just don't see 
how one board can do it sufficiently within a reasonable period of time. 

Mr. Wilson: If you managed to get the group to agree on an objective seventh person 
for the chairman, that would be the·ideal group to do whatever you wanted to do in 
the state as far as drawing political boundaries. 

Mr. Carter: That was the committee's view. 

Mr. Wilson: Other than that, I see no great reason why it has to be the same group, 
particularly if, as John says, they can't perform their function in that amount of 
time. 

Mr. Carter: Let's go over what we agreed to. First the sunshine, we are going 
to take a whack at that, I think that's the intent of the Commission. The second 
question is to the combination of the single entity of the congressional and legis
lative districts. (Vote: 5 for, 3 against) The third question is the question of 
whether we should restructure the board (a straw vote showed 6 in favor, three op
posed). Thank you very much. The committee will take a whack at this recommendation 
and come back to the Commission. 
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The Commission recessed for lunch until 1:30 p.m. 

Mr. Carter: We have some people here interested in the report of the Committee� 
to Study the Grand Jury and Civil Petit Jury. Mary Jo Cusack would like to be� 
heard on the workmen's compensation section.� 

Ms. Cusack: I'm representing the Ohio State Dar Association. At the present time 
I am serving as the chairman of the Workmen's Compensation section of the Ohio State 
Bar Association. We have been trying for some time to have the legislature amend 
the workmen's compensation law, which will soon be the worker's compensation law, 
to allo\v appeals on occupational disease cases. Appeals from the Industrial Com
mission's decisions are permitted in an injury case, but not in an occupational dis
ease caDe. That is by statute and not by the Constitution. The Ohio State Bar 
Association has never taken a position on a constitutional amendment which would 
permit an appeal of occupational disease cases, but when we heard that you had this 
before you, we felt that I should come over here and bring the thinking of the Ohio 
State Bar Association as far as those appeals are concerned. There have been a 
great number of problems and I am not going to go through them at length. I'm 
sure you have heard them. One of the arguments against permitting such appeals is 
that there is supposed to be a certain expertise required for occupational disease 
cases which only the Industrial Commission would have and that no court or jury would 
have. I don't think I have to tell you that that is ridiculous. Any case that in
volves injury or occupational dif>ease would require medical evidence that would have 
to be brought in before the commission or before the board. Certainly the people 
on the Industrial CommissiJn are no better informed on occupational disease cases 
than on injury cases. The present chairman of the Industrial Commission has testi
fied before the house committee that he would really prefer that those cases go to 
court. 

As it stands right now, this is the situation we face. Let me take the man 
who i.s working for a long pF'riod of time and there are a number of fumes there. But 
on one particular day there are an exceptional number of fumes and he has some kind 
of attack, wlJich L~aves him with asthma, t.b., something like that. The question 
arfses whether or not this iF an injury in the course of employment because of thiS 
sudden concentration of fumes that occurred on that one day or whether it becomes 
an occupational disease because he has been subjected to this gas over a period of 
time. Nost attorneys would prefer to file it as an injury case because right now he 
can go to court if he loses on an injury case. He can not go to court on an occupa
tional disease case except on a mandamus action alleging that the Industrial Commis
sion has abused its discretion. Let me place this example in Richland County, Ohio •. 

My appeal from the Industrial Commission on an injury case must go into the common 
pleas court in Richland County. On the contrary, any mandamus action filed against 
the Industrial Commission for abuse of discretion in the event it is an occupational 
injury must be filed in Franklin County. So I could end up with a common pleas 
court or court of appeals decision in Richland County saying we do not believe this 
is an injury, but we believe that it is an occupational disease and should have 
been filed as an occupational disease, and bring that same case into the court of 
appeals in Franklin County as an occupational disease case brought on mandamus that 
the Industrial Commission has abused its discretion, and have them take the reverse 
approach and say they are no~ going to allow this as an abuse of discretion because 
,ye feel it is an injury cas __ :':·2 should have been appealed. If the Supreme Court 
has refused to review my injury case, it could very well come down with two different 
decisions from the Supreme Court particularly if the make-up of the Supreme Court 
has changed by the time you get the second case into court. So as you can see, a 
person who has obviously suffered 30me disability as a result of his employment is 
perhaps left out without any benefits because it really is on the borderline between 
an injury and an occupational diseas(. Basically, we are getting different results 
in different counties and no opportunity to have just one decision the way the law 
is right now. I think both of these matters require the expertise of the court and 
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should be permitted to be appealed to the court, and if that can be accomplished 
as a constitutional amendment we will support it. 
questions. 

I would be happy to answer any 

Mr. Montgomery: What is the law in Indiana and M
appeals to superior courts? 

ichigan for example? Do they allow 

Ms. Cusack: I honestly don't know. 

Mr. Montgomery: Did the constitutional amendment when it was first established 
provide specifically for appeals? 

Ms. Cusack: The Constitution says nothing about appeals. The injury case is appealed 
to the common pleas court, and then it would probably be appealed to the Supreme 
Court. But for occupational di.sease cases they can not be appealed to the.. common 
pleas court. That is statutory. 

Mr. Montgomery: That gives one case an awful lot of attention doesn't it? You 
give him a referee,You have about six steps in the determination, and it would seem 
to me to be an awful lot of review. 

Ms. Cusack: The workmen's compensation law is going to be changing after January 17 
as I am sure you are aware. The problem is that now the Industrial Commission 
handles occupational disease cases differently than they handle injury cases. Another 
thing is if you file it as an injury case, the thing that most attorneys will do 
to protect their client is to file both an injury and an occupational disease case. 
And we have gotten all kinds of problems because they will say, make up your mind, 
which one is it? Well, when we make up our mind and we are wrong, then our client 
is out. If we make up our mind and the court doesn'~ agree with us or the Industrial 
Commission doesn't agree with us, but we don't get them into court at the same time, 
we may have contrary decisions. Because the only way to get an appeal on occupational 
disease is to claim that there is an abuse of discretion by the Industrial Commission, 
which is very difficult to prove. The Supreme Court has not be sympathetic about 
cases charging abuse of discretion. Frankly, they are not too interested in workmen's 
compensation. One appeal that came down from the Supreme Court indicated that they 
prefered not to hear any mandamus actions. 

Mr. Montgomery: That's not right. They should either both be appealed or not. 

Ms. Cusack: We feel that they should both be appealed. 

Mr. Huston: 'Isn't it true that the present constitutional provision with regard 
to workmen's compensation is really implementation authority. Does not it say "laws 
may be passed"? It provides that the legislature can create a workmen's compensation 
board and provides that the employee's comon law right are abolished and their rights 
under the Constitution are, you might say, taken care of by workmen's compensation, 
as actually enacted by the legislature. It says "laws may be passed establishing 
a state. fund to be created by compulsory contribution by employers and administered 
by the state." It goes on to say that laws may be passed establishing a board which 
may be empowered to classify, etc. This is not a limitation provision. Do you 
think we should put into the Constitution the limitation of the constitutional pro
vision itself? The way it is set up now, the legislature has the entire responsi
bility for establishing a workmen's compensation commission or an industrial commis
sion and also for establishing the rates for employers to pay, etc. This particular 
amendment puts into the Constitution a ri.ght, does it not? Which I believe the 
Constitution permits the legislature to do today. Actually this provision of the 
Constitution to my r(c~llection was established when the courts held workmen's com
pensation laws invalid. As being unconstitutional as depriVing workers of their 
rights. And they had to establish an implementation provision in the Constitution. 
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The Constitution actually gives the legislature the right to implement a workmen's 
compensation plan, and to me that does not go into whether or not they have the 
right of appeal on various areas. That seems to be the legislature's function. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, I don't think establishing a right in here really does 
violence, that the rest of the constitutional provision goes on and gets probably 
just as detailed as this talking about procedure and powers and things like that. 
1~ere is already a lot of detail in the provision. One of our committee members, 
who practices extensively in the field, felt that there ought to be a right to a 
jury trial in an appeal. It had been tried throu~l the legislature before and did 
not pass. He had the strong feeling that it ought to be included in the Constitution 
and the members of the committee were unanimous, as I recall, in supporting that. 
It is a basic kind of a right and I guess if you think there ought to be a jury 
trial you might as well put it in the Constitution. If you don't think there ought 
to be one, then obviously you should leave it out. It doesn't offend me to see it 
in the Constitution. I think it is a question of whether you think there ought to 
be a jury trial, and if you do, I think the place for it is in the Constitution. 

~tr. Huston: Why hasn't the legislature provided for it? 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, my guess would be that this is a case of effective lobby
ing over the,years. It tends to be an issue that would gather special interest sup
port on both sides. 

Ms. Cusack: About the lobbying, when the worker's compensation law passed the last 
time, it was supposed to be a revision of the l.,orkmen I s compensation system. It 
was in there as a major change. The number of lobbyists interested was overwhelming 
and (I found this rather appalling) the issue was not whether it was right or wrong, 
it was "Hey, this is our bread and butter argument and this is what we use to hold 
against labor so that we can keep the payments low, so that we can negotiate the 
payments." I found the argument rather hard to swallow, frankly. I think. that there 
are things that ought to be in there because you feel they are right and not because 
they are a good lobbying point, or a negotiating point. 

Mr. Skipton asked about the language concerning appealing a final administra
tive decision. 

Ms. Cusack: The way the appeal is set up now the only finding that any jury would 
make is that the plaintiff is or is not entitled to participate in the workmen's 
compensation fund. The jury may not come back and make a finding about the amount 
of damages. They can only make one finding and that is that he is or is not entitled 
to participate in the fund. 

Mr. Skipton: In other words this prov~swn you interpret as meaning that the jury 
could not set the amount of damages? 

Ms. Cusack: No, not unless the statute is changed. The amount of damages per 
week a person is entitled to get if they have temporary total disability or temporary 
partial disability or perman~nt partial disability, is set by statute. There is no 
feasible way that this coul, . p construed given the present statutes to in any way 
change the requirement that the function of the jury is to determine simply whether 
or not the plaintiff is entitled to recover, not the mnount. 

Hr. f~kipton: I would support a mci;ion to delete section 35 in its entirety. and leave 
it up to the General Assembly. But I am not inclined to add anymore to what is 
in the constitution dealing with the subject. 
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Ms. Cusack: If you delete section 35 in its entirety then we would be back to the 
regular damage concept. What you have right now really is no-fault workmen's com
pensation. A person is entitled to recover whether it is the fault of the person 
or the employer, and the damages are limited regardless of whose fault it is. There 
were a couple of cases that came out recently that held that there was no right 
to go against the employer, even if the employer had been grossly negligent prior ~ 
to the accident. If you delete section 35 in its entirety, then you are opening I 

it up to law suits against the employers with no limitation on damages. 
I 

Mr. Montgomery: What exactly is the appeal used in the occupational disease case? 

Ms. Cusack: We can't use an appeal in an occupational disease case. J
I 

Mr. Montgomery: The mandamus. What is the extent of its use? 
I 

Ms. Cusack: I cannot honestly answer that. I would say probably not in most cases. 
Actually the appeals depend on the make-up of the Industrial Commission at the time 
of the decision. J 
Mr. Carter: Any further questions of Ms. Cusack? Thank you very much. 

S·enator Butts: May I ask a question of the committee chairman? In the testimony 
that you heard in front of the committee was labor involved in that at all. j 
Mr. Norris: In the last provision, you are talking about? 

Senator Butts: Yes. 

Mr. Norris: No, as a matter of fact we had no testimony at all on this provision, Jand it was placed in the committee report simply as a result of committee discussion. 

Senator Butts: Were they notifien? 

Mr. Norris: This is one of those areas where I think we know where people are lined 
up ahead of time. Our committee didn't feel that it needed to continue our meetings I 
to get testimony on this issue. Everybody on the committee is a lawyer, for example, e1 
and felt they understood what that particular issue was. But it did come up at 
the last meeting, and was inserted as a result of committee discussion. There was 
no testimony. 

Mr. Carter: I think we should proceed with question I first, which is the grand .1jury question. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, the gist of the report, of course, the main part of the 
report concerns Article I, Section IDA and is the proposal for revamping the grand 
jury. This is undot1bted~.y the most controvcrs:!.al part of the report and the major 
part too. I am interested that of all the groups that we knew would be interested 
in this proposal, none of them have shown up, which indicates to me that we were 
able to accolmnodate their objections, apparently as a result of the redrafts. We 
had very extensive testimony. '~e had some objections to this provision, and those 
were embodied in a very extensive and well reasoned brief from the prosecutors' 
association. We attempted to meet their objections, and I'm just assuming that we 
mus t have if they haven I t shown up. I have ta lked to a coupIe of key peopIe in the 
organization who reviewed this provision as i.t is before you, and they indicate • 
that it took care of most of the problems, they thou~lt, so apparently that is the 
case. What we were attempting to do mainly in the grand jury proceeding was to meet 
the objections that generally you hear about the grand jury procedure itself, the 
grand jury as an institution, and also the way the grand jury operates in relation 
to preliminary hearings, and duplication of effort that we find. I suppose the 
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• literature in the area breaks down into several areas. There are complaints on 
one side that the grand jury infringes on a defendant's right because of the secrecy. 
That it ought to be a public hearing, that there ought to be a right to cross-exam
ination, that there ought to be a right to counsel, and that there ought to be a 
requirement that exculpatory evidence be admitted as well as accusatory evidence. 

• 

• There are also complaints in that area that the prosecutor controls the grand jury, 
and it's his instrumentality and he can make it do whatever ,he wants it to. On 
the other side there are arguments that the grand jury is necessary for the protection 
of defendants' rights. That it affords some insulation, some barrier between the 
accusing authorities and the citizen's rights, and therefore that the grand jury 
serves a valuable function. 

• 

We have complaints that there is a lot of duplication. For example, if a 
felony charge is brought by information by the filing of a criminal affidavit, there 
is a right under statute to a preliminary hearing, which is essentially a probable 
cause hearing with very little burden of proof on the part of the prosecutor. In 
a county like mine, an urban county, that is before the municipal court, arraignment 
court. The case is handled by a city prosecutor, even though the charge may have 
been filed wi.th the advice of the county prosecutor. There are some problems with 
that division of authority. Often a county prosecutor will find that suddenly he 
has lost his case because the city prosecutor has bargained it away. He reduced 
the felony to a misdemeanor charge. County police often find that that has happened 

•� to them, especially county sheriffs.� 

•� 

If there is a finding of probable cause shown, that still doesn't eliminate� 
the grand jury. The defendant has an absolute right to the grand jury. He will go� 
to the grand jury unless he waives that right. So you can have two hearings in that� 
situation. If the judge finds that there was no probable cause to charge this person,� 
that doesn't mean he is k£ee. It just means s~mply that the prosecutor can go to� 
the grand jury and get the indictment. There are problems with that system when you� 
step back and look at it objectively. Now, there are some advantages to it, from 
the defense standpoint. Most defense lawyers use that as a fishing expedition. It's 
their first opportunity to get some glimpse at the prosecutor's case. Many of us 
would argue that that is not really necessary at the'present time under the discovery 

• rules that are available to the defense counsel under the adoption of the new rules 
of criminal procedure. My experience as a former city prosecutor is that it is a 
cat and mouse game. As prosecutor, I am going to show as little as I can and the 
galne is to see just how little I can produce and still have probable cause. Defense 
counsel on the other hand views that as an opportunity for plea bargaining. I 
found in my own circumstances, where we pretty much retained control of our own 

• cases that were filed in my own little municipality, I found that the only really 
valuable function that a preliminary hearing served. It was the first confrontation 
between the two sides of counsel and we worked a lot of cases out. I kind of liked 
it for that reason. But I don't know that that is a valid reason for retaining that 
kind of procedure, just to allow a first confrontation for plea bargaining. 

Wjth those things in mind the committee decided that we would like to, and 
would fly this is a primary thrust of th~ provision, we would like to limit the pro• I 

cedure to one probable cause hearing. Either a grand jury or a preliminary hearing. 
And, OJ course, you could go one way or the other. You could say the only hearing 
will Pl. a grand jury and ther.. ~ "(wide what a grQnd jury is and jJrovide the procedure. 
Or you eQuId abolish the grand jury and say that every defendant who comes to trial 

• has [\ right to a preliminary hearing. Call it v7hatever you want to and basically 
spell cut the defendant's rights. \i1e decided that what we would do would be to pre
senr'~ the grand jury because as a pt'hlic body it does have some other fuoctions which 
we fe]t were valuable investigatory functions, and it OU~lt to be preserved. And 
maybe as a matter of tradition, it ougl:t to be preserved also. So what we essentially 
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have here is a prOV~Sl.On that says that you will charge in felony cases by in
formation. Which means a ·right to a preliminary hearing, and that is the only 
probable cause hearing, unless either the prosecution or the defendant requests a 
grand jury. In that case then, you don't have a preliminary hearing. You go to 
the grand jury and that is the only probable cause hearing, and you go by indictment. 
If we were really going to be in any way intellectually honest in saying we were 
going to have only one hearing, we had to revise the grand jury proceedings some. 
And there are some revisions of grand jury proceedings. For example, counsel for a 
witness would, under this procedure, be allowed in the grand jury room. His function 
however, would be very much limited. He would not be permitted to cross-examine, 
or to examine his own witness on direct. His function would be solely limited to 
advising his client on whether or not he ought to answer questions on the basis 
ei.ther of self-incri.mination or privil~ge. Also, we require that a prosecutor, if 
he knows of exculpatory evidence, has got to tell the grand jury about it. If 
you will read the language there, it is \Cry carefully couched language (on page 4). 
It would be an unbearable burden, obviously, to require the prosecutor to prepare 
the defendant's case and anticipate what his theory of the case would be and antici
pate all kinds of exculpatory evidence. So he doesn't have to do that. lIe doesn't 
have the burden. It says "the inadvertant omissi.on by the state to inform the 
court or the jury of evidence ''i1hicil J:easonably tends to negate guilt in accordance 
with the requirements of this section does not impair the validity of the criminal 
process or give rise to liability. !I So if he knows about it he has got to tell 
the grand jury, but he isn't required to dig it up or to anticipate all that is 
exculpatory because he hasn' t.;llOUght a.bout that particular theory. If any of you 
have ever participated in either a cd.minal prosecution or defense, you know you do 
attack things from different viewpoints, al1d tr.a~ L.l the reason f or the adversary 
procedure. I don't think of everything the defense lawyer ~lould, as a prosecutor, 
and vice versa. There are various ways to approach the case, and you can't expect 
the prosecutor to put his mind in the other framework, so that is the reason for 
that kind of language. There are a few other changes in there, but nothing that 
is particularly striking. 

We kicked around some other ideas and felt really that this was the gist of 
the problem. I might say to you that the present system works. It's just a ques
tion of whether or not you thi.nk the duplication and confusion we have is burden
some and needless and ought to be abolished. Most people I talked to on both sides 
felt that there really is room for reform, that there ought to be only one hearing. 

Another criticism that could be made here, and I know Dick Maier was making 
it, you talk about a probable cause hearing, but you don't really have one. Even 
though you have opened up the grand jury somewhat, it is not really a probable cause 
hearing. That's up for grabs. You have to decide whether that is enough of a 
trade-off. The reason that you ought to preserve the grand jury and allOWing either 
party to demand it is there may be some reason for secrecy. For example, you can 
think of a situation of a prospective defendant, let's say somebody involved in pol
itics, and there is a charge that would embarass him politically and ruin his career. 
Sex offenses are under that obvious kind of charge. If there is nothing to it and 
the grand jury or any kind of probable cause hearing would quash the charges, he 
would Hke to have that secret. The same thi.ng applies to a prosecutor. There are 
some times when he is going to want secret procedings, and the obvious one there 
would br;! the organized crime kind of thing. They are most often used now in drug 
rings, you need secret indictments if you are going to run out and grab major pushers. 
YOll obviously can I t publicize that ahead of time. or they are just not going to be 
arolmd. So that is the reason to allew either one of them to opt for the grand jury. 
I fAm hopeful that most of the bugs have been worked out in these amendments. I was 
hoping that some of these people would come in and shoot at us, but they haven't 
done it. I will entertain any questions. 

I1� 
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Mr. Montgomery: Alan, I have a q~e&tion on your cC'ritmeut on page 13, on the modifi
cation of jury verdicts. The cornua ttee. thought th~~ it w~s highly doubtful that 
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the review of monetary award:; would be constitutional under the federal constitu
tion. About 15 or 20 stntes have no fault laws on automobile insurance which take 
;:lWllY that right to a jury tr.ial in civil cases. I don't thi nk that there is any 
federal question at all. I'm going to propose em amendment to section 5 when we 
get to it. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. ChairmAn, I move adoption of the committee report's r.ecommendations 
on Article I, Section 10 and lOA. 

Mr. Maier seconded the motion. 

Hr. Norris: That takes in all the grand jury. 

Senator Butts: In the inadvertant omission language, that still becomes a point 
of uppeD 1. ? 

Mr.. Norris: Yes, that's my opinion on it. 

Senator Butts: Is there a problem with creating more things, more appeals to be 
filed not on the basis of the merits of the case but on the conduct of the case, 
that you can get it thrown 0ut or start it allover .again? 

Mr. Nnrrb: There always is. Any time you create a new right or procedure, you are 
going to create a right to arpeal [rom it. How do you avoid that? Let's say for 
example th.1t ,.,0. arree that H'(' prosecutor ought to present exculpatory evidence. 
It s~ems to me that that is not too difficult to agree on. Host prosecutors agree 
that they ought to do that ctnd most of them do. That's a simple proposition, but 
hO\'l do you implement that? If you just say they have to do that, you've created a 
right, haven I t you? \.JhicIl is going to blm., almost every case out of the water be
cC!use he just isn't going to present everything he knows about it. He might over
look something. So the only Hay I knmo)' to avoid that is just not to put in the 
r.ight, not to put in the requirement. 

Senator Butts: If you take the whole thing, not only inadvertant, but the fact 
that he must present it. 

Mr. Norris: Yes, r think that I s the issue. If you do require him to present the 
py.culpntory evidence, then r think you do have to have that clause on omission. My 
own view is that in all fairness, even under the present procedure, I think the 
prosecutor ought to be presenting exculpatory evidence. That's my own view under 
the present system. If we go to an either/or situation where you have only got one 
c!wnc.c, there is only one hearing, then I think it becomes incumbent upon us to make 
the grand jury procedings more fair than they are today. So I would say that is 
something that has got to stay. 

Senator Butts: r guess my feeling is that hopefully there is some pressure on the 
prosecntor not to ask for indictments against people he thinks are innocent, but 
beyond that that he doesn't have the responsibility of preparing the defense case 
the way the adversary relationship is set up, it is unreasonable to expect him to. 
r want to take great care in cr ':at ing an opportuni ty wh ere everyone agrees he is 
guil ty but he still may go fre,_ >2~~:1Use there is a question of whether the prosecu
tor should have done a little more along the Hay on the question of presenting evi
dence. He spend so much time letting people free or trying to find a way to get 
him a little bit of jail, even though t'veryone agrees he ought to go away forever, 
inc luding the defense. .That Horr :i.cs .,10. 

Hr. Norris: I th ink this is a situation where there tends to be some agreement i.n 
hoth the defense and the ?ros(~C\:tiO:i C2:,i~)S. T~~"\ first witness who suggested this 
to us, as r recall, was the prosecut.ol." f:com Hontg,)mery County, who is, by, I think, 
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everybody's common agreelnent, one of the finest in the state. I think that was the 
first time the suggestion was raised, and it was heard at other times during the 
public testimony. 

Senator Butts: Are you talking about the inadvertant? 

Mr. Norris: I'm talking about the exculpatory. When we raised the exculpatory 
in one of our preliminary drafts, the prosecutors went bananas, not over the idea 
but about the very thing that you are tlllking about -- that they were not going to 
be able to make any conviction stick. So this i.nadvcrtant omission language really 
was a response to what we thought were very valid objections that they raised to 
our original proposal. And I must assume that they feel they can live "7ith it, or 
else we would have heard from them. Dick Mcquade the prosecuting attorney for Fulton 
county wrote the brief for the Association. 

Mr. Montgomery: What did they say about it? 

Mr. Nemeth: I should add that that brief was directed toward the first draft which 
didn't have this in it. 

Mr. Norris: "Should the pre's(;~cuting attorney be compelled to present evidence that 
tends to exculpate the defendant? This requirement to present exculpatory evidence 
placed upon the prosecuting attnrncoy the burden of making subjective judgments as 
to what is heneficial for the ac.cused." (This is the first draft where we didn't 
have the inadvertant omission lrmeu3ge.) "This decis ion must be made without know
ledge of the defense's theory of the case, nor do the proposals provide any effective 
means of enforcing this provision. In fact, this requirement is not enforceable un
less thn process is to be saddled with dilatory evidentiary appeals. We would rec
orranend that this requirement be deleted. It is only prudent that the prosecuti.ng 
attorney make available evidence to the grand jury since there is little value in 
indicting if it has no possibility in bringing a conviction at trial. His willing
neSR to disclose evidence to the grand jury results from the fact that the proceed
ings are secret. Clearly this ~equirement loses sight of the limited function of 
the grand jury. The grand jury does not determine the guilt of the accused nor 
does it determine the nature or the severity of the punishment. It's sale consid
eration is whether a crime was committed and the probable cause that the defendant 
committed the crime. The advocates of the requirement are confusing the looser 
probable cause standard to accuse an individual of a crime with the more stringent 
beyond a reasonable doubt standard required to find an individual guilty of a crime. 
It is precisely because there may be probable cause to indict and yet reasonable 
doubt as to guilt that a trial is conducted following an indictment. It is therefore 
inappropriate that grand juror.s, as this requirement applies, should invade the 
domain of the petit jury. RAther at trial, the defendant has the opportunity to 
present any evidence which is favorable to his cause." In response to this, we 
drafted the "inadvertant" language and that seemed to really change their view. 

Mr. Montgomery: We don I t knO\~ that it is if they are not here to say. 

Mr. Norris: No, but at the meeting they indicated they felt that that would take 
care of the probl~m on this point. 

Mr.. Hontgomery: I think the brief is extremely well wri.tten. 

Mr. Norris: It's a good brief. 

I 
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Senator Butts: If you take the word "inadvcrtant" out and put in "any omi-ssion", 
,..ould the sentence mean anything? 

Mr. Norris: I think so. 
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• Mr. Carson: Alan, I have a question. Did you give any cc.nsideration to the possi
bility of making morc fundamental reforms in the grand jury system to make it more 
fair as an alternative? 

• 
Mr. Norris: We had testimony, of course, from those who just felt that grand juries 
were barbnric and it ought to be a mini-trial. The connnittee just didn't agree with 

• 

that. 'l1ley feJ t that as is said in the bricf and has been said else'\lhere too,people 
do tend to confuse the probable cause with the beyond the reasonable doubt burden. 
And we Drc only talking about probable cause. You don't need a second trial at this 
level. We did feel that the two areas of abuse wcre on the exculpatory evidence and 
the presence of counsel and for that reasa n we opened those up. But when you start 
talking "bout the other functions, what you really do is open it up into a mini
trial. 11lcre are those who say why have it at all? At that point I would tend to 
agree with you. If you tend to make it a duplicating trial then I would say, who 
needs it? . 

•� Mr. Skipton: Suppose it is a purposeful omission to present evidence? tfuat happens?� 
Under thi s language? I think if you infer tltat there is no liability that is in�
advertant, then you are saying that there is liability that was advertant. 

Mr. Norris: I mean the right is either there or it isn't. I don't think this 
cre-ates <l new kind of liability. It just simply says there isn't any liability 

• that is irwdvertc1l1t. I don't guess I thought through the civil liability for a 
purposeful omis::;ion, but obviously if you are going to have that exculpatory langu
age in there, you might as "en extend it to personal liability as well. What hap
pens in your view, Julius, if the prosecutor intentionally omits exculpatory evidence? 

Mr. NClOeth: 1 think what '\lould happen in our proposal would be that the indictment 

• \\I0111d he quashed, and the lJrosecutor would expose himself to the same standards as 
nny other publlc officer for willful disregard of his duty. 

Mr. Norri.s: I think that probably is the answer. He would expose himself under 
the criminal statutes and obviously a violation of that could have civil consequences. 

•� Mr. Carter: Any further discussion?� 

}tr. Montgomery: I just wanted to indicate that Senator Butts and I will vote for 
excluding the exculpatory language if that would expedite the proceedings. 

Mr. Norris: You would have to move to amend. 

• Mr. Carter: That would be appropriate. Do we have a motion to amend? 

Mr. Montgomery: I move to amend to remove those two sentences, "at either such 
hearing", it starts there. 

• Mr. Car.ter: TIle last two sentences of the first paragraph. Is there a second to 
that motion? 

Mr. Norris seconded the mo"ion as a courtesy to Senator Butts. 

}lr. Carter: Discussion on the motion to amend? 

• Nt-. Nn:t'ris: Mr. Chairman, on the statement of opposition simply I think that our 
V08 i t ion on the committee, my positioil, has already been expressed.� 

}1.r. Carson: I had a questi.on. I am COli :crL.e~ J think about what John talked about� 
r.~garding the last sentence. I would not support thE amendment except that I am 
concerned with the case if there is an inadV'ertant omisf;:ion, the verdict would not• 781 



be effective nor would there be liability. But I can also see a case where there 
was an omission which was not inadvertant but which would not change the result. 
The question is should that change the verdict? I'm not sure we have really covered 
both sides of this coin and I'm troubled by that. 

Mr. Fauver: I feel somewhat along the same lines. I think in a couple of other 
areas of criminal law, and I am thinking specifically of unreasonable search and 
seizure types of situations, I seem to recall the United States Supreme Court holding 
that in cases where this is taking place that that need not necessarily upset a 
guilty finding, if it is based on evidence that was uncovered illegally, but it may 
impose personal liability on the part of the individual law enforcement officer for 
infringing on rights. I think I am quoting that correctly but you may know more 
about that. I'm wondering if that was considered at all. 

Mr. Norris: The only assistance I can give would be to say that without that 
second sentence, you have an absolute burden on the state to present exculpatory 
evidence. It seems to me that if he willfully does it, the penalty is in the 
criminal statute, on public officials. And I think it's a pretty high test. If 
it's willful, then obviously it is going to fit. He could be civilly liable as 
well as criminally. Let's assume that it is inadvertant. I would think that 
probably there wouldn't be any civil liability because you couldn't show that he 
knowingly, purposefully ••• I'm just thinking out loud here. So if that second clause 
of the second sentence says anything at all, it is because it protects the prosecutor. 
I don't think it creates a right. There would be a right to sue him for civil 
recovery without that second sentence. But I don't think that second sentence 
creates a right, it may not protect him enough. 

t~. Maier: I was thinking of an example where you have a secret indictment situa
tion which is not entirely unusual and the defendant in not only not there but the 
defendant doesn't even know that he is being investigated. Let's say he has talked 
to the police about perhaps having commi.tted a bank robbery in Columbus and has 
made a statement to the police. I~t that particular time I was in Indianapolis, In
dian~'and the prosecutor has this police report in his hands when he goes to the 
grand jury. This being a secret thing, why should not the prosecutor have the burden, 
even when there is probable cause, because first the issue in probable cause is pre
senting it and if he doesn't present it, of course he can't claim it is inadvertant 
if he knows about it. I would think he would be opening himself up for further lia
bility? 

Mr. Norris: I think he does. If he has read the thing, under that situation, he 
sure can't claim that he inadvertantly omitted it. Any dumbell knows that that is 
relevant to the hearing. 

}~. Montgomery: I want to say something in defense of the amendment, and that is 
that as far as I am concerned, if you leave exculpatory language in there, we're 
handing an automatic appeal to every defendant who is indicted and convicted. You 
render him another basis of appeal on a technicality which has nothing to do with 
his guilt or innocence. I assume this is going to continue the same thing we have 
seen so much of in the last 15 or 20 years in the criminal process. The prosecutors 
in the case are just wasting their time. If they don't come through with this kind 
of evidence, they are not going to get a conviction. They might get an indictment 
but they are not going to get a conviction. TI.at would be a waste of their time 
not to volunteer their stuff. But to put it in as a matter of right, this is just 
going to continue to keep people out on bond and to comnlit more crimes and to keep 
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this Whole thing open. It will terminate the criminal process. 

}~. Huston: In contravention of what you say, Don, if the prosecutor gets an in
dictment, doesn't that give him some bargaining room to get the guy to plead guilty 
to a lesser offense, which the man may not be guilty of, but due to the exposure of 
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the indictment, he would p1~ad guilty to a lesser offense? He may not ever. be 
guilty of it. 

Mr. Montgomery: How many innocent people would do that? 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, let me just insert a hypothetical reason in terms of 
abuse. There are a lot of complaints that the primary abuse is the use of grand 
juries politically. You don't have to have a conviction to destroy somebody polit
ically. An indictment is fine enough and thus obviously the requirement that the 
prosecutor tell the grand jury that there is exculpatory evidence is a protection, 
because in that political situation that is all that you need. That would just be 
one example. I'm sure in the literature there are a lot of other examples. 

}rr. Carter: Speaking as a nonlawyer, I believe most people think of an indictment 
as a conviction. They really do. So there is some validity to that point. The 
motion has been presented to delete the last two sentences. 

Senator Butts: Very briefly, I think I would agree with all of the evidence 
suggesting that the grand jury process is abused. Often you can change the process 
around and if a person wants to abuse it advertantly or inadvertant1y, they still 
can and still will. I think in a~ effort to try and do something that is occasion
ally misused, it creates this other hole for these people to keep on coming through. 
I think what people are asking for most of all is to devise ways to, with 
justice, bring to terms these people who are terrorizing our society. 

Mr. Carter: I might say that this is a question as to whether this is justice or 
not -- the grand jury procedures. 

Mr. Fauver: One final qu~~tion. Was consideration given to the possibility of 
treating this subject by legislation rather than in the Constitution? I assume it 
is possible to do it. 

Mr. Norris: Yes, but if you are going to tinker with the grand jury, it has to be 
done constitutionally. 

Mr. Fauver: Yes, but I mean the subject of the amendment on the table. 

Mr. Norris: We may have mentioned it, but decided if we were going to limit someone 
to just one hearing, we felt ,,,,e ought to package the thing and say what are the 
basic r Lghts. It may be that YtYJ felt that wasn't a basic enough right to be in 
the Constitution, but we felt it was as a package. 

Mr. Car~;on: The same thought occured to me at the same moment. It wouldn't be 
unheard of to have a prOVision which would guarantee a right saying "Laws shall be 
passed providing or requiring that evidence that may reasonably tend to negate 
the guilt ..• " and so on. In other ,Yords, telling the legislature to pass a law to 
implement this right which would include, presumably, presenting exculpatory provi
sions. I support the concept, yet I am troubled about the detail. 

Mr. Carter: The subject would be, as I understand it, that before the last sentence 
then, say "Laws may be passed. ;; 

Mr. Carson: "Shall be passed". 

Mr. Carter: So that the question c0111d be given more careful consideration by the 
legislature as far as the quid pro quos involved. Is that your thought? 

Mr. Carson: Yes. 

Mr. Fauver: In support of that, I'd jU~.t,ili,183say that one of the things that 



•I am uneasy about is inadvertant omission •. Maybe it would take on some connotations 
that we really don't have in mind. If that should happen, our alternative would be 
to amend the Constitution. The legislature would at least be able to respond a 
little more fairly to results like that. 

Mr. Norris: I don't know that it would accomplish that much, frankly. It might 
save a couple of sentences. If you are going to say that there is the ri~lt, if the 
right is so important to mention it in the constitution, and that is what you are 
saying obviously, if you are going to mandate the legislature to protect the right. 
The legislature is going to have to implement it anyhow. You've got problems of 
access to transcripts, all this kind of thing, where there is going to have to be 
legislation on it anyhow. If you are going to say that it is valuable enough. to 
protect, I don't see any problem with being this specific. 

Mr. Montgomery: I think the constitution is the place it should be handled rather 
than by legislation. It's a fundamental right. 

Mr. Norris: If you don't think it's that valuable a provision, don't put it in at 
all. 

Mr. Carter: We are now ready for a vote on the amendment unless there is further 
discussion. A show of hands was taken, 4 were in favor, 7 against. Alright, the 
amendment is defeated. We are l:eady for the question on the committee recommendation. 

The roll was called on Article I, Sections 10 and lOA. Those voting in the 
affirmative were Senator Gillmor, Representatives Fauver, Norris, Maier and Thompson; 
Messrs Carter and Huston. Senator Butts voted no, Mr. Montgomery voted no, and Messrs. 
Skipton and Carson passed. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It's 7 yes, two pass and two no. 

Mr. Carter: Do the pass people want to record their votes subsequently, out of 
curiosity? 

Mr. Carson: All I can say is I favor the concept but I don't think the language 
is adequate, so I hate to vote yes for something I don't really like, so I thought 
the best thing to do would be to pass. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, I move that the roll call be left open until the next 
meeting. 

Mr. Carter: Yes, that is our procedure. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chai.rman, I move that the recouunendation of the connnittee as it 
applies to Article I, Section 5 be adopted. 

Hr. l-10ntgomery: If it is on the table, I would like to amend to add, after the word 
"jurics","and to provide for judicial review of monetary awards for damages". 

Mr. Carter: Is there a second for the motion? Senator Butts seconds it for p~~poses 

of di~cussion. Do you want to make a statement, Don? 

Mr. 110ntgomery: Only that I think it should be constitutional to review a jury 
award 3S it is constitutional to review the award of a court sitting alone, and I 

•� 
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thi!lk there is a definite need for it in our judicial system today. And it leaves 
it up to the legislature to provide the most effective way of doing it. It doesn't 
say what the procedure should be but it lets the legislature have the ball to do 
something, whatever they choose. 

Mr. Fauver: I think· I understand the intent'~;'I.l'm not sure that I disagree with 
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that at all, but I have a question about the language. For instance, an attempt 
to put a celing on pain and suffering damages mi~lt not fit in the language that 
he is suggesting. Because he is talking about judicial review as opposed to saying 
you cannot recover more that "X" dollars. So I have to question whether his language 
is accomplishing that end. Maybe I am misinterpreting what he is trying to accom
plish. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, I assume that the amendment is directed toward the 
question of additur and remittitur, and that was one of the subjects that we were 
charged with specifically. Also the language of the amendment that what you intend 
to do is just authorize the legislature to do that by law, which they cannot do 
at the present time. 

Mr. Montgomery: To do something in the way of review. 

Mr. Norris: It has bothered me for some time that there is no real right of additur 
or remittitur upon appeal. Additur of course means increasing the amount of a jury 
verdict or a verdict by a court and remittitur means reducing it. It is interesting 
that under the rules, if there is a trial before a court without a jury, the appel
late court may add or remit without ordering a new trial. It may enter a final 
order on appeal. But if there is a trial to a jury, the appellate court may not add 
or remit without consent of the parties, whi.ch means really that they can't do it. 
You hear about remittitur and additur, but that is a consentual process where a jury 
is involved, either as a motion for a new trial after the verdict has come in or 
upon appeal. In other word~ the trial judge can say that the verdict is excessive, 
and either I am going to order a new trial or you come to an agreement on the amount • 
I think it ought to be reduced by "X" number of dollars; if you can agree to an 
amount then we will subst 4 tute that and we won't have a new trial. That's the kind 
of leverage he has. The 'rial judge cannot remit or add in response to a motion 
for a new trial. If it goes to the appellate level, essentially they do the same 
thing. All the court has is leverage, because if the court believes the verdict 
is excessive or is not high enough, the only remedy is to reverse and remand for a 
new trial. The reason for that is that you have an absolute right to a trial by 
jury and the courts have held that that means the verdict is inviolate. That's it, 
they are going to decide it. That has always offended me because it seems to me 
that in order for a system to work properly, a system of justice has to have ways 
to remedy error. That's what an appeal is -- it's how you remedy an error. You 
can remedy a final judgment on appeal in a civil case where there is a jury, for 
example, on an error of law. You can do it if it is against the manifest weight of 
the evidence. Why can't you do it if there has been an error in the verdict? I 
had thought, very simply, that we would just amend the constitution to say that, 
maybe you can find a better way, that if the appellate court finds that the amount 
of the verdict is against the manifest weight of the evidence they can either reduce 
it or increase it for that reason. It just seems to me to be in line with every
thing else. If you want to do it constitutionally, it would take an amendment. 
discovered that out of seven votes in our committee, it was kind of six to one. 
There was really no sympathy. And I think it was a combination of feelings. Some 
felt that the jury verdict ought to be inviolate. Others felt that the present 
system does work adequately, that consentual remittitur and additur is sufficient. 
I think that is probably a fair summary of the way the vote broke down and I was the 
only one who still felt otherw~~2. I have talked with defense lawyers' organizations' 
representatives and ~·1ith plainti.ffs. You would think that the plaintiff's lawyers 
would be against anything like this. But I'm told that they don't care and defense 
lawyers feel the same. So there doesn't appear to be any strong division in the 
bar anymore. Apparently there is a reeling that jury verdicts are more in line than 
they were historically. When I say historically, I mean maybe 5 years ago, when 
some thought that they were terribly excessive. I don't know what the source of 
that is, but I know I was really shocked when I discussed that with the trial lawyers' 
association, they couldn't care less. Maybe everybody thinks it works better than 
I do. " 785 
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Mr. Montgomery: It is an abuse of the system to have to threaten a new trial, the 
expense and delay and all that, to get to a review, which is really what you are 
after. You are doing one thing to, indirectly, do something that you really want 
to do. That's just playing games. That's one of the reasons why people lose 
confidence in the system, because there is so much of that horsing around, so to 
speak. 

Mr. Norris: I had some language to accomplish that, that we will try to find. And 
I think also it might be a good idea to add some burden language in it too. I 
would just hate to see trial courts reverse it willy nilly, but maybe we don't 
have to say manifest weight of the evidence. 

Mr. Fauver: I apparently misinterpreted the thrust of the amendment. I think I 
was going back to our conversation at lunch where there waS some discussion about 
the question as to whether we could limit the amount of recovery for pain and suf
fering and damages. Which is a subject I gather your amendment does not address 
itself to. 

Mr. Montgomery: No, that's another subject. What I had in mind was both inadequate 
and excessive verdicts. 

Mr. Carson: I would have to align myself with those on your committee who feel that 
the trial by jury concept is somehow inviolate. There is a remedy if a jury really 
goes haywire. The appellate acourt can order a new trial. But why would you have 
a trial by jury if you can appeal to the court of appeals? Those three judges can 
look at the evidence and say that the twelve jurors were wrong -- it should have 
b~en ~50,000 instead of $40,000. W11at is the purpose of having a jury trial if you 
are just transferring the decision to three members of the bench? 

Mr. Montgomery: I would thi.nk the legislation would safeguard against simple dif
ferences of opinions from the judges. I think it is only excesses that the legis
lation would address itself to. 

Mr. Norris: You're talking about the appellate court substituting its judgment 
for the jury verdict. If you insert, "against the manifest weight of the evidence" 
test, there has to be an abuse, not just a willy-nilly substitution. 

Mr. Carson: So it would be just eliminating a new trial? 

Mr. Norris: Yes. 

Mr. Maier: I'm lost. If you don't mean that you are substituting the judgment of 
the three men for the opinion of a certain number of jurors, whatever it might mean, 
what is it you are really doing? 

Mr. Norris: I'm talking about a "burden" test where the court of appeals cannot 
remit or add unless the verdict of the jury is against the manifest weight of the 
evidence; they're going to have to show some abuse by the jury. They can't just 
say "we would have done this". That's what I mean by substitution of their judgment. 
They have to find that there just is no support in the record, or hardly any support 
in the record, for that kind of a verdict. 

Mr. Maier: What you are really saying is that now we get to the appellate court and 
they say there is no grounds for it at all, so we are really not talking about mani
fest weight of the evidence. We are talking about abuse of discretion, and now we 
are making an appeal to the supreme court, and now we have another group of people 
substituting their discretion. What is the point of having another jury? Most of 
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us who have experience in this type of work know that there is all sorts of wrangling 
before it ever gets to the jury. The trial court generally gets you in and sits • 



both sides down and tries to hanmler you over the head with some sort of settlement. 
The reason it goes to a jury is because for some reason one side or the other 
wouldn't be hammered. In our system of justice, the ultimate way of determining 
that particular issue is by a jury verdict. That's the name of the game. 

• Mr. Norris: Certainly, what you are expressing is what the vast majority of the 
committee felt. My opinion is that that remedy is there if it is a trial by the 
court. The court of appeals cannot overturn the judgment of a trial judge sitting 
as trier of the facts simply because they disagree with something. They have to 
show that the verdict of the trial court is against the manifest weight of the evi

• dence. If it works there, why won't it work for the jury? Again, Dick, what you 
are saying, there was a very strong feeling that you are right. There is something 
about� the jury that is different and ought to be preserved. 

•� 
Mr. Montgomery: My figures might not be exactly right, but in California not too� 
long ago I think the prayer was for $50,000 plus a million dollars punitive damages.� 
The verdict was about $250,000 monetary damages and $5,000,000 punitive damages.� 
'£his was against the manifest weight of the evidence and it is going to stick.� 
Juries are increasingly doing wild things and that is the only thing that I am in
terested in. If there were some way we could control the jury going wild. Not in 
90% of the cases, because in 90% it happens just as you say and it works. 

•� Mr. Norris: The appellate court hasn't ordered a new trial?� 

Mr. Montgomery: We're seeil1t; more and more of this. If there were a way to avoid 
it and be consistent with the court's trial of the case, why shouldn't we? 

• 
Mr. Fauver: I have to a~l,:~ if the appellate court does not see fit to order a new 
trial what basis is there for thinking that they would come up with a smaller re
mittitur? 

Mr. Montgomery: Where there is no error and it is pain and suffering. 

1'1r. Faulcr: I don't know the rules in California but certainly under our rules, if 
•� it is against the manifest weight of the evidence you order a new trial. 

Mr. Norris: My argument is that in those cases today, where the appellate court 
would� order a new trial, but I'm proposing that they could remit or add then and 
avoid a new procedure. It wouldn't open it up any more though. They couldn't just 
substitute their judgment.

• Mr. Fauver: In answer to your question, we agree that we have a way of making a 
new finding in an instance where a jury has run wild and done something ridiculous. 
But the remedy in that instance is to have the trial held over again by a different 
jury, and the amendment is going to say we are going to substitute for that new jury 
the opinion of three judges. That's the question. Who makes that decision. How 

tt� about the other problem, limiting the amount of damages? 

Mr. Norris: I don't know how you would put that in the constitution. I guess you 
could say that the legislature can prescribe maximum recoveries in various areas. 

Mrs. Eriksson: There is already a provision in the constitution, Section 19A of 
•� Artir~lc I, that says that the emount of damages recoverable in wrongful death cases 

may not be limited by law. That section would have to be either repealed or amended 
if yotl were to try to ,.;rrite in some provision like that. It was added in 1912 and 
it has not had much interpretati.on because the legislature has never attempted to 
limit damages until very rf'cently. And this only applies to wrongful death cases. 

tt� Mr. Norris: They obviously felt the legislature could limit damages. 
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Mr. Carter: He have on the table before UR the question as to whether the amendment 
to Section 5 is to be nuoptN1. The language we have is to add the words "and 
provide for judici.al review of monetary awards for damages". 

Mrs. Eriksson: Could I suggest that if you want to discuss the question of limita
tion of dmnages, go on to that and wait until Julius comes back with the language 
that was previously drafted, because I donlt think this language is going to do that. 

Mr. Carter: We will table this matter for the time being. We will go on to discuss 
this matter of the legislature placing a maximum on the amount of damages. 

Mr. Norris: The committee did not consider that. The only area that we got into 
in term3 of excessive jury verdicts was in the area of remedy. I felt that there 
ought to be a remedy. 

Mr. Carter: Let me read the language with which we are concerned. liThe amount 
of damubes recover-able by civil action in the courts for death caused by wrongful 
acts, neglect, or default of another, shall not be limited by law." It refers ~specifically to death and nothing else. 

Mr: Montgomery: We should repeal that. 

Mr. Norris: You could add a new first sentence and put an lIexcept" before that 
language. 

Mr. Fauver: We are really talking a lot about negative implications today. I 
hadn't been fully aware of that.� 

Mrs. Eriksson: I don't know whether the argument has been made or not, that this� 
section implies the right to limit damages in all other cases.� 

Mr. Fauver: I'm thinking of the limitations in the medical malpractice act.� 

Mr. Norris: That has been knocked out several times. We have our common pleas� 
decision. As I understand, his opinion simply cited the opinion of another Common 
pleas judge who said it was unconstitutional. 

Senator Butts: I like the IIlaws may be passed ll approach. 

Mr. Carter: In other words, you want to see it expressly permitted in the constitu
tion, that it can be done by the legislature. 

,
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Senator Butts: Yes. 

Mr. Carter: If there is sufficient interest, I think the committee would be 
delighted to submit this to us at our next and final meetirig. As to the concept 
of giving the legislature the authority to place a maximum limit on damages. 

Mr. Carson: Can we do that now except in wrongful death cases? •I
I 

! 

Mrs. Eriksson: We don't know. It might take a little research to see if there are 
any court decisions. 

Mr. Norris: The only decisions that we know of are the ones on medical malpractice. • 
We know of at least two common pleas court decisions holding that unconstitutional. 

Mrs. Eriksson: But we don't know on what basis. 
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• Senntor Butts: If I can inject some legislative insight, in the discussion there 
were two portions of the medical malpractice bill - one was the $200,000 in general 
datuages, which was basically pain and suffering. There was also the half million 
dollars which was on everything except wrongful death and we had to except that out 

•� because of the provision in the Constitution. I think the reason it didn't pass� 
the senate was the same argument there was that this surely was unconstitutional. 
In other words, they tried to make some difference. Maybe this other one is, maybe 
it isn't -- this $200,000 but surely this $500,000 is unconstitutional. That 
jgn I t an ans"Ter, but it gives you some idea of the views of the Judiciary Connnittee 
chairman. 

Mr. Norris: I think Section 19A could be replaced very easily -- you just turn it• 
around and say you ~ instead of you can' to Laws may be passee1 to limit the 
amount of 1iability. 

Mr. Montgomery: Wrongful death would not be singled out for special treatment. 

• Mr. Norris: As to the other question, we had some preliminary language that was 
rejected by the committee that could be worked around. 

Mr. Mont~~nmery: The two ideas are not inconsistent with each other. 

• Mr. Carter: I think the proper procedure would be for the committee to come up with 
recom:nendations i.n these two areas for consideration at the next commission meeting. 

Mr. Norris: If I might make a suggestion, why don't you just appoint me as a drafts
man rather than going back to the comnittee and holding a con~ittee meeting? 

• Mr. Carson: Are we talki..llg about personal injury cases only? 

lob--. Norris: I think it will be drafted to cover any jury case. Then you can shoot 
at it if you want to limit it. 

Mr. Carter: I think it should go out to the commission before the next commission 
• m(!cting So that we can act on it at that time. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, I move that the connnittee recommendations relative to 
S~ction 35 of Article II be adopted. 

Mr. Montgomery seconded the motion.

• Hr. HU:j>ton: Pre-sently this section just authorizes the general assembly to establish 
a workmen's compensation system. This the legislature has done. It has defined 
the rights of workers, the rights of the employers, it has defined what a compensable 
injury is, and has changed it over the years; it has also defined what an occupational 
disease is, and has changed that over the years; it establishes the amount of the 

• 

.. award, 81so establishes the amount of the employer's contribution; it establishes 
a means of review of the award, and it appears to me that if you put a provision in 
the com:titution such as proposed here, that certainly hamstrings the legislature 
when they want to change certa~n parts of the compensation system. It seems to me 
that i~ is a matter to be lef, ~J ~he legislature in connection with thA whole system 
of workmen's compensation. 

Mr. MCJntgomery: Is there anything in the constitution· that would prohibit the leg
isli\t.:llre from allowing private insur.:.:nce carriers to compete in this field? If 
there is, I think we should have some language that says that the l~gislature could 
do that. Does this language require a .~tate monopoly? 

• 



Mr. Norris: We tried to do that in the legislature, and I think we were assuming 
that the legislature could do that. 

Mr. Montgomery: Could we have some language to the effect that nothing her.ein 
shall be construed to prohibit the legislature from allowing private coverage for 
workmen's compensation? 

Mr. Carter: Don, I was on the committee that originally considered this, and I 
think the testimony we had was that it was impractical in this day and age for a 
private insurance carrier to do this, what with the reserves that are necessary and 
so forth. 

Mr. Montgomery: Ohio is the only industrial state that does not permit private in
surance coverage for workmen's compensation. It may be impractical, but all the 
others do it. 

Mr. Huston: You tnay have an impediment in the present constitution -- it talks 
about creating a state fund. 

Mr. Norri.s: It talks about "payments therefrom". "Such compensation". is in lieu 
of all rf.ghts. 

\ 

Mr. Montgomery: It sounds as though this is an exclusive method. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I don't think you could deny the worker the right to sue or deny 
the employer his common law defenses unless you follow the constitutional provisions. 

Mr. Montgomery: I don't want to provide for it in the constitution, just give the 
legislature the right to do so if it wants to. 

There was general agreement that such a provision should be drafted by the 
staff for commission consideration. 

TI1~ ~oll was called on the committee recommendation to permit an appeal to 
court in all worker compensation cases,with the stipulation that it would not pre
clude further consideration of the section. 

Those voting yes were: Representative Norris and Mr. Carson. Those voting 
no were: Senators Butts and Gillmor; Representative Thompson; Messrs. Carter, Huston, 
Montgomery, and Skipton. The roll call was held open until the next meeting. 

Mr. Carter: The next meeting, which will be about the second week in February, 
will be the last formal meeting of the Commission. We will send out postcards to 
get your preference for a date for that meeting. 

TIle meeting was ,adjourned. 

Ann M. Eriksson, Secretary Richard H. Carter, Chairman 
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Fcbr~ary 22. 1977 

Minutes 

TIle Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission met on February 22 at 10:00 a.m. in 
House }{oom 7 of the State House in Columbus. Present were Chairman Richard Carter. 
Vice-Chairman Linda Orfirer, Senators Butts, Gillmor,.Mussey and Roberto; Representa
tives Hartley, Norris, Oxley, Stinziano, and Thompson; Messrs. Carson, Fry, Huston, 
Mansfield, Unger and Mrs. Sowle. 

Mr. Carter welcomed new members, Representatives Mike Oxley and David Hartley and 
Senator Roberto. The minutes of the last meeting were approved as mailed. 

Adoption of a resolution authorizing the Chairman to approve travel vouchers of 
commission members, the director and staff was moved by Mr. Fry, seconded by Mr. 
Mansfield and adopted. 

.. 
TIle chair declared that the proposal to amend section 35 of Article II to permit 

appeals to common pleas court and jury trials in all workmen's compensation cases had 
failed. The vote was as follows: those voting yes were Senator Mussey, Representatives 
Fauver, Hartley, Norris and Stinziano; Messrs. Aalyson, Bartunek, Carson, Wilson, Mrs. 
Sowle and Mrs. Orfirer. Those voting no were Senators Gillmor and McCormack; Represen
tative Thompson; Messrs. Carter, Cunningham, Guggenheim, Heminger, Huston, Montgomery, 
Skipton and Unger. 

The chair then announced that the vote on the grand jury proposal (sections 10 and 
lOA of Article II) was much closer, 17 yes and 4 no votes, and the vote would not be 
closed until the end of the meeting. Mr. Fry and Representative Oxley voted yes. 

Mr. Carter: The first _em on the agenda is apportionment. 'nle committee is presenting 
two alternatives to the Commission. The first one constitutes the original committee 
recommendation modified to take into account the comments of the Commission at the 
last meeting. And the second one is the proposal that has been submitted to the Com
mission by Mr. John McElroy. I would characterize the distinction between the two as 
the committee recommendation makes an attempt to get the matter out of partisan poli
tics, or at least to make it bi-partisan in approach. Mr. McElroy's takes the approach 
that this is a partisan matter and there is no way of getting around it so that the 
best approach is to bring the matter out in the open and to have it subject to scrutiny 
with certain safeguards so that the public will have an opportunity to look at the pro
posals, with the intent that by giving it public scrutiny that the partisan process 
will be restrained and responsible. 

Mrs. Sowle: In response to Mr. McElroy's proposal, the committee added an extension 
of the time table to require publication of a tentative proposal in advance, so that 
the public response can be made before adoption rather than after. 

Mr. Carter: The congressional districting in both proposals has been left up to the 
discretion of the legislature rather than being mandated in the Constitution. 

Mrs. Sowle: The committee proposal specifies the commission appoint its staff. That's 
an addition to the last proposal. The time table is expanded to allow for publication 
of a tentative proposal bef01"_ &doption rather than after and to allow for feedback 
from the public with regard to a plan. The committee proposal retains the idea of a 
bi-partisan commission, with the fifth person chosen by the four appointed. If they 
can not agree, it still employs a lottery. 

Mr. Fry expressed the opinion that if the choicelltthe fifth person goes to the 
lottery the four must submit names the~l have already suggested because those are 
probably the best people, and least partisan. 

.. Mr. Carter noted that part of the pressure to get them to agree is that the 
person chosen by lot is more likely to b~~~gh}y partisan. 



Mr. Carter: I'm not sure we can restrict the names in the lottery. The process 
would be that the four would get together and the usuah· discussion: who can we select 
that would have the support of the public and both parties. And that discussion hope
fully would result in a choice. They don't actually submit names in that procedure, 
that would just be a deliberative process. So there is no name that they have submit
ted at that point and they may not all suggest a name. In case that process fails, 
they then would go into the process of submitting names. 

Mr. Fry: Once we get the board, I think we would be well advised to let them handle 
both congressional redistricting and apportionment because that's a tough thing to do 
in the legislature, and I don't know anyone who has ever participated in it who felt 
so very good about the results. 

Mr.. Carter: That was the original recommendation of the committee. Senator Butts at 
the last meeting had a rather eloquent statement to the effect that this was one of the 
few ways that the legislature and the people of the State of Ohio keep control over 
their congressional delegation, and he felt that it ·was very important that the legis
lature retain that power. The committee's feeling was that that was such a hurdle, 
and this is a compromise in the hope that it would muster the necessary support to get 
the main thing across which was the idea of a bipartisan commission. 

Mr.. Fry: No matter what we recommend, when this gets to the legislature it's likely 
to be changed in a lot of respects anyhow. 

Mr. Carter; Don't you think we ought to take a stand as a commission? 

Mr. Fry: Certainly. I think we should make a recommendation because we will have had 
more time to consider it than a lot of the legislative committees will at the time 
they receive it. 

Mr. Mansfield: I'm persuad~d that we ought to deal with both state and federal. 

An informal vote showerl support for this concept. 

Senator Gillmor: Mr. Chairman, I agree with the committee's approach which is to leave 
it optional for the legislature on congressional districting. 

Representative Hartley: I think there are more people in the state than you realize 
who know that the election of the governor, secretary of state, and whoever controls 
reapportionment. Are we going to go against the will of the people with the lottery? 

Mr. Carter: The justification is that it puts a great deal of pressure to have a bi
partisan commission rather than a partisan one. 

There was discussion about requiring that the names submitted to the secretary of 
state for the lottery must have been discussed by the four in attempting to choose 
the fifth. 

Mr. Carson: I think if it is possible for a chairman to be selected by agreement, it 
is probably going to be done by people other than these four people themselves. I 
think probably a whole list of names will be discussed to see whether there could be 
common agreement. I reall} don't anticipate that this decision is going to be made at 
this first meeting. I'm sure there is going to be a lot of help from the party chair
man and that sort of thing. 

Mr. M3nsfield: There is nothing wrong with that. 

Mr. Carson: If it is possible to select a chairman by agreement it's going to be done 
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Mr. Fry: Could we do this? Following the discussion, the nominees be named, made 
public. They are going to get reaction from the press. If they don't agree on them 
then you go to the lottery. And if I'm sitting here as a member of the majority and 
say we either take so and so and we'll take a SO-50 chance of losing him. 

Mr. Carter: You're suggesting that each of the members make a nominee for chairman 
which would be made public. 

Mrs. Orfirer: But as many as they wanted could be brought up, right? Not just one 
from each one. 

Mrs. Sowle: Would it be consistent with your proposal to say each one at the very first 
meeting can propose a name or maybe two, and then they would have to stay with that 
pool of names? I think that is an appealing idea, but doesn't it doesn't give them the 
flexibility to say, yes, we didn'~ think of John Doe and that's a perfect proposal. 

Mrs. Eriksson: If you are going to have a meeting and discuss names, that is going to 
be an open meeting so anyone interested in knowing what names they are discussing would 
be able to be present at that meeting. 

Mr. Carter: You could limit each member to submit one name for the lottery purpose. 
Any number of names can be suggested, but the person they finally select has tO'be 
limited to those nominated. The four members shall nominate persons to serve as chair
man, and then, failing agreement, they go to the lottery and each can nominate a person 
that W.IS among the nominee"l. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Each person in the initial round, in the attempt to agree on a fifth 
person, is not limited to nominating one person. 

It was agreed that an amendment would be drafted to this effect over lunchtime 
for afternoon consideration. 

Representative Hartley: I think the difference in the commission proposal as opposed 
to John McElroy's proposal -- I think the partisanship is still going to be there and 
John Mc~lroy's proposal accepts the fact that partisanship is going to be there, ex
cept that it makes it public. 

Mr. Carter: That is, in essence, correct. I would say on behalf of the committee 
that it is going to support either proposal. It has a preference for the one that we 
have been talking about but in case that would not carry the day, it would be prepared 
to support the public airing of the partisan process. 

An informal vote was taken showing about equal support for the committee proposal 
and Mr. McElroy's proposal. 

Mr. Carter: Mr. McElroy's is basically the status quo, but with public airing of the 
whole process. 

Mrs. Sowle: And the appointment of staff. 

Mr. Carson: I have one or n' . lu~stions on the committee proposal. There is a prohi
bition against any elected or appointed officer serving. What was the need for that? 
That's not in the present Constitution, of course. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think the committ~e was concerned with trying to get one step away 
from the present situation, which in fact does consist of certain named elected public 
officials and persons appointed by other public officials. And there is no prohibition 
against the public official serving. It is intended to move it more into the citizen 
arena. 
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Mr. Carter: I don't think that was a very strong feeling. It is'a question of whether 
you arc going to have a citizens' commission, or whether you want to include public 
officials in ~\erc. 

Mr. Carson: It seems to me that if it is possible to find a chairman who is acceptable, 
it could well be a public official, a mayor of some community or maybe an elected 
official. Why is it necessary to prevent that from happening? 

Senator Gillmor moved to delete it and Mrs. Orfirer seconded the motion. A 
majority agreed to the amendment. Three were opposed. 

Mr. Carson: I want to make sure the language permits the chairman of this commission 
to vote. 

Mrs. Eriksson: I think it is clear that the chairman is a member of the commission•and that it takes at least a majority of the members of the commission to adopt a plan. 

Mr. Carson: Let me point out line 5 on page 2, where it says "the chairman shall give 
the members two weeks prior notice ••• ". 

Mr. Carter: Nolan, could I refer you to the fifth line of the second paragraph; "a 
fifth member who shall be chairman••• ". 

Mrs. Eriksson: You could say "give the other members notice of the meeting". 

Mr. Carson so moved and Mr. Fry seconded the motion. All voted in the affirmative. 

Mr. Carter: Are we going to have the congressional districting mandated by the Consti
tution, or make it discretionary to the legislature? 

Mr. Fry: You could just put a period after Congress in the first sentence of that 
last paragraph and then strike the rest of the language. 

Mr. Carter: We would go back to the original committee recommendation for a seven man 
commission including two persons appointed by members of Congress and the congressional 
districting would be done by the same commission that does the legislative districting. 

Mr. Fry: But the ones that you would add would simply be for the purpose of congression
al redistricting? 

Mr. Carter: No, we had congressmen appointees participating in the legislative appor
tionment too. 

Mrs. Eriksson: Now they could be congressmen. 

Mr. Unger: The whole commission under that revision could be made up of the state 
legislature if they so decided. 

Mr. Carter: That's correct. 

Senator Gillmor: If this is permissive so that you can set it up anyway you want to 
by law, suppose the law says that the designees shall be designated by a majority of 
the congressional delegation from Ohio. Even though they may have to be from opposite 
parties, you could have one person of that party and then a friendly person of the 
opposite party. 

Mr. Fry: I'm not certain that the legislators are going to like the idea of congress
men sitting and having a part of their apportionment. I would guess that the congress
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men could have just as much input on the co~ission as they can in the legislature and 
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wouldn't be losing anything even without actual representation. I would support in 
legislative apportionment the group that we are appointing doing congressional re
districting as well as apportionment. 

Mr. Carson: I totally overlooked the point that Paul Gillmor made. Did the committee 
consider that? 

Mr. Carter: That point didn't come before the committee and I do think it's a good 
point. 

Mr. Huston: You attempt to get bipartisan representation. You are never sure you are 
going to. I'm inclined to agree that having the congressional members sit on the appor
tionment board for the state legislature is probably a poor choice. 

Mr. Mansfield: I prefer not to h?ve the congressmen represented. 

Mrs. Eriksson: The original proposal of the committee would have mandated congressional 
districting, and the two congressional appointees were chosen by the group of representa
tives to the United States House of Representatives of each of the two political parties. 
In other words, the democrats would pick one and the republicans would pick one. When 
I rewrote this, I didn't go into so much-detail because this was optional with the gen
eral assembly anyway. 

Mr. Carter: We could go back to the language we had before "shall be appointed I by the 
two delegations". 

Mr. Fry: I'd still like to raise the question of whether we want congressmen on the 
commission. 

Mr. Carson moved, Mr. Unger seconded to eliminate the last sentence. A voice vote 
was taken, none were opposed. The last sentence was deleted. 

Mrs. Sowle: And we are leaving in "if so provided by law". 

Mr. Mansfield: As I understand, we deleted that sentence that disqualifies holders of 
public office. What is the possibility that with that sentence out and with no specific 
authorization that members of the general assembly and other public officers can serve, 
what is the possibility of running against that other section which precludes a member 
of the general assembly from holding any other public office? 

There was discussion on this point. 

Mr. Carter: Perhaps we ought to take a look at that before our afternoon session.� 
Your point is Bruce, that even if we deleted that it may not have any effect, if we want� 
to have elected and appointed officials eligible so we would have to state it affirmatively.� 

Mrs. Orfirer: When I voted for that deletion it was with the understanding that members� 
of the general assembly~uld not be eligib~le._. I would certainly change my vote if you� 
were going to reword this to say that this was not a public office or that they were� 
eligible. I think that when we talked about public officers or people who were elected� 
or appointed we were thinking _c~h more in terms of local government officials or� 
judges or that kind of person, and not legislators.� 

Mr. Unger: Mr. Chairman, I think it is worth pointing out that all of the discussion� 
that has happened since that vote mal~2s it quite clear that almost everyone who has� 
spoken assumes although it hasn't been said that the result would be a commission made� 
up almost entirely, if not entirely, of legislators, and that's why I voted against� 
deleting that section. I don't think it should be a legislative commission•� 
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I tllink our major purpose in rewritting this section in the beginning was • 
to make a citizens' commission. And as you stated when the discusssion started today, 
the option of having either a partisan or a seemingly nonpartisan or bipartisan method 
of doing this, and I favor the bip::lJ~tisan to the extent in realism that it's possible. 

Mr. Carter: Perhaps to cover both thoughts could we change that sentence to "elected 
or appointed officers other than members of the general assembly may serve as a member 
of the conunission."? 

Senator Gillmor: Personally 1 don't see any reason to exclude legislators, but I don't 
feel that strongly about it if that's what the majority wants. 

Mr. Carson so moved and Mr. Unger seconded. The motion was agreed to. 

Mr. Carter: We have Professor Jo~n Laubach here from Otterbein College. I understand 
you have some students here with you to observe what goes on here. 

Professor Laubach: That's true, we have here our class in state and local government. 

Mr. Carter: We welcome you to the confusion that exists in this commission. I also 
understand we have the Franklin County Prosecutor here who would like to make a state
ment on the grand jury when we get to that, Mr. George Smith. 

Do we want to state that the apportionment commission shall be responsible for 
dividing the state into districts for the election of representatives to the U.S. Congress? 
And then the question is the last pht'ase "if so provided by law". We could delete the 
last phrase and then they would have the responsibility. 

Mr. Mansfield: I move that we delete the words following "congress". 

Mr. Fry seconded the motion. 

Senator Gil1mor: I think that it should be an option of the legislature. I'm not so 
sure I disagree with the point that it doesn't hurt for the legislature to have a little 
bit of string on some of the congressmen. 

Mr. Fry: I will express the opinion that I expressed earlier. I think that any legis
lator who has participated in congressional redistricting will state that it's a very 
unsatisfactory way to do it. Your congressmen are going to be at every legislator, 
writing to him, trying to get what is particularly good for his district, instead of 
having a balanced approach. It gets to be a horsetrading deal. No one is satisfied. 
I think we should recommend deleting the language after "congress" in the balance of 
that sentence in the second line in the last paragraph. 

Mr. Unger: If the apportionment for members of congress isn't done in this fashion 
can anyone speculate on how it would be done? 

Mr. Fry: It would be done by the legislature just as it is done now. 

Mr. Carson: Would this satisfy the federal statute? 

Mrs. Eriksson: We don't knuw because so far no other state has done congressional 
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districting other than by the usual legislative process. A similar provision was 
written into the new ~lontana Constitution. As far as I know, that has not been ques •tioned, but it has not been used because there has been no census since that constitu
tion ~as adopted.� 

Senator Mussey: I wonder if consideration had been given to the possibility under this� 
language of one county furnishing the entire co~ission. 
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Mr. Carter: You mean as to whether it could happen? 

• 
Senator Mussey: Certainly. There are 23 or 24 members in Cuyahoga county and 12 
in Hamilton county. 

Mr. Carter: The four members of the commission are appointed by the four legislative 
leaders in the house and the senate. If they all agree on having them all from the 
same county, it could happen. It hadn't been discussed at all to my knowledge. 

•� 
Senator Mussey: These are the kinds of things that can happen.� 

Senator Butts: You talk about the letters we get from congressmen, those might be the 
only letters we get. I don't want to reiterate what I said at the last meeting which 
was that I think it is appropriate to have some balance in the relationship between 
the two bodies. • 

• A show of hands was taken (9 voted yes, 3 voted no). The motion was adopted. 

Senator Gillmor: In this selection by lot by the secretary of state, there is a lot 
at stake. Is it possible for the secretary of state to get those four names submitted 
to him and the next day say he threw them all in a hat and drew out this one who just 

•� happens to be of the same political party he is?� 

Mr. Carter: How about add-:ng "in public"? 

Mr. Huston: In the presence of the commission. 

• Senator Gillmor moved adding, after "secretary of state", "in the presence of 
the commission". 

Mrs. Sowle: I think there is something requiring that all commission activities be 
public. 

•� Mr. Carter: This is to make sure that the lot is an action that is public.� 

Mr. Mansfield: Drop the phrase "in the presence of the commission" -- "public" is 
sufficient. 

Mrs. Orfirer: It would be public if you have it in the presence of the commission. 

• Mrs. Sowle: It says all meetings of the apportionment commission shall be open to the 
public. 

Mr. Unger: This may not be a meeting. 

• Mr. Carter: Perhaps we could cover both by saying "shall be chosen by the lot by the 
secretary of state at the meeting of the commission". 

Senator Gillmor: I will amend the motion to read that way. 

Mr. Fry seconded. The motion was adopted.

• Mr. Carter: Now the next item on the agenda I think we can cover before lunch -

• 

legislator eligibility to certain offices. You have a memorandum on this question 
from the What's Left Committee. It was pointed out that this has created some situations 
that were felt to be adverse to the public interest in the current scene. And that 
what was put in the Constitution related to a long time ago when the legislature was 
all powerful. The checks and balances that have come into the picture since that time 



have really negated the possibility of abuses in this area, and it is actually working 
against the public interest today. TIle committee I think unanimously recommends this 
change to the Commission. 

Senator Gillmor moved the adoption of the committee recommendation and Mrs. Sowle 
seconded. 

Mr. Carson: Did the present language in Section 4 of Article II come from this commission? 

Mr. Carter: The Commission made a few cosmetic changes but this goes back, as I recall, 
to 1802. 

Mrs. Eriksson: It was amended in 1973 as a result of our recommendation. 

Mr. Carson: And we are asking to~go back to the voters again and change our own recom
mendation? 

Mrs. Eriksson: It was a combination of two existing sections and was part of the rewrite 
of Article II, the legislative article. The language itself has been in the Constitution 
since 1851. What we did was combine two existing sections into one section. 

Senator Gillmor: As I recall there was a change made in that constitutional provision, 
but the Commission intention was that it was a nonsubstantive change. It was just to 
clean up the language. We arc not reversing a recommendation that we made. 

Mr. Carter: This question did not receive consideration by the Commission on its merits. 

Mr. Carson: I guess I have some hesitation to go back to all the voters of Ohio with 
the same section again when we should have perhaps considered it back then. Does this 
really create much of a problem in the state of Ohio? It only talks about appointed 
officials, it doesn't bar a member of the legislature from running for election to 
another office. It only prevents him from accepting an appointment if the compensation 
was increased during his present term or the office was created during his present term. 

Senator Gillmor: I don't know whether it is all that critical, although I think it is 
probably more critical than a lot of other changes that we made, like on the duelist 
provision and some other things. The original concept of this constitutional provision 
was a good one. It was aimed nt preventing the legislature from setting up a lot of 
lucrative offices by statute with t.he understanding that they could be appointed to them. 
I just don't think today that that, as 2 practical matter, is any problem. With the 
press coverage that you have, it is just not going to happen. It seemed to me that 
the compensation provision causes problems particularly because at the time that this 
went in in the early 1800's we didn't have the kind of inflationary pressures that we 
do now. As a practical matter, every session of the general assembly raises the salary 
of everybody, basically just to keep up with the cost of living. It is not really an 
increase in compensation. This provision excludes a certain category of people, legis
lators, from being considered for any of these appointed positions. On the federal 
level, for example, Carter went to Congress to appoint one congressman as Ambassador 
to the United Nations. He selected another congressman for Secretary of Agriculture. 
For example, we had an appointee as Director of Insurance seven or eight years ago who 
was a member of the legislature, and resigned from the senate, and then found out he 
was ineligible to be appointed because the pay had been ilLcreased. He didn't vote 
for thnt pay increase thinking he was going to be appointed Insurance Commissioner. 
The abuse this was to guard against really isn't a danger now. It has the practical 
effect to simply automatically exclude a group of people whom I see no reason for ex
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•� 
cluding.� 

The roll was called, as follows: Yes: Senators Butts, Gillmor, Mussey, Roberto;� 
Messrs. Carter, Huston, Mansfield; Mrs. Sowle and Mrs. Orfirer. No: Messrs. Carson 
and Unger. 798 • 



• Mr. Carter: We will keep the roll call open. Would you be good enough then to make 
your statement Mr. Smith? 

Mr. Smith; Mr. Chairman, I note that there is some confusion as to what the position 

• of the Ohio Prosecuting Attorneys is on this grand jury proposal. We feel that the 
proposal would sabotage an established system of checks and balances within the crimi

• 

nal justice system. Though some duplication between the preliminary hearing and grand 
jury no doubt occurs, and the proponents talk about eliminating that duplication, the 
grand jury offers a more thorough forum for inspection of criminal evidence than a 
preliminary hearing. The courts of Ohio have recognized candor unique to the grand jury 
proceedings and the supreme court of Ohio has said "the grand jury room is a secret 
chamber where, independent of fear, favor and effect on and unmoved by malice, hatred, 

• 

or ill will, charges against persons may be investigated and indictments presented if 
the facts warrant them." A second hearing, in other words, under the present system 
where you have a preliminary hear~ng arid a second hearing, the person charged with a 
crime has a right to a second hearing before a grand jury. It provides another look 
at the case and often, I might add, a much more thorough look, in fact, almost always 
a more thorough look. We feel also that the grand jury, particularly a grand jury that 

• 

is in session constantly and is used to concerning criminal cases, is a superior inves
tigative tool, particularly on the more complicated cases. If you have a complicated 
embezzlement thing, a complicated public corruption type thing where you must take 
testimony and fit the pieces together and this is very helpful from this standpoint. 
Also a prosecuting attorney, a police officer, or what have you is powerless to subpoena 
witnesses, put witnesses under oath, and obtain records by subpoena by any other method 
than through the grand jury. And this is again a valuable investigative tool. In 
cases of immediacy where evidence should be formally probed, the prosecutor will have 
access to a standing grand jury. A special grand jury, as the amendment would contem
plate, just to hear such matters, will unduly encumber the process. As to the secrecy

• of the grand jury, behin~ closed doors the prospective defendant will sometimes consent 
to addrcssthe grand jury, sometimes to clarify or crystalize the entire case. Many 

• 

witnesses will not testify except under the cloak of secrecy of a grand jury. We have 
had personal experience of this in our own office, where people would refuse to speak to 
the investigating agency, namely the State Patrol, but when they were subpoenaed to 
the grand jury they came in and made a clean statement as to their part in the subject 
of the investigation. We feel of course that the witnesses will be much more candid 
before a grand jury which is helpful to the investigation. Though the expense and al
location of resources for grand juries continues to cost the criminal justice system 
hard to come by dollars, it is currently worth it. Counties that have grand juries 
must literally usher the grand juries through a lengthy training period so that they 
will properly perform their imporcant task. Grand juries which are specially called

• for special offenses only, such apparent important matters might receive less than ade
quate treatment or the grand jurors for each separate investigation would have to be 
retrained costing valuable time and money. Now, where a deceitful prosecutor could 
indeed manipulate a grand jury, laws provide the best safeguards available to prevent 
this abuse. First of all, the jurors are selected like any other jurors on an impartial 
basis. In this county, by computer from the rolls of electors. The jurors take an

• oath demanding that they perform impartially to the best of their skill and understanding. 
Now while the prosecutor can direct the investigation and must direct the investigation 
brought to the attention of the grand jury, he is not permitted to be present during 
the expression of views or the taking of oath. The prosecutor must leave the room. 
If a prosecutor abuses his of~~~8 in conducting investigations before the grand jury, 

• 
he must answer to the voters as well as the courts. And I believe this is a strong 
deterrent. As a matter of fact, a violation of the secrecy of the grand jury places 
the prosecutor in a position where he would have to face criminal sanctions. Now 
there is a part in this amendment tt~t proposes that the prosecutor disclose evidence 
that "tends to negate the guilt of the .'lcL:used". Proponents of this amendment might 
argue that this proposed provision woull further safeguard the criminally accused 

• 
from wrongful prosecution, and it sounds very'gboa on its face. The Ohio Prosecuting 
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Attorneys Association feels that adequate safeguards already exist. The code of 
professional responsibility, as adopted by the Supreme Court of Ohio, Rule 16 of the 
Ohio Criminal Rules of Procedure, requires that all exculpatory evidence in possession 
of the prosecution be turned over to the defense during discovery. And just last 
week in the U.S. Supreme Court they similarly required the prosecution to release 
exculpatory information to the defendant. There is no standard of disclosure under the 
proposed amendment as set forth. To summarize, the Prosecuting Attorneys Association 
recommends: (a) grand juries should remain intact as an essential cog in the criminal 
justice system of Ohio; (b) the advi.ce of coull.sel - regarding that there are already 
adequate safeguards. It is not an adversary proceeding. All potential defendants lnust 
be advised of their rights -- that is the current case law. Counsel is already allowed 
outside of the grand jury room, so that an individual ~lSt be advised that he may 
leave and discuss any question with his counsel. And again, we are only deciding 
probable cause before a grand jury, not guilt or innocence. Should this person be 
charged, they have the right to a. fair and impartial trial by a jury of their peers 
following that. And I have just mentioned the part regarding the negation of the guilt 
of the accused as are adequate safeguards and responsibilities on the lawyers who serve 
as prosecuting attorneys in this state at this point. MOst important, this proposal 
removes the charging of crimes from the watchful eyes of the grand juries who are reg
ular jurors and electors of the state. Thank you for this opportunity, }tr. Chairman. 

The Commission recessed until 1:30 p.m. 

Mr. Carter: Let's go back now to the matter of apportionment. A proposed amendment 
is before you to do what we were talking about before lunch. 

It was moved by Mr. Mansfield, seconded uy Mr. Fry that the amendment be adopted. 
It was adopted. 

Mr. Carter: We will have to cover the procedures in a letter. The first motion, if 
adopted, would be the commission reconmendation. If it is not, then we will vote on the 
second one, the McElroy proposal. 

Mrs. Orfirer: We should have bl0 different mail votes. 

Mr. Unger: The second depending on the outcome of the first. 

Mr. Carter: So we will have one vote, and then we will authorize the chair 
on a seoond vote, then in case the first one does not pass. 

to carry 

Mr. Carson moved that procedure be followed, and Mr. Huston seconded. All voted 
aye. 

Mr. Carter: Are there any other further items to be brought before the Commission be
fore we take a vote on the committee recommendation? 

Mr. Huston: Let me ask you this question of procedure. Suppose you have three people 
submit the name of one person that was previously nominated. They didn't nominate the 
person. That way that gives them three chances out of one of having his name selected 
and that could be done by t:le language here. 

Mrs. Orfirer: Nothing wrong with that. 

•� 
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Mi·. Huston: It would seem to me that what you were ~rying to do was to prevent that 
by requiring the people to name one of those persons that they nominated rather than 
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• to select one of the three or all of them select three, that gives them a greater 
chance. They necessarily wouldn't agree on them because that way they would have three 
chances out of four out of getting a person. 

Mrs. Orfirer: If the majority of the commission votes for one person, that person will 
•• be chairman. 

Mr. Huston: But you are increasing the odds and making it very desirable not to agree. 

• 
Mr. Mansfield: You can solve that by adding in the third line after "nominated", "by 
him". 

Mr. Fry: If the three of them agree as to the qualifications of one person, that is 
a good thing. In the lottery, there would be three chances to one that his name would 
be pulled. 

• Mr. Mansfield: Except that you might get the fourth one and in that case you've got a 
guy against the majority of the commission. 

Mr. Fry: This is the reason why if three of them agree on one they would be better off 
to say let's do this publicly rather than run the risk. 

• Mr. Carter: That's right. Still both parties are taking their chances on a 50-50 basis. 

Mr. Huston: Not 50-50. Two could submit one name and the other two could submit two 
names. 

• 
Mr. Carter: But they wOl'ld still be the representative of their party. So it's still 
the same odds for the pa~Ly. 

Mr. Huston: If each submits a name it would be one out of four, but this way it would 
be one out of three. 

• 
Mr. Carson: One person's name would be in the hat twice. If two people want one man 
he would have two slips in. 

Mr. Huston: If two people want one man, should they be permitted to put two slips in? 

Mr. Carson: That would change the odds. I think each member should have a chance of 
submitting a name.

• Mr. Carter: Now we will vote on the committee proposal as amended. 

The roll was called. The voting was as follows: Yes: Senator Mussey; Messrs. 
Carson, Carter, Fry, Huston, Mansfield, Unger; Mrs. Orfirer. No: Representatives Hartley 
and Oxley and Norris. 

• Mr. Carter: I can see that we have the public members for it and the legislative members 
against it. The second part of this matter, in case this does not pass, we then will 
consider the McElroy proposal. Do you all have a copy of that? 

Mr. Norris: Refresh my recollection if you would, Mr. Chairman. What is the essential 
• difference between John's proposal and the present Constitution? 

Mr. Carter: Mr. McElroy said the th~ust of his proposal is that this is a partisan 
matter -- let's recognize it and admit that. Then his argument was for two things 
which incorporated in his proposal. On1 is that there be a staff for the commission, 
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ffiOSt likely appointed on a partisan basis. And secondly that it be done all the way 
through with adequate opportunity for the public to observe what is going on and to 
critique and have an opportunity to participate in the process -- comment on it anyway. 
Those are basically the two things. 

Mr. Norris: It also puts the congressional districting••• 

Mr. Carter: That becomes optional with the legislature. 

Mr. Unger: The compositi.on of the commission would be the same as it is now. 

Mr. Carson: At the bottom of page 1, the sentence which begins "the staff with the 
assistance and under the supe,~ision of staff director, shall formulate an apportionment 
plan confor.ming to the requirements of Article XI in the constitution". To me that seems 
to be the wrong direction. I wou\d think the members of the commission ought to be in
volved in determining how the plan should be put together rather than the employees of 
the commission. Secondly, on page 3 of the provision it reads Ifsuch meetings may recess 
from time to time as deemed desirable by the governorIf to permit the completed develop· 
ment of an apportionment plan. I really don't know whether that is wise to give one 
member the power to call recesses and determine how long is needed. 

Mr. Fry: If the governor is all by himself in the statehouse in one party, he could 
indefinitely delay the completion of an apportionment plan. 

Mr. Carson: Right. 

Mrs. Orfirer: You could change it to a majority of the members of the commission. 

Mr. Carson: Is this a part of the present Constitution or is this new? 

Mrs. Eriksson: This particular provision is new. But the fact that the governor, aud
itor and secretary of state are members of the commission, that is a present constitu
tional provision. The-present Constitution does require the governor to call the meet
ing as does this last paragraph on page 3, that the governor shall cause the apportion
ment to be published, that is present constitutional language. 

Mr. Fry: I think the advantage of this over the present system is that you are going 
to bring it out in the open. By having the staff operate in this manner it is going to 
be better than having it in the back office of one of the state office holders, where 
they are marking up maps. There is an advantage to exposing the work of the staff to 
the public and also giving the public a chance to react. I would like to recommend that 
if we do go this direction that we handle congressional redistricting too, however. 

}~. Norris: I think there is a certain logic in having that done, but to me the basic 
threshhold question behind the advantage of having a separate apportioning board is just 
simply to make certain that a group not be able to apportion itself. Now, there just 
isn't anybody else to do it. We had to set up an independent board and that's what 
has been done in our Constitution in the past. If there was someone else to do it that'd 
be okay. I don't see any problem with the legislature being the forum to take care of 
congressio~al districting, because again there is that one step removed and Congress 
isn't drawing its own districtf;. The legislature, for all its imperfections in this 
kind of thing, is after all ehe ultimate political forum and this is the ultimate of 
political acts. We are out in the open more than anybody else. If we district Congress 
it is a much more public act than if the apportionment board would do it. I don't 
care how much we talk about here of opening it up more than is the present case. Any

• 
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The thing I want to guard against is a legislative body drawing its 
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Mr. Fry: Then you will recall that it gets down to a matter of horse trading and 
it is not done by an impartial group. And I think the reasons for having the ap
portionment board for the legislature apply just as strongly to Congress. You are 
subjected to a lot of pressure from your congressmen on these things. 

Mr. Norris: We did it twice since I have been here and then we had the abortive 
attempt last year. Under the McElroy approach, you don't have any bipartisan board. 
It' is still a political decision. I don't care whether that plan is submitted to 
the legislature or to an apportionment board, the political party headquarters is going 
to have that plan drawn. Truly, what is the better forum to perform that ultimate 
political act? Okay, so all the horse trading goes on here but it is out in the open, 
it takes a long period of time and a lot of people get to shoo~ at it. 

Mr. Fry: Unless they open up the caucuses, it won't be any more out in the open 
than it has been in the past. 

Mr. Carter: Could I have a motion that would authorize us to submit this as an al
ternative in case the first one is def~ated? 

Mr. Carson: I would like to amend it first, at least the wording of it. In the 
fourth paragraph on page I I'd like to move that it be amended to read as follows: 
"The staff, under the supervision of the apportioning persons" •••• 

Mr. Fry seconded the motion. 

Mr. Huston: Does that necessitate a revision on the top of page 2 where we say 
"shall be reported by the staff director"? 

Mr. Norris: Does the s~aff director have a vote at the staff level? You have two 
democrat staff members and two republican staff members and then the staff director 
you can't break a tie. If staff means five people, it's okay. If the staff means 
four people with the staff director standing on the outside, then you don't have 
anything. 

Mr. Carter: I think the staff would include all of them because in the previous sen
tence it says the staff director and staff assistants. 

Mr. Norris: I think the amended language is better than the other language because 
you can at least argue that it means five people. 

}~. Mansfield: I'm not sure whether I am qualified to vote on either one of these 
plans. Does the legislature in effect participate now or how is that done? 

Mr. Norris: Speaking as a battle scarred veteran who was the plaintiff in the last 
lawsuit, the way it works now is when the census figures are available, each political 
party draws its own in-house plans secretly. The last time it was done so secretly 
by the party that controlled the apportionment, maybe not all but certainly most of 
the members of its own party in the legislature didn't know what it was going to do. 
Obviously. some of the members were privy to that. Of course none of the members of 
the other party knew about it The meeting was called, they parade out the plan and 
the majority members of the _;c'G~tion~r.g b03rd quickly adopt it and the meeting is 
adjourned. And that's it. And then everybody tries to find out what happened, after 
it's already done. 

Mr. Carter: This is still with ret;?ect to legislative members, not congressional. 

Mr. Norris: Right, just Tilembers of tte legislature. The only legislative input is 
that there happens to be one republican and one democrat legislator on the apportion
ment board. But they really don't have any input. The board doesn't really have any 
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input. As to congressional districts, a congressional districting bill has to pass 
through the legislature like any other bill. So sure, the original map is drawn by 
headquarters of the majority party just as secretly as the other. Although congress
men tend to have a '.Jay of cutting their own deals behind the scene with the party 
cha:l.r.man. But once that map is made public, obviously it takes a while to pass it. 
There iBn't just a summary vote like on the apportionment. It's got to go through 
the commi.ttee hearings. Every senator wants to get as much of his district inside 
a congressional di.strict as he can. This is the whole ball game and there is no way 
you are ever going to have n bipartisan board that is really nonpartisan. That's 
impossible. So I think the best thing that you can ask for is a process that is one 
step removed. Just because you've got an apportionment board doesn't mean that they 
are going to draw a better map than any other group, it's just that it's one step 
removed and that's good, removed "':ith some very s:)f:(:ific guidelines against gerryman •�
dering and that kind of thing, multiple bites out of counties. 

Mr. Carson: Iwonder if I may suggest changing the word "supervision" to "direction". 
It sounds a little less every day kind of activity. "The staff under the direction of 
such apportioning persons, shall .••• " •�
Sen~tor Roberto: Whether the staff draws up the plan or the apportioning persons draw 
up the plan, what I see under this or any other proposal is a plan drawn up by the party 
and submitted to tile staff people or submitted to the apportioning persons, and they 
will have little choice but to accept and assume their own, vlhatever plan is drawn up 
by the party. Unless someone can persuade me differently, I see this as a futile ef
fort. I don't think this language is going to change anything in the way of practice •� 
and it may in fact interject a good bit more confusion than we have now. 

Mr. Carter: Mr. McElroy's point on this "1as that the way it is done now, the political 
particR do the staff work, and he felt it was a substantial improvement if the appor
ti.oni ng pers(JUs han their. ovm staff to make sure there was adequate attention paid to 
the details of working this thing out. Now it's going to be a political staff -- make •� 
no doubt about that. But at least there would be people that would spend the time 
and would be empowered to spend the time to develop it. 

Mr. Norris: One of the biggest problems in the last apportionment was who was going 
to pay the bill. \.Jhat I read between the lines is really simple. The two republican 
staff people, instead of sitting over at 50 West Broad Street drawing a map, are going 
to move over here, and the public has got to pay them. That's what we are talking 
about. So yes, it's still a headquarters plan. But the staff people aren't going to 
be over there, they are going to be over here, so I think it's a mixed bag. It is more 
open in the sense that this is really staff charged with working for the commission. 
As a practical matter it is going to be paid for by the taxpayers. I suppose that's 
a fair trade-off. 

Mr. Fry: Then you've got the other great advantage that there is going to be some 
chance for input by the public after the plan is published and before it's adopted. 
Which is a big advantage, I think. •�Senator Hoberto: }tr. Chairman, I would agree that that would be a big advantage if 
there weren't so much at stake. I don't know how much public testimony it would take 
to change those boundary lines. It may be more tacade than it is real.. 

Representative Hartley: I dis~gTee a little bit because for one thing, I think there 
is going to be a tendency to not gerryrnander quite as much when it is before the scrut
iny of the press. Those people are really going to get raked over the coals for their 
actions. Where at this point they are not until i.t is handed in and done and then 
everybody screams. 
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• 
Senator� Mussey: If the apportioning persons are not elected officers, I doubt whether 
any amount of public criticism is going to affect their decision. 

•� 
Mr. Carter: They are elected officers in this plan, the governor, secretary of state,� 
auditor of state and two members of the legislature.� 

Senator� Mussey: Okay, if they are public officers they would still have to weigh 
public� criticism against political considerations for a period of ten years. Now 
which way would you bounce if you were in that position as an apportionment person? 
I don't think there is too much doubt. 

•� Representative Hartley: I think you would go for political, but I don't think they 
would make it blatantly political. 

Mr. Carter: I think Mr. McElroy'~ point was that it would put some restraints on the 
process and not really change it. 

•� Senator Butts: If the majority party is picking the director of the staff and two 
staff people and then picks two that are not members of their party, they can choose 
people who would be sympathetic to their position even though they have a different 
party label. I wonder if you wouldn't enjoy more balance with respect to their abil
ity to kind of look over the shoulders if they were selected by the members of the 

•� minority party.� 

Mr. Norris: Yes, that's a good point. The minority members of the board ought to be 
able to appoint their two staff. 

Senator� Butts: We've go~ so much clerical detail -- they ought to be paid the same 

• amount. Is it conceivable that the majority people can be paid $20,000 a year and 
the others paid at a rate of $5,0007 

• 
Mr. Carter: I imagine the newspapers would have something to say about that. I'm 
suggesting this: after the first sentence "and shall likewise appoint two staff 
assistants who are members of the same political party as the staff director", add 
"The two apportioning persons who are members of the major political party of which 
the staff director is not a member shall appoint two staff assistants". 

It was� so moved, seconded and adopted. 

• 
Mr. Carson: I note, Mr. Chairman, that there is nothing in this proposal that requires 
all of the meetings to be open to the public that I could find in there, and I would 
like to move that we add that sentence. At the end of paragraph one, and reading from 
the committee's proposal, on page 2 the next to the last paragraph the first sentence 
there, "all meetings of the apportioning persons shall be open to the public." 

Mr. Fry� seconded the motion and it was adopted.

• Mr. Huston: Does that mean that only action can be taken at meetings of the commission? 
It really doesn't spell it out in either proposal, except that Mr. McElroy's does 
mention that it should be done ~t a meeting, but the other one doesn't -- it just 
mentions that all meetings skl.1. i:;e open. 

:.� Mr. Carter: The thrust of thiR is to make sure that all meetings of the apportioning 
persons at which deliberation or action is taking place shall be public meetings. 

Mr. Huston: That's what I would think. I just wanted to make it clear for the record 
what we anticipate will h~~pen -- the &ense of this. In our proposal we say the con
currence of at least a majority of the members of the commission. I just wanted to
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clarify the record that it was anticipated that all action be taken at public meetings. 

Mr. Carter: If you are going to do that, it seelns to me that when the governor gives 
one week advance notice that should include public notice. It says here lithe 

governor shall give one week advance notice to each of the apportioning persons". 

Mr. Carson: I don't think that is much of a problenl. Seven people from opposite par
ties will get notice. 

Mr. Carter: If we put in public notice and public meetings, will that take care of it? 

Nr. Carson: Sure. On page 3, the sentence relating to recessing by the governor, I'd • 
like to change that to read !'such meetings may recess from time to time as deemed 
desi.rable by a majority of such apportioning persons", etc. 

, 
Mr. Carter: Is there any objection to that? 

There ,.;ras none. • 
Mr. Carson: Three li.nes down on page 3 you use the words "upon motion by one of the 
nunilier duly seconded". I think you could probably strike that out -- that phrase. 
Just begin the sentence "The apportioning persons". 

All agreed. 

Senator Butts: While we are talking out lineE, on page 4, those four lines. 

Mr. Carter: Is it not true that even if we di.d not have this i.n there, the legi.slature 
would still have this authority? 

Mr. Norris: My opinion is yes. • 
Mr. Huston: And I think they ought to have it. 

Mr. Carter: Then the argument is it's superfluous. 

Mr. Huston: Not necessarily. It could be if the legislature did not appoint the ap •
portioning persons as the group that does the congressional districting, it could imply 
that they couldn't authorize anyone else to do it. 

Mr. Fry: lid like to have the legislature face up to this thing. I'd like them to 
say, "we are going to strike it and we are going to do it the same way we have been 
doing it". 

Senator Butts: I'd prefer to strike it out now. 

l~s. Orfirer: What are the consequences of removing it? Then they could provide it 
anyway they want. If we leave it in, then it only can be this way, if they do not do 
it by themselves. 

Senator Butts moved to delete the language, and Mr. Mansfield seconded the motion. 
A show of hands was taken. Six were in favor, five opposed. The motion was agreed to. 

Mr. Carson: I'm very confused. We took a vote on the committee proposal and that 
requi.r(~s the apportionment commission to deal with redistricting. Some members of 
the COlmni.ssion may vote against that because of this provision. We have just voted 
with respect to this one to take it out and I think we are running at cross purposes 
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• here. I happen to like the corrnnittee proposal for apportionment much better than 
John McElroy's. But I'm afraid somebody is going to get hung up on the committee 
proposal because it deals with congressional districting. It requires it to be done 
by this commission. This one will. not. 

• Mr. Mansfield: I don't find anything inconsistent in that. In other words, I think 
the committee's proposal is considerably different than Mr. McElroy's. If the commit
tee proposal is adopted by the Commission and recommended to the legislature, I would 
think the first thing they would do is knock that out. 

•� Mrs. Orfirer: Then maybe we ought to knock it out now as we have in the second pro�
posal, so at least it would be considered by the legislature.� 

Mr. Fry: If the congressional thing were taken out AI, would that change your position 
on the committee proposal? 

•� Mr. Norris: No, I still would be against it.� 

Mr. Carson: May I change my vote on the last motion -- I'd like to vote no. 

Mr. Carter: The motion has been made that we strike the last sentence on page 4. And 
it is seconded and I think I will call for another vote, if I may. Does everyone 

•� understand the question at this point?� 

A show of hands was t~~en (6 voted yes, 6 voted no). 

• 
}rr. Carter: The motion fails, the language stays in. We will submit the first question 
that we have already takpn a vote on as the committee proposal to the membership. 
In the event that it doe~ not pass, the staff and the chairman will submit this question 
to the COlrnnission members before having another meeting. Now the next thing we are 
going to move to is civil juries, the question of civil trial juries and damages. I 
might make the announcement that the grand jury question has carried by a vote of 22 in 
favor, 5 against, which means that it does carry the Commission and will be submitted 
as a Commission recommendation. 

• The voting on Article I, Sections 10 and lOA was as follows: Yesses: Senators 
Gillmor, McCormack, Mussey, Roberto; Representatives Fauver, Hartley, Maier, Oxley, 
Norris, Stinziano and Thompson; Messrs. Aalyson, Carson, Carter, Fry, Guggenheim, 
Heminger, Huston; Mrs. Sowle, Mrs. Orfirer; Messrs. Unger and Wilson. Nos: Senator 
Butts; Messrs. Bartunek, Cunningham, Mansfield, Montgomery: Pass: Mr. Skipton.

• Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, I think that really our committee's function was complete, 
and I think the only thing we are doing here today is considering some proposals from 
Don Montgomery. 

Mr. Carter: He raised the questions that were discussed at the last meeting.

• Mr. Norris: I'm refe.rring to this memorandum of January 31, entitled "Civil Juries 

• 

and Damages". The first thing he w81!ted to raise was empowering the legislature to 
impose a cap on the amount of ~ivil damages. That pretty much speaks for itself.: In 
the medical malpractice legis -, _"i,::-n one of the questions that i.s often raised is whether 
or not it is unconstitutional in that it did permit a cap on general damages, and a 
nunilier of lower courts have held that it was unconstitutional in that regard. What 
Don proposed is, if it is unconstitutional, let's change that and say that the legis
lature can put a cap on general dam&;es. If that then were in the Constitution then 
obviously the language of medical malpractice limiting recovery would be constitutional. 

) 

Mr. Mansfield: Wouldn't you run into federal constitutional problems then? 
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Mr. Norris: Of course we could, but there is nothing we can do about that. Depend • 
ing on the form, I think it also could have some outcome on the constitutionality of 
no fault automobile insurance. Another change that he suggested was granting a court 
of appeals the remedy, in essence, of remittitur and additur, til alter a jury verdict 
by either raising the amount of an inadequate jury verdict or lowering the amount of 
an excessive jury verdict. And that would be conditioned upon a test similar to a 
reversal on the weight of the evidence. The verdict would have to be against the man
ifest wei.ght of the evidence, as I understand it. That originally was a crusade of 
mine in the committee, and my rationale was that a court of appeals under the new ap
pellate rules can essentially enter final orders on about anything but this. If an 
appellate court feels that a jury verdict is exc.ccsi.ve or inadequate, the only remedy 
presently available to the court of appeals is to order a: new trial. It cannot enter 
a final order. I stood alone on t.he cormnittce and I glter.s they softened my a:r.dor some
what, convincing me that perhaps that is an adequate remedy. What happens as a matter 
of practical procedure now is the,trial judge C~;L ~emit or. add only he is limited in 
thnt regard in the same way as the court of appeL1ls. If he thinks it's an excessive 
verdict, he can I t enter a verdict llot,.,ithstand:Lng what the jury does. He has to order 
a new trial. So vlhat he does is, he says "Nml7 look fellows, this i.s too high, now 
either you agree on an amount or I am going to order a new trial". The court of appeals 
can do the same thing. So remittutur and additur are only voluntary. They can only 
be done by agreement of the parties. Otherwise, the only remedy is either for the 
trial judge to order a new trial, or the court of appeals. A judgment n.o.v. cannot 
be entered to either lower or increase a jury verdict. 

11r. Mansfield: It's either the whole thing or none? 

Mr. Norris: Right. He has to just simply order a new trial. He cannot enter a new 
verdict. 

Hr. Huston: Can he enter a verdict in favor of the other party? 

Nr. Norris: He might do that but he can't change the dollar amount. 

Hr. Mansfield: He grants his judgment for the other party notwithstanding the verdict. 
It may not be directly responsive to the question, but it provides a remedy to put the 
parties together and come to a conclusion. 

Mr. Norris: The third suggestion is to authorize the general assembly to limit or 
abolish puni.tive damages. You have suggested language there. My own feeling would 
be that I'm not ready to support a measure to allow the legislature to put a cap on 
damages. That's just my personal opinion. I guess I still am ready to support a 
measure that would allow remittitur and additur although my ardor is somewhat dampened, 
and I don't see any reason to fuss around with punitive damages. 

Senator Roberto: The research suggested that it is an equal protection argument. It 
sounds like a Fourteenth Amendment argument. Changing the Ohio Constitution won't 
change that. I wonder if that wouldn't be spinning our wheels. And with regard to 
the second, as I understand it, }tr. Chairman, the reluctance with giving this authority 
to the court of appeals, the court or appeals doesn't hear all of the testimony, they 
don't watch the Witnesses, they haven't gone through the trial. And having gone through 
the trial, the jury is sitting there observing the process and participating in this 
process, and then to turn around and give this power to the court of appeals offends 
people. 

Senator Butts: I think I will limit myself to the first point which I think is the 
most critical of the propositions and that is the matter of being able to put a cap 
on damages. While the discussion ·that the staff has prepared in the memorandum is in 
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• reference to the litigation that has already begun with respect to the malpractice 
case, I think it is fair to say that in this session or certainly in the next session, 
the legislature is going to be asked with the same kind of fervor and excitement that 
the doctors came to us last session, by the manufacturers with respect to product 

• 
liability. This probably is going to be an even more widespread kind of problem that 
we are going to have to deal with. The insurance people who are in the business of 
providing this Idnd of protection are throwing up their hands and saying there is no 
profit in it, it is impossible to predict what the future is going to be. A future 

•� 
which sees jury verdicts of much increased magnitude and a future which may be almost� 
any time. A product that is created today is sold to one party and the warranty runs� 
out and it is sold to another party, it's altered and some worker is using a machine� 
or a tool or some customer who is using it has an accident, and goes in the court and� 
sues to get damages. There :f.s just no predictability. As a result they say, "I don't 
want any part of it". So then the manufacturer says, "I can't be in business, I'm 
not protected. I'm vulnerable. you are going to have to provide me on the part of 
the state with that kind of insurance." The money has to come from somewhere. We 

•� have no more ability, in fact far less ability, to look into the future and make under�
writing judgments than insurance companies do. So what we do is create a fund which 

• 

will expand as necessary as the suits and demands upon it are made. That, in effect, 
no matter what system we provide for recouping those funds,will be a form of taxation. 
As I was involved in the medical malpractice situation, I felt great sympathy for 
those kinds of cases, the people affected, the deaths, the vegetable cases, the people 
who had all kinds of problems happen to them. And I felt that while the judgments were 
very high, I could understand how they were just. The fact is, however, there isn't 

• 

enough money to pay for all 0f those accidents, and it's brought into the public sector, 
what we have to do is go to our taxing capacity in one form or another. It seems to 
me it's appropriate for us to say, okay, with our limited amount of taxing capacity, 
what are we going to spend that money on. I think everyone here will have to admit 
that we have not allocatcu sufficient funds to those things that are clearly within 
the domain of the public sector because we don't have enough money. And to be able 
to hand out huge, multi-million dollar judgments for accidents, whether they are medi
cal malpractice, product liability, lawyer malpractice, and whatever else is down the 
line, I just think there isn't enough money to go around. I feel very, very strongly 

•� 
that if we are going to have to get into this field, we had better put a cap on know�
ing how far we're going to have to go. Otherwise, there just isn't enough money.� 

•� 

Mr. Fry: I agree with this. And we don't know what it is going to affect. And at� 
the present time it is no problem for contractors but I can see a time that a build�
ing that you are associated with in the construction. And even if the federal consti�
tution says something to the contrary it might be well for us to at least make a step� 
in this direction.� 

Mr. Carter: I don't think it follows necessarily that the federal constitution is 
against this principle. 

Mr. Mansfield: You mean against putting a limit on damages? 

•� Mr. Carter: Yes. I admit it is uncertain. I personally would be in favor of 
removing a constitutional impediment to the legislature dealing with this question 
as future events determine appropriate. 

Senator Butts: We have at least one manufacturer here that I know of. Is product 

• liability on the horizon or is it already here? 

}rr. Unger: It's already here. It's ~ real problem and it is growing very fast. 

Mr. Mansfield: It's inclining toward atsolute liability. 
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Senator Butts: The m3jor portion of the repor.t of the smnll business connnittee was • 
the cry of those small businessmen saying that product liability is literally going to 
shut them down. 

Mr. Norris: Mr. Chairman, if I might just talk about public policy just briefly. I 
understand the pressures we have in medical malpractice and I know it is coming in 
product liability but I think there iR a distinct.ion. The whole exposure problem is •� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

the result of courts through interpretation shifting from a negligence doctrine to one 
of strict liability. That makes the Il1'lnufacturcr the i.nsurer of his product. Until 
tcm years ago, that never created a problem. The plaintiff has res ipse loguitur on 
his side but he still had to prove negligence in Eome way. If you use strict liability 
as the test there is no end to the liability. But the legislature can change that. 
We don't need a constitutional amendment to change the basis of recovery. We could 
just get back to a negligence theory and that gets you back to where you were. Ob
viously then the nurobcr of plainttffs recovering is going to be limited. As a matter 
of public policy, there are some things that ought to stay out of the legislature's 
purvue. There ought to be some basic rights that are constitutional in nature and 
that 1 5 the rearwn we have the Constitution as a document. And then f.f we grant to 
the legislature the authority to put a cap on damages, the legislature will turn it 
into a battleground between warring special interest groups. And we saw the doctors 
organize and panic the legislature, and 'ole' re going to see the manufacturers do it 
and then it is going to be the lawyers. I mean there are some things that are pretty 
basic and a person's right to be compensated for his damages is that basic. So until 
I see a situation where we can't really responu by other methods, I don't want to take 
away what is really a basic right, the right of somebody to be compensated when he 
is aggrieved by another person. 

Senator Butts: I wish there was a ''lay that we could make a distinction between that 
which was an accident, that which is unforseeable, and that which is really negligence 
and malice. We're seeing where people are doing the best they possibly can, and it 
doesn't work out as well as it might. 

Mr. Norris: Tn medical malpractice, in order for the patient to recover, he has to 
show that the surgeon was negligent. Even under that rule, obviously, because you 
have such a small group of people in the risk pool, a small number of surgeons, they 
can't handle it. In die area of products liability that negligence rule is gone, and 
they are down to making the manufacturer strictly liable where he becomes an insurer. 
You can imagine what would happen in medical malpractice and say in every case, every 
tiule somebody is injured he can recover from the doctor whether or not the doctor is 
liable. There is just no way. So the problems are different. In medical malpractice 
they can't respond because the pool is so small even under the negligence rule. But 
what has caused the problem in the manufacturing area is they have gone to strict 
liability. That's not a constitutional problem at all. We can legislate the respon
sibility. 

Senator Mussey: \Yhat happened in malpractice was that the cost of the insurance was 
driving the doctors out of buying the insurance. Those who witnessed before our small 
business committee said they had been carrying insurance for years and all of a sudden 
the insurance company calls them up and says "I won't carry you", in certain fields of 
manufacturing. I think there is a need for a cap. 

Mr. Carter: It does seem to me that this question is an important one, but I really 
am relu<:tant to take action on behalf of the Connnission Hithout it going through a 
matter of this fundamental importance 3S you have identi.fied this. I'm really reluc
tant for the Commission to take a quickie action on a matter of this sort without 
having the opportunity to go back through the committee, the hearings, and to develop 
the rationale in an orderly fashion. My conclusion is, even though I support the 
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position of having some restrictions on this, it is probably not practical for us in 
our remaining days to tackle this. There is nothing that prevents the legislature 
from doing this as a part of their general attack on this problem if they choose to 
do so. 

Mr. Fry: Mr. Chairman, I would suggest this. I think the Commission in its remaini~g 

days has time to look at this. If it is in our power to bring this to the attention 
of the legislature by means of a recommendation, I think we would be remiss in not 
doing so, because really a lot of the things we have dealt with are as important in 
today's world as this matter. 

Mr. Carter: My concern is with the ability of the Commission to deal effectively with 
it at this poi.nt. Let me ask a question. Hmo1 many of you would support this kind of 
amendment at tld.s point? How many would not? You see, there are four against. It's 
just not going to be practical. That doesn't mean you are against the concept, but 
you are not ready to act on it today. We don't have time to deal with it. That's 
the real world I'm afraid we're in. 

Mr. Mansfield: I think it really requires a period of time for the general populous 
to silmner down. This is a fairly recent development. When people begin to realize 
that what they have done (I say "t.hey" in the loose sense) by getting these verdicts, 
they discourage the really good doctors, who normally take the high risk cases, they 
discourage them from doing anything. And thls gets to be a very complicated field. 
And there are good arguments pro and con, and this is one of the phases that one may 
take. Really, it's got to b~. To put in another way, the legislature sometimes acts 
before th.c people react in order to try to have things done. Most of the time the 
legislature is acting to reflect what the people have already in effect come to con
clusions about. But to r~y to stop an ongoing movement which is very basic, I don't 
believe the legislature can do it. 

}1r. Norris: If we had a longer life, it would certainly be a proper subject. 

Mr. Carter: For a year's study. 

Mr. Norris: I agree. You've got to have public testimony. At this stage, maybe 
the proper thing to do would be for one of the legislative members of the Commission 
to introduce an L.S.C. study resolution. 

Mr. Carter: That would be alright. 

Mr. Norris: So we could conduct one of our detailed inquiries between session with 
full staff support on the entire question. 

Mr. Carter: Maybe that should be our commission recommendation then. 

Mr. Norris: You could do that even informally by letter from the chairman. 

Mr. Carter: We're going to have a final report. We could say that this is a complex 
problem 'ltlhich we think requires further legislation. 

Mr. Carson: The product liab~~~~j question is one which cannot be dealt with by each 
state taking a different stance. We sell across state lines and what we do in Ohio 
won't protect you in Illinois cr California. There are big efforts going on in Wash
ington to find a congressional solution. 

Mr. Carter: We have one more matter to act upon and that is this question of whether 
or not we want to amend the workmen's cumpensation section in order to permit the 



I

general assembly to permit private inRurance coverage of workmen's compensation lia •
( Ibility as well as coverage by the state fund. 

, 

After discussion, t-tr. Fry movod and Mr. Hansfi-cld seconded the motion that the 
draft submitted to the Conr,lli::;:;ion be adOF.ted. The roll call vote was begun on Article 
II, Section 35. Those vot lng yes ,-7ere Senato.cs "Hussey and Roberto; and 1'1cssrs. 
Carson, CDrter, Fry, Huston, J:.lansfield and Unger. None voted no. The vote was held •
open at tile discretion of the chair. 

Nf;!xt came discussion of time and place for final meeting. It was 
would be the latter part of Hay. The date ,,7i11 be selected later. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

1agreed that it , 
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Legislative-Executive Committee 

Originally two committees, a combined committee under 

the chairmanship of Mr. John Skipton was formed early 

in the Commission proceedings. First meeting of both

• committees, April 15, 1971. Last meeting March 26, 

1973. 

Minutes begin on page 816

• Research begins on page 984 

• 

• 

• 



Ohio Constitutional Revision Commi8sion 
Report of the Committee to Study the Executive 
AprU 22, 1971 

The committee held its first meeting on April 15. Present were Mr. Pokorny, 

chair.n, Dr. Cunningham and Mr. Ostrum 

The committee agreed to begin the study with a review of the present consti

tutional provisions relating to the executive branch of government, and to consider 

the number of executive officials presently specified in the Constitution, their 

functions, and whether they should be elected officials. A review will be made of 

the number and type of executive officials elected in other states, and sugsested 

by the Model State Constitution. It was agreed that questions relating to educa

tion will be reserved for a later time, but that the committee will consider the 

Articles of the Constitution relating to the Militia and Public Institutions as 

part of the study of the Executive. 

IThe next meeting of the coumittee will be Thursday, May 20, at 3 p.m. at the 
~ 

Commission office. 

•� 

J� 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission� 

Report of Legislative Conmnttee� 
April 22, 1971� 

• 
The Legis lab ve CommitTee held its first study meeting em 

April 15, 1971, in the CL)Tl1lilissj_Oll GfCicps, Present \<]ere: J0tL'1 i~_. 

Skipton, Chr., Richard E. Guggenhein and Frank W. King, arid Director 
Eriksson. 

• 

The Canmittee considered the recanmendations of the Standing 
Canmittee on subject ID3.tter and concluded that the constitutional 
previsions relating to the structure, orgaiuzation and procedures of 
the General Asse11bly would be studied first. Sections 1 to 31 of 
Article II , with the exception of la through J.g and sections 21 and 
30, therefore, are to first get our attention. 

• 
Excluded from consideration for the present will be the 

provisions relating to the initiative and referendum and those matters 
in Article II which deal "'lith public officers generally. 

Also defe':'x'ed for the time being is consideration of Article XI 
dealing with legislative apportionment. This article was completely 
~.yritten and adopted by the voters in 1967. 

• A reccr.l,~ndation by Direct:Jr Er:L2(s:;on that M:r3. Joseph Hun"tcr 
be assigned to assist the Cmmittee was approved. t'Jrs. Hunter is a 
Cleveland attorney who conducted related studies a few years ago for 
the Ohio Legislative Service Commission. 

• 
Members present at the meeting discussed generally a few 

specific areas of study such as: (1) unicameral vs. bicameral 
legislature, (2) annual meetings of the General Assembly, (3) 
allCMances for legislatcrs, (4) the requirement for readings of 
bills, (5) signing of bills during sessions, (6) confinna-rion of 
gubernatorial appointments, and (7) length of legislative terms. 

• The next meeting of the Committee will be held in the 
Cornnission offices at g: 00 a.TIl. on May 20, 1971. Legislators and 
their leaders will be invited and solicited for their views on 
revision of the legislative provisions of the constitution. 

• 

• 



Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
CODDittee to Study the Executive 
May 21, 1971 

SUDDary of Meeting May 20, 1971 

The committee met in the Commission offices at 3 p.m, Thursday, May 20, 1971. • 
Present were Chairman Pokorny and Dr. Cunningham. 

Dr. Cunningham, who had submitted to members of the committee sugeestions for 

revisions in Article III of the Constitution, raising some questions to be deter

mined by the Committee, discussed some of the problems. He pointed out that, if the 

constitutional amendment lowering the voting age in Ohio is adopted, the age for 

holding public office will also automatically be lowered to age 18, and the committee • 
might wish to consider recommending establishing a minimm age higher than 18 for 

elected executive officials which the committee has under consideration. He also 

noted that the recently adopted constitutional amendment revising the Judiciary 

Article of the Constitution prohibits election or appointment to a judicial position 

after attainment of age 70, and that placing an upper l~it for holding executive 

offices might also be discussed by the committee. He submitted, for committee dis

cussion, the suggestion that the age for election to the office of Governor (and 

Lt. Governor, if elected) be 30. The Chairman pointed out that, since the present 

age l~it is 21 by virtue of· the "elector" requirement, this would be in, in effect, 

increasing the required age to be Governor. A question was raised as to the ages at 

which persons had been elected Governor in Ohio, and whether there had ev~n been •anyone under 30 elected Governor. This question will be researched. The Chairman 

pointed out that several persons, including former Governor O'Neill, were elected 

to the legislature when they were 21 or 22, but he did not know of anyone under 30 

elected to the office of Governor. 

Dr, Cunningham also discussed briefly the proposal to replace the elected 

Auditor of State with a Legislative Auditor, as contained in H.J.R. 32, presently 

pending before the General Assembly, It was pointed out that the Legislative Com

mittee is also considering the question of whether provision for a Legislative 

•� 
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• 
Auditor should be placed in the Constitution. Dr. Cunningham pointed out that the 

• 

question also involves the function of the Auditor of State, who presently performs 

both preaudit and postaudit duties, and that it is difficult to see how the auditor 

can perform both functions • 

• 

Dr. Cunningham expressed the opinion that the militia function is not an ad

ministrative function, such as a police function which might be performed. for 

example, by the Attorney General. but a military function. although, because there 

• 

is reference to it in Article III, it falls within this committee's jurisdiction. 

Dr. Cunningham pointed out that one area of discussion should be whether any 

executive officials other than the Governor and Lt. Governor should be elected. and 

that his proposal suggests that the Lt. Governor be appointed and then an election 

held if there is occasion for him to succeed to the office of Governor, since he 

•� 
would then be succeed! ..:; from an administrative position to the Chief Executive� 

•� 

position which should be responsible to the people. He pointed out that the ques

tion should also be raised about whether the Lt. Governor should continue to be the� 

presiding officer of the Senate, which has historical precedent but which may no� 

•� 

longer be a valid function for h~ to perform. and violates the principle of sep

aration of powers. He also noted that some states have abolished the office of Lt.� 

Governor and provide otherwise for the succession to the Governor's office in the� 

•� 

event of vacancy. The first important decision to be made in this area, however,� 

is whether the Secretary of State. the Auditor of State. the Treasurer of State,� 

and the Attorney General should continue to be elected officers. It was noted that� 

H.J.R. 18. presently before the General Assembly. provides for joint election of 

• 
the Governor and Lt. Gover-JY so that they would be of the same party. 

The Chairman stated that be would like to have the opinions of all members of 

• 

the committee on these issues. 

It was tentatively agreed to have the next committee meeting on a Monday eyen

ing. June 7 or June 17, at 7:30 p.m. but that committee members would be called to 

Bee whether they will be able to come on either date or whether another time is 
~6"""" e"'l Q 



Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
May 24, 1971 

Summary of Meeting May 20, 1971 

The Committee to Study the Legislature met Qn May 20, 1971 in the Commission 
offices. Present were Chairman Skipton, Messrs. Taft, Montgomery, and Schroeder. 

The Honorable Charles F. Kurfess, Speaker of the House of Representatives, met 
with the committee to discuss problems with respect to legislative operations found 
in Article II of the Constitution. 

Initial discussion centered around the initiative and referendum provisions. 
Mr. Kurfess potnted out that the 90 day referendum period constitutes the basis for 
establishing the effective date of measures and that only emergency, tax, and ap
propriation measures can become effective ~ediately. He stated that the courts 
have, so far, not looked behind the emergency clauses as adopted by the General 
Assembly to determine actual emergencies in the constitutional sense, but that some 
measures adopted as emergencies might fail to meet a rigid emergency test if one 
were to be adopted by the courts. 

Election of Members--An effort to preserve the four-year senatorial term over 
a reapportionment period, which will occur every 10 years, has not yet been tested 
because there has been no reapportionment under the new constitutional provisions 
and .ince the recent census. Reapportionment should take place this Fall, and if 
there are challenges to these provisions, they may have to be looked at then. 

Residence--One year in the district preceding election for both senators and 
representatives may constitute a hardship, especially during a reapportionment 
period. If a member's residence and a large portion of his district are separated, 
it is argued that he should be able to move into the area where most of his con
stituents are located, but the one-year residency requirement gives htm only about 
30 days in which to move and establish a new residence. Congress has no residency 
requirement. The one year residence requirement might be eltminated and left to 
statutory law, or reduced so that the member would have more time to make that de
cis ion, or he might be required to be a resident of the district when elected, or 
when he files to become a candidate. There is no present requirement that the 
residence be maintained during the member's term. 

Organization-.The organizational rules in the Constitution should be looked at, 
but do not create particular problems. Mr. Kurfess suggests that the committee ex
amine the evaluation of the state legislatures done by the Citizens Conference, 
since it contains suggestions for some things which the Ohio General Assembly does 
not do. Some of. these suggestions are not necessarily constitutional. Mr. Kurfess 
feels that, in connection with keeping the Journal, one element of legislative pro
cedure missing in Ohio is keeping any kind of record which enables courts to deter
mine legislative intent when that is necessary for interpretation of statutes. 
Tape recording of legislative hearings is a possibility, not necessarily to be 
transcribed but to be kept so that they could be used later by anyone interested in 
the testimony. A committee report which would set forth legislative history of .the 
bill, such as the problem, why this approach is taken, what is to be accomplished 
by the bill, and sUDilar matters is another suggestion. At tUDes, an administrative 
approach or a judicial interpretation of a statute is quite unlike the intent of the 
legislature in enacting it. 
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Filling Vacancies--This is a new provision and raises two questions: should 
it be in the Constitution at all, and is this the proper way to do it? Mr. Kurfess 
suggests that he would prefer a vacancy to be filled in some fashion that would 
involve the people being represented rather than by the members of the house where 
the vacancy occurs of the same party as the person whose vacancy is being filled, 
although he does not favor going back to the system where the vacancy could only 
be filled by election because most vacancies never got filled and the district was 
unrepresented. In some areas, such as county elected officials. the central party 
committee now fills the vacancy. 

Privileges of Members--No particular problems. 

Public Proseedlnss--Oeliberations of committees on substantive matters of 
public policy should be open. In fact-finding areas. there is good argument that 
some test1mony should be received in closed sessions. because some officials in
dicate reluctance to be completely frank in open hearings. The campus unrest hear
ings are an example. where some testimony would not have been given freely in open 
hearings. Large staffs for congressional committees help them to obtain this type 
of information. or to ascertain whether the reasons Why the testtmony could not 
be given in public are valid ones. Generally. Mr. Kurfess feels that no other 
state legislature is as open as Ohio's. He also feels that state legislatures do 
not have the same need for closed hearings as does Congress, which considers matters 
of national security in cOlllllittee hearings, although some matters considered by 
Congress in closed hearings. such as the welfare program. could as well be con
sidered in public hearings. Chairman Skipton also commented that Ohio General As
sembly proceedings a·, more open than those of most other states. 

AdJournment--No real problem although. in order to comply with the provision. 
both houses hold skeleton sessions which means one member and the presiding officer. 
Skeleton sessions are also held during a long recess 80 that bills may be intro
duced. The Journal reflects that there was a session, but the courts have. in at 
least one instance. looked behind the Journal when members claimed mileage for a 
week in which there were no real sessions, and they did not actually come to Col
umbus. Another section involved in this same problem is section 17 requiring bills 
to be signed by the presiding officer when the house or senate is in session and 
capable of doing bU8iness. As a matter of practice, bills are signed in skeleton 
session--toward the end of the session, there may be as many as 60 a day, and the 
members have gone home. Will the court some day look behind the Journal and say 
that there was no session and hold a law unconstitutional for this reason? 

Senator Taft commented that. although these provisions may not create current 
problems, they are always being worked "around" and therefore should probably be 
changed for that reason. In addition. every time adjournment is desired for more 
than two days, a'concurrent resolution has to be adopted to comply with the con
stitutional provision. and this also seems unnecessary. Present legislative oper
ations are such that it may be very desirable to have one house in session ~or a 
period of time to consider a major issue while the other house may wish to ~ecess 

for that time. Since thf i~gislature is now in annual se8sions, it might be advis
able to permit separate operations of the two houses without these constitutional 
restrictions. 

Mr. Kurfess pointed out that the adjournment restriction might have value if 
one house wanted to recess simply for the purpose of avoiding taking action on a 
matter. Also. 1£ one house recessf:d, the other house might have difficulty keeping 
the members present and working. However. each house ought to be able to operate 
its own schedule to get its work done, but perhaps a provision requiring the consent 
of the other house for a long recess should be retained. 

~2:1. 
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M~. Montgomery pointed out that procedures which a~e used to get a~ound the 
literal language of the rules o~ the constitution affect the c~edibility of the 
leg1alature in the eyes of the public. Although the Ohio General Assembly has no 
time l~it fo~ adjournment and the~efo~e does not usually have to indulge in 
"stopping the clock" to finish within a ce~tain time, even this has happened in 
Ohio when a concu~rent resolution for adjournment on a particula~ day has p~eviously 

been adopted. 

Bill. to be Read Three Tlme8·-Neve~ done, unless someone wants to slow the 
procedu~e down, in which case the rule can be enforced. The ~eal pu~pose of the 
rule 11 accomplished by requiring that the bill be available to all members in 
writing before being acted on. This ~hould be sufficient. In some states, bills 
can still be passed before a copy is available to everyone. It might be better 
b change to a requirement of availability of a bill in printed form rather than 
the three reading requirement. 

Sianing bills publiclY--Senator Taft questioned why this section is necessary 
at all. The act of the officer in signing is a clerical act, not otherwise essen
tial to the passage of the bill. Moreover, the Speaker pointed out, the act of 
signing, the procedures of the clerk's office in engrossing the bill, and the 
actions of the printer, could all be used to delay the effective date of a bill 
where the effective date is important. The section does not say !he the bill 
should be signed. Some of these procedures could be spelled out in the statutes 
rather than in the Constitution. 

Term of Office and Salary--Salary should not be specified in the Constitution. 
It is difficult enough to make changes in the salary by the General Assembly, and 
states which have salary specified in the Constitution find it extremely difficult 
to secure increases. Some states are now establishing salary c~issions so that 
salaries of elected state officials are established by the commission subject to 
legislative veto. Such a provision (for a commission) could be considered for the 
Constitution. 

When sessions to cgmmence--Annual sessions are now required by statute, which 
Mr. Kurfes8 feels does not contradict the constitutional provision but simply adds 
to it. Perhaps the constitution should be brought in line with this practice, how
ever. As a matter of fact, the General Assembly has met every year for some years 
past, although it has been necessary to call special sessions for this purpose 
until the recent statutory provision for annual sessions was enacted. Prefers not 
to restrict the subject matter in either year, as some states do.-restricting one 
year to R budget session. The practice, in Ohio 'has been to kill the bills at. 'the 
end of the first session that 'had been considered and were not to be held over, 
although many of these were reintroduced anyway in the second session. Many states 
have restrictions on the introduction of new bills. In Ohio, only bills agreed to 
by a majority of the members may be introduced, but the House took the position 
that agreement to a Reference Committee report referring a bill to a standing com
mittee for consideration constituted agreement by a majority that the measure could 
be considered. 

•� 

•� 

•� 
Uniform Operation (section 26)--This section prevents the consideration of lo

cal, special legislation in Ohio and the legislature does not get hung up on many 
local measures as do the legislatures of other states. There are probably times • 
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when the uniformity requirements get. in the way of what the legislature wants to 
do, but on balance it is better to have it than not to have it. Other states 
have consent calendars, on which bills are listed and are passed by one roll call 
at the end of a particular period of time if no one has objected. This type of 
procedure 1s deemed unnecessary in Ohio, because there is no lesislation city by 
city or county by county in Ohio. The legislator should have a broader outlook 
than the local government official and should not have to make the local govern
mental decisions. 

No extra Compansation (section 22t--Means that the sundry claims bill requires 
a 2/3 vote. Since there is no procedure for handling claUDs against the state by 
a claims court, uhich Nr. Kurfess feels we ought to have, 'all claims approved by 
the Sundry Claims Board must be submitted to the legislature in the form of a bill 
and heard allover again in committees of both houses and acted on by the General 
Assembly. It is not a good use of legislative time, and should it be a legislative 
decision whether certain clafms are justified or not? Negligence actions against 
state employees on state business, salary claims of state officials, claims of 
prisoners for damages for injuries suffered, all are included and are basically 
claims which should be handled by the judicial branch, not the legislature. 

Payments would still be subject to appropriation although it could be written 
In the Constitution t~~t, once a claim is allowed, the legislature must appropriate 
the funds, which would eliminate any opportunity for a retrial in the legislature. 

New Counties (A~ction 30)--This is really a local government problem. Legis
lature haa not faceu it in recent years. 

Compensation of Members ~secti9n 3l)--Problems exist in the language prohibit
ing the payment of any other allowance or perquisites, either in the payment of 
postage or othen·7ise. We pay postage, and get around this provision by mailing 
letters for members instead of reimbursing them or giving him money for postage. 
We have mileage provided for years, and it's been approved by the court, but even 
that is questionable. It's the only thing paid other than the salary. Secretarial 
service is supplied, as part of the expenses of the General Assembly, not as a 
personal service for the member, but a taxpayers' suit could raise questions 'bout 
a number of these items, Mr. Kurfess feels the legislature ought to be in the 
position of being able to pay some expenses to members, such as a per diem allow
ance when the member is in Columbus for legislative sessions, covering room and 
board, travel. 

The following sections--dealing with workmen's compensation, mechanics' and 
materialmen's liens, etc. probably do not need to be in the Constitution, although 
there may be historical reasons for their inclusion which should be investigated. 

Other constitutional areas which should be looked at by the Commission, ac
cording to Mr. Kurfess, are the debt limit, which requires a constitutional amend
ment every time bonds ar~ needed for capital improvements. A reasonable debt IUnit 
for capital constructiot. [" J:, should be established, not for operational funding.I 

There is no similar limitation on local government borrowing powers. Seven hun
dred fifty thousand dollars was twice the state annual budget when it was adopted, 
in 1851, but is no longer realistic. 

Another area Mr. Kurfess would like to see considered whicn is presently before 
the legislature in bill form but "'hich the Internal Auditors Association urges 
as a constitutional amendment has to do '''ith the state's auditing function. Many 
states are now placing the auditing function in someone responsible to the legis
lature. The new Michigan const=;;:~~~~or eX~l,e,SMoVides. This has 
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partisan political implications, as long as there is an elected state auditor, 
but our legislature is very weak in its fiscal function. Although this is not 
the fault of the constitution, the legislature would be strengthened by specifi
cally including in the Constitution such an office or function as a legislative 
function. If the provision is merely statutory, it becomes more partisan, be
cause it i8 more easily changed. 

Professor Schroder, who had to leave early, indicated that he had a number 
of questions regarding the operation and basic philosophy of the legislature he 
would submit to the Speaker in a letter. He states he would like to seek ways 
to strengthen the legislative body, to increase the legislative strength vis-a
vis the other two branches of government. He feels that fragmentation of society 
can only be solved by the legislative branch, which makes the policy decisions. 
The legislative branch is where the people can participate and become involved. 

Mr. Kurfess responded that he felt the state legislature was the epitome of 
representative government, and he hoped that the legislature in Ohio would never 
become such a full-t~e operation that the members failed to keep in touch with 
their constituents in order to be able to reflect their wishes. 

Unicameralism--Mr. Kurfess indicated that he felt a proposal for a unicameral 
legislature would never pass in the General Assembly. The change would be very 
dramatic, and he feels that, to make it work, it might have to be tied in to a 
proposal that no one who served in the bicameral legislature could serve in the 
unicameral legislature. Even though both houses are now elected on the basis 
of population, differences between the two houses can be detected. Senators have 
more people to represent, a broader constituency. Senator Taft pointed out that 
the size of the body itself creates a different attitude in the members. Mr. 
Kurfess suggested that it might be possible to have a legislature consisting of 
members who have different terms and represent different numbers of people, like 
a Senate and a House sitting together. Senator Taft pointed out that, in a dis
trict 8uch as his, which contains some areas which are more Democratic in poli
tics and others more Republican, some of his constitutents have a Democrat repre
senting them in the House and a Republican in the Senate, and perhaps they are 
better represented this way. It is also possible that public opinion may react 
to the actions of one house in such a fashion that policies will be changed in the 
second house. 

Senator Taft pointed out that another reason for keeping two houses is the 
personal relationship in one house which may prevent members from raising objec
tions to another member's bill, while the sanle bill may be subject to more care
ful scrutiny in the second house. 

Chairman Skipton stated that he felt that the two houses should not be com
bined solely because of any arguments of greater efficiency, because there is 
greater public protection in haVing two houses to vote on important policy matters. 
For the same reason, the governor has been given the opportunity to veto legisla
tion. 

I 
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Mr. Kurfess stated that whether the Governor should have a part in the legis
lative process, and whether overriding a veto should take more than a majority 
should be reviewed, as well as what gubernatorial appointments should be confirmed. • 
The item veto is another matter that might be looked at--should the Governor be 
able to reduce items? 

•� 
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Extending the terms of Representatives to four years--Mr. Kurfess feels this 
probably should not be done although there are times when members of the douse are 
looking too closely at the next election and perhaps not concentrating on the policy 
matters before them. The shorter the term. however. the greater ene public partici
pation in the legislative process. Perhaps changes could be made in the election 
laws so that House members did not have to file for re-election so soon after taking 
office - only 13 months. 

A question was posed about whether the legislature would be more effective if 
program budgeting were adopted. and Mr. Kurfess stated that it probably would be, 
although the lack of such a budeet is the fault of the legislature itself and could 
be instituted without constitutional change. Insufficient legislative staff in this 
area is one of the problems. The legislature could begin the process by having a 
full accounting. on a program basis, of the expenditures made for prior program 
enacted. The Chairman pointed out that. if the executive and legislative branches 
wish to change the method of budgeting and accounting, they can do so. Duplication 
presently exists in the Auditor's functions and those of the Department of Finance. 

After the Speaker left, there was further discussion about budget procedures 
and the question was raised as to whether it would be desirable to go to an annual 
budget, and whether this should be provided for in the Constitution. It was pointed 
out by the Chairman and !J:' Senator Taft that the problem is having enough time to 
prepare and present the budget on an annual basis--that it presently takes six months 
to get. it ready for biennial presentation. It was also noted that some planning 
probably should be do~~ on an even longer time schedule than two years--perhaps a 
three to five year scl.~dule, with review by the legislature on an annual or biennial 
basis. Chairman Skipton noted that it would even be possible to make the budget 
process more flexible by considering different departments on different time sched
ules~-from January 1 to January I for some departments, and other schedules for 
other departments. The appropriation period would not have to be changed to do that. 
Program expenditures may be unevenly spread out over any given period of time. 

There was further discussion about the provision for a legislative auditor. and 
the need to provide for this office in the Constitution. It was pointed out that 
not only when the legislature and the administration are of different political 
parties, but even when they are the same, there may be reluctance on the part of the 
Department of Finance to permit the legislative auditor to examine its figures and 
question its methods. and having the office in the Constitution would eltmin~te any 
question as to the power of the legislative auditor to have access to all st4te 
agencies' records. 

It was noted that the committee studying the Executive also has under considera
tion whether the Auditor should continue to be an elected state official, and whether 
the post-audit function should be placed in a legislative official as opposed to an 
administrative official. A resolution (HJR 32) is presently pending which would 
create the legislative auditor and abolish the Auditor as an elected official. A 
bill is also pending which T'ould transfer the Bureau of Inspection, which audits 
both state and local goverl~ .~~<~ agencies in Ohio. to a legislative auditor. Chairman 
Skipton pointed out that the ~ain purpose of having a legislative auditor is to pro
vide oversight for state prC'eram8 and questioned the advisability of having the 
legislative auditor audit school districts and local governments. 
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Senator Taft had distributed some comments on various portions of the Legisla
tive Article to members of the Committee. The first item was the bicameral vs. uni
cameral legislature, and he concluded that, although theoretically the unicameral 
idea is attractive, especially after the reapportionment decisions held that popu
lation is the basis for representation in both houses, he would prefer to stay with 
the present bicameral system. The Chairman noted that the }~y, 1971, issue of the 
National Civic Review contains an article advocating the unicameral legislature by 
Jesse Unruh. 

Senator Taft also noted that, although the initiative and referendum provisions 
are not presently included in the committee's assignment, it is necessary to consider 
them to the extent that Section 1 of Article II excludes from the legislative power 
the power of initiative and referendum , and the only necessity for emergency bills 
is the referendum provision which requires a 90-day waiting period before a bill 
can become effective. Senator Taft suggests eliminating the specific details, and 
requiring the General Assembly to provide by law for initiative and referendum. Mr. 
Montgomery pointed out that there might be opposition even to this, since these pro
visions give the people the right to participate and the people might feel frustrated 
in their efforts to secure action where they felt the legislature did not act in 
their interests. The Chairman questioned whether these provisions should be con
sidered unless there is a desire to make some changes, but Senator Taft stated that 
part of the job is revision, and this includes eliminating unnecessary language 
from the Constitution. This, he feels, should help to sell the revision job since 
it will make it easier for the layman to read the Constitution. However, if provi
sions are to be eliminated, such as the workmen's compensation section, there must 
be adequate research to establish that substantive rights are not affected by the 
action, and the staff could start now building the necessary research on these issues. 

Senator Taft's section-by-section comments will be distributed to members, and 
he urged that the committee start working toward a draft to be presented to the Com
mission for consideration very soon, with research directed toward documenting the 
possible changes. There is no present feeling among the committee members present 
that a unicameral legislature will be part of the committee recommendations. and no 
research need be devoted to this at this t~e. 

There was further discussion about the terms of representatives being lengthened 
to four years, for which there is not much positive sentiment, and extending senator
ial terms to six years. It was again pointed out that the position of the holdover 
senators is in doubt until after reapportionment and the possibility of a challenge 
to this position, and the Chairman noted that one solution might be reapportionment 
every 12. instead of every 10. years. 

With respect to a question about the qualifications to be a member of the legis
lature, it was noted that if the voting age is lowered to 18, the age to serve in 
the legislature will automatically be lowered to 18 unless also a separate provision 
is made. The committee members present expressed the opinion that, if 18 is the age 
to vote, that should also be the age for full responsibility, including serving in 
the legislature. A research memo will be prepared on the question of qualifications 
general ly·-res idence , conviction of a crime. Research will also be done on the ques
tion of incompatibility--other offices which cannot be held while the member is a 
member of the legislature--in order to show the committee how this constitutional 
provision has been interpreted, so that the committee can decide whether it wants to 
retain it. A memo will also be prepared on the various extraordinary majorities ne
cessary for certain legislative actions, and what those provisions are in other states, 
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to determine whether they should be retained or modified in any way. A case could 
be made, for example, for not requiring more than an ordinary majority for over
riding a gubernatorial veto. 

Mr. Montgomery expressed the opinion that the committee should be cautious 
about removing any provisions which constitute a means for the public to express 
their opinions or participate in the legislative process. 

There was further discussion about the provision for filling vacancies, with 
~~. MOntgomery expressing the opinion that he would prefer a method for the person 

to be chosen by a group representative of the people to be represented, such as the 
party central committee, rather than the members in the house or senate of that 
party. Alternates to the present provision will be suggested by the staff. 

The investigative powers of the General Assembly and its committees will be the 
subject of a research memo, to determine whether any language changes are needed to 
assure that the powers are adequate. There may be doubt about the powers of commit
tees after a sine die adjournment, according to some old cases. A memo will also 
be prepared on the meaning and implications of making a General Assembly a contin
uous body, as suggested by the Model State Constitution. A memo will also be pre
pared on how the legislature can call itself into session after adjournment in other 
states, whether by the leaders or whether a particular number or a majority of the 
members must petition. ~be Chairman pointed out that this is related to whether 
the Governor should have the power to call a special session and, if so, whether 
the subjects to be considered should be limited, as they presently are, to those 
he specifies in the r It. 

With respect to the Governor's veto power, in addition to the questions already 
raised, it was noted that, in some states, there has been raised the question of 
whether there is sufficient time for the Governor to consider bills. Whether this 
is a problem for governors in Ohio is not known. 

Alternatives might be suggested by the staff on the "three reading" question-
perhaps "three considerations" or similar language. With respect to the allowances 
for legislators, alternate proposals might be made--such as repealing the limita
tion, and leaVing the question up to the legislature. 

The Chairman expressed the hope that the committee will begin to formulate 
recommendations at its next meeting. Opinions and suggestions of other legislative 
leaders and heads of legislative agencies will be sought, as well as interested 
citizens and groups who have recommendations to make respecting the legislature. 

The meeting was adjourned, after scheduling the next meeting of the committee 
for June 17, 1971, at 9 a.m. at the Commission office. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature 

Summary of Meeting 

June 17, 1971 

Present at the meeting on June 17 were Chairman Skipton, Senator Taft and Mr. 
Montgomery. 

I 
Mrs. Hunter, research consultant for the cODlDittee, reviewed several memoranda. 

The first dealt with legislative compensation. Mrs. Hunter pointed out that, al .1 
though legislative salaries are not fixed in the Ohio Constitution, there was inter
est expressed in a recent trend in various states to establish a salary commission, 
either for legislative salaries or salaries of elected state officers generally. 

Some states have adopted a constitutional provision for a commission, either i 

appointed by the Governor or by the Governor and legislative leaders to make salary -I 
recommendations to the legislature which would become law unless rejected or reduced 
by the legislature. Arizona, Maryland, West Virginia, Michigan, and Hawaii have 
recently provided for such commissions by constitutional amendment and Idaho by 
statute. SUBilar amendments were recently defeated in Nebraska and New Hampshire, Iand North Dakota. -I
Skipton: It would be helpful to know how these commissions have worked in those I

I 

states where they have been established a few years. There may be a public reaction 
against commissions of this sort, where the legislative body does not take the re I 
sponsibility for establishing the salaries. 

Hunter: It may not be a good idea to put such a provision in the Constitution, es -I 
pecially where, as in Ohio, legislative salaries are not presently fixed by the Con
stitution. It can be done by law. 

IMontaomery: It used to be that people served in the legislature because it was an 
honor, and the salary was not intended to compensate them, but now it is a full-time .1job and we need to rethink our ideas about compensation. ! 

Comment: In colonial legislatures, it wasn't necessary to compensate members of the 
Ilegislature because they were generally wealthy people. 

Skipton: We must consider whether we want to make our state legislature a full-time, .1career professional job. Does it serve the interests of the people of the state to 
make the legislature a career job? Should we encourage people to make a career of i 

the legislature with no other profession or career? 

MontltO!ll!ry: Since it takes so much of their time, we should compensate them for that 
time. 

Skipton: The compensation pattern may decide whether we have a citizen legislature 
or a career legislature. It's a question of representation. 

Comment: The largest single occupation in the legIslature is attorneys, who can 
leave their practice and go back to it. .1 
Skipton: Professions such as insurance agents, farmers. and attorneys who have 
control over their own time always have the greatest numbers in the le&islaturc. 
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Businessmen probably could do it, but many won't. The question is whether a wage 
earner can do it? Compensation is bound to have an effect on the makeup of,the 
legislature and we should ask ourselves: will increased compensation get us more 
wage earners? shopkeepers? or just more professionals? These compensation com
missions are not JUBt wage compensation boards. but will actually decide the types 
of people who will serve in the legislature. 
(DIscussion about campaign costs and whether campaign costs should be considered 
part of the salary and added to compensation in some fashion.) 

Skipton: Establishing something like a compensation commission usually means that 
you want certain results. What results do you want? I believe they are more sig
nifioant on the noneconomic side than the economic side. Where you fix the compen-
sation determines what people you attract--it might take much more to get a dentist 
to leave his practice and come here to serve in the General Assembly than a farmer 
or insurance mah or attorney. A compensation commission has to determine the type 
of people it wants to attract--it isn't merely a matter of evaluating the job done 
and fixing compensation according to the time spent or the amount of legislation 
~roduced. 

~: Would the present constitution give the legislature the authority to estab
lish such a commission? There are some bills introduced to do this. 

Hunter: Yes. I think it could be done by law. 

I!!!: We should not get into the question of what salaries ought to be; the com
mittee to study the l~~islature will probably get into that. We certainly don't 
want to write the salaries into the Constitution. 

Skipton: There is such a difference between congressional salaries and Ohio legis
lative salaries that I don't think there was a great public reaction the last time 
the Ohio legislatur.e increased its own salaries. 

Hunter: There is great variation among these constitutional compensation commission 
provisions with respect to how much detail is in the Constitution--some are very 
simple and some are very detailed. If the commission plan is adopted. it would be 
better to leave the details to statutory law. 

Skipton: Better to leave it to law since the legislature apparently now has the 
authority to establish such a commission if it wants to. 

I!!!: Would there be a problem of.delegation of authority if the commission were 
appointed by the Governor? With authority to make recommendations to the legislature 
or to have its recommendations go into effect unless vetoed by the legislature? 

Hunter: Yes, there might be a problem with delegation. 

Montgomery: If the legislature sets up a commission such as this. isn't it just 
passing the buck to someone e1se--for something it should do itself? 

Taft: Let us have several alternatives drawn for the present compensation provision-
one, simple one. eliminating the language about perquisites and whatever else would 
simplify it, and then some alternatives, perhaps providing for a commission. 

Skipto~ If the recommendations of a commission are to become operative if the 
legislature fails to act, then it sh~uld probably go into the Constitution; if the 
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General Assembly will still be required to act before any recommendations are 
adopted, then it does not have to go into the Constitution because the General 
Assembly could create such a commission anyway. 

The next matter discussed was the power of the General Assembly to convene 
itself in special session. The Ohio General Assembly has no power to call itself 
into special session; only the Governor can convene a special session and he spe
cifies the subjects to be considered. Some states have amended their constitutions 
to permit the legislature to call itself into special session and others have elim
inated the restrictions on the subjects special sessions can consider. A memo was 
presented indicating which states have done these in recent years. 

The main questions are: should the power to call a special session be exclu
sive for the Governor, exclusive for the General Assembly, or a joint power, what 
should the scope of a session be, and who should make the call if the General As
sembly has the power--what number of members, the leadership, the presiding offi
cers, etc.? The new Illinois Constitutio~appears to be the broadest in power-
leaders of the two houses. 

!!!!: The problem is not as serious as it used to be, since we now recess at the 
end of the first year's session instead of adjourning sine die. We are now in 
continuous session from the beginning of January in the first year to the end of 
the second year's session, in June or July. There is now only a period of about 
six months when we are not in session and subject to continuous call--it used to 
be a year and a half. It seems to me that the Governor ought to have the power, 
and the legislature ought also to have the power. Especially when the Governor 
and the legislature are of different parties, both~should have the power to call 
the Assembly into session to deal with what seems to each to be important. Today, 
I think people expect to have the legislature available at all times. Another 
way of dealing with the problem would be to have the legislature be in continuous 
session, or be a continuous body, in session continuously throughout the term. 

Skipton: One thing to consider is, how long should a piece of legislation be alise? 
And to whom would you give the power to call the session, in addition to the Gov
ernor? If you give the power to the presiding officers, will the same political 
pressures work on them as on the Governor? Should you require a petition by a 
certain number of members? 

I!!£: Should it be required to be a bipartisan decision, such as requiring a peti
tion by two-thirds or three-fifths of the members might require, or should the ma
jority party be able to call the session? If the Governor can make the decision on 
his own without consulting anyone, why shouldn't the majority in the legislature have 
the same power? Or the leadership? 

Hunter: The Illinois Constitution says that special sessions may be convened by 
joint proclamation by the presiding officers of both houses as provided by law. The 
Governor may also call a special session. 

Skipton: Since the Lt. Governor is the presiding officer in the Senate, we would 
have to specify the President Pro Tem if we wanted him to be the person to make the 
decision. Would you limit the power to call to the majority party? 

~: If one house were one party and the other house the other party in the major
ity, they would have to get together to decide. 
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Montgomery: It used to be a club the Governor could use on memberr of the legisla
ture. 

~	 I!!S: And a basic feeling of distrust in the legislature. HopefullYt public atti
tudes have changed. 

Skipton: If you provide for continuous sessions) yo~.still have to adjourn to a 
time certain or provide for some means for the leaders to convene a session. 

~	 Taft: We needn't provide that mechaniam in the Constitution. The legislature 
could draw its awn procedure, as the Illinois provision permits. Another problem 
is what should be done with the bills at the end of the session--this should prob
ably not be provided for in the Constitution, but could be dealt with in a statute. 

• Skipton: Do you want to give the membership any leverage to force the leadership 
to act? 

Hunter: Several other states simply give the legislature the authority to convene 
itself into special session as provided by law, with no details in the Constitution. 

• Taft: The Citizens' Conference evaluation of state legislatures rated Ohio low on 
this point--not independent enough from the Governor because it could not call it
self in special sessior.. 

Skipton: Prepare an amendment along the lines Taft has suggested for the General 
Assembly convening i~self into special session. 

•� Next discussed was Research Study No.5) a report on the age and residency 
qualifications for the legislature in the 50 states, and whether the legislative 
article requires that a legislator possess the qualifications of an elector. 

• 
In Ohio, a legislator must possess the qualifications of an elector (reside 

in the state 6 months and be 21 years old) and have resided in his district 1 year 
prior to the election. There is variation among the states--a year is a common 
district residence requirement, and 2 or 3 years a common state residency require
ment. Some states--such as Missouri and New York-- require district residence of 
I year provided the district has been so long established. Residence requirements 
are generally the same for senate and house members. In the newer constitutions, 

• Hawaii requires 3 years' state residence but simply requires the person to be a 
resident of the district, registered in accordance with law--no time period. Conn
ecticut, among the newer ones, does not specify a period of time for residence in 
a district, but authorizes the legislature to set qualifications. 

Montgomery: It would be frustrating for a person who wanted to become involved 

• politically to move into a state and find you had to live there five years before 
you could do anything. 

Taft: I think that if you can vote you ought to be able to run for office--if you 
have the qualifications 0 ,_U elector. 

• Skipton: Agrees 
An elector is 21 and 6 months residence in the state. You do not have to 

be registered to vote. 
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!!!!: Sometimes a person tuns for office and it turns out he never voted. 

Skipton: Registration laws are designed to prevent fraud, not to determine eli
gibility to vote. Is there any reason not to stick with the current definition 
of elector--for example, should we reduce the residency requirement to 40 days? 

Montgomery: Is there any reason why the requirements for see~~'ffice should 
be different from those for voting? 

Taft: Making more stringent requirements for seeking office is a protective device 
for the person who is already in office--to prevent someone from moving into your 
district and running for your position. Purely a defensive mechanism--perhaps 
not good from the people's point of view. At the present time, you must live in 
the district one year preceding the election, but you only have to be a resident 
of the state 6 months. A voter can move from place to place in Ohio and uail-vote. 

Comment: By law, you must live in the new district 40 days prior to the election 
if it is a place requiring registration. Or you can go back to the old district 
to vote. 

Skipton: I suggest that we provide that a candidate for legislature must be a 
resident of the district when he files for office--this would cut the time down 
from one year prior to the election to February, when you have to file to run in 
the primary. If the primary is changed to a later time, that would cut down on the 
time, too. You could require him to take some step to become a resident of the 
district before he files. 

!!!S: Agree - he should have to do something to become a resident. But the time 
should be shortened, because the issue of whether he knows the district is a 
legitimate issue for the campaign anyway and can always be raised by his opponent. 

Skipton: He should have to be one of his own constituents, in order to represent 
a district. This is not unreasonable. But the time period could be shortened. 

I!!S: Residence, as determined by court deaisions, is pretty tenuous anyway--a 
hotel room with an affidavit that he intends to move there may be sufficient. 

Skipton: In~ a year of reapportionment, the establishment of districts may still 
be in court in February, when the time will come to file. 

Montgomery: l-lhich is a good reason to liberalize the rules. 

Taft: Even if not challenged, if the one-year requirement is kept, a candidate 
has only a few weeks to move if his district is changed in reappottionment. 

Skipton: As a general principle, should a person be a resident of the district-
should he represent the people who elected him? At a particular time or through
out his term? 

11ontgomery: Perhaps he should have to stay there throughout the term--if he is to. 
represent the people in the district. 
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•� 
Skipton: This comes up in another connection--single member districts. In the past,� 
we've had multiple member districts, but today we have only single members districts� 
in Ohio. If we determine he must repre~ent the people in the district, the next ques�
tion is, when must he become a residentr.� 

Montgomery: I think your idea is good, when he files for office. 

Skipton: Is there any disagreement that he must have the qualifications of an elector? 

• Montgomery: The major argument on that would be the 18-year voting. Should we go 
that far? To vote he still should not be able to hold office unless he has all the 
responsibilities, civil and criminal, of an adult. So it might depend on what happens 
to the l8-year-old vote. 

• Skipton: I think that being an elector is the most responsible job he has--I will be 
a strong advocate of wiping out every restriction on 18 to 21 year olds if they are 
given the right to vote. 

Montgomery: I will, too, but perhaps not everyone will agree. 

• Skipton:. A provision could be put in the Constitution prohibiting the legislature 
from making other age requirements for particular purposes. Our question here, though, 
is whether anyone possessea of the qualifications of an elector shall be eligible for 
the legislature? 

• 
General agreement that n separate age requirements should be imposed for eligibility 
for the legislature. 

Discussion about the provisions making persons guilty of certain criminal ac~ivities 

ineligible. No decision on the merits of these provisions. 

• 
Discussion about Research Study No.3, dealing with the specific majorities 

required in the Ohio Constitution for various purposes 9j~'the legislature. Consid
erable variation noted. Also noted is the fact that a majority of those "elected" to 
the General Assembly which is required for some actions mlght be looked at in view of 
the fact that vacancies are filled by appointment. 

• 
In Ohio, 2/3 are required for an emergency, and for dispensing with public 

hearings, 3/5 to override a veto, 3/4 for dispensing with 3 readings. In other states, 
2/3 seems to be the most common percentage, but there is not necessarily a trend to 
standardize them. 

• 
Montgomery: In ordinary matters, a majority should make the decision; for extraord
inary matters, perhaps we should narrow the choice of how large an extraordinary vote 
is required to one or two percentages. It may be confusing to have 3/5, 3/4, 2/3 for 
different matters. 

Skipton: A majority of those ·l~cted are required to pass a bill and do other things. 
Do we want to reduce this to d majority of those present and voting? 

• No opinion for reducing the majority of those elected to a majority of those present 
and voting nor for eliminating any vacancies from the total. Perhaps clarify the 
language so that it is clear that the total elected includes those appointed to fill 
vacancies. 
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Skipton: Perhaps it would be easier to clarify the language regarding t.he filling 
of vacancies to make clear they are construed as "elected theretolt rather than try 
to change all the other sections--just make them all uniform. 

Should we change any of the extraordinary votes? 

Montgomery: It would be simpler if all the ordinary things just required a majority 
and the extraordinary things were all the same. Is there any logic behind the dif
ference between 2/3, 3/4, or 3/51 Perhaps we could just have two levels--a majority 
and 2/3 or 3/5. 

Skipton: I would not change the 2/3 for emergencies or the secrecy rule. I don't 
know any reason for the 3/4 requirement on dispensing with the rule requiring 3 read
ings. The question of whether we should even leave that in is debatable. Perhaps we 

. should just write a uniform provision. I would stick with 2/3 for conviction for 
impeachment. Leave extra compensation at 2/3. Perhaps section 15 of Article IV 
should be stricken--or recommend this to whatever committee studies the judiciary. 
Section 22 of Article IV is also probably obsolete and could be removed, or recommend 
removal to the committee on the judiciary. Pasaage QV8trVeto and proposing consti
tutional amendments require 3/5. 

Comment: Some recommend that the General Assembly be permitted to pass over a Gov
ernor's veto by a s~ple majority. 

Skipton: If the power to veto is to mean anything, it should require more than a 
simple majority to override. The only other way you can give the Governor any real 
power is to insert h~ in the legislative process before the final enactment by the 
legislature is completed. The big question is whether he should have the power or 
not. Veto power is usually exercised with great restraint because it is done in the 
glare of the public eye. I would not be inclined to recommend el~ination of the veto 
power. I think the veto is not just an executive prerogative, but, because of the 
way it has to be exercised with a message, it is a power that becomes avtilable to 
the public. Most vetoes are not exercised for personal reasons or even for the effect 
on the operations of the executive branch of government but because of some provision 
affecting the general public. The most important exercise is in the budget field. 

Montgomery: For convenience, perhaps the ratio should be 2/3 rather than 3/5. 

Comment: This would make it more difficult to override the veto. 

Skipton: The more difficult you make it, the more the executive will be encouraged 
to use it. 

Comment: Illinois just went from 2/3 to 3/5. 

Skipton: The trend will probably be to lower rather than raise the requirement. I 
would leave it the way it is, so it still has some meaning but doesn't make the Gov
ernor more powerful in relation to the legislature. If you make it too difficult to 
override a veto, you might encourage irresponsible action by the General Assembly 
because the members would take the attitude that the Governor will veto anyway so it .. 
doesn't matter what they do. And the veto can be used not only on basic issues but 
on any bill, so it shouldn't be made too difficult to override it. On the question of 
submission of constitutional amendments to the voters, if that is made too easy, if 
the requirement is lowered to a s~le majority, you again encourage irresponsibility 
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• 
on the part of the General Assembly, as well as cluttering up the cor.stitution with 
legislation. A lot of pressure groups will try to get their ideas written into the 
Constitution. 

Montgomery: Is there any trend? 

Hunter: Again, Illinois lowered its requirement from 2/3 to 3/5. 

•� Skipton: I'd leave it where it is - 3/5.� 

Discussion on Research Study No. 6 on eligibility--compatibility. Indicates 
need for clarification because of the number of times it has had to be interpreted. 

Montgomery: Perhaps we should try to liberalize the rules, and just eltminate con
• fl ic ts where they occur. 

Comment: Is there any logic to excluding persons who hold other public offices from 
the General Assembly? Does this create more conflict than a person holding another 
type of job? 

• ~~ntgomery: I'd like to see how other states have tackled this one. It's too hard 
to get good people to serve, and I think we Should liberal~~e these rules so that 
we try only to eliminate abuse of the position or very basic conflicts. 

Skipton: We received several communications. One from Tom White, legislative clerk 
in the Ohio House. 

• Comment: Mr. White has raised one point that has not previously been considered at� 
all by the committee--whether there should be a method of determining when a member� 
is disabled and no longer able to serve.� 

•� 
Montgomery: I don't see a need to put it here unless you put it in the qualifications.� 

Skipton: If a man gets the electorate to vote for htm, should you be able to force 
him to resign? ~fuo will make that decision? 

Comment: The question comes up in connection with the Governor also because the 

•� 
Constitution does not define "disability."� 

Skipton: Also in determining disability of the President of the United States. 
These people are elected, and it should really be something extraordinary to justify 
removing them. It would be almost impossibletD determine when this could be done 
and how it would be applied. Such power to remove would probably only be used for 
the wrong reasons. 

• 

• Skipton: Mr. l~ite also raises a question on emergency laws, if an emergency clause 
is inserted in a conference committee, does it go back to the original house for a 
separate roll call? Is he 'aying that the procedures are different in the senate 
and in the house? Apparenl ...y he feels that the constitutional language on emergency 
clause votes is not clear. I will ask Tom how he would draft this language if he 
feels it is unclear. We also heve a proposal from the Internal Auditors Institute, 
proposing a legislative auditor responsible to the General Assembly not intended to 
abolish the duties of the state audi~or. Follows general accounting office of the 
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Congress. There are both a constitutional amendment and a bill presently before the 
General Assembly. 

Montgomery: Does this require a constitutional amendment? 

Skipton: Their proposal says that the new auditor general shall conduct post-audits 
of transactions and activities of the state and all branches and performance post I 
audits thereof. Performance post-audits, which is not related to whether moneys 
were spent legally, but whether the expenditure accomplished the purpose, probably 
ought to be controlled by the legislature, and you could leave the audit of expendi -
tures to the state auditor, as he does now. Performance post-audituwould tell the 

!� 

General Assembly whether programs they approved produced the results they wanted.� 
Did we accomplish the purpose? I�
Montgomery: It seems to me they are probably talking about a nut-and-bo1ts financial� 
audit.� • 
Skipton: If they are, I don't see any reason to keep the state auditor. Even now, 
the Finance Department performs a pre-audit and the Auditor also performs a pre-audit. 
and then comes along and matees a post-audit. I think we should look this over before 
we make a decision, and then perhaps we can decide whether we want to have them come 
in to discuss their proposal. Are there other matters? 

Iaft: I think we should consider, in connection with the three-reading rule, a pro
vision that the bill must be available in writing three days before final action, to 
prevent what happened in the House on the appropriation act this year. which was 
available only a few hours before the session and no one had an opportunity to::. read •it. 

Next meeting of the committee to be fixed when additional memos and alternate 
drafts are ready. An agenda to be sent to committee members, and perhaps have legis
lative leaders advised of proposals and invited to discuss them with the committee. 

• 
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n1-:.,:c. cvu",;;.1.Cu"::i.o.-lal Revision COi'lffifssio!"' 
Committee to Study the Executive Branch 

Summary of Meeting� 
June 21) 1971� 

Present at the committee meeting on June 21 were Dr. Cunningham, Mr. Ostrum� 
and Senator Dennis.� 

Dr. Cunningham discussed various aspects of the executive branch suggestions he 
had submitted to the committee for consideration. He mentioned the diffusion of 
executive power if the people elect multiple executive officials--secretary of state~ 

attorney general) auditor) treasurer) superintendent of public instruction and many 
more--and compared state constitutions in this respect to the federal constitution) 
which does not provide for any elected executives other than president and vice-pres
ident. In 1966) Dr. Mitau at Michigan and in some work he conducted in Minnesota, 
indicated that as many as 80% of the population don't know who the secretary of state 
is, yet he is the chief election officer--often running for re-election at the very 
time he should be engaged in the administration of his function. Dr. Cunningham 
believes administrative officers should be appointed, responsible to the Governor, 
and he should be responsible for the conduct of the offices. The legislature should 
define the duties of the offices sufficiently so that you will get someone competent 
to perform them. 

The second issue raised by Dr. Cunningham is the status of the Lt. Governor. 
There are indications tha~ the Vice-president was originally given the job of pre

siding officer in the Senate simply because he had nothing else to do. This was in 
a time when both the federal and state governments had a minimum number of adminis
trative functions to pe~form. Some states didn't even provide for a Lt. Governor-
they found him superfl~~~s. Therefore) the Lt. Governor should be required to be of 
the same party as the Governor) and could be an administrative assistant to the 
Governor. We should build an adminiEtrative organization that would fit a corpora
tion with a budget the size of the state budget--9.1 billion as proposed by the 
present Governor. 

Various states were discussed and which executive officials are still electe~.
 

It was pointed out that, in Ohio) the duties of the Auditor, Treasurer and Attorney� 
General are all prescribed by law and they have practically no discretionary powers,� 
no constitutional powers.� 

Another point raised by Dr. Cunningham was the separation between the post-audit 
and the pre-audit function. The post-audit should not be left to an administrative 
auditor) who should perform the pre-audit function. The post-audit, after the money 
is spent, is an accounting to the legislature. Congress has established such a func
tion, and the idea comes from the old committee on accounts of the House of Commons. 
Dr. Cunningham suggests ,-- applying business practices to the government. Senator 
Dennis asked how many elected state officials are provided for in the recently-adopted 
state constitutions--for example, in Michigan. It was pointed out that most still 
prOVide for 3) 4, or 5 elected officials because it is difficult to sell the elec
torate on the model state constitution which provides only for the election of • 
Governor. In Alaska) only th~ Governor and Secretary of State are elected. In 
New Jersey, only the Governc.-- In Michigan, the elected treasurer and auditor were 
eliminated and a legislative auditor replaced an elected state auditor. The theory 
of the single elected executive is that he is the person responsible for administra
tion and enforcing the law. The executive delegates authority to other persons, but 
cannot delegate responsibility. If the elected executive is incompetent) then the 
people must blame themselves if state administration deteriorates. 
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The question of the legislative aud~tor 1s a question for the legislature, but� 
is also a question for the executive'CODIilittee if· it is decided to eliminate the� 
auditor as an elected state official; to define his powers in the Constitution, or� 
transfer some of his functions to someone else, constitutionally.� 

Dr. Cunningham pointed out that perhaps the auditor, with respect to the pre
audit function, belongs in the department of finance. The state auditOr presently I 

also audits all taxing units in the atate-·cities, counties, etc.--which is a huge 
job. This takes a tremendous budget and a large number of employees. In California, 
the grand jury brings in out. ide auditors once a year and audits all the taxing ~ 
units in that district. 

Discussion followed about procedures to be followed by the committee in solicit�
ing opinions on these matters from. the public and from the concerned officers and� 
persons who previously had the offices, before the committee makes decisions.� 

Reverting to the question of elected officials, it was noted that the secretary� 
of state, an appointee, succeeds to the Governorship in New Jersey in the event the� 
Governor is disabled. On the question of the Governor and Lt. Governor running as� 
a team, it was noted that at least seven times a Lt. Governor of a different party� 
from the Governor has been elected in Ohio.� 

The question was raised as to whether any mintmum age limits should be placed� 
on the Governor or other elected officials if the voting age is reduced to 18. It� 
was noted that, in a list supplied by the Ohio Historical Society of ages of Gov�

ernors when they took office in Ohio, none was under 30. •There was discussion about the idea of constitutionally limiting the number of 
independent boards and commissions or requiring all boards and commissions to be� 
lntegrated under the principal department with which they are concerned. Should� 
the legislature be restrained in its ability to create independent boards and com�
missions? ,�

The meeting was adjourned with instructions to the Director to contact the • 
chairman about future procedures. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature 

Summary of Meeting� 
August 26, 1911� 

The meeting convened at 1:20 p.m. on August 26, 1971. Present were Chairman� 
Skipton, Senator Taft and Mr. Montgomery.� 

Mrs. Hunter. research consultant for the Committee. distributed drafts of 16 
revisions proposed for Article II and several memoranda affecting the legislative 
article for future study. The Committee discussed and acted upon 12 amendments or 
repeals as follows: 

1. Special Sea8tons 

The first matter to be discussed .as a proposition for allowing presiding officers 
of both houses to convene the General Assembly in special session. An alternative to 
allow either the Governor or presiding officers to do so by proclamation was adopted, 
the Committee agreeing that there should be a requirement that the call be by proc
lamation to encourage specificity in the call. Article II, Section 8 will need ap· 
propriate amendment. 

2. Qualifications of Legislators - Section 3 

Mrs. Hunter pointed out that the Committee had agreed at an earlier session 
that qualifications as to age and elector status for election to the General Assembly 
not be modified and that Se~~~ors and Representatives be residents of their respective 
districts upon becoming candidates and maintain such residency during term. 

Mr. Skipton n~t~~ t.hat the lowering of the voting age to 18 had been specifically 
considered and explained that the reason for proposed changes had to do with the trend 
toward shorter retiden.ey f01" voters. Such trend, he said, applies to qualifications 
for legislators. Also involv~, he said, are questions of reapportionment of the 
General Assembly, when districts are redesigned in such a way that an incumbent member 
might not be a resident of the same district that he now serves. Further remarks on 
this topic are summarized: 

Skipton: Two policy questions must be considered: (1) Should a candidate be a 
resident of the di.trict some period of time prior to election? (2) Should he main
ta1n re.idency in his respective district throughout his term? The third alternative 
presented to the Committee reduces prior residency by simply providing that senators 
and representatives shall have resided in their respective districts preceding their 
election - a short and indefinite period - and provides that they must maintain resi
dency during term. Such a provision eliminates reapportionment problems. It provides 
in effect that a person can move into a new district the day before election aDd still 
qualify. Such a .olution avoids selecting a period of time (90, 60 or 40 days) and 
would not clutter the Constitution with matters of statutory filing tfmes related to 
becoming a candidate. The requirement for retention of residency means that if a 
member moves, he vacates the office. 

Hunter: The exception ·c~ absence on the public business would now apply to 
retention of residency and WOUld be grammatically improved if it applied if members 
"are" absent rather than "shall have been" absent. 

Skipton: The other alternative presented to the Committee limits prior residency 
to filin2 date and raises problems of interpret8tioD# 
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Montgomery: Nevertheless. a person should be resident when he becomes a candidate. 

Skipton: There is a practical question here as to what happens in the event of re
apportionment. How much time between the taking effect of reapportionment and the 
time a would-be candidate MUst file is proper? 

Montgomery: We should not avoid such a question merely because the solution is 
difficult of statement. What have other states done? 

Hunter: Periods of prior residency vary. Some recent constitutions have relegated 
such periods to statute. 

Montaomery: We must be concerned about people of national popularity moving into an 
area for the purpose of running • I. E. becoming instant residents. 

Skipton: Courts have stricken residency requirements in many areas • e. g. welfare 
eligibility. At least we require here that a person become a resident before election, 
not after. 

Mpntsomerx: Should we not try to require that he be a resident on a date related to 
his candidacy? 

Hunter: Tying residency to filing date gets into a statutory area. A preferable 
solution seems to be to relate residency to becoming a candidate. 

Montgomery: Could we requi~~ residency prior to officially becoming a candidate.? 
Then it would not be enough Ln' a person to declare himself a candidate; he must do 
what the law requires that he do to become one. 

Skipton: At the national level there are states where a man becomes a candidate for 
tha presidency without wanting to 1>ecome so. The Secretary of State limply puts his 
name on the ballot. 

Montgomery: There is reason to leave it to the legislature to make the filing process 
as difficult as it wishes, except for residency. 

Skipton: This provision must presume statutory law on the subject of how one becomes 
a candidate. I am still reluctant to use statutory language in the Constitution 
i.e. describe how a nomination is made. 

Montgomery: Perhaps we should refer to the law without spelling out what it is to 
contain. Could we relate residency to becoming a candidate "as provided by law"? 

Skipton: I would agree to that qualification. The last phrase in the section 
("unless • • • absent on the public business of the United States or this State) is 
in the existing Constitution and is intended to cover people in the Armed Forces. 

The revision of the last alternative draft of Section 3 was agreed to, requiring 
residency on the day of candidacy, as provided by law. It was agreed that the reap. 
portionment question was solved. Mr. Skipton pointed out that in effect we are saying 
that if reapportionment occurs, a person must make up his mind in a hurry as to where 
he must file. Usually the question does not come up that fast. If reapportionment 
occurs and districts are changed, he noted, the law would prOVide for some period of 
time for filing of petitions and the waging of a campaign. The change is not going 
to be instantaneous. The reapportionment of districts is generally known about in 
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advance. and a person hal the opportunity to ~now if he wishes to change his re.ldency.� 
The change, Mr. Skipton concluded, i8 relatively easy. Residency is a matter ot� 
intent. Generally it can be declared by moVing into a district and announcing can�
didacy.� 

3. Eli&ibilitx - Section 4 

• 
Hunter: Section 4 and the compatibility questions that it has raised were discussed 
at a prior meeting. The Committee was given a memorandum summarizing rulings of the 
Attorney General as to what constituted an "office" as opposed to "employment" and 
what was meant by "lucrative" office for pul'poses of ineligibility to membership in 

• 

the General Assembly under present Article II, Section 4. Of the two drafts presented 
here (dated July 12, 1971) the first is the simpler. With the change made by pen 
it reads: "No member of the General Assembly shall, during the term for which he is 
elected, hold any public office under the United States or this State or a political 
subdivision thereof." 

Skipton: The advantage to this proposed draft 1s that it elUDinates numerous ques
tions of compatibility, such as can an employee of the waterworks become a member 
of the General Assembly? Public employment would not be a disabUity. 

• Montgomery: I suppose the reason for such a provision goes back to a time when 
political leaders served in multiple p~81tlons. Those who were elected locally 
were the same as those Yho were selected for the legislature. 

• 
Skipton: The term "public office" is probably better defined than "employment" and 
thus in recommending 8uch a change in Section 4 we eliminate a great many questions 
of compatibility. 'Ll,s means that school board members probably could not become 
members of the General Assembly. It might mean that trustees of state institutions 
would not be eligible. This 1s not much different than the present provision. 10 
effect we are making more certain the eligibility of larger numbers of public servants. 

Montgomery: (Noting the compensation language in the second alternative of the 

• memorandum on this subject dated July 12, 1971) Do we need to be concerned about 
compensation? 

• 
Skipton: Alternative 2 leaves a loophole. Many public officers are not compensated. 
Members of boards frequently do not receive compensation, yet their interest in leg
islation to be adopted could be greater than one who receives compensation from a 
public position, Of course, in the case of the waterworks employee, he probably 
isn't going to be able to maintain a job and get to Columbus, so he must make a 
choice anyway. 

Montgomery: What about him - and the post office employee. What proportion of the 
work force works for government? One out of seven or eight?

• Skipton: It is substantial. 

Montgomery: Do we not effp.ctively take them out of the possibility of running? 

• 
Hunter: We definitely do by adopting alt~rnative 2. It would extend to both public 
officers ~ employees. 

• 
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Montscmer,~ 1 agree that a man should not hold two state offices or state and local 
or state and federal office. What about the question of the ineligibility of public 
employees? 

Skipton: Alternative No. 1 makes public office a basis of ineligibility. The postal 
worker cag run. The school board member cannot. 

The Committee agreed not to put in language pertaining to compensation. It was 
pointed out in the discussion that those with the greatest conflict of interest might 
be those without compensation. If there is to be such a prOVision as Section 4, the 
Committee agreed, it should be limited to upubUc office" and not be restricted to 
public position with compensation. The Committee adopted the first alternative draft. 

4. Who shall not bold office - Section 5 

Hunter: Section 5 prohibits a person convicted of an embezzlement of public fUnds 
from holding office and persons holding public money for disbursement from having a 
seat in the General Assembly until the money is accounted for. Its elimination is 
proposed on the basis that the provision is essentially statutory in nature. Such 
a particular disqualification is more properly a matter of statute. Such provisions 
intrude upon the province of the legislature. 

Skipton: This is more properly the subject of statutory law because the Constitution 
should not attempt to deal with all the specific facets of a position that would make 
one ineligible for public service. They could be extensive. Why should the Consti
tution include a few? 

The Committee agreed that Section 5 is more properly tbe subject of statute. 
The Committee had already agreed that eligibility has to do with the qualifications 
of an elector, and conviction of a felony is related to this question. The Committee 
adopted the recommendation that Section 5 be deleted. 

5. Orsanization of the house - Section 7 

Hunter: The amendment proposed to Article II, Section 7 is to supply an apparent 
inadvertent omission from the Constitution. Section 7 provides for organization of 
the House but not the Senate. 

Skipton: The change might be termed "housekeeping." This is strictly a revision of 
form and not of substance. The amendment to Section 7 was adopted. 

6. Sections 10 and 15 - Right of members to protest; Where bills shall originate. 

Bunter: Section 10 gives members of either house the right of protest and requires 
that such protest be entered upon the journal. There is provision in the Constitution 
for each house adopting its own rules of procedure. This is a proper subject of such 
rules. In fact, it is a subject of rule. Its elimination is therefore recommended. 

Montgomery: Such a provision is superfluous. Taking such matters of legislative 
procedure out of the Constitution keeps it as simple and concise as possible. 

Skipton: The rules adequately provide for this matter. No right has been denied that 
this Constitutional provision protects. 
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Hunter: Section 15 is regarded as being in the lame category. It provides "BUls 
may originate in either House; but may be altered, amended, or rejected in the 
other." 

• Montgomery: Such a provision appears to be more fundamental. 

The Committee agreed to give further consideration to the el~ination of Section 
15, and agreed that Section 10 should be repealed. 

• 
7. Vacancies in either house· Section 11 

Hunter: An amendment is proposed to section 11 of Article II, having to do with the 
filling of vacancies in either house, the section now provides for the filling of a 

• 
vacancy by appointment of the members of the house who are of the same political 
party as the person last elected. The amendment proposes use of the term "election" 
and "elected" instead of "appointment" and "appointed" throughout this section to 
eliminate possible conflict between this section and a number of otber sections in 
the Constitution calling for various majorities "of the membet's elected" for legis
lative action. The change in terminology would appear to have no substantive effect 
in this section and would make it more consistent with other prov181ons in the Con
stitution. 

• Skipton: This is another "housekeeping" matter. The Committee agreed. 

8. Secrecy.. Section 13 

• 
Mrs. Hunter presented a brief memorandum having to do with the subject of 

secret sellions, as .~·\)vided for in Article II, Section 13. This prOVision has its 
origin in the Constitution of 1802. Both Senate and House have rules that incorporate 
the Constitutional language of Section 13. The subject of secret sessions is sub
mitted for Committee discussion, with no recommendations for change at this t~e. 

Skipton: This matter was put on our agenda to invite co=ment from Committee members 

•� and othe.present this afternoon. Rules of both houses deal with secret sessions,� 
and there was debate this year regarding the adoption of such a rule - questions 
about it were raised by the media. We invite comment from any of the ladies and 
gentlemen attending this committee meeting. 

Comment: Sometime Government, the publication of the Citizens Conference on 
State Legislatures, in its analysis of the Ohio legislature, points out that although 
subject matter committees meet openly, the rules committees of both houses fre
quently meet in executive session. This practice 1s criticized. 

Skipton: We have had no practice of secret sessions in this state, and with a two
thirds majority requirement we are not likely to have them. 

• Mr. Skipton then asked Scott Smith, Director of the Ohio Citizens Committee on 
the State Legislature, seated in the audience 1f he had comment. 

Smith: One of the proble-.~ ~elated to the question of closed hearings of any kind 

• 
is that such a matter should not be prescribed one way or another in the Constitution. 
It is appropriate for statute or rule. It is a principle of good government that 
proceedings should be open. tut the matter is not appropriate for the Constitution. 

• 
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Comment: What is the rationale for closed meetings? At the federal level 
there are questions of national security, but what is discussed at the state level 
necelsitating secret ses810ns? 

Skipton: The early provision was u8ed in wartime • I.E. 1n the War of 1812. The 
section goes back to 1802. 

Montgomery: Such matter8 as national guard involvement are ones where conceivably 
a clear and present state danger could be present. Some provision for secret ses
8ion8 8eems desirable, and the two-thirds majority rule appears to be appropriate 
for its use. 

Some general discussion ensued among Committee members, Mrs. Hunter and members 
of the audience regarding use of Section 13. Mr. Smith pointed out that there are 
instances where committees are investigating such matters as gubernatorial appoint
ments or matters of personality in which they should have discretion to meet in 
secret. He asked whether or not there i8 any reference to standing committees in 
the Constitution. Mrs. Hunter said that there were not, and Mr. Smith pointed out 
that trying to deal with committee sessions in this provision might cause problems 
of consistency. 

Skipton: To change this section might be interpreted as meaning a change of policy. 
By retaining the section in its present form we apparently endorse policies followed 
by the General Assembly for 168 years. 

Montsomery: Perhaps open meetings should apply to all proceedings except extra
ordinary 8essions. 

Coument: People feel that they have a right to know what is going on. Open 
sessions encourage trust in the General Assembly. Is there some reason for retaining 
a provilion that dates from 1802? 

Skipton: EI~ination of the section or revision of it would indicate a policy 
change. If the provision were shortened to prOVide for public proceedings without 
exception, interpretation of the intent of the change could have ramifications. 
Acknowledging the right of the public to know, we cannot guarantee the right of 
the public to know the full facts of anything. For example, much depends upon the 
line of questioning pursued by a committee. Not all goes into the record. 

Montgomery: The section uses the word "proceedings." If interpreted by the Attorney 
General or court it would probably be viewed as applying to committees as well as to 
either house. Thus a two-thirds committee vote would allow secret committee sessions. 
The title of the section refers to "session" and not proceedings. Would a change of 
title not be more consistent with the body of the provision. The section in its 
present fom appears to meet the needs of the General Assembly. A two-thirds vote 
of the rules committee would apparently be necessary for secret sessioDs. 

Skipton: Unless a clear and present need to change is demonstrated, to correct a 
situation or remedy some abuse, amendment of the section does not appear to be ne
cessary. If, for example, the legislature were meeting as a Committee of the whole 
in executive session. we might be confronted with a problem. One has not been dem
onstrated. The full Commission must make a decision on this matter. 

The Committee deferred further consideration of Section 13. 
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9. Power of adjournment • Section 14 

Hunter: Section 14 provides that neither House shall adjourn for more than two days 

• 
without the consent of the other. The Clerk of the House suggested expanding this 
period to accord with the practice of having the first formal session of the week on 
Tuesday and to eliminate the need for Monday "skeleton" sessions to satisfy the rule. 
The change would make the section consistent with practice. 

Montgomery: What about eliminating the section as archaic? 

• Skipton: The matter could be covered by rule, but it would have to be a joint rJle. 
Expansion of the time in the manner proposed introduces certainty. To extend the 
period from two to five days seems to take care of all problems. A longer period of 
t~e would give more opportunities for irresponsibility. 

• 
The proposal to prohibit adjournment by one house without contlent of the other 

for more than five days was agreed to. 
10. Signing of bills - Section 17 

Mrs. Hunter read a proposed amendment to Section 17 that would eliminate the re
quirement that the signing of bills and resolutions by presiding officers of each 
house be done publicly, in the presence of the house. 

• Skipton: What would be the situation if the Speaker were about to sign a bill and 
someone felt that it should be reconsidered? Is this the reason for requiring the 
General Assembly to be capable of transacting business - i.e. in formal session when 
bills are signed? Is there need for providing for such a situation in law or in the 
Coni titution?

• Montgomery: What is the reason for this section in its present form?� 

•� 
Comment: Could the reason for public signing be to require a witness of the action� 

so that signature cannot later be denied? Is its purpose to guarantee that the pre�
siding officer and not a secretary sign these documents?� 

Montsomery: The provision appears to reflect the theory of distrusting the legislature 
and the legislative leadership. 

Skipton: Many provisions exist in the law requiring a ritual of execution. Some have 

• 
been eliminated. They came into being at a time when few could read and have little 
validity in this day and age. The recommendation for this change came from the Speaker 
of the House. 

The Committee adopted the proposed amendment. 

•� 
11. Lmpeacbment - a proposal to combine Article II, Sections 23 and 24.� 

Mr•• Hunter explained that the proposed amendment and comb~nation of Sections 23 
and 24 constitute a change of form, not substance. The purpose of the revision is to 
simplify and modernize the 1J~gu.ge, somewhat in accord with recommendations adopted 
in the MOde1 State ConstituLlon. One addition to the sections is the requirement 
that procedures for the trial of impeachments be established by law. The proposal

• does not adopt the approach of ~he Model State Constitution that allows the tribunal 
for the trial of impeaehments to be established by law. 
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8.� •Montgomery: Impeachment for any misdemeanor in office 18 the language used. What 
1s meant by misdemeanor - mere misconduct in office or .iademeanor as opposed to 
felony. 

J 
I 

Hunter: This question has not been researched. 

Skipton: Apparently malfeasance as opposed to misfeasance seems to be the intent of 
the section. 

Because no attempt had been made to study interpretations of the present section, 
the Committee agreed to hold the proposal as a study item and to request more infor
mation on the questions raised. 

12. Annual Ses.ions - Section 25 

Mrs. Hunter read a proposal for amending Section 25 of Article II to provide for 
annual sessions and noted that the provision relative to first Monday of January 
falling on a legal holiday had a change made in pen to prOVide that the session should • 
then commence on the succeeding day inatead of the succeeding Monday. 

Skipton: Actually, no change was intended here except to eliminate the start of a 
.e8alon on New Year's Day. The choice of the second Monday in January was rejected 
because the Constitution otherwise provides that the Governor and other state offi
cers take office on the second Monday in January, and in deference to the dignity of 
the .eparate branches it was felt that the gubernatorial inauguration and convening 
of the legialature should not fallon the same day. If the legislature meets a week 
earlier, this means that it is organized and ready to transact business on the day 
that the Governor takes office. 

Taft: An alternative would be to proVide that the legislature meet annually "as pro • 
vided by law." That is, the General Assembly could .set the date for meeting in the 
second year. 

Skipton: The proposal before us gives certainty to the matter. 

1!!S.: There is merit in assuring that the process gets underway. • 
The proposal for annual sessions as drafted was endorsed by the Committee. 

13. Elimination of procedural matters from the Constitution 

Mrs. Hunter distributed a memorandum containing the rationale for eliminating • 
procedural matters from the Constitution for further study. Mr. Skipton pointed out 
that if the Committee comes to agreement on the points made in the memorandum, it 
could possibly take general action on a number of prOVisions that would be affected 
by the issues discussed. The item was explained as an attempt to put together the 
general approach to eliminating matters considered procedural, which matters will be .! 
considered more specifically at a later date. 

14. Recommending the elimination of Sections 15 and 22 from Article IV. 

Mrs. Hunter referred to earlier Committee discussions in which it was agreed to 
recOIIIDend the deletion of these two sections from the Constitution as obsolete. They.: 
were considered in connection with the Committee review of provisions throughout the 
Constitution calling for extra ordinary majorities for legislative action. Section 
15 requires a two-thirds vote for the paslage of laws to change the number of judges 
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or to establish courts. and Section 22 authorizes the appointment of a Supreme Court 
Commission. The recommendation before the Committee (dated July 12, 1971) had been 
given to the Administrative Assistant to the Supreme Court for his comment. Mr. Skipton 
reported that Judge Radcliffe had written to the Committee. giving the recommendation 
his wholehearted support and expressing a willingness to appear to e'Press his endorse
ment. The Committee agreed that the provisions are archaic and should be repealed. 

15. Selection of officers - Section 8 

An amendment to Article II. Section 8 was proposed to make the presiding officer 
of the Senate be the President of the Senate. Discussion also included the necesstty of 
making appropriate revision in the Executive ° Article because the Lieutenant Governor 
presently occupies this post. The legislative role of the lieutenant governor i8 viewed 
as detracting from legislative independence from the executive branch. In response to 
question Mrs. Hunter pointed out that there is a current trend in the direction of making 
the legislative leader of the Senate be a member of the legislature. 

Skipton: Two reasons exist for such a change. One relates to the ability of the legis
lative branch to control its own destiny. In the House the membership selects the 
Speaker. Why should not the Senate select its presiding officer? A second reason re
lates to the trend toward baving tbe Governor and Lieutenant Governor elected as a team. 
In that event the presiding officer of a major branch of the legislature should be a 
member of that branch and not a member of the executive branch. 

I!!S: The two matters are r~lated. If a Democrat were elected,should he preside over a 
Republican Senate? 

Skipton: This Committe ~hould collaborate on this matter with the Committee to Study 
the Executive Branch in the hopes that we can reach accord. For the present, this Com
mittee goes on record as favoring the proposition that members of the Senate select 
their own presiding officer. 

16. Committees and authority of the General Assembly to act after adjournment. 

Mrs. Hunter explained that the proposed amendment to Section 8 contained in the 
memorandum with this heading had several purposes: to make the language governing the 
two-thirds majority vote consistent with other provisions (as agreed by the Committee 
at an earlier date) and to provide specific recognition of the committee system. Ref
erence was made to a study memorandum and committee discussion concerning the authority 
of committees to act between sessions of the General Assembly. The amendment to Sec
tion 8 would eliminate questions as to their authority to act by specifically providing 
that they may be authorized to do so. 

Skipton: The language regarding committees may sound superfluous, but specific provi
sion as to what they may be authorized to do may have particular significance. The 
question of the power of committees to act in interim. after sine die, come. up from 
time to time. This proposal represents an effort to settle questions with regard to 
authority and to give specific recognition to the power of the legislature to provide 
rules for their operation. The Committee may wish to consider additional suggestions 
that would make certain that ~~ch committee wishing to act between sessions have spe
cific authorization to act. '~V l.°equire that they may be authorized to act between 
"particular" sessions is designed to assure control by the General Assembly over com
mittees during interim period" Such a proposal would limit the power of the Committee 
Chairman to use his committee in any way that he chooses. Such a change would accord 
with federal practice where specifi~ ~uthorlzation to act is required. Because the 
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primary purpose of committees to act between sessions 1s investisative. they should 
have specific authorization. to avoid witchhunts. This proposal ~ould be the first 
specific recognition of the committee system. It deserves further study. 

It was agreed to continue consideration of this proposal. 

17. Three reading rule and one subiect rule - Section 16 

Also distributed to the Committee were an amendment to Section 16. revising the 
rule requiring three readings of bills, and a memorandum discussing the requirement 
of Section 16 that bills be confined to one subject, to be expressed in the title. 
It was agreed that these two matters would be discussed in full at a subsequent meet
ing. Mr. Skipton closed the session by announcing that he would report matters upon which 
the Committee had reached agreement, without going into the specifics of recommenda
tions. to the Commission meeting that was to follow the Committee meeting and hoped 
to get instructions from the Commission as to how formal recommendations for change 
should be presented. Formal Committee action, he said, would be the subject of • 
another Committee meeting scheduled before the September 16, 1971 meeting of the full 
Commission. Mrs. Hunter distributed materials concerning the elimination of statu
tory matters from the Constitution and discussing the state legislature as a "contin
uous" or "continuing" body, both for discussion at a later meeting. .. 
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SU1IID&ry of Meeting� 
September 13, 1971� 

Present at the meeting on September 13, 1971 were Chairman Skipton and Mr.� 
Montgomery.� 

The purpose of the meeting was to review and invite couanent upon revisions of 
the Legislative Article that had been agreed upon at the last meeting of the Commit
tee on August 26, 1971 and that had in the interLm been prepared in form to be sub
mitted to the full Commission, along with comment, at its next meeting on Sept~ber 

16, 1971. Chairman Skipton opened the meeting by proposing discussion of the amend
ments and revisions and invited comment from Committee guests, con.isting of two 
representatives of the Department of Development and one from the League of Women� 

Voters.� 

The first items which the Committee hoped to act upon, he announced. were several 
provisions to be repealed as either obsolete, superfluous or unnecessary. Committee 
conclusions on this score were based upon several factors: (1) obsolete becau.e 
act required has already been performed; (2) something already provided for in the 
United States Constitution; (3) part of the ordinary police powers. not requiring 
special provision; or (4) .imply superfluous. The following matters were specifically 
discussed. 

1. Sectiog S. Article II 

Skiptpn: The Committee stands ready to accept any comments from anybody who wishes 
to comment for or ag. ~3t repeal of Section 5, providing that no person convicted of 
embezzlement of public funds .hall hold office in thi. state nor shall any person 
holding public money for disbursement or otherwise have a seat in the General A••em

. bly, until he shall have accounted for and paid such money into the treaBury. Such� 
a provision appears in a dozen or so state constitutions. It is coo81dered unneces�
sary in view of other qualifications that have been established for legislators and� 
other police powers that a state has that can govern in this situation.� 

Mr. Skipton directed attention to Comment to the Section as prepared. (Copies 
were distributed.) Visitors remarked that they were either not prepared to comment 
or had no objections, and the next item was introduced. 

2. Section 10. Article II - Right of members to protest. 

Mr. Skipton read the provision and noted that it is an old prOVision and one that 
appears in a dozen or so state constitutions. It has been variously interpreted, 
as noted in the Comment. Some states require the protest of two members in order 
to have the protest registered in the journal. It is a provision that has been used 

, infrequently, as Comment indicates. 

Comment: Some questions were raised as to purpose. Mr. Skipton noted that the 
reason was apparently to aslure that reason for dissent be registered in the Journal. 
Today. he said, there is r' r~ohlem about getting consent to puttin, anything in the 
Journal. This is rarely, ~t ever, denied. The only effect of this would be to as

• sure getting reasons for dissent before the public. Today's means of communications 
and distribution by the medJ.a:>f matters of diSlent suggest that one would have no 
trouble getting wider publicity than the House or Senate Journal would provide. With
out further coanent the next topic was introduced. 

•� 
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3. Elimination from Article IV of Sections 15 and 22 

Skipton: Repeal of these two sections is based on fact that whatever necessity there 
was for them when adopted no longer exists. They are now superfluous. Repeal of 
these two sections has the endorsement of the Administrative Director of the Ohio 
Supreme Court. 

Substance of the two sections was summarized by Chairman Skipton. No questions 
were raised. 

Mr. Skipton then indicated that the next few revisions were considered matters 
of "housekeeping." That is, they are corrective in that they are designed to con
form the organic law with practice or to supply obvious omissions from the organic 
law. 

4. Orsanization of each house - Section 7. Article II •
Skipton: This is matter of "omission." It is a simple amendment. Section 7 pro
vides for organization of the House but not the Senate. The amendment would apply 
to "each house of the General Assembly." 

C01I\!Ilent: Would this mean that the law has to be changed each session? Response: 
No, rules are adopted each session, but statutes relative or organization do not 
change that frequently. 

5. Vacancies - Section 11. Article II. 

Skipton: Another amendment here is corrective, not of substance, but of language. • 
This is a section that was adopted just a few years ago. It is one to make language 
conform with language used elsewhere in the Constitution. It is to clear up the 
difference between the definition of election and appointment. 

Hunter: The purpose is to avoid possible conflict because of the use of one term 
in this section (appointment) and the use of other terms (elected and election) in .. 
other sections dealing with majority votes required. 

Comment: This would conform language, use a more prec:1se term in provision for 
filling vacancies, and clarify what people meant in adopting this amendment. Ques
tions were invited, but none were forthcoming. 

6. Power of Adjournment - Section 14, Article II 

Skipton: Another matter upon which this Committee is prepared to make recoumendat10n 
is Section 14 of Article II. This is an administrative matter, to conform the Con
stitution with modern day practices. The section provides that either house could 
not adjourn, without consent of the other house, for more than two days, Sundays ex
cluded. The Legislature frequently adjourns on Thursday and does not wish to return 
until the following Tuesday. If the limit were extended to five, rather than two 
days, the need for "skeleton" sessions on Monday would be eUmlaated. 

Comment: Does this mean that there would be no more Monday sessions? Response: 
There could be MOnday sessions, because the Legislature always adjourns to a day 
certain, but it would eliminate the necessity of returning Monday in "skeleton" 
session, solely to satisfy Constitutional rule. Either house would still retain 
control over its own calendar through adjournment resolution. What would be elim
inated 1s an upgece8sary skeleton session. 

•
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7. Annual Sessions - Section 25. Artic12 It. 

Skipton: Many would consider this a major change. It is more a matter of conforming 
to practice. Another amendment is being considered to this section - headed Special 
Sessions - and we might look at these two together. Here we would provide by Con
stitutional rule what appears to be a desire of both houses of the General Assembly 
and conform with the practice of the last two sessions to meet annually. The revi
sion would provide that the General Assembly convene each year on the first Monday 
of January or on the succeeding day if the first Monday of January 18 a legal holiday. 
This has been accomplished by the legislature adjourning to a day certain in the 
following year in regular session, rather than adjourning sine die. Annual a~ssions 

are recommended today by most authorities in state government. The legislature it
self seems to recognize the necessity. The amendment does not attempt to ltmit the 
length of the session or restrict the'subject matter that may be taken up in any 
session. Some states place both time Itmits and subject matter limits on second 
year sessions. The Committee has chosen not to restrict the Ohio General Assembly 
in this way. 

Another element, about which there may be some question, involves the fact 
that the Committee to Study the Executive Branch may be considering changing the 
date when the Governor is sworn tn. Some interest has been registered about the 
time that elapses between election and the ttme of succession of a new administra
tion. This Committee is proceeding on the as~tlon that the Governor will continue 
to be inaugurated in tJ)e January following elections. Therefore, we will not change 
the day of convening of the legislature. Another element is why should the legis
lature meet before the governor' Ii inaugural? The Governor is to present his program 
to the legislature, and the question may arise as to why they do not meet at the 
same time. I belie'_ <: that it is the feeling of this Committee that having the 
legislature mee t and organize prior to inauguration of the Governor is probably wise. 
The Governor usually comes into office with advance preparation. The General Assem
bly, on the other hand, being a larger body, composed of citizen members, does DOt 
have the same opportunity. Here we are allowing somettmes only a week for the Gen
eral Assembly to get organized and be ready to accept suggestions cfrom· tt'he;:Gaverllor. 
Practically, joint convention and inauguration would cause problems of congestion 
and detract from public exposure and recognition of the legislature. 

Comment: Question was raised as to salary of legislators- is it annual, regard
less of session? Response: Salary is statutory and is annual, regardless of meeting. 
Doubt was expressed that Committee would consider amendment regarding salary cbanges. 
It was pointed out that interpretations have said a member is entitled to the salary 
for two years at the moment that he is sworn in. He receives the statutory salary 
if he serves one day. 

c. Special Sessions - Section 25. Article II. 

Skipton: This may stir more varied opinions. The amendment regarding special ses
sions is intended to give presiding officers as well as the governor power to ,~all 

a special session, and the only limitation is that either must issue a proclamation 
and state in the proclamation the purpose of the call. This 1s a very broad grant 
of power, without subjec ~~tter ltmits. 

Comment: How would an~4al sessions affect this? Would the General ASSembly 
meet most of the year anyway~ Response: Neither amendment would limit time. These 
are independent amendments. Que~tions as to Governor proroguing General Assembly 
and calling special sessions were discussed. Chairman Skipton expressed view that the~E 

could be special sess~on within a ~egular session. 
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If special issue came up, asked one member of audience. could the Governor dispense 
with the general session and require the legislature to take it up in special ses
sion? Response noted that there would be no purpose served. The legislature need 
not follow the Governor's wishes if it does not wish to, being a co-equal branch 
of government. Purpose of annual sessions and giving presiding officers authority 
to call special sessions i8 to improve status of General Assembly in relation to 
the Governor. 

Further comment was raised as to the use of the term "presiding officers." Does� 
this mean two people? Response: Presiding officer of each house must agree. Ques�
tion was raised as to ~hether this should be clarified by specifying that the pre�
siding officer of both houses may convene. Mr. Skipton noted that Committee did not� 
choose to go with alter:,,:'.::ive albwing members to petition for special session for� 
fear of opening up th~ power to frivolous exercise. Clarification question was� 
referred to Mrs. Hunter.� 

Further question was raised concerning the Lieutenant Governor as presiding� 
officer of the Senate.� 

Skipton: There is another suggested amendment that deals with that subject--i.e. 
who shall be the presiding officer of the Senate. An amendment is proposed to Sec
tion 8 that would prOVide that the presiding officer of the Senate shall be selected 
from its membership, which means that the presiding officer would be somebody other 
than the Lieutenant Governor. 

General discussion ensued on this point. Little discussion on the point within 
the Ohio General Assembly was noted. Mr. Skipton noted that the amendment is one that 
had its genesis in increasing power of the legislature versus the executive branch. 
Also that it takes cognizance of a recommendation that may come out of another com
mittee to provide that the Governor and Lieutenant Governor run as a team. If that 
should come about, there could be a situation where the presiding officer of the 
Senate, with power to call special sessions, would be unit of the executive branch. 
This question is getting recognition throughout the country. The current situation 
of the presiding office~ in the Senate has been made to parallel the federal situa
tion, where the Vice Pr~r.ident presides over the Senate. However, the U. S. Senate 
is not the Ohio Senate, and the two are not even constituted the same. The purpose 
of each are different. There is nothing "equal" about any Senator; each state gets 
two regardless of size. The Ohio Senate has to be apportioned just as the Ohio 
House-·i.e. they must represent equal constituencies. This is not true of the U.S. 
Senate. In other words, the purpose of the election of the Ohio Senate is different. 
Giving the executive a deciding vote in the Ohio Senate really means that a majority 
of the Senate could end up haVing the majority will thwarted. In several states 
this issue has gone to the voters, as part of a constitutional revision package. 
In Arkansas, it went down as part of the package. Nebraska, also, attempted to 
eliminate the Lieutenant Governor as presiding officer of its unicameral legislature, 
but again a package amendment was defeated. Getting constitutional amendments is 
difficult, and getting this kind of amendment adopted would be difficult because of 
the familiarity with the practice and the difficulty of people to see the rationale. 

9. Signing of Bills - Section 17 

Skipton: The next item that the Committee is prepared to make recommendation on is 
an amendment to Section 17. This is an effort to make the Constitution conform to 
practice. Frequently skeleton sessions are held for bill signing purposes. Although 
the Journal says the Legislature is in session, frequently there is only one other 
member present when the presiding officer signs the bills. 
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Mr. Skipton then read the amendment as proposed, noting deletions, and explained 
that the purpose of the amendment was to allow the presiding officer to sign a bill 
at any time, so long as the legislature is in ses8ion. Presumably it could be done 
in the privacy of his own office. Provisions such as this one, to make things 
public, go back to days when communication wal not available, and there could have 
been skullduggery. Such requirements are of little import today. 

Discussion: Other related matters have to do with what happens to a bill after 
it is signed. Signing it publicly gives it DO more force of law. 

Moptgomery: What 18 rationale of having it dgned while the house is IIcarabl~ 
of transacting bus in•••?" 

Discussion: Must a quorum be.present? Vice of the provision, noted Chairman 
Skipton, is that reasonable interpretation would require quorum present. The pro
vision has been "interpreted away." Mr. Skipton opined that author of the language 
was trying to give the legislature an opportunity at the last moment to stop pro
ceedings. The language has been interpreted to meaD nothing. This is the kind of 
provision that by practice and interpretation hal become meaningless. Practice of 
other states was noted wher~ even though there is a uniform effective date of legis
lation (such as in Illinois) there can be a long waiting period before legislation 
is signed by the presiding officers. 

A question was raised as to whether this is part of the "recorded" part of the 
business of the house - i.e. the signing of bUh? Would it still be "recorded" 
with such an amendment? Response: Yes, with appropriate discussion of this matter 
to be included in the comment. 

10. Qyallfications of Members - Age and Residence - Section 3. Article II 

Skipton: This amendment affects residence qualifications of a candidate for the 
General Assembly. Necessity of treating with this section is based on fact there 
will be a reapportionment of the General Assembly. Many authorities believe that 
candidates are not going to know what district they are eligible to run in until 
very shortly before they are going to have to file. An incumbent may find himaelf 
a resident of a district different from the one he now represents. It is cognizant 
of the fact that a person may have to act quickly to quaUfy himself for the Gen
eral Assembly. It attempts to ease such a situation. A new feature is to provide 
that a member shall remain a resident during his respective term. The exemption 
for being absent on public business is retained - e.g. if inducted into the armed 
forces or assigned by the state to some other place. 

Question and Comment: Is there any option available during a redistricting for 
making provisions for persons finding themselves 1n a different district without 
disturbing present requirements? Response: Could have variety of contingencies 
prOVided for. This is attempt to have simple, uncomplicated rule, without elaborate 
description. 

Elimination of waiting period was noted. Reason is the high mobility of the 
American public. Mr. Sk" ._t-'n pointed out state residency (six months) is stUl a 
factor. Some opinion was ex~re8sed to the effect that some district residency 
ought to be required, with p~ovision for reapportionment. Mr. Skipton noted that 
reapportionment litigatiou cruld result in a question being in the court up to ten 
days before an election. Alternatives adopted in other states were noted - e.g. 
that one could choose to run in district he has previously represented 1f some part 
of the county he has previously r(presented is part of the district and other kinds 
of solutions. Provi~lons can be cumplicated and obtuse. 
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M~. Nemeth (staff of Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission) noted that new
come~ still has p~oblem of convincing voters in new dist~ict that he should be elected. 

Further discussion ensued as to residency, with Mr. Skipton pointing out that 
legally it is a matter of intent. Prior residency was the choice of the Committee. 
Recognition of the practical problems connected with ~eapportionment was noted as the 
prtmary reason for this amendment. A liberal alternative was adopted for both the 
near future and reapportionment problems and in order to keep the provision flexible 
for the fu ture. 

11. Eligibility (Compatibility) - Section 4. Article 11. 

Mr. Skipton explained the purposes behind the recommended change of Section 4 
i.e. to eliminate many of the problems of interpretation with which it has been� 
plagued. He termed it a "liberalizing" amendment. It does abolish the vexing ques�
tion of what is a "lucrative office under the authority of this state." Conflict of� 
interest is at the heart of sueh a provision.� 

Question and Comment: Does this refer to military reserve officers? 

Skiptop: Yes, this would be applicable to them. This is one of the questions bound 
to come up. 

Discussion ensued as to the application of the section to commissioned office~s 

and the desirability of its application without some exception re officers in the 
armed forces. Also as to whether "employment" should be covered, as in the Model 
State Constitution. Mr. Skipton noted that the purpose of the Committee was to make 
it possible for large numbers of public servants to aspire to the Gene~al Assembly. 
Application to the military may impose unexpected burdens, and problems of interpre
tation are anticipated. 

12. Secret Sessions - Section 13 

Skipton: Committee is not prepared to act upon this section,. but we do invite comment. 

Mr. Skipton ~ead the section, noted that such a provision is common to state 
constitutions, and exp~e.sed the Committee intent to prOVide a forum to people who 
wish to debate the issue or eomment upon the section. 

Comment: By allowing "secret sessions" by two-thirds "present" can these matte~s 
be "set up"? Extent of usage is in doubt. Rules of both houses provide for secret 
sessions in the same language as the constitutional provision. The adoption of rules 
was c~iticized by the media and particularly with respect to hearings of the committee 
studying campus disorde~s. Mr. Montgomery noted that unless the~e is "compelling" 
reason to change, the committee had rejected the idea of change in such cases. Mr. 
Skipton pointed out that in some cases the information cannot be obtained unless com
mittee sessions are sec~et because people .imply will not testify. 

In concluding, Chairman Skipton announced that he would take the documents which 
had been reviewed to individual members of the Committee for the purpose of getting 
their concurrence or dissent. The meeting was therefore not adjourned, but continued, 
to reconvene, he indicated, in advance of the Commission meeting on September 16, 1971. 
(The meeting was reconvened as indicated, and adjourned prior to the presentation of 
the partial report of the Committee to the Commission). 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commis.ion 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
October 6, 1971 

Summary of Public Test~ony 

The Committee to Study the Legislature held a hearing at 1:30 p.m. on October 
6, 1971, in Room 11 of the House of Representatives in the State House, for the 
purpose of receiving public testimony on a series of recommendations presented 
in a partial committee report on September 16, 1971, pursuant to Commission rule 
1-4. The committee report will be formally presented to the Commission for action 
by the Comm1slion on October 19. 

The following members of the Commission were present at the public hearing: 
Senator Taft, Representatives Thorpe, Russo, ffuite and Fry, Mrs. Orfirer, and MessrG. 
Carter, Cunningham, Skipton (chairman of the Legislative Study Committee), Montgomery, 
Schroeder, Ostrum, and Carson. 

Commission chairman Carter opened the meeting, stating that its purpose was to 
receive testimony from any persons present, and to offer commission members present 
an opportunity to question those who offered testimony and to discuss the committee 
proposals. The Chairman then asked Mr. John Skipton to preside. Mr. Skipton stated 
that the purpose of the meeting was to receive public testimony on recommendations 
of the Legislative Committee which were distributed at the September 16 meeting of 
the Commission, have been ~ade available to the public since that ttme, and copies 
of which were available ~n the hearing room. He stated that the report under con
sideration is not the complete report of the Legislative Study Committee, but that 
the hearing is for the purpose of receiving testimony only on those matters contained 
in this report. He fqrther stated that, after the Commission considers the Committee 
recommendations on O~~ober 19, those proposals adopted by the Commission will be pre
sented to the General Assembly for action pursuant to procedures followed for any 
proposed con.titutional amendment. 

The first person to testify was Mrs. Richard Brownell, on behalf of the League 
of Women Voters. Mrs. Brownell's statement is attached hereto. 

In connection with the proposal for annual sessions, Mrs. Brownell raised a 
question about the starting date of the session, which, at the present time under 
the annual 8ession provision in section 101.01 of the Revised Code, can be as late 
as March IS in the second year. With respect to the provision allowing the presiding 
officers of the House and Senate to call a special session, Mrs. Brownell questioned 
whether the language was clear enough to require the concurrence of both presiding 
officers for this purpose, and she also noted that the two proposals respecting sec
tlon 25 (annual sesslons and special sess10ns) need reconciliation. 

Mr. Skipton asked if there were questions of Mrs. Brownell. Dr. Cunningham 
asked whether ~~8. Brownell or the League had a position on age eligibility for 
members of the General Assembly since the lowering of the voting age may make 18
year-old persons eligible in Ohio. Mrs. Brownell stated that the League had no 
position on this question and that her personal opinion is that any person eligible 
to vote should also be elb l.ble to hold office. 

Representative Russo qCP-~tioned the effect of the annual session language, and 
whether this means that each ,2ar is a new session for the purpose of introduction 
of bills, or whether the General Assembly, at the end of the first year, would con
tinue the practice of only holdillg pver specific bills for consideration in the 
.ecnnd.ye.r.. ~ ... Brmmall .uted '=hat the League has DO position OD ebb queat1oa, 
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and, in response to a question from Mr. White, that the League has no position on 
the question of limiting the number of days in a legislative session. Mrs. Brownell 
stated that the League's position is that there should be assurance that the General 
Assembly will meet every year, so that it can deal with current problems as they 
arile, and that the requirement for meeting annually should be in the Constitution. 

Mr. Skipton pointed out that the annual session provision requires the General 
Assembly to convene each year, and this will have to be combined with the provision 
for special sessions, which states that the "regular" session of the General Assembly 
begins at a particular time, and that there is a possibility of making the General 
Assembly a continuing body for a two-year perioOa 

Mr. Skipton asked whether there was anyone else present with a statement or 
who wished to testify on the committee proposals. He then stated that the commit
tee would receive questions or proposals for further consideration and discussi6n~ 

Mrs. Molly Hood, a member of the Constitution Study committee of the Columbus 
League of Women Voters, pointed out an error in the committee report, in section 11 
of Article II (vacancies). In the fifth line from the end of the section as it 
appears in the committee rport, the word "appointed" should be stricken and the word 
"ELECTED" inserted in order to maintain consistency with the purpose of the proposed 
amendment. Mr. Skipton agreed that this was an error and would be corrected. Mrs. 
Hood also pointed out, in conjunction with the proposal to add to section 8 of Ar
ticle II a provision that the presiding officer of the Senate should be designated 
the "president" of the Senate and chosen from among the Senate membership, that the 
traditional term for the presiding officer of the Senate was "speaker" before the 
change in the Constitution which added the Lieutenant Governor as an elective state 
officer and designated him as the presiding officer of the Senate. The speaker of 
the Senate was the most important elective office after the governor. Mrs. Hood 
asked that the committee consider using the traditional term "speaker" instead of 
"president" of the Senate, and Mr. Skipton accepted her recommendation for commit
tee consideration. 

Lt. Governor John Brown offered comments on several items in the committee 
report. With respect to the proposal to repeal section 10 of Article II (right to 
protest) he pointed out the lack of anything in Ohio like the Congressional Record, 
in which any member of Congress may have recorded any item or matter he wishes; in 
Ohio the right to have a protest entered in the Journal is a very limited right. 
He believes this right to protest should be preserved in the Constitution, especially 
. as it is now limited to a formal enactment or resolution of the House or Senate, 
and a member of the General Assembly has no other official way to bring before the 
public a matter he believes to be wrong or with which he strongly disagrees. Mr. 
Skipton asked whether the right should be limited in some way, such as requiring 
the concurrence of two members or limiting the amount of material that could be in
serted in the Journal, but the Lt. Governor stated that he felt it was already 
sufficiently Itmited by the court decision. He feels the right should be in the 
Constitution, since legislative rules are subject to change, and may differ between 
the two houses. Mr. Thorpe pointed out that the right to protest is seldom used 
in the House. 

The Lt. Governor proposed, for committee consideration, limiting the subject 
matter in the second year of the General Assembly if annual sessions are required 
by the Constitutionl He proposed that the second year session be limited to fiscal 
mattera, matters proposed by the Governor, and matters agreed to by 2/3 of the members. 
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Otherwise, in his opinion, much legislation will be reintroduced in the second year 
that has already been considered in the first year. He feels that if 2/3 of the 
members agree to the introduction of the matte;, it is of sufficient importance 
that it should be considered, or if it is included in a message from the Governor.

• Budgetary matters, he feels, should be considered on an annual basis. 

• 
The Lt. Governor and several committee members discussed the effect of a sine 

die adjournment on pending legislative business and the carryover of bills from one 
year to the next. He stated that his proposal to require 2/3 approval for intro
duction of bills in the second year applied to new legislation, not carryover~. 

Mr. White pointed out that requiring 2/3 for introduction of new bills might shut 

• 

out controversial legislation but legislation which was, nevertheless, important 
for the General Assembly to consider. Mr. Fry pointed out that the legislature 
would still have the prerogative to carryover bills considered important from the 
first year to the second. Mr. Carter asked whether the Lt. Governor considered it 
important to include these items--restricting the subject matter of the second 
year--in the constitution. The Lt. Governor replied that, because of the change

• 

ability of the rules, he thought theae matters should be included in the Constitution. 
Mrs. Orfirer questioned whether the suggested restrictions did not impair rights 
and should not, therefore, be excluded from the Constitution, and whether the 2/3 
agreement necessary would not keep out consideration of important new matters 
which the General Assembly should consider in the second year. Mr. Russo again 
stated he thought the second year might be construed as a completely new session, 
and that legislation f!~m the first year could not be carried over. 

• 
Mr. White said that he felt there was implied in the annual sessions proposal 

that the job of beiy~ a legislator is now a full-time job, and that professional 
legislators would result. 

• 

There was further discussion about whether the annual session proposal would 
require a sine die adjournment at the end of the first year and entirely new begin
ning the second year, or whether the present system of considering that a "session" 
of one General Assembly is the term of representatives--two years. Mr. Skipton 
stated that the committee wanted to leave the provisions open so that the legislature 
had leeway to interpret them itself. 

• 
With respect to the special session prov~s~on, the Lt. Governor pointed out 

that there were practical problems involved if the intention was to require both 
presiding officers to concur in the special session call, since they might be of 
different parties or different opinions about the need for the session. Mr. Skipton 
replied that the committee recognizes these problems, but did intend that both pre
siding officers concur in the special session call. 

The Lt. Governor then turned his attention to the proposal to have the presiding� 
officer of the Senate chosen by the members from among their membership. He is op�

• posed to' this proposal. He reviewed the position of the Lt. Governor in other states,� 
pointing out that most states designate the Lt. Governor as the Senate presiding� 
officers and that several states have recently changed from having the secretary� 

•� 
of state succeed to the grj~~norship in the event of vacancy to having the Lt.� 
Governor, also the president of the Senate, succeed. He mentioned the work of� 
the National Conference of Lieutenant Governors in elevating the office of Lt.� 
Governor. He reviewed the vd~ious functions assigned to the Lt. Governor in various 
states, pointing out the great variety in the types of functions performed other 
than as the presiding officer of the senate. He feels that the office of Lt. Governor 
should be enhanced, and that removing the function of presiding over the senate 
would be to the contra~y. 
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Mr. Skipton stated that the committee was not trying to down grade the position� 

of Lt. Governor.� 

Mr. White asked whether the Lt. Governor felt that there was merit in the idea 
that the Governor and Lt. Governor be elected as a team. Mr. Brown said that he " 
was in favor of this idea and, further. that he favored preprimary selection of the 
Governor and Lt. Governor as a team by having them file joint candidacy petitions. 

Mr. Carter stated that there was no effort to downgrade the position of Lt. 
Governor but that this proposal was based solely on the idea that it may not be 
appropriate to have a separately~elected official preside over the senate. Mr. .. 
Skipton stated that this proposal arises from the concern over the nature of the 
office of Lt. Governor, who succeeds to the Governorship, and who should be given 
additional administrative and executive responsibilities to prepare hLm for that 
position. as well as the concern of maintaining the independence of the legislative 
from the executive branch. especially should a vacancy occur in the office of Governor. •Mr. Fry pointed out that, in Oklahoma, the Lt. Governor was recently named head 
of Development and Mr. Brown pointed out the great variety of jobs which have been� 
given to the Lt. Governor in other states.� 

Mr. Carter stated he felt that the Lt. Governor was asserting that his office 
should be a more effective one in state government, and perhaps increased effective- .. 
nesl could be achieved 1n the executive branch only if the Lt. Governor's time were 
not consumed with the legislature. Mr. Brown stated that the duties were not too 
heavy, and that he felt the Lt. Governor made an effective presiding officer because 
he did not represent a district, but was elected by all the people. He feels the 
Lt. Governor could be of great assistance to the Governor in conducting state matters 
1f the two have agreed to run as a team and so filed for the primary. ., 

With respect to the provision for signing bills, the Lt. Governor stated that 
he felt a majority of the members of the Senate must be present for the signature 
under present provision, and he is in favor of changing that provision. He ques
tioned whether the proposed language is clear enough that "session" would not be • 
interpreted to include the language being deleted "capable of doing business" so 
that the situation which presently exists would continue. Mr. Skipton pointed out 
that this. again, is a problem of the definition of the word "session" which has 
two meanings--anytime before sine die adjournment. or the daily assembly of the body. 

Mr. Thorpe asked why bills have to be signed at all. He suggests removing that� 
requirement altogether.� • 

Mr. Brown proceeded to several other matters, not part of the committee report.� 
He suggests consideration of section 16 of Article II, pointing out the necessity� 
of the motion to dispense with the complete reading of a bill. He suggests requiring� 
reading by title only. Mr. Thorpe noted that the motion to dispense with the reading� 
is made only on second reading anyway. and that the Supreme Court has ruled that this� •
provision is not mandatory. 

The Lt. Governor urged consideration of section 31 of Art. II. dealing with� 
legislative compensation.� 

Mr. Skipton read a statement prepared by Sam J. McAdow of the Senate Clerk's 
~	 office for Senator Taft. Mr. Taft was absent. The statment urges elimination of 

certain provisions in section 16 of Art. II (three readings on separate daJs, one 
subject and repeal of amended sections) and insertion of reading "by title only" 
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rather than reading the entire bill. The statement indicated concurrence with the 
change in section 17 (eliminating the signing of the bills in the presence of the 
house) and pointed out, as noted before, the dual meaning of the word "session." 
The statement further noted the new provisions requiring that a legislator remain 

a resident of his district during his term, and pointed out that this would cause 
a hardship in the case of reapportionment since he could not remain a resident of 
his district if he had to move into another district because his original district 
was changed. Further, the statement noted that the day a person becomes a candi
date is open to varying interpretations. 

Mr. White noted that the provision requiring that a bill have only one subject 
prevents the attachment of riders to bills in Ohio, as happens in Congress. 

Mr. Skipton noted that part of the reason for the committee's proposals re
garding legislator residence was because reapportionment will make it difficult 
for a member to have been a resident of his district for one year prior to elec
tion in a reapportionment year. He further stated that the proposal to require 
residency on the day a person becomes a candidate was intended to be as broad as 
possible, so that as conditions change or as election laws change, the Constitution 
will not have to be changed. 

The chairman invited other comments. Mr. Carter referred to Art. II, Sec. 4, 
dealing with compatibility of public offices. He suggested that the phrase "except 
as expressly provided by law" be added to the end of the proposed section in order 
to give the General Assembly flexibility to define the types of public office which 
are inappropriate for a member of the General Assembly to hold. 

Mr. Skipton noted that there was additional research on the question of com
patibility, and the committee would possibly wish to consider this section further. 
Mr. Carter noted that there are two sides to this question, whether the General 
Assembly should be given the power to determine incompatible offices since they 
are ultimately responsible for this decision to the voters, or whether this 1s a 
matter which should be strictly regulated by the Constitution. 

Mr. Russo noted the proposal to remove section 5 and expressed his opinion 
that its removal might enable the General Assembly to enact even more restrictive 
measures for eligibility for the General Assembly than this section. He believes 
that, presently, the General Assembly cannot enact more restrictive requirements ( 
for eligibility than provided in the Constitution. Several others noted that this 
is subject to other interpretations. Mr. White stated that it was possible the 
legislative body might establish other qualifications. It was noted that the Con
stitution presently permits the General Assembly to deny the franchise to certain 
types of people, and that you must be an elector to qualify for public office. 
Mrs. Orfirer questioned whether the omission of an item from the Constitution denies 
the legislature the power to enact. Considerable discussion ensued. 

Mr. Skipton asked for further comments. section by section. There being no 
further comments, the meeting was adjourned. 
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League of Women Voters of Ohio 
65 S. Fourth St. Columbus. Ohio 43215 

STATEMENT TO THE COMNITTEE TO STUDY THE LEGISLATURE 
OF THE OHIO CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION COMMISSION 

Regarding Committee Recommendations 
by Mrs. Richard M. Brownell. Chairman 

LWV Constitution Committee 
on October 6, 1971 

The League of Women Voters of Ohio believes a state constitution should provide 
for a structure of government responsive to the needs of the people of Ohio. In 
order to achieve this a constitution should be flexible and concerned with funda
mental principles. It should be clearly written, logically organi~ed and consistent. 

Members in all 74 local Leagues studied the Legislative Provisions of the 
Ohio Constitution in 1969-70. At that time our members agreed that the Legislative 
Article should provide that the General Assembly meet annually and that the provi
sions dealing with its organization and power should be broadly stated. Under 
those broad principles the League supports the following recommendations of the 
Committee to Study the Legi~lature: 1) The repeal of Section 5 of Article II and 
the repeal of Sections 15 and 22 of Article IV. 2) The proposed changes to Section 
7. 11, 14. and 17 of Article II and one of the proposed changes to Section 25 dealing 
with annual sessions. We have no position for or against the other proposed changes. 

The League of Women Voters of Ohio agrees that Section 25 of Article II should 
read: liThe General Assembly shall convene each year •.• " Although in 1968 the 
Legislature possed a bill which included a provision for the legislature to meet 
annually, the League feels it would be more consistent to change Section 25 to state 
that the General Assembly meet eech year. This provision would strengthen the power 
of the legislature and also insure its ability to deal with problems as they arise. 

The League agrees that Section 5 of Article II should be repealed. This pro· 
vision deals with a specific prohibition of who shall hold office, which is not 
neceSSAry to the constitution. It could be adequately handled by statutory law or 
by a rule of the legislature. 

Sections 15 and 22 of Article IV are both outmoded provisions which no longer 
need to be in the constitution. A constitution should be brought up to date and 
remain flexible for changing times. Detailed and short term items are better left 
to statutory law. 

The Leagu~ questions the repeal of Section 10 of Article II. This section 
provides for the right of members to protest and to have this protest entered in 
the Journal. It does not seem to be a completely procedural matter, but rather 
a protection of the minority party or a minority group within the legislature. 
This provision gives them a chance to make public in the Journal their objections 
to some action taken in the General Assembly. This provision was most recently 
used in late Mayor early June of this year during the budget vote in the House. 
The wording of the amendments offered by the Democrats was not included in the 
Journal of May 28. The following week the Democrats, under this right to protest, 
had recorded in the Journal their proposed amendments. This sort of procedural 
matter would most likely be written in the rules of the legislature and the rules 
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are written by the majority party. Therefore, it might be necessary to keep Section 
10 of Article II to guarantee the rights of the minority party to protest. • 
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• Statement to the Committee to Study the Legislature, page 2 

The recvmmendations by the Legislative Committee to change the wording in 
Sections 7, 11, and 14 of Articl~ II to bring them in line with current practice 
and to make the constitution more consistent conform with the League criteria of 

• n good constitution. A cunstitution should be clearly written, kept up to date, 
logically orgQni~ed, and consist~nt. Section 7 recognizes the fact that each 
house of th~ G0neral Assembly should organiLe itself. These details should be in 

• 
the statutes or in the rules of the Senate and the House and not in the constitu
tion. Section 11 changes the word 'appointed' to 'elected' to make this section 
consistent with other sections of the constitution which state 'elected' members of 
the General Assenmly. Section 14 increases the length of time either house may 
adjourn without the consent of the other house from two to five days, which is 
more consistent with current practice. 

• 
The suggested change in Section 17 of Article II falls into a similar position 

of bringing a provision up to date and more consistent with current practice. Sign
ing of bills is more properly a matter for statute or rules of the legislature and 
this amendment adds desired flexibility and allows for the possibility of change 
in procedure as the legislative business becomes more computerized. 

• 
The League does not have any stand for or against the other proposals of the 

Legislative Committee. We would point out that both the proposal to allow the 
presiding officers to call a special session and the proposal to allow both the 
House of Representatives and the Senate to choose their presiding officers in 

• 

effect strengthen the power of the legislature. This may very well be what the 
people of Ohio want in the future. The League believes it is important that both 
the executive and legislative branches of government be responsive to the needs 
of the people of Oh -', We hope that any changes in the balance of power between 
these two branches of government will continue to provide the kind of effective 
government Ohio needs. 

• 
Th~ final proposed changes deal with eligibility and qualification for members 

of the General Assembly. The Leagu~ again has no position for or against these 
proposals. We would only urge that any proposals for change in this or other areas 
of the constitution be carefully considered to Allow for maximum flexibility for 
the provision to be ~pplicable not only for today but for ~he ~jture as well. 

• 
The League of Women Voters is impressed by the dedication of a number of the 

Commission members to the time-consuming work of constitutional revision. Care
fully considered recommendations for constitutional revision can be of tremendous 
benefit in easing many of the governmental problems of the state of Ohio. We com

mend the Legislative Study Committee of the Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
for moving ahead with this important task. 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
October 19, 1971 

Summary of Committee Meeting 

The Committee met October 19, 1971 in the Commission offic~. Present were:� 
Chairman Skipton, Messrs. Montgomery and King, and Senators Applegate and Taft.� 
Also present were Mrs. Hunter, Mrs. Er iksson and Mr. Carter.� 

Mr. Skipton reviewed a letter from Mr. Schroeder, also a member of the Committee, 
concerning the committee proposals. Mr. Schroeder is opposed to removing the right 
to protest a legislative act from the Constitution (section 10 of Article II). Mr. 
Montgomery said that, after hearing the testimony at the public hearing, he felt 
perhaps the right should be retained in the Constitution and Senator Applegate 
agreed, stating that it might be difficult to convince voters that it should be 
relllOV'ed from the Constitution. There was discussion about the meaning of "act." 

Mr. Skipton stated that if, after discussion at the Commission meeting, it 
appears that there is not widespread consensus of support for a proposal, he feels 
that a motion to recommit the matter to the study committee would be preferable 
to the Commission taking negative positions - so that the matter can always be 
restudied, after further .study and debate. Senator Taf'l£ommented that more pub
licity is obtained from a press release than from recording a protest in the Journal. 
Mr. King indicated he would prefer to leave the right to protest in the Constitution. 

Mr. Schroeder agreed to the annual and special sessions proposals. He also 
agreed to the proposal in section 8, providing that the presiding officer of the 
Senate be chosen from the Senate membership. With respect to section 17 (signing 
of bills) he suggests eliminating "while the house over which he presides is in 
session" from the original committee proposal. Mr. Skipton noted that the committee 
had amended language for that section before it to consider today. He also supported 
the original proposal for amending section 3 (residence) and section 4 (compatibility) 
with the addition of "except as permitted by law" at the end, giVing the legislature 
authority to spell out eligibility provisions. Mr. Skipton noted that, in section 
101.26, the General Assembly has prohibited members from holding certain types of 
positions, going beyond the Constitutional provisions. 

Mr. Skipton reviewed the new material prepared for the committee for this 
meeting.� 
Section 5 of Article II - additional comment, on the proposal to repeal this section.� 
Mrs. Hunter stated that the additional comment was an effort to respond to some� 
of the comments at the public hearing, and points out that other provisions in the� 
Constitution already give the General Assembly additional authority to enact more� 
restrictive qualifications than set forth in section 5, and the General Assembly has� 
already done this by prohibiting convicted felons from holding office. Senator� 
Applegate stated that the provision in section 4 of Article V gives the legislature� 
more flexibility than the section proposed for repeal.� 

Section 10 (protest). Will probably be recommitted to the committee for further� 
study.� 

•� 
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•� 
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Section 25 - a combined version of the two prior versions • annual sessions and 
special sessions. Combined version intends to make it clear that one General Assembly 
1s comprised of two years with a mandated session in each year, also clarifies the • 
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problem of th~ first Monday in January being a legal holiday. Mrs. Hunter explained 
the new version. Mr. Skipton pointed out that the new version permits the General 
Assembly to have the maximum flexibility in arranging its own procedures - whether 
it wants to be in continuous session, or adjourn ~ 2!£ at the end of the first 
year, or recess, and to make its own rules for carryover of pending legislation. 

Mr. Montgomery questioned the meaning of "the same day" in the second year. 
After considerable discussion the <;ommittee changed the language to "the secondt 

Monday of January" of the following year. Senator Applegate questioned whether 
the annual sessions provision would affect budgetary matters, but it was noted that 
the matter of an annual or biennial budget is controlled by other constitutional 
and statutory provisions, and this proposal would not affect that problem. It was 
noted that the General Assembly -began meeting biennially in the odd-numbered years 
(as opposed to the even-numbered years) following a 1905 constitutional amendment 
which changed the election of state and county officials to even-numbered years, 
so that the term of a Representative begins January I of the odd-numbered year. 

In response to a question, Mr. Skipton stated that the legislative auditor 
question is not before the Commission this afternoon, but is still under study 
both by this committee and the Citizens Committee on the State Legislature. 

Mr. King noted that he would be opposed to having the presiding officers call 
a special session unless assured that the presiding officer of the Senate is a 
Senator chosen by the members of the Senate. Senator Taft suggested that, if the 
proposal to change the presiding officer of the Senate is not accepted, the lan
guage of the annual-special session proposal be changed so that the president pro 
tem of the Senate .•€ given the authority to issue the special session call with 
the speaker of the House. 

Section 17 - signing of bills - Following the public hearing, the section was 
changed because of confusion about the meaning of "session." The intention is 
that bills and resolutions be signed before !!n! die adjournment, but not publicly 
nor during an actual meeting of the house. Mr. Montgomery raised the question 
whether signing is necessary at all for the validity of the legislation. Mr. Skip
ton replied that someone should certify the document as the act passed by the leg
islature; whether this requirement is in the Constitution or the law and who 
should perform this function is open to question. The function is a certification 
function, and Mr. Skipton, in response to a query from Mr. King, stated that the 
ceremonial nature of requiring public signing seemed unnecess~ry. Mr. King com
mented that he felt there was value to the public signing in order to assure that 
the duty is performed. Mr. King also stated that he felt that, although the sign
ing should take place in the chamber, it need not be while the house is capable 
of transacting business. Senator Taft stated that the real protection against a 
"lost" bill would be recording the signing in the Journal, which could be done 
whether or not the signing took place in the chamber, and no matter when the sign
ing ~akes place. Mr. Skipton pointed out that mere retention of "publicly" would 
not assure that the signing would take place in the chamber. 

A question was ra'~~o as to whether there should be a time limit within which 
the bill must be signed, and Mr. Skipton noted the absence of any such limit in 
the present Constitution. Any such limit would limit the power of the General 
Assembly to write its own lules. 
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The question was discussed as to whether failure to sign invalidates the 

legislation. giving the presiding officer the veto right and Senator Taft in
dicated that perhaps, since this is a purely ministerial function, it should 
be transferred to the Clerk and perhaps inserted in section 16, requiring the 
clerk to certify the bill to the Governor. The Model State Con~titutlon does • 
not require signing. 

It was agreed that the committee might study this matter further, after 
Commission discussion this afternoon. 

Section 3 - Residency - A revised proposal is suggested. to take care of the 
situation during an apportionment year, so that the requirement to retain resi
dency during term no longer applies if the boundaries of the district are changed 
by a plan of apportionment. It was noted that congressmen do not have to be 
residents of their districts. only of the state. The question was raised about 
permitting a person to move if any portion of his district is changed, and Mr. 
Skipton noted that it is difficult to determine what is meant by district. :~e 

geographical boundaries, of the number of people? How much change would be 
necessary? Therefore, it was decided to permit a person to move if any boundary 
was changed. Senator Taft stated that the important thing now is to find out 
whether the commission accepts the idea of the member remaining a resident of 
his district, and the language can be worked out later. 

Section 31 - legislative compensation - Mr. Skipton stated that this is a new item, 
not one of which a previous recommendation was made. The change proposed would 
permit allowances for reasonable and necessary expenses to be paid in addition to 
salary to legislators. Allowances are presently prohibited. The recommendation 
will be submitted to the Commission but not acted on by the Commission today. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

• 

• 

• 
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Legislative-Executive Study Committee 
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November 15, 1971 

Summary of Meeting November 10, 1971 

The Legislative-Executive Study Committee met on November 10, 1971 in the Com
mission offices. Present were Chairman Skipton, and Messrs. Taft and Montgomery. 

Chairman Skipton opened the meeting by announcing that its primary purpose was 
to reconsider matters referred back to the committee by the Commission at its meeting 
of October 19, 1971, restudied and revised, some with major revamping, with a view 
to resubmission to the Commission on November 18, 1971. 

The following is a summary of the items considered and the discussion of each 
at that meeting. 

1.� Proposal for Annual Sessions and Special Sessions 

The proposal to amend Art. II, Sec. 25, providing for annual sessions and au
thorizing the convening of special sessions by presiding officers of each house, 
was reconsidered by the Committee, in the same form as submitted to the Commission. 
The annual sessions portion was favored by all but one member of the full Commission 
present at its meeting of October 19, 1971. Consideration of the special session 
provisions had raised two questions to which the committee gave its attention: (1) 
whether a percentage of the membership of each house should request the call for a 
special session, as four members had favored at the Commission meeting; and (2) the 
matter of assuring that if presiding officers are to be given such authority, that 
they should be elected from the membership of both houses. Section 25 was re-referred 
for the specific pUl )se of making certain that the presiding officer of the Senate 
for this purpose would be elected, and staff indicated that this matter is taken 
care of in a package amendment, governing the election and duties of the Lieutenant 
Governor. 

The committee members expressed themselves as still in favor of having presiding 
officers make the special session determination and call and asked that the position 
developed at the public hearing in favor of this alternative be added to the Commentary 
for resubmission. 

2.� Lieutenant Governor: election; substitution of executive for� 
legislative duties� 

Chairman Skipton explained that the composite revision of sections in Articles 
II, III, and V is to provide for team election of Governor and Lieutenant Governor 
and to set out the duties of Lieutenant Governor, in addition to prOViding that the 
President of the Senate be elected from its membership. In other words, the original 
provision, amending only Art. II, Sec. 8 has been greatly expanded. 

In the discussion of Article II amendments, Mr. Montgomery pointed out that 
Section 8 is cumbersome and could be improved by a division of its provisions into 
separate paragraphs. Question was raised as to whether the provision of Art. III, 
Sec. 16 that the Lieutene".~ ;;overnor perform duties delegated by the governor and 
prescribed by law would require that exercise of duties and powers would require the 
appropriate authorization of both branches of government. Staff indicated that this 
is an "and/or" situation. AnJ can be used in a cumulative sense and its use does 
not necessarily mean that both conditions be met. As proposed, the section means 
that the Legislature 2£ the Governor can prescribe duties, according to the interpre-· 
tation of staff. Chairman Skipton agreed that courts would normally construe "and" 
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to mean "and/or" in such usage. 

Dissatisfaction was expressed over the term "delegated" to 4escribe those 
duties of the Lieutenant Governor emanating from the Governor. Chairman Skipton 
suggested "asst,gned" as a more appropriate term, and the committ~e agreed. The com
mittee also agreed on a proposal by Mrs. Hunter to re-write the new matter of Art. 
III, Sec. 16, for clarity, to read as follows: 

"PERFORM SUCH DUTIES IN THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT AS ARE ASSIGNED TO HIM BY THE 
GOVERNOR AND EXERCISE SUCR POWERS AS ARE PRESCRIBED BY LAW." 

Next the original revision of Art. II, Sec. 8 was discussed, Mr. Montgomery 
noting that the sentence was awkward and could be divided because of the differing 
subject matter of the two clauses. In the ensuing discussion it was pointed out 
that the section contained m&ndatory and permissive provisions, and that the two 
could be separated. As originally proposed Section 8 contained one clause requiring 
each house to choose its own officers and another giving it all powers necessary for 
stated purposes. Other sections in Article II detail powers of the General Assembly, 
said Mr. Skipton, and some rearrangement would be logical. It was finally decided 
that Section 6 (subject matte! of which is powers of each house. including power to 
compel attendance of absent members) is the logical place to put power to punish 
members for disorderly conduct, now a part of Section 8. Moreover, Section 7, having 
to do with the organization of each house, is a better place for inclusion of the 
provision governing choice of officers. Staff was instructed to make this division 
for cohesion and coherence and to provide the Commission with a clearer choice of 
alternatives. 

3.� Constitutional Procedural Requirements for Passage of Legislation-
A Consolidation of Sectisns 15. 16. 17. and 18 of Article II. 

Chairman Skipton described the consolidation of provisions submitted under the 
above title a "radical revision of Section 16." He pointed out that it represents 
an effort to put in one section of the Constitution all procedural requirements for 
passage of a bill. These include requirement for majority concurrence, the style 
of laws in Ohio, multiple "readingl:" of a bill and all steps leading up to presenta
tion of an enactment to the Govern~ for his consideration. 

Mrs. Hunter told the Committee that the package lacked a section dealing with 
passage over veto, which had been ranoved from present Section 16 and not yet incor
porated into another section. Some discussion followed as to whether the procedure 
for consideration over veto should be changed. 

Mrs. Hunter asked whether or not there should be provision for the Legislature 
to convene to consider vetoes made a!ter adjournment--i.e. whether special veto 
sessions should be provided for. Chairman Skipton responded that the adjournment 
resolution currently prOVides for recess for the purpose of considering vetoes. It 
was agreed that the problem of veto .fter adjournment was insignificant. Hr. Skipton 
noted that only if measures were passed on December 31, then vetoed early in January 
would the question arise under present prOVisions because the General Assembly re
cesses until after opportunity to veto has passed. Mrs. Eriksson pointed out that 
even in the event of an adjournment sine die, the General Assembly could convene 
in special session if necessary under the proposed amendment to Art. II, Sec. 25. 
It was agreed that no special provision is necessary. 
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Whether the 3/5 majority necessary to repass should be changed was the next 
matter to be considered. Comment pointed out the reluctance of the committee to 
raise special majorities. An increase (e.g. to 2/3 majority) could create problemB in a 
state as evenly divided as Ohio. 

A third topic discussed on the question of passage over veto was whether the 
Governor should have power to reduce items in addition to the power to make item 
vetoes. Committee members agreed that if the Governor is to be given additional con
trol over the spending of public moneys, such control should be related to the 
budgetary proceSS-Mover spending--and not over the appropriation process. Item re
duction was rejected. 

Mrs. Hunter then explained the derivation of each paragraph of the consolidated 
procedure section. She noted that another gap in the package before the Committee 
was the revision of Section 9, requiring the keeping of journals, from which was taken 
the requirement for at least a majority concurrence in the passage of bills. the 
latter portion of Section 9 is a logical part of the new section, and Section 9 should 
be amended to show that the passage portion has been deleted for the purpose of in
corporation here. She indicated that the revised Section 9 would be ready for sub
mission to the Commission for its meeting on November 18, 1971. . 

The committee discussed the proposal of paragraph (C) in the procedural section 
that bUI reading be replaced by a provision for "consideration" of a bill on three 
different days. The committee agreed that provision for "readingll of a bill, even 
by title is archaic. The section as proposed would still carry the protection that 
three days must elapse between introduction and passage. 

Chairman Sldpt<...u pointed out that a radical departure from present practices 
is the requirement that the bill and amendments be distributed to all members prior 
to passage. Question was raised as to whether this would apply to so-called Ilc l erks I 
amendmentsll--generally regarded as nonsubstantive in nature. The committee agreed 
that it would apply to such amendments, even changes in punctuation, offered for the 
purpose of compliance with the rules of code revision. Mr. Montgomery expressed the 
consensus of the committee on this point when he stated that reproduction of bills 
and amendments is no longer a problem and that every member should know exactly what 
he is voting upon. Question was raised about the practice in New York of requiring 
that copies of the bill in final form be available three days before passage. Mrs. 
Hunter pointed out that the constitutional provision in New York specifically pro
hibits floor amendments. The Model State Constitution adopts the three day availa
bility provision but is silent as to floor· amendments. Because of the tradition of 
floor amendments in this state, the Committee members did not favor adopting the 
three day rule. It was assumed that if such a proposal were adopted, there would 
have to be provision for recommitting bills to committee. 

Paragraph (D) contains the prohibition against bills containing more than 
one subject and the additional provision that "no law shall be revived or amended 
unless the new act contains the enti~e act revived, or the section or sections amended, 
and the section or sections amended shall be repealed." Considerable discussion ensued 
on the meaning of the quote~ provision which was removed without change from present 
Art. II, Sec. 16. Mrs. Er~'~C::l'ln explained that its purpose is to prevent the passing 
of an act by referring to a prior act that has either been repealed or has been de
clared unconstitutional Passage of acts "by reference" is the evil at which this pro
vision is apparently aimed, she explained. Mr. Skipton added that it prohibits 
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revitalizing a lapsed appropriation. If authority to make expend~tures i6 to be re
instituted, it must be spelled out again and not by reference to an earlie~ appropria
tion. 

As a sideline to this issue Mrs. Eriksson stated that there has been some 
interest in allowing introduction of the "short form bill." Ho,~ever, even if such 
a procedure were favored, she added, a bill could be introduced in incomplete bill 
form, but it would still come out of committee in a form meeting constitutional re
quirements. The present section woulb probably not prevent such a practice. The 
committee declined to take a position on the practice and favored retaining the 
present requirements. Mr. Skipton pointed out that computer written bills have eIL~
inated much of the irritation that the present provision causes. 

The quoted portion of Paragraph (D) uses the terms "act" and "law" and ques
tion was raised as to whether the terminology is consistent. Mr. Taft asked, "Does 
this really mean 'No act shall be revived and no law amended unless the new act con
tains the entire act revived or the section or sections of the law amended?'" Mrs. 
Eriksson questioned whether if by changing the provision to read that an !£! cannot 
be revived, the prohibition would continue to apply to the carrying forward of a 
particular appropriation item, prior to the lapsing of the appropriation act. She 
reiterated that the importance of the present language (unchanged in the proposal) 
is that it prevents incorporating by reference, a practice that keeps the reader of 
the act from knowing what the law contains. 

Mr. Taft asked about the meaning of "section or sections" being amended and 
specifically whether this refers to Revised Code sections only. Replying that the 
provision is not so limited, Mrs. Eriksson stated that the Legislative Service Com
mission has advised that in amendment to an appr.opriation act the entire secti?n 
must be repeated. The same rule applies to many special acts--i.e. acts without 
Revised Code sectional designations. Pursuing this same line of questioning, Mr. 
Taft asked why if Section 1 of an act is the enacting section for 10 Revised Code 
sections, one of which is changed a year later, Section 1 of the original act does 
not have to be repeated. Why, in other words, can the change be made by including 
only the one Revised Code section and not the section of the original act. In such 
a ~ase, Mrs. Eriksson explained, the entire act is not being amended, only the l!!, 
which happens to be a Revised Code section. Thus, the entire section of any Revised 
Code section being amended must be repeated in full. The prohibition against the 
revival of laws has been applied so as to prevent enactments by reference. The re
vival portion of the section applies to appropriations as well as to cases where a 
law has been declared unconstitutional, she continued, and if the legislature wants 
to correct the unconstitutionality, it must do so by enacting the whole law over 
again. Moreover, an act that is a special act is law just as much a law as an act 
that contaimRevised Code sections. It is for this reason that the prohibition on 
revival and amendment 18 written in terms of "no law." 

The committee concluded discussion on this matter by deciding to leave the 
provision as is because apparently there have been no problema with its interpreta
tion and it would be difficult to make the prohibition any clearer than it is at 
present. Similar sections from the constitutions of other states, including con
stitutions recently revised were examined; a style amendment was adopted by substi
tuting 2 sentences for the compound sentence in (D). 

Another matter discussed by the committee was a point raised by Jefferson B. 
Fordham in an article from the May 22, 1950 Ohio Bar Association Report--that Section 
Ie of Article II does not appear to have been clearly coordinated with the legislative 
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procedure provisions of Section 16 of that article. Section lb qeciart:1:J tile&: e bill 
becomes law when signed by the governor. Se~tion lc makes most bills take effect 

1 
at the expiration of 90 days after filing in the office of the Secretary of State, 
and subject to further delay should a referendum petition be filed. It is silent 
as to effective date of a measure enacted over veto.

• Mrs. Eriksson suggested that the language in l(c) should be reconsidered, 
but added that this is a part of the subject of initiative and referendum, to be 
considered at a later date, along with other proposals affecting emergency measures. 
There was general discussion about the meaning of the provision in present Section 
16 that a bUl becomes "law" when it does not take effect for 90 days or longer

• under Section l(c). Mr. Taft commented that this tags the point at which action 

• 

of the legislature comes to an end but asked what is meant by saying that something 
is law if it is not yet in effect. Mr. Skipton was troubled by the fact that a 
reading of Section 16 by an ordinary citizen would lead hUn to believe that it is 
at this point that a "law" must be'complied with. He stated that a constitution, 
being a citizens document, should be easily understood. If one has to look else
where for the "operative" effect of legislation, it becomes complicated. 

• 

Mr. Taft asked when an emergency bill becomes effective--when signed by the 
Governor or when filed with the Secretary of State. Mrs. Eriksson responded that 
such a bill apparently goes into effect when filed, simply because he puts an effec
tive date on it. As a legal matter the answer is uncertain; the question can only 
be answered from the standpoint of what happens in practice. 

Mr. Skipton pointed out that the effective date of a measure is subject to 
two de1ays·-the 90 day provision and referendum. He would like some cross refer
ence from Section 16 to sections l(c) and l(d). 

• A conflict was acknowledged between the provision in Section 16 that a bill 
"shall become a law" upon signature of the Governor and other sections referring to 
filing. The committee decided to retain the language of Section 16 (as revised) 
to avoid the result that nonfiling would prevent a measure from becoming law. Cross 
referencing at this point was not adopted because of the possibility of revision 
and renumbering 0; sections l(a) through l(g).• 

• 

The question was raised as to whether an effective date can be postponed 
beyond 90 days. Mrs. Eriksson responded that the Secretary of State has interpreted 
the constitution to mean that the effective date of an entire act cannot be post
poned and that for this reason extended effective date language has been written in 
recent years to apply only to portions of a bill--e.g. to Section 1. 

• 

Another matter discussed involving Section 16 is the situation of conflict 
where two bills affect the same Revised Code section and the bills have different 
effective dates. Mr. Skipton stated that the most recent expression of the General 
Assembly should prevail in such a conflict situation. The point was made that the 
Legislative Service Commission tries to catch such conflicts and submits amendments 
to avoid them. }~s. Eriksson pointed out, however, that there are situations when 
nothing can be done about such a conflict when, for example, the legislature does 
not want to include changes made by the bill first passed in the bill passed later 
because it is not desire' 'bt't the changes from the first bill take effect imme
diately. It is the requirement that amended sections must be set forth in full 

• that causes the problem but the committee decided that it could do little but ac
knowledge the problem because it could not, by constitutional language, attempt to 
settle all conflict problems th~t result. 
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Section (E) of the new section contains the provision of present Section 
17, requiring presiding officers to sign bills. Mr. Skipton pointed out that it has 
been re-written to state that such signatures serve the purpose of certifying that 
procedural requirements for passage have been met. The new language also contains 
specific provision for transferral to the Governor. The committee decided to take 
note of Mr. Fordham's criticism referred to above and to include in the veto pro
visions (1) a requirement that a bill passed over veto must be filed with the secre
tary of state and (2) a provision as to when it "becomes law. II It was agreed that 
a new provision on veto be included in the package for submission to the full Com
mission on November 18 and that the section should be retained in Article II even 
though it affects e~ecutive powers as well. 

It was agreed that one section, probably designated as Section 15 in Article 
II, would include all material relative to bill passage, through presentation to 
the Governor for approval. A second section, probably 16, would include provisions 
or veto, passage over veto, and the new matters referred to in the preceding para

graph. 

The proposal before the committee provided that signed bills be presented 
to the Governor "within three days of passage." There was comment to the effect 
that this time limitation is impractical. The only time limit in the present Con
stitution, it was noted, is that bills must be signed while the General Assembly 
is in session. There was some discussion as to whether a time limit on signing 
should be inserted and a decision that Ohio has had no problem with presiding offi
cers holding bills and the committee does not want to put in an arbitrary provision 
that could be ignored. 

In its re-review of paragraph (C) the committee decided that although the 
present Constitution allows 2/3 of members to "dispense with the rule" on 3 readings 
(proposed to be changed to considerations) a more accurate phraseology is "suspend 
the requirement" and the change was adopted, 

The final item to be considered was a proposal for combining Sections 4 and 
19 of Article II. having to do with compatibility and eligibility, along with a 
new provision covering conflict between private interests and public duties. Mr. 
Montgomery was of the opinion that the compatibility section should exclude reserve 
officers in addition to officers of the state militia. Mr. Taft questioned the 
retention of the term "emoluments" in the portion of the Section that was derived 
from Section 19. What is meant by this term, he asked. Mr. Skipton read a dic
tionary definition that uses the term "profit arising from" office. It was agreed 
that reimbursement for expense would not be included. Perquisites (including the 
providing of an office or secretary) could be included. It was agreed that the 
term "compensation" would probably be adequate, and Mrs. Hunter was asked to give 
this matter further study. 

The Committee then discussed the proposal for mandating laws governing con
flicts of interest. Mr. Skipton questioned the singling out of the General Assembly 
for this purpose. There was discussion as to whether the proposal, calling for 
laws "regulating" conflicts would go beyond a statute requiring financial disclo
sures. Mrs. Hunter was directed to give this matter further study in the hope that 
language can be developed that would clearly cover disclosure statutes, if the Com
mittee decides to go along with the idea of such a provision generally. 
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League of Women Voters of Ohio 
65 South Fourth St. Columbus, Ohio 43215 

• 

STATEMENT TO THE OHIO CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION COMMISSION 
Regarding the Lieutenant Governor: His Election 

By Mrs. Richard M. Brownell, Chairman 
LWV Constitution Committee 

November 18, 1971 

• 

I am Mrs. Richard Brownell r\~prl2senting the League of Women Voters of Ohio. 
As 1 stated to you on Octob~r 6 the League of Women Voters believes a state con
stitution should provide for a structure of government responsive to the needs 
of the people of Ohio. In order to achieve this a constitution should be flexible 
and concerned with fundamental principles. It should be clearly written, logically 
organized and consistent. 

• 
My comments today are on the prOV1Slons before you concerning the lieutenant 

governor and his ~lcction. League members, in studying the executive portions 
of the constitution, agreed we should support efforts to have the governor and 
licut~nant governor elected as a team. We think this will provide for more co
hesion and continuity within the eXecutive department. 

• 
The provision before you which stat",s, "The lieutenant governor shall perform 

such duties in the ex~cutiv", department as are assigned to him by the governor and 
exercise such powers as are prescribed by laws, II allows for the governor and the 
legislature to assign duties and powers to the lieutenant governor as the times 
demancl. We believe thiq flexibility in leaving the specific assignment of duties 
and powers to the governor and legislature is desirable. A constitution should 
contain the fundamental principles but leave the specifics up to the statutes so 
they may be changed ~s times and ne~ds of government change. 

With the lieutenant governor sharing more of the state executive and adminis• 
trative responsibilities, there can be 3 more orderly succession in case of death 
or disability of the governor. As stated in the memo attached to your recommen
dations, there are many states that now have joint election of governor and lieu· 
tenant governor. The League favors this change in the Ohio Constitution. 

• The League did not study the provision you are considering which would remove 
the lieutenant governor's duty as presiding officer in the Senate. This means we 
have no position for or against the proposal. 

• 
Thank you for this opportunity to speak with you again. The League continues 

to be impressed with th\'; time Gnd careful consideration that has gone into drawing 
up th~se proposals for constitution~l change. We comm~nd the Constitution Revision 
Commission for their continue6 efforts on behalf of constitutional revision in Ohio. 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Legislative-Executive Study Committee 
December 9, 1971 !

Summary of Meeting •
The committee met on December 9, 1971 in the Commission offices. Chairman� 

Skipton and Hr. Bell were present, as well as staff members Mrs. Hunter and Mrs.� 
Erikuon.� 

The committee discussed first the "residency.'tequirement in Section 3 of Article 
II, which had been recommitted to the committee by the Commission for further work. 
Mr. Skipton explained that remOVing the requirement that a member of the General 
Assembly has resided in the district for one year prior to his election was necessi
tated by reapportionment, which makes it difficult for a member to meet the require
ment even if the reapportionment plan is not challenged, and impossible if the re Japportionment plan is challenged and the boundaries of districts made uncertain. 
Because of the difficulties of knowing when a reapportionment plan may go into 
effect and when a candidate must file for the General Assembly, it was determined 
to provide simply that a person must be a resident of the district which he wishes 
to represent on the day that he becomes a candidate, which is interpreted by the 
committee as being the day he files his petitions to become a candidate. The com
mittee also determined that a member of the General Assembly should be one of his 
own constituents, so that he could not live in one district and represent another 
during his term. During a period of reapportionment, however, maintaining residency 
alao becomes a proble~ since the filing date comes 8 or 10 months prior to the end 
of the term and a member may have to move out of his present district in order to 
file for another district which may, in the future, contain some or nearly all of 
his present constituents or territory. However, because of the problems of attempt
ing to write in the Constitution the circumstances u~der which a member could move, 
and because of the possibility of discriminating against a member of the General 
Assembly who would be denied the opportunity to move but who may be affected by a 
plan of reapportionment even though the boundaries of his district are not changed, 
the committee determined to permit any member of the General AssemblXvto move during J 
a term in which a plan of apportionment is promulgated, by making an exception to 
the requirement that residency be maintained for that particular term. 

It was noted that a person could move into the district on the day of filing 
as a candidate (however that may be defined by law) and that residency may be a 
matter of intent, legally, and no attempt is made to define in the Constitution 
what residency consists of. 

As proposed, the section would reduce prior residence requirement from 12 to 
8 months, under present law which has a February deadline for filing. This might 
vary in an apportionment year, if the apportionment plan were challenged and a court 
order changed the deadline for filing as a candidate. 

Mr. Bell asked whether consideration has been given to the constitutional re
quirement of residence for voting, (presently 6 months in the Ohio Constitution) but 
it was noted that this committee has not dealt with that question at all, and it 
will undoubtedly be the subject of study by another committee. 

Mr. Skipton pointed out the trend towards reducing, even<,·el1minating residency ••! 

requirements as a matter of federal law. Support has even been given to the elim
ination of registration requirements. 
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Mr. Skip~on questioned the exception for a term in which a plan of apportion�

ment is "made," asking if the term "adopted" would be more appropriate. The com�
mittee and Itaff consulted Article XI for language, rejected a Rhtase that related� 

•� 

to an apportionment plan's becoming "effective"--a word that could be interpreted� 
to mean the term in which the plan is used (the next legi.latlv~ term)--and agreed� 
upon the substitution of the word "adopted" for "made." Mr. Skipton noted the� 
~portance of using consistent 'euminology. Section 7 of Artic~e XI uses the term� 
"adopted" in speaking of "district boundaries."� 

•� 

Mrs. Hunter then pointed out that the residency exception for ab~e from the� 
state on public business was deUberately dropped in the draft before the cOlllllittee� 
because it appeared to attabb to prior residency and should be el~inated with� 
prior residency, particularly because it does not logically "attachll to the pro�
visions of the section as rewritten. Under Section 5 of Article V a person in� 
the military services who is stationed in the state is not thereby considered 'a� 
"resident" of Ohio for elector status. As to "military absence" the cODlllittee 
decided that if under Section 5 of Article V a person comes into the state on 
military business and does not thereby gain residency, it is logical to conclude 
that military absence from the state does not result in a ioss of Ohio residency.

• Such an interpretation of Section 5 has the advantage of being applicable not only 
to members of the General Assembly but to other public officers as well. It was 
agreed that Section 5 of Article V would be considered later and determination made 
as to whether the converse of the rule it contains should be spelled out more 
clearly. 

• It was also agreed that 80 little is being retained of the present Section 3 
that a new Section 3 is preferable. This is particularly ~portant for the purposes 
of grammar and maintaining consistency in language. The section as rewritten applies 
to "a member of the General Assembly" rather than to "senators and representatives." 
The intent of the section, it was agreed, is that When a reapportionment plan is 
adopted, no one need remain a resident for the remainder of his term, regardless 
of whether he is affected by the reapportionment. One purpose of such an approach, 
it was agreed, is to make each constitutional section self evident, so that it can 
be read and applied without difficulty. No subjective judgment is necessary. The 
contingency is easily determined. The apportionment board can do nothing to change 
the interpretation of the section. 

• Sections 4 and 19 of Article II were then discussed. The Commission had re· 
ferred back Section 4 of Article II for reconsideration, with directions to combine 
it with Section 19. Mrs. Hunter summarized the provisions of the rewritten.ection_ 
The third paragraph of the version submitted to the Committee contained provisions 
applicable to private conflicts of interest. She explained that in the fo~ pre
sented the Legislature would be required to enact a conflict of interests .tatute

• or code of ethics that would apply to its members. The language was broad enou&h 
to permit enactment of a disclosure statute for this purpQse. The first paragraph : 
of the proposed section (from existing Section 4) was a1s9 altered to include ~:,'" 
in the exception for ~I.~ militia ap.:exception for the res.rves. The possible 
phasing out of the reserve component and the desire to coyer any military officer 

• not included within the c.qtegory of "militia" prompted th, cOlllllittee to change 
the phraseology of this ex:eption,so that it covers offic,rs "of the United St.tes 
Armed Forces. 1t 

Mr. Skipton asked whether the use of the term "public office" instead of 
"lucrative office" cleared up any problems of interpretation if the term proposed 
is not defined. Public office certainly has a more clearly defined meaning thea
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lucrative office, but the problem he posed is still one of definition. The question 
was put as to;the legal significance of the term "office." Mrs1 Eriksson replied 
that the term has a significance insofar as it has been interpreted by the courts. 
but trying to define the term in the Constitution is difficult and unwise. Mr. 
Skipton expressed the hope that if a court has defined the term "public office" 
to the committee's satisfaction, the statement of intent following the section 
should show that in using the term that definition was intended to be adopted. 
It was agreed that the committee should state that itwas adopting a particular 
interptetation of the term and cite the authority for the definition. In the 
discussion of this approach the point was made that although it is possible to 
find a good court case that defines public officer as one who exercises independent 
judgment and has other described incidents attaching to his position. the problem 
remains that such a term must still be applied case by case. Even a good definition 
cannot completely get around the objection that the term is not specific. The sug.. 
gestion was made and rejected that the section enumerate what is meant by public 
office. 

Mr. Skipton proposed that any time a position is created in this state, the 
legislature could decide whether the criteria apply and declare a public office. 
In other words if the General Assembly calls:~ an office, it is automatically sub
ject to the provisions of the proposed section. The section could even contain 
language to the effect that "laws defining what is a public office shall be passed • 
to implement this section." Revised Code Section 101. 26, for example, sets forth 
po.iUons that may not be held by a member of the General Assembly". 

It was finally agreed that the term "public office" would be used and that the 
comment would set forth the committee's interpretation of the term as defined by 
case law. 

The committee then considered the third paragraph of the secti~n--having to do 
with private conflicts of interest. Mr. Skipton read a Pennsylvania constitutional 
provision as follows: "Laws shall be passed requiring disclosure by legislators 
of relevant financial or occupational interests of legal or other professional 
practices which could encompass a conflict between public and personal interests 
••• " and requiring further the reporting of expenses by lobbyists. Mrs. Eriksson 
expressed the view that such a provision is extremely detailed for a constatution. 

Mr. Skipton spoke of pending federal legislation on ethics and suggested that 
federal models be reviewed for language. From the Congressional Quarterly he read 
a very broad prOVision. revised by him to fit the Ohio Constitution, to the effect 
that "Laws shall be passed enforcing ethical standards in the conduct of legislators." 

Subseqpently the committee concluded that the matter of ethics, if it should 
be incorporated in the Constitution, should be considered in the broader context 
of public officers generally and therefore deci~ed that the topic of conflict of 

~ 
-,;'� interest and ethics be referred to subject matter committee, for referral to the 

committee studying public officers. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Legislative-Executive Study Committee 
January 20, 1972 

Summary of Meeting 

The Legislative-Executive Study Committee met on January 20, 1972 in Houee Room 
11. Present were Chairman Skipton, Dr. Cunningham, Senator Taft and Mr. Montgomerr. 

Chairman Skipton opened the meeting by announcing that a delegation freo the 
Ohio Chapters of the Institute of Internal Auditors, Inc. wished to make a presen
tation to the committee. Mr. Pat Irish of Columbus, representing the Institute, was 
the first to speak. He began by directing the committee's attention to a brochure 
distributed in advance under date of January 20, 1972. 

A summary of the remarks of Mr. Irish follows: 

We are to recommend the creation of an Auditor General position. The position 
would be charged with "performance auditing." Now, what is "performance auditing"? 
It is a modern day expansion of the traditional financial audit. It seems to eval
uate effectiveness of operations beyo~d accrual and accounting disbursements. The 
thrust of the performance audit is to report upon the degree of the effectiveness 
with which programs, policies and procedures are administered. Simply stated, per
formance auditing investigates and reports upon such questions as: How were the 
funds spent? Was there actually a need for spending? Did we get what we paid for? 
Did we get our money's worth? Did we accomplish the objective for which the ~s 
were appropriated~ 

Performance auditing seeks to establish that we have a dollar for dollar return 
on goods and services paid for whether the performance is by the service of ~he 

state or by those contracting with the state. It is a matter of public record aDd 
scrutiny when our legislature approves a budget or authorizes an appropriation. 
Whether we all agree with the action of the legislature in appropriating tax 
dollars, ~e action of that body is credited with honorable intent. Yet alter 
billions of dollars are appropriated by the le8i.latur~ performance audit 1s ~ban· 

doned save for occasional expose by the news media calling attention to poor per
formance, wasteful spending, unearned personal gain, or failure to accomplish the 
purpose for which the money was appropriated. 

In performance auditing there is a systematic approach to review the adminis
tration of all programs and activities of all branches, departments, offices, bo8rds 
commissions, agencies, authorities and institutioDS of the state with the prevail!~g 

question: Did we use all of our available resources, whether it be people, money 
or machinery, in a way that gives maximum return? The results of such a review 
actiVity is better performance and fewer possible indiscretions on the part of 
those responsible for the utilization of these re80urces. 

Now, how would we insure that such a function in state government is objective, 
independent of all pol:-~~A'. influences and pressures, and responsible to the 
people of Ohio through their legislature? First, our proposal would prescribe that 
an individual be appointed who has only the highest qualifications of personal in
tegrity and professional competency and possess sufficient experience in the field 
of performance auditing. Sec~~dly, in order to remove him entirely from party or 
partisan influence the legislative auditor would be appointed by a legistaelve 
audit conmittee, com~osed of mem'ters of both House and Senate and members of each 
political party represented in the General Assembly. He would be appointed for an 
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eight year te~ and would be eligible for appointment to additional terms. He 
would be independent of and detached from all state operations in order to assure 
his independence and his ability to provide objective reviews. He would not be 
eligible for appointment or election to any other public office in this state 
during hil term of office and for two years following the termination of his service 
in that post. 

The legislative auditor would be authorized to employ independent accounting 
firms and legal counsel to make investigations pertinent to the conduct of his audits. 
In the event there is some question among you as to why we wish to establish another 
office of state auditor when we have .n elected auditor of state allow me to point 
out some ~portant discinctions between the two functions. 

The present auditor of state is designatedt-by the Ohio Constitution as an� 
official and is elected by a partisan vote for a term of four years, concu~~ent to� 
the term of state governor. He is a member of the executive branch of state gov�
ernment. ~~st of his duties can be characterized as operational as opposed to� 
advisory or staff. On the other hand, the legislative auditor would be appointed� 
by a bi-partisan legislative committee for a term of eight years, thereby legally� 
freeing him of that political influence, conflict or obligation, and he would report� 
to the public through the legislature.� 

The present auditor of state, by nature of his functions, is essentially a 
comptroller, or accounting officer. He keeps many records. In this capacity, he deter

mines� that supporting papers are in order prior to the disbursement of funds. He issues 
warrants. Contrast this to the legislative auditor, employing modern day perform
ance audit concepts. He goes beyond the legality of payment and ascertains if the J 
expenditure actually achieved the intent or purpose for which it was appropriated, 
and if it was handled in such a way as to give the public rather than individuals 
the full benefit of the state's resources used. 

We do believe that the functions that are now within the scope of the stete 
auditor--namely the bureau of inspections--has to be examined to determine that 
there are no auditing functions that would involve the state auditor auditing ~is 
own department. To accomplish this we believe that we would have to make a deter
mination by a surveyor investigation of just what is involved in those functi~ns 

that are now in the state auditor's office. J 
Getting back to talking about performance auditing, and discuss the auditing 

fUnctions of the state auditor in relation to the auditing functions of the pro
posed legislative auditor. An example--Iet's say that the legislature authorizes 
an expenditure for a specific program. The purpose of the ap?ropriation and w'o i~ 
to receive the funds are prescribed by state law. The administration and distri
bution of funds are to be handled by county and municipal agencies. Disbursement Jof moneys would be made on the approval of recognized local officials. Adminis
tration costs must come out of the total appropriation. Now, let u~ take a look 
at the audit of this program as it is not performed and how it might be expanded. 
The present auditor's office makes payment for funds on the basis of vouchers or 
application by local officials. This is called pre-audit. This is essentially 
where state auditing today in Ohio ceases. The legislative auditor and his sCaff 
would pick up the trail from the state disbursing officers through all the adain
istrative processes of the political subdivisions to the ult~te user or reciFient. 
Naturally he would approach this on a test basis. He would determine the admimis
trative costs involved in the dollar expenditure, to see that they were kept at a 
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minimum. He would check to see that there was no questionable involvement or gain 
of any individuals participating directly or indirectly in the program, that pat
ronage had no influence on procurement of contracts, and that the purpose of the 
expenditure, for Which citizens gave their approval, through the legislature, bas 
actually been achieved. 

The legislative auditor's singular responsibility would be to the public. 
His report and findings should be published within a given time after review by the 
legislative audit~committee. His reports must be factual, precluding any challenge 
based on bias or favoritism. 

The concept of performance auditing has been proven in many other states to 
be a significant development in improving the administration of state goveromebt. 
Legislatures in the larger states and in states with complex problems, such as we 
have in Ohio, cannot content themselves with the responsibility merely to pass 

laws and to authorize the expenditures of funds. Performance by state adminis
trators of the state actilities, the evaluation of the activity itself, and the 
accomplishments of its objectives are paramount in legislative scrutiny. 

Now, what about the cost. Where performance auditing has been established, 
the measurable savir~s have been far greater than the costs of operation. The 
prime example is the General Accounting Office, which is the performance audit 
agency of the United States Congress. In 1970 the savings of the public funds 
credited to the GAO was $250,000,000. Some of these savings are of a recurring 
nature, and the CJit of the operation of that 9ffice was $72,000,000. That is 
a return of $178 million over costs. There 1s also a very UDportant intangible 
factor when performance auditing is conducted, namely the influence such a pro
gram has on public officials to conduct and administer the affairs of state in 
a prudent and judicious manner. 

In summary, the division of power among the legislative, executive and judi. 
cial branches of government constitutes the most fundamental aspect of American 
constitutional theory and practice. A properly conceived and effectively estab
lished legislative review fundtion is essential to the survival of an effective 
legislative control system and a meaning{~l balance of power between the legis la
ttve and executive branches of state government. Such review must go beyond a 
determination that the funds were spent legally and honestly. It must include an 
examination of the manner in which public officials have discharged thei~ respon
sibilities by 4etermining whether the programs have been admini.tered in accordance 
with legislative authorization and policy, whether the planned objectives have been 

achieved, and whether the program objectives were accomplished at a minimum cost 
and with max~m benefit being obtained for each dollar spent. 

There 1s also another consideration that I think we must address ourselves 
to, in that there is a federal task force under the comptroller general of the 
United States who is de~eloping a body of audit standards which are to be used ' 
in evaluating the audi - ,'y:;>tems of state and local government in order to determble 
the degree of reliance that can be placed on these systems in auditing the fed· 
erally assisted programs in states and local governments. This 1s something we 
must consider also. 

Therefore, members of the committee, I urge your inquiry, your thoughtful 
consideration, and ultin~tely ycur support for a constitutional amendment to es
tablish the offiee of legislative auditor or auditor general to give the assurance 
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of the highest standards of performance possible. from our government officials and� 
thole acting under their direction. Thawt you.� 

Mr. Skipton then asked if others wanted to make presentations. Mr. Bower said� 
that he had remarks to make.:, A suumary of the remarks of Halter Bower follows:� 

My name is Walt Bower. I am also a member of the public affairs committee of� 
the Ohio Chapters of the Institute of Internal Auditors. ~~ discussion this morning� 
will be confined to two major aspects of our program for a legislative auditor in� 
the state of Ohio. These are the independence of auditing which it will bring about� 
in the state and the aspects of post performance auditing, or as we like to call it,� 
operational auditing, which are contained in our proposal.� 

In 1957 the Institute of Internal Auditors issued its revised and updated state�
ment of the responsibilities of the internal auditor in which it defines the nature� 
of internal auditing as follows: "Internal auditing is an independent appraisal� 
activity within an organization for the review of accounting, financial and other� 
operations as a basis for service to management. It is a managerial control which� 
functions by measuring and evaluating the effectiveness of other controls." The� 
statements then outline the objectives and scope of internal auditing, the authority� 
and responsibility of the internal auditor, and then stresses tllndependence is es�

tlsential to the effectiveness of any internal auditing program. The statement� 
specifically requires that the organization status of the auditor be at such a level� 
and reporting to such a level as will assure a broad scope of activities and adequate� 
consideration of effective action on the findings and recommendations made by the� 
auditor.� 

To quote further "Since complete objectivity is essential to the audit function, 
internal auditors should not develop and install procedures, prepare reports, or 
engage in other activity which they normally would be expected to review and appraise." 
This in a nutshall is the concept of operational or performance auditing. Its 
universal acceptance by the internal auditing profession has established it as an 
effective and valuable control for ~anagement. Its effect has been to elevate the 
auditing profession from the era of the little clerk with the green eyeshade. on 
the high stool, who ~as primarily concerned with checking figures, to the computer 
age generalist who concerns himself with management controls, management objectives,t 

and operational efficiencies. 

Let me illustrate for a moment the effect of this change on the auditing concept 
in industry and bU.iness. The traditional auditor was a checker of figures, spe
cifically, financial figures. He was interested in assuring himself that these 
isolated figures were proper and authorized. The modern auditor also checks figures. 
But in addition he investigates the program and the system that generates these 
figures. The traditional auditor verified the accuracy of the inventory. The 
modern auditor does this also but in addition he determines the reasons for the 
inventory and its qu_lity. Does it reflect poor planning? or uneconomical pur
chasing patterns? The traditional auditor confirmed accounts receivable balances. 
The modern auditor d~es the same thing, but in addition he evaluates the relation
ship with the compa~yls accounts. The daily dealings with its customers. But beyond 
that, the auditor who uses operational auditing, reviews, analyzes, and evaluates 
areas such as pers~nnel administration, production control, purchasing policies 
and practices, CO.puter operations·-indeed every area of business activity in or4er 
to determine whe~her these activities are being administered in compliance with ' 
objectives, staeed plans and according to a sound system of administration.t 
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The perforDJ8l\ce auditor assures himself of the soundness of qontrols--be t~ey 

financial, operation or administrative at every level of managem,nt. In this role 
the modern auditor has become the eyes and ears of management. ~ring the past 
tensllfIs several members of the Ohio Institute have served in various capacities 
on/commIssions, including two little Hoover Commissions. 

Moreover, the Institute's own role in working with state and federal audit 
groups exposed many of its members to the problems and def~ciencies existing at 
government levels. Approximately a year ago the five Ohio chapters of the Institute 
decided to establish a committee in order to evaluate and hopefully improve the 
standards of auditing in the state'of Ohio. The committee felt that progress and 
advances made by the auditing profession in industry could surely be applied to 
government. Certainly, the state's policy making body, the legislature, must have 
at its disposal an independent appraisal activitjJfor review of the state's opera
tions. The General Assembly must have a function which measures and evaluates its 
programs. Presently the auditor of state is the chief fiscal officer or comptroller 
of the state. He i8 charged with the responsibility for establishing financial 
systems, procedures and controls, and then has the added responsibility of auditing 
them. Can he, or the members of his staff who actually do the auditing, retain 
any kind of independence in the appraisal of these systems? 

Our proposal is designed to remove from the auditor of state responsibility 
for lelf audit and to place this responsibility with a.legislative auditor re
sponsible to the p~~te legislature. This in our opinion is the only way that 
independence, so v1cally necessary to effective auditing, can be achieved. 

The law in the state of Ohio at the present ttme provides that the auditor of 
state audit only to determine whether moneys have been expended legally. This is 
the limited, traditional, formal auditing. He has neither the responsibility nor 
the right to point out those instances where money may be expended foolishly or 
unnecessarily. Or where the same results could have been obtained by the expendi
ture of much less money. During the course of our committee's visits to various 
state officials in ~onnection with the endorsement of our proposal for legislative 
auditor, we met with a member of the state department of finance, who in my opinion 
put it just about as well as anybody could. He wa. looking at a listing of va
rious state expenditures, and he said, "I know that this money was properly appro
priated; that it was spent legally because the auditor of state has examined it 
and approved the invoice. But what I don't know was whether the money was spent 
wisely. Did it need to be spent at all? Did the state get its money's vortla?" 
This in a nutshell is what we call operational audit. And, if you'll examine. the 
proposals that we have for a legislative auditor, you'll find that they incorporate 
the responsibility and duty of the legislative auditor to answer these specific 
questions. 

In this regard I would like to quote the five major points that are contained 
in our position paper wtt~h encompass the operational audit function. These are 
the fact that upon eXU;"'.hJLion inquiry will be directed to: (1) the soundness and 
adequacy of administrative operational and fiscal controls; (2) the extent of com
pliance with law; (3) th~ c~ntrolling and safeguarding of assets and resources; 
(4) the reliability of data information and reports; and (5) the controls over the 
quality of performance in canyi:lg out assigned responsibilities. These are the 
modern aspects of operational auditing and they are aspects of auditing Chat are 
not being covered i~ the state ci Ohio at the present time. The incorporation of 
the legislative auditor into the state constitution will put performance auditing 
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into the state. And the creation of performance auditing, under the direct control 
of the legislature, will advance the quality and effectiveness of all phases of our 
state government by many years. 1 urge you to consider this proposal and 1 thank 
you. 

The next representative of the institute to speak was Paul Glotzbach. His 
remarks are next to be summarized. 

1 do not have a prepared speech. I do want to call your attention to one of. the 
schedules we gave you in our brochure, and that is appendix 2. What we are pro
posing here is not anything new. There are 22 states presently that have a legis
lative responsibility for auditing. And there are 17 states, of which Ohio is one, 
where there is no legislative branch responsibility for auditing. With the new 
income tax lm~ with another billion dollars of revenue coming into the state in 
the future it is going to be very ~portant to establish this audit responsibility 
with the legislative branch. Thank you. 

Hr. Skipton then asked if there were further presentations. Mr. Wayne Ashby, 
partner in the accounting firm of Haskins and Sells and a member of the Ohio Society 
of Certified Public Accountants then made a statement in support of the Institute's 
proposal. The full text of Mr. Ashby's statement is appended to these minutes. 

Members of the Institute expressed the willingness to answer questions. The 
dialogue between committee and witnesses is summarized as follows: 

Cunningham: I have an elementary question, having to do with the title of the 
office--auditor general. For the time being we have the auditor of state. We may 
confound the electorate by having these two similar titles. Why not use comptroller 
of state, 4S is used at the federal level? Or comptroller general of the state, 
in order to divide the post audit from the pre-audit and let the auditor of state 
look into the matter of whether accounts are kept. 

Irish: Since auditor of state is the chief fiscal officer, perhaps the title he 
should have is that of state comptroller. 

Cunningham: As a metter of practical politics, how much objection can you expect 
to hear from people who will say that you are simply creating an additional post 
with essentially same duties. What will persuade them to vote for the establishment 
of such an office? How can you dichotomize the two positions for the man on the 
street? 

Skipton: It might be difficult to persuade the public officials who are going to 
have the responsibility. 

Discussion followed about the possible problems that would be involved in 
changing the title of the auditor of state to comptroller. The present office 
would be abolished and a new one created. This might be difficult to sell. It 
was agreed that it might be politically more fea8~ble to leave the state auditor's 
office as is and create the new office with fitting title and duties. Dr. Cunning
ham suggested "comptroller general," or "comptroller of state." Institute repre.. 
sentatives pointed out that in business a "comptroller" generally performs those 
functions that are handled by the auditor of state and the choice of terminology 
used in the proposal was influenced by practices in industry. Mr. Bower said that 
although the term "auditor" is associated with internal auditing in business pract~ce, 
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nomenclature is unimportant and that what is tmportant is that the legislative 
auditor be as non-political as possible. 

Dr. Cunningham then asked how this is going to be accomplished. Isn't heloing 
to be just as responsive to political pressures from the legislature as he is from 
the partisanship of elected officials. Mr. Bower said that they had tried to meet 
objections on this score by making the position appointive instead of elective and 
setting a long enough term that it overrides any political office. Also the leg
islative committee that appoints him should be as bipartisan as possible. 

Bower: It should be stipulated in the requirement that it would take for the com
mittee to remove him from office and establish such a majority that it would require 
members of both political parties to be for it before he could be removed for some 
cause. 

Discussion followed about how to avoid haVing the state auditor audit h~self. 

Mr. Montgomery suggested that the legislature could establish some kind of office 
that could in effect audit the state auditor. Mr. Skipton replied that tbe office 
!! audited, every time there is a change, by use of an independent auditor. 

Mr. Skipton then asked what the Constitution has to Bay about the duties and 
responsibilities of the elected state auditor. What would have to be changed to 
allow for the creation of a new office of legislative auditor? 

Mr. Taft poinL.~ out that there is no description of the dub~•• of the office 
of state auditor. All of his present duties and powers are statutory. They could 
be repealed. Mr. Bower agreed that much of what they proposed could be accomplished 
by statute instead of constitutional amendment but pointed out that if the provi
sions with respect to the auditor of state are not changed there would be duplica
tion of functions. 

Skipton: The legislature controls this. The only constitutional question I see 
in your proposal is to make the term longer than the life of the General Assembly 
or the appointing authority. Is this a problem? 

Discussion on this point ensued. There are commissions appointed for terms 
longer than the appointing authority. Board of regents, university trustees are 
both examples. Mr. SkLpton again expressed his difficulty in finding a constitu
tional issue here. The legislature could alter the present duties of the' auditor 
of state and create such an office as legislative auditor without constitutional 
change. Dr. Cunningham pointed out that there is a constitutional amendment pend
ing before the l09th General Assembly to remove the state auditor as an elected 
officer. He could be appointed. and all of his duties be statutory. The duties 
could be divided into comptroller and auditor functions. 

Mr. Taft asked about the operations of the GAO. Do they have a set of reports 
that ~hey must prepare e 'e~t year, or can they pick and choose whom to investigate. 

Irish: They have their options, and it is a matter of priorities. 

Bower: They have certain spec~~ic operations that they want audited within certain 
periods of time. Very little of it is done on an annual basis. They have require
ments for audit, but the GAO sets the priority as to when they perform. 
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Institute representatives pointed out that one reason they preferred consti
tutional as opposed to statutory creation of an office is that what can be given 
by law can also be taken away. Dr. Cunningham responded that it is this attitude 
which the Commission does not favor. In this way a Constitution becomes a code. 
The people since 1850 have refused to trust their legislature. The fundamental 
law becomes cluttered with statutory material. 

Skipton: ~~ difficulty in seeing this as constitutional matter still remains. All 
of us can agree in principal with the theory and the desirability of having the op
eration proposed. However, as a long time public official I have most grave concern 
that it would work. The presentation talks about selecting a man of integrity, 
character and capability--does this suggest that elected public officials lack these 
traits? These kinds of statements contain an inherent slur-on public officials. 
Another point has to do with "operational" activities. The presentation made fre
quent references to "management" yet the proposal is not talking about putting this 
in the managerial side of government. Putting it in the legislative side of gov
ernment is not compatible with these statements. Insofar as someone is going to 
make decisions about intent-- whether it has been carried out in a particular 
program--how is the person investigating to Itnow what that intent is? On the 
management side of a cOfpora~ion it is easy to know. Daily, monthly or at will, 

. . one is go ing to be told wha t the 
intent is. If there are doubts, one can get instant clarification. When you talk 
about legislation, there isn't any such thing. There is nobody you can call and 
uk ''What did you really mean to do?" No legislative committee could be created 
that could tell. Courts are full of questions involving the interpretation of 
legi.lative intent. 

Continuing--another question has to do with provision that the legislative 
auditor reports to the legislature. How can this be squared with statement that 
he is to be independent of politicians? There is no one any more political than 
a legislator and nothing any more political than a legislative body. If he is 
independent, how does he report to them? 

Response indicated that this happens in private enterprise, too. Auditors 
are given the independence by management to investigate on the basis of what they 
think should be done, but findings may not be accepted. 

Mr. Skipton responded that he could see the operation working well in a 
managerial setting--or within department of finance. In the legislative setting 
it is difficult to see how it would work. lie then brought up another question-
assignment of priorities. He understood the position to have been stated that 
even the legislative committee to which the auditor would report would not have 
the authority to make assignments of what areas to investigate next. 

Bower: To a degree that is our contention. However, we would set up a requirement 
that for example all functions within the state must be audited within a two or 
three year period. The priority as to when he would do it would lie with the 
auditor himself. He wouldn't be absolutely independent. 

Skieton: Wouldn't that give hUn tremendous political power? Ability to make the 
decision and timing represents great political power. 

Dr. Cunningham pointed out that probably the auditor would be subject to direction, 
as the Legislative Service Commission directs the research on research subjects. 
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The priorities are determined by the members of the Commission, which is legisla
tive. The researchers are supposed to be nonpolitical. 

Discussion ensued about operations of the General Accouht~g Olfice. After 
the Hoover Commission started its investigation, it was discovered that it was 
almost impossible to audit the accounting procedures of the military becausejof 
their auditing techniques. Congress directed the GAO to establish a uniform!ac
counting system to provide a means for post audit. Dr. Cunningham used thiJ 
example to describe how the legislative direction might come. 

Mr. Skipton then asked how the legislative auditor would work with respect 
to review of highway department operations. Hundreds of millions of dollars ate 
involved annually in its functions. How would it work, he asked, in deciding 
whether best route was selected for a particular highway. 

Response: Inherent in the auditor's duties is to spot and point out any 
problems he sees. He has the obligation to report them. He must review the 
claims made by the various people involved. He is the independent third party 
who reviews the claims on both sides. He provides the independent appraisal. 
In this kind of an audit, the auditor cannot come to a factual answer. Both sides 
are right to some e~tent. It provides a review by someone without an ax to grind 
on either side. 

Glotabach: The auditor is not technically qualified to say how a particular road 
should be built. Aad he wouldn't. What he would do is to come in later to see 
why this particular stretch of road took four years instead of the est~ted two 
and he would come in after to find how and ~my they spent $5 million more than they 
said that they were going to. Those are the kinds of things that the post auditor 
would review. 

Mr. Taft then asked, if conclusions are reached in such an area, could the 
legislature then do anything about the findings? What could be accomplished by 
taking such a piece of information to the legislature? To the executive yes, but 
what can the legislature do at that point? Appropriation is made in one lump 
sum, not by individual stretches of highway, so even in the appropriation process 
it is difficult to see what the legislature can do with the information. 

Response indicated that in industry this procedure has a deterrent effect. 

Colloquy followed about role of the state auditor in catching illegal ex
penditures. Problem of foolish or unnecessary expenditures and how they would 
be el~inated by the proposal continued to trouble members of the committee. Mr. 
Taft pointed out that it is frustrating to sit in the legislature because one is 
not an administrator. What can the legislature do even if one knows about waste
ful practices. One value mentioned is publicity. Hr. Montgomery said that be 
continued to be impress~d with the deterrent effect of having such a facility. 
He expressed concern a. ~·t going beyond fiscal matters, however. 

I!!!: The state auditor audits every political subdivision. Would the legislative 
auditor be Itmited to the auditing of state government or would it extend to school 
districts, counties, etc. 

There was response that it ~ould extend to subdivisions as well. Discussion 
followed about hypothetical investigations of a particular school systeM or other 
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governmental unit. The concept of "management efficiency" poses problems. 

Bower: We are concerned with facts only and not opinions. 

Mr. Skipton agreed that it is not through fraud that big losses occur but that� 
it 1s through projects that should be abandoned or no longer have relevance. He� 
was still troubled about what kinds of information can be returned to the legisla�
ture that it can act upon. Differences exist in the operations of programs around� 
the state. What can the legislature do to balance? What will the reports suggest� 
that it do?� 

Response indicated that there would be complete evaluation of conditions in 
the particular areas involved and report on the factors involved. Mr. Taft suggested 
that there have been many studies on problem areas and all the solutions have at 
one time or another been proposed to the legislature. Probably all the things that 
a sPod auditor would suggest to remedy school inequalities have been suggested. The 
political feasibility is another question. 

Mr. Taft expressed interest in seeing the product of other state legislative 
aUditor offices. Mr. Irish introduced a published audit of the county and state 
hospital program in the state of Hawaii. The state has a very progressive legisla
tive auditing function with constitutional sanction. 

Mr. Taft asked if it is better to have such a study made by an arm of state 
government or to have the legislature hire an accounting firm as a consultant for 
a specific purpose. He suggested that if an agency is acting on a selective basis 
(the reason for his question about the operations of the GAO) it might be better 
for the legislature to appropriate funds from time to t~e for specific audit reports, 
to be done by an independent firm. '!be Hawaii study was done by a consulting firm 
for the legislative auditor. 

Mr. Bower replied that he believes a legislative auditing office acquires 
familiarity with the various agencies that an outsider coming in cold cannot have. 
Even when an outside consulting firm is hired, the permanent office can be of great 
help to it in making the necessary studies and reports. 

Mr. Skipton restated his understanding of the objectives of the proposal but 
also his doubts that a structural change in government can accomplish these purposes. 
Supposing a report comes to the legislature on a particular subject it can be im
pugned by a variety of groups representing particular interests, who demand another 
report, more to their liking. 

In business or in the governor's office there may be satisfaction with one 
long report. But everyone is not going to be satisfied with it in the legislature. 
Almost by the nature of the activity there will be as many people who do not want to 
accept the report as people who do. Whatever the safeguards with which you surround 
the legislative auditor these kinds of differences in point of view, objections and 
motivations are going to be there and you are in an atmosphere where people have a 
right aa citizens to press and fight a particular action. 

There was a general feeling that the proposal does not pose a constitutional 
question, although the committee is just getting into its review of the executiv~ 
article and will consider the proposal as it does so. 
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Statement of Position 

• Mr. Chairman, members of the Constitutional Revision 

Commission, I am D. Wayne Ashby, Jr., a partner in the accounting 

firm of Haskins & Sells, and a member of The Ohio Society of Certified

• Public Accountants, the professional organization consisting of 

4,000 CPA's in the State, on whose behalf I am speaking. 

• One of the purposes of the Ohio Society of CPA's is to 

promote fiscal responsibility and understanding through promotion 

of good accounting and auditing practices.

• 
Over a ~ung period of years, the skills and techniques 

of professional CPA's have been documented, tested, and refined 

• resulting in the development of accounting principles for the 

uniform handling of financial transactions under similar circum

stances and auditing standards for the auditor in the reViewing

• of recorded financial transactions of a public or private enter�

prise. These accounting principles and auditing standards have� 

•� . been codified by the national CPA organization, the American� 

Institute of CPA's and have become recognized and generally 

accepted by professional, business, and governmental agencies. 

• 

• For clarification, an audit can be defined as a review 

of the recorded fint·l~lal transactions of a public or private 

enterprise. The person making this reView, the auditor, is a 

professionally qualified individual who has had no interest in 
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recording transactions. The auditor's goal is to arrive at a 

decision as to whether or not the transactions are recorded in a 

manner that properly reflects what actually happened and are in • 
accordance with what the properly constituted authorities have 

directed should happen. 

One of the basic standards involves the matter of 

independence of the auditor. To comply, he cannot take part in 

the authorization, payment or recording of the transactions. 

This means that if he is to be independent, he cannot have played 

any role in creating the transaction that he is auditing. 

The State Auditor is the chief accounting ,officer of 

the State. Under present law he is charged with approving and 

recording all expenditures made by the State and SUbsequently with 

ascertaining that these transactions were correct. 

An office of legislative auditor would change this. It • 
would create needed independence by separating the creation or 

disbursing functions from the reviewing or inspection functions. 

It would also provide added comfort to the public by giving the • 
General Assembly a means of insuring that monies appropriated have 

been properly disbursed. • 
A very close parallel to the matter currently under 

consideration is evidenced in the Federal Government, wherein the 

General Accounting Office, "the auditors of the departments and • 
agencies of Federal Government;" are employed by and responsible 

to the Congress of the United States. •886 
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With the complexities of modern-day government, and the 

financial involvement of the government in so many varied aspects 

• of the society, it is absolutely essential that expenditures be subject 

• 
to proper and adequate review to determine that they are in accor

dance with legislative desires. Further, it is essential that the 

• 

audit function of government be sensitive to the most efficient mode 

of expenditure, as well as with compliance. As a part of his duty, 

the Legislative Auditor would make operational recommendations and 

suggestions to the Legislature resulting from conducting the audits 

of the various governmental divisions. These recommendations would 

• 

• provide the Legislature with the information necessary to make sure 

that the funds were being expended in an efficient manner. 

In order to safeguard the public funds of the State of 

Ohio and merit the confidence of the public that the proper expendi

ture of these funds is being made, ·it is essential that the review 

• 

• (audit) of public funds be performed by a person with a high degree 

of proficiency and obvious independence as to the transactions being 

. audited. 
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Ohio Constitutional 11.evision Commission 
Legislative-F,xecutive Study Committee 
~ebruary 11, 1972 

Summary of Meeting 

The Legislative-executive Study Committee met on February 11, 1972 at 20 S. 
Third Street. Present were Chaiman Skipton, Messrs. Carter, King, Mallory, Mont
ganery and Shocknessy, and Mrs. Hunter. Two representatives fran the State Auditor t s 
office, Dr. I.\Ynch and Judge Reiser; Urs. Donahey, the State Treasurer, and lir. '3ggert, 
the Director of Securities and Trust for Ohio were also present to make presentations 
to the committee. Dr. Cunningham, who was scheduled to present his rewrite of the 
executive article to the committee was ill and could not be present. 

Chaiman Skipton opened the meetinb by introducing the representatives fran the 
State Auditor's office, and Judge :'1eiser infomed the committee that Dr. I.\Ynch, who 
is the chief examiner for the colleges and universities in Ohio, could best explain 
the situation. 

A summary of the remarks made by Dr. Lynch follows: 

l-J'e are here to discuss the role of the office of state auditor. I feel strongly 
about the role which the auditor plays, and I feel that the State Auditor's office 
does not, at present, have a proper control over the expenditure of funds. In 1965, 
the pre-audit function was taken alTay from the Auditor of State t s office for educa
tional institutions in Ohio, and now the universities conduct their own business out 
of the rotary funds collected fran their fees. The State Auditor's office c an only 
poet-aUdit the funds and cannot pre-aUdit them. vIe feel that there should be a trans
mission of funds to the Auditor of State's office as there was previously. This would 
avoid many problems, and if this function were returned to the State Auditor, auditing 
could be more properly carried out. The Auditor is the watchdog of the treasury and· 
can better perform that service for the taxp~er if he has complete control of audit
ing functions. Section 3345.05, which spells out this disposi. tion of funds and gives 
authority to educational institutions to retain funds under the control of the Board 
of Trustees, should be repealed. 

Perhaps it is up to the legal minds to decide lvhether such a change should be 
statutory or constitutional. I do think it is the feeling of the Auditor of State that 
the change should be constitutional. It would give the Auditor more authority. Stat
utory law is more elastic and could revert back. At present, the Auditor is just 
listed in the constitution as a member of the executive branch. His functions are not 
outlined, and as a result, some accounts are never audited. I think there should be 
a constitutional amendment giving the State 'l.uditor all pre-aUdit and post-audit
functions. 

As far as havillb a legislative auditor, I feel this is like auditing yourself. 
Because the legislature is the appropriations body, they should not audit themselves. 
The office of auditor should be left completely independent, and elected statewide by 
the people of the state, the taxpayers, for best functioning. In this way, the auditor 
is responsible to the taxpayers, and is independent of any branch of government in . 
keeping with an accountill€. philosophy. Of course, an outside firm would audit the 
auditor. The problem with setting up a legislative auditor is that the person is 
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appointed by the people Nho are appropri8.ting the money. It is already necessary to 
make sure that funds are spent for the purpose for which they were intended. The 
auditor is primarily concerned with fiscal matters, but other concerns have to enter 
into the auditing--pollcy in regard to expenditures, for instance--it is a comprehen
sive role. 1'1e are constantly being called on to make recanmendations to educational 
institutions, for instance, on the behalf of the auditor's office. 

• Chairman Skipton asked if any of the committee members had questions for the 
representatives from the office of State Auditor. 

• 
·qenator King asked Dr. Lynch if the problems were the same for all accounts that 

the state auditor is responsible for. Dr. Lynch responded that that was correct. The 
pro~)lem at present is that the State Auditor cannot audit until after the money is 
spent and the bill has come in. The greatest abuse right now is in the area of travel. 
And, of course, the number of state educational institutions has increased fran 4, 
whieh it was when this practice went into effect, to 35. 

•� 
Mr. Montgomery consulted the Constitution and reported that he couldn't find very� 

much on the office of State Auditor. Dr. Lynch responded that all of the provisions� 
for the office of State Auditor at present are under statute.� 

•� 

Judge Reiser commer-ted that it would be much better to have it all spelled out in� 
the Constitution, and that they felt that at least the basic duties should be included.� 
Cha)Jter 111. creates the Bureau of Inspection and all the basic duties are spelled out.� 
Thi 3 could be summari zed and written into the Constitution in one paragraph, and this� 
is~he position whic.• we support.� 

Dr. Lynch and Judge Reiser thanked the camnittee for the opportunity to present 
the.cr position. 

• 
Mrs. Donahey, the Treasurer of State, was the next to speak to the committee• 

.She made a short statement to the effect that she has asked the state computer center 
to i'urrU.sh her with all the items relative to the office of Treasurer of State. T']hen 

• 

she receives the report, she will be able to present to the Canmission the information 
as :.t relates to the elected executive officials, particularly the office of Treasurer. 
~he felt that the Constitution at present does not set forth clearly and explicitly 
t.he duties of the Treasurer of State, and she would like to appear at a later session 
of~he Legislative-'k'xecutive Study Gamnittee. The treasurer's office is in much the 
sam!) position as the auditor and the secretary of state. The Constitution says that 
you have them but there is not a definition of their pOtvers and duties. 

• 
Hrs. Donahey continued that everythil16 dealing with the Treasurer is le~islative. 

As far as the Constitution goes, it is very broad, and doesn't really define. The 
Con[;titution doesn't say that the treasurer should invest moneys, and yet of course, 
thi:; is .rhat the office is supposed to do. The treasurer, by legislation, must account 

• 

for all money, yet the Constitution says nothing about investment policy, or whether 
tax payments should be madp to the tax department or directly to the Treasurer. It 
doe, not say in the Const:. ,-: •. i.on that the Treasurer should invest the state funds. 
The Treasurer is the custodian of the funds, and it is the Treasurer's job to deposit 
the: e moneys in :mch way as to gain interest income for the state. 

Chairman Skipton said that :H constitutional provisions are to be written, the 
big question is lvhether or not retirement funds are to be included in the investment 
autlority of the treasurer or outsi,le that authority. Senator King added that ~t 
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present, these .t'unds are outside the authority of the Treasurer, and that this is 
prescribed by statute. 

Mrs. Donahey responded that she felt that the retirement systems should be left 
outside of the investment authority of the treasurer, because the retirement systems 
can invest in stock. The treasurer of state cannot because she cannot invest 1n any
thing for over two years. Retirement systems are not strictly and solely public 
moneys. Mrs. Donahey continued, addill{-, that a certain amount of the taxes are ear
marked for certain purposes according to the Constitution. Money can be invested, 
however, until it has to go to the specified area, and the interest can then go into 
the general revenue fund. A good amount of revenue is gained in this manner. The 
determination of banks in which the money could be deposited depends on the highest 
interest bid by each of the banks bidding for the funds, but the attorney general 
ruled that the money cannot be deposited in banks outside of Columbus, so when warrants 
are cashed in other parts of the state, the money is wired. 

The question was raised by the canmittee to Mrs. Donahey that one of the tasks� 
facing the canmission will be to determine to l.mat extent the office of Treasurer� 
should be elected vis a vis appointed bY' the governor, and Mrs. Donahey was asked for� 
her opinion.� 

Mrs. Donahey strongly felt that the office should be elective. The people of the 
state of Ohio should elect the treasurer because elected officials are needed. I don't 
belleve our forefathers felt that there should be so much power invested in the Govern
or to appoint all those officials, and I don't think that there should be now. It 
might be more difficult on the national level to elect so many officials, but on the 
state level where people are close and get to lmow all their officials, I firmly 
believe that we should have our elected officials. I firmly believe this, and I 
couldn't see it any other wq. 

Mrs. Donahey conclude~ her remarks and said that she sould speak to the study� 
committee again after she had more canplete information.� 

Discussion by the canmittee followed on the subject of l\uditor. The role of GAO 
at the federal level was discussed. This body has a great deal of latitude as to what 
is investigated or audited. Only periodic reports are required. The Internal Auditors 
Assn. of this state has already made a presentation to the committee. The Internal 
Auditors Assn. supports what would be called a legislative auditor, and they have 
borrowed many of the GAO principles: long term appointment, and highly independent 
auditorship. The GAO, on the federal level, is the watchdog of' the executive branchJ 
it is an arm of Congress. It is an independent aE;ency created by Congress, so it is 
in a sense a legislative auditor. One question seems to be whether or not this should 
take place on a state level. The Constitution at present says very little about the 
State Auditor, and the position could conceivably be reduced to one person ani his 
secretar,y if the Legislature wanted to do 90. 

Legislatures which have been supporting legislative audits have not wanted some
body that really pre-audits or somebody 'Who is auditing fiscal accounts--they want 
somebody' who is auditing to see if the purpose of the action by the le{:;islature is 
being followed and that the function is being achieved efficiently. This really 
recpires a different kind of auditor, because this is performance auditing. 

Whether or not the auditor could be part of' the executive branch, as opposed to 
being independent or a bureau which was set up bp- the Legi slature is a fundamental 
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question. It was discussed as to 1ihat is a constitutional matter and what is a 
legislative matter. If you believe in strong representative government, then the 
legislature already has the authority to do these things if they po choose. The 
question is do the people of Ohio feel strongly enough about this' that they want it 
in the Constitution--to supersede the legislative authority that they have now? 

• 
Chairman Skipton said that he had some serious questions in his mind as to 

whether or not this was a matter for a constitution. 

Senator King said that he felt that it probably should be somewhat more specific 
in the Constitution--moreso than just that an Auditor should be checking on the money, 
but that much could be left to the Legislature. 

• It was discussed as to what should be left to statute and what should be included 
in basic law. Mr. Montgomery stated that the Constitution should perhaps include 
some basic duties, because at present, there is not a thing about what he is supposed 
to do. If powers are going to be completely specified in the Constitution, the 
problem is going to arise that any redistribution which is desired in the future will 
be that much more difficult to achieve. Mr. Carter noted that if you believe in 

•� representative government, then the Ohio Constitution today is the epitane of consti�
tutional drafting. This $eems to be the gut question--what should be in basic law 
and what should be in statutory law? The most direct response fran the people has to 
be the Constitution because the legislative route is still indirect or two-step. This 
is the fundamental question which is involved. 

• Basically, it was felt that there is definitely a need for an auditor, but that 
really the legislature could even establish its auditor by law. The point was raised 
that the legislature really could specify intent more clearly in their legislation 
about exactly hOW' money is to be spent--but that the canplete discussion of the audi. tor 
and his responsibilities needn't necessarily be a constitutional matter. 

• Chatman Skipton closed the meeting, adding that the danmittee is going to have 
an interesting time working with the executive branch because there are several 
important matters which, from talking to Dr. ~h and Mr6. Donahey, seem to be highly 
controversial,})8cRus& 'they are strong proponents of their point of view, which can't 
be disrogarded. 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Oonat.:ttutional.· Revision Commission 
Legislative-Executive Committee 
March 29, 1972 

SUMMARY OF MEETING 

On March 29, 1972, a meeting of the Legislative-Executive Committee was held in 
the Governor's Cabinet Roan. The Governor met with the Committee. Committee members 
present were Representatives Mallor,y and Norris and Messrs. Cunningham, Mansfield, 
Montgomer,y, and Shocknessy. A summary of the remarks made by Governor Gilligan follows: 

I would like to say at the outset that I admire your perseverance and attention to 
detail in this undertaking upon which you have embarked. The comments that I wanted to 
offer for your consideration today are rather roughly designed. They amount to suggest
ions for your further study and thought, rather than any clearly designed amendments to 
our present Constitution. I think the problem is that ever,y state in the union has 
found that the whole problem of constitutional revision has been a perplexing one. I 
know that you as a subc anmi.ttee are concerned wi. th only one portion 01' the Constitution 
2.nd have looked at what hapnened in other states--some have done a piecemeal job and 
sane have attempted the constitutional convention route--an all or nothin£> job. I'm 
still not satisfied as to which is the more appropriate or efficacious means of achiev
ing the basic government charter that is necessary to provide a framework for a govern
ment that is responsive to the needs of the people. 1 1m sure the members of this 
commission are aware that, to put it mildly, things have changed substantially in Ohio 
since 1851. By and large, however, most of the basic concepts contained in the 1851 
Ohio Constitution have not changed. I believe it is, to use an old phrase, time for a 
change. The change that is needed is not merely a change of language but a change of 
concept. 

There is always resistance to change. Books such as Future Shock have been written 
on the subject. I'm going to propose substantial changes, and 1 1m certain these changes 
will be, in some minds, and in ccme quarters, controversial, because they are changes. 
In this case, however, controversy is good, because it will force complete evaluation 
to be made of the existing situation--the existing Constitution. To fully understand 
the governmental organization of today it seems to me that one has to look at histor,y. 

The first Constitution of Ohio reflected the popular political thinking of the day 
rather than any deep philosophical concepts. Ohio had existed until that time under an 
appointed Governor--General Arthur~t. Clair--who ~vas exceedingly unpopular. As a 
matter of fact, there was considerable feeling that he should not even be able to add
ress the Constitutional Convention. St. Clair. had in diverse ways thwarted the desire 
that had been frequently expressed for a lar5er degree of self-5overnment. The framers 
of the Constitution therefore gave great power to the general assembly but kept them in 
check by annual election of the entire house of representatives, and annual election of 
hAlf tha state senators. The only other annual election was that of the governor--who 
had very 11ttle pO\lTer, not even the power of vet(o. 

In addition to making the la~'T8, the general assembly appointed the secretary of 
state, the treasurer, the auditor, the judges of the supreme court and the judges of 
the courts o~ carnnon pleas. The secretar,y of state was given some duties in the first 
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constitution, but neither the treasurer nor the auditor were. As a matter of fact, there 
is no reason stated for either of those offices. No discussion at the first constitu
tional convention was devoted to the role of administrative state officials. There 
were bigger and more important issues for the framers of the Constitution to resolve. 
One such question concerned slavery, which received more disQussion than any other 
aspect of the Constitution. 

The streamlining of state goverrnnent was not even foremost in the minds of the 
delegates to the constitutional convention held in 1850. The question of chartered 
monopolies was the leading issue of the times. However, at this convention the problems 
arising from the election of administrative officials by the general assembly also 
demanded attention, and the problem was disposed of in the expeditious, political~ 

popular way other than a lvay which vras logical and well-thou[;h out. On the problem 
they faced, there is a paragraph in The History of the State of 0hio by Eugene ~osen
bloom. The paragraph reads a~~ follows: 

liThe election of state administrative officials and judicial officials by the 
general assembly had been working so badly that public opinion was demanding 
direct choice by thl3 voters. JJuch of the time, the assembly was taken up 
with the distribution of the spoils of office rather than with matter of 
legislation. The judicial s st~ had been under fire for many years because 
of the delays and inefficiencies of its proceedings. The Supreme Court 
was reqUired by ,~Constitution to hold court in every county once a year, 
a nearly impossible task with 8S counties to be visited in 1849. '.rith 
Supreme and Common Pleas judges elected by the assembly, spoils politics 
often governed their selection, and the choices were often bad. Popular 
election Nas the solution generally advocated. fI 

The reason for mentioning the emphasis at that time on the use of legislative elective 
procedure to put the administrative and judicial officers into office is that now pro
posals are being brought forward to take that power a'.vay from the people and to put it 
in other hands--so we see that, from time to time, we change our attitudes as to where 
that very important power should lie. 

The point of my histOriC1l remarks is that there is no particular mat:.ic involved 
in the Nay our present state goverrnnent administration was conceived. Merely because 
our Constitution has now been in effect since 1851, does not mean that it is now 
inappropriate to think of changing it. 

'fe mibht T>1ell reappraise the present structure" examine it carefully, and see if 
it can be revised and improved. As public officials, '.l1e are vitally interested in 
providing services to the people in the most responsible, efficient and effective way. 
I think the Commission has acted wisely in recommendin6 that the Governor and the 
Lieutenant Governor run as a team. This would permit a Uovernor to assign definite 
administrative responsibiJ' ; '.;'; to the Lieutenant Governor, and he or she will, in 
fact, be more knowledgeable a.t'1l~ able to assume full responsibility for operation of 
the state in the event of the death or disability of the Governor; and in recornnendiUb 
that the Lieutenant Governor o~ relieved of responsibilities in the Ohio Senate. There 
is, to me, no logical reason for an executive to have any vote in a legislative body. 
This is also fundamental to our do~~rine of separation of powers. 
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Let me say now that even when a Governor has an interim period of something 
approaching two months fran the time when he is elected in November and takes office 
in January--two months is little enough time to select people for the cabinet positions" 
to do the whole job of reappointing people at the second and third levels is a very 
important task of the executive branch of government. i'ith the governor dyine, or 
being relieved of office for some reason or the other, and his successor coming in 
from another party, preswnably vast and tar-reaching changes would have to be maie in 
a number of hours. I think this would precipitate chaos and it seems to me to be total
ly unnecessary. 

Beyond that, the President has indicated in this administration and in earlier 
administrations to employ the Vice-President' s talents for tw:> eeasons. One, he can 
stand in for the President in a great many occasions, when important matters of state 
are of concern; secondly, it helps to acquaint the Vice-President, or in this case, the 
Lieutenant Governor, with what is actually goil1{) on in the machinery of government, 
preparing him to take over should he be required to do so. This executive branch of 
government is organized presently into 23 departments, 87 bureaus and agencies, and 161 
boards and commissions, and I think that there isn't anybody in shoe leather today who 
knows how it all fits together, and of course, it doesn't. At the very least, the 
Lieutenant Governor of the same party as the Governor, and relieved of his legislative 
duties, could be responsible to the Governor and could be of very substantial use to 
the administration in terms of being able to preside over and regulate the activity of 
many or these agencies, boards, and canmissions. 

r wanted to move then to comment that I have urged the legislature and encourage 
you to strongly consider the repeal of Article VIII, Section 12, which sets up a one 
year term for the DeTJartment of Public porks. Not only is this type of measure inap
propriate for a Constituti on, but it also places within the Governor's cabinet one 
indiV1d\Ji.l who potentially has no necessary loyalty or no necessary corresponding views 
with a new Governor. For instance, we have underway in Ohio today sanething approaching 
600 million dollars in construction facilities of all kinds, exclusive of highWays. 
This is under the administration Of the director of public works. It is burden enough 
to the Governor to see that these structures are properly built, equipped and operated, 
withou·t; having to possibly work with a man uho is a holdover from a previous adminis
tration or, even if he serves in his own administration, does not serve at the Governor's 
will, and cannot be removed within the Constitutional limit of one year. I think that 
it is important that that clause be changed. 

think that the Committee should also consider whether or not it would be appro
priate for the Governor to be given the power to appoint the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, and thus amend Article VI, Section 4. I have no very strong recommendation 
to make to you on this. As in almost any other structural change, you gain something, 
you lose something. But I think one of the points to be considered is that the whole 
field of public education is one of the major responsibilities of any state administra
tion. 1,·.Te 're currently spending, for instance, under the new biermial budget which wa$ 
recently adopted, in the field of primary and secondary education, a billion and a half 
dollars in this biennium. -1e have an enormously complex public educational system--ae 
well as the problems in the area ofprivate education. The Governor today has a great 
deal of responsibility in this field, but virtually no authority• Happily, this adMin
istration and Dr. Hartin -;;ssex have been able to get along very well. :Te see eye tO I 

eye. I have gone to the State Board of ~ducation and asked them to review their present 
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situation and the future of public education in Ohio, and spelled out same possible 
areas of COIlcern and trouble, and they have responded very Quickly by setting up commit
tees to study subjGCts and report back. But I do see 'the possibility of friction be
tween the executive bro.nch of govornmont. :tnd. t.M .suporlntendent of public instruction 
in some future administration Hhich could cause very grave difficulties indeed. 

I have some other recommendations to make, '!'Thich might seem to be of a minor nature, 
but as long as we're talkin6 about revision of our' Constitution, we might as well add
ress ourselves to them. Tldce in the Bill of lights, the word "men" is used where I 
feel the word should more properly be "persons".. In 'rticle I, Section 1, and in 
Article I, Section 7, I also .feel another right should be added. It should read, "No 
person shall be discriminated against in any way because o.f ethnic background, race, 
reli{:,ign, sex or age." It is time Ohio officially recognized that bigotry exists, and 
that persons are being hurt b¥ it. Article I, Section 7, reads, in part, If •••it 
shall be the duty of the General Assembly to pass suitable laws •••• to encourage schools 
and the means o.f instruction." I would recommend this commission consider the insertion 
of laDbuage in the section which would compel the state to equal financial resources 
for the education of each child in the primary and secondary public school system. 
As you are perfectly aHare, in five states in the union now, state and federal courts 
have held that it is avio~~tion of the state constitution or of the federal constitution 
to finance public education as it is presently being financed in those states and to 
same degree in this one--which doesprovide unequal funding to the schools sur children 
are attending and has P very direct impact on the quality of educational experience 
available to these chiluren. If equallty of opportunity in this country has any meaning 
at all, and I believe that it does, and I believe that the American people believe that 

it does, it certainly ha::; to apply in the field of 
education l-There these children are gettinb their start in life. He haven't done a very 
good job at that in Ohio and in other states, and I think '-Ie can do a far better job in 
the future, and I think that one way to do it is to COllDfd.t ourselves in terms of our 
basic governmental charter to the explicit proposition providing equal educational 
opportunity to children, and to spell that out in terms of financial support. I am 
sure that each member of this commission is a~'Tare o.f the wide dispa-i.ties in the funding 
of education from school district to school district. It is in my mind the mqst unfair 
fonn of discrimination wh4:ch now exists in Ohio. It is also one of the most devious 
fonns of discrimination in existence in this country toliay. It dictates that vast 
nwnbers of children have inadequate education because their parents happen to live in 
"property tax poor" school districts. 

I would say to you that we attempted legislation last year to recti.fy this situa
tion by providing a ceiling of tax milla€;e to support education--2$ mills--so that all 
tQxp~ers would be treated the same--it provided as ~lell .for the firsttime that the stat~ 
guaranteed to every child--to the district education the child--~680. We didn't quite 
achieve that, although t-le moved in that direction. I think at some time very close in 
the future, we are going to have close to that in Ohio, so that we would be well advised 
to commit ourselYes to that c')urse in the language in the Constitution. !Ibis o.f course 
begs the question about the ' ..'"~ -::rt to children attendill{, private schools. You are all 
aware that there is a case in a court in Ohio right now challenging the state's ri€;ht 
to give funds to the parents o.f children attending private schools. Of course, we have 
no Hay of knowing ho" that case is going to come out, although it is the feeliIlt:, of the 
people in the administration who dE:~'ifned that approach to this kind ofthin that, within 
the limits set b~ the federal co~stit~ltion~ it is essentially patterned after the G.L 
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Bill of n.ights after 1942. I think this will hold up, but our constitution really isn't 
very helpful in setting forth guidelines for the future in this most difficult area. I 
happen to be one who believes very stro~ly that private education has a very great role 
to play in our society. It is a very great resource--at all levels--and I think that 
the State of Ohio would be much poorer in many respects--if the private schools were to 
disappear. And they are threatened in many ways with extinction--i! we're willing to 
see that happen as a people, He can say so. If lie think that the government of the 
State of Ohio should have the authority to sup'!Jort in whatever T'Tay or degree, private 
education, or to help the children whose JR rents Hant them to be educated in private 
schools, then I think that we might well set out certain constitutional guidelines to 
insure that that becanes governmental policy in the future. 

In the field of taxation, I of course feel strongly the current provision pennit
ting a graduated state income tax should be retained. However, the provision limiting 
exemptions of :;;.3,000, in my judgment, should be deleted. It is patently discrimina
tory to those having large families. 

I feel the provision dealing "11th preemption should be studied to see if this pro
vision is necessary, and to see if this mibht not be prohibiting a more intelligent tax 
structure from being developed in this state. Taxation, in my judgment, must be based 
on ab1Uty to pay whether at the local or state level. 

I also feel the intent of the fifty percent turnback provision to local government 
is good; however, the language is too restrictive. The state gives ai.-lay to local gov
ernment or to persons in programs administered by lacal governments, far more than 
fifty percent of its income. I 8m speaking specifically of Highway, :~ducation, and 
'felfare funds. The language should be broad enough to allow these kinds of funds to 
be counted as being turned back to local government. 

~750,000 may have been an intelligent debt ceiling in 1851. Today it severely 
restricts our ability to build for the future. I think there is general agreem~nt 

the debt limit in the constitution should be less restrictive. I also think that this 
canmission would bp. headi~ in the right direction by studying and recommending a 
flexible debt limit related to the state's total resources. 

In the field of local goverrnnent, Chio has over 3,000 units of local government, 
each established, allegedly, to provide spevific functnons or services for the citizen. 
Each has a defined area of jurisdiction, yet the overlap in area and authority is vast. 
I have set in the field a commission on local boverrnnent to study the structure of local 
government with an eye toward the updating and upgrading and streamlining the services 
our citizens want and deserve. I hope the ~evision Commission and the local government 
canmission can work closely together so that if constitutional revisions are necessary 
to provide a better system of delivery of local government services, this commission is 
aware of the need and can respond to it. 

In terms of changes within the executive department of government, I've said that 
we are org."nized j>resently into ?.3 departments, 87 bureaus and agencies, and 161 boards 
and commissions. There is no very reasonable design of this executive branch of govern
ment that is discernible, at least to me. I believe we have introduced a bill into the 
General \ssembly almost a year ago that asked that the llovernor be given by the Legis
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• lature the same power that the Congress has given the President-that of chaneing offices 
and departments and making other structural changes in the executive branch of the 
government subject to legislative veto--by executive order, and if within whatever time 
period pare set up--sixty days or Hhatever, the body of the lef:,islatilre had not rejected 
the change, it would take the force of law. I think that in what lies ahead of us,

• making state government, in this and other states, more effective--an effective part 

• 

of our federal system of government--we are Going to have to have the kind of executive 
flexibility which forso long has characterized American management. I think it's fair 
to say that if you were to take today any successful larGe corporation in the United 
~tates and to review its executive structure today and compare it to what it was twenty 
years ago, you would find vast and significant differences.. The order of the day is 
change. I think we unnecessarily jeopardize the effectiveness of government as a ser
vice institution if we wrap it up in a constitutional strait-jacket. Such changes are 
unnecessarily restrictive. I would not ask that the executive be given strictly unlim
ited powers in this field, becCiuse obViously structure is related to program or to 
service, and the legislative pr~ram as representatives of the people is indeed the 
first branch of government.. They have a very legitimate concern 1nth the structure

• that the executive sets into being and how he operates, and they have control over 

• 

the purse strings so through these guidelines they can determine service levels in any 
catp.gory.. ~s I say, they have an appropriate and quite legitimate concern with structure. 
At the same time, as we have been discovering, an attempt to streamline and moderni~e 

the executive branch of government by taking up one bill at a time to the general 
assembly and putting i ~hrough the cammittee procedures and so forth, can be a pretty 
cumbersome and exasperating sort of exercise. t\nd if we are goiIlf:; to make the state 
government what it must become, I think that I earnestly suggest that you give serious 
consideration to providing that power constitutionally to the executive, subject to 
legislative review, so that the Governor, ten years hence or twenty years hence, will 
be able to adjust his administrative structure to keep up with the needs of the times. 

• 
Fe have presently four different major bills before the General Assembly, and we are 
quite hopeful that they will be approved this spri~. The bulk of the legislation 
which this administration has submitted presently to the G.A. has to do with the exec
utive branch and making it more effective. I think the job could be done a lot more 
swiftly, a lot more efficaciously, if the executive were provided with the power and 
authori ty in terms of the constitution. 

• In general, I would like to urge this Commission to keep any proposed changes in� 
the Ohio Constitution as general as possible. It is impossible and unwise to legislate� 
with a Constitution. Conversely, it is entirely possible to draft revisions in such a� 
way as to deliberately or accidentally create a situation in which a Governor or� 
General Assembly twenty or fifty years from now will be unable to act efficiently and� 

•� responsively to provide needed services to the people of Ohio.� 

The Governor then invited questions from members of the conunittee. 

Dr. Cunningham: Do you gen.-_ 21 "lv' support the idea of doing away With the so-called 
iielected aamInistrative officers"--the secretary of state, attorney general, treasurer 

• of state, and auditor? 

•� 
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Governor Gilli.§an: I will say sir, that in times past, I have recanmended that such 
offices 'be D:ade appointive by the Governor instead of elective. I can see some role 
tor the Auditor being perhaps appointed by the legislative body rather than by the 
Governor. I did not make this explicit at this time, because I thought it loTould be 
regarded as discourteous to my fellow officers at hhe state level to do so. They hold 
office presently by will of the people as do I, and I think that the members of thi~ 

Canm1ssion are at-lare of the arguments on both sides. I was just attemptil1l:, to point 
out that these appointments lay within the legislative body, and then, in effect, were 
given to the people, and in some states, so far as these offices are concerned, the 
appointive power has been given to the executive. I think it's somethin..., you should 
consider, but I have just retrained from making my recommendations quite explicit. 

Dr. Cunninthamr Sane states have been making the post-audit function a legislative 
appOintmen. Is this one of the things you are t:&lki~ about? 

Governor Gilligan: Same states have been making successful use of this. I think it 
accords very well with the responsibilities of the separate branches of government. 
!'Tetre using the finance director in that Hay today within this administrati.on. And, in 
effect today, the legislature cames back, and reviews at the end of a fiscal year, by 
auditing our books, what we've been doing with the money. nuite frequently, they turn 
to the Auditor's accounts in order to get it, so I think that that is something for 
you to consider. 

Mrs. Hunter: I wondered if I might ask you if you have any feelings about the adequacy 
or the pardoning power in Section 11 of Article III. 

Governor Gilligan: I have no particular quarrel with the language as it presently 
eXists. 'fe have some work going forlTard in this field to improve the functions of the 
pardon and parole commission--there are enormous problems in this area, but they are 
more adrninistrative problems than in terms of powers. I think that if we're to have the 
kinds of reforms within the penal system that I'd like to see take place, we I re going 
to have to expand the actiVities of the pardon and parole commission-and I must say 
that I think the assigning to the Governor alone the pOier of pardon and granting 
executive clemendy is something in my mind which stems back to the divine tight of kings 
rat.her than any logical approach to the responsibilities of dealing with people ~~ho have 
been through our judicial system. mhave no objection to the power residing in the 
Governor's office but I'm saying, so far as exercising it, what I'm stru{;;gllng to do is 
to get a system wich will provide to the Governor far more infonnation in depth, far 
more information in dealing with these cases. 

There were no further questions, and Mr. t,jontgomery thanked the Governor for 
meeting With the committee. 
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• 
Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission� 
May 12, 1972� 
Legislative-Executive Committee� 

• 
Summary of 1leeting 

• 
The Legislative-Bxecutive Committee met on May 12, 1972 at 10 a.m. at 20 South 

Third Street in Columbus. Present at the meeting Here Chairman Skipton, Representative 
Norris, Messrs. Cunningham and Mansfield, and staff members Hunter and Gertner. Chairmm 
Skipton called the meeting to order, which commenced Hith a presentation of Dr. Cunning
ham's proposal for revising the Executive Article of the Ohio Constitution. 

Dr. Cunningham I r will summarize my proposals since you have been given the entire

• proposal--a sue,t;;ested revision of the executive article for the Constitution of Ohio•� 

•� 

Elected administrative officers such as the auditor of state, attorney general, secretary� 
of state, and treasurer of state vlere made elective and remained in the Constitution� 
that way as a result of a grass-roots philosophy that, in my opinion, never has worked,� 
and that is that the people at large can provide accountability in a public officer� 
wi thout discriminating b€- f:,;;en the executive officer who is responsible under our system� 
to the electorate (the governor and/or the 1t. governor), and those people \-rho are simply� 

•� 

chosen for their ability to perform specific functions and enforce the law as written.� 
1Je hold the legislative process responsible, and we still do, and r still hope to,� 
because they are the ones to determine policy and should be held accountable for that� 
policy: The executive, and the executive alone, should be pinpointed with the respon�
sibility for the administrative process, and if anything goes wrong with the adminis�
trative process, which is simply one of his two arms of operation, he alone should be� 

•� 

responsible. An example of this is the school system in this state. The people tend to� 
hold the Governor accountable, but give him no authority Whatever to do anything with� 
reference to the educational process--particularly the two lower levels. He does transmit� 
the budget, and he does have the p~ier of item veto, but he does not have control.� 
The elected board of education was created which completely nullified ~~ control or� 
leadership that an executive may have in that area. This board may now, as a matter of� 
practical politics, be so entrenched that if we wanted to get rid of it, we couldn't.� 
·r pers~nally don't think that there's anything so mysterious about education that it� 
couldn t be administered like vleltare or any other function of government, by a single� 
headed'department, perhaps with the popular input with an advisory cormnission or board.� 

• And one of the principal arguments about the auditor is that he does not even have the� 

•� 

final accountability of the public funds of this state. Somebody should have the� 
responsibility as to the post-audit function, as 1ie heard from the C.P.A. Association.� 
But some of these elective adm":,/ ,:trative officers have no discretion whatsoever--but� 
no policy forming discretionary powers. The attorney general, for example, has no dis�
cretion whether he is going to let prostitution or gambling flourish in this state-�
because if so, he is violating the law.� 

•� 



We have a variety of solutions to the elected executive official qv.estion all the way 
fran New Jersey to Louisiana, and very few of them, with the exception of New Jersey, 
are consistent at the moment. In other words, one or other has been paying tribute to 
the direct prejudice of the rank and file by electing, say, the attorney general, or the 
secretary of state, or somebody else, or three or four, but nonetheless they fall exact
ly in the same category. They have no executive pati'ers,- When you consider the function 
of the chief executive as we conceive the office, as created in the Constitution of the 
U.s. My' proposal would drop these offices from the Constitution as so called elective 
executive offices. The supreme executive pOt.,er would be vested in the Governor. If 
we adopt the alternative, which I have no great criticism with, particularly if we have 
the It. governor elected as currently suggested in tandem for four years, and eliminate 
him from presiding in the Senate, the It. governor, like the Vice President, could take 
care of many functions as administrative asst. I make him administrative asst., but if 
we use the tandem recommendation then of course the election will be for a gov. and a 
It. gov. There should be no limitation with respect to numbers of departments, and it 
should be up to the discretion of the legislature, but we should eliminate wherever 
possible a board or camnission operating as an independent board or commission. If we 
have a board or canm1ssion we should make it functional...to perfonn quasi-legislative 
or a quasi-judicial function, like the Public Utilities Commission. 

With respect to the Treasurer's office, I believe HI'S. Donahey wants more spelled out in 
the Constitution on the theory that she and her office l'll'ill remain elective and her 
powers and duties spelled out in the Constitution. I have eliminated the Treasurer as an 
elective office, because that office is part of the fiscal function--and the treasurer 
is only a subordinate office, just like the internal auditor is, as opposed to the post
audit, which is simply a legislative function to check up on things and make sure that 
they have been carried out in the manner prescribed by the legislature. The Auditor 
tends to mix the pre-audit 1d.th the post-audit operation. It's one man perfonning two 
functions. ~o just picking up, you would find your two functions, however, the legis
lature might choose to arrange them, your external and your internal fiscal function. 
You 1,yould have to integrate it under the department of finance, and your auditor and 
treasurer, Whatever you might want to call them, ..Till simply be part of that function. 

Loold.1lt at the administrative chart, the attorney general is chief legal advisor, and 
therefore he should be director of the dept. of law enforcement, '"hich includes a 
division of crimino1o€:,y, county prosecutors; and county public defenders. This would 
provide legal aid without a legal aid association. You will notice as I €:,O through the 
suggested article III that I limit the governor "71th respect to pardons and paroles so 
that the governor may not use pardons as political football. Therefore, a quasi-
judicial board passing upon the merits of pardons and paroles to aid in the rehabilitation 
of criminals l"ould be created, all under the dept. of law enforcement. You notice that 
I 1-,ould put highw~s and highway safety and any other construction under the jurisdiction 
of public works. Public health and the department of education would be the same way 
wi th two advisory boards advising the department of education, a board of education for 
primary and secondary and a board of regents for hi5her education and state universities 
and colleges, but certainly not autonomous administrative boards. And then at the end 
because we don't have anyplace else to put it is the dept. of liquor control and the 
liquor control board. The dept. in the first place shouldn't be a state function--but 
since it is a business monopoly and less and less becomes an item of law enforcement and 
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more and more a business contribution to the tax input, and we have no other place to 
put it, so we just tack it on as a separate operation. The secretar,y of state is the 
last executive officer in a staff position, providing the recording and publication 
functions under the governor and a function as the chief elections officer of the state, 
with the It. governor acting as· chief administrative asst. to the governor in the field 
of the nuts and bolts of the everyday politics of the state and law enforcement gener
ally. And to that end, you notice that I support the proposal that the Commission has 
subscribed to, being the tandem election of the lieutenant governor with the governor, 
when taken out of the Senate lihich has been a traditional position, and orient him to 
whatever powers, duties, and functions which the legislature and/or governor may assign 
to him. 

Ancther question I have raised is a specification of the age limit for the governor. 
I also recommended when we were discussing our legislative proposals that, by the 26th 
amendment reducing the voting age, it became in my opinion and in the opinion of same of 
the constitutional uriters of the past, necessary to specify an age limit dealing with 
elective officers--for certain highly responsible positions. Therefore I recommend that 
the governor (or governor and It. t.overnor) be required to be 30 years as a minimum and 
I will withhold my recommendation for the legislature because I have alread,y indicated 
that I believe that a senatol' should be 25 and a member of the house 21. 

And last, you will note that I eliminate Article III, section 6,--cammander in chief of 
the militia and the prov~~on on election returns, and filling of vacancies by the 
governor and so forth, because I think they are adequately taken care of, and if they 
are specified in the article "as provided by law" the legislature can use its own 
discretion, and we must trust our legislature to do what it's sworn to do. 

Hr. ,C)kipton: We have agreed to hear a '1epresentative of the Treasurer of State, Hrs. 
Donahey, who is going to present her IIIore developed views on the office of Treasurer of 
State. Brs. Donahey did appear before the comrl1ttee several weeks ago and generally 
expressed herself, but aslG9d the opportunity to appear again to expound· on her ideas 
concerning the office more fully. C)he has asked her deputy, UrI Wayne Maloon, to come 
here this morning and and appear in her stead. 

I-ir. Haloona Mrs. Donahey is sorry that she is unable to be here this morning and she did 
say that she was grateful for your remembering her and sending her this inntation. 
Since the last time, she has secured from a Computer Service Center any items pertinent 
to the Treasurer of State in the Constitution, and has made up a little statement which 
she wanted me to distribute and then give her opinion. 

To: Members of the Ohio Constitutional Revision Ccmrnission 

From: Gertrude W. Donahey, Treasurer of State 

I requested the state COTr .1,-,t.er service to furnish me In.th all items relative 
to the Office of Treasurer 01 State. 

Upon receipt of same, afte.. I'areful scrutiny, I find that the constitution 
does not set forth explicitly the duties and pmiers of the Office of 
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Treasurer of State. 

I would therefore like to request that the follmdn5 be inserted in the� 
Ohio Constitution:� 

"The Treasurer of State is the Chief Finance Officer and Custodian of� 
all state monies, to l-Thom shall be paid all state taxes levied by the� 
General Assembly of Ohio, and shall be responsible for collection and� 
accounting of same."� 

Mr. Maloont Well, I think that pretty clearly states what the lady is interested in, 
but I could attempt to answer any questions that you might have. 

Dr. Cunninghama If the office of treasurer is not an elective constitutional office, 
this provision would not have to go into the constitution. 

Mr. Maloom He are aaswning that the office will stay in the constitution as an 
elected official. 

Dr. Cunningham: There's another alternative, too, and that is to say "would be respon
sible for all state monies--as provided by law" which l,rould leave it up to the legisla
ture to determine what items would be in your custodat and what would be your responsi
bility, 

Mr. :Haloon: I feel that the treasurer feels that this is nCM the problem--and this is 
Why she wanta it spelled out in the Constitution. Some taxes are now being collected by 
someone other than the Treasurer of State , and lIrs. Donahey feels that they should be 
collected by the Treasurer. And the accounting should be done by the Treasurer. lIe 
are collecting most taxes, but there are sane which we do not collect, and we feel that 
these things are the main function of the Treasurer of State t a office. 

Dr. Cunningham: In my opinion, the Treasurer's office should not be a constitutional 
office. If it is, then the Constitution should contain a simple statement giving the 
Treasurer such powers and duties as are provided by law. 

Mr. Skipton: Does lIrs. Donahey or you 1nsh to address yourself at all to this question 
of whether the Treasurer of State should be an elective or an appointive office? 

Mr. Maloon: I know she feels it should be an elective office, and I am sure that she 
would be hapny to come and talk to you. 

Mr. Skipton. I think it uould be helpful if she could address herself to that question, 
and give us her arguments. That aside, we can look at the recommendation here with the 
assumption that the office of Treasurer would continue to be an elective office. Doea 
any member of the Committee wish to ask dr. 11aloon any questions relative to the complete
ness or the effectiveness of this provision--for example "all state monies"--I am sure 
this is a tem subject to varying interpretation. Can you elaborate somewhat on the 
definition of state monies? There are a lot of so-called fees for service--even the 
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liquor� dept. funds--are they state monies until they become profit? Hm~ would you 
interpret that? 

Mr. Haloon indicated that he vTaS not prepared to interpret the statement. 

• Mr. ~ldpton: i l1en Mrs. Donahey apT)eared before the committee previously, somebody 
raised the question of the retirement funds. Are these transactions handled through 
the Treasurer's office? It was not at all clear to me. Are these monies collected by 
the Treasurer? Is the Treasurer custodian of any of these funds? 

Mr. Maloon: I think we are custodian for most retirement funds, possibly all, but we

• don't have the power for investment of these funds. 

Mr. Sldpton: 'ihich raises the question, does custodial power imply investment pm-ler'1 

Mr. Nansfield: 110uld it be out of order to sug,gest that if l'1rs. Donahey can't come 

•� 
back, she write a memorandum to explain this terminolog,y?� 

Mr. ~kipton: I think that Hould be very helpful--to have Hrs. Donahey's comments in 
writing. 

Mr. Maloon agreed, and Hr. Skipton thanked him for coming. 

•� The committee returned to a discussion of Dr. Cunningham's proposals. llr. 
Skipton noted that his proposal reduces the number of elected executive officials to 
the Govenlor and the Lieutenant Governor. 

Dr. Cunningham t Originally, I proposed the It. gov. appointed, as almost a city
manager fonm, which no state at present has in that farm. They have an executive asst. 

•� who works Hith the governor, but it isn't in the Constitution anywhere. I felt we might 
give the It. gov. a status, as long as he is an appointive officer, to perform a purely 
administrative function. He does not constitute the status of a representative office, 
therefore, if the governor becomes temporarily incapacitated, he can take over, but to 
take over permaneI~ly, he has to get a mandate of the people he represents. And that's 
the reason I think a It. governor who would tTant to succeed under those circumstances 

•� would have headway as a result of being an administrative asst. And he would receive 
a sizable salary. However, I am also agreeable to having him elected in tandem with 
the g,overnor. 

Mrs. Brownell: What do you provide for in the proVision for succession? 

• Dr. Cunningham: He would succeed not to exceed six months--if there became a permanent 
vacancy in the office of Governor, then he Hould have to run for confirmation of the 
people. If he lost, then there would be a special election. (This is assuming an 
appointed It. governor.) 

• Mr. Hansfield: Do you mean then, that therE' might have to be two special elections, on 
to Bee if he were confirmed by the people, and another to elect a new governor. 
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Dr. Cunningham: If he were rejected, then it would be provided for succession to the 
otfice unless you provided for a special election. But not necessarily under mY pro
vision, which would provide in a case where the 1t. governor was not confinned, the 
president of the senate, who was ori~inally elected instead of appointed, would succeed 
to the office. 

It was questioned as to whether the provision written by Dr. Cunningham necessitated 
the Lt. Governor's giving up that position in order to run for confirmation as Governor. 
It was generally felt that the provision would have to have some clarification. 

Mr. Skipton: Can you address yourself, Dr. CUnnill€,ham, to whether the duties of the 
executive officers ouf!,ht to be spelled out in the Constitution, as Nr'";. Donahey has 
requested, for instance. 

Dr. Cunninghamr I fol10l-1 the theory that the Constitution is a framework of government; 
it isn't supposed to have all the ifs, ands, and buts in it, and the moment you start 
defining and limiting unless there's some special reason for it, it should be left out. 
These duties should not be included. Otherwise your Constitution becomes cluttered, 
and our tendency thus far in our proposals has been to clutter. 

Mr. Skipton: There ha~ all·,ays been one question about the short ballot that has dis
turbed me, because I am a political animal. I have alvlays felt that before I eould go 
all out in supporting a man for governor of this state, I wanted to know a. great deal 
about him--see him under trial as a public official--with all due respect, I'm not certai,n 
that the ability to be chairman of the board of a huge business corporation would make 
saneone capable to be a good governor. So I have al,.,ays been concemed with eliminating 
completely some stairstep to more important public life. We wouldn't have very many 
stairsteps by 'l'7hich people could move it we eliminated all statewide executive public 
offices, except Governor. !"iaybe we ought to have at least one or two besides the Govern
or. 

Dr. CUnni~ham: But a secretary of state or an auditor or a It. governor who presided 
over thec;enate--is there some proven mYstique about him that would prove that he wou]d 
be a good governor of the state? 

Mr. Skipton, Hy point is, you get to see hOt., {:,ood a politician they are. 

The meeting continued after lunch Ttith presentation and discussion of several of 
the research papers which had been prepared for the committee by the Commission staff. 

Mrs. Hunter: I will quickly swnmarize the memorandum called State Elective F,xecutive 
()fficials--Research Study No.7. It reports on the numbers of states that have changed 
from provisions for elective executive officers, in recent years, to provide for appointed 
officials. The Governor is an elected state official in all fifty states. The lieutenant 
governor is elected in all the states except in Tennessee where he is elected by the state 
senate fran among its membership. The secretary of state is provided for in the Constitu
tion in all the states except Delaware, Hal.,aii, Haryland, N.J., N.Y., Penn., Texas and 
VirE;inia, and is elected by the people in all the states where he is a constitutional 
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official except in Maine, New Hampshire and Tennessee, where he is chosen by the legis
lature. Getting down to the offices of treasurer and auditor, the treasurer is not a 
constitutional official in Alaska, Hawaii, lJain~J Hd., j 1ich., New Hampshire, N.J., N.Y., 
Tennessee and Virginia. In Baine, Haryland, New Hampshire and Tennessee, he is provided 
for by the Constitution but elected by the legislature--in other words, there are sev
eral possible alternatives there. 27 states provide in their constitutions for the el~c
tion of an auditor by the people, and two additional states, Georgia and Haioo, provide 
statutorily for his election. Rather than go through the variations other than the ones 
I have mentioned, I might mention the present trend to do away with a large number of 
elected officials--as in the Alaska and Hawaii Constitutions. The Model State Constitu
tional provision also endorses this trend. Those who ar!:>ue for the retention of state
wide elected officials rely on the Jacksonian theory of direct popular control of as 
many phases of government as possible, or that too much power would be concentrated in 
one individual if the governor has responsibility for appointment of the heads of all 
departments. The study does give you an idea of what states have initiated this trend 
and the arguments in the literature for going along with this trend. 

Hr. Skipton: It must be said that this does point out that vrhen states l-rere electing ten 
or more officials, we did hRve a problem.\nd a reverse trend set in. We probably don't 
see it aa much today in the executive branch as we do in t}~ creation'of, for instance, 
the state board of education. I guess the important thing is that we realize that in 
anyone period of time in order to accomplish certain objectives, people may look for an 
alternative course of ac ' ·:)n by l"hich the same thing can be accomplished. One way to 
look at this is whether the people of Ohio have been frustrated by electing a particular 
person as Treasurer of State or Secretary of State--haa this created a problem which we 
would want to change? 'l'his is what the research says to me--whenever there is a problem, 
some answer must be found for it. 

Dr. Cunningham: We must not lose sight of the principal purpose of representative govern
ment--to have a legislative body which represents the constituency. And therein lies 
the responsibility. Now the legislature violated their trust between 1800-1850, and 
for that reason, the electorate arranged that situation. Public administration says 
that the way to pinpoint responsibility is to designate your chief executive and then 
give him commensurate authority. 

Mr. Norris: The problem I find in all these proposals is that they seem to be a move tl;> 
establish executive supremacy among the three branches. Now we have three branches of 
government to serve as checks on each other, but in addition we have checks within each 
of the three branches. And what we are being asked to do here is to remove the checks 
from within the executive branch. For instance, within the legislature, we have two 
houses--we serve as a check on each other. In the judicial g,ystem we have three levels 
of courts ,,,hieh serve as a check within the branch. The present executive set-up--you 
have the auditor, the attorney general, and the chief elections officer to serve as 
checks on each other lvithin that branch. Anytime you withdraw that and concentrate it 
all within one office--one mar,-+·he governor, you have of course eliminated that, and you 
have executive supremacy. No~ J. think you can work for better efficiency and still retain 
the checks within the executive branch. I see little reason for a lieutenant governor. 
I see little reason for an ele~t3~ treasurer--the treasurer serves no checking authority. 
But so far as an auditor, an atty. €;en., and a chief elections officer are concerned, I 
think they serve a very valuable funct: on of being independent of the chief executive. 
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These other offices do serve as a practical training grounds and there are a number of� 
governors that have cane from these offices--with very valuable training. So I do feel� 
that you can consolidate somewhat within the executive department, but I don't think� 
you can do a"1ay with all the checks on the department.� 

Dr. Cunninghamt Don't you distinguish between what the auditor does today and what he� 
does tomorrow--the internal audit vs. the post-audit?� 

Mr. Norrist Well, I have no problem with setting up a post-audit function in the legis
lature. But I don't think it follows that you abolish the office. 

Dr. Cunrdngham: No, you're not abolishing the office--you' re creating two--a comptroller 
general, whatever you l'1ant to call him, and you're creating an auditor who is adminis
tering the budget and the accounting system. 

Mr. Norrist I would agree that the governor should have more control over education. 

Mr. Mansfield: Another thing the governor mentioned is his lack of effective control� 
over public works. All the people that we have been talking about so far, with the� 
exception of the office of It. governor haven't been mentioned by the l;,overnor.� 

Mr. Norris: The Director of Public ;lorks has a one year tenn--so every outgoing govern�
or leaves the new governor with a Director of Public Horks he may not like for a year.� 
I think the department of education ought to be appointive under the governor.� 

Dr. Cunningham: I do not agree with keeping the, Attorney General an elected official. 

Mr. Skipton: Are local county prosecutors bound by the opinion of the Attorney general? 

l.fr. Mansfie» As I understand it, when he asks for them, he is bound by the opinions.� 
I'd like to have that checked though.� 

Dr. Cunningham: And you have asked, too, about governors, down through history who hav~ 
disagreed with their auditors or treasurers about the appropriation of .funds, and that 
is exactly what has happened. The auditor has said you can't spend that money and the 
governor has said yes, I can. And the atty. gen. has decided with the governor or 
against the governor. And the governor goes to the Court and asks .for a decis1on-'-he 
overburdens the court. But it doesn't make any difference that he was an elected officer 

or an appointed officer. 

Mr. Hanefield: 1!hat I am sug{)esting is that i.f the atty. gen. is appointed by the� 
Governor, he is all-lays going to corne up with decisions that are acceptable to him.� 

Dr. Cunningham: But you can disagree with a decision even if he is appointed. 

Mr. ~kiptonJ I personally haven't had too strong feeli~B about which officers should� 
be elected and non-elected. I have felt over the years that really we were loading� 
burdens on the atty. gen. that \.,e shouldn't have--narcotics control, etc.� 
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Mr. I'iansfield: One other thillL to consider is that we are all human and tend to con
sider who was in the office we are talking about at that point. 

Nancyt The memorandum which I am going to talk about is Length of Gubernatorial 
Service--this is Section 2 of Article III, the executive article in the Ohio Constit~ 
ution. This section at present provides for the term of office of the state elected 
officials that we have been discussing; a four year term of office for the state elected 
officials. It also includes the stipulation that no person shall hold the office of 
governor for a period longer than two successive terms of four years. These provisions 
were adopted in 1954 when there l'lllS feeling that the governor should not be able to 
rema.1n in office for longer than t,,,o successive terms of four years. 

Previous to this, a great many of Ohio's governor had served for more than one term. 
19 governors had served for bro terms; 18 of these serving a tlrlO yearterm (previous to 
1954) and one governor, Rhodes, serving for two four-year terms. And of course, Lausche 
is the outstanding example, having served five times. It is important to note that these 
multiple terms were not necessarily consecutive-·and in five instances, I believe, a 
governor flerved for one or two terms, and then after an interval out of office, returned 
to serve additional time. 

At present 24 states do not limit the number of terms a governor may serve, and most of 
them, 17 of them, provV· .... for four-year terms which has been the trend lately, reflecting 
the feelinu that a tHO y~ar tem is not long enough for a {;;overnor to develop his policy 
program in office. The main reason for removing a term limitation from the constitution 
is felt to be that in limitill{; the number of terms that a governor mibht serve, you are 
eliminating from an election the candidate who is goillf; to be the most familiar to the 
people, and if the people want to re-elect a candidate, they should be able to do so. 
Unlimited gubernatorial elections are opposed because it is feared that unlimited re
election all~~s a ~overnor to build up a political machine in office, and that it is 
always difficult to unseat an incumbent. 

The next page gives a chart showing the sl,ates which do have limitations in the cons
ti tutions and their term length~. Ohio is among the brouP which is limited to tlrl0 
four-year terms. The interesting question about the language in the Ohio Constitution 
at ?resent even if the Commission should decide that the term should remain as it is, 
is that it is not exactly clear whether a person who has served two successive terms as 
governor may serve again after an interval out of office, or whether the language is a 
strict limitation, which would limit an individual ~.,ho was governor for two tems to 
that peliod of service as governor. The memorandum shows the lan!i>uage fran the Consti
tutions of all the states which do limit the governor to two consecutive tems according 
to their languaU;e, either lrn. th interval or "Ii thout, which can I t be made clear from just 
the constitutions, so that you can see how these provisions are worded in the various 
states. 

I might also add that the Hoo.~ -;. ~i.,ate Constitution maintains that the number of terms 
which a governor may serve should not be limi ted, Hith the rati onale that it is a 
possibility that bossism may OC~l]r in office, but limitations of this ldnd restrict the 
right of the people to elect the uovernor they wish. Also included in this memorandum 
is a list of the terms of Lt. gov. a41d Atty. Jen. and Sec. of State. 
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Mr. Norris :1hat is the basis of the argument that a two-term Governor cant t run for� 
re-election after being out a term?� 

NancyI The "'Ording is IIno person shall hold the office of f,overnor for a period longer� 
than t''10 successive tems or four years." The question is whether "period" in the� 
Constitution refers to the total amount of time an individual could serve as Governor� 
or to a ~ecific time interval, after which another individual held the office, when� 
a governor might return to office for a second "period" of two tems of' four years.� 

Mrs. Hunter: There might be cases from other states interpreting, similar language.� 

Mr. Norris: I like the limitation of no more than two successive terms, although,� 
I think a fello\'1 ought to be able to run again after an interval out of office, even if'� 
he has served for the eight years. One of the arguments against this, however, might� 
be that he gets stale after being out of office.� 

Dr. Cunningham: The prototype, the federal limitation, 111as written after F.D.R., and i•
then the states started copyin& it. 

I 
It was generally agreed that the Ohio provision is somewhat ambiguous. 

I 

Mrs. Hunter: I think we should next discuss the memorandum on Executive Reorganization, 
to which Governor Gilligan alluded in his remarks to this committee. There are two 
major questions involved here--the first being ,.,hether there should be a constitutional 
ceiling set on the number of executive departments, and the second is giving the 
governor reo~gan1zation powers subject to legislative veto. 

On the question of limiting in the Constitution the number of executive departments, ~e 

memorandum gives the views of the !-fodel ~tate Constitution and the Governorts Conference 
of the Council of State Govermnents. Both propose limiting the number of executive 
departments to 20, and both deal with the question of giving the governor reorganization 
powers. On p. 5 is listed some of the states which have adopted a constitutional 
ceiling on the number of executive departments--the rationale for this being to discourage 
the natural tendency among state legislatures to create new agencies for carrying into 
effect new policies--the result being a limitless number of ~encies. 

Mr. Norris: i!aybe we ought to add in there "among state legislatures and gevernors~" 

Mrs. Hunter: The paper also includes a summary of the ar~uments in behalf of constitu
tionally limiting the number of executive departments. The ar6UJ1'1ents against such • 
limitations in constitutions are found on p. 7 of the study--the limit on the number ot 
depts. JJl8Y result in an inefficient grouping, of unrelated activities--the existence of 
a limit may contribute to a proliferation to get around C onstitutional limitations--the 
limit may be arbitrary--and also that the same objectives might be more nexib1y achieved 
by statute. You have, further, a discussion of \mat is to be included in provisions I 

l1mitin6 the number of depts. and also a discussion of providing tor such limitation by • 
statute. 

I 
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The second major question discussed in this study is that of providing for executive 
reorganization subject to legislative veto--a proposal to give the governor power to 
initiate plans for administrative reorganization subject to the approval of the legis
lature. These are the two questions discussed--you have in addition some tables on 
what other states have done in regard to limiting the number of executive depts., and 
also in regard to providing for executive reorganization. 

Dr. John Millett, Chancellor of the Board of Regents, was next to speak to the 
Committee. A summary of his remarks follows: 

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate your willingness to let me appear 
for a few minutes here this afternoon. I requested the opportunity to do so because I 
felt that you should have the benefit such as it may be from hearint; a contrary view to 
that Hhich lias p.xpressed by Hr. Lynch of the Auditor's office on February 11th. In the 
discussion at that time, you may recall, Mr. Lynch raised some questions about the status 
of the state universities in Ohio in relation to the authori ty of the Auditor of State 
and made reference to the statute which had been enacted by the Ohio General Assembly in 
1965 altering the status of the state universities. He suggested that not only should : 
the statute be repealed, but that it might be preferable to prevent such legislation in 
the future by writing a provision into the Constitution of the State of Ohio. I must 
respectfully disagree with all these points, and sugbest that there is more to the whole 
matter than was, perhapl 3uggested by Hr. Lynch. I think that the basic problem involved 
here is twofo1d--one is the nature of the state university as an organizational entity, , 
and the second is the nature of the role of the Auditor of State in state government. 
On this first isme, let me point out very emphatically my own personal belief that is 
that our state universities in Ohio are not agents of state government. They are most 
comparable to, I think, a government corporation, rather than an executive agency or 
dept., and they certainly aren't thought of as a board. The statutes now say in Section 
3345.011 that every state university is a body politic and corporate. Our state univer~ 
sities handle substantial funds which do not come fran appropriated funds of the state 
of Ohio. On the average in this state, and it varies from institution to institution, 
only about 1/3 of all income aru1ual1y is derived from state appropriations; 2/3 of the 
income is derived from charges to students, from federal govt. grants, from gifts, 
contracts, charges to patients in a teaching hospital. 

Let me refer to the situation Hhich existed ·prior to 1965 and the situation which has 
existed since 1965, explaining the relationship of the state universities to the Auditor 
of ~tate. But before I do that, let me make a comment or two about the role of the 
Auditor of State in state government. There is a long controversy in this matter, and not 
just in Ohio, but in other states; and long controversy in the federal government about 
the role of the GAO and the Comptroller General of the U. oS • 's a political scientist, 
I {-[ould say that the authority conferred by statute on the Auditor of State makes him a 
Comptroller in state government rather than an auditor, at least in the way that I would 
define the role of auditor. f'~(1 I think there is considerable question about the relative 
roles of a comptroller and an audl-t:.or. 'Ihat the statute of 1965 did was to put the auditor 
of state in a role of auditor, as I Hou1d define that role, in re1ati on to all state 
university expenditures and not j~9t part of them, as was the case prior to the statute 
of 1965. Prior to 1965, our state universities had a dual financial system in every 
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case--fees which were collected from students for instructional purposes were deposited 
in Colwnbus with the Treasurer of State and were subject to reappropriation by the state 
legislature each biennium. Charges collected from students for room and board, and for 
general purposes, loTere not depoaited wi.th the Treasurer of State, but \-lere retained 
under the jurisdiction of the Board of Trustees of each individual institution. All 
federal govt. grants, gifts, all contractual, endowment, and special income were re
tained by each individual institution in accordance with the appropriation ordinances 
of the Board of Trustees, and were audited by the State Auditor but not controlled by 
the State Auditor. On the other hana, the state appropriation tOEBch university and 
the student fees collection for instructional purposes, as I said, 'toiere deposited to 
the Treasurer of State. Against this particular source of income, each state univer
sity prepared a payroll, the same way that an executive dept. or my of'ficedoes,.vouchers,I 

and so forth--these were all brought here to Columbus. The checks in payment were 
written by the Auditor of State and then the state university came to·Coluiabus to. pick 
up the checks and then mailed them to the people they were to pay. On the other hand, 
for all other billS, the institution wrote the check itself, and dispursed it immediate
ly, Without coming to Columbus before doing so. Now this was the procedure prior to 
196.5 'Then we were on the verge of a very substantial expansion of our state university 
eyBtem here in Ohio. In 196" we had 6 state universities, only 2 or 3 two-year 
campuses--none of them yet finished-- and we had a total enrollment of something like 
6,,000 students. Now we have in the State of Ohio, 11 state universities, one state 
affiliated University, a medical college, 42 campuses ani a total of 290,000 enrollment. 
On the verge of such a tremendous administrative expansion, as was clearly forecast in 
196.5, and in light of the fact that universities t'lere considered to be responsible' 
enough to handle $0% of their incane, there seemd to be no reason why they shouldn't 
be able to handle 100;. of their income. A great deal of administrative congestion 
could be avoided by changing the system and the whole program could be achieved on a 
more effective and decentralir.ed level, and with modest administrative cost. And I 
believe, indeed, that that has been accomplished, by the change in the law that took 
place in 1965.No one has lOlllked at lolhat t..rould be the administrative cost today of [:,oing 
back to the organizational arrangement~ 'rhich existed prior to 196$, but I am convinced 
that those administrative costs, both in the Dept. of Finance and in the office of the 
Auditor of ~tate would be substantial in order to perform this function the way it was 
performed prior to 1965. 

I think not only have we achieved substantial administrative efficiency, as a result of 
all this, I think we have achieved a degree of auton~--we have academic freedom which 
we would not have otherwise achieved. And to my knowledge, and I think to the knowledge 
of the Auditor of State, there has been very little abuse. This move in 1965 was accan
panied by another move "hich I think is very important. The auditor of state assigned 
a resident auditor--one or more--resident auditors on every university campus. Incident
ally he is appointed by and respons.ihle to the Auditor of State but his salary is reim
bursed to the Auditor of State by the university as an administrative cost of the state 
University. Beyond that, this auditor performs a continuing post-aUdit of every expEm
diture that is made. And recently where tlol0 or three indications have arisen of mal
functionins, it has been pointed out by these auditors--and the universities have under. 
taken to correct the error. I think this is a very substantial safeguard to all of the 
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people concerned, bllt I repeat, that only 1/3 of the funds concerned cane from the tax
payers of the state of Ohio. I believe that the whole system operates quite effectively 
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the way it is now structured, and I for one, would see no reason why any change is nec
essary-,and particularly, see no reason why a change should be made through constitutional 
prescription. 

Mr. Skipton: The Board of Regents over the years seems to have tried to get state 
support for higher education down to an amount per capita. Of course there are other 
schools besides state schools. 

Dr. Millett: You are right, ~1r. Chairman. Let me point out that a community college 
under chapter 3354 of the Revised Code, should the statute of 1965 be repealed, would 
continue to operate just the way it does novl. And that would mean under the same 
financial arranbement. I fail to see that if a community college or a technical 
institute or the University of Cincinnati are all considered competent, then why is 
Ohio State suddenly incompetent? ()r Niami-..or Kent? 

Mr. Skipton: i Te have to find a r!tionale "'hich is based on some constitutional prin
ciple--whether the state has state schools or whether the state subsidizes higher 
education. 

Dr. I1illettl I think the concept of the state university as a state government 
corporation is a viable concept and a truly advantageous concept. I would hate to see 
it lost. That is a mat-' -r of legal status at present. I am not advocating that this 
should be written into the Constitution at all--I think this is somethil16 that can be 
settled by state law. 

Dr. !-'Tillett then discussed the constitutional provisions dealing with education. 

Dr. I'1illett: I did notice the Governor's remarks about education when he met with this 
committee with some interest. I do think that an appointed board with staggered terms 
is a satisfactory administrative arrangment in any level of education. The role of th~ 
governor gives him the authority in the field that is appropriate to the governor. Th~ 

constitutional issue, then, seems to be whether or not the board should be independently 
elected or appointed by the governor and approved by the senate--and my preference wouJ;d 
be for the second. 

The constitu tional provision in the Ohio Constitution concerning educ ation was 
clarified, and it was pointed out that it provides only for elementary and secondary 
education. It is required that there be a board of education, as provided by law. The 
legislature has provided for an elected board, state\v.ide, which then appoints a 
superintendent of public instruction--who is presently Dr. Hartin Essex. The provision 
in the Constitution is not very extensive. (Article 6, Section 4) 

Mr. Mansfield: -1hen the' governor talks about having more power in education, lV'hat does 
he mean? 

• 
Mr. Skipton: He wants to have an appointed board of education instead of the elected 
on which is presently provided fo: by the legislature. He wasts to appoint the director 
of a Department of Education, much the same as any other department. Essentially what 
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the Governor is saying is that this is an area for which he has to take a great deal 
of responsibility and over which he has very little control. The question of how much 
discretion the executive should have also becomes involved. 

Mr. Mansfieldt But what is the executive in our system supposed to do, in theory? 
Not a whole lot, except administer what the legislature tells him to. 

Dr. Cunningham: That is what we are trying to liberate him fran now. 

Mr. nansfield: I do think it is incumbent upon us to keep in mind the division of govt. 
as it was set up. J 

I 

Mr. Skipton: Hell, I do feel that we have generated sane interesting discussion at thi$ 
meeting. Perhaps Nancy could excerpt sane of the remarks made here todq and write 
up a news release to keep the public aware of the issues which we are discussing. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

I 
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The Legislative-f..xecutive Canmittee met in Hause Ccmnittee Rom 11 on September� 
22, 1912, at 9&30 a.m. Attending were Chatman ~kipton, Senators Applegate and T:.tt,� 
Representative Norris, Dr. Cunningham, and tIr. 11ontganery. Staff members Sally Hunter� 
and NancY' Gertner were also present. Mrs. Brownell of the League of 'VJanen Voters and� 
Mr. Nate Gordon of the Office of the Governor also observed the meeting.� 

Mr. Skipton began the meeting with a consideration of dates and times for the 
meetings of the Camnittee. He urged monthly meetings until recamnendations 10 this 
area are finalized. The camnission, as I understand it, plans to meet once a m.onth, 
alternating Fridays and Thursdays. Perhaps we can arrange our meetings around the 
Cc:nm1ssion meetings, as we are ,i.oing today. Is this convenient? I do believe that when 
we have S<IIl8thing that will be of interest to lots of people that we might hold our 
meetings in different cities around the state; but I do not 1mow what kind of decision 
the Canmi.ss10n has made on this. 

Now, we have a number of questions that have been posed. The staff has made a list 
of questiol18 relating to the executive article. I hope you have all had an opportunity 
to look over that. Does this list adequately cover the questions, or are there suggest
iorus for additional tq, ....(1 The questions have been divided into broad headings, begin
ning With the first one, the executive department generally. 

Mrs. Hunter: This is about which executive officials shoold be provided for in the 
Constitution, which should be elected, or appointed, and what pCMers and duties, 1f a.ny, 
should be set forth for them in the Constitution. He've had scme testimoIl¥ from the 
auditor's office and we have had. Bane testimony fran the treasurer's office and written 
teatimolV tran the attorney general's office--so this is a question we can considtu". 
He will wo be discussing the It. governor today and what details can be in the Cons
titution regarding the powers and duties of the It. governor. So we will cover the It. 
governor today but that will leave the auditor, treasurer, and attorney general as 
offioes about which we have not yet reached a conclusi on although we have had 8;QD8 

testimony. TIe have also had some material presented on the legislative auditor. 

Hr. Sldptonz I think we will let each one of these officials present their case for� 
the retention of their offices, because to make any broad generalizat..:ions would simply� 
create problems for us.� 

Dr. Cunningham, Each one must be justified in tems of its inclusion or exclusion. 
think in the final analysis they are all administrative offices including the attorney 
general. There is nothing sacrosanct about an attorney general, tillen you really get doNn 
to the final analysis. But everybody has his CMIl opinion. I just put them all together 
because I view them in an ac ., -~ .. 'ltrative catebary. 

Mrs. Hunter: The next general ;uestion is about the appointment of officials. "If the 
Constitution should provide for i:l.ppointed officials, shoold it specify by WeD they are 

to be appointed and removed?" aM SI' I3xamination of whether or not the appointment 
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provisions n0l>1 in the Constitution are in need of clarification. TIe also have sane 
sources listed here and there is more research that can be done. The third question is 
related to the first--whether there should be powers and duties of constitutional offi
c1als other than the govemar and It. governor provided for in the Constitution. ' This 
ties in with what officers should be provided for and how much information should be pro
vt4led about each oftice. Two other questions under this tirst broad topic are one that 
we will be considerilli today--the broad topic of the powers and duties of the It. governor, 
Thi8 hu alreatO' been considered by the Ccamd.ssion in its legislative recarmendation.s. 
The last question here relates to sOIIle testimony this cClllm1ttee received fran Dr. Millett 
and Oov. Gilligm--whether the state board of' education and the supertntenient at public 
instruction should be appointed by the governor. 

The next top10 has to do with executive and administri".tive oll;;an1zation, and we have 
already completed 8aIle research on this about whether there should be a constitutional 
ceiUrtt; on the number of executive depts. The sources are listed. The sanewhat related 
.rea is whether or not the constitution should deal with the whole broad area in regard 
to administrative organizat1on. Another question "'hich was noted in the general area of 
research was whether or not there should be an earlier date for gubernatorial in~'l:!••·a
tion. This is connected with the duties of the govemor in the area od executiv(" .-;q~an1

zation and whether or not his functions might be enhanced if the inauguration waf! t.o 
take place at an earlier date. The next general categor.r has been labeled execut,3.o:re 
qualifications. Should the constitution set the minilmJm age and or other qua1ifl.~~..,t.ions 
for the governor and It. governor? SCIIle questions are posed which relate to the 3","'11 nis
trative powers of the governor. This is really closely related to the general turi.':. of 

executive and administrative organization, but the general question is what is the gover
nor's role in policy maldng and how much control should he have over ac:binistrative 
agencies? Then, should there be provisions in the consti tution relati~ to the governor's 
abiUty to reorganize' administrative agencies? And if so, what limits should be placed 

on this power, and should the legislCl.ture be limited in establishing agencies in the s_ 
way? Finally a third question is, to what extent should administrative fuzx:tions be 
provided for in the constitution? In examining this, there have been recamnendations 
fran sane sources for the establishment of' a Dept. of Administration or its equivalent 
in the Constitution so that this group of que,stions could be examined together, and jU$t 
what other agencies should be spelled out. tinally, a question relati~ to the governor's 
patel's to investigate any part of the executive branch and enforce canpliance with laws 
by proceeding against any other executive officers--what does the phrase "supreme exec
utive \,later" in the Constitution now mean, should the governor's investigative or disci
plinal7 peuers be spelled out in the Constitution? On the next page, I guess there's' 
one more question relating to the aaninistration powers at the governor--should there be 
in the constitution explicit directions to the legislature to provide by statute for the 
financial and other support needed by the incoming governor to prepare properly for 
issues confronting him? 

The next general cate~ory involves questions which appear to relate to the legislative 
powers of the governor. One that was raised in material before us is whether or not the 
governor and/or other executive officials ought to be able to have seats in the General 
Assembly or to introduce bills or to take part in the discussion on bills in which they 
are interested. The seoond question which we will be talking abcut today is whether there 
should be a constitutional provision for a state budget. Should there be a constitutional 
mandate that the governor submit a budget and recClllllend sources of revenue? These are 
the two general questions under legislative powers of the tovernor. 
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The next category is the one entitled Gubernatorial Succession and Detennination ot 
Disability, A research study has already been provided on this subject, and I think we 
may also get to this today because we are going to be talldng about the Lt. Governor as 
fi.st in line in succession to the governorship in the Constitution. ao the general 
question to be examined is what constitutional machinery should be established for deter
mining gubernatorial disability--vlhether or not the governor is incapacitated or absent 
and who, then, will decide Hhen the It. governor should take over? There are several 
questions related to that--,Ihat is the best \'/ay to provide for glbernatorial succession-
shOuld the line of succession be spelled out in the Constitution or should there be a 
special election or should it be as prescribed by law--we will see what s<JIle other states 
have done on the general question of providing far gubernatorial succession and have some 
discussion on this. 

Topic No. 7 has to do with the length of gubernatorial, service and the questions we talked 
about at the last meeting, I believe, on the two-term gubernatorial limi.ts. Specifically, 
whether it should be rewritten to eliminate the ambiguity which has been noted in its 
present form. 

The next topic, again, you have received materials on the topic of executive clemency and 
also Dr. Cunningham's materials, and that is whether or not present powers are adequate
ly provided for and whether they should be modernized. 

Now, ,.re have included together under Topic t!:9 the question of several provisions that 
have been called obsolete or unnecessary or statutory by various ccmnentators on the 
Constitution. So the CC"""'mittee might uant to observe these various provisions together 
as not a part of the orgc4uc law. These include the state seal, same of the provisions 
far election returns (if they aren't obsolete, maybe they should be removed to another 
part of the Constitution), the general question of the militia. Fina.1l.T. and this mq 
well be included in the obsolete section is the question related to style changes. ShO\lld 
a single constitutional section applicable to all state officers and prohibiting changes 
in compensation during term replace the present sections which do this? These present 
sections are scattered throu~h throughout the Constitution. 

Senator Applegate I Along with the question on state budget, we might want to discuss a 
provision for an annual budget. 

Hr. Skipton: Are there any other topics that members of the committee think should be 
added? The first topic that Ne have on our agenda today is the question 01' whether the 
office ot It. governor should be provided for in the consti tution, and how much should 
be specified about that office. You will recall that in our consideration of the legis
lative article, we did adopt recommendations relating to the It. governor. The Ccmmission 
has already expressed the feeling that the office of It. governor should be retained as an 
elected constitutional office. As you recall, there was a recommendation as to how he 
should be elected-shall we review the provisions tihich the Commission has previously 
acted upon in our legislative recanmendations7 

Hrs. Hunter: In our legislati' ~ recOOllIlendations, 1-Ie recanmended retaining the It. gov. 
and we recanmended that he be ,-:...~\.: ;'cd in tandem with the ~overnor. We did not hewever 
specify in the c onsti tution that "he b~ nominated with the governor. He just said that 
the narI1.nations be as provided l-,y law, but that there be tandem election. Both of these 
recommendations parallel the recent recommendations of the National Conference of Lt. 
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Governors which you received in the material for this meeting. Further we recamnended 
that the It. gcwernor be assigned executive duties by the governor or as provided by 
law--in other words we made him an executive officer, aM we deleted :the provision nam
ing him as President at the Senate. Again the National Conference of Lt. Governors, 
while it takes no position on deleti~ the Lt. Govemor as President of the Senate, does 
call for a strong executive position and clarification of the executive duties for the 
It. governor--so this again parallels the reccmnendation of the National. Conference of 
Lt. Governors. Ie have not yet taken a position on successLon or discussed succession. 
Tbe National Conference of Lieutenant Governors in addition to calliqs for team electiaD 
and a full-time position, also feels that the succession provisions in state constituttons 
ought to be clarified, recanmending that the It. governor be retained as the first ip 
succession but raising other questions about how disability is to be determined, whether 
the It. governor beCCJftBS acti~ governor or actually becanes governor, and other related 
questions that we will be considering today. So at least in two-thirds of the National 
Canterenee Recommendations, the CCIIIII1ssion has already acted in accord. 

Mr. Montgaoer,ya Isn't th18 reall:y alreacV kind of moot, in light of what we have alrea.d¥ 
decided? 

Representative Norris. I don't like what we did, but I don't see any reason to open it 
88ain. 

Mr. Skipton. I want to make sure that everybody understands this very thing--that the 
CClIIIIlssion has already adopted these amendments. There were two or three little things 
involved, such as the question of nardnation on the tandElll election, am I just wanted 
to see if this was a thing you wanted to get into. Do we wish to add a recamnendation? 
Or do we want to leave thai tor legislative determination? Ant desire to take that up? 
O.K. Then we are in accord with what the Lt. Governor's 0Nl1 conference recommended, 
too. It's surprising how much in agreement we are. Now another question that we can 
treat in tems of this office is about the duties and fUlX'tions l.mich can be prescribed 
by the governor and the general assembly. Tbere are no further feelings on that? Now 
the one question which we didn't attempt to clarify any further was the question of 
l'JUCcession--under what conditions. Now there is the Lt. Governor's Conterence--apparent
l:y it prov1des for succession even in the absence of the governor. Is there any interest 
on the part ot the cClllll1ttee in dealing with this question? in the Constitution? 

Senator Taft: It seems to me that the aerious question in this area is dealillf!, tdth 
disabil1ty--not just every time the governor walks over the state line. The question is 
when you determine disability or how you determine disability. 

Mr. Skiptoru As you well know, there has been great discussion on this at the national 
level, and in almost every constitutional revision body that has deliberated since the 
late 1950' s. There have been all kirns of emergency provisions to insure the continuity 
of the goverment in crisis. Ani I don't believe they have ever resolved this even at 
the federal level--concerning the President of the United States. 

Representative Norris. Our proposal fran the Ccmnission was silent as far as cr!teria to 
determine disabili~? 

Mr. Sld.pton. It was never really treated. 

Mrs. Hunter. "fe never really did get to that. We were cCIOCemed pr1marily with the 
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legislative article and this is part of the executi.ve article. 1:1e were only concerned 
• at that point with replacing legislative duties with executive duties. 

• 

Representative Norriea Assuming that we take the tack of death, resignation, or incapa
city, aren't you prettYlllUch stuck with giving the general assembly the authority to 
pranulgate the criteria? Isn't it too hard to put into the constitution a definition 
of incapacity'l 

Mr. Montganery: l'~ell, I think that's t-rne, but I think you have to determine who makes 
the decision, and by what means, and by what vote-the mechanics of making the decision. 

.. 
Representative Norris: I don't mean the G.A. would take a vote--he is or he is not 
disabled--but I mean that they would prescribe the quali.fications as to hOW' disability is 
determined• 

Mr. Montganery, What happened in Alabama with 1-Tallace? 

CCIIIIlfmts t Alabama has a specific provision for absence. The absence rule became effect
i"'" atter 20 days, am it is until the Governor steps back into the State. The provision 

• 11 vert expl1cit. 

Senator Taft: Being in a good mental and physical state, just being out of the state 
8h~ldn't put an absence rule into effect. 'Te don't have any provision if the President 
of the Un!ted ~tates is traveling aroom the world, for instance. 

• Mrs. Gertner: You all received Itesearch Study No. 10 quite a while ago, so yoo. might not 

• 

have recently read it, but I did find that there are two opposed views which define 
absence' one being a strict view which defines absence as any time the governor leaves 
the state and would call for temporary succession to theo.tfice -at that paint. And the 
other vi81" is that absence fran the state only occurs when the activities of state gOY'!" 
ernment could not contime, feeling that in modern state government, the governor Cal 

control what goes on in the state by long distance telephone if he just goes to mother 
wtate for a day or to Hashington, this kind of thing. But it is interesting to note 
that this National Conference of Lt. Governors does feel that absence should be defined. 
bY' statute as physical absence from the state. The Model State Canstitution takes the 
opposing view. 

• Dr. Cunningham. And there is the other question--about whether these provisions should 
be constitutional or statutory provisions--and of course, I feel that they should be 
material for the statutes. 

Mrs. Gertner: The different Constitutions that I have included in rrry paper indicate 

•� which of tne material is left up to statute.� 

Dr. Cunningham: The federal constitution provides a whole procedure as to hal you can 
declare and how long the iooanpetence of the presidency can continue, so that the vice 
president succeeds to the powe') ·'16 acting president, and when he succeeds to the power 
as president. 

• Mr. Montgomery: I think it is a b~sic enough decision that it should be spelled out in 
the Constitution--the procedure for detennini.ng whether a governor is not going to be 
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Igovernor aD1JIlore. I th1nk this is somet.h:J.Dg that the people probabl1 want to express 
themselves on. 

Dr. Cunn1nghuu You can get into the s. hassle that you got into JnaIV' years ago with 
iq:»eacinent and rendered impeachment UlUsable under the present system--witil the legis
lature dadnated by one party and the execut1ve another party. 

Representative Norrisl Just to get things moving I move that our recommendations on 
succession by the It. governor be li.mited to succession upon the governor's death, 
resignatioo, removal, or incapacity, and that they do not include a provision on abseme. 

Mr. SkLptoQI I donrt think there Will be an;y objectiClll to that. 

Mrs. Hunter. Absence isn't included now. 

Mr. Slc1ptOOI Alright, we'U rule OI1t the question of absence. Really, the only question 
we have here is whether or not we should have a constitutianal provision related to the 
determination ot d1sability. 

Dr. Cunn1~h81lu I won't go along with a constitutional definition, but I'll second 
Reprasentativa Norris' motion. 

Mr. ~ptonl As I understand it, all Mr. Norris' motion does is remove the question of 
absence. So now we still have the question of deciding whether we say anything in the 
constitution relating to the detendnation of incapacity. Hhat does the present Consti
tution sq? 

Mrs. Gertner. It's Sections 15 and 11 of Article III. Section 1, reads "in case of the 
death, 1mpeachment, resignation, removal, or other tti.sabilitl' of the governor, :the powers 
and duties of the office, for the residue of the tem, of until he shall be acquitted, or 
the d1satxl.l1ty removed, shall devolve upon the It. gevemor. 

Mr. Sk1ptona Don has expressed himself and he believes that we should have a provisiaq 
on who shall determine incapacity. Did I UDderstand you to have a firm conviction on 
that, Dr. Cunningham? 

Dr. Cunn1ngh81l11 Yes, I believe that the legislature should define incapacity. 

Representative Norris: That would generally be my view too. Although I guess ,I 'teel 
that wq because I don't knCiT of any alternative. Do you have aD¥ idea? 

Mr. Mmtganery: No, I just think that it is such a fundamental issue that the people 
should have an expression on the matter, am the only wtq that they can do that is through 
the constitutional process. ill I think we should have 1s some mecbilD:lcs for getting to 
it--hClW it is to be accanpl1shed. 

Senator Applegate: Let me ask a question. Are all incapacities disabilities--ar is 
disability just a part of it? Are there other reasons that you can be incapacitated! 

Representative Noms: My motion didn't use the word d1sability-it used incapacit7. 
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Senator Applegate: It is really more of a general tem and can take other cases into it. 

Dr, Cunningham: Don't forget that incapacity could be mental. It could mean incapable 
of exercising power. There is no provision in the constitution at this moment disting
uishing between mental an:i physical disability. You leave it up to the legislature in 
the final aIlalysis. 

Mr. Montgomery: I worry a little bit about the legislature being dominated by one polit
ical party or the other--and the e:xecutive of another party or the same party--wilth the 
decision being made along those lines--and depending upon who the It. governor is. Of 
course, they are still running in tandem, but still, I'm not sure if I could be totally 
canfortable about that situation. I'm afraid the political specter gets "too involved. 

Mr. 5kiptons We may be thinking of two different things, here. The legislature could 
spell out incapacity and hCM it is determined--but the thing you are hung up on is who 
makes that decision--l<Tho decides that incapacity, and what you are interested in primar
ily is sane determination of what body is going to do that. :.'hat do other states do? 
Sally, do you have anything on that? 

Mrs. Huntert Hell, the Model State Constitution Bays that the Supreme Court shall have 
original, final, and excl'lcUve jurisdiction to detennine absence and disability, and to 
d.etennine the existence of a vacancy and all questions concerning succession to the office 
or to its powers and duties. The r'Iodel Constitution took the position that it is going 
to end up in the court lll\VWay. so it spelled out that the ~preme Court has original 
and final jurisdiction.. 

Mrs. Gertnert I have copies of tIE proposed lIaryland. Constitution provisions--this was 
the constitution that "lrTent dOlom in defeat after the lId. constitutional convention--but 
it provides that after six months of temporaIj'- succession the Governor's office is deemed 
vacant. This is in a CaRe of succession where the governor asks the It. bovernor to 
take over his office. Then in cases of disability, the G.i~. passes a resolution which 
is sent to the Supreme Court, which makes the disability determination. Sane states 
have different boards, even with doctors and psychiatrists, to make this kind of disa
bility determination. The six months in Maryland ia when the governor asks the It. 
governor to take over. The legislative detennination of disability takes place in a 
case• say, when the governor miE;ht not be Willing to step down. This is the kind of 
problem we're talki.1'1L about. There is no problem when the governor is aware of his 
disability. 

Mr. Skipton! The only time this would ever cane up is when the governor would refuse to 
recognize his own disability. 

Mr. MontganeryJ This happened in one state, didn't it, where a guy was in an institu
tion? 

Mrs. Gertnert Yes, that is i'1 the research study. It took place in Louisiana where 
Governor Long had a mental t .. ,n:lity. 

Mrs. Hunter: The provision of the Federal Constitution is located on pg. 10 of the 
research study. 
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Dr. CUI1I11nghuu 'n1at is the provision that was used b7 F.d.senhClfer when he was ill and 
was incorporated into the cOl1Stitution as the 25th amendment. 

Mr. Skipton. IV only feeUng on it is that one way or the other--it JIlUst be provided 
for. "Te can require that the legislation prescribe the provision or we Cal spell it 
out in the Cmstitution. I don't beUeve it can be scaething that yon just leave hanging 
in the air and have aDy' meaning to it. 

Representative Norrisl The Model State Constitution, section 5.08, secticm E, reads, 
"The supreme court shall have the original, exclusive and final jurisdiction to deter
m1ne absence and disabiUty, and all questions comerning succession to the o1'fice or 
to it. powers and duties.1I Now, what that means to me is that if' sauebody wants to tile 
a lawsuit, that is where you tile it. That doesn't mean to me that the Supreme Court 
can autcmatical~ start an inquiry it scaebod,y thinks that the Governor is disabled. 
Naw, maybe the Supreme Court ought to be the body to decide, but I don't think that's 
what this sa78. Nal this is a real good provision that ought to be included at any rate, 
because that makes the Supreme Court the one to decide and it doesn't have to ~o through 
every court the whole way up. But it we decide that the Supreme Court should be a board 
of inquiry then we t re going to have to wr1te that. But this doesn't provide that. 

Mr. Montganery. It we just completeq ignore absence, I realize that this is a remote 
thi~, but what happens when a ~uy just doesn't function. He has the capacity, but he 
r-.oves himself fran the state and goes fishing or whateTer, he doesn't resign--he just 
goots otf'. The r8aoval process would be the only mechanism you would use. 

Dr. Cunningham. This Maryland provision takes care of that--a resolution ot the assem
bly, to get it started, and a ruUng b7 the court. 

Mr. Montgomery. 'fe just wouldn't want to prolong continuous absence. 

Mr. Skiptont I would agree to the drafting of a provision giving the Supreme Court the 
original jurisdiction relating to the question. The question is how does it get to the 
9upreme Court? Can it constitute itself a Board ot Inquiry, or does sanebod1' have to 
take sane action to get it there? Do we have a~ thoughts on that? 

Senator Taft. There's got to be a trigger. The only kinds or cases we are talking 
about are cases where the governor is so physically sick that he can't really cClllUDicate-
he's been in an autanobile accident and he's unconscious--or a case of mental disabiUty-
which is more likely--where he is very, very sick, but the last think he wants to do is 
give up being governor. 

Mr. Montganeryl ~1hat about the joint resolution? Upon joint resolution of' the G.A•• 
the Court convenes itself as a Board of Inquiry--that puts you through two steps. But 
is there any reason why you wouldn' t get a joint resolution. 

Dr. Cunningh8JIu Yes, if it becanes a poUtical battle and you have to get a 3/5
majority. 
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Mr. Sld.ptoru If it is a political battle then it is subject to all kinds of debate. 
After all, at that point, all kinds of other forcea cane into play-.

• Representative Norrisl All you are doing by the jal.nt resolution is calling -the Sup
reme Court into session as a Boerd of Inquiry. Then it is out of the political arena. 

Mr. Montgomery: '/hat I am worrying about is if nothing happens and the situation just 
prolongs i tsel!• Should we have an alternative--maybe to let the chief justice-

• Ur. Sld.pton: If there is that much question about it, mapbe they shouldn't act ~q. 

Senator Applegate: Once the General Assembly get"s rid of it, and it goes to the Supreme 
Court, well, they're not total.ly devoid of politics either. 

• Mr. ~1d.ptonl If it is agreeable with the conmdttee, I will ask the staff to draft a 

• 

provision far our consideration requiring a joint resolution of the CIlio General Assem
bly which would trigger the Supreme Court to convene as a Board of Inquiry••• 

Representative Norris: As an alternative to that provision, and I assume that that 
provision would have the original and exclusive jurisdiction bit in it, Sally just 
ehCMed me a provision of the Illinois Constitution Which does exactly that, but rather 
than have the Supreme Courfj convene as a Board of Inquiry, it provides that the legis
lature shall by law prescribe the way disability is to be detemined. That would give 
us different ways to look at it. 

• Dr. Cunningham: Then tL. constitution provides the enabling act giving the supreme 
court the jurisdiction that you suggest, but leaving it up to the legislature to provide 
the procedure. 

Representative Norris: That's uhat Illinois does. That would give us two clear-cut 
alternatives. 

• Senator Taft: Hould that provide for the method by which the legislature determines 
disability or the method by which the Court detennines disability. 

Mrs. Hunter: The General Assembly shall by law specifY by whan ani by what procedures 
the ability of the Govemor to serve or to resume office may be questioned am deter

• mined, and the Supreme Court shall have original and exclusive jurisdiction to review 
such a law and aI\Y such detennination. and in the absence of such a law, shall make the 
determination under such rules as it may adopt. So if the legislature fails to prescribe•• 

Dr. Cunningham: There's your two enabling acts in ~rour constitution. 

• Mr. Montgomery, Tlhat she just read says that the legislature can make the determina
tion, and in its absence, or when it doesn't make the detennination, the Supreme Court 
does. 

llrs. Hunter: By law, though, 1 ". ;>rescribes the procedure, It says what the General 
Assembly shall do. But if it fails to make such a la\01, the Supreme Court could adopt 

•� rules to cover the situation.� 

Mr. Montgomeryt I am still thinkint.; that it is ambiguous as to l-lhich body decides whet
her the governor is or is not disabled. 

•� 
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11ra. Hunter. The court. 

Representative Norris: Under that provision, the court cculd, by lali, prescribe that 
the G.A. should set up a board or a panel••• 

Mr. Mantgallery. It makes it a little too broad; to make that determination. 

Representative Norris: I'm just asking that she dratt that provision along with the 
other one so that we can look at both. 

Mr. Rkipton: I would not object to the requirement that the General Assembly SanebClif 
had to go on record, because I would like to see the tr1i£ertng mechanism c<lllposed of 
elected representatives of the people. The chance of getting troublemakers involved 
and what not is much greater if it is opened way up. 

Senator Taft: The tederal constitution refers to a majority of the executive dept. 
heads. 

Dr. Cunninghanu No, it's a majority at both houses if the notice doesn't cane fran the 
President's cabinet or the President. Then a resolution ot both houses by majority 
vote is the trigger. 

Hr. Skipton. There is really only one other question that comes to my mind and that is 
the matter of duration--the time 'Mlat the governor is incapacitated in a tour year tem. 
An7body ccmcerned with this? 

Representative.Norr1u Well, don't you just provide tor that in the provision. It the 
Supreme Court beccmes * Board ot Inquiry, why then it would define the duration, the 
nature-you would have the same thing. It would have the jUrisdiction. It the Court is 
going to define the disability then it should maintain the jurisdiction. 

Mr. MODtgallery: Then, would it, on its own, trigger the reexamination? 

Dr. Cunninghanu The govemor could petition to be reinstated. 

Mr. ~pton2 As long as we understand that the t!lUestion exists, we might look tor a 
solution. The other question that calles up is hClif do you describe the successor. Is it 
agreeable with you to call i t acti~ governor? 

Senator Taft. ~·rell, it would be where there was a temporary disability. 

Mrs. Gertner. Sane of the const.itutions provide that say when the It. governor takes 
oyer the office ot governor, that he is acting governor tor six Months, at which point 
the otfice is considered vacant, and he really becomes governor. 

Mr. UontgCllleryz In a vacancy, then, there's no possibility of reinstatement. 

Mrs. Gertner. Not after a certain time, but then that is up to you to decide l'1hether you 
want to put such a time limitation into the constitution. Another matter is if it is 
not the It. governor who is succeeding to the office, but a member or the leg:l.slature 
or sCllleone else-take Speaker of the Senate. The poss1bl.lity exists that since the 
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Speaker of the Senate was not elected by the entire state, perhaps there should be a 
pravision to hold a special election after a certain period during which the Speaker of 
the Senate held the office. Sane people lozho have done research in this field believe that 
sansone who has not been elected by all the people of the state should not hold the office 
for longer than a stated period. 

Hr. Montgomerya ~je have to look at succession beyond the It. governor. 

•� }1!'s. Gertnera And to decide if you want to provide for a further line t£ succession in 
the Constitution or if that is to be proVided by law, after the Lt. Governor. 

Mr. Skipton: Should there be a 11m!t as to how long a person can serve as acting gov
ernor before a special election? 

•� Representative Norrisa I am not sure that that is one question. If you have an acting� 

•� 

governor, then that assumes a temporary disability. If you have a new governor created� 
by a vacancy, I don't see any problem there. If you decide you want to have the possi�
bility of a special election, you could just follow the provision we have for state� 
senator; if the vacancy has occurred in the first 18 months or Whatever, why then, o.k,� 
he's got to ron. But if it occurs 25 m\)mhs into the term, there's no election.� 

•� 

Mr. Montgomerya You woul&utt require the It. governor to run since he has already beep.� 
elected statewide, if the people elected him as lieutenant governor, then th3y elected� 
him to succeed to the governor, if the governor was incapacitated, so that decision has� 
already been made. I'm "'t'lt concerned by that one so much as I am the one with the� 
Speaker.� 

Representative Norrisa I'm just saying that lfe can consider such a d!'af't. 

• 
Mrs. Gertnera Do you want to hear the provision fran the Alabama Constitution? It 
says, "however, should both the governor and the It. governor be removed from affice,die, 
or resign more than sixty days prior to the next general election at which any stat.e 
officers are to be elected, both offices are t.o be filled at that election for the 
remainder of the tem." That is just an example. 

• 
Mr. Skiptona I am inclined to t17 to short circuit ma.n;y of these provisions. I believe 
that when an acting governor is installed, if it is the It. governor, then there is no 
trouble whatsoever. If you get down farther in the line of succession, there is another 

• 

question here and I believe we should consider what this further line of succession is 
going to be. And when you get back to that question I am inclined again not to designate 
any particular officials that are going to succeed. I think you are better providing the 
mechanism for making that choice, let I s say••• lithe gemral assembly shall designate an 
acting governor--they can pick somebody fran their CJiom ranks, they can pick anybod7... 
or provide for an election." 

Mr. Metltgomerya Is this done in any of the constitutions? 

~1rs. Gertner: Having the Geb .~-.;. Assembly provide for a successor--it happens in 
Virginia, I believe, after a certain point in the line of successi. on. 

•� Mr. J.1ontganery: The Model Constitution, of course, doesn't have alt. govern,-,r. 
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Mrs. Huntert That provides Itas prescribed by law." 

Mr. Hontgaae17' What do we do today? Do we go past Governor to Lt. Govemor? •I
Mrs. Gertnerr Yes. The second part of the provision, section 17 of Article III, 
provides that if aDTthing should happen to the It. governor the office would go to 
the ~peabr at the Senate and then the Speaker of the House. 

Repl'esentative Norriu I would think that the General Assembly could make the deter
mination ot a member of the same party as the Governor had been. 

Mrs. Gertnerl Phat he is talking about is again one of the problems that is brought 
up by those who oppose legislative succession at all, and the alternative that is 
proposed by the people is that other statewide elected officials would &Ssume the office 
in &n1' case where the It. governor could not do so. This is what the new Illinois Cons
titution does. I am just trying to present all the possibilities. 

Mrs. Hunter: 'J.'his refers to elected officers in the Illinois ConstitutiOD. 
I 

Mr. Sld.ptoln I think we should at this point postpone discussion of the succession ~ order ff)llawing the It. governor until we have discussed whether these officers are to 
remain elected. But it is something that we will have to face at some time. This is 
a basic question. 

Mr. Montgane171 There is more meat to it now than there used to be. JSenator Taftt Part of the theory is that he has only been elected in a part of the 
state, but the troth is that he has bec elected by all these elected in parts of the 
state--so in that sense 1s elected by all the representatives of the people. 

Mr. 5k1ptonl And if you have that line of succession it just makes it like musical I 

chairs. But you could have them all incapacitated at once, tcxlay. ~ 
Mr. MontgClllel'yJ The chance of losing both the governor and It. govemor at once is not 

!
impossible. I 
Mrs. Hunterr There is one additional question and that is concerning the governor-elect I 
in otfice. This is not provided for in the constituti on, and it is painted out as a 
possible l.zeakness in the' filder Report because the attorney general has said that the -term governor in the constitution does not include governor-elect, so if' there were a 
situation where the incumbent could not hold over because of the limitation on term, what 
happens? In other words, there ought to be salle provision for filling a vacancy if the 
govemar-elect dies, or cannot take office. J
Senator Taftt And then again, if we change the status of the It. iSovernor, what is 
the status of' the It. gCl'lernor-elect. 

Mrs. Hunters In the liedel, then the It. governor-elect becomes the governor. 

Representative Norrist Swear in the It. governor••• •
I

Mr. ~kiptonl I'd have no difficulty accepting that; would arqbody else? Draft us a 
provision, SaJ.ly. 

•� 
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Mr. Skipton: The next item we have on the 8€,enda is this question of obsolete, unneces
sary or purely statutory provisions in the Constitution in the executive article that 
we might delete. Bill, when you went throuE,h the Constitution did you find these? 
Sally. do you have a list? ret me ask one other quick question--the state budget is 
the third item on the agenda. llhat I was really try1~ to resolve there was whether we 
would treat in the executive article the governor's duties and powers in regard to the 
budget or whether that would be something in the financial article, and this makes sam 
difference whether we consider this one or some other committee considers it. Do you 
have any quick comments on this. 

Senator Applegatea I think it should be retained by the legislative and the executive. 

Dr. Cunningham. It never is an executive budget. It is an executive proposed budget. 

Mr. Skipton: Sally, do you have any obsolete provisions you l'1ould like to call our 
attention to or provisions that might well be removed? 

Mrs. Hunter: l:e11, I might call your attention to sections 3 and 4 of Article III, which 
have to do with election returns. They are obsolete and at any rate what are they 
doing in the executive article? The elections returns ought to be deposited with the 
Secretary of ~ate rather than the president of the senate. This procedure could be 
covered in the elections article instead of the executive article. 

Representative Norris I Have we ever done that? I don't remember it ever being done. 

Senator Taftt It's done; check the journal. 

Mr. Montganery. It also delays the inauguration of the governor. 

Senator Taft: I am sure that it dates to a time when procedures were more difficult. 

Representative Norris J Mr. Chainnan, I am sure that sections 3 and 4 can be deletedJ 
really all four says is that returns must be certified to the sect. of state, and that 
is really all that is necessary. 

Mr. S1d.pton: Sally, the motion has been made. Qive us a rationale for doing this at 
the next meeting. 

Mrs. Hunter: Section 6 provides that the governor may require i.1j.fonnation in writing 
fran the officers of the executive branch on any subject relating to the duties ot 
their offices. 

Dr. CurminghaJlu Does this go out if we have no so-called constitutional executive 
offices? 

Urs. Hunter: That really is ~ nvolved in that section also. It is felt that this section 
1s unnecessary in terms of t~..., '_'+.her powers of the Governor. 

Mr. Mont@anery: I certainly think if we retain statewide elected offices, the governor 
ought to retain this authority, now. Not that he doesn't have the authority--but this 
gives the recipient the duty of res~::)nding. He is the chief executive officer and they 
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are the members ot his department. 

Mr. Sk1.ptCllI It is certainly a power that ,"OU don't take away very lightly, so I believe 
that we should consider it along with the pOW'ers of the governor. 

Mr. Montganery: There are two grants of authority in that section anyhOt-T, really the 
last section of that clause, "shall see that the laws. are fidttlfbUr·eX8C'lted:. It 7011� 
could always drop that out.� 

Dr. Cunningham: llTell, the answer to that is how do you do it?� 

Mr. MontganeJ71 To me that is the basic responsibility of the governor, and I 1'lould� 
like to see 1t retained.� 

Mr. f)k1.pton: What's the next one here? 

Mrs. Hunter: There's the whole question of the militia that JWbe ought to be examined 
with Article IX, the article on the militia. There is the 1JIIIled1ate question of the 
State Seal in Section 12 we might also consider. "There shall be a seal ot the state~
 
to be kept by the governor, and used by him official17." ,� 

Mr. Sk1.pton: I read a feature story on the state seal recently--seems it dates back to� 
the 19th century. It's in the Revised Code. The description of the seal put into the� 
Code was to end, all charlges.� 

Dr. Cunningham" Aren't Ulost seals in the possession of the secretary at· state?� 

Mrs. GertJ'l8r: I believe in Ohio it was in possession of the sec. of state until 1851� 
when it was put in possession of the governor. There is a research paper on it that� 
I'll make sure you all get.� 

Dr. Cunninghamt ~'hat was the reason tor changing it?� 

Mrs. Gertner. I don't believe that the reason for it was given at that time.� 

Representative Norris t Does your paper indicate what the reasons are in law that require� 
the use ot the seal? I wonder what use ot the seal is still required. We could search� 
the Code.� 

Mr. 3ld.pton. I think we should have a computer search on reterences to the seal.� 

Mr. Montganery. I would like to see it.� 

Mr. Sld.ptona Does the current Constitution just describe the seal•••does it reqilire� 
its use an,where?� 

Mrs. Hunter: It just says there shall be a seal, kept by the governor•••and used by 

•� 

• 

•� 
him officially, and it shall be called The Great Seal of the State ot Ohio. 

Mr. Skipton: Hell, from my point of view, we can just ignore it. • 
S26 I
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Representative Norris. I guess I would want to know whether there is something in the 
• statutes Hh1ch is based on its required usqge. 

•� 

Mr. Skipton: 'Te will get that search and make sure about that. From the standpoint of� 
constitutional revision, as long as there is no requirement about its usage in there"� 
the mere fact that it exists is no reason for it to be a requirement of the Constitution.� 
The onJ.y question I might have is whether it l<1ould delete any requirements for its use.� 

Dr. Cunninghams The only thing I know of would be extradition papers. 

Mr. Skipton. Well, we don't want to put any such requirements in the Constitution. 

• Mrs. Hunter: There are a rmmber of sections that were canmented on in the 19)0 Hilder 
Report in the chapter by Dr. Harvey i·Talker. Sec. 20 is probably related to section 6 
so maybe we want to postpone it, but it is the section which says the officers of the 
executive department and the public state institutions shall•••submit reports to the 
governor••which he shall transmit to the g.a.Hith his message. Dr. 'Ialker observed that 
this was better left to statute and that it wasn't being followed anywq, and that there 

•� was no point to its conclusion in the Constitution. But you might l..,ant to reserve thi~
 
until 1'18 get to the question about the officers.� 

•� 

Then, he also pointed out a number of sections, in Article XVI, which is the miscellaneous� 
article which seemed to be related to executive questions. Sec l--seat of the govt...�
this is something the lpcsislature would have the power to do anyway. Section 2 is the� 
provision on PUblic prilo\,.).ng. This. could be eliminated. Sec 3 requires ·the accounting� 
of receipts and expenditures as shall be provided by law. Dr. lIalker observed that this� 
is really related to finance and that the legislature can provide for this anywq. Is 
there any feeling on l<1hether that should be removed to finance? 

Representative Norris: If that were not there, the General lSSembly could still require 
it done. 

• 

• Mrs. Hunters ;";ec. 4 relates that no citizen shall be elected or appointed to any affice 
in the state unless he shall have the nualificatians of an elector, which would require 
residence •••a residence requirement even to be appointed to office. Dr. -Talker commented 
that the section seemed misplaced and also questioned exterrling the residence requirements 
to appointing somebody. 

• 

Mr. Montgomery: That is really limiting. T'Te"re had that t't-rice, in Gilligan and O'Neill 
administrations. Even 30 days is pretty bad \'lhen you want him right now. [Then you think 
about notice being given to a previous employer and this stuff, he could very well not 
have access to someone I s talents for two months. I think this should be eliminated 
except for elected offices. 

J-lr. !3ld.pton: Any others, Sally? 

Mrs. Hunter: ~be provision c:.. ~ -.T. duelists holding office. 

•� lIr. Skipton: lIe can do without Lhat.� 

•� 
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Mrs. Hunter: ~ect:ion 8 says there may be established in the secretary of state's office 
a bureau of statistics, and so forth. This at;ain the gereral assembly tTould have the • 
power to create withoutthe provision. I think that is all for the time being. There 
is this C1uestion on the militia, but I think that we whould wait and consider it all 
at the same time. 

Mr. Sld.pton: Sally, one other question I wish to raise. Of all the questions that we 
have outlined today, which would you like to see us consider at the October meeting? • 

Ur. Montgomery: "lIe got into succession the heaviest, didn't we? 

Dr. CUrmingh811U It seems succession and term of office because there have been dis
cussions about the nwnber of tems a governor can serve. 

Mr. Sld.pton: I will do that and also attempt to get one or two of the elected state • 
officials in to present their case. 

The next meeting of the committee will be held on ~tober 19th at 9130 a.m., the 
morning of the CCIIIIlission meeting. 

• 

•� 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Comrnissicn 
Legislative-Executive Canmittee 
October 19, 1972 

Summary of Meeting

• 

•� 

A meeting of the Legislative-Executive Canmittee was held in House Camnittee RoCllll� 
11 on OCtober 19, 1972 at 9 :)0 a.m. Attending the meeting were Chairman Skipton,� 
Senator Applegate, Representative Norris, Messrs. Montgomery and Shocknessy, and Dr.� 
CUnningham. Chairman Skipton told the Committee that the major purpose of the meeting� 
was to hear from Mrs. Donahey, the Treasurer of State at 10:00 and the Attorney GeDeral,� 
qilliam J. Brown, at 10:)0.� 

•� 
Hr. Skipton: Fe specifically asked them to give reasons and their views of hCM their� 
oftice should be treated in the constitution. Our assumption is of course that they� 
will recommend the continuance of their office as a constitutional elected statewide� 
office. We're hoping that lole will get some ideas that will allow us to fairly under�
stand and treat l·11th their nellS on these offices. In November we hope to hear the 

• 

Auditor and the Secretary of State on the subject of their constitutional offices, and 
in December, we will probably ask the Governor and the Lt. Governor to cane and speak. 
In January, we will start to make recanmeooations to the Commission, and my feeling is 
that the committee shoul· be able to complete its recommendations on the executive oftice 
no later than the March meeting. In other Hords, we should canplete the assignment 
that has been givan to us by that time. 

l'lrs. Donahey could not attend the meeting, and sent Hr. Brothers, and her deput7, 
Hr. 'Tayne daloon as representatives of the office of Treasurer of .State to express her 
views. 

• 

• Mr. Brothers: My name is Merrill Brothers. I am Counsel for Mrs. Gertrude T'l. Donahey, 
Treasurer of State, and with me is Mr. ~Jqne rIaloon, the deputy treasurer of the state 
of 01'40. 

Mr. Skipton introduced the committee. 

Mr. Brothers: r understand that we are here today in response to ~ request of the 
~gislative-ExecutiveCommittee of the Ohio Constitutional P.evision Commission, and a 
letter sent to us by Mr. John A.. Skipton, its chairman, asking the Treasurer of the 
State of Ohio to express her views with regard to the possibility of constitutional 
revision outlining in more detail the duties and responsibilities of the treasurer's 

•� office and as the duties relate to the other executive offices. I am here to report to 
you that l1rs. Donahey is pleased to cooperate with you in anyway that we can. ~he does 
have cane definite viewpoints with rebard to a constitut10na1 revision as pointed out 
in the letter for your use herr. She feels that the position of Treasurer of the ~tate 

of Ohio should be an elected CJl1l.ce as it is at the present time. She feels that any 
constitutional revision that clearly sets forth the relationship of the treasurer's 

•� office 'nth the auditor's offic..:l, ror example, lvhere we have a day to dlI:Y money check 
as it is, is good. "'~e now handle over forty different accounts under the statutes and 
the legislature did pin this down a 1it'~le bit more in 1968 lD.. th the enactment of 
Section 47450 02 which is a coverall se -tion to make sure that license fees are paid 

•� 



to the treasurer. iihen the treasurer receives these funds, she notifies the agencies 
of the licenses, and licenses can be issued or renewed. Mrs. Donahey feels that the 
checks and I)alances that are presented by the work between the treasurer's office and 
the auditor's office is a good thing that is an example of good government. It is not 
her intention to broaden the treasurer's duties or responsibilities, but that a more 
clear, delineated statement of the duties and responsibilities would- add to~t1l:1ei credit of 
the state of Ohio, and provide the people of the state ot Ohio with a better way of 
know1ll£ how the treasurer takes care of the money of the govt., which is the purpose 
of the ottice. ~nyt1me you have a clear cut standard to operate an office you have a 
good basis tor efficiency. Now ,,,e have at the end of this letter submitted for your 
reVieu language which could be used as a basis for arJ1' change that might be made in 
the Constitution. 1'e also believe that there should not be any constitutional revision 
having to do With the treasurer's office unless there would also be a deli118ation of the 
auditor's ottice, the atty. gen., etc. 

Dr. CunniIli,hama \Jhy should the office be elective, rather than maintaining the respon
si.ility ot accounting by a post-auditi 

Hr. Brothers. The two most important thi~s in govt. ,re the rights of people and 
what's happening to their mOBBY. -Ie don't think there's anything l-lrong with the peaple 
selecting the custodian of their money and having the i'ight to point to that custodian 
when they don't think it's right. 

Dr. Cunningham. If they have the time, the place and the circumstance, or the abilities 
to know all the details·-but the expertise necessary for that is usually not in the 
competence of the so-called masses--they have to rely on sanebody with confidence .. 

III'. Brothers a T fell, we are at loggerheads, doctor, but I'll giva you an example. I 
was a candidate for the supreme court on three different occasions and they rejected 
me three different times--not-T I don't want anybody telling me that the people don't mow 
what they are doing. 

Dr, CUnningham\ 11ell, I'm not saying that the people don't mow "That they are doing-
that is in the area in 'oJhich they are competent, but I don't think the people have 
canpetence in every area. For instance, I l-louldn't go out and on the corner of High St. 
get the first person that came by the carve out my liver if I had a liver malady. I'd 
look for the very best internal medicine man and the very best surbeon in tOt-m. And 
that's exactly ""hat I mean. "\ e have a tendency to overestimate the mystique of the masses 
and pass the buck. The second question is, why can't the legislature in carryiIlE; out 
the legislative mandate have the representatives of the people delineate your problem. 

Mr. rrothers: Oh, they can, doctor, and have. 

Dr. Cunninghamr Exactly--why burden down the Constitution forevermore uith that ldnd 
ot matter? 

Mr. Brothers: The only thing that comes to mind is this--the governor of the state 
seems to think that the atty. gen. and the auditor and the treasurer are depts. of the 
governor's office. .my"thing that can be done to set forth that the treasurer's office 
is elected and is respons Lble for certain things aside and apart fran all other de
partments of the government would be desirable. Now you understand me, doctor, I don r t 
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care if they never change what's in the constitution right nOt1T. I am here only to say 
that our attitude is that pe are trilling to cooperate and if you are going to change 
it, change it €;ood. Because this 1s very difficult to put in language as you said-
the step by step procedures--but that 1s not Hhat's indicated here. 

Dr. Cunningham: I think the legislators, chosen by the people, have more time and 
competence to do that than make that decision in tems of the people themselves. 

Hr. Brothers: They've got some forty sections here (in the revised dode) where it is 
actually done. /1.1l of the different accounts and things that we handle and how 1-1e 

handle them have been set up by thelegislature. I have a list of than. 

Dr. Cunningham: You have said tHo thingri--first that theoffice be elective,and second.. 
that it be completely delineated in the document. 

Mr. Brothers, Oh, no, if you will read the language that I have prepared there for you 
as a starter, you will find that it simply says that the treasurer would be the custodian 
of all state monies and all income from any source from anyplace supported in l\Thole or 
in part by govt. funds, to ....e accounted for on a daily basis and to be checked out on a 
daily basis with the auditor's office. It is not intended that there should be a 
constitutional change, at least from us, that lTould spell out each am every move that 
we make, but it would clear up in sane areas some of the things that go in these rotary 
funds and 0ther functions ~a the state where people are ~rri.ting and then honori~ their 
mm vouchers. 

11ep. Norris: Mr. Chairman, just a couple of questions. Herrill, about the laIlbuage 
that you propose--just your general concept. I assume you're advocating a change of 
bringil1{; the collection of the state income tax back into the treasurer's office. Is 
that correct? 

Mr. Brothers: Well, that set-up is actually a play on words, really. The checks are 
made out to Ursa Donahey, the treasurer. The taxation dept. collects then and sends 
them over to us. The only complaint that He registered at that time t-las that the state 
was going to lose money this l'1ay because of the time lag betHeen the tax COJm1issioner' s 
people get the money and when we get it, and that's true, but nm1, I don't care to go 
into it that much, but we have the same amount of work to do under the present arrange
ments, except that instead of openinu the mail, as we do lrith all the others, getting 
the money to the bank the same day, or the checks to the bank the same day, and sending 
the papert'1ork to the agency involved, now the papert\Tork goes to the tax commissioner's 
office and we don't get it until they're ready to send it. 

Rep. Norris. So you really don't see that this would change that procedure. 

Hr. Brothers: No, not this, be~ause you see the treasurer is being paid. The check 
has to be made out to her. 

Rep. Norris: You mentioned being 0ustodian for all agencies--tuo examples and I I d like 
you to comment on them. First state universities-

11r. Drothers t This t-lould change the situation with the state universities. 
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Rep. Norris: You would be the custodian of funds for the state universities. 

Mr. Brothers: They would have to do just like every other agency and dept. of govt. 
that operates on state funds. I don't feel that there's anything holy about the 
universities-wand I think that they "hould be more than ,dlling to provide the same 
standards as all the other depts. of govt. and particularly with regard to those rotary 
funds. 

Rep. Norris: Ohio, of course, has a system of private colleges. At the present time 
I don't think of examples of direct support although we certainly have examples of in
direct support, tuition grants to students. But let's assume that as may very \1e1l be 
possible, that the state makes a direct grant to them, but doesn't really control them 
a~ay. Now would. the fact that the state is making a direct grant to them, and in 
other words, sUPportillb them in part, require that the treasurer becomes the custodian 
of All the funds. 

Hr. BrotherSI Ti'ranldy, I didn't think of this situation. It would be my off-hand 
opinion that t' at H'OUld. not be necessaryJ llarticularly if the grants sent to students 
because there's a difference bBWween the operation of the university--the cost of 
maintaining it. NCM on the grant, directly to the school, you might have to switch 
sane commas around for that, but I didn't think of the situation--I didn't know of it, 
in tact. 

'Rep. Norris. The dividillL line would be essentially one of control--the state would 
have to have control over the aLeney I asswne, before you would teel that you ought to 
manage its finame affairs. 

Mr. Brothers: That's correct. 

Mr. Uontganery'l I would just like to mOt·r if you could tell us in hClt'1 many states 
the treasurer is elected. 

r1r. Brothers: I am sorry that I don't have that canplete information with me, but I 
can brill{; it to you. . ~e have made a run down on all the states-wit was in connection 
with the deposit of money in state banks. 

Hr. C;hocknessy: The couneil of state govermnents would have that information. 

Mrs. Gertner: ,Te've had that information before but I do not have that r.esearch paper 
\dth me-won (":tate Eledted Officials. 

nep. Norris: Uong the same lines as universities and colleges, how atJout school • 
districts? Because of course many of our public school districts receive more than half 
their funds from the state. 

itr. Brothers: !\gain I did not take that into consideration. 'Ie intend to deal with 
income from places that belo% to and are supported by the state. There's nothing holy 
about this language. It's just a starter for you, if you want it at all.. • 

Mr. Sld.pton: It's this same old problem--defining your tenns--what is an agency in 
the state of Ohio? 
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Mr. l1ontgomery: The rationale for elected officials stateH'ide, being described at 
least aanel-lhat in general, in the constitution makes some sense. If it isn't going to 
be elected, if it is going to be appointed by the governor, then it isn't necessary. 
But if He leave thine;s like they are it probably ~Tould avoid some conflict--not only in 
the treasurer's office but in the other elected offices as well. The constitution is 
perfectly silent on duties. 

Mr. Brothers a It's my personal opinion that the treasurer cauld continue to operate 
under the constitution as it nmv exists. 

Mr. l1ontgomeryt The fact that no duties are described, though--you 1re telling us does 
create some conflicts. 

Hr. Brothers I It could and probal-)ly does. If the constitution said exactly hew things 
are to be done, if she were the custodian of all the funds, as I have in here, it would 
be a g 'od guide for the legislature on any bills that they have. .fe would know when 
we get around to the paying end of this exactly what would happen. It wouldn't hurt 
a thing--absolutely nothing. 

Dr. Cunningham: From a fisc a1 standpoint, ~rhy c ouldn't the director of finance do 
exactly Hhat the treasurer does--the same thing, vith a post-aUdit. I don't ~"1ant to 
involve the auditor in 0 1 1iscussion because l-Te're talking about the treasurer which 
really is a comptroller function. 

Mr. Brothers: Just l'1hat are you talking about on a post-audit, doctor? 

Dr. CunniIl{,hamz Hhat I am sayillb :DS *hat does the treasurer do, or as you propose the 
treasurer to do, as an elected officer, that a director of finance could not do as an 
administrative official, !lith an appropriate post-audit? That I don't think you have 
sustained a~ a matter of your thesis. 

r1r. Prothers I T'Yell, the anar'rer to your question is you could turn the whole th1% over 
to Ohio lJational 'lank if you wanted to. The question is ,.,ho do you want to handle it? 
It's goinli:, to be handled in much the same way, the question is l..rho do you want to 
handle it. Do you '·1Qnt the bovernor to appoint somebodJr there or do you w·ant the 
people to have somebody lrith responsibility to them? 

Dr. CunninGham: Not a.t all. Not if you put the responsibility in a post-audit. AM 
the poat-audit has the responsibility, and you define it. 

Mr. Brothers: You l-Tould have an of:fice of post-auditor--I don't understand. 

Dr. Cunningham: A nost-auditor "rho post-aUdits all the account.s. The money liOUId cane 
1n--be appropriated, and then (l~"t>ursed--that's the function of the post-aUditor. 

Mr. Brothers: !.rho l-lould write the checks under your arrangement? 

Dr. Cunn1llbham: The disbursing officer of the dept. of finance. 

Mr. Brothersl Then you don't lo1ant an a·1ditor either. 

•� 
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Dr. Cunningham: A pre-auditor, yes, to be sure that the money is being disbursed 
according to the budget or accordiDf', to the law as it is interpreted. You don't need 
a treasurer to interpret the law--your attorney general is constituted for that. 

l1r. Brothersa nell, I see l'ihat you are getting at. "Jhat you would have then would 
be sanebod1 under the governor who would write the audit vouchers for the expenditure 
of meaay and the finance director \orould see to it that they are paid, "hich would 
replace an independent agency--the auditor of the state--Writing the checks upon the 
completion of the proper voucher and the treasurer of Atate honoring what is presented 
the same. 

Dr. Cunningham: You'd better have proper vouchers there because it he didn~t, the post 
auditor lo1ould certainly jump down his throat come post-audit time, which would be 
annually, or Whatever was required. 

Hr. Brothers: You would then be creating one otfice ani dropping two. It's a question 
,tho do you want to handle your money? 

Dr. Cunninbham: But you're talkil'lf, about pinpointing responsibility, and that's exactly 
,-ihat I 'm doi~ •. Also, you would hold the governor responsible it something went hay
'·rire with the system, l"Mch you can't do now because he passes the buck to the elected 
officers. 

Ur. Brothers: ;Ie don't have that problem because they have to present a proper voucher 
tor expend!ture! out ot a proper fund to the auditor before a check is even wr1tten. 

Dr. CUnningh8l1U Then why elect him? 

Mr. Brothers t Then '(orhy not? 

Dr. Cunningham: Appoint him and let him go on about his business, on the basis of 
competence as an accountant, as a lal-:yer, as a budgeter, on the basis of his adminis
trative expertise and not as a "politiciann , republican or democrat. What difference 
does it make? 

Hr. Brothers: Let me say this to you. 'iTe're a ~ billion dollar operation in the 
treasurer's office am daily l'ie come out even with the auditor's office. You find a.I\V 
~ billion dollar operation that is in private corporations and they won't account for 
their money as well as we do for ours. 

Dr. Cunningham: Even a bank teller has to account for every pelmy that is put into 
his cash box in the a.m. 

Mr. Brothers: I'm not really at odds lIith you, because I just wanted to make sure what 
yOu were talking about. I think it boils down to who do you want to do it. 

Dr. Cunningham, I'm not opposed to elecU!\> anybody, but I an opposed to the principle 
of dispersing of responsibility and giving bedsheet ballots to the masses like we are 
doing at our American primaries in this state and in every other state at a time \-Then 
people neither have the time or the ability to find out who they are or haw competent 
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they've bean in their office. They can't even, in the final analrsis, rely on the label 
Republiean or Democrat. 

Mr. :3rothers: But those are the people t-le 1-1ork for and this is their government and 
they have a right ' rhether they are ignorant like you say they are Dr not to vote for 
who they uant to handle their money. There never l-rill be a day in this country when 
the people aren't smarter than the politicians or the govt. officials, and I don't 
care where you go to get them. Some people would like to have it that only C.P.A.' s 
could be candidates for auditor and only top-notch executives. r,Te're supposed to be 
a goverment from the people--I think that the people have done a brest job running the 
govt. We need specialists in this day like we need a hole in the head. We need somebod1' 
that can communicate with the people, and if maybe they don't know what is going on, 
if they aSk, we ought to be able to tell them•. And I don't think kindly of people that 
knm-J all of the intricacies of some high level profession and don't know heM to tie 
their necktie. This is a people corporation, not a specialist corporation, and it's 
done a fine job. 

Mr. Shocknessy1 He have to balance efficiency in government and efficiency as modified 
by our concept of democracy--govt. caning up from the people. 'nd we can theorize 
about it all we like--but eventually l'1e will have to take a position, but this is related 
to philosophy of which is better govt. I don't ever use the "Tord "masses," but a~how, 

that's what the confrontation on the table is I think. 

Hr. Brothers: l1e' re not selling constitutional changes--neither are we bucking cons
titutional changes--but t'le Hould take the position that in government throughout the 
century it's been good govt. to have checks and balances. If the Constitution is to 
be changed, set up good standards that He can live by and that the legislature can 
use as a tuide in their t-lork. 

Hr.'lhocknessy: 'ell, I think all we can do is just about t-lhat you said: exercise 
our best judgment in making our reconunendations, and I think that maybe this cOJl'll1ission 
does have a reaponsibility to choose a philosophical concept about ..mat is intended in 
our system. I think we have to pay respect to the tradition of our system as it haa 
evolved over the centuries. That's all I have to say. 

I1r. ~kipton: Are there any other questions'Z We appreciate your coming, lIr. Brothers. 

1-11'. Brothers: I appreciate the opportunity to be here. 

Mr. l1ontgomery: Can l-le get the information about how many treasurers are elected? 

Mrs. Hunters It is in one of the studies and I'll try to find out. 

Mr. Skiptont The attorney general has arrived, and vTe nill introdUce him at this time.-

Mr. Brawn: I understand the ...'eason that 11e are assembled here today is to discuss the 
'Problem whether the attorney gew~ra::' should be elected or appointed. The atty. general's 
office is much more than meets ;'re eye--as most people who are familiar with govt. can 
tell you. Number 1, we not only represent the governor but He represent the legisla
ture; we represent all the officials in the executive side of the govt. We also repre
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sent the Bupreme oourt. But, because of the way the oourts are nOt'1 interpreting the 
Constitution, there is also the oanrnon laH pOtIer of the atty. generall'ihioh makes the 
atty. general the atty. far the people. '\nd he oert&1nly cannot be answerable to one 
person. He also represent in a fUnotional manner the various facets of local, oounty, 
and oity gov1t., because of our opinions 1Iibat we must write for the various political 
subdivisions that may be requested by a local oounty proseoutor. TTe also have muoh 
authority in the area of investigative l'1ork and are also tenned as the watchdogs for 
state govt. As of right now we have 42 attorneys general, and 8 that are appointed in 
various manners. Sane are appointed by the supreme court. Pennsylvania's is appointed 
by 1Iw Governor. Bome are appointed by the legislature. NOti' 'oJhoever does the appoint
ing is of oourse going to appoint one of their own philosophy, and I think that the 
atty. general, because of the funotions that he plays in govt., must have his own inde'. 
pendent philosophy--he oan't be answerable to anyone facet of govt. He must be answer
able to the people of the state of Ohio. 

Dr. Cunningham: You use the tenn responsibility in tloJO senses when Fou say you would 
then be responsible to the governor and now you are responsible to the peeple. Because 
afteraU the ultimate responsibility is to the people even if appointed. You presup
pose that an atty. general has discretion, like the lef,islature has, when as a matter 
of fact there is very little disoretion involved. You simply enforce the law as it is 
written. 

Mr. BrCM1: I disagree. Number 1, there are quite a few different interpretations of 
the law. Number 2, the philosophy of the atty. general's office is geared to the man 
who is there. Of oourse it li'ould be democrat or republican acoording to the Governor 
if he were appointed. Certainly Governor Gilligan ,.,ould never have appointed Eill 
Saxbe. The trend is getting aTt1ay from appointing the atty. general. I can't give you 
the exact dates, but many, many years ago, the atty. general was appointed in nearly . 
all the states, am it is now going the other way because of the various powers he has 
and the use of the atty. general, whioh has oaused the people to say we ,.,ant this fellow 
eleoted 80 that he doesn't have to answer to anyone but the people. I am my own man, and 
I think every atty. general that has been in this office has been his own man. I answer 
only to the people, and if the governor is ,.,rong or the secretary of state is wrong, 
or the treasurer is wrong, I tell them. 

Dr. Cuzmingham: Please give me an example of one thing that you do that is purely 
discretionary that is not beyond the disoretion of an administrative officer according 
to statutory or oonstitutional lawo 

Mr. Browns I ''1111 give you in one area such as environment. 1'1e have what we call a 
'-Tater Pollution-Air Pollution Control Board, but we have used the canmon law power ot 
the attorney general to bring actions not only for the betterment of the environment 
but also in the area of consumer problems--we are the people that are doing the best we 
possibly oould in the area of consumer law to assist the consumer in getting the best 
for his dollar. In the area of la,., enforoement, state f;ovt. hasn't been very responsive 
in the area of drug investigation. i fe ha~ been fairly rt;sponsive in the area of re.. 
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habilltation and education, but nOt1, due to the atty. ~eneral's offioe, l.,e have fielded 
a crew of undercover agents to assist local law enforcement. N<Jf there's no constitu •tional basis for this--this oanes from here. 

Dr. Cunningham. No, it comes from the law; enforcing the law as it is written. 
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Mr. :1hoclmessy: I want to make a rather E;eneral conment about the attorney general. 
Senator Bricker has told me that he considers his service as atty. general the most 
satisfying of any of his public service. NetoJ' I disagree that the office of atty. 
general does not provide great scope in the exercise of jud{,ment. JudGment does control 
the exercise of la,,' as enunciated in the Constitution. The development of the law in 
this country has been the development of law as judgment was exercised and the law 
interpreted. fJur Constitution t'louldn't have survived unless it had been subject to 
changes of interpretation and wisdom derived fran experience and judgment. Now with 
respect to what the atty. general does, the atty. general of Ohio is the supreme court 
of Ohio until the coutt speaks. The atty. general of Ohio is cAlled upon to give 
opinions and those opinions are binding and they are authoritative and they are pedes
tals upon l'1hich la~", proceeds until a court says otherwise. Now I think those judgments 
are the free exercise of net merely the lalowledge but the "n.sdan and experience of the 
atty. general. I for one would hesitate to subject the atty. general to the control 
of the executive. Another way that you could say it--I think the chief executive needs 
indeperxlent advice, he needs independent advice from saneone who is in no respect 
responsible to him, someone who when he Halks into the door of the executive office, 
the governor lmows, is going to tell him what he believes, not Hhat the governor wants 
to hear. And I think o~- an independent officer can do that. The chief legal officer 
of any organization and the chief autitor both should be independent of the executive. 
The executi.ve has every I'esponsibility and should get independent advice fran his legal 
officers. 

1ep. Norris: He've only really talked about the atty. general's status as a consti
tutional officer. Do you have any opinion as to ~lhether or not the provision in the 
Constitution dealing t-rith the atty. general ou~t to be expanded in any regard?--so far 
as further delineating the duties of your offic~ or is that something that could be 
done by the general assembly? Are you satisfied t,n.th what's in there, I guess, is 
what I fm saying or do you have further suggestions? 

i"r. Brown: I Hill be happy to supply this commission ~rith that answer. I am not 
prepared to shoot from the hip today. It has been our policy because of mistakes in 
the past, to think about such things. I could probably rattle off thirty things right 
nQtol, and I'd go home and tomorroH morning, I would say I shouldn't have said all 
thAt. If you l10uld like for our office to prepare suggestions for this commission as 
to the scope of what the atty r;eneral's office does or should do--if you would want 
that--we would be glad to assist you in ~lay possible. 

Mr. Skipton: I don't believe that l-le're asking you for that--it's if you think that 
would be desirable and what you think would be desirable. 

~?ep. Norris: I 1m thinking just about constitutional area--not from scope from a 
legislative standpoint, and maybe all you'll tell us is that you are satisfied With 
what is in there. 

1'1r. Brownt I'll take that back to my office, and we'll certainly discuss it, and we 
will give you an answer, but as vi right nat."., I don't believe that it uould be best to 
give you an anSW'er. 

l1r. r-1ontgomeryr Just to amplify that ~ -:>i.Dt, the authority Hould come from three 
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possible sources--the Constitution, which is silent; and the stat~tes; and the third 
is this Cam'lon lal., pOlfcr Hb1ch intri~ues me. ;'hat is the scope of this canmon law 
power? 

Mr. Drown' "'his power is not one that has been defined completely yet. You'd have 
to pull from the statutory powers molded with the common lal-1 powers, and go from there. 
There are various areas. 'Te are now pondering research in the area of civil rie.hts. 

Ur. Montgomery, It "Tould seem to me thnt any public official could take on to himself 
common lal-T powers which are as Ur. "hocknessy said, an extension of judgment, and you 
can develop your own pI1lvate police force. 

Mr. Braum No, that's not true. There is no statutory authority for a direct por.,er. 
But this is an area of lmat ''Ie 't~ould call judgment--the legislature does control the 
pursestrings, but it is up to the elected official and his philosophy to where he 
would like to allocate his resources which lolere given to him by the legislature. The 
legislature does not specify in which directions the grant they authorize should go-
the legislature authorizes a block of money and then it is up to the individual office 
holder and his philosophy to decide uhere the money lrill go--he allocates the funds 
where he sees there are various areas :le t10uld like to see worked on. Prior to July 
14th we Here using licensing laws as consumer protection la'fs--we felt a company was not 
doiJlt, service to the people. Now we have a better law. In conflict of interest, Ohio 
has sane moderate legislation, and we abain used the antitrust theory under the common 
law to file suit against a trustee doom at Ohio University. 

Hr. GhOCkneASy: The atty. general is the le{1al officer of the state, and he isn't a 
police officer, except as police authority may be conferred on him. And these inves
tif,ators are ancillary to your office. But ~'Te get a little far afield Hhen we talk 
about common lal'1 power in these offices. I think these offices are limited to what 
the Constitution and the code say. I don't kneM. I can't recall anyplace "There that 
code gives canmon law authority to a public official. T!hat we concern ourselves l'dth 
is the integrity of the office as it is ~efined in the Constitution and in the code 
and what other pat-1ers or limitations this\pommission may want to recommend with ftspect 
to the office in the Constitution. 

Dr. Cunningham: }fy point could simply be Bu.'l'IJrled up in a few words. The atty. general's 
an adviser, not a judicial officer as judicial officers are defined. He uses discretion 
as everyone uses discretion. But he isn't usiIlb the kind of discretion I'm talking 
about "'1hen you talk about the discretion of an elected officer. He doesn't have it. 

Mr. Shoclmessy: He is a quasi-judicial officer. 

Mr. Sldpton: 'here do the patfers to prosecute come from in the atty. general's office? 

Mr. Brown: These are statutory powers. To prosecute in the criminal areas 11i th the 
exception of conspiracy to defraud the state, Hhich has 'never been used, they're limited 
to where the goveruor Hould ask us to intervene. 

ITr. Mont~omery: You never bring a direct criminal action, do you? 

Mrl! Brown, Yes, we do, but the pat..,er to do the.t is very limited. 
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Mr. ~kipton: For example, you mentioned this one firm that you brou~ht under licensing 
securities, did you really initiate that or did the licensing dept. request you to? 

Mr. Br01mt The licensinb dept., the securities division, let us use their name. 

• Hr. Skipton: I get your point. [my other questions for IIr. Brm-m? 

r1r. Brown: Thank you very much for listening. Feel free to contact iiTY office if you 
need more help, individually or as a commission. 

• Mr. Skipton: You might be interested in our schedule, i1r. Brown. Our schedule calls 
for this committee to complete its research function probably during December, and in 
January, the committee '-7111 probably bei:,in to act on specific recOllUTlendations for 
chanbes" 60 if there is any additional suggestions that you "11sh to make particularly 
in terms of revamping language or giving this committee your rationale for your point 
of view, we would appreciate having them just as soon after the first of January as 

• possible. 

Dr. Cunni~hanu nne more Guestion for the atty. general. "ould you personally object 
to being chosen by the supreme court of the state, as atty. beneral of the state" and 
either you or they desibnate from a competent list of lawyers--your deputies? 

• Mr. BrO\m: Do you mean that the supreme court would appoint my deputies? 

Dr. CUnningham: Yes, and yourself. 

lo1r. Crown: Yes, I 't'lould. Because I am not anSl'1erable to the supreme court. I am 
answerable to the people of the state of Ohio. If I were appointed by the supreme 

• court then I i'lould be renecting the supreme court's philosophy. 

}1r. t;hocknessy: I don't think the judiciary ought to appoint the executive dept. 
officers. I offer that as response. I think it uould be a violation of the principle 
of separation of pouers. 

• Mr. Skipton: Thanks to the atty. general for camiI1f;. I think we can continue our 
discussion without him. This is interesting. Sally is boing to do some research on 
the common law powers of the atty. beneral. 

Dr. CUnningham: Preferably the supreme court should enunciate it as within the juris
diction of the state, as the common law principle.

• Mr. 'ldpton: Anybody like to elaborate a little in reaction to the presentations we 
had this a.m. 

Dr. Cunningham: Uell, I dOl,'oL think the att~,.. general supported his thesis, that the 
atty. general has to be elected for same mystical reasons. 

• lolr. lIontgomery: ;lhether or not we go the full step and make them appointive officers, 
the Constitution should not be silcat on their duties. It's a: matter of how far you 
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,·rant to go. But this business of saying nothing begs this philosophy of CanDlon law and 
such. and we're going to create super pOtTers in €;ovt. where none were ever intended. 

Mr. ~ld.ptont I '''ould agree to that. I don't '·1ant to delineate all their duties--but 
this relationship. C)aUy, do you think you can draft a statement of their views fran 
what \ole'va heard? 

Mr. llontganery. This thing about using licensing authority--it's dangerous. He was 
taking it upon himself for initial criminal jurisdiction. 

Mr. Sldptont What about the legislature conferr1~ duties on the atty. general as 
recently? 

Rep. Norris. ':ell,'I think a lot of that is the result of there being no where else 
to put it. He had a dept. of public safety bill, but it did not pass and there is no 
place ,.,ithin the executive branch for sane laH enforcement function. Many of the 
functions that I have had in legislation delegating functions to the atty. general De 
a result of having no uhere else to put them. All those investigatory powers in the 
organized crime control act I would have placed in a dept. ot public safety. 

Mr. SldptoQt Fe're talking about philosophy here. I feel that there should be more 
than one elected state officer. ,'\fterall. we've used our elective system here as 
proving grounds for many candidates. I'd like to have a few choices before you put the 
(:,111 in a really powerful spot. 

Rep. Norris t Uell. nou~ and I have been here together at least two times--when you have 
a very strong bovemor with control of both house of the g.a. and every elected official 
of the 8eme party and there ~Tere a lot of thillgs that didn't happen that 'fould have 
happened in my opinion if those state officials were appointed offices. even thQlgh they 
were in the same partY'. 

Hr. Montgomery t If we could get the ministerial people out and focus on the policy . 
maldng people. 

Rep. Norris: I have sane flexibility about the office of treasurer. 

Dr. Cunningham. Historically, the atty. general has been elected, tdthout rhyme or 
reaaon. 

Mr. Skipton: If you make him an appointive officer, the govemor could appoint his 
own successor when he was aware that );.1e was incanpetent. 

Mr. l10ntganeryr There are some parallels that you can drm" to the federal govt. but 
the state system is so involved that you can't draw any. Ua.D¥ of the depts. are taking 
on legal counsel in addition to the attorney general's office 80 maybe this ian' t too 
bad. l-iaybe we should make him a quasi-enforcement officer and al105'T legal advice to 
come fran le~al counsel. lJy that device l1e'd be tald.ng 8Hay his function a8 an 
adVisor to state g'vernment. 
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Dr. Cunningham: \-fell, ue shouldn't put any limit on the number of executive departments 
because you can't anticipate need. 

lir. Skipton: I believe that '·fe probably ni1l let into this allocation function. The 
•� next meeting l'1i11 be on November 16, 1912, at 9:)0 ll.•m. in House Canmittee Roan 11, 

and we'll hope to hear from the Auditor and the l.'!ecretary of state. 
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Ohio Constitutional ~vision Commiseion 
Ispelative-Executive Canmittee 
November 16, 1912 

Summary ot Meeting 

A meeting of the Legislative-Executive Committee was held on November 16) 1912 in 
House Ccrnmittee Room 11 at 9:30 a.m. Attending were Chairman Skipton and Mr. tlontgomery. 
Mrs. Hunter and Hrs. Gertner of the staff Here also present. Present to make remarks 
on statewide constitutional elected offices were Mr. George Farris and Hr. Janes Harsh, 
representing the office of the Secretary of State, and the Honorable Joseph T. Ferguson, 
Auditor of State. 

Mr. Skipton asked l1r. Farris to present his opinions on the office of Secretary� 
of State.� 

Mr. Farriee Uost of the secretaries of state in the U.S. are elected, although quite a 
number of them are appointed. I guess the prime one where they are appointed is in 
N.Y., appointed by the Governor. I was very much surprised to find the variance in dutieq 
of the sec. of state. Most do conduct the filing of corporations as we do here in Ohio,' 
although a large number do not. In ma1l3" cases there is a special commission. There was 
a time when most of the secretary of states sold license plates. The gov. took this 
away fran the sec. of state in Ohio because the licensing section was viewed as being 
the basis of a very strong political organization, and it does have those possibilities-- . 
it's almost like the probate judge and his appointment of appraisers. lfany sec. of state, 
still sell license plates.-many of them do not. The operation of election laws--all 
secretarys of state in the U.3. as far as I know have some function in connection with 
the election lawe--although, for instance in California, the secretary of state is a 
statistician and that is about all. Zlections are run by a cOlllllission in districts. 
About the only thing that the secretary of state in California does is to get t~ether 
the final totals. 

I think the Sec. of ~tate should be an elected official. I think that in the process 
of an overcrowded ballot--which is the thing that bothers everybody--the very few number 
of state officials which we present to the popul:,ce is not a large contributing factor 
even to the voter. But I am of the opinion that we ought to have saneplace in uhich a 
man grows in this political system and one l1ay of doillb that is to have other political 
offices than that of the governor. I was sorry to see Congress abolish having a cong.. 
ressman-at-large. There ought to be someplace tmere a bright young man who we don't 
know what he is going to be like should be able to run a statewide campai.{;n. I 'm BOrry 
that it is now impossible to do so. I remember a statement of Fred Johnson's,,-which I 
consider classic--he said if we could have for Govemor the man we naninated, we'd be 
all right--but something happens to him by the time 'fe elect him governor. I know What 
you're like as an individual, I don't knot'1 what you're going to be like 1£ you suddenly 
get elected attorney general. I have to watch and I can't tell until I see. I l'fould 
prefer that our US ~enators and our governors be people 1'Tho have worked their uay 
S;hroUgh other elected offices-..l would teel much more at ease when I retire ~Ii th my 
state and my govt. in the hands of people l.mO have gone through it, and for this reason 
I am primarily against the process of canbining these offices. It does give us 
independence. 
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If the secretary of state by any constitut.i.onal ~~llenanent should be made an appointive 
officer, then some move should be made to move the elections under sane other form of 
control. I do not believe that the present control that the secretary of state has over 
elections should be added to the additional pm-7ers of the t,overnor. I think if' there wc1tS 
~ idea of combiniIl{; the offices then the whole election operation ought to be moved ' 
to some form of canmission-some form of an independent nature, subject to control, 
possibly by the 6ovemor. You can make sane tremendous errors in the moving of re6pons'"! 
ib1lity. I don't mow if you remember, but the Auditor of Illinoi~--if they hadn't cau€:.41f 
him, he probably would have bankrupted the state. He "1as able to do so because Illinois" 
had a system of govt. which didn't have proper checks and balances. ~s you remember, , 
he was not only Auditor but had complete control of the charitable trust fund-he Has in 
fact the BUpt of banks, and he was the Auditor of his own position. Somebody ought to 
be 1n an independent position, to check on the powers of another. 

Now, functions of the secretary of state, basically. In the constitution at the present 
time, outside of this provision about statistics and the fact that the sec. of state is 0tl 
the apportionment board, which they just happened to throw in, basically' our office is _. 
like the rest of them, outside of the governor--the constitution doesn't tell you. any
thing. \9 a result, these officers, such as the sec. of state, and even the treasurer, are 
subject to politics, and I have a feeling that maybe sane rather broad scope of control' , 
on the legislature should be made in condition to the sec. of state t s office responsibili~r~ 

I'll give you some examples where I think we have sane thitl€,s badly located. Basically, 
we are a licensing agen( _" If we are going to continue to be a licensing agency, as we 
were traditionally, we should have all licensiD€ pCMers. Or if they are going to put 
some in the dept. of canmerce, they should put it all there. Because all the people who 
write to us from out of state think that He are the licensing agency. I think that the 
secretary of state ought to control those things which are statistical in nature and I 
think this is the ,-ray it is. We keep the original oonstitution; we keep as you mow 
the enrolled and the engrossed bills, and we are responsible far certifying laws passed 
by the legislature. This is, I think, secretarial in nature--lie do keep records of the 
conunissions issued by the governor--and we keep records of the lobbyists" and I think 
this is secretarial in nature. But I think tha* all the things which are secretarial 
in nature and are being done around the state probably should be consolidated into the 
secretary of state's office along this line. One very good bill uhich we got passed 
asked for a lot of money and we couldn't get the aporopriationa" so we had to get the 
governor to turn it down--was to let us be the administrative officer for professional 
corporations--doctars, dentists, lawyers-because then basically we would be the record 
keeper" so then you could write us, is the man a doctor or a dentist-I think all those 
things where you are requiring certified copies of official documents, a person author
ized to certify this man is a duly qualified or elected person, or duly appointed by 
the governor, em any type of organization or anything which requires state approval-
possibly should be assigned to the sec. of state's office as the basic ideao Now 
corporations--a dozen different things on it. Should you canbine franchises and tax 
division? Franchises and corporations ;'Iark pretty close tOGether. Another element in 
the corporation law is the d:f -~j tJion of securities. A lm"yer finds out in the basic 
idea of getting a corporation started, we're going to run him through three places, 
basically" we have duplicate lists and duplicate cards. J\n econany would possib17 be 
a consolidation of the three, 'dth the basic function someplace but a record keeping 
centralization. Did you ever try to get a dissolution-we'll run you all over this 
town, because there is no central set-up, and releases are required. to be made. Ibis 
is ~ general idea of th18~ 
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Mr. Montgcme171 Do you think that the Sec. of State's office should be elaborated on� 
in the Constitution itself?� 

Mr. Farris t I think there should be some general constitutional areas so if at some� 
future time the legislature puts something in a ridiculous spot, you possibly would have� 
SOllll8 idea of saying that this is unconstitutional. Record keeping facilities, that is� 

','hat I am talki~ about. You see, it's like being the director of canmerce. If the 
Governor li'ants to, the director of commerce is the most powerful man in the Governor's 
cabinet. But if the governor doesn't want him, he doesn't have anything to do. You 
just take all these a€;encies under the dep.t of camnerce and have them report to the 
t.,overn.or's office. But basically ~·re have in mind that the director of camnerce is the 
most pOt..,erful man the governor has to appoint, with all these agencies under him. But 
if the govemor doesn't desire to have it such a way, he can be the biggest appointee 
that haa a secretary' and that's all and that is the whole busibess. All I CIIl saying is 
that knOiling the whims of the legislature, there ought to be sane way of referring to 
this record keepi~, the keepsr of the official records. 

Mr. ilontganeryl One thing is that at the local level elections are bipartisan--this 1s� 
an apparent inconsistency.� 

Mr. Farriss It's bipartisan 811 the way. You just have one man--haw can you bipartisan� 
one man..-you're stuck on this~ ActuaJ.ly, we apparently gave up on the idea of finding� 
a non-partisan person to conduct elections--there isn't arrr such animal, so we €;ave up,� 
'md IIa1d, basically, we 'have two parties, and everybody fights. I don't knOt" what would� 
happen it we got five parties and there's a possibility that one of these days we will.� 
wcld.ly, we're back to two, but suppose we really had three strong parties, boards of� 
elections themselves would be very difficult.� 

Mr. Harsh: I think our elections system has in it sufficient checks and balances that 
nebexV' can really steal elections now, and that's probably the way it should be. Just 
to elaborate a little bit on what George said, I think the sec. of state's position is 
that his office should be elective. If you decide to amend theconstitution to specify 
the duties of the office, we think that it should be done in a general way. He have 
no object10118, we think it would be helpful--but if you leave that area alone, we wouldn't 
seriously quarrel with that either. I think that just about sums up our position. 

Mr. Farris: I remember lihen Gertrude Donahey became Treasurer--the question was just� 
what does the treasurer do? According to the constitution, he's treasurer--that's all.� 
They just lett it blank. Now obviously '''hen we first started, he just started being� 
treasurer, I guess, and we built it up with sections along the line. You see, the� 
Auditor has some things relating to the ~ec. of Qot,ate's office. You try to run down� 
deeds on state-owned lands J and the average lawyer thinks it's in the sec. of state's� 
office·-,.,hich is ,..,here it should be. I don't mean the functioniDtt, of it, but if the� 
state owns lands, and these are the records--then where should it be kept--in the sec.� 
of state's office. This has traditionally been in the auditor's office, and I have no� 
objection to it, but it isn't logical.� 

Mr. Montgomery: :\side from the constitutional revision aspect of this, aren't you su~est
ing that it might be a good idea to have a little Hoover commission in this state~ 
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Mr. Farris t It probably would be good if we act~d on the results at one time. But the 
problem 'rith the thing is that a few things are chal1t,ed and then nothing happens. 

Mr. ~pton: Hou1d you draft such a proVision covering this record-keeping? 
• 

Mr. Farris: Yes. lind there are other things too. John, you brout"ht up that the bureau 
of Vital Statistics really ought to be under the sec. of state. I agree l1ith you that 
eventually statistics ought to be centrally located. At the present time, we do have 
you knolT, the rules and regulations of all agencies. 1Te did pass a law because rules 
and regulations \-rere in such a bad state that we did get some legislation enacted b)' which t 
if you as a lawyer, want a copy of a certified rule, I can give you the rule and it's : 
got a standard form. 

Mr. Montgomery: Do you have any function as to court reports? 

Mr. Farris I No function as to court reports at all. 

Mr. Marsh: You'll find various things interspersed in the code. Anytime the g.a. gets 
an idea to do something they may give the sec. of state some responsibility or give the 
responsibility to some ager..~y to report to the secretary of state. 

Hr. Skiptonl Does the sec. of state have loThat you might call enforcement powers in 
relation to any of these ~ecords? 

~fr. Farris: Yes, we have a basic statute which says that we have the power through the 
atty. general to make people furnish us with the proper statistics--township trustees 
and so forth. Tfe've never had to actually do it--there's been a n1Dllber of times that we 
have threatened it--in order to get it, but we really have the power to contact a:ny 
agency in this state for recl)rds and they must be suppled. The punitive provisions are 
usually assigned to the atty. gen. or the local prosecutor. Ie have sane enforcement 
sections with regard to corporations, for instance if your agent isn't properly appointedl 
but basically on failure to report of many of these business functions it is the same 
thing that they use on fictitious names and that is, if they aren't properly reported 
you don't have the right to go to court. 

lIre lIontganeryl These licenses that you issue--do you determine the suitability of the 
applicant in any respect? 

rir. Farris: No, loJe do not--if you mean do l~e have sane type of administrative detennin
ants as to whether this man should or should not be a policeman--it is just a ministerial 
function. 

Mr. Skipton: I believe l-Te understand the elections function, and I believe that we 
understand the recording function, but it might be lorell for you to furnish any language 
in terms of ,-mat you think migrt be desirable in terms of const! tutional functions. And 
if you'll accompany that lnth .~ rationale for what you propose. If you'd do that, we 
would appreciate it very much. I am impressed with what you say about the independence 
of e1ections--but I don't think we ldll have very much trouble with that. Thank you 
gentlemen. 

The Honorable Mr. Joseph T. Ferguson, the "uditor of State, was next to speak to 
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the canm1ttee on the subject ot the consti tution.11 status or hie oftiee. 

Mr. Fergusont I have a statement which I'll read. I understand that one at the things 
that you talked to ~rrs. Donahey and Bill Brown about was the possibility or putti.ng all 
state offices under the governor. 

I tr. Sld.ptonl The trend in recent constitutional revision has been tmards what they 
call the short ballot, reducing the nwnber of elected officials. 

i 

i
:Mr. Fergusont Hell, I'm not too much in tavor of the short ballot. I'm in favor of the 
I

public getting what is caning to them. They might get a short ballot and /!;et short
challged at the same time, which they no doubt would if they put all the elected officials 
under one public official. Government is growing so fast that you just can't have all 
the public oftic:b1s and duties under one public official. I think the governor's got 
mare right now than he can handle--any governor has more--not speald.Dg about art3 
particular governor, but all governors. 

First of all, I 1-rant to say that I am absolutely opposed to changill{:, the Auditor of 
State's otfice from a constitutionally elected one to a politically appointed office. 
I don't think the Governor should appoint the Auditor, Treasurer, or Attorney General 
ot the State ot Ohio. The Auditor's oftice has been a constitutional arfice since Ohio 
was granted statehood. The Aud!tor was elected tirst by the Legislature, and then in . 
l8S1, the constitution required that he be elected by the people. Probably the most 
caupell1ng reason tor keepi~ the Auditor's affice a constitutionally elected one is thEt 
separation of powers theory: that is, havill{;, an independent auditor to check on the 
fiscal operations of the executive branch of govt. The Auditor ot '1tate's duties are 
such that it is in the interest of the Ohio taxpayers--and the public--that they not 
be under the control of the Governor, or the Legislature. The Auditor should be free 
to administer his office without the interference of an appointing officer. An appoint
i~ bead, no matter hCM sincere he mit ht be, might try to persuade--or force--an Auditor 
to do things that would not be in the best interests of the people, :bf he wanted to • 
keep his job. That also applies to the Treasurer ot State and Attorney General of Ohio. 
And Wi. th the mUions and millions of dollars the state of (Ida spends and Hill spend 
in the future, it is mandatory that the state have an independent lfatchdog over the 
treasury--a job that the Auditor of Statefs office can perfonn at this time. "Ie have 
the experienced personnel, the system and the programs for doing a good job. To change 
the ottice trom its current setup would--in the process of change--cause much upheaVal 
and a breakdClNn of the S)"Stem of accounting. The Legislature authorizes the programs 
8I1d appropriates the funds--but the only' Hq it maws it the programs work or the money 
is spent W1sely--is through the auditing done by the Auditor's office. 

I believe the taxpayerfl in Ohio are intelligent enough and capable enough of choosing •their own public officials, who would be answerable only to them, and not under the 
thumb ot a govemor, or the legislature, or any other set of public officials. The 
framers ot the constitution knew uhat they were doing in malc1ne. the Auditor's office 
independent of both the governor and the legislature. Their reasons back then are just 
as valid today. They rest mainly upon the concern th~t there be an independent 86ency 
with the proper authority to maintain a control on bOvt. spenditlt,. In line with this, 
I am seriously thinki~ ot initiating an amendment to the canstitution--to place all 
aud!ting duties in the c:tate under the auditor of state--and all tax colleCtions of the 
state under the treasurer of state. We also are goi~ to ask the Legislature 8t;;ain to 
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provide the additional manpot-ler for the Auditor of jtate to get on with his job. Right 
now, the Bureau of Inspection and Supervision of Public Offices is limited by the 
Legislature to 300 members. 

The responsibllities of the Auditor's office are constantly expanding. The latest 
program that will cause more Hork for the huditor's examiners is federal revenue-shar
i~. 't'he Auditor will be responsible for the Federal Govt. to see that the money is 
spent e.ccordinc:. to the Federal Act and United ~tates Treasury regulations. However, 
creation of councils of government, re~i.onal transit authorities, vocational schools 
and community and technical colleges over the past several years have increased the 
workload on the limited number of examiners in the Audbtor's office. In closing I want 
to say that I think Ohio '.S entitled to good ;:1udi.ti~. And they are getting it fran 
me. They all'rays have.'\nd as long as I am auditor they always 'tn.ll. I would never 
accept appointment as .A.uditor from a:rq official. I only want to be elected by a 
majority of the public. And they alone should be the ones to pass upon my work. I 
think that applies also to the Treasurer of State and the Attorney General of Ohio. 

Mr. Montganeryz I have a question, Hr. Ferguson. On page one, next to the last para
graph, you state that the legislature authorizes the programs and appropriates the 
funds, but the only nay it knet'1S if the programs Hark or the money is spent Wisely is 
through the auditing done b-J the Auditor's office. You don't really make determinations 
on whether programs are working well--dont t you just determ1r.e the legality of the 
expenditures? 

Mr. Fergusont If a prog:..am isn't worldIlt> l'1ell, yes, the examiners are supposed to put 
everything in their reports. If a program 1s not being carried out properly, we report 
them. 

Mr. Montgomery: You make a determination as to whether or not the legislative intent 
has been carried out? 

Hr. Fergusona Yes. 

Hr. C'}dpton: I think an example of r1r. Hontgomeryt s question is for example, the legis
lature starts a program for training of mothers on ADC or sanething like that. !bether. 
the program works or not is deterr,dned by ho'ti' many mothers got jobs as a result of the 
expendi ture of funds and resources on the program.. That's probably not the sort of 
thing that your current auditor's do, but at the same time, your auditors, as you point 
out, aresupposed to knOt.,. 101hether those funds went to people who were elibible or qualified. 

Mr. Ferguson: ITe have had quite a job down in the welfare dept. I must know that the 
check is correct, and I have kept a close Hatch on this chiseling and these stolen 
checks, and under me, costs have been cut down considerably. 

Mr. ~kipton: You did mention sponsorship pf an amendment to place all auditing functions 
in the control of the State Au'ti.tor. Can you elaborate on that a little? 

Hr. Fergusont Yes, pe have never audited the Industrial Canmission--l'le have the authD
rity but ue never get the funds. That is one that should be audited. In fact, the 
industrial commission secretary asked me to audit them this year, but we don't have the 
money. A lot of our audits are charbo-backs, but in the state.d.~s~ they are not 
charged back, they are on appropriations, and 'I1e've never audited the Tax Commission. 
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N"", I attempted to audit that once, and I had quit.~ an argument over my author!ty to 
audit them, because of the secrecy that they must maintain over the tax returnS. Ue 
don't audit the unemployment compensation and there are several of those big depts. 
that we have never audited t~at I think l-1e should audit. All this huge delinquency in 
tax collections--if business tims don't pay those taxes then they shouldn't be allowed 
to continue operating and collect those taxe~. If l-le catch a 11ttle fellow in the 
court house of your hOll1e tOl'm of liarietta, if they are two or three thousand dollars 
short, 'oJe prosecute him, and he'd be sent to the penitentiary, but these fellows collect 
a lot of money out here in sorne of t"'<9se business comerna that lonlt pay it in in their 
tax collections, am they're getting paid a canmission to collect those taxes, and I 
think. they're just as responsible as those other fellows. If I had all the auditing in 
the auditor's office, I'd check them out. 

Mr. ~ptont At the present time the Constitution doesn't say much about the dut1.es or 
your office. 

Mr. F'ergusona No, they don't say much about the duties of any of our offiQes. It� 
creates our office, but it dossn' t say anything about our duties, and that's the main� 
reason I W8ID.t the constitutional amendment.� 

Hr. Montganeryl Do you think then that the Constitution should provide sane language� 
as to what your duties are?� 

Mr. Ferguson. I think it should, and as to l-lhat the duties of the others are too. 

Mr. Sld.ptonl Do you have 8.'r17 sugge,tions on what the constitutional responsibilities� 
should be?� 

Ur. Fergusonl It should )")rovide that the Auditor does all the auditing for the state 
of ctrl.o. Now we're go1~ to do the auditng for the federal govt. here. The federal 
govt. says that I have the second best auditor's office they've found in the U.S. He're 
dalng a wondertlll job, and I'm not pinning any roses on myself, but we do have a good 
Auditor's otfice. OUr office is just about evenly divided politically, and I think 
that that's the lfay the Auditor's oftice should run. \:e check both democrats and 
repUblicans, ani there's no such thing as an independent as far as I'm concerned. 

Mr. l10ntganery I I I d like to ask you a question as to why you think the auditor should 
be elected instead of sane other form. At the federal level, we don't have an elected 

auditor--we have a comptroller appa1nted by the Congress--with a long term appointment-
why is it necessary at the state level to have an elected auditor and not at the federal 
level? 

Mr. Ferguson: If I "rould be appointed by the governor and the governor 'Would say, I� 
wabt you to do this or that, and you don't do it, then he could fire you. .find maybe� 
that's not the best interest--he mi&ht tell you to cover up this finding on John Doe.� 

Mr. liontganeryL 'bat about appointment by the legislature? They approl!riated the money, 
for 8 given project, and they want to knCM hQl the money is spent. 

'~r. Fergusont ~e legislature is there to make laws aDl not to administer them. 
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• Mr. Montgomery: You don't think there should be a function like a legislative audit? 

Mr. Ferguson: No, that would put the legislature in the administrative section of the 
govermnent. In my opinion, I think it is unconstitutional. 

• Mr. Skiptont Pell, I'm sure that you would have no objections to the legislature 
creating any agency of its elm of an investigatory nature, but you still maintain that i$ 
is a separate function ani should be in the executive.� ., 

• 
dr. Ferguson. ·ell, I won't have to depend on the legislature so much if the consti
tution enumerates what He've got to do--they've got to appropriate money for our jobs. 
live got another section law in there that says that I can appoint as many examiners 
as I deem necessary. One offsets the other. e've got over 9,075 audits that we've 
got to make over a period of two years. Now that office is growing tremendously, and 
the only thing that is status quo is the counties--they've got 88 counties. :&rerything 
else has grown. 

• Mr. ~kipton: Are there a~ agencies of state govt. created by the g .a. that have bee 
given auditing powers other than your own? 

l1r. Fergusont No, I don't think so. 

Fr. Skipton: In other "'"rds, there are no state agencies that by law have been excluded 

• from an aud! t by your o.A.l'icei 

• 

Mr. Fergusona No. Now our office is subject to audit by the governor. But the law 
says that they audit you t-rhen you leave office. I think that they should be aud!ted 
every year. ~ach one of us should be audited by the governor annually, because our 
office is l;',rOtdng too, and lie handle money. Now we're just finishing an audit of one 
of our awn depts. where they handle money by our Ol'm examiners I because I want to knclw 
that the money is properly accounted for. That's the land office. 

• 
Mr. Soliday--Head of }hnicipal Auditing: There are some departments where it is 
questionable whether ,."e have the authority to make an audit, hcwever, we do make these 
audits in that they receive federal funds. There are three 'dilrisions in the Auditor's 
office. In December, 1912, the State of Ohio tdll receive ~207 million from federal 
revenue� sharing. Out of that 207 million, $69 million 'vil1 go to the state of Ohio. 
And of course this reqUires an audit. ;Te started on this federal revenue shari~ program 
before it became a realitY--l'1e started setting up our program. Now we're goine. to make 
the audit \-1hether t-1e are certified to do so or not, but I'm aure lIe will be because we 
are equipped to do so. This audit will be filed ltlth the federal govt.

• Mr. Skipton. v1hen you say certified, you mean that the federal e,ovt. Will accept your 
audit? 

Mr. ~olidayt The way it sta.. ~.~ :-.ow is that ten of the largest cities will be audited 
by federal auditors. There is no assurance that this will happen, however; the auditor 

•� of state's audit of federal revenue sharing Hill probably be accepted. 

Mr. Skiptonl You would be a contra:tor with the federal govt.? 

.. , 
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Mr. 50lidq. They would certify us as being qualified to perform the audit. 

Mr. Montgomery t If this is federal money, '7hy would a state official audit the expend
iture of federal funds? 

lfr. Solid~a No, as soon as the money is received, it is required, according to this 
bill that the money shall be deposited into the political ciUbdivisions of the state into 
a federal revenue sharing tax trust fund. As soon as this is deposited it is public 
money and we audit all public funds. As soon as it is deposited into the treasury at 
the local level, it becomes public funds. 

Mr. Sld.ptont that troubles me is you seem to be concerned about whether you are certified 
or not. If it becomes state moneys, or moaeys belonging to subdivisions of state, don't 
you have enough authority right naf to audl t them. You really don't need any federal 
certification. 

Mr. Soliday: That's right, that isn't the question--it's a question of the additional 
workload that is going to be required to audit these millions of dollars. 

Mr. Sld.pton: This does pose a question in my mind of t"hether or not 'd. th the federal 
govt. obviously starti~ the trend of collecting taxes and distributing them to bther 
subdivisions, whether ctr not the federal govts.' stri~s on that is going to include power 
over the auditing. 

IIr. Soli~1 '.I.'here are eight general levels as this money is received at the local 
level that it can be used for. 

Mr. Sld.pton. TTe as a canmittee would be very interested in sugt,ested constitutional 
language dealing tnth the question Hr. Hontgomery raises relatin€; to the functions of the 
auditor and the responsibilities of the state auditor. If you would, the cOJlllDittee would 
appreciate very much having you sug£jest such language, together with an explanation 
giving your rationale for the langU8{;e you suggest. Keep in mind that we are talldllg 
here about the conetitution and not a statutory la"1. ",re are not thinkiI16 in terms of 
specific duties in relation to specific funds, but we are talking about constitutional 
language dealing generally lo1ith your functions. I'm sure the committee would appreciate 
Daving your views on that in concrete form. 

Mr. Ferguson. HeM soon do you want it? 

Mr. Skipton: This committee does have a time schedule. . Ie hope to start considering 
these kind of things sometime in January, so if we could haw it sometime around the 
first of the year, it would be fine. 

Basically, before we can talk about any amendments relating to any of these executive 
offices ''Ie have to decide hOl·' many of them are going to continue as constitutional 
offices. And really until we do that it is difficult to make any- progress. We can 
go through and find agreement on obsolete sections that should be repealed or amendrrents 
for greater clarity or style, that sort of thing, but you don't go very far until you 
decide the basic question of hOlT many you are going to recommend as constitutional 
offices. T:e probably could settle the question of these problems of succession for the 
governor, these questions dealing with disability--but I don't really 1~0l" how you get 
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into any of these, until you make those basic decisions•. 

Mr. l1ontgomery: I have to confess that as of right now, I continue to have more respect 
for N'hat the foundinf;, fathers did, although I think there OUbht to be some vlarification. 
ltd rather take the more obvious changes first. I believe there mq be substantial 
opposition to elirninatint some of these elected officials. 

Mr. Sld.ptom' Tell, if He just look at the arf;,wnents far a shortened ballot, these 
things are highlj' theoretical. I believe the question for us is how well or how poarl7 
have the people of Chio been served by the current classification of executive officers. 
Have they been served badly? Do \-18 have any documentation that says that the people at 
Ohio have a poorer goverll1'lent because we have six elective officers? Put in a different 
,.,ay, has the implementation of the responsibilities of the chief executive, the gO'lemor-t' 
what handicaps I:la8 the election of the other officials imposed upon the gO'lernor1 

Nr. l1ontgomery. And I see also, John, in the testimODl' of these state officials a 
thread which am sure goes all through public office of maybe not an intentional but 
certainly an enlargement,. taking on to thEmselves, of other than powers conferred upon 
them by the legislature, and if this is true of the offices we have talked about, it 
has to be true of the governor himself. And to repose more power in that office••,.we 
have seen t'1hat has happened to the nresidency in this country --and there is great 
sentiment at the federal level for cutting down the power of the prest:dent-, rather than 
adding to it. I'm not sr aure that I would agree with increasing the govemor's power 
to allOW' him to appoint all the major officers. 

Mr. Sld.ptona I have always felt that the real basic issue here is whether there is too 
much power in the executive as opposed to the legislative,not among the various officers 
in the executive. 

Mr. Montgomery: John, there is one point on this Sec. of ~tate--you have two sections 
down here in Article 'h.'V, that you want to examine. Orally, he said he was in favor of 
deleti~ them, but I don't think we have that in the record. 

Hrs. Hunter: Mr. Hontgomery brought up the question that we should also request the 
opinion of the sec. of state on the deletion of these two secti ons in Article XV. The 
committee had &f,reed that there '-las no point in having this in the constitution, but I 
think that He should have a formal opinion from the sec. of state on that. llhat I have 
put together here is a 1ittle history of the section and the rati onale tor deleting 
them. '!bere will be more of this material coming up. 

Mr. Sld.pton: If '-Ie get to the point l-There we t-1rite specific constitutional language 
dealinc t·dth the functions of all these officers, many of these things may just melt 
right into that. If we re-write all this, this will be part ot a re-write, and there' 
won't be a need to delete it. 

Mr. Montganerya We should haY'1.. dJ} expression from the official involved, don't you 
think? It's much easier that way to present it to the rest of the c(llm'dttee. 

Mr.. Skipton: Jtaybe ''Ie could draft a letter to the sec. of state a'~ld.ng for his opinion 
on this specific question. 
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Mrs. Hunter: 1m presumably each official will be furnishi.Dg us with his o,m idea as� 
to language conceming their offices.� 

Hr. Sldpton: 'fe've asked each one of them to put into writing their own sU{:.gestions-

loIr. Uontgomery: But t-le haven't asked each one of them to give their recOJllBlSndations� 
on obsolete l'uestions involved with their offices. Is the sec. of state the only office� 
that raises the ouestion or obsolete questions?� 

i Irs. Hunter: I'm not sure of the answer to that but that can be checked out. 

Mr. Slclpton: Did we run our OIm check on the constitution? lIe must have a tab of all� 
the references to eacn of them in the constitution somewhere.� 

}tree Hunter•. Oh, yes, we dO, but maybe this should be put together and discussed as� 
the ct2llmittee deals "r.I.th each office.� 

Mr. Skiptont The thing is that if you write a new section, spelling out their functions� 
and powers, all this material just "~ashes throui;h the same filter, and can either be� 
lett in or taken out.� 

Mrs. Hunter: But maybe it would be helpful to canpile it far each one so that it eould� 
be before the cClllnittee. Another thing I don't believe has been found '''ould be some� 
representative statemeIits frCJll other constitutions on duties of executive officials that� 
might be helpful just for canparison purposes. Perhaps for the next meetiDfs we could� 
put that together.� 

Mr. Sldpton: I don't know that that would add a great deal, because as George Farris 
very frankly expressed it, the functions and repponsibilities vary from state to state. 
The only rationale there is for them is a date in time, it was desired far political 
reasons to put this function there or there, and that's how these things grew. But 
they grew like topsy, very seldan have these functions ever been assi~ned or allocated 
on the basis of some sincere decision that it's the best way to do it. You take the 
licensing that Has referred to--that is why we are going to have a very difficult time 
writing a general statement about licensing functions, because in many states the .issuance 

ot an automobile license is a patronabe thing. George referred for instance to the 
machinations of the auditor in Illinois but he didn't refer to the machinations of the 
sec. ot state--some guy had $800,000 in shoe boxes in his hotel roan. The money came 
frCJll the favors he did in the course of issuing license plates. Even if we knOW' that 40 
secretaries of state issue license plates--I don't kn<:* 'mat good it does us. 

Mrs. Hunter: No, I really didn't mean that, and I would assume that most of those� 
duties would be statutory ~ay-but if there has been a general attempt to describe in� 
general terms in a conatitution--that kind of thing. I don't think ue've looked at that.� 

Mr. UontgClll8ry: You mCM that's what the counsels for all these officers are going to 
do--the first thing they're going to do is go to the other state constitutions to see 
what it 81.18 about his office. Irish they could send you a copy. 

Mr. Skiptonl I wonder where the tem Aecretary of State comes from•••the secretary at 
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• sjate at the federal level is foreign affairs, but I think at the state level it t'fas 
meant to be a recorder's office. 

Mr. Montgane~: Like a county recorder. 

Mr. Skipton: And I believe that the intention was that he would be the keeper of the 

• records of all ldnd" and if the office is to continue as such, we would a1JllDet have to 
say that. Actually there's only one function there in rrry mind which dictates sQIle special, 
consideration and that is the elections. All the administrative functions that the .. 
secretary of state handles--there t s really. no question about that. The only question th~~ 
remains is about the elections system and t"hether or not there should be an official, 
independent••• 

• 

• Hr. Hontgomery: '\.8 far as the election machinery, that's a very difficult problem to ," 
solve. As far as creating a commission to make it completely independent or at least 
bipartisan like it is at the county level, t-Tould be expensive and cumbersome. As far 
as actually getting the job done, this particular Secretary of ~tate runs a fairly 
efficient operation. Would it be more efficient, or any better to have a canmission 
do it? The only thillb that you would add in is a canplete semblance of bipartisanship. 

Hr. ~kiptonz The thill{;. that I thought the discussion of that office might really 
perfonn considerable value as an education--people don't really understaoi our elections 
system. They don't understand why it is set up the way it is right now, let alOll8 how 

• 

• 
1·,you might improve it. keep ignoril1{;, the fact that ou11 elections system up until the 

time we actuaJ.ly vote in the general election is a party IEchini.sm. Primari.es are for 
the purpose of providing machinery by which a political party organi~ation can select 
its nominees for public offices. k.'verybody has the tendency to keep thinldllf, this isn't 
parties making selections-it's uhy people can't understand why Democrats have one 
choice of rules for choosing a president and Republicaas have another. They don't 
have to be the same. r.lectoral machinery is cloaked with the Bithor!ty of pOt'fer i>n 
government. TTe sometimes misunderstand its function. Look at how your election boanis 
are set up at th,' county level. The secretary of state's role is as an arbiter. He 
settles differences--othertdse he doesn't have a lot to do about it. The secretary of 
state may certify appointments. 

• 
Mr. 11ontgomery: His greatest power really is in setting up the fom of the language of 
the ballot itself--in the phrasing of the questions to be voted on and so forth. That 
is really a subtle power which has been enonnous. 

~'!r. ~ld.pton: He has that function because he is the authority, the expert on the election 
laws. The legislature lIould have a very difficult tine if it didn't havs sane kind of 
elections canmissioner t-Tho is studying and making recanmendations and that kind o:r

• thing. Dut even there t'fe have an elaborate kind of setup of election board officials 
that meet periodically regardill{; the changes in the elections lat-Ts, so again, that is 
daninated by the party organizations. I think t'ihatever you do in this area you have to 
keep in mind the functions tp,t noe being perfonncd and t-lhy we even have the functions. 
Really, f,n the matter of givirJg somebody control of elections, it's simply having some
body to be the parliamentarian.

• Nancy Duffeyt I would like to point out that the L rv is involved in a natiollIdde study 
of elections. '1e have 88 county boards of elections interpreting the 1a'\4'8, and the 
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sec. of state has trad:t.tionally been reluctant. to impose his rel:,ulations. Perhaps 
constitutional lane,uage should require greater uniformity. Sane people are cut out 
of their franchise because equality of treatlnent isn't required. 

Mr. Skipton, You must remember you've bot this much larger question of whether control 
should be at a local level or a higher level. 

Mr. Montgomeryt A voter still has access to the courts. As long as the board was 
bipartisan, it 'toJ'ould be that no party was favored, or no candidate was favored. 

Mr. Skiptont You could, as they talked today, mechan1cal.ly have state registration and 
everybod¥ would use their social security number. 

Mr. MOI1'f:,ganeryt The legislature could speak on the subject, for uniformity. 

Mr. Skiptont I guess the basic question for is is, is the administration of the election 
laws sufficiently important that an ineependent elected official should administer them? 

Mr. Montganery: I am inclined to leave it as it is. There is no compelling reason to� 
change it. Unless there 1s a compelling reason to change the constitution, I think we� 
should leave it alone. 1'!e can philosophize all da¥, but reall.7, it has stood the test� 
of tae.� 

Mr. ~ld.ptoru Hhat about the auditor's office--does that follow the same reasoning too? 

Mr. Montgomery, Yes, but not the treasurer. I think the financial officer of the 
governor, appointed by the governor, could pefform the treasurer's function as lo~ as 
an independent audit took place. 

lIr. r:kiptont If ~Te Itat down to 'td~ite language concerni~ the auditor of the state of 
Ohio it's wholly possible that he would lose part of his responsibility. He would 
probab17 lose What he now calls his pre-audit, tddch is the strongest clout that he 
exercises. The post-audit doesn't give h1m MUch political cl\)ut. 

Mr. Montganeryt An audit should be limited to fiscal matters of the expenditure of money 
only, and if the legislature wants to engage a legislative audit to detem1ne program 
results, that's sanething that should be a creation of the legislature, independent 
of the fiscal audit. But because the constitution is silent on the matter, the same 
thing we saw in thp. atty. i:.enerall s office on common law powers, when no boundaries 
are set down, they want to enlarge on "mat their duties are. 

~1r. Skipton: I really do believe that if we tlrite much constitutional language, we 
would almost by definition eliminate big chunks of the functions the auditor performs, 
because I'm sure that ue would say that all this pre-audit can be performed by a dept. 
at finance, or some other ministerial agency, and the audit function lfOuld become a 
post-audit, and I believe that we also have to recognize that the g.a. itself has the 
right to establish its own law, through its investigatory powers. I personally have 
felt that the use of the tem audit in terms of the legislature is a misnaner--that 
audit is a program audit and should be a program audit--not a fiscal audit. 

Mr. Montganery: Has the legislative intention been observed? That's not an audit. 
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Mr. Skipton: That's right--it's an examinatio."l to determine whether or not its- will 
has been carried out, and loTe don't need C.l.~~. 's adding up the figures. But what they 
need is people who can decide "did this job traini.~ program train people vmo found 
jobs," which is something different. I see problems with both of the officials we 
had here. 'He had some pretty strong opinions expressed by Hr. ~hocknessy on the atty. 
general as I recall. 

Mr. Montganery: Yes, he felt that the' governor's legal advisor should be independent 
as I recall. I don't know if I agree with that. The legal advisor doesn't need to be 
independent--the governor is the one that is responsible and he should have the right 
to choose, in my opinion, his counsel, and if he gets bad advice, it's his neck that is 
on the line. I don't agree with Fr. Shocknessy on that. 

Hr. ~kipton: I tended to question him too. He have in a constitutional officer of that 
sort·.lo1hat you're saying is in effect, I have to take into my confidence an attorney 
in whom I may not have any confidence'. And I don·t have any leave to seek other counsel. 

Mr. Montganery: ~rell, this business of the atty. gen. being the atty. for all the 
people--and some of these things that we've found fran the atty. general's testimOJl1' 
really worry me. I think tile matter of atty. general really needs a lot of discussion. 

Hr. Skipton: There's been again, a lot of misinfonnat.ion or misunderstandiD€, on the 
part of the people as t 'the role of the atty. t,en. They have a teniency to relate the 
atty. general to the prosecuting atty., and he is not really a pr08ecutillb atty. He is 
legal adviser to the governor, and that's about it. 

Mrs. Hunter: I think although the term common law power is used, however, that the 
atty. general's powers are found in the statutes and not in some general area termed 
cOlflllon 1.,. I think ~hat this memo on the subject does conclude that the atUy.i~pe.e~.lts 

p<JIers are mainly statutory. 

Mr. Skipton: This is again another one of these places where if we start writi~ cons
titutional language on the atty. gen. I'm sure that we can start raising questions whether 
or nor he has been assigned the proper functi ons. 

Mr. Montganery: As chief lega:l. officer for the state, he would only act through the 
governor in initiating these actions. He can bring actions when the governor requests 
him to on statewide concerns--that t s when he becanes atty. for all the people. He can't 
decide, I believe, in his own mind, that nOli is the time for me to initiate an action 
upon my own because I think the people are wanting me to, or that the people could 
petition him to engage in an action, but I think that l1hat he says in his statement 
leads me to believe that he thinks that this is his role. 

Mr. Skipton: To me, this again gets to part of a much larger picture--the tendeooy 
through the statutes has beer t.o make the atty.. gen. more and more of a prosecutor and 
less of a legal advisor. If JVU are going to think of him in tems of being a state 
prosecutor, then we've got a larger question here of state police and the state judiciary 
system and its control over the :1ourts in the state, and this is a whole new question. 
It might be that you'd have to conclude that you can't decide on the atty. gen. until 
you decide what this whole pollce pOl~('r thiIJt, is going to be as far as the state. If 
the Canrnission is goill€ to recommend +·hat there be a canplete state judiciaryI Witil 
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state judges, and state police instead of local ones, then you can have a prosecutor 
at the state level, and mal\V of the recommendations .,e are going to pt into in this 
judiciary thing tdllinvolve the creation of a state prosecutor. 

Mr. Hontganezy: 'lell, \-lhat you're s¢ng John, is when we examine the constitutional 
otfices, we really ought to examine them in the light of what other canmittees are 
going to cane up "'ritli. Because they all have a definite relationship to local state 
oftices. 

Mr. Sld.pton: "ctually, if you're goil1b to start short ballot, start down in the 
counties. I'd hate to sit dam here and thing of codifying tn the constitution what .. 
the atty. gen. does noW. Frankly I believe that many of these functions that are 
assigned to the atty. gen. ought to be taken a~'lay from him and put somewhere else. 
This is hOlf these functions have gram. Alan Norris saiei, he was loold.ll(;, around for 
a place to put the responsibility and he couldn't find any other place-it wasn't 
a conaciqre selection of it, it was a matter of elimination. Looldng far somebodY· to 
volunteer, you might say. 

It was decided that the committee would meet again before the next cCl1lll1i.ssion 
meeting, prior to the Canmission meeting, in an attempt to resolve some of the 
questions and report to the Canmisston on the Committee's progress. It was decided 
that the next meeting of the Isgislative-Executive CQlIIIittee would be held on Thursdq, 
December 7, at Scott s Inn in Columbus in Room .374-.376 at .3 ·p.m. • 

•� 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Camnission 
Iagislative-Bxecutive Committee 
December 7, 1972

•� SUNrlARY OF :~ING 

A meeting of the Legislative-Executive Canmittee was held on Thursday, December 
7, at 3 p.m. at ~oct's Inn in Columbus. Attending were Chainnan ~ki.pton, Senator

• AP1'"Ilegate, Representative Norris, Dr. Cunningham, lIre Uontganery and lh"s. Sowle. Also 
in attendance were 11rs. Eriksson, Urs. Hunter, and Mrs. Gertner of the Camdssion sWf. 

• 
lh". ,~k1pton. IV' feeling is that you can't. do much with the executive article until we 
do decide what executive officials should be provided for in the constitution, and then 
the question of which should be elected. These are two separate questions. l'lhich 
o.f'ficers should be provided for in the Constitution? Does anybody have a tho~t that 
theY' would like to espouse? 

Dr. Cunningham: I don't see that. we should name any except the governor and the It. 
govemor, and designate that they should be elected in a tandem form. And that depts. 
be provided by" the legislature. I think it is redundant to list prospective depts. and

• the legislature indicate another arrangement. I ~ree with Jdm Millett that we abouldn't 

• 

have to have a limited number--it should be a matter of need as to what depts. there are 
and what form they should take--single-headed, or a board or camn:ission. I prefer a 
board or canmission, but that is my am point of view. I see no reason why the consti
tution should name the atty. general, the aud!tor, the others--that should be legislative 
matter. 

Mr. Skipton: Does everybody understand that what Dr. Cunningham is saying is that he 
considers those offices which are now named in the Constitution and 1l1ich are elected at 
preeent as departmental kinds of functions. He would treat them the same 't1ay that he 
would treat the executive branch of govt. in the organization of depts. 

•� Hr. Hontgomery: There would be no indepem.ently elected auditor, atty. general, all 
those kinds of things? 

Dr. Cunningham: Not as such. 

•� lIr. l1ontgomery: They would all work for the governor.� 

Dr. Cunningham: Yes--in the carrying out of his constitutional mandate to see that ttle 
laws are enforced and how the laus are enforced should be a matter for the legislatu~ 

to designate, as "'e do at the federal levelo We have certain depts. to do it, with· 
powers and duties. 

•� lh". ltontgomery: Do you think that the public would buy thati 

Dr. Cunningham: You've got it at the federal level. 

Mr. J1ontgomery: But do you tiUnk that the people at Ohio liould buy that? 

• 
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Dr. Cunn1Z1iham I I don't see why not. 

111'8. Sow'le. I would agree that I ~'lould like to see as tew specitied in the constitution 
as pOll1ble unless there'll 8C1lle special need. The quest10n in 1IIJ mind is whether the 
appt. at the executive otficials should be under the control of the govemor or the 
legislature. 

Dr. Cunningham: I ··rou1d 8f$ree that that could be an I1temative--for example, the post 
auditor should be chosen by the legislature. There is also the suggestion by sane that 
certain other officers might also be ohosen by the legi8lature--tor exaple, the atty. 
general, to take him away fran the executive-so he would be nClldnated b7 and removable 
b7 the legi81ature. To take him under the separation of powers away from the executive-'.' 
but to talk about the atty. general as having canmon law peJlfers or quasi-judicial powersj 

h:1storica1l7, that doesn't ex18t in the U.S. 

Mr. Slc1pton: Perhaps we had better try to get sane of these numerouS questions boiled 
down. I can see the creation of depts. by the general assembly but I have had too man7 

personal experiences with the legislators attempting to dictate the managElllent of depts. 
of govt. &rid even to the point of insertilli themselves--because ODee you say they shall 
have that power, 10U know who tbey':4~l appoint. A member at the legislature shouldnIt 
be able to appoint himself to the executive. 

Dr. CunnllJgham: Well, that's the reason why in M,Y original statement I eliminated that 
prospect. I simply indicated that it should be lert up to the legislature to designate 
the functions and who should perfonn those functions. Then who would appoint them would 
have to be determinld by statute. I don't see that we can gain anything at all by putting 
1t int,o the oonatitution. 

Mr. Skipton, Is there any possibility that the general a8sembJ¥ can create on its 0WJ1 
an elective state otfice. 

Mr. MontgCJllery: It did create an elected state school board. 

Mr. Skipton: Should we specifically provide for that kind of proposal or should we !lave� 
a specific prohibition against? :� 

Mrs. Sowle: I still have a question in mind about whether the creation of the off1cEf 
ought to be in the hands of the legislature or the executive branch, s1Jlce it 1s a 
legislative office. I can envision particularly as the times are changing rapic1l¥ 
one governor nat wanting the set-up that the previous governor had. He may ~'lant a 
canplete17 different situation--and mqbE: he should have the freedClll to design his own 
executive otfice. 

Dr. Cunningham: But you wooldn't state it in the constitution? 

l-frs. Sowle: Tihat would be in the constitut1on is that this would be 1n the governor's 
power, to set the off10es. 

Mr. Montgomeryl I know this sounds like a good idea but when ;you envision the man being 
governor for four pars, only four ;years--let's say they change every four 78&rS and 
there would be no oontinuity 1n the system if you allowed them to easily change it. 
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And they will. You find the man, and then according to "That he can 80, you create the 
job. Kissinger is a pertect example. I think the legislature should create the job. 

Mr. Skipton: He raises the basic question here of whether or not it is necessary to 
give a governor such power in Ol"der far h1m to be an effective servant or the people. 
Another aspect of this, too, is that constitutions aren't created just to give power, as 
much as they are to llmit power--people are concerned more with the limitations on 
power in a constitution than its grants, so it's important that we don't get too carried 
away with the granting of powers. For example, the governor ot Ohio is not without 
power--we don't have to do anything to change the caastitution to give him power, ~l1ike 
sane states whose constitutions hamper the governor. He even has the reorganization 
power--he has the power to move moneys around, and all that sort of thing. -'e don't haVe 
aI\Y really serious situation around here. I think we have to keep this in mind when we 
think about what we are recamnending to the people. 

Mr. Uontganery: I don't think ne should make it easy for a governor to change the 
structure--because of the need for continuity. Ilm not saying it shouldn't be kept up 
to date--it 's a matter of ,,,ho should do it. 

I1rs. Sowle. I really am questioniD{:; the value of continuity for the sake of continuity. 
I think that there should be great nexibility--maybe it ought to be restructured every 
four years because the needs are changing at least every four years. And mqbe what is 
traditional isn't going to best JIleet the needs of the time. I think corporations are 
going into a state now where change and reorganization are becoming more frequent be
cause they can't be rigid. I don't think continuity is a value in and ot itself' when 
you are tal king about administration. 

Dr. Cunningham. Section 2, Paragraph 1, as I s~estl "The supreme executive power 
shall be vested in a t:;overnar." Paragraph 2: "he executive dept. shall consist of a:J.,1 
state elected--if we have thern--and appointed ofticials and employees except those of the 
legislative and judicial depts." 3: "In addition to the governor and the It. govemar, 
there shall be a sec. of state, auditor, atty. general, and auch additional atficers ani 
depts. of govt. aver t-rhich they shall preside not to exceed number, if you want to••• 
I don't like that••••as shall hereafter be established by law. All present or future 
boards, commissions, bureaus am other agencies of this state exercisi~ administrative 
or executive author!ty shall be assigned by the governot to t.he dept. at which t.he1r 
respective pOtfers and duties are to him germaine--and this would be eliminated if you 
have the governor--It. governor as tandem. 

Mr. S1d.pton: Jhat you are saying is different fran what iIra.Sowle is saying. You still 
would say that the general assembly will create that structure. 

Dr. Cunningham: As to their powers and duties and what they shall do, and that's what 
they do now really. 

Mr. Skipton. It {:,ets a lot more specific than that. This is the kind of thing we run 
into. 11ayOO we should discuss this--why do we have what we have. That may help us 
understand the provlem.'Te have l'That l'Te have because there are constituencies that 
want it that way--these are nC"'" o!fices of govt., these are interests of the people, which 
are expressed by their elected representatives. If we talk about givi~ supreme power 
to the governor to say no, about t.his or that, we roo into conflict with these constitu
encies. 
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Dr. Cunningham, The le{;islature could ~o right. ahead and do the reorganization. 

Mr. Ilofltganery, Going back to our assibnment, this is constitutional revision. This 
is not an ideal situation and an ideal soc1.ety--it's practicing the art of the possible. 

think what we should start with is the assumption that what we have has really been 
pretty effective for a long time, and the least change we can accomplish is probably 
going to be the "ost successful. It we try to do too much, we're probably goillt. to be 
unsuccessful. 

Dr. Cunningham, Heads of depts. are subject to the appt. and dismiSsal of the governor 
now. 

Mr. Montganery: I think it's pretty radical to eliminate the elected officials. 

Dr. CUnni.nghamt You certainly aren't going to get anything by giving it to the people-
they neither kn~ nor giva a darn. 

Mr. Skipton(to Senator Applegate Who has just arrived): Dr. Cunningham has said that 
he would give the supreme executive power to the j';>overnor and that he would exercise 
that power. 'l'here would be no other offices provided except as functions or depts., and 
the le~islature would provide for these. In other words, if there lolould be a dept. ot 
law, the legislature lfould create it. TTe have had one suggestion that doesn't debate 
that but that doesn't support it entirely either, and that is that the gC'lernor should 
have very broad reorganization powers of govt.--powerA that may even transcend the 
ability of the general assembly to create the depts. It has been proposed that we look 
at this not so much from the theoretical point of View as fran the point of VietT of what 
are the problems faci~ the people of Ohio or the state that demand some change. This 
is an approach lolh1ch might enable us to come to &€>reement faster than if we did it 
theoretically. It is the philosophy that unless we have the reasons to make the changes, 
we should make only the minimum number. 

Dr. Cunninghamr fe are doil1b that now. IV proposal does exactly that. It leaves to 
the l8 gislrture the power to define the power of the officers and create them. And ot 
course provides for the election of the govemor and the It. govemor in tandem, simp~ 

as a matter of expediency. 

Hr. S1d.ptonl Once we decide which officers should be prOVided for in the constitution, 
the question tollows concerning should the)" be elected officers. 

Hr. Hontgomeryl I have a concrete opinion. I think all of the present officers who are 
provided for in the c onstitution should continue to be provided for in the c onstitutiPD 
except, perhaps, for the state treasurer. > 

Mrs. Sowle, \Iby llould you eliminate the treasurer? llhy do you single him out? 

Mr. MontganeryJ The treasurer is not a policy-making position. It could be handled by 
a dept. of the governor's such as the finance dept. The auditor is a little different 
because you can make a pretty good case ~at he is a double check on everything--an 
independent double check--and whether it actually works that way or not isn't important 
as long as that is the way people perceive it to be. So I can't eliminate that one and 
I would like to eliminate the atty. general, but far the same reasons, it is not 
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possible. I think he ah ould be the govemor' s lawyer--pure and simple--and that is all, 
but historically it doesn't work that way. I td like to define the jpb so that he doesn't 

•� take on additianal powers .. 

Dr. Cunn1ngh8lll1 iJhat's the difference between the treasurer's fuootion and the secretary 
of state's function? 

Mr. 110ntgomeryl You upset too much traditional machinery to change the secretary of 

•� state. 

Dr. Cunninghamz Hhat you are doing is talking about practical politics and not drafting 
a constitution. 

•� 
Mr. Montgomery. No, 11m talldng about making revisions which can be accomplished.� 

Mrs. Sowle I In other words you think the constituencies of the offices of secretary of 
state and atty. general are too strong to make a revision in that area possible. I can 
understand the secretary of state-..it' s simply- a matter of ignorance on the subject ot 
the atty. general's office, as to the nature of the constituency. 

•� Mr. Skipton: I could agree theoretically with Dr. CUnn1~h8l1l, but basically I just 
don't feel that people "lil1 accept the idea, that the constitution of the state shouldn't 
say more about state govt. than that there shall be three branches of govt. I just 
believe that they- expect the constitution to define that structure a little more 
specifically. 

• Dr. Cunningham: I specify certain officers and '1ermit the legislature to create others. 

Mrs. Sowle: You don't include the treasurer. 

Dr. Cunningham: Auditor is divided intro two positiona--pre-auditor and post-auditor 
which would be chosen by the legislature. The pre-sudit would be purely adIIlinistrative 

•� in the dept. of finance, 

Mr. l1ontgomery: I would be willing to eliminate the secretary of state but it begs the 
question of hCM you are going to handle the elections machinery--so it means the 
creation ot a board or canmission to handle elections. But if TOU can· work that out, 
I 'Would be willing to drop the secretary at state. It's a purely administrative job . 

•� with no PoUcT-maldng whatsoever. 

Dr. Cunninghanu He shouldn't be occunied running fer election at the same time that he 
is supposed to be passing on the kinds of things that have taken place in Hamilton aI'l4i 
CUJahoga counties. 

•� Mr. Montgallery: The thing is that if you want to do awaT with the secretary of state 
then you have to thj,nk of some l-lay of canstitutionally addressing yourself to the 
elections process. You'll be creating a board or sanetbing in lieu of it. 

Dr. Cunningham: Well, we're €;ivlng it to hiJn as an administrative officer. 

•� Mr. Hontgomeryt I don't think 90--1 don't think the people are going to bly that. I 
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think they want some independent control of finances and the elections process. I� 
think those are tHO things that people will hold pretty dear.� 

Dr. Cunningham: Their representatives will take care of it in the elections laws. 

Hr. ~kiptonJ 'lbis is of course the basic problem. lJe lre on the basic question of 
whether or not the constitution should specify who should be provided in the basic 
structure, in the executive branch of govt. l.re haven't gotten to the question of which 
of them should be elected yet. Felre really trying to decide should the constitution 
speci1)' any of these. 

Dr. Cunninghanu I said, by way of summary, that we should have a gavernor" and It. 
govemor (elected tandem) and that there should be a sec. of state, auditor" atty. 
general and such additional officials and depts. of gavt. over which they shall preside 
not to exceed as may hereafter be provided by law. 

Ur. Skipton, I\t sane point we are going to have to say you do have six or seven 
officers name in the constitution. He're going to have to take them one by one and 
we I re goi~ to have to say 18 this an office which should be specified in the constitution. 

Mr. Norrist You're deciding who -you are going to specify and then which of those 
should be elected or appointed. I have no question in I'BT mind basically to naming those 
we have now--I suppose the only question in my mind would be the treasurer. After the 
governor, I would say that the most necessary officer would be either the auditor or 
the atty. general--I don't knaw how to rank those two. Secretary of state-yOIl get 
i11V'olved with this elections thing, and Treasurer-well, I would be just as glad to see 
that office either way--make that office appointive or not. 

Mr. Skipton: iIe may be confusing here the two questions of hal they're chosen and 
which are to be provided for in the constitution. My guess is that it would be very 
difficult to sell the people of Ohio that there isn't somebody who is going to take 
over the treasurer's function, somebody going to have the lIhore of counting the money. 

Jllrs. SQlle: Assuming we took the treasurer out" and we used Dr. Curmingham f s language, 
that wouldn't be eliminating the office. He would be leavil16 it up to the legislature, 
as to whether it should be there or not. 

Dr. Cunningham: It would be a comptroller in the dept. of finance. 

Mrs. Sowle. But it would be up to the legislature to make that decision. 

Mr. Montgomery. I think that the constitution should provide :£hat the legislature may 
provide for other offices. 

Dr. Cunninghanu ~ could provide for a comptroller-general in the director of finance's 
office. 

Mr. Sldpton. Are there functions we need to add? I don't know any corporate body that 
doesn't have both a treasurer and a cOJIlptroller. There always has to be an accounting 
organhat.ion and a dil'hursing official. The legislature can do a budget without a 
budget 8JC4!lOu'ti.ve. 
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Dr. Cunningham, Fe have a superintendent of budget DGW. You can't withdra'-l money until 
you pr ove that the money 18 aVailable and has been allocated to that fund• 

It!", MontgCIRerys That's not what I call a budget officer. 

Hr, Skiptonl The ccmptroUer is the adm1n18trative control in tie IY8t_ tor the 
budget. He doesn't have to make up the budget ard he doesn't have to supervise who 
makes up the budget--you could have no bUdget, just a series ot appropriatioDS, and 
scmebody would have to exercise some control saying Hhen the money hu run OI1t, and 
there t s no more. T :hat I'm trying to do 1s get back to the original question or l;hat 
things are so basic that you knQo1 that you' re going to have to prov.l.de tar them one 
way or the other. And it any ot these functions include any of those officers that 
are currently enumerated in the constitution then I see no reason why they' can't 
continue to remain in the canstitution and then we get to the quest!<lI1 ot hClf they sh~ 
be chosen. But it there's going to be a treasurerJ you might as well enumerate it.·~ 

Dr, Cunningham, In the constitution? T 111' not leave the legislature in control?� 
AtterallJ they control all the bUdgeting-they decide whether the revolving tund at� 
the universities goes into the auditor's funds or they don't.� 

Mr. Skipton: All I'm saying is if these are functions that are going to be performedJ 
and the constitution provides for their parfomance now, I don't aee that there is 
the necessity to explain to the 11 million people at this state why'I want to eUminate 
them. 

I Irs. Sowle a I look at wbat we t re trying to do just a hit differently' in the sense 
that the constitution .J.a really a limitation upon the let!>islature. I think the question 
that l-Te ought to be addressing ourselves to is what ot these offices do we want to 
insure that the lebiUature doesn't change if it is within the legislative discretion,. 

Mr.~pton: If we're going to eliminate these we will have to go to the people and� 
say we're eliminatinJ them, and sq why we're eliminating them, and I'm afraid that� 
this wouldn't be eas,y to do.� 

Mrs. Sowlea HellJ we'd be eliminating the word treasurer but we're not eliJainatillg� 
the function.� 

Mr. Norris I But we would be eliminating the treasurer as a constitutional elected� 
office. The people would have no way ot knowing it the legislature was going to� 
reestablish it.� 

Dr. Cuminghaml The people have no way of kn<M.118 how good the treasurer's going to� 
be now--or even if he knQls what a dollar sign is. '� 

141-. Norris: I think the point is what is the electorate going to be lookin at at the 
time it is an issue on the ballot. I think they will look upon it as the constitutional 
elimination of the treasurer. 

Mrs. SCMle. But it that 1~ '!.:~e way they phrase it, they are not correct. He're 
not eliminating the treasurer--I'm just tryill€, to get a trall1ework here--lIe're saying 

~a~ ,it's up to the legislat'lre. 
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Mr. Norrisl That's what you're going to tell me, the voter, and that's how you're 
goins to sell me? I think bets bringing up a real practical problem. To me you would 
be eliminating a treasurer that I've got a vote on. 

Mrs•.~owle. I think the voter 1s not going to ask that question. I think the voter 
is going to read through that list and just go right on his way--I think the ozily 
way that question might come up is if there is a constituency under the treasurer that 
might make it a political is sue. 

Mr. Norris. But however it comes to tbe attention of the electorate, it does come to 
its attention. 

Hr. 110ntgomeryt If we look back at this when He started, I think t"e '''ould aU say, 
as we looked at the offices, that the only one there was a pressing need to change now 
was that tandem election thing. It didn't make any sense for a guy to have no 
executive work and to be called an executi.ve officer and be doing something over in the 
senate. But ,men you look at the others it may be unnecessary and it might be 
desirable to ohange it but there's really no pressing need to change any of 1t. Now 
if you think you have to change one, 1'd be for ohanging the treasurer--but even that 
one--it's a small price to pay for a successful revision of what we need to revise. 

I1rs. Sowle. I can buy that. 

Mr. Sld.ptCl1t It's interesting that most new constitutions that bave failed have 
tailed OV'er these kinds of questions. 

Dr. Cunningham: And many of them have eliminated the treasurer and. the auditor, and 
left it up to the statutory matter for the preservation of funds. 

Mr. Skipton. Pell, sanebody's going to have to make a motion. 

Mr. Norris. I think we should maintain as constitutional offices the offices of 
auditor, sec. of state, treasurer, and atty. eeneral. 

Dr. Cunningham. I think treasurer Should be struck out of that. The rationale for 
this has already been given. The treasurer 1s pDely ministerial and doesn't belong 
in the constitution. 

Mr. Applegate. I think fran the standpoint of practical politics, it't'lould be an 
unwise decision to leave out the treasurer. 1J0urnalism in the state l'Tould tell the 
people that lie are changing the structure and that we are taking awa,y one of the great 
sacred things. I would vote against this suggestion. 

Mrs. Sowle: I think that it isn't worth it if the treasurer issue would make other 
things ditficult. 

rrr. Skipton.. I think the toughest thing is whether or not we specify the selection and 
what tom the selection of each office, including treasurer, will take. 

•� 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Dr. Cunningham was the only member of the Canmittee to teel that the treasurer 
should be deleted .frOrl'l the constitution. The other five members of the canmittee •

I
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who were present disagreed with Dr. Cunningham, 80 the treasurer remained as a 
oonstitutional office in the comrl1.ttee's oonsideration of the executive article•. 

• Dr. Cunn1~hamt I think there should be an amendment to the ti.tle of the term Auditor. 
I think the term Auditor should be Auditor-General to imp~ post-auditor 0I'llJ'. The 
Auditor-General is apost-auditor and he has no jurisdiction over pre-audit. 

• 
Hr. Hontgomery: You should also describe what an audi. tor's function is if you do this. 
I think we should make an attempt to say, in the constitution, in i:)eneral, what these 
people are supposed to be doing. I think the auditor, like the atty. general, has a 
gross misconception of what his job is. I think the auditor should deal with the money 
end of 1t and not all the rest of 1t because it 121 an unnecessary burden on the govt. 

•� 
Mr. Sk1.ptonl Does the term imply that? Now, will this in a:nyway be confUsed with the� 
canptroller-general function or &nJthing like that?� 

•� 

Dr. Cunningham. The comptroller-general is a post-auditor.� 

Hr. ~kiptont But they also use that tar investigative purposes.� 

Mr. Uontgaoeryl Are you going to say "..,hat his job is in the constitution?� 

Dr. Cunningham. No, the lesislature is going to say what his job is. 

Mr. Skipton. That's my concernJ ,.,hen we change the title on one of these lfe're going 
to have to explain it. 

• Mr. l'1ontgomeryJ, I think it iJIlproves the image and we can cut it down to size when we 
get into the description. 

•� 
Mrs. Sowle: T Te haven't talked about whether "1e are going to specifY in the constitution� 
the powers and the duties of these officers. The legislature could define it arqwq� 
it wanted to, unless we define it in the constitution, even if we say auditor-gemral1� 

•� 

l1r. ~ldptonl That's €;oing to be another question.� 

The title change was agreed to by the cOJllllrl. t tee.� 

Mr. Norris' suggestion that the present constitutional officers enwnerated in the� 
constitution in the executive article continue to be so enumerated was agreed to by all 
except Dr. Cunningham. 

Dr. Cunningham: I object to the definition of what officers do in the constitution. 
These should be statutory. This is for the record. 

• The question of selection of the enwnerated officials was next considered by the 
Committee. 

• 
Dr. CUnningham: I feel that ":.~ sec. of state, atty. general, and auditor-general, and 
treasurer, and directors of such additional depts as may hereafter be provided by law 
should be appointed by and may be removed by the governor and they should hold attica 
at his pleasure and should continue in office until removed or succeeded. 

S6S 
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Mr. Norris z I disagree--I feel very strongly as I mentioned before about three of 
those. 

lIrs. Sat.,le, I think it might be helpful to take these offices up separately. 

Dr. CUnninghamz You can't have administrative responsibility withinrt making the governor 
responsible am pinpointing him as responsible far the conduct of his subordinate 
officers in the performance of aaninistrative functions. All of these functions are 
administrative. 

Mr. Norrisl I'm a great believer in the separation of authority--the separation of 
pawers.-under our present constitution--and I think there should also be the separation 
of powers under the executLve branch. I think it has worked very well. I don't 
think we should eliminate the separation of powers from the executive branch and leave 
the other ones. I think the chiet elections officer is one of the important functions 
at state govt." and as a result" I think that is a valid place to separate authority 
within the executive branch and it's certainly created no problt!ll1 that I know of. It 
has woliced very well. 

Mr. Montgc:mery: I agree with him. 

Mr. Applegate: I think iT. Norris stated it very well. 

Dr. Cunni~hamI There is onE"·point that hasn't been mentioned for the record and that 
is a point that I have made before--the sec. of state is the chief elections officer" 
and should be a free &bent during elections.-seeilJ5 that the elections law is enforced 
and not seeing that he himself is reelected. That is one 01' the reasons I feel he 
should be an appointed ofticer--and perform his duties in a semi-eivil service pomtion.. 
Decisions concernillb elect'1.ons might have been made in recent years in different ways 
had he been an appointed officer instead of an electitd one" and operating as a purely 
boee agent" administering the law as it is written. 

ltr. Montganerya Of course, if he is appointed by the governor, he might operate 
difterently too because the governor told him to. 

Mr. Norrisl Hy observation is that the most independence you can grant to a man is 
through his own selection. I can't tell the other members 01' the legislature that I 
know anyth!Ilb more thAD they do, or that they're responsible to me because they have 
their own mandate. 

~h-s. ~OW'le. I think that the office should be elective if it includes the elections 
function. I feel that the elections function should not be in the secretary of state's 
office, md if it is not, then the sec. of state should be an appointive office, but if 
supervising elections is in that office, it should be elective. I would pt:efer to see 
the elections function in a board created by the legislature. 

Mr. Montganery: That makes a lot of sense but then you have to get into creating elections 
machinery which has been working pretty well now. 

Dr. CunninghslU He \-lould provide then a secretariat for the governor" recording documents 
and issUiIl{. maps and copies of the constitution and so forth. 

•� 
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Mr. Sld.ptonr The general public views the secretary of state as a judge of the 

•� 

•� 

•� 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

elections system. This is the one element of his job that makes most of us believe that 
he should have some indepenc1ence frail the governor. '1e all kneA'1 too well hCM IllUch 
mischief can do with elections. The governor hae so m&D1' levers to use in influencing 
what happens politically speaking. I'm not sure the public would want you to give him 
control of the elections system also. This theory that he is accountable for it doesn't 
quite work either. I'm inclined to vote to make the sec. of state an independent 
office. 

Dr. Cunningham: Hany states have a bi-partisan elections board chosen by the leadership 
of both houses of the legislature--I think this is what you were referring to. 

Mr. Hontganery: Couldn't we solve this by describillt, in the constitution 02' in law 
that the sec. of state shall be the chief elections officer, and then have a state 
recorder that would take ever the functions that he now does in the office of the 
governor? 

Dr. Cunningham: Prite it in the elections laws. 

Hr. t"kiptoDl Host of theRe things that we're talking about are putting more legislation 
in the constitution than is in there now. 

~1rs. Hunter: The cOl18titUliion does not give the sec. of state any duties with respect 
to elections-abut only about returns of elections and receiving anendmentB. He is not 
designated as elections officer as such---those duties cane by statute. 

Mr. Montgomery: There are few duties for any of tJU3IIl. It's all legisL.l'tive. 

Hr. Applegate: I wonder how much of the sec. of state's office time is spent on 
elections in canparison to the recording function. 

Dr. Cunningham: The recordiI16 function--I would say that the function as elections 
officer is about 9~ ot his function--the rest only l<>r,. Corporations might entail 
10-15% 

Hr. Montgomery: I wonder it l·re can do anything about this. His recording fumtion i~ 

being perfonned in many places in state government that it shouldn't be. There ought : 
to be one centralized place, so maybe after hav;.ng a state recorder as an admin1stratj,ve 
function H'ould be a great improvement. 

lIre. Sowle: It would be possible to define, if we do go lnto definitions of duties, to 
define the duties of the secretary of state in such a wa;y as to exclude the elections 
function. Then the legislature t'lould have to find &bother way to do it. 

Mr. Applegate I You mean still retaining a sec. of state with a sole duty as elections 
officer? 

Mrs. ~owle: No, I'm suggestir 3 the possibility of defining the sec. of state in such a 
way as to exclude the electic,..3 function and just leave him as a recorder. 

Dr. CunninghBJIU You don't dra:t ~onst1tutions that way by negative action. You just 
leave it out. 

•� 
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Mrs. Sowle: Then the legislature could t,ive it right back to him. I think that if rrry 
objective were to be served" you have to do it this wa:y. I'd be interested in what OU» 
leeislative members would have to say about the canmission approach to the elections 
!unction. . 

Mr. Applegate: trell, I've never seen such a state board in action. I feel that the 
elections office should be the sec. of state, elected by' the people, and if you want to 
set up administratively an appointive state recorder, by the governor, then it would be 
something else. 

Mr. Norris: I gUess the key to me is independence and accountability. I like to 
think that the people who vote think about what they are doing. To me" a constitutional 
otticer is just about the most independent guy you can ~et. He's a tellow who is 
elected statewide. Aecountability, it lY'ould seem to me, is there also. A legislative 
eanm1ssion uould have to be a constitutional canm:l.ssion--one which you t-Tould say would 
be a constitutional commission to oversee elections comprised of six mElllbers, three of 
each party--that kind of thing, and appointed by the legislature, however you wanted to 
do it--that would give you your independence, perhaps, on the other hand, I'm not sure 
about accountab1.lity. 

Mr. ~ld.pton: I believe that there's just a wide misunderstanding of the elections 
machinery and h0l1 it actually runs on the part of many of the y.>8ople. J~ections machinerr 
is essentially party machinery and the lat1s we have were passed to attempt to insure 
integrity in that political process, but it's also had other aspects too. The reason 
we have primaries isn't really to help parties make a selection--it's to give that 
selection to other groups of people. As it does starn now we do have in every county 
a b1.-part1san elections board and this board is ttqually divided in numbers between the 
tloTO major parties. The role of the sec. of state is all this is he is the odd man, 
and when there is a deadlock between these people adm1nisteri~ the machinery, at the 
local level, he becomes the man who makes the decisions. 

Mr. Sowle. If he \'1111 make it, because if he tv-on't it can deadlock the whole situation. 
'fe had sueh a situation in Athens. ~o it can't always work that '1ay. 

I1r. Skiptont At the state level, his principal responsibility is one of advisingthe 
g.a. at writing the rules of the game, am also the fonnulation of the questions on the 
ballot in itself. He makes the rules about how ballot issues are ~oi~ to be set up-
uniformity in the construction of ballots around the state, etc. But he's not elections 
czar or anything like that. He's not exactly running that machinery. The reason so 
~ people believe that he is running the machinery is that they are reporting to him. 
IDeal boards have to tell him the results. He gets it all on the tabulating machinery-
it's really again part of the recording function. He could be given, thout:.h, sane poli
cing powers. 

Mrs. Sowlea Iaee a definite relationship between the sec. of state's recording functicn 
and his elections function, but I don't like the relationsh1p. I think that it works 
out very nicely for the sec. af state having them together because being the recorder 
gets one's name allover the state, and the sec. of state--in Illinois for instaaee-
can be untouchable. I can see the signature tdthout look1ng. As a matter of practical 
politics, it has made the secretary of state very easy to reelect, but I don't think 
that's logical W 1 n tm. pubHc interest. 

• 
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Mr. Sld.pton: Again what we are talking about here is an entirely diffefent ful1Ction. 
It I s the licensing function that you are remembering--the sec. of state in Chio no 
longer has that function, although he did at one time. There are all kinds of 
functions that mibht be assigned to the secretary of state--he does llave the corporate 
franchise. This is an office which is hard to understadd what does ~o on there. 

Mr. Montgomery: We've heard that a lot of things have been Liven to him when they 
couldl'lft think of anyone else. You look over the JIuYs that are available to do the 
job .. 

Mr. ":kipton: I 1m just as glad that it has been taken away from the governor so that he 
doesn't have his name on all those things. I allowed this discussion to go this far, 
becaue it may help us later, but I think we should decide on this sec. of state office 
now and go on. 

The Ccmnittee voted on whether or not to have the sec. of state as an elected 
official. Four members of the committee voted that he should be elected. Dr. Cunningham 
and Brs. Sowle voted that he should be appointed. Iu-s. Sowle added the explanation t~t 
she would also remove him from the elections function. 

Hr. SkiptOn! Pe have three other offices, here, l1hat l s the next one? Is there any 
discussion on the Atty. General? 

~1r. Hontganery: Ilm definitely in fa.-vc·r of the clarification of his duties. 

Hrs. SOIde aDd Dr. CU1mfae'UR voted t.hat the Atty. GelEral should be an appointivO 
office, appolnte4 by th Zovernor.. the other four members voted that he should be 
elected, so that vas the decidon of the cC!lll'11ttee. Dr. Cunningham felt that someone 
other than the governor should appo:int hIa and favored the legislature appointing him. 

Mr. Skipton: One of the reasons :J',. nat gettiD{:; into duties first, beoause we really would 
1p"ite a lot of legislation into th~ Constitution if we t'lere to include all the things Uti 

think about their functions. 1Jhen we get to that, tole may have to force ourselves to 
reconsider some of our feelings on this. The next one is auditor-general. rtny 
discussl on? 

Dr. Cunningham was the only committee member who felt that the Auditor-General 
should be appointed, so the Camnittee decided that he should be retained as an elective 
otfice. 

Mr. Skipton: Next is the treasurer. Any discussion? 

1\10 members of the CCIIIIlittee, Dr. CunniIlt;ham and IIrs. Sowle, felt that the 
treasurer should be an appointive office. The other four members of the oomnittee felt 
that it should be an elective office. i-1r. l1ontt,auery stated that his no was an 
unenthusiastic no. 

l1r. Skipton: Really, this helps us get al0l16, and When we get down to this question -of 
powers and duties, we can ta' ~~ ,r.;bout the rest. 

Dr. Gunninc:.ham: Hr. Chairman, d" you have in JlJind maki..Dt recanmendations to the Commis
sion on December 15th1 

-
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Mr. ~ki.pton: I don't believe that we can do that~ l'le·mq threw these decisions that 
we have made out for canment, but l1e won't be (>oint; to the colllllliss1on with final 
recommendations yet. 

Mr. Uontgome1'7t Do we have 8Il¥ memorandum concerning the ~eneral enumeration of powers 
of constitutional officers in aD¥ other states? 

lIrs. Huntert Yes, we do. "e looked at the duties in about six other new states. 110st 
of the older ones, like Ohio, are silent. 

Mr. Skipton: lAt's have some discussion on whether or not we should attempt to amend in 
any way this provision dealing with the length of the gubernatorial term. It has been 
felt that there is ambiguity in the present provision. It is a tt1o-headed questionl we 
can recommend the end of limitation on gubematbrial term, or should we make an eftort 
to remove the ambiguity and retain the limitation? 

Mr. Norris questioned what had been intended when the provision was written into� 
the constitution. The staff agreed to check on this. It was felt that the legislative� 
intent should be examined.� 

Mr. Uontganer,y, I think it should be clarified. I think ~outre just aski.ng for a 
disruptive lawsuit which would do not {:!;ood at all. 

Dr. Cunningham. Illinois says, for exmnple, that the governor shall have not to exceed 
8 rears in office and that is unequivocal. Eight years semce, and then you can't be 
governor. I have alw81's felt that e:4;ht years was enough. 

11r. faldpton. You'd be in favor of having a limitation. AD¥ member of the canmittee who 
would be in lavor of the elinrl.nation of the limitation? Do you prefer a limitation? 

Mr. lipplegates I think eight years using language like that would clarify it. 

Hr. Uontgomery: I would prefer a limitation, specifically related to drattsmandship, 
and not in anyto1q'related to poUIy. I think we have to be sure of what .as intended, and 
try to respond and do it better. 

Mr. Skiptont You would accept the decision of the people to put a limitation on it, and 
believe it should continue. 

Hrs. Sowle: I have not formed an opinion on this yet. 

l1r.~kipton: This is one of the things I am wide open on. I would take the view of the 
Canmittee. I do think that we should clear up that thing if we are going to keep it, 
and send out a reccmneooation so that it could be acted upon by the legislature and sa)" 
voted on no later than next November before the next election. It uould be a lot better 
it it could be voted on in Hay, to tell the truth. :1ith a question of this kind, people 
are going to be starting to line up to contest for office, and they won't 1mow what the 
situation i8, and I think we have to decide "bather we should step in and try to clarify
the situation. 

Mr. Norris t I really think we need to think this throui,h. Let' 8 asSUJll8 we decide that 

•� 
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the recamnendation is to be two consecutive terms, so that a man could serve another term 
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later on or two consecutively later on, atter an internlption. Now if' we put that 011 
the ballot in november, right away we're lin1~ up either for or against Jim Rhodes. If 

•� you go the other way, you've got the same thing. at course, if 1)e decides early in the� 
year that he isn't going to be a candidate, then we could proceed.� 

Mr. Applegatea The intent of that in the first place lfaB to liJIdt it to eight years
otherwise, why 'Jut it in? 

•� Mr. Montgomery. I think it was at any one time, so that there wGUld be a break in his� 
power building.� 

Mr. Applegate: I think we should first find out what the intent was frClJl its author. 
This is something that we should pemaps have With all our statutes. 

•� Mr. Sld.pton: Trell., now you're all alerted to the political problem that may come up. 

• 

This thing lfas tied to the four-year tem which came up at the same time. 1 ie've also 
got another thing lo,e might discuss. . 'e've discussed gubernatorial succession before, . 
and also disability. ~'e real.1y dealt with this heavily at one time. I would like to 
get ywr reactions so that the staff can start putting sanething together. Host ot 
our discus sion at past meetings had dealt witil the disabiUty thing, but on succession, 
1t was strictly to leave it to people who uere pre.determine9, not to appoint aD1'bod1' 

• 

by the governor. It would have to be some elected off1cial--s~ spt..ueer of the house 
or speaker pro tam, but not make it in such a way that the bovernor could pre-determine 
his successor by' appointing a new man to the otfice before succession would occur. Does 
&1'lYbody object to that Btlrt of thing. -lhoover is in the line ot succession should be 
somebody who has been el...:::ted; that's about the basic thing.. On disability, the 

diffioult one is who initiates the proceeding and who decides that disability exists. 

• 

Again, my feeling is that things like this shouldn't be lett up in the air but should be 
very specifioally expressed. The question is, who are you going to give the power to 
raise the question ot disability--and that is the most difficult one. Should it be the 
legislature, shoold it be sey another officer of govt., should any group at citizens be 
permitted to petition for finding a disability. Does anybody have au,y ideas? 

Dr. Cunninghama Al\Ybod;y filing a petition before the supreme court-it should be in 
th8 original jurisdiotion of the suprelIle court. 

Mr~ llontga'ller;ra I like the joint resolution•. 

• Mr. Norris: I remember, however, we had decided it should be initiated, I know it ended 
up in the supreme court. 

• 
Mr. Skiptont In our previous discussions, I know the consensus was that the final 
jurisdiction should be in the supreme court but heM' it got there--how it was triggered
was not settled.• 

• 

Mr. Montgomery. I think a joint resolution 1s the most practical way and the governor 
himself eould make an express; on to the legislature saying that he has had it) interested 
people could appear before tt·· leeislature on the matter; but in any case the legislature 
would be responsible. I thou~ht your suggestion on haVing the supreme cCW"t take it up 
Within so many dqs was 8uperfiu<Jus; as long as they had to decide it within so maIO" 
days. I can't see that that makes &I\Y difference--I just don't think it is necessary 

•� 
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to specif7 that they must start consideririg it within 48 hI's. 

Dr. Cum:1ngh8n t A joint resolution can be as ineffective as impeachment procedures, 
because it becomes a political football eventuall7. 

llr. Montgaaery. They're not deciding it--all they're doing is putting the question 
betore the Supreme Court. 

Dr. Cunn1nghmnl Sure they are makiD€:, the decision-that the Republican governor ·is 
crazy--he's incanpetent~ • 
~Ir. l~orriu Eut if you. have tandem election, you. eliminate a lot of the political part. 
So that if the question is is the taverner disabled, the legislature then at least would 
have an easier polltical decision because all they're doing is just disqualitying one 
Democrat in favor or another Democrat. •Dr. CunninghaJU Fell, there 's sanething to that. 

Mr. NontgClll8l"1' I think it ought to be tough. The Governor should also have the ri~t to 
undo the action. He should have the right to petiti4m directly to the supreme court. 

•
! 

Mr. Norrisl I think Md. has an interim disabillty--where the t;\1Y was only the interim 
governor, and then after six months they had to put out a final decree. I like that. 

Dr. Cunningh8l1U He was only acting governor for the first six months. I 

HI'S. ~OIIlet It could be continuing juritldiction. J 
Mr. Norris. Maybe you ought to allmo1 the jurisdictional question to be raised on any 
day duril'l8 the probationary period. 

Mr- HontgClllleryl 1'18 might have permanent disability mean any disability, the prognosis 
ot which would be for the term, not for life, and the court would have to ask the 
question will this be a disability for the term, if so it's permanent, and if so they • 
take one course.~nd it it is strictly a tElll.porary matter, like Fallace, where his 
mind is obviously fine, he oUE;ht to have the right to return to office. 

Mr.' Skipton. There are many COMplications here and I believe that they should be in a 
package which hangs t~ether and I'm going to ask 1-11'8. Hunter to work on this, in a 
draft tor our next meeting. • 

The meeting lias adjourned. 
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Cllio Constitutional Revision Canmission 
Legislative-Executive Committee 
Kazoch 20, 1913 

SUJIIllary of Meeting 

The Legislative-Executive Caumittee held a meeting at 10:30 a.m. on Harch 20t 
1973, in the CCIIIlI1ssion ottice.. Attending l.,ere Chairman Skipton, Hr. Norris, Mr. 
Shockness7, and Mr. l1ontganery, and Staff members lIrs .. Eriksson, Mrs. Hunt.er, and Mrs. 
Gertner. 

Mr.. Skipton opened the meeting dicussing the statewide elective executive officials: 
Secretar;y of qtate, Auditor of State, Treasurer of State, and Attorney General. The 
canmittee had previously agreed that the ballot shCQ1d not be Slortened and that these 
officers should contime to be elected. There were sane dissents from this, however. 

Mr. Skipton: Helre talki~ about the executive article of the Chio Constitution and a 
basic question that arises is how may elected statewide officials there shClUld be in ~ 

executive. 

Mr. ShocknesS1J The basic question is whether ar not there should be these officers. 

Mr. ~k1ptons If you are canmitte4 to the principle that the governor should be the sole 
executive officer of the ,tate, then it automatically raises the question of whether 
there should be other elected officials or not. Tbia 18 the question the CQlIId.ttee 
considered, and we didn't have a unanimous vote'. But the feeling was they shouldbe 
elected" at least that was the feeling of the majority of the caaJllittee. 

Mr. Shocknessy: There isn't any question to me that the aty. gen. sftould be an inde
pendent elected officer, and the auditor should be an independent omcer. I dontt have 
strong feelings about the treasurer and the sec. of state. 

Mi-. Skipton: I think we can resolve this quickl1: does anyone have a different paint 
of view? 

Mr. Norris: My feeling has been that the atty. geberal and the auditor, and I see acme 
reason for retaining the sec. of state as an independent office, because as chief 
elections officer, I think he should be independent. On treasurer, I teel that it is 
close, but I don't see &qf reason to change. 

Mr. Shocknessy: I think the atty. i:>en. has got to be free to telilfhoever is govemor 
exactly what he thinks. This is the same for the auditor, as it is in all corporations'. 
The auditor must report to the board, so must the atty. en sec. of state you can make 
a pretty good case far either way..-electiol'1S are significant there. I think there is 
much to be said, halever, for combining the treasurer and. the director of finance. I'm 
not negotiable on auditor and ...;,+.torl1ey general. On the others, I would go either wq 
10U got a majori. ty vote. I don't think the sec. of state has enough to dOt 

Mr. Uontgaaeryt He could be assigned all the other record keeping twx:tions which 8fIe 
now dispersed, but that really should be a legislative decision. 

Mr. ~ocknessy felt that the canments co~erni~ the cOllDittee's recamuendatlon 
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should include the cQllllJitteels teeling that this be done. Hr. Hontganery nentioned that 
this is the similar problem l.,.hich the treasurer canplains at-that her function is dis
persed. Hr. Shoclmessy felt that the treasuNrls office is purely custodial--she only 
puts money in banks. 

lir. Norris said that he felt that no one had shown any reason for removing the 
treasurer, and that therefore there was no reason to do so. Mr. Skipton said that, 
philosophically, the only reason he could see to make a change lias if' there was sane 
canpelling reason, or an obstacle, or detect to the effective functioning of state gOV't. 
If the govemor is frustrated or handicapoed, that is one thing. He does not believe that 
is the case, however. Hr. Norris mentioned that the elective officers serve as checlcs 
and balances in the executive branch of government. 

The committee expressed uaanimity on this point. It '-Tas noted that Dr. CunniD€,ham 
and Mrs. 30wle had expressed the opinion that some of these officers should not be elected, 
and M!'s. Rowle had expressed interest in hCM elections might be handled other than by the 
SecretaJ"1 of mate. She was thinking of another independent agency. Mr. Shoclmessy 
spoke against the idea of experimentation in that area. He felt that it is important 
tor the canmittee to make clear that it is not just out to reorganize it it is not 
necessatY. 

Mr. Sk1pl:,oru Sh01tld there be any more specification of the duties of these statewide 
elected ftecutive officers? The constitution presently is almost totally blank on this 
subject. J.1r. Shocknessy felt that the less that is specified in the basic document, 
the better otf we are. 

Mr. Norrist For attorney general, we mibht insert languaE:;e such that "he shall be the 
chief law officer 'of the state". I don't see aJV harm in::putting it in 8I¥i there may 
b, merit in doing so. 

Mr. ~ocknessy~ The attorney general is not the governor's lawyerJ he 1s the lawyer of 
the state at Ohio. He has to be an independent officer, operating for the people. My 
v:Lew aboot the attorney ~eneral is that what the governor doesn't do, he does. 

M1't. Skiptont There seems to be a real. question about how much of a prosecutori&! role 
the attorney general has. How much init1ative can he exercise on his own? 

Mr. Norr1u There are some limited sections in the Code giving him some powers. 

Mr. Shocknessy: I don't think we should be too specific in basic authorities--in the 
const!tution. 

Mr. Norris I Can we use the language "shall be the chief law officer of the state and 
shall have nch duties and powers as may be prescribed by law". I think that is self
executing. 

Mr. Montganery: I thinlc that would follOl<1 with a provision for the sec. of state-"he 
shall be the chief election officer,. and have such powers as duties as prescribed by law." 

l.fr. Norris t Is there a reason for using the term law officer instead of legal officer2 
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• Mrs. Hunter. That is the statutory terrninology--that is the only reason. 

Mr. Shocknessy: Legal us an easily D1isWlderstood term. It gets to be descriptive. I'm 
inclined to stick wi.th 1m,' officer. 

•� 
Mr. Skipton: Law officer can sanetimes get into law enforcement. 1:1hat is tile relation�
ship, say, of the attorney ~eneral to the justice system of the state? Where does he� 
stand in relationship to enforcement?� 

Mr. Norris: He doesn't really acquire pOW'ers because he is chief lali officer, his specific 
powers must cane tram the General AssemblJr. 

• Mr. Uontganery: The attorney general can exercise no intiative on his own to prosecute-
the governor or another state official can call on him to do so, however. 

Mr. mciptona This l-Thole question of a<mdnistratian of justice is involved in the exec
utive and the judiciary. 

• Mr. Shocknessy: '!'he temptation of that office is to make the most of it--that's part of 
the problem we're dealing with .. 

Mr. Norris: ~;e don't liant the atty. gen. to say "I'm the chief law enforcer of the state." 
So maybe if you leave the word out in the canstitution that does say something. 

Mr. Shocknessy: You could change it to he is the law officer for the state, and then• there's no quest! on about it. -
Mr. mdpton: ~hould the attorney general have an,y prosecutorial role? 

• 
There was st;reement that that shouldn't be put into the constitution. The legis.. 

lature should have authority under the constitution to do such things as developnents 
suggest co~ern1ng each attice. 

Mr. Skipton: This has been My view--when these types of evolutionary changes occur, 
there has to be fiexi.bili ty. 

• Mr. Norris r I III move the adoption of one of these drafts. I move the adoption of 
draft 113, changing "of" in the first line to "for". 

Mr~ Skiptm: lbat about "chief"? 

Mr. Norris: I have no problem with that. Mr. l1ontgomery said he liked it and that it 
• was descriptive. 

Mr. Skipton: liThe attorney general is chief 181'1 officer for the state and shall have 
such pouers am. duties as may b ~ prescribed by law. 1I Does that take care of it? 

The motion was adopted.

• Mr. Skipton: letts take up the other one that t1e have discussed somewhat--the sec. at 
state. We have already decided that ne 3hould be elected. 

• 
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Mr. Norrisl I think Draft 1,~2 does the same thing for the sec. of state that ''Ie did for 
the attorney general. 

It was noted that the language was not identical, and asreed that it should be� 
changed to be the same form. Mr. Norris mewed adoptial of Draft 1,:2.-5ecretary of State� 
with the stated changeel liThe Secretary of ~tate is the chief election officer of the� 
state, and shall have such powers and duties as are prescribed by law.1t There was sene� 
discussion about the .oat appropriate tense for these provisions. Part I of the cClllllli�
ssion report was consUlted, and it was felt that provisions should be consistent.� 

Mrs. Huntera On the other oonstitutional provisions in other states eomerning the sec. 
of state, I do see that the others do use this "shall" fom. 

The eanmittee changed the provision to read "shall be the chief election officer" 
and "shall have". 

Mr. tipton noted that aIl1' reference to keeping official records, etc. was being� 
l4!Pft out--this was felt to be material for lel,islative consideration. It was felt, by� 
tile eanmittee, hON'ever, that the legislature should look into the record keeping duties� 
ot the sec. of state, with a view tC1-1ards consolidating them.� 

Next, the cOllllJ1ttee considered the treasurer of state. 

~ Montgcmer;yl If the others have a broad, general phrase, the treasurer, should, too. 
It; should sq what the treasurer is, without going into detail. "chief custodian at 
state funds" or "taxes" or sanething like that. 

Mr. Shoclmesev f I don't like "all taxes"--"all state funds" might be better. 

Mr, Sld.ptons The tax issue is a small part of this--the big/;)est thing is all the other 
funds. If you are going to have a treasurer, you have the basic question of what funds 
th~ treasurer isto be in charge of. flliould each university have its awn bank account? 
ShqlUld workmens canpensation, retirement funds, and so on be under the treasurer's 
control? 

Mr. Norris. You could say "the treasurer of state shall be custodian of such state funds 
as may be provided by law. II 

Mr. ~kipton: Unless we wish to work a major alteration in the handling of state funds, 
you're going to have to eliminaU custodian of all funds and sa:y "shall have such pOilers 
and duties as are provided by law." -

Mr. Shocknessy: He could say the treasurer of state shall be custodian of all state 
manies assigned by the ~.a. 

Mr. Norrist Let me try this l.anguage on you: II'.I.'he treasurer of state shall be custodian 
ot such state funds as are provided by law, and shall have such other powers and duties 
as are provided by law." I think that is consistent. 

Mr. 110ntgcmeryc I don't like that "as provided by law" tWice.. "The treasurer of state 
shall be cust.od.ian of such state funds, and shall have such pOilers and duties, as are 
provided b1' law. II I tlrl..nk that will do it. 
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•� The language concerning the treasurer was approved by the c CIlIIII1ttee.� 

Mr. Skipton. Pe can n<lW move on to &\1ditor. The c<llllld.ttee agreed to change the tttle 
of the auditor, by a maj ority, to aduttor-general. This was to imply that the office 
have post-auditing fuo;tions. 

•� Mr. Norrie, How about this? It'the auditor of state shall be the chief accCAUl'ting ctfieer,� 
and shall have such pOlerlS and duties as are prescribed by law. It 

Mr. Skipton. He May invite trouble with "chief accounting officer.1t The auditor nCll 
exercises tremendous authority over county ofticials--the auditor is not just an auditor 
for the state.

• Mr. Shocknessy: I tm afraid we could get into a lot of trouble using the tenn nauditor
generallt •� ' 

Mrs. Eriksson. Dr. Cunningham was opposed to the auditor perfo~ other than post
audit duties , and he felt the tem ll auditor-generallt implied that.

•� Mr. ShockneslT{ s The proposition itself is a good one. 

•� 
Mr. Norrisl HOW' about the language "shall verity that moneys appropriated by the i._a.� 
are spent according to law" as proposed in Draft li2.. Does that &tfect aJVthiDg he D(II� 

does?� 

MT. Skiptona That doesn't do any violence to anytbiD@ he now do.a--he just doesn't do 
" it~ 

,Mfs. Eriksson: He does a great many other th1~e. 

1

•� Mi-. Skipton: This is a function that we should think aboot very seriously. Itm not are 
we understand what powers the auditor now has--he doesn't exercise all the pOW'ers he 
now has. There are umny unanswered questions here-I don't want to wrt.te constitutiCl181 
lan~;uage which would be interpreted as a mandate to use scme of those powers. 

Mr. Norris: Your thought is that we shooldn't call him anything, and should just say that 
•� he has such powers and duties as are provided by law. 

Mr. Skipton: Hy inclination is to do just .at lie hD.ve done for the treasurer--make that 
description just as bland as we can make it. 

•� Mr. Shoclmessy: I seriously think it should be "auditor of state".� 

Mr. Skiptonl I \-'ould prefer that we don't use any language that infers a mandate for 
'him to prescribe accounting systems. 

Mr. Shocknessy: Hhat kind of language could we put together that would be ccms1stent 

•� with the other etate officers?� 

Mr. Norris: You could leave out calling him sanethi~ and just sa;y the auditor shall have 
such pOtters ,aDd .dut.ies as are prescribt>d by law. 
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Mr. SJd.ptoru I l«)uld not object to language that tta1d that he is a post-auditor of sane� 
sort.� 

Mr.. Shooknesey I Then;you have to interpret that.� 

Mr. Skipton. Is there any standard way that has been i.nterpreted2� 

Mrs .. Hunter: Ths most canman provision, like that in the model state constitution, is� 
that the legislature shall appoint an auditor, to serve at its pleasure, to audit pUblic� 
records and perform such duties as are provided by law.� 

Mr. Uorris. How about the auditor shall be the auditor of public accounts?� 

Mrs. Gertner, The 1970 nlinois constitution reads ltshall conduct the audit of public� 
funds at the state," and continues that he shall make reports and investigatiODS as� 
cI1rected by the g .a. and so on.� 

Mr. SlcLptaru 're could specify that he has authority to audit all public accounts, which 
he now has authority to do, and I wouldn't object to that. 

Mr. Shoo1cnessyl I'd be perfectly willing to saY' that the auditor of state has the 
authoritY' to post-audit all public accounts.. The implication there, although it doesntt 
sq it, is that he onl7 has post-audits, and that's what he ought to have. Itll opposed 
to thiepre....ud!t deal. 

Mr.. 'kipton, He have twp pre-audits now, and Itm alWays 'WoDJering why we need that. 

Mr.. Norrist "The auditor shall audit public accounts and shall have such powers and duties� 
a8 are prescribed by law".� 

Mrs. Erikssona Do;you want to say public accounts of the state?� 

Mr.. Shockne8s;y. He could even say "the auditor shall have authority to make post-audite� 
of all public accounts and such other palers and. duties as are prescribed by law".� 

MD. SlcLptona I have no objections to that.� 

Mr.. 'lliockness;yt It's pretty simple and. it gets down to what he ought to do~ It {;ives� 
him a post-audit authority and such additional as prescribed by law.� 

Mr. Sld.ptont The legislature could create its own performance auditor.� 

Mrs, Eriksson. How about "public funds of the staten? It Y'0ll don't speci.f7 of the state,� 
is this gaL~ to lock into the constitution that the auditor will audit accounts of 
political subdivisions?� 

Mr. Norrist How about this. n',fhe auditor shall conduct post-audits of such public� 
accounts as are prescribed by law.� 

Mr. Sld.ptarll If you are going to make him an aUditor, I wouldnft mind if you s.. "he 
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shall have athonty to audit all public accaunts." 

Mr. 'iboclmesS7} You could say lIot the state of Ohio". 
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Mr. Norris: "he auditor shall audit such public "'01mts and shall have such powers ad� 
duties� as are provided by law. fl 

Mr. Shocknessy: He should be llmited to post-audit~ 

Mrs. Eriksson: HOW' about the "aUditor of state shall have authority to conduct post

•� audits of public accounts, and shall have such powers and duties as are provided by law."� 

Mr. ShocknesSYI If there is a:rq question about what pUblic means, I'd be perfectly 
willing to add of the state of Ohio, to be perfectly clear. 

"The auditor at state shall have authority to conduct post-audits of accounts 
• of the state and shall have such other pOW'ers and duties as are prescribed by law." 

Mr. Norris: ~1hat we're saying is he shall have authority to conduct post-audits of all 
accoonts of the state and shall have such other pCMers and duties as are provided by law•. 

• 
The provision was agreed to by the committee. It was felt that it should read 

"auditor of state" even though it does not presently read as such, rather than "auditor
general~" 

• 
Mr. Skipton. He have left the status quo, and we have cleaned up the language. lie have 
done somethi~ ,"hich was very important to :Dr. GUnni~ham--we have limited the auditor 
to post-auditor. Now we "Ave this problem of succession and how we determine the probl. 
of disability of the governor of the state. Sally, ,.,ould you explain this draft'? 

• 

• 

Mrs. Hunter: First of all, it answers the question of who detemines whether or not th$ 
governor is disabled. That was the first question discussed by the cCJ1lJl11tteeJ so it 1s 
tile first topic covered in the canmentary, hGlever it is fbe topic of section 16, aDd 
not section 1$. The draft gives the supreme court the original, exclusive and final juris
diction to detennine disability. The present constitution says nothing. The second . 
matter that is taken care of by section 16 is to provide that it is the general as88llblf 
that shall be the triggeril'€ mechinism fw getting the problem before the supreme courtt 
byj resolution, rather than sayi~ "shall prescribe by law", it provides specifically th.t 
by joint resolution adopted by a 2/3 vote, the question of whether the gO'l'8rnor has a 
disability shall be decided by the court. It also allows the governor to transmit his 
written declaration to the court claiming that the disability no l~er exists. 

Mr., Shocknessy: Hhat about his opportunity to oppose the resolution in the first instance? 

Mrs. Hunter: This is not specifically dovered by this draft., 

•� Mr. Shocknessy: It may be implied, but dealing with sanething this basic, it is impo»
tant to spell it out. "Atter due notice and hearingll_you've got to give a he~.· 
It should be "after due notice to the governor by the court, and heariDg•••" Ue want to 
makB it procedurall.y sound. 

Mr. Norris: The supreme court has the duty to notify the acti~ governor when the 
•� governor petitions to be reinstated. 

Mr. Shockoossy: mdon't think this nas to provide for governw-elect., 
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1Ir. Norris J May I make one other suggestion? . hen you draw up that sentence on 
hearing, can you add in the l.,yord "public"? • 
Mr. Shooknessy: All hearings are public. The supreme court can't hold a hearing that 
i~n't public. 

, 

Ml". Norris t I would hope so, bllt since this is the basic document, I think it should 
be specified. ~ 

IMr. Skipton: This is the sort of thing on l-rhich we can well afford to use extra words. 

Mr. Norris: On the first page, it says "aI'l¥ person serving as acti~ bovemor shall have 
tlhe powers, duties, and canpensation of that office." You could constne acting fit,ovemor 
to be an office. 

Mrs. Humer: Section 16 retains the present line of succession, although it restates it, 
scmewhat. 

I

Mr.bocknessy: . You know its always possible the acting governor can be disabled too. ,•
IMrs. HumerI Yes, section 11 attempts to recognize this is the second paragraph--in a 
Icase where for any reason the governor-elect l-ras unable to succeed to the office, the It. 

governor would succeed to the office for the full term. l-Te didn't make 8I'l¥ specific 
pl'avision for a problem in the office of acting governor, because the line of succession 
is given. 

Mr. hoclmessya The guy is acting governor temporarily--so we have to proVide if some
thing happens to him. 1 
Mrs. Hunter: You don't think that is adequately handled by section 15? •Mr. 'lhoolmessy: I think it would be if we didn't use the tem acting governor. If you 
had said It. governor shall act as governor or shall serve as governor, but once you have 
set up a new status of acting governor, then you have to treat it differently. 

Mr. Norris: I think that term "acting governor" sounds like a new office, and it can Jget you into a lot of trouble. 

Mr. ~ocknessy: Say "the It. governor shall serve or act as governor" and then you can 
treat him the same way. You can say "he shall serve as governor until the governor's 
disability is terminated." Then the rest of this thing will go along all right. 

I 

Mr. Norrisr Is the It. governor still It. governor when he is governor? • 
Mr. ShocknessYJ No, I think then that Qtfileel.is vacant. 

Mr. Montganery: You can't provide for everything--it would be impossible. 

It was agreed that new succession am disability drafts would be prepared for tne •
I

next meeti~. 

The meeting "'as adj ourned. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Canmission 
MarCh 26, 1973
Legislative-Executive Committee 

SWIIl1ary 

The Legislative-Executive Canmittee met on Harch 26th at 10:30 a.m. in the Camrd,s.-
sion offices. Attending were Chairman ~kipton, Senator \pplegate, Mr. Montgomery, and 
Mrs. Sowle. Also present were f:taff members Mrs. Eriksson, Mrs. Hunter, and Mrs. Gertner. 

Mr. Skipton presented Part 2 of the Article III report, recamnending the retention 
of sections 5, 6, 7, 6, 9, 12, 13, 14, and 20 without change, and the referral of section 
19 to another canmittee. Mr. Skipton went through it section by section, discussing the 
purpose of each of the provisions. Mr. Montgcmery asked if it was part of the committee's 
role to make purely technical changes in the constitution (spelling and grammar) as it 
went through these sections which are not having any substantive changes made. Mr. 
Skipton said that it had been the policy of the cClTlftission to make technical chqes 
when substantive changes were being made, but that he felt that it was perhaps better 
not to take chances with sections by making only minor changes. lIre Nontgcmery tqre8sed 
the feeling that we shouldn't give our blessing to a document which has obviously recog
nizable errors in it, and that perhaps since we were going through the constitution a:rq
way, technical changes should be made, and that we should explain this type of chan&es 
to the voters as purely t"'~hnical. Mrs. Eriksson said that she would check in scme of 
the California materials, uecause California l"as a cOlllll1ssion which dealt in piecsaeal 
tom with the c onsti tution as we are doing, and see if any of the revisions which that 
o<JnlTlission made were technical only'. 

Mr. Sldpton explained that sections 5, 7, 8, 9, and 14 were being retained for the 
reasons stated in the Starf report, because no one who testified to the Camnittee f:iaft 
~ reason for deleting them. The Governor did not make any expression on the sectians 
con:erni~ his powers, and Mr. Skipton did not expect that he would have ~ opinions on 
this matter. It was noted that even thoogh these sections were all added at the same time, 
they do have many stylistic differences. The subjects of each of the sections were 
discussed. Section 5 grants the supreme executive power of the state to the governor. 
Section 7 provides that the governor shall communicate to the General Assembly at each 
of its sessions and recommend such measures as he shall deem necessary. Section 6 
provides for the governor's power to call special sessions. This corresponds to the 
similar power recanmended by this canmission that legislative leaders be permitted to 
call special aessions. It was pointed out that the p(Mer of the governor to call special 
sesjSions could also be used '''hen the g.-a. was in rec'ess, if the governor felt that there' 
was sanething that needed immediate consideration. Section 9 provides the governor with 
the power to adjourn the g.a. when there is a case of disagreElllent between the two 
houses as to the time of adjourJl!l8l1t. Section 14, similar to section 4 in section II 
which provides lomo may hold a seat in the g.a., provides that no public official, of the 
state or of the U.s., mq execut 3 t.he atfice of governor. "Except as herein providedn 

is included as part of that prc\l..lon, to cover a case where there has been succession 
to the governorship by another public official, i.e. the It. bovernor, president or 
the senate or speaker of the hou3e" as provided in the present consti tutiCGe 

Mr. Sldpton reported to the C<JlIILitt·ee that there had been some discussion after the 
last meeting about the state seal aM whether the proVisions relative to it should be 
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retained in the executive article of the constitution. He said that it was his feeling 
that this is something which should not be subject to frequent change, and that if there 
was a constitutional provision, this was less likely. The seal has historical signifi
cance, and should thus be a matter of constitutional importance. 

The recanmendation to retain sections 6 and 20 of Article III also were discussed 
by the committee. Section 6 provides that the governor may require written information 
frail the other state elected executive officials, and shall see that the laws of the 
state are faithf'ully executed. ~ection 20 provides that the officers of the executive 
dept. and of the public state institutions shall report to the governor" at least five 
days preceding the opening of each regular session of the g.a." and that the governor 
shall transmit these reports to the g.a. along with his message. Mr. Skipton said that 
CDI or the important reasons for the :cetentlon of .these sections corresponds to the .. 
l'etent~on of the state executive elected officials" which the committee is also recom
mending, and that these sections provide for communication between the governor and the 
other state elected exeoutive officials. It was agreed that they conferred necess&r7 
parer and author!ty on the governor. 

It was also recanmended that Section 19, which provides for the canpensation of 
executive officials and a provision that their compensation be neither increased nor 
diminished during the period for which they are elected, be considered along with other 
sectiOl18 relating to public officials by a CCJIIII1ttee of this Commission on Public Offi
cials. 

The report on Part 2 of Article III was unanimously accepted. 

The Canmittee next considered Part 1 of the Article III report of the Canmittee. 
Mr. S1d.ptan reported that this report was prepared by the staff as a result of the dis
cussion at the last meeting at which, he" Mr. Norris" Mr. Shoclmessy" and Mr. Uontgallery 
were present" and that he wanted to see if it was representative of the thinking of the 
committee. The report is concerned with the statewide elected executive officials" 
presentl¥ named in the constitution: Secretary of State, Auditor of State, Treasurer of 
State, and Attorney General. The report recanmends the retention of eJQh of the offi
cials as const!tutional am elected officers, and recommends a single sentence to be added 
to Section 1 (Which names the officers) or elsewhere in Article III of the Constitution 
concerning the basic function of each of the offices. 

1. Secretary of State-The only question asked about this one was why it says chief 
e~ection of'ficer instead of elections, and it was noted that this was the way it was 
iffi'aseCl in the statutes. The secretary is also provided lolith tlsuch powers and duties a~ 
ar~ prescribed by lawtl • which ,.,auld include the recording function. 

2.j Auditor of State--a) It was noted that the Auditor is given authOritl to conduct post
a~ts, but not mandated to conduct them. b) It was pointed out by Fir. 1d.pton that the 
canmittee wanted to stress the post-aUdit function, and that pre-audits lrould be a 
matter left up to the legislature. c) Mrs. Sat.,le questioned whether all accounts of the 
state includes political subdivisions. The "state" is not a clearly derined term. For 
!leS. of State, chief election officer of the state includes local elections. Is accounts 
of the state meant to include accounts of political l!JUbdivisions? Mrs. Gertner and drs. 
Hunter clarified that it was not meant to include local. accounts and polltical subdivi
sions, according to the expression at the last meetins. This is presently' sanething that 
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is left up to the legislature and should continue to be. 

The canmittee wants to give the G.A. authority to specify '\-lhich public accounts 
should be audited. The sentence was changed to reads 

THE AUDITOR OF STATE SHALL HAV~' AUTHORITY TO CONDUCT POST-AUDITS OF ALL ACCOUNTS 
OF THE STATE, AND ~UCH PC1-lERS AND DtrrIE8, AS PRESCRIBED BY LAH. 

"As prescribed by lau" 1s tntended to modify both authority and powers and duties, and 
will leave specific granting of power up to the G.A. The canmittee agreed on this 
version. There was some question as to Whether or not other should be included before 
powers and duties, but the committee finally decided that it shouldn't-there is no 
other in the other provisions•. 

3. Treasurer of State--The provision concerning the treasurer provides that the treas
urer shall be custodian of such state funds and shall have such powers and duties as 
are provided by law. Mrs. Sowle asked what funds the treasurer now has. It was pointed 
out that the universities keep their own funis under the present law. "As are provided 
by law" also modifies such state fUnds in the provis1on--the canmi. ttee wanted to avoid 
constitut1onall.y defining that term..-to be proVided by the legislature as it is at 
present. 

4. Attorney General--The provision concerning the atty. general provides that he shall 
be the chief law atfice for the state and shall have such powers and duties as are 
prescribed by law. Mr. Montganery noted that the attorney general would contiDle to 
exeeeise powers and duties prescribed by law and not "cCllllllon law" palers. Mrs. Hunter 
said that the Ccmneniary expressed the canmittee's intent on this score. Hr. Sld.ptCl1 
explained that the term "chief law officer" was chosen because the camnittee agreed that 
1t would be up to the general assembly to develop or expand the pros8Cutorial role of 
the attorney beneral, and the committee declined to freeze such matters imto the Consti
tution. although it has noted that in recent years the attomey general has cCllle to 
exercise a greater prosecution function. Studies in the administration of criminal jus
tice have recClllll1ended such a direction, he pointed cut, but the cClllllittee, having 
examined the attorney general's statutory powers, felt that any extension or them should 
be in the hands of the legislature, and it selected a statement about the attorney 
general that makes its intenti on on this point clear. 

The report was unanimously accepted by those members or tm caamittee present. }W. 
skipton said that he felt that the opinions of the missing members of the c<Xllll1ttee 
should be considered, and that the report liould be mailed out to the members of the 
cOllllll1ssion, to be considered at the next commission meeting. Another caumittee meeting 
would be held before the canmission meeti~ to discuss provisions on succession and 
d1sabillty, which Mrs. Hunter is completing, and to discuss several miscellaneous 
sections which will be deleted. 

I 
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Research Study No.2. 

Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee on The Executive 
April 29, 1971 

State Elected Executive Officials 

The Ohio Constitution provides for the election by the people of six executive 

officers··The Governor, Lieutenant Governor, Secretary of State, Auidtor of State, 

Treasurer of State, and Attorney General. 

The Governor is a constitutional official, elected by the voters, in aliSO 

states. Alaska, Arizona, Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, New Jersey. Oregon, Utah, 

West Virginia, and Wyoming have no Lieutenant Governor; in Tennessee the Lieutenant 

Governor is elected by the State Senate from among its membership; and in the re· 

maining states he is elected by the people. A Secretary of State is provided for 

by the Constitutions of all states except Delaware, Hawaii, Maryland, New Jersey, 

New York, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Virginia and elected by the people in all states 

where he is a constitutional official except in Maine, New Hampshire, and Tennessee, 

where he i. chosen by the legislature. (In Alaska, the Secretary of State succeeds 

to the Governorship if the governor dies or is disabled.) An Attorney General is 

provided for by the Constitution and elected by the people in all states except 

Alaska, Connecticut, Hawaii, Indiana, Maine, New Hampshire, New Jersey, Oregon, 

Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Vermont, and Wyoming. In Connecticut, Indiana, Oregon and 

Vermont, the Attorney General is elected by the people but is a statutory, not con

stitutional, official; in Maine, he is prOVided for by the Constitution but is 

chosen by the Legislature. 

The Treasurer is a constitutional official elected by the people in all states, 

except Alaska. Hawaii, Maine, Maryland, Michigan, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New 

York, Tennessee, and Virginia. In Maine, Maryland, New Hampshire, and Tennessee, 

he is providef for by the Constitution but elected by the Legislature. 

Twenty-seven states provide in their constitutions for election by the people 

of an Auditor, and two additional states (Georgia and Maine) provide for his election 
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by the people, but he 1s a statutory. not a constitutional, official. He is a 
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constitutional official, but cholen by the legislature, not the people. in Colorado.� 

Hawaii, Louisiana, Michigan, New Jersey, and Virginia.� 

• California, Connecticut, Florida. Maryland, Nevada. New York. South Carolina,� 

and Texas, which do not constitutionally provide for the election by the people of� 

an auditor. do so provide for the election of a controller; some states provide for� 

• both. (The new Illinois Constitution eliminates the elected Auditor and provides� 

for an elected controller.) 

These six officials are elected by the people and provided for in the Consti

• tution in a majority of the states. but there is great variation among the states 

in the number of popularly elected executives established by the Constitution. The 

number varies from one (New Jersey which provides only for a popularly elected 

• Governor) or two (Alaska, Governor and Secretary of State) to as many as 13 

(Louisiana) agencies provided for in the Constitution and headed by one or more 

popularly elected officials. In addition, the statutes of some states provide for 

• additional officials to be elected by the people. (For example, a state board of 

education is created by the Constitution in Ohio but election of the Board by the 

people is provided for by law.) 

• Except for the office of Governor. it is apparent that there is no uniformity 

among states. concerning either which executive officials are to be provided for 

in state constitutions or which are to be elected by the people. The fact that the 

• official is not provided for in the Constitution does not mean, of course, that he 

does not exist in the state--all states, for example, have an Attorney General al

though he is not a constitutional official in 12 of them. 

• Trends 

Although scholars, poUtical scientists, and others have argued for some years 

that the number of elected state officials should be reduced, it is difficult to 

• spot an amendment trend in this direction among the states. The newer state con

stitutions do, however, generally provide for fewer elected officials--the new 

•� 
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Michigan Constitution (adopted in 1963) eliminated an elected state tre••urer 

•
Iand auditor, replacing the auditor with a legislative auditor. (Colorado has 

recently adopted a constitutional amendment eliminating the elected auditor and 

providing for an auditor chosen by the legislature.) The new Illinois Constitution, 

which takes effect July 1, 1971, eliminates an elected head of the education depart .
mant, and the Alaska Constitution provides for only two elected officials--a Gov

ernor and Secretary of State. Hawaii's new Constitution provides only for an elec

ted Governor and Lieutenant Governor (and Auditor elected by the Legislature) but J 
adds an elected Board of Education. New Jersey, also with a relatively new Consti

tution, prOVides for the election only of a Governor. An Auditor is provided for 

in the Constitution, but he is chosen by the Legislature. 

A study committee of the National Governors' Conference, an arm of The Council 

of State Governments, attributes the small amount of activity in this area to the 

fact that: "Few legislatures have been willing to submit amendments to reduce the 

number of independently elected department heads who have competitive administra

tive authority." 

Models 

The Model State Constitution vests the executive power of the state in a Gov

ernor, elected by the people, and does not proVide for any other elected executive 

official. (Article V, section 5.01). The comment to the section states that "All •authorities on executive organization agree with the position embraced by the MOdel 

State Constitution for more than 40 years that administrative power and responsi

bility should be concentrated in a single popularly elected chief executive," and 

points out that federal executive power is concentrated in the President and not 

distributed among other officials elected by the people. (The Model State Consti

tution a180 requires the legislature to appoint an auditor to perform the post-audit .: 
function and report to the legislature and to the governor.) 

The National Governors' Conference Study Committee on Constitutional Revision 
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proposes a Model Constitutional Article for the Executive which provides for the 

election of a Governor and Lieutenant Governor and no other executive officials • 

• The Committee states: lithe election of only the Governor and Lieutenant Governor 

meets the criteria of strengthening the Governor's role in controlling the admim

istrative apparatus and strengthening party responsibility." If a state feels it 

• necessary to provide for more elected officials than these two, the committee 

recommends election of the Attorney General and Auditor, in that order. 

Arguments

• Strengthening the office of the Governor and centralizing administrative re

sponsibility are the primary reasons for wishing to reduce the number of independ

ently-elected officials to perform particular executive or administrative functions. 

• Bennett M. Rich, in the National Municipal League publication (1960) "The Governor" 

states: 

• 
llThose concerned with constitutional revision in the 18008 were interested 
not in administ~~tion but in greater public participation in government 
the electoral franchise and popular election of executive and judicial 
officers. One consequence of these reforms was a host of popularly elected 
constitutional officers, averaging in 1950 about thirteen per state. 

•� 
As state service and regulatory functions grew in number and in scope,� 
administrative problems assumed ever-increasing Lmportance. The "fragmenta�
tion" of the executive branch, resulting from the over-zealous pursuit of� 
popular election, came to be viewed with concern. The coordination of ex
panding state activities became increasingly difficult and the development 
of responsible government seemed impossible in the absence of a single 
focus for the total program.

•� . . . 
The greatest single impedLment to executive unity lies in the constitutional 
designation of top officials who obtain office by popular election or by 
legislative election." 

•� The Maryland Constitutional Convention Commission, reporting to the Governor 

• 

and the General Assembly in Maryland in 1967 the text of a proposed constitution, 

stated that "one of its ':--r! Conunission I s) guiding objectives should be the streng

thening of each of the independent, coordinate branches of government • • The 

establishment of an executive b~anch with responsibility, accountability and au· 

thority requires that primary attention be given to strengthening the office of 
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governor." '!he l1aryland Commission recommended the election only of a Governor 

and Lieutenant Governor, and el~inated the Attorney General and Controller from 

•popular election. 

thoBe who argue for the retention of elected executive officials in addition 

to the Governor and Lieutenant Governor rely largely on the Jacksonian theory of 

•direct popular control of as many phases of government as possible. Generally, 

specific arguments for retention of particular elected officials amount to: (1) 

tradition; (2) fear that too much power would be concentrated in one official if 

the Governor has responsibility for appointments for all departments. With re

8pect to the Auditor, it can also be argued that, to the extent he performs a 

pOlt-audit function, he serves as a check on the other executive departments (to 

insure that expenditures are in accord with law) and should, therefore, be inde

pendent of gubernatorial appointment. Of course, some states have solved this 

problem by making the officer who performs the post-audit function responsible •primarily to the legislature, not to the Governor nor to the people. A sUDilar 

argument may be made for retaining the Attorney General as an elected official-

that, to some extent, he serves as a check on gubernatorial power by interpreting 

the law to the Governor and advising him. 

• 

•I 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission� 
Committee on The Executive� 
May� 3, 1971 

•� 
Questions Relating to the Executive Article� 

• 

In examining the present Executive Article of the Ohio Constitution for 

clarity, fixing of executive responsibility, obsolescence, and related matters, as 

~e1l as examining the concept of separation of powers, other state constitutions, 

model executive articles, and literature on the subject of executive powers and 

responsibilities, the following questions are raised for committee consideration: 

• 1. Which executive officials should be provided for in the Constitution and elected 

by the people? Should the two-term gubernatorial l~it be retained? 

• 
2. What should the powers and duties of the Lieutenant Governor be, if this office 

is to be retained? 

3.� If the Constitution should provide for appointed officials, should it specify 

by whom they are to be appointed? and removed? 

• 4. What is the best ~y to provide for gubernatorial succession? Is the Ohio Con

stitution clear on this point? Should there be provisions for election? 

• 
5. Who should determine whether and when a Governor becomes disabled? Is the Ohio 

Constitution clear on this point? 

• 

6. What is the Governor's role in policy making and how much control should he have 

over administrative organization? Should there be provisions in the Constitution 

relating to the Governor's ability to reorganize administrative functions and, 

• 

if so, should there be limits placed on this power? Should the legislature be 

limited in any way in its authority to establish new agencies for the performance 

of administrative functions? To what extent should administrative functions be 

provided in the Constitution? 

• 
7. Should the Governor a~i Lieutenant Governor be elected as a team to insure that 

they are members of the same political party? 

8.� Are the Governor's power to call the General Assembly into special session and 

specify the subjects to be considered and to adjourn the General Assembly proper 
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executive powers? Should they be changed in any way? 

9.� Are any of the provision in Articles III, IX, or VII obsolete? Should any be 

eliminated because they are strictly statutory in nature? ..I
10.� Should there be constitutional provisions for the state budget? If so, what 

should they be? 

•
I 
I

11.� Are the appointment provisions clear? 

12.� Should any powers and duties be specified in the Constitution for constitutional 

officials other than the Governor and Lieutenant Governor? 

13.� Should the Constitution provide any qualifications for eligibility for an execu •I
tive� office other than being an elector? 

14.� Should the Governor's power of pardon and reprieve be modified in any way? 

Note: Some of the questions Usted above (Lieutenant Governor's role in the 1egis

lative process, Governor's power to convene and adjourn the General Assembly, the 

budget. appointments subject to senatorial advice and consent. as well as the •I 

Governor's veto power over legislation) are appropriate subjects for joint consid

eration of this committee and the committee studying the legislature. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee on the Legislature� 
May 11, 1971� 

Article II - Legislature�

• General Approach.� 

I would agree with the following statement by a commentator on legislative 

improvement. "Much of the work of constitutional revision 80 far as the legis

• lature is concerned is • • • a matter of determining not what should be added to 

the constitution but what might properly be taken out of it."l 

The provisions of most state constitutions are based on distrust of the

• Legislature. The attitude of the Commission should be that the Legislature can 

exercise all of the legislative functions with as few limitations on procedure 

and subject matter as possible • 

• Issues involved for discussion. 

1. At the outset we should consider the question of a bicameral versus a 

unicameral legislat\l--e. As a theoretical matter there is today little justifi

• 

• cation for a bicameral system: apportionment has eliminated the argument that 

one house is "geographical" and one "population" representation; the ever in

creasing cost of staff and other support activities for the Legislature suggests 

that the present system is unnecessarily expensive. The sixth edition of the 

Model State Constitution (MSC) recommended by the National Municipal Leage in 

1963 as revised in 1968, provides for a single chamber. The comment to the MSC

• states (4.02): 

1 
quoted in Salient Issues of Constitutional Revision, page 69

• 
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"Most of the claimed virtues of unicameralism have been realized in the 

Nebraska experience during the past 30 years. Nebraska's single house with •
49 members has permitted more easily the pinpointing of legislative responsibility 

than in sprawling two..house legislatures. Fewer bills have been introduced and a 

higher percentage of them passed. The prestige of membership has risen and in 

the view of many- observers so has the quality of candidates. 

On the other hand. and in spite of the far more extensive experience with I 
I 

the bicameral system. there are no data to support the claim that the second ~ 
house is a constructive check against hasty action.,,2 

However. the established two house tradition in Ohio plus the absence of 

any clear demand for change, either here or in other states, suggests that any 

attempt to make so drastic a change would be futile. In "Salient Issues of 

Constitutional Revision" one commentator concludes a discussion of the issue 

a8 follow.: 

"But in reality many of these improvements can be made within a bicameral 

system. States having and retaining two houses ..-and this includes all but 

Nebraska--should carefully review the structure and procedures followed and the • 
quality of members elected. Perhaps this will remain the chief means of improving 

legislative institutions for the road to unicameral ism seems a rough one indeed. 

The Kansas Commission on Constitutional ReVision, recognizing "the hold of tradi

tlon and the widely varying views that exist" on this issue. "decided that an 

effort to achieve the practicable, less-than-perfect, is to be preferred to a 

vain attempt for the ideal.,,3 
1•

sixth edition of Model State Constitution, page 43. 

3 Salient Issues of Constitutional Revision, page 73. • 
9S2� 
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• 
2. The assignment of this Committee specifically excludes the question of 

initiative and referendum from consideration at this time. However, since it 

• 

now appears in Article II as a reservation from the grant of legislative power 

to the legislature, we should at least consider whether it should still be re

ferred to in Article II and what general pattern a provision on the initiative 

• 

and referendum should follow. For example, would it be sufficient to provide 

in an article on Suffrage that: 

Laws shall be passed to provide for the right of initiative 
and referendum on all laws of the state, county and municipal 

•� 

governments.� 

Does sufficient judicial power exist to assure that the rights granted would be� 

protected by the adoption of legislation?� 

• 

3. Consideratio~ should be given to the format of Constitutional amendments. 

For example, if it is decided to shift a section into another Article, should the 

amendment covering ~~rticle II make the shift now or should the amendment simply 

ignore that section and allow it to be transferred and revised at the same time 

in a later amendment proposal? 

•� 4. There are a number of provisions in Article II which should be deleted,� 

•� 

e.g. divorces by legislature, mechanics' liens, eight-hour day. They seem to� 

have no rational purpose today. However, research by the Commission should be� 

developed to show why these provisions were adopted originally and why that� 

• 

reason no longer exists. Where obsolete sections are deleted, the Commission 

must be prepared to assure the voters that no substantive rights are being af

fected. 

•� 
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Ohio� Constitutional Revision Commission •Committee on the Legislature� 
May 11, 1971� 

Following is a list of questions regarding the structure, procedures. and •
organization of the General Assembly which might be considered by the Committee� 

in its study of the first part of Article II.� 

1.� Should Ohio have a unicameral, rather than a bicameral, legislature? •2.� Should representatives have four-year. instead of two-year terms? If so,� 

staggered? Should senatorial terms be changed (presently four years,� 
I 

staggered)?� ~ 

3.� ~1hat factors should render a person eligible or ineligible to be a member of� 

the General Assembly? Age? Residence? Be an elector? Holding other office?� 

Conviction of crime?� • 
4.� Are the various specified quorums and majorities for legislative action� 

satisfactory?� 

5.� Should some provisions be left to law, such as keeping journals, details of • 
filling vacancies? 

6.� Are the investigative powers of the General Assembly and its committees clear? 

7.� Should the General Assembly be a continuous body? If so, for what period? •
8.� Should the General Assembly be able to call itself into special session? 

9.� Are the veto provisions to be retained? Are they satisfactory? Consider:� 

extraordinary majority for passage over veto, time Governor has to consider� • 
measures, problems with item veto. (Consider in conjunction with the committee� 

studying the Executive)� 

10.� Should the requirement of public proceedings be retained? Modified in any way? 4t, 

11.� Should the details in sections 16 and 17 regarding bills be retained in the 

Constitution? (Three full and distinct readings, one subject, signed in presence 

of house, etc.) 

.'I
I 
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12. Should members of the General Assembly be enabled to receive allowances or 

• reimbursement for expenses in addition to compensation? (section 31) 

13.� Should annual sessions be required by the Constitution? Is the first Monday 

in January a satisfactory date for commencing session? 

• 14. In conjunction with the Executive committee:� 

Are the provisions respecting senatorial advice and consent to gubernatorial� 

appointments satisfactory? (section 21 of Article III)�

• Should the Lt. Governor continue to serve as President of the Senate with� 

power to vote when the Senate is equally divided?� 

Should the Governor continue to have the power to call a special session?� 

• And specify the subjects to be considered? Adjourn the General Assembly� 

under certain circumstances?� 

Should a provision for post-audits of expenditures by a person appointed or� 

• elected by the General Assembly be written into the Constitution?� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
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..Ohio Constitu~t'ioni11>kevis~bn Commission· 
Committee to Study the Legislature Research Study No. 6 
Juno 7. 1971 

Eligibility� - Members of the General Assembly 
(Section 4 of Article II) 

Art. II, Sec. 4, determining 'leligibility" to the General Assembly, provides 
.pecifically a, follows:� 

"No person holding office under the authority of the United States, or any� 
lucrative office under tQe authority of this State, Shall be eligible to, or� 
have a seat in, the General Assembly, but this provision shall not extend� 
to township officers, justices of the peace, notaries public. or officers� 
of the mUitia."� 

Basically three questions have arisen under this section: (1) whether the 
8ituation involves "holding office under the authority of the United States; (2) whether 
the po:;1tion in question constitutes an "office" under authority of the United States 
or this State; and (3) whether the office held under authority of this State; if so 
determined, is a "lucrative" one. 

The sectlon has been interpreted by the Ohio Attorney General many times and by 
Ohio courts upon fewer reported occasions, sometimes in terms of "eU.glbi1ity ll to office 
and sometimes in terms of the compatibility of dual offices. Specific research was 
requested as to such holdings in order to Show the committee how this constitutional 
provision has been interpreted. The following findings are reported to the end that 
the committee Can decide whether this provision or a comparable one should be retained. 

Cases and opinions dealing with the phrase "holding an office under the authority 
of the United States" have been few. 'Ihe court syllabus of an 1899 Ohio Supreme Court 
CAse (State ex rcl. Allen v. Mason,) 61 O.S. 62, is as follows: 

itA clerk in the United States pcnsion agency, serving by appointment for a 
period not exceeding three months. and compensated with money of the United 
.States appointed f9r that purpoGe by congress. haVing no duties defined bv . .� law1nor dincrction'to nct irldepcndcntlv of the dircctbr 'of the pcnGion agent� 
18 not "'holdinr, an office under the authority of the United State!'!' within� 
the meaning of Section 4 of Article II of the constitution of the state� 
which renders persons so holding office ineligible to membership in the Gen
eral Assembly.1I '� 

In its brief opinion. the Court reasoned that since the relator performs no 
duties except such as by law arc charged upon his superior, the pension agent. his 
position is not an office but merely an employment. 

In 1917 tho Ohio Attorney General confronted the question of whether a member or 
the board of registration (prOVided for by federal act to determine questions of mili
tary exemption) holdn office under authority of the United Staees. Again, the question 
was resolved in terms of whether the position in question constituted an office. Ihe 
Attorney Gener~l, citing the fact that the federal act providing for appointment of the 
,board 'fIas an emercency, that the position 'fIas established "merely for some definite 
and specific purpoae and when this purpose was not fulfilled ••• duties will be at an 
end" nnd that this body was "not required to continue in office," held that the two 
pos1tion~ were not incompatible. Citing cases defi:ni~g "office," the Attorney General 
expressed some uncertainty in concluding:n••• there is a grent variety of opinion in 

~ 
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reference to what the word 'office' or 'officer' really,should include. Fo~ this 
reason it might be well, if you should think best, to accept the resignations of any 
members of the ceneral assembly who have been appointed members of the board of regis
tration, and appoint other persons to fill their place. However ••• I am of the opinion 
that mombers of tho boards of re&istratioQ arc cot strictly within the term "officers" 
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and that a person could hold a position on a bOurd of registration and at the same time 
be .a member of the general Bssembly." 1917 Ohio Atty Gen. Ops. 82. 

In 1917, also, the Ohio Attorney General construed the exception for "officers of 
the mUitia" to attach to state offices only in concluding that if a member of the gen
eral assembly should accept "ofUce ll either in the civil or military service of the 
United States, he would thereby forfeit his office as a member of the general assembly; 
if he accepts a mere employment: either in civil or military service of the United States, 
he would not forfeit his office. He added that inasmuch as Art. II, Sec. 4 refers to 
officers only, that he was of the opinion that a member of the general assembly could 
enlist as a private in the United States Army and not forfeit his membership in the gen
eral assembly but that 'an officer in the United States army could not hold a seat 
therein; The Attorney General reasoned that ~hether one is an officer depends upon 
exercise of functions independently. Bond is an indicia of office. Duties imposed by 
ctatute and not by a superior also indicate an office as opposed t~ a mere employment. 
1917 Ohio Atty. Gen. Ops. 1087 • 

The Ohio Supreme Court had little difficulty in holding, in State ex reI. Leland 
v. Mason, 61 Ohio St. 513 (1900) that a member of the general assembly ~ho has accepted 
~n appointment to a federal judgeship, thereby for force of section 4 of Article II of 
the constitution, becomes ineligible to a seat i~ the general assembly and ceases to be 
a member of that body, and is not entitled to payment of salary thereafter • 

Often cited as a good exposition of what constitutes an "office" as opposed to 
"employment" is an opinion of the Ohio Supreme Court in 1892, dealing not with the con~ 

rt:i.tutionAl provision at hand but with Art. X, Sections 1 and 2, then requiring all county 
officers to be elected. 'cing challenged was a statute providing for appointment by the 
clerk of courts of a stationary storekeeper for Hamilton county, giving him duty to 
purchase and have charge of various office supplies, fixing an annual salary to be paid 
from the county treasury, and requiring bond. l11e Court held that this constituted an 
office to be filled by appointment and therefore conflicted with the then provisions of 
Article X. The Court here said: 

lilt is not important to define with exactnc:Js all the characteristics of a 
public office, but it is safely within bounds to say that where, by virtue 
of law, a person is clothed, not as an incidental or transient authority, 
but for such time as denotes duration and continuance, with independent power 
to control the propoerty of the public, or \dth public functions to be exer
cised in the supposed interest of the people, the service to be compensated by a 
stated yearly salary, and the occupant having a designation or title, the position 
so created is a public office.". State ex r01. Brennan, 49 Ohio St. 33, 38 

In 1911 the Ohio Attorney General opined thct a delegate to a constitutional 
convention holds a lucrative office under authority of this state. The statute providing 
for election of such delegates provided the "same compensation and mileage" as allcMcd 
members of the General Assembly for one year, and the question of "lucrative" was resolved 
on this basis. As to whether such a delegate is an officer, the Attorney General. con
cluding affirmatively, said; 

"The delegate is elected by and represents his constituents in a convention 
held for the purpose of altering. amending or revising the state constitution. 
His is a duty of the highest typc, that of revising, or amending and alterin!: 
the fundamental law of the stntc. True, his term of office is not definitcly 
fixed other than to the time necessary to faithfully do and perform the partic
ular things for which h~ was electc~~, but as stated in People v. Bledso. 68 N.C. 257, 
'Duration and slaaries arc not of the essence of public office. The duty of 
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n.ctin~ for Dnd' ou·bchalf of' tho atatc conotitutes an office.'" 

1ho opinion added that the question posed involved possible "incompatibility (If 
tit-le as well as duties" because the legislature, \~hile adjourned sine die, was subject 
to,call, and if so, the same person could not hold his right to sit in both meetings. 
Its conclusion is ambiguous at best: 

"I am, therefore, of the opinion that while a member of the general 
assembly is eligible to be elected 8 delegate to the constitutional convention, 
public policy would demand that such member resign as a member of the general 
assembly before accepting the office of delegate, as he would be in no event, 
were the general assembly reconvened in extraordinary session, entitled to 
have a seat in the general assembly, since his office of delegatem such con
stitutional convention is a lucrative office under the state, and so forbidden 
under our constitution herein cited (Art. II, Sec. 4)." 1911 Ohio Atty Gen. 
Ops. 49, S3 

Again in 1911 the Attorney General ruled that a lecturer at a farmer's institute, 
appointed and compensated by the Ohio state board of agriculture, is not an officer 
but a mere employee and therefore is not within the constitutional prohibition. 1911 
Ohio Atty. Gen. Ops. 914. 

On the other hand, he held that a position on the board of trustees of public 
affairG of a village is a lucrative office under the authority of the state, within 
the comprehension of Art. II Sec. 4, and that therefore such position may not be held 
by a member of the General Assembly. Here statutes authorized the appointment of 
such board. subject to council confirmation with successors to be elected, and the 
Attorney General assumed "that the office of member of the board of trustees of public 
affairs is a lucrative office • • ." 

In 1912 the Ohio Attorney General ruled that membership on a township board 
of education was a lucrative office, held under authority of the state under Art. II, 
Sec. 4, and that a personholding such office cannot occupy a seat in the general 
a~~cmbly at the same time, nor can he be elected to the general assembly whilst holding 
the former position. Here the Attorney General distinguished townships and township 
school districts, for purposes of the exception, and called the position a lucrative 
one without citation. 1912 Ohio Atty. Gen. Ops. 11 

In the same year the Attorney General held that under Art •. I~,Sec. 4, a person 
who accepts appointment to position of Health Officer in a village is not eligible as 
member of general assembly and may be refused salary as such member because of the 
prohibition relDting to "lucrative office under authority of the State." Statutes 
authorized appointment of a village health officer by council and entitled it to fix 
hi~ salary and prOVided that if a municipality failed to establish a board of health, 
the state board could appoint such an officer and fix his salary and term. 1912 Ohio 
Atty. Gen. Ops. 10 

Again in 1912, the Attorney General responded that since the office of a village 
board of education is not a lucrative office, a person holding such office is eligible to 
and may at the same time have a scat in the General Assembly. Here, he noted, statutes 
prOVided no compensation for the office. 1912 Ohio Atty. Gen. Ops. 13 

In a short opinion given in 1913, the Attorney General said that when one is 
elected to any city office, he ceases to be a member of the General Assembly under 
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/II l .• j( Sec. 4. 1913 Oh10 Atty. Gcn~ OpG. 46 The Ohio Supreme Court in St3te v. Gillen, 
I J Z Ohio St. 534 (1925) denied quo \'J3rranro to oust the moyor of a tWrticipality from 

11 III municipal office on groundo that he ,vas elected to the General Ass~mbly and dis
ch'1rging duties of that position. IneliGibility, Gaid the Court, relata; to membership 
in the General Aosembly. 

In 1914 the Attorney General issued an opinion that under Art. II, Sec. 4 a member 
of the general assembly cannot hold the office of coroner and still serve as member of 
the general assembly. Noting that the statutes relative to office of county coroner 
provided for biennial election, bond and oath. filling of vacancies, and ~, the 
Attorney General found it "clear that the office of coroner is a lucrative office under 
the authority of this state." 1914 Ohio Atty. Gen. ops. 687 

In 1915 the Attorney General said that a mc~ber of the Ohio general assembly can
not serve as clerk of a village board of education of which he is member and receive a 
aalary as such clerk because this is a "lucrative office" and violates Art II, Sec. 4. 
Although the office of member of board of education of a. village district is not a 
lucrative office, he said, statutes providing for organization of the board by electing 
officers and clerk and prOViding for payment of clerk and treasurer made the position a 
lucrative office. 1915 Ohio Atty. Gen. Ops. 327 

In 1918 the Attorney General said that a professor in the state normal college 
at Athens, Ohio holds merely an employment, and tliat therefore he is eligible to hold 
at the same time the office of member of the gcne~al assembly under Art. II, sec. 44. 
Cl~arly, he said this was a state institution and a lucrative (salaried) position, how
cver a profcssor is not r ~fficer but a mere employee under control and authority of 
the board that employs him. 1918 Ohio Atty. Gen. Ops. 415. 

In 1927 the Attorney General concluded that there is no constitutional inhibition 
Dcainst a member of a county board of education serving as member of the General Assem
bly. Although the statute provided for payment of a $3.00 per diem and mileage to 
cover actual and necessary expenses incurred, no other compensation was provided and 
the office of member of a county board of education was, therefore, not considered a 
"lucrative" one. 1927 Ohio Atty. Gen. Ops. 881. 

In 1955 he confronted the question of whether incompatibility characteri~es the 
offices of member of the General Assembly and member of a city board of education. Here 
R. C. 3313.12 provided that the board of any school district othcr than a county school 
di~ltrict could provide for compcn3ution of its me~bcr8) not to exceed $3.00 per member 
for regular meetings attended, from funds raised by local taxation. Citing earlier 
st;.tutes and ambiguity in the title of amending legislation, the Attorncy General con
cluded that legislative intent was to recompense for expenscs, and not to provide "com
pen~;ation" dcspite usc of thc term. The membership in question, he concluded, was not 
an office which provides other compensation than "ctual and necessary expenses. 1955 
Ohio Atty. Gen. Ops. 684. 

The Attorney General's ruling in the snne year that acceptance by a member of the 
General Asoemb1y of employment \v a local school district as a school bus driver opcr
atco to vacate such individual'b o£f~ce is not based upon Art. II Sec. 4. Noting no 
hc:;itancy in concluding that the position here in question is a "mere employment" and not 
nn "office" bccuose the incumbclu,: ,'as not "invested by 1at" with a portion of the sov
ereignty of the state," the ruling was based upon statutory prohibition against members 
accepting appointment. employmont, or o'fice ••• from any executive or administrative 
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"rnneh or dcpnrtmcnt of the otQto which provides other compensation than actual and 
"~ccuonry expenoeo. 1955 Ohio Atty Cen.Ops. 730 

In 1964 the Attorney General in one opinion considered compatitility under Art. 
11 Sec. 4 bcblcen membership in the general assembly and various municipal positions. 
An oppointivc officer of a charter city. he said. is ineligible by force of the con
otitutional provision. to serve as member of the general assembly during such appoint
mcnt bec~use charter cities arc authorized by Art. XVIII. Scc. 7, so the office is one 
"under authority of this state." In the same opinion the Attorney Ceneral said that a 
depQrtment head of a municipality whose office requires him to ~te administrative 
decisions is ineligible to serve as member because the head of a department holds an 
"office," as that term is used. A clerk or one who performs mere clerical duties 
within the depattment of a municipality who is in the unclassified service. he held 
further. may serve as elected member of the general assembly.No opinion was rendered 
as to such a clerk in the classified service. thc-Attorney General·noting that if the 
position held is only that of performing clerical duti~ or as a deputy. there would 
not be a conflict with Art. II Sec. 4, but that the statutory employment restriction 
noted in the preceding paragraph could apply. 1964 Ohio Atty. Gen. Ops. 879 

The most recently reported opinion raised the question of whether a state senator 
in Ohio may alao hold the office of village solicitor. either within his senate district 
or outside thereof. where the solicitor in question served as such for the two Villages 
and rcceivcd sQlary for all three positions. Resolving the issue in terms of whether 
tho position of Village solicitor can be considered an "office," the Attorney General, 
replying nccatively. citcd a 1915 opinion that village solicitor is not an office. 
"being appointed by contract. fulfilling only contrQctual duties, serving for an in
definite term. and not being obligated to tak e oath or give bonds, is not 'official' 
within 4672 G. C. which stipulates that these duties shall fall upon any off~cial serv
ing in a similar capacity to that of prosecuting attorney or city soliCitor." 1969 
Ohio Atty. Gen. Ops. 39 

- The General Assembly has. by statute. defined certain types of positions pro
hibitcd to members of the legislature. Section 101.26 of the 'Revised Code as last 
emended in 1965. reads as follows: 

No membcr of eithcr house of the general assembly except in compliance with 
this section, shall: 

(A) Be appointed as trustee, officer, or manager of a benevolent. educational, 
penal, or rcformatory institution of the state. supported in whole or in part 
by funds from the state's treasury; 

(8) Serve on any committee or commission authorized or created by the general 
assembly. which provides other compensation than actual and necessary expenses; 

(C) Accept any appointment. employment, or office from any committee or commis
sion authorized or created by thc general assembly. or from any executive_ or admin
istrative branch or department of the state, which provides other compensation than 
actual and necessary expenses; 

Any such 3pp01ntee, officer. or employec who accepts a certificate of election 
to either house shall forthwith resign as such appointee. officer, or employee and 
in CQse he fails or rcfuses to do so. his seat in the general assembly shall be deemed 
vacant. Any member of the general assembly who accepts any such appointment. office. 
or employment shall forthwith resign from the ceneral assembly and in case he fails 
or refuscs to do so. his seat in the general assembly shall be deemed vacant. This 
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sectiondOI'1l not .1pl'ly to ml'l11bcru of either house of thc I3cncral assembly serving an 
"I!.W.ltJ,olllll intltitution of the [Illite, vuppot"tcd in \<1holc or in part by funds from the 
"latc tt·l~;HJ\ll.·y, 1.n D capiicily other than one named in division (A) of this section, 
l,c1l001 tcuchet"o, townuhip officers, notaricc public, or officers of the militia. 

In oummary the opinions discussed in thio memorandum have found "ineligibility" 
to thc l3c:neral lls.3cmbly or "incompatibility of office ~Jith general assembly member
ship unocr Art. II Sec. 4 in the following situations: 

•� Office in the civil or military service of the U. S. 1917� 
Federal judgeship 1900� 

• 

Delcl3ate to a constitutional convention 1911 
Village board of trustees of public affaire 1911 
T~~nship board of education 1912 
Village health officer 1912 
Elective city office 1913 
County coroner 1913 
Clerk of Village board of education 1915 
Appointive office in charter city 1964 
Department head of municipality 1964 

•� Eligibility or compatibility has been found in the following instances:� 

• 

Clerk in the U.S. pens~on aeency 1899 
Member of fcderul board of milit'1ry registration 1917 
"Employmcne' in U.S. civil or military service 1917 
Lecturer at farmer' institute (compensated by state board 

of agriculture) 1911 

• 

Member of village board of education 1912 
Teacher in public Gchools 1913 
Professor in state normal co11cbc 1918 
l-lemher of county board of education 1927 
Member of city board of education 1955 
Municipal clerk in unclassified service 1964 
Village solicitor 1915, 1969 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Comaittee to Study the Legislature ReseaKh Stuoy No.3" 
June 9, 1971 

Majorities Required for Leglslative Action 

UDder the Ohio Constitution various majorities are necessary for specific 
legialative action a8 follows: 

SECTION SUBJECT 
Art. II Sec. 6 "a majority of all the members elected to each House, shall be a 

quorum to do business 

Art. II Sec. 9� "no law sball be passed, in either House, without the concurrence 
of a majority of all the members elected thereto" 

Art II Sec. 11� Appointment to fill vacancy by members of house affiliated with 
same political party as person last elected to seat which has 
become vacant by adoption of resolution - "The adoption of such 
resolution shall require the affirmative vote of a majority of 
the !!!!Ilbers of the Senate or House of Representatives, as the 
case may be, entitled to vote thereon." 

Art. II Sec. 13� proceedings of both Houses to be public '·except in cases which, 
in the opinion of two-dlirds of tbose present, require secrecy" 

Art II Sec. 16� "Every bUI shall be fully and distinctly read on three different 
days, unless in case of urgency thr!!-fgurtbs of the boyse in 
which it shall be pending, shall dispense with the rule. 

Art II Sec. 16� Passage over veto - "three-fifths of the members" elected to each 
house - "except that in DO ca.e shall a bill be repassed by a 
smaller vote than is required by the constitution on itl original 
passage" 

Art II Sec. 23� Impeachments .. House of Representatives to have sole power "but a 
majority of the members elected must concur therein 
Trial by Senate· "No person shall be convicted, without the con
currence of two-thirds qf the Senators." 

Art. II Sec. 29� "No extra compensation shall be made to any officer. public agent, 
or contractor. after the service shall have been rendered, or the 
contract int.red into; nor. whall any money be paid, on any clatm, 
the subject matter of which shall not have been prOVided for by 
pre-exi8ting law, unless such compensation or clam, be allowed by 
two-thirds of the members elected to each branch of the General 
Assembly 

Art. III Sec. 21� Appointments subject to advice and consent of the Senate - "No 
appointment shall be consented to without concurrence of a majority 
of the total number of Senators provided for by this Copstituti9n. 
except as hereinafter provided for in the case 'of 'failure 'of the 
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Senate to act. 

Art. IV Sec. 15 Laws to increase or diminish number of judges and to establish • 
courts - "two-tbirds of the memb![1 elected to each hou,e shall 
concur therein ••• " 



• 

•� 
Art. IV Sec. 17 Removal of judges from office - "by concurrent resolution of both� 

Houses of the General Assembly if two-thirds of the ,embers,� 
elected to each House, concur therein ..."� 

•� 

Art. IV Sec. 22 Supreme Court cotlllllssion ·"The General Assembly may, on applica�
tion of the supreme court duly entered on the journal of the� 
court*and certified, provide by law, whenever two-thirds of such� 
hoys. shall concut therein • • • for the appointment of a llke� 
coam1.ssion ••• " ( So in original on fHe in office of Sec. of� 
State. Should it read "each"?)� 

Art. XVI Sec. 1� Constitutional amendment. proposed by either branch of the Gen
eral Assembly .. "if the same shall be agreed to by three-fifth. 
o.f the members elected to each house••• 11

• Art. XVI Sec. 2 Calling of constitutional convention • "two-thirds of the members 
elected to each branch of the general assembly" 

• 
Some of the above provisions provide for passage by a stated majority of 

members "elected" to each branch. In light of the provisions for filling vacancies 
by appointment, some consideration should be given to revising or harmonizing such 
provillons. 

• 
In addition, a report was requested upon the comparative majorities required 

for specific legislative action in other states. Accordingly, the constitutional 
legislative vote requi-~d on four of the above actions are tabulated below, with 
cODstitutional citation for each. (The New Hampshire Constitution was not available 
at the time of making this tabulation, and app.ropriate figures will be supplied 
later. ) 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Dispensing 
with 3 read- Legislative 
ings. R means Passage Proposal of Legislative 
3 readings Const. over Const. Amendments Const. vote for Canst. 

State� required Citation veto Cite (Vote required) Cite. submission Cite. 

3/5 all members Art. 18,Alabama R-no provi- Art. 4, Majority Art. 5, majority Art. 18, 
sion Sec. 63 elected Sec. 125 284, 285 elected Sec. 286, 

287. Am. 287 
XXIV 

Alaska� R-advance- Art II, 2/3 except Art. II 2/3 vote in Art. XIII, not spe- Art. XIII, 
ment by 3/4 Sec. 16 revenue and Sec. 16 each house Sec. 1 cified Sec. 2, 3, 
of house approp. bills 4 

3/4 

Arizona� a 2/3 of Art. 4, Pt. 2/3 all Art. V, majority Art. XXI, No pro- Art. XXI, 
members 2, Sec. 17 members Sec. 7 members Sec. 1 vision Sec. 2 

Arkansas� R 2/3 of Art 5, Majority Art. 6, majority Art. 19, 
members Sec. 22 each Sec. 15 members ;':S·.~. ~'.~. --� ~house 0 

0California� Read by title Art. 4, 2/3 all Art. IV, 2/3 members l!.\' t.:. xv:-n, L:';. 'T'.~mber  S Art. XVIII, ~  

on 3 days in Sec. 8 members Sec. 10 elected G~~.  1 f.~_~c~ed  Sec. 2 
each house tr_ci.-. branch 
2/3 of members 

Colorado� Read by title Art. V, 2/3 of Art. IV, 2/3 members Art. X:::"~lo  ~;  ':::u~mbers  Art. XIX, 
when int., at Sec. 22 members Sec. 14 elected Sec" ~;  ~~.':~{:f~9d  to Sec. 1 
length on 2 elected Art~  XY ... ', c. ,>~h  house 
different Sec,. 
days. Unani

mous 

Connecticut� No provo 2/3 aU Art. IV, 3/4 total .embers; Art. XII 2/3 total Art. XIII 
..bers See. 15� but less than 3/4 members each Sec. 1, 2, 3 

in first sess. heuse 
plus majority vote 
second sesslon 



State 

Dispensing 
with 3 read11,,_. R means 
3 readings 
required 

Const. 
Citation 

Passage 
over 
veto 

Const. 
cite 

Legislative 
Proposal of 
Amendments 
(Vote required) 

Const. 
Cite 

Legislative 
vote for 
Submission 

Conett. 
Cite 

2. 

Delaware No provision 3/5 of Art. 
all members Sec. 
elected 

3, 
18 

2/3 members 
by two successive 
general assemblies 
with intervening 

general election 

Art. 16, 
Sec. 1, 4 

2/3 total 
of eacb 
house 

Art 16, 
Sec. 2-5 

Florida R 2/3 vote Art. 
Sec. 

3, 
7 

2/3 vote Art. 
Sec. 

3, 
8 

3/5 members Art. 
Sec. 

11, 
1,5 

No legis la
tive action 

Ar.. 16, 
Sec. 4,5 

Georgia R 1st and 
2nd reading 
by title 
only. No 

provision 

Sec. 
1907 

2 2/3 vote Sec. 
3015 

2 2/3 members 
elected 

Art. 13, 
Par. 1, 3 

2/3 all mem
bers each 
house 

Art. 
Sec. 
Par. 

13, 
I, 
1,2,3 

Hawaii Pass 3 read-
Ings in each 
house on 8ep
arate days. 
Requires copies 
No provision. 

Art. 
Sec. 

III 
16 

2/3 of all 
members 

Art. III 2/3 majority vote 
Sec. 18 or majority vote 

at 2 successive 
sessions 

i,rt. Xv\!, 
Se~.  1, 
3, 4 

no provision Art. XV 
Sec. 1, 2, 

4, :> 

~ 

0 
0 
~ 

Idaho R 2/3 of house Art. 
Sec. 

III, 
15 

2/3 of ~- Art. IV, 2/3 members 
bel'lI·present S~:.  10 elected 

Art. XX, 
Sec. 1, 2 

2/3 members 
elect~d to 
,=[,'11 branch 

Art XX 
Sec. 3,4 

Illinois R no provia ion Art 4, 
Sec. 13 

2/3 all mem- Art V 
bers Sec. 16 

2/3 members 
elected 

Art: Y.:':V, 
Se~.  2 

7./3 members 
elected to 
each house 

Art. XIV. 
Sec. 1 

INdiana R "by sections" Art 4. 
2/3 of house but LSec. 18 
not to be sus
pendecl on final 
passage 

Majority 
of all 
members 

Art S. 
Sec. 14 

Majority of 
members (2 
successive 
gen. assemblies 
with intervening 
g£D£ral election 

Art.16, 
Sec. 1. 2 
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Dispellsiq 3. 
with 3 read- Legislative 
iags. I. means Passage Proposal of Legislative 
3 readings Canst. over Canst. Amendments Canst. vote for Canst. 

State required Citation veto Cite (Vote required) Cite Submission Cite 

Iowa 2/3 of Art. III Majm:lty (2 Art. X, No provision Art X,- - each Sec. 16 successive Sec. 1. Sec. 3 
house� general 2 

assemblies 
with inter
vening general 
election 

Kansas 1.-2/3 of Art 2, 2/3 of Art II, 2/3 of all Art IV, 2/3 members Art. XIV, 
house Sec. 16 all Sec. 14 members Sec. 1 elected to Sec. 2 

members each branch 

Kentucky R-majority Sec. 46 Majority Sec. 88� 3/5 of mem- Sec. 256- Majority Sec. 258-63 
bers elected 257 (2 sessions) 

Louisiana� R-no provo Art. 3, 2/3 of all Art. 5 2/3 members Art. 21, 
Bills revising Sec. 24 members Sec. 15 elected Sec. I, 2 CD-� 0code or adopt 0iog criminal� code, 

~  legis. prescribes. 

Maine� 2/3 of Art. IV, 2/3 members of Art. X, 
each Sec. 2 both houses Sec. 4 2/3 concurrent Art. IV, 
house vote both Pt 3, 

houses Sec. 15 

Maryland R 2/3 of house Art III, 3/5 of Art. II, 3/5 of members Art XIV, No provision Art. XIV 
Sec. 27 each Sec. 17 elected Sec. I Sec. 2 

house 

Massachusetts 2/3 of Pt. 2,� Majority iD joiDt Am. XLVIII- members� C I, session; 2 succes- 1-5 as amended 
Sec. I sive general as- by Am. Art 81 
Art. 2 sembl1es with 

intervening geD
eral election 

Michigan a-no Art. IV, 2/3 of Art. 1~ 2/3 of all Art. XII No provision Art. XII, 
provision Sec. 26 all Sec. 33 members Sec. 1 Sec. 3 

Mlllbera 
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State 

Dispensing 
with 3 read
ings. a means 
3 readings 
required 

Const. 
Citation 

Passage 
over 
veto 

Con.t. 
Cite 

Legislative 
Proposal of 
Amendments 
(Vote required) 

Const. 
Cite 

Legislative 
vote for 
Submission 

4 

Canst. 
Cite 

Minnesota a - 2/3 of 
house 

Art. IV. 
Sec. 20 

2/3 of all 
members 

Art. 4, 
Sec. 12 

Majority of 
members 
elected 

Art. XIf. 
'ec. 1,2 

2/3 members 
elected to 
each branch 

Art. XIV. 
Sec. 2, 3 

Mississippi a-2/3 of 
house 

Art. IV. 
Sec. 59 

2/3 of all 
members 

Art. 4, 
Sec. 72 

2/3 of each 
house not les8 
than majority 
elected 

Art. 25, 
Sec. 273 

Missouri Read by 
title on 
3 different 

Art. 
Sec. 

III, 
21 

2!3 of 
all 
members 

Art. 
Sec. 

III, Majority of 
32 members 

elected 

Art. XII, 
Sec. 1, 
2(a), 2(b) 

Simple 
majority 

Art. XII, 
Sec. 3 

Montana 

Nebraska 

days 

Read by 
title when 
introduced; 
amendments 
printed and 
read at large 
before passage. 

Art. III. 
Sec. 14 

2/3 of 
all 
members 

3/5 of 
members 
elected 

Art. V, 2/3 members 
Sec. 40 elected 

Art. IV, 3/5 members 
Sec. 15 elected 

Art. XIX, 
Sec. 9 

Art. XVI, 
Sec. 1 

2/3 members 
elected to 
each bouse 

3/5 members 
elected 

Art. XIX, 
Sec. 8 

Art. XV .~, 

Sec. 2 

f'
0 
0 
~ 

Nevada a-2/3 but not 
on final read
ing 

Art. 
Sec. 

IV, 
18 

2/3 of 
members 
elected 

Art. 
Sec. 

IV. Majority of 
35 members 

elected 

Art. XVI, 
Sec. 1 

2/3 members 
elected to 
each house 

Art. XVI, 
Sec. 2 

New Jersey R-3/4 of members Art. 4, 
Sec. 4 
Par. 6 

2/3 of 
all 
members 

Art. V. 
Sec. 14, 
Par. 14 

3/5 members 
elected or 
by majority 
vote in two 
sessions 

Art. 9, 
Sec. 1-7 



• • • • • • •� • --. • 
3 

0 
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Dishensing
wit 3 read- Legislative 

ings. R. means Passage Proposal of Legislative 
3 readings Cout. over Const. Amendments Const. vote for Const. 

State required Citation veto Cite (Vote required) Cite Submission Cite 

New Mexico� 2/3 mem- Art. IV, Majority Art. XIX, 2/3 members Art. XIX, 
bers present Sec. 22 members Sec. 1, 5 elected to Sec. 2 
and voting elected each house 

New York� Printed and Art.3, 2/3 of all Art. IV, Majority (2 Art. XIX, No provis ion Art. XIX, 
on desks 3 Sec. 14 members Sec. 7 successive Sec. 1 Sec. 2 
days prior general as-
to passage� semblies with� 

intervening� 
gen. election)� 

North R Art. II, 3/5 each house Art. XIII, 2/3 of all Art. XIII, 
Carolina No prOVision Sec. 22 Sec. 2 members Sec. I 

each house 

North 2 separate Sec. 63� 1/3 of Sec. 80 Majority of Art. XV, 
Dakota� days; first members members elected 202, Am. 

reading title elected 28, II; 2S 
only unless 
full demanded· 

Ohio R 3/4 of house Art. II, 3/5 of mem- Art. II, 3/5 of members Art. 3, 2/3 members Art. XVI 
Sec. 16 bers elected Sec. 16 elected Sec. I elected to Sec. 2 

each house 

Oklaboma� R-final Art. V. 
reeding Sec. 34 2/3 members Art. 6, Majority of Art. 5, No provision Art. 24, 
required elected Sec. 11 members Sec. 3; Sec. 2 
at length Elected Art. 14, 

Sec. 1 

Oregon� By title Art. IV, 2/3 of mea- Art. VI, Majority Art. XVlI, No provision Art. XVII, 
only 2/3 Sec. 18 bera present Sec. ISb mem- Sec. 1 Sec. 1 
dispense bers elected 



State 

Dispens1ng 
with 3 read
iugs. R means 
3 readings 
reertired 

Const. 
Citation 

Passage 
over 
Veto 

Const. 
Cite 

Legis1atlve 
Proposal of 
Amendment, 
(Vote required) 

Const. 
Cite 

Legislative 
vote. for 

Submission 
Conat. 
Cit'a 

6. 

Penn
sylvania 

"Considered" 
on 3 differ
ent days 

Art. 3, 
Sec. 4 
25% may 
request 
full 
reading 

2/3 of all 
members 

Art. 
Sec. 

IV, 2/3 members 
15 elected 

Art. XI, 
Sec. 18 
and b 

-

Rhode Island 3/5 of all 
members 

Art. XV, Majority 
Sec. 1 (2 successive 

general assem
blies with 
intervening 
gen. election 

Art. XIII 

South 
Carolina 

South 
Dakota 

R. may 
provide 
by rule 
for title 
only 

Read twice, 
by title and 
number and 
title once and 
in full on 
final 

Art. III, 
Sec. 18 

Art III, 
Sec. 17 

213 of all 
members 

2!3 of 
members 
present 

Art. 
Sec. 

Art. 
Sec. 

IV, 2/3 elected 
23 first passage; 

majority 
second 

IV, Majority 
9 members 

elected 

Art. XVI, 2/3 member.s 
Sec. 1,2 elected to 

each house 

Art. XXIII, 2/3 memb~~s  

Sec. 1•. 2 elected to 
each house 

Art.- XVI., 
Sec.- .3 

Ar~.  X::LII" 
Sec 2 

a'J 
0 
0 
\~  

Tennessee R. No 
provision 

Art. 
Sec. 

II, 
18 

Majority Art. 
Sec. 

3, 
18 

Majority elected 
first passage; 
2/3 elected 
second passage 

Art. XV.I. 
Sec. 3 

No provision Art.· X.l, 
Sec", "3

Texas R 4/5 of 
house 

Art. 
Sec. 

3, 
32 

2/3 of 
members 

Art. 4, 
Sec. 14 

2/3 members 
elected 

Art. XV.II, 
Sec. I -

present 

Utah R. Ho 
provision 

Art. VI, 
Sec. 22 

2/3 members 
elected 

Art. XXIII, 
Sec. I 

2/3 ~~rs  

elected to 
each branch 

kt. _~III,  

Sec. 2, 3 

• • • • • • • • • • • 



• • • • • ---------. -.--� • • •� 
7.Dispeu1ng 

with 3 read- Legislative 
ings. R. means 'asaage Proposal of Legislative 
3 readings Const. over Const. Amendments Coost. vote for Const. 

State required Citation� Veto Cite (Vote required) Cite Submission Cite 

Utah R.. Ho Art. VI, 
provision Sec. 22 2/3 members Art. XXIII 2/3 members Art. XXIII, 

elected Sec. 1 elected to Sec. 2, 3 
each branch 

Vermont 2/3 of th. II, 2/3 senate. Ch. II 
members Sec. 17 majority Sec. 68 

present house 
first passage 

Virginia R.-4/5 of Sec. 50� 2/3 of Art. V, Majority. (2 Art. XV, Majority Art. XV. 
members� members Sec. 76 successive gen- Sec. 196 members Sec. 197 

present eral assemblies elected to 
(majority of with intervening each house 

elected)� general election) 

Washington� 2/3 of Art. 3, 2/3 members Art. 23. 2/3 members Art. 23, 
members Sec. 12 elected Sec. 1 elected to Sec. 2,3 0 

~ present� each branch 
0 
~ 

West R-4/5 of Art VI, Majority Art. 7, 2/3 members Art. XIV, Majority Art. XIV, 
Virginia members Sec. 29 of members Sec. 14 elected Sec. 2 members Sec. I 

elected elected to 
each house 

Wisconsin� 2/3 of all' Art. V, Majority Art. XII, Majority Art. XII, 
members Sec. 10 (2 successive Sec. 1 each house Sec. 2 

General Assem
blies with 
intervening 
general election) 

Wyoming� 2/3 of Art. III, Art. XX, 2/3 members Art. XX, 
members Sec. 19 2/3 members Sec. 1-2 elected to Sec. 3, 4 
elected elected each branch 



• • • • • • • • • • • 

Dispensing 8. 
with 3 read Legislative 
ings. R means Passage Proposal of Legislative 
3 readings Const. over Const. Amendments Const. vote for Const. 

State required. Citation veto Cite (Vote required) Cite Submission Cite 

Puerto Printed, Read, Art. III, 2/3 members Art. III, 2/3 members Art. VII, 2/3 of total Art. VII, 
Rico referred and Sec. 17 each bouse Sec. 19 elected Sec. 1, 3 of each house Sec. 2 

return with 
written 
report 

Model State Printed and Sec. 4.15 2/3 of all Sec. 4.16 Majority of Sec. 12.01 Majority of all Sec. 12.03 
Constitution� on desks members all members members 

3 days prior 
to passage 

Source of first four columns: examination of constitutions 
Source of second four columns: Thirty Years of State Constitution-Making. 1938-1968, 

National Municipal League (1970) 

~ 

June 14, 1971 ~ 

o 
~ 



Oldo Conatitutional rtcvbion Co:r:mi:;;:;!.on Rcocarch Study No. S •
COl~~ittce to Study the LcciDlaturc 
JU,H: 9, 1971 

Qunlific~tions of Lcgi&lotora 

Under Art. U, Sec. 3, Ohio Con:;t:itutim1, r.cn:1tot's nnd rcprcsel1toC:i\'c~; "shall 
hove resided in their respective dictricts one year next preceding tllcir election; 
uo1(;5::: they r.hall hllve becn (!hsent on the public businelt8"'" Df th~ Urlit;cd States or of 
thie. State. II 

'rhcy arc nino subject to Art. XV, Sec. 4, l':ccNj~ding thnt II (n)o perscn shall be 
clcl::tc:d or appointed to <lny office in this Gtatc unless possesscd of the qualifies.. 
tion3 of an clectol". Under obviously orchaic provisions of section 5 of the same 
Article XV, duelists arc ineligible for office. 

Fl"om the requirement of Article XV, Sec. 5 that persons elected or appointed 
to office be "possessed of the qual ifications of an elector ll one n:-.ust look to Ar.
ticle V, Scc. 1 for definition of "elector." This section p'Covides in part: 

"Even.)' c ithen of the United States, of the age of t\·1er.ty-one )·ears,� 
who Ghall have been a resident of the state six months next preceding� 
the election, 3nd of the county, to\Nnship. or \vard, in \vhich he rCGiden,� 
such time as melY bc proviccd by 1,,1.\01, shnll h;:;vc the q,ualificat:ions of an� 
elector, and be entitled to vote at all elc<:t:i,ons."� 

Section 6 of Article V rlcnicG the privilcBes of an elector to an "idiot, or 
inoanc pernon. 1I 

S~ction 4 of Article V provides: The General ASGembly ~ha.1.i. h~I\'C p~...,cr t(\ 
exclude from the privilege of voting, or of be1.r.u eligihle to office; any person 
c0t:\vlctcd of bribery, perjury, or other infamous cl"itilc." 

Finally, Section 5 of Article II provides t1ie !urther restriction that: 

"No person hereafter convicted of an embezzlement of the public funds, •shall hold any office in this State; nor shall any person, holding� 
public money for disbursement, or othel~isc, have a seat in the General� 
ASGcmbly. until he shall have accoun'i:ed for, and paid such money into� 
the treasury."� 

Pursuant to Section 4 of Article V t:11e Ohio General Assembly has disenfranchised 
felons and made them ineligible to hold office under Revised Code sections 2961.01 
and 2961.02 as follows: 

"Sec. 2961.01. A person convicted of a felony in this state, unless his� 
conviction is reversed or annulled, is incompetent to be an elector or !�

juror. or to hold an office of honor, trust or profit. The pardon of ~
 •convict restores the rights and privilcg.~s so forfeited, but a pardon� 
shall not release a convict from the costs of his conviction. unless GO� 

specified. "� jSec. 2961.02. A person who has been imprisoned in the penitentiary of 
an)' other state of the United Stat.?s, undcr sentence for the commission 
of a critr.e l'uninhablc under the l~s of this stat:e by i.n;:>risonmer..t in 
the penitentiary, is incolr.p~ten:: r.o be an elector or juror, or to hold 
an office of honor. trust: ()'I" profit within this s.tate unless he has 

101.2 
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• 2, 

t· ..·e~ IV"11 II· pllrdon (roln the l.:0VCl:lllJr of th~' (l t<lto in. wh ich hc \-1.10 imprisoned." 

• 111<.' Cjll('r.t!.ol\ of "cUt;1.ldlity" to n ~(:{lt i;) the (;l~n(;l.·nl ACGcmbly) dctcrminnblc 
\I",l"l' Al°t. 11, Sec. I. ,lIid involvil'(; the holdi.ng of office "under the authority of 
l!l(' UnIt"'} ~;tlll:l.::J, or ':Iny l\1c.rativ(~ office unU0l: the authority of cld.o Stote" will 
t,,· eX,\ll\ 111ed 1.n on Llccompnny l.ne menlOl" :Jnuum, rcpor t: in[; the intct'prctn.t Lana 0 [ th i5 
fJcction under the broad hcadinl; of IIClir,ibil ity. II 

• The purpose of this memorandum is to rcpo:ct upon qualific3tions regarding ngc, 
:::-c3idcncc. nnd elector status under the consti(ution~ of the 50 ztatcs. Elcr:;ent5 
of the c<ltcr,ory of elector stntus are. not a1\,',ly:; noted. 'i'he mcmoi:\1ndum concerns 
itr:clf chiefly \·lith the lef!islativc .'lrticlc 1n e;:-cch case. In addition, a criminal 
co:.wiction disquulifies a person from being a l(;[;islator in Arl',lnsas (Art. 5, Sec. 9), 
IZ,:;ns<:ls, l1issiDZippi. Ncvad<l, <JklahOIrr.l, South D<:l;otil, VirginL:-•• Hest: Virginig. and 

•� Hi:.1consin.� 
NC:\l Jersey,� 
and lvyoming. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•� 

•� 

United States citizenship is spccif::'c.:lllyrequircd in Maine (S YC':l"CS) •� 

New Yorl<, Oregon. Perausylv<1nia, Tennessee, 1]t;C~I, Vir.ginia. W<lshington.� 
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QuAl Hiclltl<)n:! of J.cCl.::lnl:ol.·(i •1~1C"("'nr fo'°tll'l,!;1 f,t"C:C', n("~fcll'nr.1' ..!!..!.U'ti.ttJ.!!!!.t,tC'nC'0 
·il\cy'~-;,c.c"Ji"~ (n~xt l'rec.edinG 
election) clcc~1.on) 

2
Atlt. 3 ye:lrs narn 1 yr. 3nd resIde 1n� 
si:\ct.or 25 41st. dur1.nA t~~.
 

lIou,;e 21� 
(Art.t~ •� Sec. 47) 

..3 )'cara 1 yoarl!.~~f::!~ 
Senate 2S� 
UOUSf' 21� 
Art n. Soc. 2) .. '.. ' ,. .,� 
f>..R}?~lJ). 
S.mete 2S� 
House 2S� 
(Art. 4. Sec. 2) 2 )'eora " 1 )'ear� 

MUCAHMS3� It 1 year j
SonAte 25� 
I~DO 21� 
(A\'t. S. Sesc. 4)� 

CAT,TF01UnA .. '1Ai't.""V;:-Sec. 2) Elector 3 yeaI'D 

COT.OMOO� 
Scnnto 25� 
°)louse 25� 
(Art. V,� Sec. 4) It 12 lIIOuth. 

• I 

~. 
Scnnte 21 Elector 6 mos. Qualifications of� 
JrOU5C 21 Elcctor 6 mos. .lectors to be de�"� •.'� (Art. 3 - Ar.1cndmcnts proposed by lUR No. 160 (196~) cided at times and� 
would hnve .added roa:f.oonce 1n district frOl!l wbicb 1n Q4l1ner prcDcr1bed� 
oloc:tce5) bylQW.� 

f 
, , J2EY,~~&TI"E
 

I Sonate 27� 
,...� House 24 ..(Art. 3) 3 )'can� la.t yeD~ inh~blt4nt
 

of cllItdct� • 
[J.onIDA� 
Senote 21 Elector 2 YCAts .. Ito re1l1dfnt of� 
liouse 21 Ilector .. 'i.trlcC� 

~, .� (Art. 3, Sec. 15) J£~...Q1! 
Senate 2S . 4 )'ears�
Iiouse 21 2 'Years� 
(Sec. 2-1701,1801)� 

.wJ:'lli 
Iloth lIouIes 1'11lJodt)' (20) 3 )'ears BO'1'H2 Qualified voter of� 
(Art. It, Sec. 7) diatrlct (rcgistClred� 
(Lot i olaturo ~4Y proscr1ba 'urcher ~uolifieution. tD accordance ~ltb

Art. Ill, Sec. 9) law� 

.m."U,2
lloth houseo ° lIono Eloctor None n 1 yea&'�
(Art III, Sec. 6)� 

ILI.mOI!)' •iicMtc-- 25� 
I\(\U80 21 "� . (An. 4, Soc. 3. ~)
 

JYD.u.~ \S..Illl t~ 2S� 
IlouGIi 21 °2 ycnra .. 1. yOAf�
(",. t G r.,.t<." 1014� • 



• .l!IIlA Elector Non~ DOTH 1 year 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

'.� 
•� 

Hotll hou:;('() 
(h.t. III Sec. 6) 

~ 
)loth houGen none 
(Art. 2, Sec. 4, 6) 

J~EJ)~ 

Sen<ltc 30 6 years los t yOOl:' 

lIouGe 24 2 yea.G laut )'car 
(Soc. 32) 

~~ 
Senate 25 2
House none 5 years BOTH 3 n:onths 
(Arl:. 3, Sec. 9) 

Nfl JNE 
Senate 2S 
1I0U()C 21 1 yellr II 3 months 
Art. IV, Sec. 6) 

!:!.02l~
 
Scn;1te 25 3 years last y~nr
 " 
1louse 21 
(Art. III, Sec. 9) 

HJ\SS.� 
Senate 5 years inhabitant of� 
Ilouse district� 
(Pt. z, C.l, Sec. 2, Art. V)� 

!.!..r.g!.!.~0l! 
I>oth houses 21 Eleeto. 6 years I\Ol'H2 . Set by 11m 

(Rcrr.ovnl. of clo~icilc from district shall be decrr.ed vacation of office.) 
(Art. 4, Sec. 7) 

1111';~ 

Both houses qualified 1 year 6 months 
(Art. IV) voters 

~. ..Senate 25 4 years 2 years actual 
House 21 resident 
(Art:. IV Sec. 41-43) 

!USSOUR I 
Senate 3~ qualified voter of state 3 years 1 year 
House 24 qualified voter of Gtate 2 years 1 year 
(Art. III. Sec. 4. 6) - In both cases. ,:iGt.ict resicence of 1 ycnr (Juc:lifled by 
proviGion "if such ••• district sh~ll h~vc been so lonG established, and if not, 
then of the ••• district from which the same sh~ll have been taken) 

l':mm~!~A 

Senate 24 Citizen 12 n;onths . 
llCiuse 21 

l1En~!lSKA 

(!In. III, Sec. :> Elector 1 year 

l@i..2~ 
Sconte 30 4 yeLLer. 1 year 
HOUGe 21 2 i' car s 1 year 
(I,rl:. 4, Sec. 1, !,or. 2). Caa further prescribed by leeislature) 

.I.:I,tI ~:EX JCO 
Scon ~ 25 Hainta!'n rccldenct! 
l10uGe 21 }~lntain rCGl~cncc 
(IIrt. IV, Sec. 3) ~015 



! ~ I ,. tel lli~t 01" f;t;'r~ !:tatC' nC'ni,!i'11C'C' !1.l.8Sic.t I(('r.i\k:,~_.:..-~ 

111:11 YOl\!:......_--- * • 
BoLh 1.0\lliCS \1one 5 years 12 Ir.onths 
(IIrt. III, Sec. 7) (":, Guhjcct to exc.:ptl(,n - "if cleet(;'! a Gcaator or r::cd)er of 
lIGr;cmuly at the firGt election next ('n!;lljnl~ after n re.l<.1JUGtl;\(~nt or alten.tion 
of the t:enatc or aGGer,lhly di:;tl"icts ut:cr,;l\CB efrcctiv~, a \H:r50n to be eUr-iole 
to CCl~'e as Guch, It.UGt have heen a re:;;i.dent of the ('ounty in ""hich the senate or 
cGoembly district is contained for the t\o;clve lto:~ths iL~ediately prcccclinz hili 
or her election.") • 
EQ]lTJI CAR. 
SC\1otc 2S quaHficd vote." 2 years 1 yc::;.r 
llous~ none " " none 1 year 

~On'I11 DAK. 
Sen.. Cc, 
1l0U/lC 

25 
21 

qualified elector 
qualified elector 

2 years 
2 years 

• 
(Sect lonG 28, 34) 

~!.Q:L\ 

SCIl.3tC 

1I0UllC 

(Art. V, Sec. 

25 
21 

17) 

Doth qualified electors BOT1l2 Residence during 
term • 

213T:&ON 
Both houses 21 none 1 year inhabita~t 

(Art. IV, Sec. 8) 

~. 

Scn.:lte 
HOUGe 

25 
21 

4 yearn 
4 years 

Both "inhabil:antr." 
of respective 

• 
diGtricts I yeo.r 
and "shall reside 
in their respec

RHonE If)t!ll~ Nothing found 

tive diGtl'ict~ 

dur ing term••• II • 
1illl!IUSLill.• 
5cll.3 tc 25 elector of di~t~i~t 

)lotlce 21 elector of distri~t 

(Art. Ill, 

SOUTII lJAK. 

Sec. 7) • 
Senate 
House 

25 
25 

qualified elector 
II II 

2 years 
2 yc..rs 

nl':Kp.5SEE 
Senate 
HOUGe! 

(Art. II, Sec. 

30 
21 

9, 10) 

3 years BOIH2 1 year • 
~ 

Scnate 26 
l!ouse 21 
(Art. 3, Sec. 6) 

!rrM 
Both houses 25 
(Art. VI, Sec. 5) 

YE..WQ~I 

VInCINIA 
l30th ;lOu5eo 21 
(Art. IV, Sec. 44) 

!!~f,II. 

Iloeh IIO\l8C6 nooe 
(Art. 2, Sec. 7) 

!!.._v.lI!.8!!JA 
1:0 til hO\l tie (; none 



•• 

•� 
"l~;lJ. ,leL 1\I~l:'J,U"'·'·~ '"� .---_._---- _..... 

\Jl::(W ::; 1:--:••_.~w ..••. ......�~ 

1\" (:11 11"\1 !h'!< 21 1 yc:1'( as rowy be I''.::"~

(Art. lV, Sec. 6, Art. Ill, Sl'.C. 1) ncrib~d by 1.1\1, 
not: cxccc~ins 

30 day9 

\oj)'0:·\ r'~G-----_.
Scna:.c 25 none 1 year• " ..lloul;e 21 

~~{:ro RICO 
Senate 30 years 2 years 1 year 
House 25 year G

• (able to read and write in English or Spanish) 

1 Requirement that person be an elector or voter to be eligible for the legisla
ture found in the legislative article of the indicated staten. 

2 
IlcGidencc requirements identical for Senators a:1d HouGe l:lerr,bers. 

• 3 'rhe new Illinois constitution (effective July I. 1971, makes the age 21 for 
both houses, requires U. S. citizenship, and el~~inates the 5-ycar state 
residency requirewent • 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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Research Study No. 7 

Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
June 15. 1971 
Subject: Authority of legislative committees after sine die adjournment. 

Section 8 of Article I I provides that each house of the General Assembly 
"••• shal I have all powers. necessary to provide for Its safety and the undis
turbed transaction of Its business, and to obtain, through committees or otherwise, 
Information affecting legislative action under consideration or In contemplation. or 
with reference to any alleged breach of Its privileges or misconduct of Its 
members 1 and to that end to enforce the attendance and testimony of witnesses, 
and the production of books and papers. (Emphasis added) The power to obtain 
information, through committees or otherwise, was proposed as one of 41 separate 
amendments submitted by the constitutional convention of 1912 and adopted by 
the electorate at the special election on September 3, 1912. 

In State ex rei. Robertson Realty v. Gui Ibert. 75 Ohio St. 1 (1906) the 
Ohio Supreme Court held that the Constitution (prior to this amendment) co~talned 

no express grant of power to either branch of the General Assembly to appoint a 
"select investigating comm Ittee,1 for general legislative purposes and that such 
power was not necessarily Implied from the express grants to each house (to 
choose Its own officers, determine rules of procedure, punish and expel members. 
and have "21 II other powers, necessary to prov Ide for Its own safety. and the 
undisturbed transaction of Its business)." 

SUbject of the challenge In Robertson were two Senate Resolutions providing 
for appointing a committee to Investigate charges of corruption existing In the 
City of Cincinnati and County of Hamilton and to submit a report and recommendations 
thereon. Finding In the grant of power to each house a limitation. the Court 
said: 

i1The last clause of this section (Sec. 8 Art. II prior to amendment) 
restricts the phrase '211 I other powers' to such powers as are necessary 
to secure the safety of each house and the peaceable transaction of its 
business, thereby excluding from the grant 211 I powers which are not included 
In the class named.~l 75 Ohio St. 1,47. 

The Court found. moreover, that the framers of the Constitution of 1851 
lldeslgnedly narrowed the grant of powers to each house of the General 
Assembly to those which are expressly mentioned. 11 It was further held that if 
a single branch of the General Assembly had no constitutional power to appoint 
such a committee, the legislature could not authorize It to do so by general 
statute or appropriation to such a committee. The alternative argument that upon 
the face of the Senate resolutions the scope and purpose of the InqUiry constituted 
"an exercise of judicial power," expressly forbidden by Art. II Sec. 32. was 
express Iy not passed upon. 

The 1912 amendment of Sec. 8 abrogated the Robertson rule. Each house 
Is specifically empowered to obtain through committees or otherwise information 
affecting legislative action under consideration or contemplation. 

Prior to constitutional amendment, a joint resolution of the General 
Assembly was adopted conferring upon a committee appointed from each house there
under power to Investigate charges of corruption in Cincinnati and Hamilton County. 
When challenged this Joint resolution was held to be ;Ian exercise of Judicial power 

•� 

J� 

~ 

• 

• 

.. 
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not expressly conferred by the Constitution and a gross violation of Sec. 32 of 
Art. II,� prohibiting exercise of the Judicial power of the General Assembly," 
unless justified on the ground of seeking Information in aid of Intended legislation, 

• 
State ex rei. Rulison v. Gayman, 11 Ohio Circ. Cts. N.S. 257 (1908). 5yllabus 
2 declared that ':Intemperate language in the resolution and the license and 
revolutionary procedure proposed, together with the declaration that ial I laws 
are being violated by an organized band which no one dares oppose' make it clear 
that hope Is not based on additional legislation which obviously could not be 
rendered effective under such circumstances; but these considerations cause It 
to be evident that the resolution was not adopted In good faith for the purpose

•� of providing remedial laws, and places it beyond the pale of the Constitution. 11 

After holding the resolution an attempt lito exercise judicial power 
contrary to the Constitution," the Court added In syllabus 3: 

"And were� thIs not true, the fact that the General Assembly has 

•� adjourned sine dIe renders it impossible that Information which might be 
obtained by such an Investigation shar I be used by the body seekIng ii 
for the purpose proposed, or that It wi I I be so used by a body over which 
the recent Genera I Assemb Iy wI I I have any contro I, and therefore depr Ive 
the Investigation of the purpose announced, and leaves the matter in the 
same situation as though no purpose had been declared by the resolution. it 

• The Ohio Supreme CoIJrt affirmed, two justices concurring on the sole ground 
that the committee appointed under the joint resolution had no power to act after 
final adjournment of the legislature which could not reconvene on its own motion. 
79 Ohio State 444 (1908). 

•� Gayman and several Ohio Attorney General's opinions are cited, in legal 
encyclopedIas, as authority for the proposition that a legislative committee 
has no power to act after final adjournment of the General Assembly which 
authorized It. 

In 1917 the Attorney General stated that the 1912 amendment did not alter 
•� the Gayman case. 1917 O.A.G. 206. In 1935 the Attorney General was cal led upon 

to rule on the status of several committees appointed by authority of joint and 
sIngular resolutions after sIne die adjournment. Citing Robertson Realty and 
Gayman, he was "to authorize each house of the General Assembly to appoint a 
committee wIth powers which formerly might have been granted to joInt committees." 
Concluding that the grant of the power included a I Imitation thereon, the 

•� Attorney General ruled that a legislative body which has adjourned without 
day cannot thereafter have any legislation "under consideration or in contem
platIon," and that such committees had no legal existence after sIne die nor 
power to Incur expenses. 1935 a.A.G. 1041. 

In June,� 1937 the Governor cal led the General Assembly into special session 
•� flto make appropriatlons. l Senate Resolution 81, adopted July 12, 1937, authorized• 

appointment of a legislative committee to investigate the civ) I service commissIon 
and other departments upon matters affect i ng "state finance." The Attorney Genera I 
viewed the committee as aut' ..::', ized to investigate financial needs for the current 
bIennium and to ascertain taci-s necessary to determining appropriation amounts, 
but otherwise ~lpowerless\; to cnnduct any other Investigation. After passage of 

•� the general appropriation and p;-orogurng of the Session by the Governor unti I the 
end of the bIennium under Art. I I I Sec. 9, he ruled, the committee had no power or 
authority to Investigate. 1937 O.A.G. 1709. 
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Again in 1937 the Attorney General of the state responded that special 
Investigating commissions created under several joint resolutions had no legal 
existence after date of the sine die adjournment of the legislative body that passed 
the resolutions. Appropriation made for the use of a committee, he reasoned, 
could not operate to create a commission nor prolong its life. Again citing 
Gayman, the Attorney General said of a commission ilcreated under section 8 
Article 11,11 that its sole power would be to gather information for the benefit of 
the session affecting legislation which the session was considering or contemplating. 
:IThls grant of power cannot be stretched to include legislation that some future 
session of the General Assembly might consider or contemplate." 1937 O.A.G. 2600. 
Here the Attorney General reasoned that the Constitution provides for legislation 
by lib I 1/1, and does not even refer to resolutions, and that, therefore, a mere 
resolution was without force of law, was not subject to referendum, and could not 
create a commission with powers that would endure beyond the session In which 
created. 

On the other hand, State ex rei. Herbert v. Ferguson, 142 Ohio St. 496 
(1944) appears to Ignore these opinions. The act involved established a 
"Post-War Commission of the State," the described functions of which consisted 
of finding facts, assisting In formulation of plans, and making of recommendations 
"after the conven Ing of the next Genera I Assemb Iy. \I AIthough cha! Ienged as 
violation of Section 19, Article II (appointment of members to "civi I office"), 
the Court refused to consider the question of whether authorized appointments 
were unconstitutional because of certain additional powers that might or might 
not be exercised (e.g. to lease lands or take options in the name of the state), 
holding that a commission composed of members of the General Assembly and others 
to make Investigation and recommendation on Important matters of legislative 
concern Is within the creatIve power of the General Assembly under Section 8, 
Artl cle II (Sy I. 5>' 

Further confusing the Issue of authority after sine die, Syllabus 10f 
State v. Morgan, 164 Ohio St. 529 (1956i, Involving the OhIo UnAmerlcan ActivitIes 
Commission, states: 

"A commission created by statute, which Is authorized to function after 
sine die adjournment of the General Assembly and which is composed solely 
of members of the General Assembly, impersonally described, and whose 
designated function Is to investigate subversive actlvl+ies and to recommed 
such additional legislation or revision of existing laws as may seem 
advisable and necessary to the next General Assembly (emphasis added) is 
within the creating powers of the General Assembly under Sec. 8, Art. II, of 
the Constitution of Ohio, authoriZing that body to obtain through committees or 
otherwise, information affecting prospective legislation, Is within the 
term "committee" as used in that article, possesses ai' the attributes of 
a aselect committee" of the General Assembly and is, In fact a !lselect 
committee ll thereof within the purview of Sec. 12845 G.C. (Sec. 2917. R.C.),'l 

Citing Herbert v. Ferguson, the Court said: 

"Thus, this court has recognized that Sec. 8, Art. II empowers the 
General Assembly to create commissions for Investigative purposes 
which shar I function after sine 2l~ adjournment and make recommendations 
to the next Genera I Assemb Jy • • . We hereby approve that find Ing • • .11 
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In a companion case (state v. Ral~, 100 Ohio App. 75, 1954) an Ohio Court 
of Appeals had said: 

• 

• IISectlon 103.31 et seq. R.C., creating the Ohio Unamerican Activities 
COmmission, confers authority beyond adjournment sine die of the General 
Assembly; and the life of such commission Is limited only by the length 
of the term for which Its members are elected to the General Assembly.iI 
(Sy I. 1) 

Commenting upon denial of appointive power In the General Assembly pursuant 
to Sec. 27, Art. II) the Court said: 

•� 
"One of the exceptions Is the power to appoint its own officers, Including,� 
of course, committees of Its own members, but as already stated, these� 
appointments cannot be for a longer life than that of the appointing power.� 
The qualification to serve on a committee or commission Is conditioned upon 
cont i nued membersh ipin the Genera I Assemb Iy. \1 

And, again, as to whether sln~ die was the test of the duration of the 
commission's authority the Court said: 

• 

• "\~e are of the opinion that the commission's I ife was limited only by 
the length of the term for which Its members were elected to the General 
Assembly, subject of course to the repeal of the law in the meantime. 
We are of the opinion also that the law does propose to confer authority 
beyond the adJoUi .ment sine die of the General Assembly but doe~; j·.'Jt assume 

• to confer any authority beyond the term for which the members of the 
comml ssl on were elected. I' 

• 
Convictions under Morgan and Raley were reversed for violation of the due 

process clause of the 14th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution because the defendant 
were ilentrapped by being convicted for exercising a privi lege (against self
Incrimination) which the Commission had Jed them to believe was available to them. n 

360 U.S. 423 (1959) but the rulings as to duration authority of commissions, 
apparently appointed pursuant to Section 8 of Article II, stil I stand. The 
uncertainty resulting from these holdings should be confronted In considering 
revision of Section 8 of Article It. 

• 

• 

• 
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I 

RECOMMENDATIONS BEGARDIIG LEGISLATIVE PROVISIONS ~ IN THE OHIO CONSTITUTION� 

The League of Women Voters of Ohio believes a state constitution should� 
I 

provide for a structure of government responsive to the needs of the people 

~ of Ohio. In order to achieve this a constitution should be flexible and con

cerned with fundamental principles •. It should be clearly written, logically 

organized and consistent. 

The League believes the Legislative Afticle of the Ohio Constitution 

should provide that the General Assembly meet annually and that the provisions 

dealing with its organization and powers should be broadly stated. 

Although in 1968 the Legislature passed a bill which included a provision 

for the legislature to meet annually, the League feels it would be more con

sistent to change Section 2S of Article II to state that the General Assembly 

shall meet annually. This provision would strengthen the power of the legis

lature and also insure its ability to deal with problems as they arise. 

The League of Women Voters feels that Sections 14. 16, 17, and 18 of Article 

II need not be so detailed. Such provisions might better be handled by • 
statutory law or by the rules of the legislature. These sections deal with 

specifics of organization and procedures of the legislature and not fundamen

tal law. They would be better stated in terms of broad principles with the • 
specifics left to statutory law. In addition some of these provisions are 

out of date and could be handled more in keeping with current practices. For 

•instance. Section 16 states ''Every bill shall be fully and distinctly read 

on three different days." Since current practice calls for bills to be read 
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by title only, it might be advisable to change this wording, or even to 

omit it entirely, leaving to statutory law or legislative rules the proced

ures for bill passage. In this regard, the National Municipal League's Model 

Constitution, Section 4.15, suggests the following wording: "No bill shall 

become a lew unl~ss it has been printed and upon the desks of the members 

in final form at least three days prior to final passage and the majority 

of all the members has assented to it,- The parts of Section 16 dealing 

with action by the governor are of fundamental nature but could be more 

clearly written. Sections 14, 17, and 18 seem unnecessary in our opinion 

as constitutionn 1 provisions. Tllese matters could be covered by statutory 

law or legislative rules. 

Concerning powers given to the General Assembly, the League of Women 

Voters believes such Sections as 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, and 

41 dee ling with l~Fq which may be passed are unnecessary. They are not of 

fundamental nature and could be adequately handled by statutory law. 

Perhaps a statement such as appears in the Model Constitution under Powers 

of State (Section 2.01) 

"The enumeration in this constitution of specified 
powers 3nd functions shall be construed neither as 
a grant nor as a limitation of p~ers of state 
government but the state goverDmeDt shall have all 
of the powers not denied by this constitution or 
by or under the Constitution of the United States." 

might clarify the right of the Legislature to pass necessary laws for the 

people of Ohio. Such a statement encourages state government to use its 

power to the fullest to meet today's problems and assures no delay while 

the constitution is amended or interpreted. 

The League of Women \., 'L~rs of Ohio would like .to encourage the Commission 

to consider taking out some of these unnecessary sections of the Ohio Consti

tution. It would make our state constitution clearer, more logical, up to 

date, and consistent with the ide~ that a constitution should deal with funda

mental principles.• 1023� 



Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Executive Research Paper No. 0 
July 27, 1971 

STATE EXECUTIVE REORGANIZATION 

The development of the administrative powers of the Governor of Ohio follows the 
pattern of most American states through the phases establishing a mere figurehead 
leader in the early post-revolutionary regimes; instituting the Jacksonion reforms 
of popular election, plural executive and gubernatorial veto; and creating numerous 
statutory boards and commissions which ushered in the administrative reorganization 
movement of the 20th century. Nationally, modern reformers of state governmental 
structures seek unification of the executive branch as a means of achieving their . 
goals of administrative effectiveness and political responsibility. To prevent the 
further proliferation of uncoordinated executive agencies, constitutional provisions 
limiting the number of state departments are to be found in many new state documents 
and amendments. Also a part of this state administrative reform trend are the con
stitutional provisions allowing the governor to initiate state reorganization by 
executive orders subject to later approval or disapproval by the state legislature. 
A survey of adopted, proposed and rejected constitutional and statutory provisions 
indicates a widespread concern for executive branch reorganization in many states. 

Origin of the Reorganization Movement 

. Evolution of the American state governor's administrative powers does not parallel 
the growth and development of the federal executive branch. While the federal con
stitutional convention in 1787 provided the office of President with substantial ex
ecutive and administrative powers, among the original thirteen state constitutions, 
only one early state gave its governor veto power and only two states prOVided that 
the governor be elected by direct popular vote. The prevailing political theory of 
the emerging American states sought to protect democracy from any vestige of the 
single, powerful monarch by vesting constitutional authority in strong legislatures 
with weak executives. 

Responding to the unpopular acts of Governor Arthur St. Clair in dealing with 
Ohio's territorial legislature, this state's first constitution of 1802 followed the 
early precedents of a weak governor. Originally under the 1802 Ohio Constitution 
both the administrative and executive powers of the chief of state were virtually 
nonexistent or as a later observer put it,"The governor was a name almost without 
meaning."l 

Between the American Revolution and the Civil War the office of governor in the 
states developed increased powers through direct popular election and obtained more 
independence through the veto established in some states. However, the Jacksonian 
democracy also negated the governors' administrative powers by structuring plural ex
ecutives by which top state officials such as secretary of state, attorney general, 
and treasurer were popularly elected. Legislative supremacy remained the major ob
stacle to increased gubernatorial influence during the period as succinctly stated 
in 1831 by De Tocqueville that: 

• • The legislative bodies daily encroach upon the authority of 
the governor and their tendency • • • • is to appropriate it entirely 
to themselves. 2 

. 1n r~action to the excesses of legislative supremacy,"One of the objectives of 
the LOhi2/ Constitutional Convention of 1850-51 was the establishment of a balance 
of authority and responsibility between the governor and legislature."3 Rather than 
centralizing the administrative powers of the governor, the 1851 Ohio Constitution 
made the executive offices of lieutenant governor, secretary of state, attorney gen
eral, auditor of state, and treasurer oj( state elective by the populace instead of 
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appointed by the legislature. Combined into the executive department to reduce 

• 
the influence of the legislature, the five additional state offices also have become 

4largely independent of the governor. In addition, Ohio followed the pattern of 
most state governments in the late 19th century by placing other executive agencies 
under the governor's supervision by statute. In 1903 the Ohio governor was given 
veto power over legislative acts. 

• 
Attempting to set up additional checks and balances between the executive and 

legislative branches, the patchwork and accretion methods used to establish boards, 
commission" and agencies presented an administrative problem of some magnitude by 
the early 20th century. New York, for example, had 10 state agencies in 1800, in
creased to 81 in 1900 and to more than 170 in 1925. 6 

• 
Within the 1912 Ohio Constitutional Convention, delegate Samuel A. Hoskins of 

Auglaize County, successfully rebutted a proposal for a "short ballot" by giving us 
this picture of the state government's administration and attitudes toward reform: 

• 
Look at the functions performed by different state departments. 

Almost every legislature adds some administrative board, or board of 
some sort, that carries with it a vast number of employees. Now you 
make all the state offices appointive and you have simply added to 
the appointing ~c~er of the governor of the state. You have added to 
his power to build up a machine that it will be almost impossible to 
eliminate • 

• • • • I would like to call attention to ••• ten heads of depart
ments intimately connected with state government and constituting the 

• 

governor's cabinet. Under thes~ ten departments there are two hundred 
and eighty-three employees and in addition to those there are other de
partments under the control of the governor •••• and in addition to that 
you would have him to appoint the secretary of state, auditor of state, 
treasurer of state, attorney general, and you add about one hundred and 
ninety more employees, making in allover seven hundred employees under 
the direct control of the governor. Do you want to make him a monarch? 
What would we gain by giving the governor any more power than that he 
already has?5 

• However, this proliferation of boards, commissions and agencies, accompanied 
by the independent executive officials elected on the "long ballot," created a need' 
for state administrative reform, which according to one scholar could be described 
as £0110'''8: 

• 
It bred chaos, agencies pursued contradictory policies in related 

fields. It fomented conflict; agencies engaged in bitter bureaucratic 
warfare to establish their spheres of jurisdiction. It opened gaps in 

• 

the provision of service or of regulation; clienteles were sometimes 
denied benefits or nscaped supervision because they fell between agen
cies. It was cost..;'. many agencies maintained overhead organizations 
that could have been replaced more cheaply and effectively by a common 
organization, and citizens had to make their own way through bureau
cratic labyrinths. And, most important of all, it led to irresponsibility; 
no one quite knew how the pattern of organization and program came into 
existence or what could be done to alter it, each segment of the fragmented 
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governments became a self-directing unit, the impact of elections on the 
conduct of government was minimized, and special interest groups often 
succeeded in virtually capturing control of individual agencies. No one 
seemed to be steering the governmental machinery, though everyone had a 
hand in it • • • • These were among the forces that persuaded many students 
of government ~hat chief executives had to be built up to take charge of 
the machinery. 

Principles and Models of State Reorganization 

Surveying Ohio's administrative labyrinth beginning in 1919, the General Assembly 
passed the Reorganization Act of 1921 which is the present basis for Chapter 121 of 
the Ohio Revised Code. Probably enacted for partisan advantage at the time, Professor 
Harvey Walker noted: "Administrative organization in Ohio, as in most other states, 
lacked the benefit of sound principles of organization."S The Joint Committee on Ad
ministrative Organization as earlynas 1921 recommended a "reduction in the number of 
independent departments, offices, boards and commissions" in addition to placing 
more responsibility in the governor. 9 Additional state studies have advocated more 
economical consolidation and creation of administrative agencies (Joint Committee on 
Economy in the Public Service,10 1929; Committee on the Ohio Government Survey, 1935;11 
and the Council for Reorganization of Ohio State Government, 1963. 12) 

The purpose of the 20th century administrative reform movement has been unifica
tion of the state executive branch. The proponents, reorganizing state government 
toward admini.trative integration of functions, believe the overzealous pursuit of 
P9pular election has created a historical fragmentation of the state executive branch. 
Bennett M. Rich declares "The.:.greatest single impediment to executive unity lies in 
the constitutional designation.'6f top officials who obtain office by popular election 
or by legislative e1ection."13 Executive unity continues as the central theme for 
state reorganization with the classic statement of principles in 1935 by A. E. Buck, 
who enumerated six factors: (1) concentration of authority and responsibility; (2) 
departmentalization or functional integration; (3) undesirability of boards for 
purely administrative work; (4) coordination of staff services of administration' (5) 
prOVision for an independent audit; and (6) recognition of a governor's cabinet. t4 

Two goals of state reorganization of the governor's powers through executive 
unification are the achievement of "administrative effectiveness" and "political re
sponsibility" according to the reasoning of the Council of State Governments. IS Op
ponents of such principles have developed three basic obiections to the principles 
of administrative integration under the state executive. 6 First, the concern is 
sometimes voiced that there will be~an over-concentration of authority in the governor. 
Second. there is a questioning of the assumption that single-headed departments with 
unified power and responsibility with a strong chief executive will insure either con
tinuity of policy or reliable popular control. Third. critics hold there is no evi
dence to prove actual accomplishment of the espoused goals following reorganization. 

The reorganization proposal to create a constitutional ceiling of the number of 
executive departments and give the governor reorganization power subject to legisla
tive approval are products of the administrative reform movement. If state government 
reorganization is to become a reality through constitutional changes, such reform must 
be based on five assumptions and purposes according to advocate Ferrel Heady, who 
maintains: (1) general objectives of administrative integration are valid for most 
states; (2) constitutions should be confined to fundamental matters, avoiding unneces
sary detail and rigidity so as to not~to foreclose different approaches in the future; 
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(3) policy should be to deal sparingly with the subject or organization of the 
executive branch in a state constitution; (4) statutory-type specifications for 
full administrative integration along the lines recommended by most reorganization 
commissions are not justified in a constitutional provision; (5) The constitutional 
issue here is "one of eliminating specific constitutional impediment8 to integration, 
of facilitating integration at selected crucial points, and of otherwise preserving 
constitutional neutrality on questions of how state administration is to be organized 
and conducted."17 

Within the reorganizatioD movement the origin, purpose and constitutional imple
mentation of limiting the number of executive departments can be viewed apart from 
the executive initiative in reorganization provisions. 

In the July 1968 ··Report to National Governor's Conference by the Study Committee 
on Constitutional Revision and General Government Organization, these ....8ges.t;f!dr; ;:~.: 
reforms are found as separate sections as follows: 

The Model Constitutional Artic~e 
"Sectioq 10, Executive Departments. All executive and administrative offices, 

agencies and instrumentalities of the executive branch of the state government and 
their respective functions, powers and duties shall bel.allocated by law among and 
within not more than 20 orincipal departments. They shall be grouped as far as 
practicable according to major purposes. Regulatory, quasi-judicial and temporary 
agencies established by law may, but need not, be allocated within a principal de
partment. • •• 

Section 11, DeJui:tment Heads. ~pe;,headr..ofHeach principal department shall be 
a single executive unless otherwise provided in this constitution or by law. The 
Governor shall appoint and may remove the heads of all administrative departments. 
All other officers in the administrative service shall be appointed and may be re
moved as provided by law. Each principal department shall be under the supervision 
of the Governor and its head shall serve at the pleasure of the Governor. 

Section 12. Executive Reors.nization. The Governor may make changes in the 
organization of the executive branch or in the assignment of functions among its 
units which he considers necessary for efficient administration. Where these 
changes require the force of law, they shall be set forth in executive orders. Such 
orders shall be submitted to the legislature, which shall have sixty days of a reg
ular session, or a full session if of shorter duration, to express its disapproval. 
Unless modified or disapproved by resolution concurred in by a majority of the mem
bers of both houses, the orders shall become effective at a date thereafter to be 
designated by the Governor."IS 

Model State Constitution, Sixth Edit'f.on. (Revised) 1963 

The 1963 edition of the National Municipal League's "Model State Constitution" 
combines the two reorganization proposals into one section as follows: 

Section 5.06. Admin~q~rative Departments. All executive and administrative 
offices, agencies and instrumentalities of the state government, and their respective 
functions, powers and duties, shall be allocated by law among and within not more 
than ~enty principal departments so as to group them as far as practicable accord
ing to major purposes. Regulato~y, quasi-judicial and temporary agencies established 
by law may, but need not, be allocated within a principal department. The legislatu+e 
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shall by law prescribe the functions, powers and duties of the principal departments 
and of all other agencies of the state and may from time to time reallocate offices, 
agencies and instrumentalities among the principal departments, may increase, modify, 
diminish or change their functions, powers and duties and may assign new functions, 
power I and duties to them; but the governor may make such changes in the allocation 
of officel, agencies and instrumentalities, and in the allocation of such functions, 
powers and duties, as he considers necessary for efficient administration. If such 
changes affect existing law, they shall be set forth in executive orders, which 
shall be submitted to the legislature while it is in session, and shall become effec
tive. and shall have the force of law, sixty days after submission, or at the close 
of the session, whichever is sooner, unless specifically modified or disapproved 
by a resolution concurred in by a majority of all the members. 

Bicameral Alternative: Section 5.06. Administration Departments. Change the 
last phrase to read "majority of all the members of each house."19 J 

Constitutional Ceiling on Number of Departments 

Early in the administrative reform movement in 1918, Massachusetts adopted a 
constitutional provision limiting the state's executive departments to 20 in number. 
The extended reorganization of New York state government in the 1920's also resulted 
in restricting to 20 the number of civil departments. Following World War II the 
"Little Hoover Commissions" established after the federal study of post-war reorgan
ization, examined the administrative bureaucracy in many states. Viewing the admin
istrative functions of the state governor, the constitutional ceiling on executive 
departments limited to 20 in number was incorporated into the 1947 New Jersey con
stitution. As noted above the National Municipal League's 1963 Model State Consti
tution also adopted the provision. 

Following the immediate post-war reorganization efforts in most states, how
ever, Karl A. Bosworth observed a "rather general resistance on the part of legis
latures to full acceptance of the executive management theme." He also found, in 
analyzing the tmplementation of reorganization efforts attempted through constitu
tional revisions, that negative responses prevailed in America's state legislatures. 20 
Constitutions in the new states of Alaska (1956) and Hawaii (1950) made specific 
provisions for a constitutional ceiling of 20 executive departments. Now eleven 
states have some form of constitutional limitation on the number of executive de
partments. (See comparison table) 

The purpose of the ceiling on the number of executive departments in a consti
tution is: 

• to thwart what appears to be almost a natural tendency among� 
state legislatures, to create new agencies for carrying into effect new� 
policies • • • such a limitation in the construction would 8ee~. not only� 
to prompt the legislature to the exercise of greater care in the estab�
lishment of new agencies, but also to force the legislature to consider� • 
more seriously where each new function belongs in the state's functions 
••• the inclusion of such a limitation in the constitution is proper 
from the point of view of drafting a good constitution. This is funda
mental material dealing with the basic structure of government. estab
lishing the general framework of government within which the represent· •ative body will legislate the details. ,,21 

State constitutional studies for the Hawaii Legislative Reference Bureau provide 
a summary of arguments favoring a constitutional ltmitation including: 
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1. The provision helps insure that the legislature cannot create 
executive branch departments at will and thus helps protect the power of 
the governor to administer the state government. 

2. The provision protects the legislature from undue pressure to� 
create new departments.� 

3. The provision helps to insure that the governor has a manageable 
span of control over departments and helps to limit the number of depart
ments and units reporting directly to him, thereby increasing government 
efficiency and accountability of officials. 

4. A maximum of twenty departments is recommended by the Model 
State Constitution and also appears to be the trend in other states in 
their attempts to prevent proliferation of departments of state gov
ernment and bring sound management principles to the operation of gov
ernment. 22 

Perhaps the best statement of the purpose of a proposed constitutional amendment 
requiring a legislature to reduce administrative departments to a set number and au
thorizing a governor to reorganize the administrative departments, subject to legis
lative veto, is to be found in the commentary to an amendment later successfully 
passed by the voters and ajvocat~by the 1968 North Carolina Constitution Study 
C01II1lis sion : 

The Governor ts elected to administer state government. Yet he must 
do so through an ~~ray of 200 state agencies of various titles and de
scriptions, all of them responsible to him in some way but many subject to 
little or no effective coordination or direction by him. He does well to 
recognize on sight the heads of all of these state agencies, much less to 
be able to have an informed view of the competence with which they perform 
their jobs. His coordinative function is thwarted because it takes most 
of his term as Governor L4 year~7 to learn what all of these units under 
his nominal command are supposed to do and how they relate to each other. 

One obvious prescription is to reduce to a reasonable number the 
agencies that the Governor must oversee. Yet each session of the General 
Assembly sees a net addition of five or ten agencies to the administrative 
organization chart. The General Assembly has the authority to cut the num
ber of state agencies to manageable proportions through consolidation and 
elimination, but experience indicates that it is most unlikely to do so in 
the absence of a clear mandate from the people that it be done. Hence this 
amendment. 

Proposed Article III, section 11, following a precedent found in sev
eral states, directs the General Assembly to reduce the number of adminis
trative and agencies to not more than 25, and to do so by July 1. 1975. 
(Thus it would have three regular sessions in which to accomplish the task.) 
This would have the eh:\,..:: of reducing the number of department heads whom 
the Governor must supervise to 2S--many, but still only one-eighth of the 
present number. Not only would the Governor be enabled to manage the busi
ness of the State more effectively, but in the course of reorganization, it 
should be possible to e1~ina~e overlapping and duplication of functions 
among agencies now independent. The objective is not s~ply a more effi
ciently administerp~ government, but one more capable of responding ef
fectively to the needs of the people of the State. 23 
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Although the proposed New York constitution of 1967 was rejected, one of its 

changes to that state's executive article provided for removal of the 1925 amendment 
limiting the civil departments to 20 in number. A summary of four primary arguments 
favoring removal of the constitutional limitation include: 

1. The limit on the nu~er of departments may result in an inefficient 
grouping of unrelated activities and interfere with efforts to achieve flex
ibility in administration. 

2. The existence of a limit on departments has contributed to a pro
liferation of divisions, special agencies, boards, commissions, and offices. 

3. The limitation to twenty departments is wholly arbitrary. 

4. A specific limit should not be in the constitution; the objectives 
could be2~chieved by statute which would have the advantage of greater flex
ibility. 

The 1968 model state executive drafted by seven governors and submitted to the 
National Governors' Conference advocates a constitutional ceiling of 20 departments. 
Howev~r, the proponents admit in discussing the issue that: 

All reviewers favor the principle of executive initiative in adminis
trative reorganization, but they showed considerable disagreement over the 
limitation on the number of departments to 20. One would place the limita
tion at 12 • • • • while most of our evaluators preferred the figure of 20 
departments, some felt it too restrictive and held the opinion that more 
might be needed. 26 

A final criticism of a constitutional ceiling on departments involves implementa
tion problems of whether other elected state officers, single directors, boards, 
commissions, temporary and regulatory agencies are all to be within the magical ad
ministrative number. Criticsl of a provision later adopted in the 1968 Florida 
Constitution limiting state executive departments to 25, three observers argued: 

In summary, the executive article ••• forces reorganization of the state 
execubive.brancq wh'Qh BOW has~.a&out 150 .sta~e department8~' Tbes~.~bute ~~ 

have to be reduced to 25, in addition to those headed by elected officials 
whose duties are specifically provided. But the resulting executive de
partments could be placed, some under the governor, some under all the 
cabinet, some under part of the cabinet, and some under an individual 
cabinet officer. The outcome would be a unique executive system. It 
would offer possibilities of considerable log rolling between individual 
executive officers and individual legislators. It would make difficult 
coordination of the executive branch of state government. It would in
troduce a number of checks and balances on the governor, should the leg
islature choose to distribute the executive functions. The result would 
probably make it difficult for the citizen to determine who would be re
sponsible for particular activities of the executive branch of the state 

•� 

•� 

•� 
government. Depending upon what the legislature determined, the result 
could either be more effective state reorganization or continuation and 
increase of complexity. • 
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A constitutional limitation of state departments without specifying an exact 
number is in the 1969 proposed Washington constitution. A similar provision of 
the rejected 1970 Idaho constitution stated simply:

• All executive and administrative offices and agencies of the state 
and their respective functions, powers, and duties shall be allocated 
by law among the principal executive departments so as to group them~ as 
far as practicable, according to major functions. (Art. IV, Sec. 5) 8 

•� Executive Reorganization Initiative Subject to Legislative Veto� 

As a more recent proposal of the administrative reform movement, the 1963 
Model State Constitution of the National Municipal League introduced a provision 
granting the governor constitutional power to initiate plans for administrative 
reorganization subject to rejection by the legislature. The purpose is:

• In keeping with the concept of the governor as leader of state 
administration, however, the chief executive is also granted broad 
powers which permit him to take the initiative in administrative re
organization. He has broad powers to order changes in the organiza
tion of government but, when reorganization desired by the governor

• requires changes in law, the participation of the legislature is re
quired to effectuate them--the changes may be set forth in executive 
orders to become effective 60 days after submission to the legislature 
unless they are specifically modified, or disa~~roved by resolution 
concurred in by a majority of all the members. 

• While the 1956 Alaska constitution adopted a comparable provision, only more 

• 

recently have Illinois (1970); Michigan 1963); Massachusetts (1966); Maryland (1970); 
Kansas (1969); and North Carolina (1970) and Virginia (1969); followed in adopting 
similar constitutional reorganization plans. California in 1966 provided constitu
tional authority for gUb!rnatorial initiative to reorganize by statute. Rejected 
constitutions in Arkansas (1970); Idaho (1968); Maryland (1968) and New York (1967) 
offered prOVisions for the executive initiative and legislative veto reorganization 
plan. Proposed constitutions in Oklahoma (1971) and Washington (1969) incorporate 
the plan. The 1968 model executive article of the National Governors' Conference 
also contains a suggested provision similar to those recently adopted. 

• The three basic arguments favoring executive reorganization initiative powers 
subject to legislative veto have been summarized to include: 

• 

1. The governor is primarily accountable for and is better equipped 
than the legislature to oversee administration; therefore, he should have the 
authority, stlbject .t;Q·legblative. veto:; 'to,l'ec;rgailiiee ·theatial'taUtratrli:e 
units under.;bts direction. 

2. The legislature would retain effective power over reorganization 
since no reorganization could be made without its consent. 

3. The power would assist the executive branch in carrying out ef
ficiently the administrative functions assigned to it. 30

• Again, the North Carolina Constitutional Study Commission describes the purposes 
and expected benefits of the executive reorganization initiative as later adopted 
by amendment in that state where: 
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9. • 
The structure and powers of state agencies are prescribed in con

siderable detail by statute. Any significant reorganization of state 
government now requires legislative action changing the relevant stat
utes. The responsibility for pursuing in a continuous fashion the re
organization of state government in the interest of attaining a more 
efficiently designed and responsible structure of government is nowhere 
fixed in the constitution. 

The second feature of this amendment (proposed Art. III, Section 5 LIQ! 
attempts to meet these needs. It vests in the Governor the authority to 
prepare and submit to General Assembly proposals for state governmental 
reorganization. The General Assembly will have 60 days or until the end 
of the session, whichever comes sooner, in which to act upon the plans. 
If it does not by joint resolution disapprove the proposed plans, they 
take effect. 

The General Assembly will not be deprived of any of its present author
ity over the structure and organization of state government. It retains 
the power to make changes on its own initiative, it can disapprove any 
change initiated by the Governor, and it can alter any reorganization 
plan which it has allowed .to take effect and then finds to be working 
unsatisfactorily. The significant achievement is that the amendment 
settles on the Governor the responsibility and authority for taking 
the initiative in state administrative reorganization. 31 

The alternative to consolidation of administrative operations implemented by 
constitutional prOVisions is legislative statutory allocation of government de
partments. In favor of legislative reorganization powers are arguments including: 

1. The structure of government is properly a legislative respon
sibility, so the legislature should have the principal role in framing 
departmental structure to assure that the policies of government are 
being executed and accomplishing the desired results. 

2. Exi.ting provisions have achieved the objective of preventing 
proliferation of governmental units. 

3. Experience shows that executive and legislative branches can 
work cooperatively to reorganize when the constitutional power is 
vested in the legislature. 

While legislatures have long established the statutory shape of state admin
istration, only after World War II did the sharing of this role with the executive 
really begin in the states, although federal presidential-congressional sharing 
of reorganization powers began as early as 1932. States which have at one time 
enacted either permanent or temporary reorganization statutes of executive in= 
itiative subject to legislative veto include: Georgia, Kentucky, Michigan, New 
Hampshire, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Missouri, Rhode Island, New 
Jersey, New York, Vermont and the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico. 

Ohio Senate Bill No. 318, introduced on May 18, 1971 offers: "To enact 
sections 121.23 to 121.33, inclusive, of the Revised Code. to provide the governor, 
as head of the executive branch of state government, with statutory authority to 

J 
, 
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teorganize agencies within that branch of state government subject to veto by a 
majority of each house of the general assembly within sixty days of submission." 

• this proposal would give reorganization initiative of creating, abolishing or 
combining of agencies to the Governor, who would then submit a specific plan to 
the legislature. The executive-initiated reorganization plan would then take 
effect" , , , at the end of the first period of sixty calendar days of continuous 
session of the General Assembly after the date on which the plan is transmitted 
to it, unless said plan is disapproved within sixty days of its submission to the 

• General Assembly, in regular or special session, by a resolution adopted by a 
majority vote of the respective elected members of each house of the General As

• 

sembly." While no number limitation for state departments is established, S. B. 
No. 318 sets out that two of its several purposes will be: "to group, consolidate, 
and coordinate agencies and functions thereof as nearly as possible according to 
major purposesj to reduce the number of agencies by consolidating those having 
similar functions under a single head and to abolish such agencies or functions 
thereof as may not be necessary for the efficient operation of the state government." 

Professor Eley in his survey of states' experience with both constitutional 
and statutory executive reorganization plans summarizes his findings through 1965 
by stating that: 

• this review indicates that the executive reorganization plan pro

• 

cedure has had or.Jy a limited success where it has functioned under 
legislative authorization alone. Indeed, it may be questioned whether 
in a majority of the states which have had the statutory plan, the 
cause of execu~ive reorganization has been helped or hindered. Although 
no effort has ~~en made at direct comparison, it appears that states 
without the plan have done as well as those that have it, and some have 
done a good deal better. 

• 
Apparently this disappointing experience resulted from the prevailing 

legislative suspicion of and resentment toward a procedure that reverses 
the usual executive and legislative roles. It is also likely that the 
underlying rural-urban conflict has been a major factor in the creation 

• 

of suspicion and resentment. Judging by the record, state legislatures 
are greatly concerned with the manner in which the executive branch is 
organized. Even when a given legislature has been willing to authorize 
the executive reorganization procedure, either it has tended to limit 
the scope or duration of the procedure, or succeeding legislatures have 
ignored or by-passed enacted provisions. In the face of such hostility, 
the chief executive as often as not has abandoned both the procedure 
and the cause of reorganization, at least whenever legislative approval 
is necessary.34 

•� While the merits of the constitutional or stat_tory methods of executive re�
organization provisions remain debatable, the activities of American governors 
in advocacy of administrative reform is increasing. "Governors have been active 
In promoting state executive reorganization in the form of messages to!.the legis
latures. Twenty states ,'~~ort their governors made recommendations to the legis
lature concerning executive reorganization during 1967-69"35

• For comparative purposes the following table shows alphabetically by states 
the adopted, proposed and rejec~ed constitutional and statutory provisions and year 
for ceiling of departments and executive initiative subject to legislative veto plans. 
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COMPARISON OF LIMITED DEPARTMENTS AND EXECUTIVE INITIATED R~ORGANIZATION LAWS •
IN THE UNITED STATES 

Ceiling on Executive Initiative� 
Seat., Departments with Legislative Veto Implementation Year� 
Alabama� 
Alaska 20 X Constitution 1956� •
Arizona� 
Arkansas 20 X Rejected Constitution 1970� 
California X*l Constitutional amendment 1966� I� 

I� 
Colorado 20� Constitutional amendment 1966� ~ Connecticut� 
Delaware� 
Florida 25 Constitutional amendment 1968� 
Georgia ..- X Statute 1960, 1963� 

Hawaii 20� Constitution 1950� J
Idaho *2 X Rejected constitution 1970� 
Il1inoia X Constitu tion 1970� 
Indiana� 
Iowa� 

Kansas X Constitu tional amendment 1969� 
Kentucky X Statute 1960, 1962� 
Louisiana� 
Maine� 
Maryland 2- X Rejected constitution 1968� 

Massachusetts 20*3 Const. amend. (Repealed) 1918� 
X Constitutional amendment 1966� 

Michigan X Statute 1958� 
20 X Constitution 1963� 

Mitmesota� 
Mississippi� 
Missouri 16 X Consti tu tion 1945� 

X� Statute 1969� 

Montana 20 Constitutional amendment 1970� 
Nebraska *5 Constitution 1920� 
Nevada� 
New Hampshire X Rejected statute*6 1949� .! 
New Jersey 20 Constitution 1947� 

X Statute 1970� 

New Mexico 20� Rejected constitution 1969� ...New York 20� 6onstitutiona1 amendment 1925�'.� •*7� X Rejected constitution 1967� 
X Statute 1970� 

North Carolina 25 X €onstitutional amendment 1970� 
North Dakota� 
Ohio� 

Oklahoma 20� X Proposed constitution 1971� •Oregon X Statute 1959� 
Pennsylvania X Statute 1955� 
Rhode Island X Statute 1969� 
South Carolina -- X*8 Statute 1948� 
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• Ceiling on Executive Initiative 
State Department,. with Lesi,lative Veto Implementation Year 
South Dakota .._. 
Tennessee� 
Texas� 

• Utah 
Vermont� X Statute 1969 

• 

Virginia X Constitution 1969 
Washington *9 X Proposed constitution 1969 
West Virginia 
Wisconsin 
tolyomIng 

Puerto Rico X Statute 1949 
Nat'l Mun. League 20 X Model state constitution 1963 
Nat'l Gov. Conf 20 X Model executive article 1968 

• Notes: 
*1 - California: Authorizes statutory reorganization by gubernatorial initiative. 

*2 - Idaho:� Grouping of principal executive departments by major function; no limit on 
number. 

• *3 - Massachusetts:-· 1918 constitutional amendment (Art. LXVI) effecting a constitutional 
ceiling of 20 sCdte departments repealed and annulled specifically by 1966 
constitutional amendment (Art. LXXXVI). 

• 
*4 - Missouri: Constitut~~n names specifically 11 executive officials and states no more 

than five additional departments may be created by law. 

*5 - Nebraska: Constitution provides strict limitation on number of departments by 
requiring 2/3 vote of legislature in creating a new executive department. 

*6 • New Hampshire: In Opinion of the Justices, 83 Atl. 2d 738 (1949) the state's 
•� Supreme Court held statutory reorganization plan unconstitutional because 

the concurrence of both houses of the legislature was not necessary, I.E. 
the plan would go into effect though one chamber had expressly indicated its 
disapproval. 

*7 - New York: Rejected constitutional provision would have el~inated constitutional 
•� ceiling of 20 civil departments and provided executive initiative power� 

with legislative veto.� 

• 
*8 - South Carolina: "Mixed" legislative-executive reorganizational procedure with 

Governor consulting a state reorganization commission and transmitting 
all commission proposals to legislature. 

*9 • Washington: Grouping of principal executive departments by major purposes; no 
limi t on number. 

• 
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•1. w. H. Siebert, The Government of Ohio, (New York, MacMillan Co.), p. 24. 
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• 20.� Karl A. Bosworth, The Politics of Management Improvement in the States, American 
Political Science Review, Vol. 47 (March, 1953) pp. 92-93, 98. 
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21. Byron R. Abernathy, Some Persisting Questions Concerning the Constitutional State 
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Constitutional Revision Commission 
August 13, 1971 

To: Committee to Study the Legislature 
From: Sara Hunter 
Subject: Legislative procedure in the Constitution - Art. It, Sec. 16 

~~st writers on the subject of legislative articles in modern constitutions 
deplore the extent of regulation that they place upon the process of legislating. 
A few requirements are almost unanimously accepted a8 desirable--those having to 
do with qualifications for members, officers, vacancies, basic organization, quorum 
requirements, majority action, veto procedures, and provisions clearly authorizing 
each house to establish its own rules of procedure, but others have been subjected 
to a variety of criticism. 

Ernest Freund, for one. condemned the inclusion of procedural requirements in 
the constitution on grounds that they have generated litigation, caused drafting 
problems, and served as technical loopholes of escape from beneficial laws. His 
advice to constitution makers was to impose constitutional procedural requirements 
only if they met the following tests: "(1) that they serve an object of vital importance; 
(2) that they can be complied with without unduly impeding business; (3) that they 
are not susceptible of evasion by purely formal compliance or by false journal 
entries; (4) they do not raise difficult questions of construction; (5) that the 
fact of compliance or noncompliance can be readily ascertained by an inspection of 
the journal." Ernest Freund, Standards of American Legislation, 1917, p. 154 

Article II, Section 16 contains several such procedural requitements. An al
ternative for the much condemned "three reading rule" is the subject of an accom
panying draft and commentary. This memorandum will address itself to the wisdom of 
retaining the "one subject" and lit itIe" rules contained in Section 16. 

The requirement that no bill shall contain more than one subject, or equivalent 
language, can be found in most state constitutions. The New Englend states are an 
exception to the general rule. Purposes of the rule, according to one commentator~ 
are threefold: (1) to prevent logrolling, a practice in which unrelated matters are 
combined in one bill for the sole purpose of gaining the necessary support to se
cure their passage; (2) preventing the attachment of "riders" to popular measures; 
and (3) to facilitate legislative procedure. If only the third purpose were involved, 
suggests its author, the matter could clearly be relegated to legislative rule. 

1 Rudd, Millard H. "No law Shall Embrace More Than One Subject," 42 Minn. Law Review e, 
(Jan. 1958). 
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•� 
The commentary cited above points out that while such provisions have been invoked� 

in hundreds of lawsuits across the country and over the years, only rarely has leg�
islation been invalidated under either rule. Courts have broadly construed "subject."� 

•� 

finding that if an act has "unity," the purpose of the one subject rule 1s satisfied.� 
Some courts have insulated laws from attack on this score by invoking the "enrolled� 
bill" theory, refusing to impeach a leg18lative act by extrinsic evidence. Ohio� 
courts in many instances over the years have termed the one subject and title provi�
sions "directory" and not mandatory and have in this manner repudiated challenges� 
to legislation based upon the requirements of Section 16. Pim v. Nicholson, 6 Ohio 
St. 176, 179 (1856); State ex reI. Attorney General v. Covington, 29 Ohio St. 102 
(1876) • 

• 
Conceding that the one subject rule is indirect and partial in its effect upon 

logrolling (by not affecting the practice where two or more bills are used) the 

• 

Minnesota commentary concludes that: (1) the rule must still be considered a sig
nificant deterrent to successful logrolling because by forcing a coalition to use 
more than one bill the rule increases the probability that the coalition will not 
attain all its objectives; (2) there is greater strength to the rule when it is in 
the Constitution and not merely the subject of rule; and (3) although involved in 
much litigation, the one subject rule has rarely been the sole issue and has suc
ceeded In invalidating an insignificant amount of legislation. 

The rules should be retained .for these reasons. 

Some states and tht Model State Constitution except appropriation bills and 
•� bills for codification, revision or rearrangement of existing laws from the one 

subject rule. Such a proposal is not regarded as desirable for Ohio. Ohio is one of 
the many states with one subject provisions having no special ones applicable to 
appropriations. The rationale is more convinciog for retaining a procedural pro
vision in the Constitution than for inserting it. Specific exclusion of code revi
sion bills would invite problems of definition and could mean that if an act is a 

•� revision there is no ltmit on what may be included. The Ohio Supreme Court in an 
early ruling upheld revision legislation that was challenged under the one subject 
rule. Oshe v. State 31 Ohio St. 494 (1882). 

The present language should be retained. 

• 

• 

• 
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To: Committee to Study the Legislature 
From; Sara Hunter 
Subject: State legislatures as "continuing" or "continuous" bodies 

Research Study No. 7t prepared for an earlier meeting of this Committee but dis
tributed with materials for this one t summarizes the law in Ohio dealing with the 
authority of legislative committees after sine die adjournment of the general assem
bly. Cases and attorney general opinions there discussed raise questions as tothe 
interim authority of a legislative committee created other than by statute. 

The purpose of this memorandum is to explore other judicial interpretations of 
the interim authority of state legislatures, and committees or commissions thereof, 
and to discuss the use of such terms as "continuous" and "continuing" to describe 
legislative bodies, to ensure interim authority by committee or otherwise. 

In 1877, in an action involving a contested election before the Ohio Senate t one 
question before the Ohio Supreme Court was whether proceedings to contest were com
menced prematurely. The statute authorizing contest called for the filing of notice 
"between the sixth and tenth days after the cOUlDencemeS of the first general a,aemblI 
after th! election • • •If The election in this case had been held in October t 1876. 
Notice was filed with the Senate between days called for after commencement of an 
"adjourned session" on January 2, 1877, meeting pursuant to joint resolution passed 
April 11, 1876 and setting January 2, 1877 as a reassembly date. Regular sessions 
coamenced in the even numbered years at this time, and the argument was made that the 
underlined portion of the statute meant commencement of the first regyl.r •••,ion of 
the general assembly after the election - 'i.e. the ftrst Monday of January, 1818. 

The court's reasoning in rejecting such an interpretation is interesting. Citing 
an 18S3 act of the Ohio General Assembly providing for "regular, adjourned and called 
.e.sion," the Court said: 

"The general assemblYt in legal contemplation, 1s a continuing bodx, 
as enduring as the constitution; but when pot in session it has merely 
a eotential existence. Its members are at all times liable to be 
called together to act as an organized body; and it is only when they 
are thus convened that the general assembly can be said to be in ses
sion, or competent for the transaction of business. 

As respects the power or capacity of the general assembly, it is a 
matter of indifference whether it is convened in pursuance of the 
express injunction of the constitution, at the ttme prescribed for 
the regular session, or under the call of the governor, or at a 
t~e fixed by itself. Its authority is as ample at one session as 
at another." State v, Harmon, 31 Ohio St. 250, 262 (1817) 

This early characterization of the Ohio General Assembly as a "continuing body" 
is inconsistent with cases summarized in Research Study No.7, holding that a legis
lative committee in Ohio is without power to act after sine die adjournment of the 
General Assembly which authorized it. Legislative committees and commissions created 
by resolution as opposed to statute have been regarded as having no legal existence 
after date of the sine die adjournment of the legislative body that passed the reso
lutions. Although the decision in State ex tel. Rulison v, Gayman, 11 Ohio Circ. Cts. 
N.S. 257 (1908) was based upon a finding that the committee duties there challenged •constituted an unconstitutional exercise of .judicial power, the opinion contains 

• 
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language to the effect that in any event.!!!!! lli adjournment "renders it impo£.':lible 
that information which might be obtained • • • shall be used by the body seeking it ."

The "continuing" nature of the General Assembly and its "potential existence" 
are ignored. Later cases summarized in Research Study No. 7 involve legislative com
missions created kl statute and thus leave uncertain the judicial response to ques
tions involving authority of the General Assembly, through committees or otherwis~ 

to act after a sine die adjournment. 

That modern times demand "continuous" legislative assessment of a State's prob
lems is a frequently reiteratad proposition. The Model State Constitution consequently 
provides in Section 4.08: "The legislature shall be a continuous body during the 
term for which members of the assembly (one house in bicameral body) are elected,:' 
Virginia and Illinois have constitutionally designated the respective legislature,
of each a "continuous body" during the term for l~hich members of the House of Rep,-:,:;
sentatives are elected. By a 1967 constitutional amendment the Pennsylvania General 
Assembly is a "continuing body" for the same period. The Pennsylvania Supreme Court 
had held, in 1936, that there was no implied power in the exercise of which the House 
could sit after adjournment nor to create a committee to do what the House could not 
do. The power of each house to "determine the rules of its proceedings" had nothing 
to do with the question» said the Court in Brown v. Brancato, 184 At1. 89, 321 Paw 
54 (1936). 

In so ruling the Pennsylvania court adopted the majority view. Without specific 
authority therefor courts have been reluctant to find powers in the legislature or 
branch thereof as to assembly and length of session. Annat. 56 A.L.R. 721. Similarly, 
universal has been the rule that a legislative committee authorized to function after 
adjournment of the legislature cannot be created by a resolution of one body of the 
legislature. Annot. 2L a.L.R. 1154. The reason for the rule, as set forth by the 
California Supreme Court in 1939, is that when the power to legislate ceases, then 
the power to investigate for the purpose of aiding the legislature in exercising this 
power ceases. Upon adjournment sine die the legislative powers of both houses of 
the legislature cease, stated the opinion, and thereafter the members of the legisla
ture have no legislative powers unless a special session is called, which can only be 
done at the call of the governor and at which only those matters set forth in the call 
may be considered. In reo Southard, 90 P. 2d 304 (Calif. 1939). 

In a federal case to the contrary the United States Supreme Court held that the 
U. S. Senate lawfully by resolution could create a legislative committee with power 
to sit after the adjournment of Congress because the Senate "is a continuing body 
whose members are elected for a term of six years and so divided into classes that 
the seats of one-third only become vacant at the end of each Congress, two-thirds 
always continuing into the next Congress ••• " McGrain v. Daugherty, 273 U. S. 135 
(1'27). The majority opinion in the California case cited rejected McGrain as author~ 

ity, holding that "the legislature is not a continuing body -~ each session is com~ 

posed of a new body, separate from its predecessor, all of the members of the assembly 
and one-half of the members of the senate being newly elected for each regular session. 

The dissent, arguing that a state legislature has all powers necessary to enable 
it to exercise its appropriate functions, except as limited by express restraints in 
the Constitution, reasoned t-r'": "the power to legislate is ever-present and continues 
to exist even after adjournment sine die." The incidental investigatory function 
likewise continues, thus insuring a more effective exercise of the principal legisla
tive function. 
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The Missouri Supreme Court several years later adopted the Southard rule in 
denying to the Missouri Senate the authority, acting independently, to create commit
teea to sit after adjournment sine die. The opinion rejected the argument that the 
state senate, with one half of the members elected every two years, was a continuing 
body because "the number of hold-over senators is not a quorum and is less than a 
constitutional majority." State ex rei: Jones v. Atterbury, 300 5.101. 2d 806 (1957). 
However, this case upheld the authority of an interim committee established by CO"', 

current resolution to operate after sine die. The court said, "The dormant bod) 
with its prospect of reactivation is sufficient to sustain the vitality of the 1n
cidental and auxiliary investigative function." Examining the term, "siae die," 
applied when a legislative body adjourns without appointing a day on which to reas
semble, the Missouri Court distinguished sine die adjournment of a body such as a 
constitutional convention because when the latter adjourns sine die it is "func,!!ls_ 
officio" in that it has fulfilled the purpose of its creation and therefore of no 
further virtue or effect. The General Assembly, on the other hand, "always exists 
as the depositary of the legislative p~~er of state government • • • its right to 
function in a legislative way is lLmited to the time when it is in regular or special 
session." The concurrent resolution in question was viewed as "administrative or 
procedural in character," without the force of law, and not requiring submission try 
the governor. 

Recent c~ses from other states with comparable legislative articles in their 
constitutions have rejected the rule that the legislature ceases to exist upon ad·· 
journment sine die. Such holdings contradict the basis for the rule that committees 
created.by concurrent or joint action cannot function after sine die. Modern opin
ions, recognizing the principle that state constitutions are limitations and not 
grants of power, have noted that the functions of state government have expanded 
greatly since statehood. The notion that members of the legislature function only 
during formal session has been rejected. Verry v. Tranbeath. 148 N.W. 2d 567 (N. 
Dak. 1967). 

One of the changes effected by state constitutional revision of the mid 19th 
century was the shift from annual to biennial sessions. By 1900 43 states, includLog 
Ohio, had abandoned annual sessions, most by constitutional directive. Currently 
the pendulum is swinging the other way. Commentators and students of legislative 
reform now call for enabling state legislatures to meet as often and for as long aS j 

i~ the judgment of its leaders, its responsibilities require. Jefferson B. Fordham, 
for example, in a lecture on the Legislative Process - Of Men and Method,l deplores 
the fact that standing committees go out of business when the legislature adjourns 
sine die, having no legal status until the legislature reconvenes. Of the "contin
uing" or "continuous" nature of the legislative body he says: 

'~ith respect to continuity, it should be made clear in the consti
tutional framework of a particular state that a legislative house 
is competent to have standing committees continue their work in the 
interim between sessions. The general but not universal judicial 
view at present is that a legislative body becomes functus officio 
upon sine die adjournment, as a consequence of which no part of the 
body, such as a committee, is competent to go on with its business. 
We should have done with this legalistic restriction upon legisla
tive continuity of action • • ." 

J� 

•� 

•� 

•� 

1 Fordham, The State Legislative Institution (Edward G. Donlay Memorial Lectures 
presented College of Law, W. Va. Univ. April 29 and 30, 1957). • 
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The overwhelming weight of authority in reported cases is to the effect that 
neither house of a state legislature may lawfully appoint a committee by single house 
resolution with power to sit after adjournment sine die. The majority rule fr~ re
ported cases (most of them at least 40 years old) is that if an ~ntertm committee 
appointed by the legislature is to function lawfully after adjournment of the legisla
ture, it can be created only by statute. Swing v. Riley, 90 P. 2d 313 (1939). Fur
thermore, the California Supreme Court held in the cited case that a senate inter1m 
cOlllllittee when it reports back to the senate is not reporting back to a "continuiag 
body since 50 per cent of the senators are elected anew each two years, so that tt~re 

is not present a majority of the membership of the body orjsinally appointing the 
committee. The rationale was twofold: (1) upon adjournment sine die all legislative 
power of both houses terminates, including the auxiliary power of functioning th40ugh 
legislative committees; and (2) McGrain v. Daugherty~ holding the federal senate a 
continuing body, is distinguishable because of the return of two-thirds of the ~ers 

of the senate rather than fifty per cent. 

An argument in opposition to these holdings is that the power to legislate. 
continues and exists after adjournment sine die as fully and completely as during a 
recess, and inasmuch as either house may lawfully create a committee to investigate 
during a recess when technically not engaged in legislating, there is no reason to 
deny either house the right to create interim committees. 

In an apparent attempt to overcome or forestall such unfavorable decisions and 
to insure that a legislature be vested with all the powers necessary and incidental 
to the unobstructed exer~ise of its functions, constitutional revisors have called 
for designating-the legislature as a "continuous" or "continuing" body. Developmenq; 
in Pennsylvania, Virginia, and Illinois have been cited as has the Sixth Edition 
(Revised) of the National Municipal League's Model State Constitution. 

Search for a helpful definition of the term (other than an ever present power ~o 

legislate) has been unfruitful.Definitions of the two terms from Black's Law Dictioa
ary2 indicate that as between the two, "continuing" is the more appropriate adjective .. 

As there defined it means: "enduring; not terminated by a single act or fact; sub

sisting for a definite period or intended to cover or apply to successive similar 
obligations or occurences." "Continuous," on the other hand, is defined as: "un
interrupted; unbroken; not intermittent or occasional; so persistently repeated at 
short intervals as to constitute virtually an unbroken series." 

Many states have simp~ provided for annual sessions. Some, such as California, 
Alaska and Florida, have given interim committees constitutional authority to function. 
Although such a solution has the disadvantage of _incorporating essentially statutory 
material in the constitution and possibly by implication of denying the exercise of 
other interim powers, an alternative - the use of such a term as continuous or con
tinuing -- raises the question of what is meant by the term. 

Moreover, the possibility of a legislature in constant session is unacceptable 
to some. The authority given the presiding officers of the general assembly to call 
it into special session (see proposed section) gives the legislature the necessary 
flexibility to deal with pet{cular conditions that may arise after an adjournment 
sine die. Consequently, the draft presented provides for annual sessions and an 
amendment to Section 8 (rules) gives interim powers to committees of either house. 
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The New Jersey Constitution is more specific on the question of contimlity. 
It provides specifically that the first annual session shall begin on the second 
Tuesday in January in each even numbered year and terminate on the second Tuesday 
in January following, at which time the second annual session commences, terminating 
one year later, but subject to the provision that "either session may be sooner 
terminated by adjournment sine die." Also included in the specific provision for 
business before either house or committee thereof at the end of the first annuAl 
session to be resumed in the second annual session. 

The federal rule for adjournment of Congress, by statute, is as follows: 

(a) Unless otherwise provided by the Congress, the two Houses shall 
(1) adjourn sine die not later than July 31 of each year; or 
(2) in the case of an odd-numbered year, prOVide, not later than July 31 of 

such year, by concurrent resolution adopted in each House by rollcall vote, fOl the 
i 

adjournment of the two Houses from that Friday in August which occurs at least 
thirty days before the first Monday in September (Labor Day) of such year to the j
second day after Labor Day. 

(b) This section shall not be applicable in any year if on July 31 of such 
year a state of war exists pursuant to a declaration of war by the Congress 
2 U. S. C. 198. 

I-
• 

• 
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Constitutional Revision Commission 
August 13, 1971 
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To: Committee to Study the Legislature 
From: . Sara Hunter 
Subject: Three reading rule - Art. II, Sec. 16 

Section 16. 
8very-hi~l-5ha~~-ee-i~I~1-aftd-dist~fte~lY-~."-e.-.Mr. "Eereft.-ea18;-~a1ess-ift 

eaae-~~-~~Beae1-tk~ee-ie~~thd-ei-!he-he~8e-ia-whieh-ie-ahall-ae-peadia3r-8ftall-dis

peaee-whk-t;;lit'-hhl' EVERY BILL SHALL BE READ BY TITLE ON THREE DIFFERENT DAYS 
UNLESS TWO-THIRDS OF THE MEMBERS ELECTED TO THE HOUSE IN WHICH IT IS PENDING DISPENSE 
WITH THE RULE. NO BILL SHALL PASS THIRD OR FINAL READING IN EITHER HOUSE UNLESS A 
COPY OF THE BILL, IN THE FORM TO BE PASSED OR ACCOMPANIED BY A COPY OF EACH AMEND
MENT THERETO, HAS BEEN MADE AVAIlABLE TO EACH MEMBER OF THAT HOUSE FOR AT LEAST 24 
HOURS, UNLESS TWO-THIRDS OF THE MEMBERS ELECTED TO THE HOUSE IN WHICH IT IS PENDING 
DISPENSE WITH THE RULE. No bill shall contain more than one subject, which shall 
be clearly expressed in its title, and no law shall be revived or amended unless the 
new act contains the entire act revived, or the section or sections amended, and the 
section or sections so amended shall be repealed. 

Comment: Patricia Shumate Wirt in Salient Issues of Constitutional Revision writes: 
"Probably the most archaic and most widely condemned procedure is that requiring 
that a bill be read in full on three separate days. This requirement antedates the 
development of rapid printing devices and has been slaviehly copied as something 
fundamental ever since." 

The present requirement that bills be "fully and distinctly read" on three dif
ferent days is virtually never observed in Ohio. Constitutional provisions govern
ing bill reading are standard. Although they appear in varying forms in the con
stitution of the 50 states, a 1970 report by the Council of State Governments (~
erican State Legislatures: Their Structures and Procedures) reveals that the prac
tice of reading bills in full is extremely rare. To conform fundamental law with 
practice a number of states have revised the requirement by specifying that the 
readings shall be "by title" only. Another approach is to require that a copy of 
the bill as amended to date be made available to members of each house for a spe
cific amount of time prior to final passage in that house. By including both types 
of provision in the draft submitted, the committee intends to discourage undue haste 
in legislative consideration and to entitle members to prior possession of a bill 
as it is to be voted upon on third reading. 

The draft reduces the majority needed to dispense with the rules from "three
fourths of the house" to "two-thirds of the members elected," in accord with consensus 
reached at the meeting of June 17, 1971, to reduce the necessary vote and make uni
form the language of provisions calling for extraordinary majorities. 

The couunittee recommends further that form and structure will be improved by the ~ 

removal to another section of the remainder of Section 16, dealing with veto power 
and passage over veto. 

The requirement that the one subject of a bill "be clearly expressed in its title" 
is generally included with the one subject rule. Reportedly having its origin in a 
1795 act of the Georgia legislature, deceptively titled and allowing substantial 
grants of public property to private persons. the title rule has been said to serve 
two purposes: (H to prevent surprise and fraud; and (2) to invalidate all or por
tions of legislation misleadingly titled. 
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Constitutional Revision Commission 
August 18, 1971 

To: Committee to Study the Legislature 
From: Sara Hunter 
Subject: Section 32, Divorces and judicial powers - proposal to eliminate 

Section 32 provides: liThe General Assembly shall grant no divorce, nor, 
exercise any judicial power, not herein expressly conferred." 

The Debates of the Constitutional Convention of 1851 devoted little consideration 
to the subject of Section 32. Proponents of prohibiting divorce in Ohio generally 
were very vocal, but their proposals for broadening the provision were rejected with 
little reported commentary. 

Acts granting divorces tended to beget legislative corruption and encourage 
logrolling, with the result that little consideration was given to the merits of 
passage. However, such limitations originated in unfoftunate experiences in the 
past and are dated. Unnecessary and obsolete l@nguage detracts from the stature 
of the Constitution in general and the legislative arti~le in particular. 

Prohibition against such special legislation today is unnecessary. The retain
ing of superfluous and dated material is not necessarily troublesome, but accuracy 
and consistency call for removal. Limitations could raise questions and invite 
litigation, and where they serve no useful counterbalancing purpose, they should 
be eliminated. 

• 

• 

• 
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Constitutional Revision Commission 

August 19, 1971 
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To: Committee to Study the Legislature 
From: Sara Hunter 
Subject: Statutory material in the Constitution - Sections 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 39, 

40, and 41 of Article II, as adopted in 1912 

Sections 33 through 41 were proposed as additions to Article II of the Ohio 
Constitution by the delegates of the Convention of 1912, in the face of arguments 
that they were statutory in nature and were not constitutional material. 

Lauren A. Glosser, Executive Secretary of the Ohio Program Commission in 1950 
and author of"Ohio's Constitution in the Making" WTote: 

"The work of the convention was influenced by some sweeping trends of public 
opinion which were taking place in the state and nation at that time. The 
national progressive movement which resulted in the Bull Moose party expressed 
itself in the constitution in favor of direct legislation and greater public 
participation in the law-making functions. The growth of industrial power in 
the latter half of the nineteenth century and the complete dependence of the 
working man on an economy over which he had no control ultimately gave rise 
to the belief that the government could and should intervene to protect the 
interest of the labu:-er in this new economic system." 

To encourage social welfare legislation the delegates in 1912 authorized mechan
ics liens laws (Sec. ~~), the regulation of hours, wages and general welfare of 
employees (Sec. 34) araG the adoption of workmen's compensation (Sec. 35). The eight 
hour day was established on public works (Sec. 37) and the prison labor contract 
system was declared abolished (Sec. 41). Laws for the encouragement of forestry 
and conservation of natural resources were authorized (Sec. 36) as were laws reg
ulating expert testimony in criminal cases (Sec. 39) and providing for the regis
tration of land titles (Sec. 40). 

All of these provisions represent the inclusion of statutory material in the 
Constitution. None of these matters is of a fundamental nature. Most are not time
less but are dated and obsolete, having been adopted to meet specific problems, as 
is illustrated by Convention debates concerning their inclusion. 

Presence in the Constitution of statutory material is undesirable because of 
the rigidity it affixes to the public policy of a past period in history. Nearly 
all of the above govern relations between private persons and private interests, 
and this violates the principle that the function of a constitution is to govern 
government. They invade the rightful province of the legislature by so doing. 

Sometimes the retention of such provisions must be reluctantly accepted because 
of unfavorable judicial construction placed upon other portions of the Constitution. 
However, in the case of the instant provisions, no such justification is now valid, 
as a summary of each and itr history disclose. 

(1) Section 33 authorizes the passage of laws to provide creation of a mechanic's 
lien, early defined as a "claim created":;by law for the purpose of securing a 
priority of payment of the price and value of work performed and mater~als furnished 
in erecting or repairing a buildi~g or other structure." Van Stone v. Stillwell. 
142 U.s. 128, 136 (1891) Its necessity was predicated upon a holding by the Ohio 
Supreme Court in 1896 tpat mechanics' lien legislation earlier adopted was uncon
stitutional as an unreasonable and oppressive restraint upon liberty of contract 
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and prohibited by the bill of rights, declaring inalienable rights of enjoyi~: ~nd 

defending property. Palmer v. Tingl~, 55 Ohio St. 423 (1896). 

The Circuit Court of Appeals and the United States Supreme Court exercising 
independent judgment as to constitutionality of the Ohio law in another case found 
the statute did not deprive the owner of his property without due process of law 
nor interfere with his liberty to contract. The Circuit Court, noting that such 
statutes had met with the approval of most legislatures and had survived assault 
or not been questioned, reasoned: 

"That legislation which is sanctioned by the dictates of natural justice 
can only be avoided by pointing out some specific provision in the or
ganic law which has been violated by its enactment. Neither upon reason 
nor authority are we able to come to an agreement ,'11th the Ohio court. II 

The Supreme Court sustained and adopted the opinion of the Circuit Court.� 
Great So. Fire Proof Hotel Co. v. Jones, 193 U. S. 532 (1904).� 

In the Debates of the 1912 Convention the view was expressed that the Ohio� 
court would reverse itself if the question were before it again. The Palmer case� 
did not turn upon constitutional principles peculiar to this state but upon the� 
rights deemed fundamental with all forms of popular and constitutional government.� 

Labor influence upon the 1912 convention is most evident in colloquy included 
in its debates concerning adoption of Section 34, permitting passage of "laws fixing 
and regulating the hours of labor, establishing a minimum wage, and providing for 
the comfort, health, .,afety and general welfare of all employees •••" 

< 
Spokesmen for it were asked what provision of the Constitution forbids the leg

islature from passing such laws and specifically if consideration had been given to 
whether that portion of the Constitution relating to the passage of laws violating 
oeligation of contract had any bearing on the proposal. Responses acknowledged 
general belief that the legislature could act without specific authority but favored 
incorporation of certain subjects in the fundamental law to "give notice to the 
Legislature" of the wishes of the people. Whether it partakes of the legislative 
character or not, we must have certain regulations relative to labor inserted in 
our new constitution, was the expression of one delegate. 

The substance of Section 35, authori~ing a compulsory workmen's compensation 
system, was proposed at the constitutional convention of 1912 for the purpose of 
"making secure" the voluntary system that had passed the legislature and had just 
been upheld by the Ohio Supreme Court in Yaple v. Creamer, 85 Ohio St. 349 (1912). 
The "voluntary" system had been challenged because, it deprived nonparticipating 
employers of five or more of certain defenses in personal injury actions. 

The legislation had been passed after comprehensive study and report upon in
dustrial conditionSiin,many countries, laws passed to improve them, and findings 
that a personal injury action no longer furnishes a real and practical remedy nor 
meets the economic and social problems resulting from modern industrialism. Thus 
the Court in this case acknowledged conclusions of the study commission "that the 
system which has been followed in this country, of dealing with accidents in indus

•� 

•�

•� 
trial pursuits, is Wholly unsound, that there is an intelligent and Widespread public 
sentiment which calls for its modification and improvement, and that the general
welfare requires it. II 
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The rationale of the Yaple court suggests that constitutional amendmen:~"l::: 

not necessayr for the purpose of upholding the law, although some weight i~ given 
its voluntary nature. 

Several opinions after adoption of Section 35 have strongly implied that the 
adoption of the constitutional amendment did not through specific grant of power 
alter the fundamental source of authority and that validity of compensation legis
lation rests upon authorization of the police power as well as the specific grant. 
Sometimes the constitutional grant has been referred to as "implementation" of the 
general power. See Porter v. Hopkins, 91 Ohio St. 74 (1914); Fassig v. State, 95 
Ohio St. 232 (1917); Detorio v. Tnd. Com. 135 Ohio St. 214 (1939). 

The Fassig Court in 1917 concluded: "Since, under the general police power 
of the state, the statute here in question could have been enacted withou~ the aid 
of a constitutional grant, and since the general police power was not exhausted by 
such constitutional grant, we are unable to find Section 1465-44a, General Code, 
in conflict with the general purpose of the Workmen's Compensation Law as authorized 
by the Constitution. (The section of the law here challenged permitted an injured 
employee whose employer failed to comply with the law to file an application for 
compensation in accord with the act or to proceed in court, at his option.) 

The Detorio litigation challenged a statute creating four boards of clatms with 
power to investigate, hear and determine compensation claims referrec to them by the 
Industrial Commission. It was urged that Section 35 permits establishment of but one 
board to execute and 'dminister purposes of the Workmen's Compensation Fund, and 
that this was executed in establishment of the Industrial Commission. the Court in 
rejecting this position, noted the existence of such laws in practically all states, 
with constitutional authority in only 7 and cited the Fassig opinion. 

State ex re1. Michaels v. Morse, 165 Ohio St. 599 ( ) questioned the consti
tutionality of an act establishing the Bureau of Workmen's Compensation and Admin
istrator as violative of Section 35. Rejecting this limitation, the court elab
orated: 

lilt should be borne in mind that, in contrast to the federal 
constitution, which is a delegation of powers, the Ohio Con
stitution is a limitation of powers. An act of Congress is 
invalid unless the Constitution authorizes it, but the General 
Assembly may enact any law which is not prohibited by the Con
stitution • • • A legislative act is presumed in law to be 
within the constitutional power of the body making it • • • It 
has been repeatedly held in Ohio that a clear incompatibility betwen 
a law and the Constitution must exist before the judiciary is justi
fied in holding the law unconstitutional." 

Section 35, being statutory in nature and no longer regarded as essential to 
the enactment of such legi~lation by the General Assembly, should also be eltminated 
from the Constitution. 

Section 36 authorizes thp- passage of laws to encourage for~stry and allows 
areas devoted exclusively to forestry to be exempted in whole or in part from 
taxation. Power of the General Asrembly to pass laws to encourage forestry can 
hardly be doubted, and that portion dealing with tax exemption should be transferred 
to Article XII, deali~6 with financa and taxation. This must was acknowledged in 
the debates of the Convention of 1912. The remainder of Section 36 provides: 
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Laws may also be passed to provide for converting into forest 
reserves such lands or parts ~f lands as have been or may be 
forfeited to the state, and to authorize the acqui&ing of other 
lands for that purpose; also, to provide for the conservation 
of the natural resources of the state, including streams, lakes, 
submerged and swamp lands and the development and regulation 
of water power and the formation of drainage and conservation 
districts; and to provide for the regulation of methods of mining, 
weighing, measuring, marketing coal, oil, gas and all other minerals. 

A large portion of the discussion of this provision at the Convention of 1912 
had to do with the necessity of authorizing laws to provide for weighing coal 
before it was screened. Miners had long sough legislation guaranteeing payment on 
the basis of mine run, not screened coal. An 1898 law to this effect was declared 
unconstitutional for the reason that it constituted an unwarranted invasion of the 
right of contract and placed a premium on incompetency. It was persuasively 
argued in debates that the state legislature has the right to regulate conduct of 
citizens toward each other and the manner in which they shall use their property 
when regulation is necessary for the public good. 

The conservation section was adopted in Convention without elaborate debate. 

Subsequent coal weighing legislation was upheld (Rail Coal v. Yaple, 236 
u. S. 338 (1915) with little consideration given to the necessity of the amendment 
as a source of the power to so legislate. A Common Pleas Court in 1955 declares 
that Section 36 is not a limitation on the general conferral of legislative power 
under Section 1 of Article II. East Fairfield Coal v. Miller,7l Ohio L. Abs. 49 
(C. P. 1955). That conservation of natural resources is within the police power 
of the state has been accepted by Ohio courts. State v. Martin, 105 Ohio App. 469 
( ); Miami County v. Dayton, 92 Ohio St. 215 (1915). 

Section 36 is unnecessary in its purported grant of powers, and its usefulness 
relative to statutes governing the regulation of mining is outdated. 

Section 37 declares: "Except in cases of extraordinary emergency, not to 
exceed eight hours shall constitute a day's work, and not to exceed forty-eight 
hours a week's work, for workmen engaged on any public work carried on or aided 
by the state, or any political sub-division thereof, whether done by contract, 
or otherwise." 

The alleged necessity for Section 37 was a decision of the Ohio Supreme Court 
in City of Cleveland v. Clements Bros. Construction Co., 67 Ohio St. 197 (1902) 
that had held unconstitutional a state law providing for an eight hour day on 
~ublic works and an eight hour day on all contracts and subcontracts for the state 
and its political subdivisions. The act was held to be "in conflict with sections 
land 19 of Article I of the constitution of Ohio; because it violates and abridges 
the right of parties to contract as to the number of hours labor that shall consti
tute a day's work and invades and violates the right, both of liberty and property, 
in that it denies to municipalities and to contractors and subcontractors the right 
to agree with their employes upon the terms and conditions of their contracts." 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
The court had rejected an argument by the City of Cleveland that the statute 

should be regarded as a mere direction by the sovereign authority, State of Ohio, 
to one of its agents, the City, that contracts made by the city be made in a certain 
way. Not only is the authority of the State over municipal corporations not so 
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absolute, said the court, but the legislature is also not competent to deprive 
private individuals who contract with a city of their right to contract with work
men as to means of performance or rate of wages. 

The Clements Bros. decision was much criticized in the 1912 Convention in

• which cases were cited from other jurisdictions upholding the power of a state 
under its police powers to regulate hours of labor of workmen upon public works. 

• 
Section 38 provides: "Laws shall be passed providing for the prompt removal 

from office, upon complaint and hearing, of all officers, including state offi~ers, 

judges and members of the general assembly, for any misconduct involving moral 
turpitude or for other cuase provided by lawi and this method of removal shall be 
in addition to impeachment or other method of removal authorized by the const5.tntion." 

• 
This section was one of the 33 approved by the voters in 1912. It was p·.·.r)pO&,,-1. 

by the convention primarily because of dissatisfaction with the two existing methods 
for removing incompetent judges--by impeachment pursuant to Sections 23 and 24 of 
Article II and by concurrent resolution of both Houses of the General Assembly, 
pursuant to Section 17 of Article IV. The section generated a great amount of 
debate in convention, with various recall proposals being offered as substitutes. 

• 
Impeachment powers are logically located in Art. II, dealing with the lesista

tive branch of government. Section 38, however, would be more appropriately placed in 
another article, dealing with public officers, or reconsidered by the Committee on 
the Judiciary in their deliberations upon Section 17 of Article IV. 

•� 
Like other provisions essentially statutory in nature, Section 38 invites dis�

pute. An Ohio Cour~ of Appeals held in 1966 that it does not prohibit the Legis�
lature from enacting laws to provide for the removal without formal hearing o~
 

subordinate officers who serve at the discretionary pleasure of the appointin~
 

authority. State ex reI. Wickline v. Jenkinson, 9 Ohio App. 2d 39 (1966). 

Section 39 provides: "Laws may be passed for the regulation of the use oi 
expert witnesses and expert testimony in criminal trials and proceedings." 

• Its chief spokesman at the 1912 convention deplored the "scandal" surrounding

• 

criminal trials involving large expenditures for expert medical testimony. To 
vigorous opposition to including such a provision in the Constitution and arguments 
that n~only had the Legislature such power already but courts, too, have inherent 
power to Ifmit expert witnesses, proponents persevered. A Michigan law permitting 
the use of a court appointed "board of experts" had been declared unconstitutional, 
they asserted in justification, intending that the laws which could be passed 
would take such a form. 

• 
The necessity of including such a provision in the Constitution on any 

grounds was not established in the debate on the issue. The section is clearly 
statutory, not prgamatically justified and should be deleted as unnecessary. 

Section 40 authorizes the passage of laws providing for a system of registering, 
transferring, insuring and guaranteeing land titles by the state or by the counties 
thereof, and for settlit..:: ,gnd determining adverse or other claims to and interests 
in, lands the titles to which are so registered.

• In 1897 the Ohio Supreme Court had invalidated the "Torrens Law," authorizing 
registration of land titles on a voluntary basis. State v. Guilbert, 56 Ohio St. 

• 
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575 (1897). The legislation was declared unconstitutional for a number of 
reasons but primarily because the county recorder was given judicial powers. 
Debates from the Convention of 1912 reveal extended commentary as to the desir
ability of allowing such a system to operate. The Ohio Court adopted the view 
that the provisions of the law were for limited benefit of persons who registered 
their titles. The Torrens system has and has been upheld in other jurisdictions 
where "public benefit" was found, in that everybody is indirectly interested in 
having real estate in such shape that titles would be absolutely good and readily 
transferrable. 

Section 41, the purpose of which was to abolish prison contract labor, went 
through several drafts reported in Debates of the Convention as delegates struggled 
with the problem of prohibiting the contracting of prison labor by private industry 
without restricting use of prison labor on public projects. On the question of 
whether the General Assembly could prevent competition between prison made goods 
and goods not prison made or could prohibit the exploitation of prisoners for 
private profit without constitutional amendment, most participants in debates 
agreed that specific empowering authority was not a constitutional necessity. Leg
islation had been adopted abolishing contract prison labor several years earlier, 
but according to spokesmen for the proposal, lobbying of contractors and interests 
back of them had prevented the necessary appropriation to put the law into effect. 
Some argued that there is no possible way to employ inmates at the penitentiary 
at anything useful or productive without putting them in competition with free 
labor. Others urged that the Constitution was an improper place for the provision 
and that the 1··4.118},1age employed was unduly detailed, creating difficult problems 
of construction. Thus the proponent of an amendment to provide simply that "The 
contracting or sale of prison labor is hereby prohibited" argued that his pro
pOlal was "fair and fundamental" and that anything beyond was statutory. 

On behalf of constitutional inclusion, one delegate asserted that the "true 
test of the merits of any proposal to amend the Constitution is not whether or 
not the thing sought to be done can be done if the amendment is not passed. 
There is nothing I know of that we now do that we could not 80 by an act of the 
legislature if the Constitution was silent on the subject. The constitution, how
ever, does attempt to define policy." Others agreed with him that the policy 
that free labor should not be put in competition with convict labor and that 
peonage should be abolished was appropriate for constitutional inclusion. 

A response was to question whether it is "fair at all for us in ~he present 
state of the sociological problems and the penal problems to put in the fundamental 
law of the land such a prohibition which cannot be changed for 20 years." Debates, 
p. 1397. 

Section 41 has created constitutional roadblocks for penologists who favor 
work release programs for the maximum rehabilitation of persons in penal insti
tutions. Under such programs, convicts are paroled by the day to work for pri
vate employers (at going wages) or for job training. The benefits to convict, 
his family, and society, both during incarceration and afterwards, are obvious, 
yet the detailed statutory language of Section 41 has discouraged widespread use 
of such programs. Contracting of prison labor is prohibited by statute, and the 
authority of the General Assembly to enact such legislation has not been ques
tioned. The cementing of detailed statutory language in the Constitution upon 
this subject has deterred progressive penology. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• 
Statutory material in the Constitution - p. 7 

• 
Objections to the constitutionality of the several pieces of social legislation 

discussed above were that they impaiTed the obligation of contracts (contTary to Art. 
II, Sec. 28) or that they violated sections 1 and 19 of Article I by abridging the 
right and liberty of parties to acquire and posses8 property and declaring itl in
violability. Yet, wheTe the statute had no Tetroactive effect upon the obligations of 
paTties to a contract, the court in other instances adhered to the proposition that: 
"The obligation of a contract depends on the laws in existence when it is made; 

• these are necessarily referred to in all contracts, and forming a part of them as the 
meaSUTe of the obligation to perform them by one party and the right acquired by the 
other. 1f So said the Ohio Supreme Court in 1889, upholding laws regulating conditional 
and installment sales, in response to the constitutional challenge made to it on the 
same gTounds. Weil v. State, 46 Ohio St. 450. 

• In Palmer v. Tingle the Ohio Supreme Court refused to uphold the constitutionality 
of mechanics' Uen legislation, stating that "restraint of the right and liberty of 
contract is for the common public welfare and equal protection and benefit of the people 
must appear not only to the General Assembly by force of popular clamor or the pres
sure of the lobby, but also to the Courts. And it must be so clear that a court of 
justice, in the calm deliberation of its judgment, may be able to see that such re

•� straint is for the common welfare and equal protection, and benefit of the people•••� II 

Distinguishing an op~csite result with respect to a statutory regulation of inter
est on money lent and its imposition on the freedom to contract, the Court reasoned that 
a statute in restraint of Uberty to contract as to interest is valid "for tbe reason 
that all can see that if> is in the public welfare." 

• All have since seen that minimum wage laws, legislation regulating a variety of the 
condlctions of employment, protections for organized labor, and other social welfare 
legislation serve the public welfare. They undoubtedly operate as 4 deprivation of 
liberty and property as do all exercises of the police power. 

• But a public purpose In such legislation has been subsequently recognized, and 
the position has been judicially accepted that the legislature must possess a wide discretio 
not only to determine the public interests requiring protection but the best means for 
consummating this protection. The state's power to regulate hazardous occupations and 

• 
to specify time, manner and method of payment has been upheld in a large variety of 
instances since 1912. the fundamental basis for sustaining social legislation is that 
it is within the scope of reasonable legislative action. 

• 

• 
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,-cou8t1.tuti.onal Revision Commission 
August 19, 1971 

To: Committee to Study the Legislature 
From: Sara Hunter 
Subject: Elimination of procedural matters from the Constitution 

Much has been written in recent years on the subject of the residual nature of 
the legislative power of the states. State constitutional reformers, while recogniz
ing the importance of restraints and limitations to keep government responsible, have 
emphasized the importance of equipping state government·to meet its responsibilities 
effectively within the distribution of powers fixed by the United States Constitution. 

The 10th Amendment to the federal constitution provides: 

"The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor 
prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively 
or to the people thereof." 

This provision has buttressed many a statement concerning the "delegated 
nature of the powers of i'the federal government. Limitations on its power are said to 
be inherent in the nature of the power itself. 

Authority of a state, on the other hand, is regarded as "residual" not a dele
gated authority. One early commentator described the state's position as follows: 

"It has all the powers which any independent government can have, except 
such as it can be affirmatively shown to have stripped itself of, while 
the Federal Government has only such powers as it can be affirmatively 
shown to have received. To use the legal expression, the presumption is 
always for a State, and the burden of proof lies upon anyone who denies 
its authority in a particular matter. James Bryce, The American Commonwealth, 
Vol. 1, New Ed. (1922) p. 421 

Thus the assertion is repeatedly made that states possess reserved powers--those 
not granted to the national government nor denied by the U. S. Constitution to the 
states--and therefore, constitutional delegation of specific legislative powers in 
state constitutions is unnecessary and superfluous. Moreover, courts have held that 
constitutional grants of power by implication prohibit a legislature from acting in 
a manner different from that specified in the Constitution. 

A second matter of concern to revisors of the legislative article of state con
stitutions is the "mass of detail in the constitution Lihich! removes from legisla
tive competence problems that are transitory and should be handled by the state leg
islature as the agency best equipped for that purpose." Abernethy, Byron R., £sm
stitutional Limitations on the Legislature, (University of Kansas Publication 1959) 
p. 19. 

Obsolescence characterizes overly detailed constitutions, also. The cited mono
graph by Dr. Byron Abernethy states another objection to inclusion of statutory ma
terial in a constitution in that vested interests become entrenched. He points out: 

"It seems quite obvious that one of the principal reasons behind the embodying 
in state constitutions of much statutory material, as well many prohibitions 

•� 

•� 

•� 

•� 
on the exercise of legislative power, is the determination of special interests 
to secure permanently in the constitution the protection of their privileges •and interests, free from interference by future legislatures. Conservationists 
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seek to fix for all time the conservation policies they can sell at a 
given moment. Labor unions seek to secure various frights' of working 
men against destruction by some unfriendly legislature in the future. 
Possessors of wealth want constitutional restraints on the power of 

•� 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•� 

•� 

•� 

some unfriendly legislature in the future to levy 'oppressive' taxes. 
Every person who fears the possibility of adverse legislative action, 
would like to write into the state constitution securities against 
that possibility. Long, detailed and statutory constitutions ines
capably result in the almost permanent entrenchment of vested interests. 
Such constitutions provide the home in which they can set up shop on 
a permanent basis, defying efforts to overcome them as the public interest 
changes. " ~,p. 21. 

Furthermore, the inclusion of statutory detail in a document intended to state 
fundamental law, say critics, affects the flexibility and timeless quality of the 
document by necessitating frequent amendment; encourages litigation and judicial 
interference with the legislative branch; overburdens the voters with proposals 
for amendments, resulting in minority rule because of the poor representation 
of electors voting upon constitutional amendments; adversely affects the stature 
of the legislature; and lowepB~respect; forota&ieonsuttution. 

If there is anyone item upon which constitutional authorities are agreed, it 
is that a constitution should deal only with the fundamental principles of govern
ment. Its major functions, as described by the director of the National Municipal 
League's State Constitutional Studies Project are to: (1) protect the exercise 
of civil liberties; (2) establish the more permanent institutions of government, 
such as the executive, judicial and legislative branch; and, perhaps, (3) provide 
a method for changing the fundamental law. 

Ideally a constitution, being fundamental law, should govern government only. 
It is the function of the legislature, not that of the constitution, writes David 
Abernethy, to regulate the relations of private persons and groups of persons vis
a-vis another. ~,p. 33. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission Research Study No. 8-A 
Committee to Study the Executive 
September 2, 1971 

Implementing Constitutional State Executive Reorganization 

'~s a general rule there are no restrictions upon the power of the legislature� 
to assign new functions to an administrative agency."l This current description of� 
American state governmental systems 1s still generally true. However, limiting the� 
number of administrative departments has gained in popularity among constitutional� 
draftsmen accompanied by proposals for executive initiative for reorganizing of� 
Itate government.� 

Proposals for administrative integration using either or both of these reorgan
ization methods met resistance from state legislatures in the early post-World War 
II era. One observer explained that legislative reluctance to reorganize state gov
ernment with executive cooperation resulted from nine "pressures for separatism" 
which he described as (1) a "normal" drive for agency autonomy; (2) a historical 
background of separate responsibility to the electorate; (3) "reform" movements for 
special functions; (4) clientele and interest group attitudes; (5) professionalism; 
(6) functional links to the national government; (7) a desire to insulate special� 
types of programs; (8) a political division between legislature and governor; and� 
(9) dissatisfaction with central political processes. This comparative state re
organization survey concluded tha~: " ••• desirability of systematic administration 
depends upon the existence of systematic politics. If the major portion of the 
population does not use the state political process to secure consequential govern
mental programs, the ground 1s removed from the arguments for a rationally organized 
administration. "2 

A growing trend in the late 1960's and early 1970's toward executive reorganiza
tion by constitutional methods still finds "pressures for separatism" at odds with 
"systematic politics" in the American states. 

However, today, among all American state constitutions, nine provide a specific 
number ceiling on executive departments (Alaska, Colorado, Florida, Hawaii, Michigan, 
Montana, New Jersey, New York, and North Carolina); eight provide for gubernatorial 
initiative to reorganize subject to legislative veto (Alaska, Illinois, Kansas, 
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, North Carolina and Virginia); and three provide 
for both (Alaska, Michigan, North Carolina). Ohe state's provision (California) is 
simply an authorization for statutory reorganization by executive initiative. The 
follOWing brief summaries of the emplementation experience in each of these states 
emphasizes achievement of administrative integration as the goal shared by all such 
reorganization attempts. Reliance on the published reports of progress toward ad
ministrative reform in each state does not consider the opinion of officials and 
scholars presently close to each state's situation. Keeping this in mind, however, 
the basic administrative problems and mechanics of implementing constitutional pro
visions for state government reorganization should become ap§arent. Using the func
tional categories similar to Professor Eley's study of 1967, the comparative state 
constitution analysis following the individual state summaries illustrates (A) State 
Adoption. and Coverage of Plans; (B) Executive Procedure; and (C) Legislative Pro
cedure. 

ALASKA 

! 
ej 

• 

• 

• 

• 
As the first state to constitutionally provide for executive initiated reorgan

ization, the Alaskan government administration is considered to be very flexible. 
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The Governor is allowed to make changes in the organization of the executive '~hich 

he considers necessary for efficient administration" according to Section 23 of 
Article III. The executive orders to reorganize became effective after 60 days 
unless jointly vetoed by a majority of both houses of the legislature. The most 
recent reorganization developments in Alaska reveal that: "The legislature created 
a Department of Highways (1963), advancing that function from its previous divisional 
status in the Department of Public Works. The Commissioner of Highways is appointed 4 
by the Governor, and is one of 14 commissioners who comprise the Governor's cabinet." 

Fearing a court decision would hold a statutory, executive initiated reorgan
ization unconstitutional, the California legislature proposed a revised executive 
article submitted by the California Revision Commission by adding a provision author
izing the legislature to allow the governor to reorganize the executive branch. 
Adopted by California voters in 1966, the purpose of this authorization provision 
in the words of the Commission Chairman was to: " ••• with proper safeguards, permit 
the Governor more direct control over his own area of responsibility •• •,,5 The 
new provision of Article V, Section 6 is the single sentence: IIAuthority may be pro
vided by statute for the Governor to assign and reorganize functions among executive 
officers and agencies and their employees, other than elective officers and agencies 
administered by elective ~fficers." 

The California legislature trimmed the wording and scope of the original reor
ganization provision w~ich had been submitted to the legislature as a minority re
port of nine ConstitulLonal Revision Commission members. The provision as originally 
proposed read: 

Authority may be vested in the Governor by statute to reallocate� 
existing functions among and within state executive and administrative� 
agencies and offices. If any reallocation affects existing law, it� 
shall be set forth in an executive order submitted to the legislature� 
within 30 days of the opening of a general session and, subject to� 
referendum, shall become law on the 9Ist day after adjournment unless� 
disapproved by resolution of either house. 6� 

In the years immediately following the adoption of the more general California 
provision, the greater detail of the rejected provision began to emerge by the 
statutory process when in 1969 the Council of State Government reported: 

1967 - In an executive order, Governor Reagan established an� 
interim communications plan whereby each agency was assigned a person� 
through whom they could communicate with the Governor. The agencies� 
~ere divided among three persons who would be meeting personally with� 
the Governor at least three times a week to discuss executive affairs.� 
Two additional men were added later to this cabinet staff.� 

In 1967 an interi~ committee of the assembly presented a report� 
recommending the enacL~.~~t of an enabling statute to allow the Governor� 
to initiate reorganizations of the executive branch effective unless� 
vetoed by majority vote of either house of the legislature. The com�
mittee also recommended a two-year limitation in the enabling statute.� 

This proposal was enacted hy the legislature with the two-year� 
limitation which will terminate the Governor's authority on December� 
31. 1969. Reorgani~ation plans must first be submitted to the Com�
mission on California State Governaent Organization which then reports� 
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to the legislature. Reorganization plans are effective on the first 
day after adjournment of the session unless vetoed by majority of either 
house. 

1968 - Pursuant to his newly designated authority, Governor Reagan 
submitted Reorganization Plan No. 1 of 1968 to the legislature. It was 
enacted and signed into law in May. It created four large agencies 
within the executive, each to be headed by a Governor-appointed Secretary, 
and which would contain the various boards and departments that belonged 
within the functional group. The four agencies and their departments are: 

(1) Business and Transportation (2) Human Relations Agency 
(a) Aeronautics <a) Social Welfare 
(b) California Highway Patrol (b) Mental Hygiene 
(c) Motor Vehicles (c) Rehabilitation 
(d) Public Works (d) Public Health 
(e) Real Estate (e) Human Resources Dept. 
(f) Saving and Loan (f) The Youth Authority 
(g) State Banking (g) Corrections 
(h) Housing and Community Development (h) Health Care Services 
(1) Corporations (i) Industrial Relations 
(j) Insurance 

(3) Agriculture & Services Agency (4) Resources Agency 
(a) Agriculture (a) Conservation 
(b) Commerce (b) Fish and Game 
(c) General Services (c) Harbors and Watercraft 
(d) Veterans Affairs (d) Parks and Recreation 
(e) Profession & Vocational Stan. (e) Water Resources 
(f) Franchise Tax Board (f) State Air Resources Board 
(g) P.E.R.S. (g) Office of Nuclear Energy 
(h) State Fire Marshal (h) Colorado River Board 
(i) Office of Consumer Counsel (i) Water Resources Control Board 
(j) State Teachers' Retirement System 

1969 - Governor Reagan delivered a special reorganization message to 
the legislature outlining some of the proposals to be included in his 
proposals to be included in his 1969 reorganization plans. Three plans 
were submitted to the 1egislature. 7 

It is important to note, however, in regard to the four large "agencies" created 
in California that: 

No change was made in the functions or organization of the existing 
departments, and the method of selecting department heads remained un
changed. The agency Secretaries, under whom are placed groupings of 
homogenous agencies, are expected to serve as policy-makers, communica
tors, and the Governor's advisors and representatives. 8 

COLORADO 

A 1966 constitutional amendment required allocation of Colorado executive and 

•� 

j� 

•� 

•� 
administrative offices within not more than 20 departments. Implementation of this 
major executive reorganization, according to Dr. George A Bell: 

• • • consolidated a large number of formerly independent agencies 
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into seventeen departments. The Governor's direct authority over these 
agencies, however, was only slightly enhanced from the previous situation; 
he is empowered to appoint the heads of three of these departments. Nine 
departments are headed by officials selected through Civil Service system 
procedures; three of these were to have been appointees of the Governor, 
but the State Supreme Court ruled that constitutional civil service pro
visions required civil service procedures be used. The five other depart
ments are headed by elective officials. As usual in such massive reor
ganizations, many agencies newly placed in a maaor department are subject 
to only limited control by the department head. 

The specific reorganization problems of the Colorado Department of Regulatory 
Agencies were instructive to the Kansas Commission on Executive Reorganization which 
structured a similar department in 1971. The personal account of the Executive Di
rector of the new Colorado department relates: 

l~en the regulatory department was established, it consisted of a few 
relatively large agencies which became divisions in the new department. 
These agencies included the Public Utilities Commission, the Insurance De
partment, Civil Rights Commission, Savings & Loan Department, Banking Com
mission, Securities Department, and Racing Events Commission. There were 
also some 27 smaller ~gencies such as the Real Estate Commission, Archi
tects, Accountants, Collection Agencies, Medical Board, Engineer, Cosme
tology Board, Athletic Commission, Electrical Board, and the many others 
familiar to you. ~ central agency--the Secretary of State-- already was 
doing daily bookk~eping for many of these agencies. We continued and 
expanded this activity. 

The Legislature directed that the department head confine his activities 
to management functions not related to the technical aspects of the work 
of the boards and commissions. They also directed the department head to 
move the functions to the State Capitol buildings if possible. 

With this backing of the Legislature, we gradually but firmly began 
to form a workable federation of agencies. We had agencies located in 
17 different and widely scattered locations. We moved one agency almost 
immediately from outside rented space, and saved them more than $6,000 
a year. We also moved others as rapidly as possible when such move was 
mutually agreeable. 

We removed several part and full-time workers from their secretarial 
jobs, transferred the files to our central office of the department, and 
assigned a secretary to work with two, three, or four of the smaller 
boards. ,We .saved 'money .for some boards and:commissions. 'We d1d not save 
money for others, but began to give better service to the trades and 
professions and to the public. 

Unfortunately, we were not able to move all of the agencies into one 
building because of space problems. 

We began to schedule as many board meetings as possible in the central 
office or in nearby conference rooms, and attended all of them that we 
could. We, of course, .L~rted the first budgeting period soon after the 
Department was formed, and immediately used that as an entree into work 
with the separate agencies. We kept in mind that our functions stopped 
short of the technical aspects of the functions of the agencies, but were 
able to create what we though~ were better images through tactful sugg~s
tions, after we had developed sufficient rapport. 
I wish I could say tnat we had ll'O percent success. We did not. But 
progress was made, and attitudes began to change. We were particularly 
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proud of the fact that more and more regulatory agencies adopted the 
theory that their first obligation was to the public, not to members 
of their profession or trade. And many b~8rd members expressed their 
gratitude for the changes that were made. 

FLORIDA 

After adopting a 1966 constitutional amendment permitting partial or complete 
revision of the constitution by legislative referendum, a Florida Constitutional 
Revision Commission recommended a new document to the Florida legislature in 1967. 
After revision by the 1968 session of the legislature, the new constitution was 
submitted to the people as three amendments and approved in 1968. 

One commentary to Florida executive reorganization provisions of 1968 constitu
tion discussing Article 4, Section 6 states: 

This section which is entirely new, was taken from the Constitutional 
Revision Commission recommended draft. It requires that all functions of the 
executive branch be grouped within not more than twenty-five departments. 
The Revision Commission draft recommended thirty or less. Article XII. Sec
tion 16 provides that the requirements of Article IV, Section 6 'shall not 
apply· until July I, 1969. 

The designation in this section of those who may head departments is 
exclusive. The cabinet board system which has a long tradition in Florida 
was never previously authorized in any constitution except by specific 
provision such as that creating the Board of Education, Article XII, Sec
tion 3 of the Constitution of 1885, whi~h consisted of four members of the 
cabinet and the Governor. This is the first time that there has been spe
cific authorization in a Florida Constitution for the creation by law of 
ex-officio cabinet boards. The absence of such a provision in the 1885 
document, however, did not prevent the legislature from creating many 
ex-officio boards. 

The provision in this new section that the officer or board appointed 
by the Governor serve at his pleasure is modified by subsection (a) of 
this section which provides that cabinet approval or Senate confirmation 
may be required for removal from or appointment to any designated statutory 
office (not excluding the officers or boards serving as heads of depart

ments) •. The Legislature, in the Reorganization Act of 1969, interpreted 
this section to mean that officers or boards appointed by the Governor· 
could be created for terms of years with the Governor empowered only to 
remove an officer or member for cause and to fill vacancies by appoint
ment. This is clearly a limitation on appointments to serve at his 
pleasure. 

Excluded from organization into the twenty-five (or less) departments 
are those functions or those departments specifically provided for or 
authorized in the Constitution. The question as to whether it is 'functions' 
or 'departments' which are excluded may be of some importance. The structure 
of the first sentence of this section technically excludes 'functions', as 
the subject of the sentence, from the requirements of the section. Since 
there are many 'functions' provided in the Constitution and not departments 
(unless the Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission and the Board of Adminis
tration, for example are to be considered 'departments'), it can be 
reasoned that the Constitution was intended to allow exclusion from 
organization into departments only those 'functions' specifically pro
vided or authorized in the new Constitution. This is unclear and the 
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Governmental Organization Act of 1969 did not resolve the question. 

• 
The Public Service Commission was held not to be an executive 

department within the meaning of the reorganization requirement. 
Advisory Opinion to the Governor, 223, So. 2d 35 (Fla. 1969)•••• 

The Revision Commission had proposed for a method of reorganiza
tion through executive order but this section was deleted in the 
legislative draft. The section still remains in the executive article

1lhowever, and there may be some executive power to reorganize by order. 

• The management consultant firm which was hired by the Florida House of Repre
sentatives stated in a reorganization report to aid in the drafting of the reorgan
izing legislation that: 

• 
Placement of executive authority in a single chief executive is the 

most suitable system for providing leadership to the new state government. 
The governor performs the executive function and is responsible to the 
public for the policies, programs, and achievements of his administration••• 

The concept is comprehensible to the public and may already exist in 
the public mind. Responsibility for policy developments, programB, and 
management is clearly fixed. Responsibility is commensurate with autho»tty • • • 

• 
The consolidation of substantial authority in a single office may 

be resisted because of the potential arbitrary use of that authority. 
Adequate safeguards are available to the legislature to protect against 

• 

this possibility. Legislative approval is required for proposed policy, 
legislation, etc. Legislative approval of proposed funding is necessary. 
The availability of the legislative audit staff provides a resource for 
objective evalt"tion of the performance of the administration. New 
budgetary systems such as PPBS are making executive budgets more compre
hensible to the legislature and permit a review of proposed expenditures 
on the basis of their policy and program implications • • • 

• 
In summary the multiple executive system in Florida is neither 

retained nor abolished by the new constitution. Evaluation of the re
tention of the Florida cabinet system or other alternative supports 
the conclusions that the cabinet system should not be retained and 
that strengthening the office of governor provides the most promising 
system for providing effective executive leadership to state government. 12 

The Florida legislature did not abandon the cabinet system, however, as the 
Council of State Governments reports:

• "The Governmental Reorganization Act of 1969' was enacted on June 3 
(Florida Statutes, Chapter 69-106). This reorganizes the executive branch 
into twenty departments and provides for their administration and supervision. 
It also provides for transfer of most existing executive functions to these 
departments and sub~agenciest and for abolishment of others. 

• The twenty departments created are: (1) General Services (2) Revenue 
(3) Community Affairs (4) Highway Safety and Motor Vehicles (5) Law En
forcement (6) Transportation (7) Natural Resources (8) Air and Water 
Pollution Control (9) St.ate (10) Education (11) Agriculture and Consumer 
Services (12) Busine~d Re~11ation (13~ Commerce (14) Insurance (15) 
Administration (16) Citrus (17) Health and Rehabilitative Services

• (18) Legal Affairs (19) Professional and Occupational Regulation 
(20) Banking and Finance. 

The heads of six of thes~ deparrments are individuals appointed 
by the Governor and three depEr.tments are headed by boards whose members 
are gubernatoriatly appointed. Six departments are headed by the 
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Governor and Cabinet consisting of six elected officials, and for one of 
these,Department of Education, the Superintendent of Public Instr uction, 
a Cabinet member, is the chief executive officer. 13 

HAWAII 

Adopting a constitutional ceiling of 20 principal departments in the 1950 consti
tution, Hawaii has retained legislative allocation of governmental units. The his
torically strong executivel4 in the newest state still allows legislative authoriza
tion for the establishment of temporary nonallocated agencies. The governor under 
the constitution supervises over the principal departments, headed in most instances 
by a single executive but with provision for mult~ember department heads of some 
principal departments. 

It was reported in 1968 that: 

The Soecial Commission on State Government Operations was created by Concurrent 
Resolution. The Constitution of Hawaii authorizes only twenty departments to be 
created for the executive branch. The State Legislature has already authorized the 
establishment of seventeen departments. The Governor is not empowered to establish 
the remaining three departments without authorization by the Legislature; but he may 
reorganize without legislative approval the existing departments and functions 8S he 
feels is needed to carry out program goals effectively and efficiently.1S 

The new 1970 Illinois Constitution provides for executive initiation of reorgan
ization subject to veto by either Legislative chamber within sixty days of submission 
of executive orders by the Governor. The inclusion of such a provision as adopted by 
the Constitutional Convention followed the view before ratification of the new docu
ment that: 

The inclusion of such a provision as adopted by the Constitutional Convention 

The Illinois Constitution, unlike those others presents no barriers to 
administrative integration except the long ballot. In fact, the first extensive 

reorganization achieved was that of Illinois: the Civil Administrative Code of 1917 
consolidated more than 100 independent agencies into nine code departments, 
each headed by a single administrator responsible to the governor, and substan
tially reduced number of boards. The code also set out the framework of an 
executive budget. 

Since 1917, the legislature (often with the encouragement of the governor 
or of special interest groups) has reverted to establishing new departments 
or commissions whenever there is a new problem or part of an old problem 
that needs special attention. Ie 1967 the Illinois Commission on State Gov
ernment counted 110 state agenci~s including eighteen code departments 
(three have been added since and two noncode departments. Even when the 
newly created agencies are made responsible to the governor (the code de
partments are, but many are not), his control is diluted because he can 
effectively supervise only a limited number of subordinates reporting 

I

i•�

•� 

•� 

•� 
directly to him • • • • 

If the structure of the administrative end of government is not to 
be fixed in the constitution, should it be entrusted to the legislature, 
to the governor, or to both? 1n Illinois, as is most states, the creation 
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of executive agencies and the assignment of their functions have been ac
complished by the legislature. However, as head of the executive branch, 
the governor probably is in a better position to know the needs of admin
istration and to initiate the decisions • • • • 

If the governor is to be given reorganization power, provision for 
it should be made in the constitution. The Illinois Commission on State 
Government so recommended in 1967. While the governor of Illinois could 
realign some functions under the present constitution, the results are 
too limited unless he can affect existing statutory provisigns; and that 
Is probably not possible without constitutional authority. 

KANSAS 

The 1969 amendment to the Kan~a~ constitution was designed by the Citizen's Com
mittee on Constitutional Revision so that: 

New section 6 provides that the governor may submit an executive order 
to the legislature providing for transfer, abolition or consolidation of the 
whole or any part of any state agency within the executive branch of the 
government except constitutionally designated functions. The purpose of 
this recommendation is to authorize the governor to provide the initiative 
in organizing most efficiently that branch of the state government which 
he heads. The authority of the legislature to originate legislation in 
this field is not tmpalred. This proposed section, if adopted, provides 
that the executi··~ reorganization order will have the force and effect of law 
unless disapprov~u by at least one branch of the legislature within sixty 
days after the governor submits the order, and before adjournment of the 
session to which it is submitted. The legislature could not let such an 
order die in action, but only by voting against it. It is further provided, 
that such an order once in effect, could be amended by statute as any other 
law, although the legislature would not be permitted to amend thel~rder 

when it is submitted to it by the governor in the first instance. 

To implement the constitutional provision, House Bill 2031 of the 1970 Kansas 
legislative session formed a Commission on Executive Reorganization composed of 
state Senators and Representatives and nonlegislative members appointed by the Gov
ernor. President pro tem of the Senate and Speaker of the House of Representatives. 
In January, 1971, the Commission recommended the establishment of the following eight 
state departments: Administration; Agriculture and Natural Resources; Economic De
velopment; Labor and Employment; Health and Social Services; Public Safety; Regulatory 
Agencies; Revenue; and Transportation. In the discussion of its recommendations the 
Commission asked: 

What more could be accomplished by reorganizing the executive branch 
than by leaving it alone? Soon after its initial meeting, the Commission 
answered that question by embracing the idea of a cabinet system--that is, 
a grouping of all agen~ies into a few departments, each directed by a 
secretary chosen by at.~ responsible to the governor. By this means, it 
was contended, the governor could fulfill his constitutional obligations 
to 'see that the laws ~Te faithfully executed.' As long as structural 
fragmentation exists and as long as total agency independence obtains, 
no governor could hope to li~e up to this expectation. While is is the 
governor to whom the electorate generally looks for responsibility in 
what happens in government in Kmsas, the governor has no real authority 
to govern. Kan.as has nearly 200 agencies, boards and commissions, 
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co~it~ees, cOuncils aUG other groups for whose actions the governor 
is at least theoretically responsible. It is obviously impossible for 
anyone to properly govern the state as long a8 this inadequately struc
tured organization exists • • • • 

While believing that it may be possible for state agencies to 
provide more service at less cost, some members of the Commission have 
warned against the expectation that great dollar savings would be 
achieved almost immediately as a result of reorganization. The Com
mission would expect it to be true in the long run, but reorganization 
ought not be judged a failure if in the short run it does not produce 
a savings. There are other values besides dollar savings by which to 
measure the good achieved by restructuring ~he executive branch. Of 
major importance i8 better service to Kansas citizens. 

The Commission understands that by restructuring the executive 
branch into a cabinet system, the governor's authority and, if used 
skillfully, his power, would be augmented. But it does not believe 
the role of the legislature would be correspondingly diminished. To 
deprive certain executive branch agencies of their virtual autonomy 
takes nothing away from the legislature. Quite the contrary, the leg
islature's working relationship with the operations of the executive 
branch would be simplified. 

Accountability, process, clientele, visibility and flexibility 
all were standards applied at one time or another. But the primary 
basis for decisions throughout was purpose or function. Certain ac
tivities should be joined together because of a similarity of goal 
or purpose. By working in close proximity to each other and under a 
single leader, it was anticipated that certain agencies would perform 
their functions more effectively. The stimuli afforded to individuals 
through working with people who share a goal but whose perspectives 
and experiences differ is in itself a justification for reorganizing the 18 
executive branch. In general terms, this is the logic of reorganization. 

MARYLAND 

Although included in the rejected 1968 constitution, executive initiative to 
reorganize subject to legislative veto was adopted by a 1970 amendment to the 1867 
Maryland constitution. A ceiling of 20 principal departments also was included in 
the 1967 constitutional convention's draft upon a research finding that Maryland 
had over 240 boards, departments and commissions created at the average rate of 1 
every 4 months for the past half century. 9 This departmental ceiling and an ex
ecutive initiated reorganization provision, while rejected as proposed by the 1967 
convention, remain relevant since: 

The convention moved to bring greater order to the executive branch 
and to expand significantly the capacity of the governor to function as 
chief executive. First, all functions, powers and cuties of the executive 
branch were to be assigned according to major purpose to no more than 20 
principal departments. Regulatory, quasi-judicial and temporary agencies 
established by law were exempt from this requirement. The General Assembly 
could increase the maximum number of principal departments only by a vote 
of three-fifths of the members of each house. 

•� 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
Second, the governor was empowered to take the initiative in executive 

reorganization. Following the federal pattern and that set in a few states, 
the governor was given the power to frame reorganization plans which would 
become effective unless vetoed by either house of the General Assembly. 
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The General Assembly was made responsible for the initial allocation of 
functions within the 20 departments, and it retained its traditional 
authority to initiate reorganization plans. New powers allowed the gov
ernor to 'make changes in the organization of the executive branch, 
including the establishment or abolition of offices, agencies, instru
mentalities and principal departments of the executive branch' (Section 4.27). 
If proposed changes required the force of law, the governor was to submit 
his plan in the form of a statute to the General Assembly within the first

• 10 days of a regular session. It went into effect after 50 days unless' 
killed by either house by a majority vote of all its members. 

The third major reform related to heads of departments and their 
selection. The convention in principle generally opposed multi-headed 
departments but refused to mandate the single executive plan for all 
of them. The convention's draft provided that every principal depart

• ment would be headed by a single executive unless some other form was 
decreed by law or executive reorganization plan, and a chief adminis
trative officer was required for any department headed by a board or 
commission. Department heads were to be appointed by the governor 
with senatorial approval, and chief administrators by the governor alone, 
Such officials would serve at the pleasure of the governor. Members of

• boards and commissions would have terms as prescribed by law, structured 

• 

in such a way that the governor could appoint half of the members on as
suming office. Educational interest, however, asked for and received 
specific exemption from this provision. The state public school system 
would be headed by a governing board; this pattemwas also prescribed 
for the Univers .:y of Maryland, the state colleges and the other insti
tutions of higher learning. 20 

• 

After studies in 1968-69 by the Commission for the Modernization of the Execu
tive Branch of Maryland State Government and the Governor's Executive Reorganization 
Committee, a 1970 constitutional amendment now permits the Governor to reorganize 
by executive order subject to disapproval of either house of the Legislature within 
50 days of submission. 

MASSACHUSETTS 

• 
After adoption of a 1920 constitutional amendment limiting principal departments 

to 20 in number, a 1966 amendment to the 1180 Massachusetts Constitution repealed 
the number limitation and provided for executive initiative to reorganize subject 
to legislative approval. 

The result of this recent reorganization is that: 

•� A cabinet form of government was also put into effect in Massachusetts.� 
through the establishment of nine executive offices, each of which is� 

•� 

headed by a Secretary. These offices are Administration and Finance,� 
Communities and development, Consumer Affairs, Educational Affairs,� 
Environmental Affair , Human Services, Manpower Affairs. Public Safety,� 
and Transportation and Construction. All existing agencies of state� 
government are to be placed within these executive offices, but at� 
present there will be no structural reorganization within those de�
partments. The Secretary iA given authority to review, approve or 
amend budget requests of the agencies within his office, to conduct 
studies of their rperation, ant to conduct comprehensive planning in 

• 
the functional areas for which his office is responsible. The new 
plan is to go into effect April 1971. 21 
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MICHIGAN 

Problems in implementing the 20 principal department provision are best docu
mented by analyses of the experience under the 1963 Michigan Constitution. Group
ing agencies by "major purpose" did not provide classification as regulatory or 
revenue-raising and left out of consideration "the self-imagery, jealousies of 
prerogative, and fear of being 'swallowed' by larger departments, which nearly 
every agency could be expected to exhibit." The problem of numbers was ascer
taining that the state statutes and budget identified between 120 to 140 agencies 
which then had to be grouped by function and"deciding how many of the maximum 
of twenty departments would be used ~ediately, and the number to be retained 
as 'spares,' both to provide bargaining flexibility and to accommodate the growth 
of state services."22 

At the outset of the governor's proposal for reorganization in Michigan: 

Five departments appeared to have constitutional status. These� 
included the three under state elective officers expressly directed,� 
and the state highway commission and the state board of education by� 
inference. In addition, the civil rights commission and the civil� 
service commission had broad powers and jurisdiction affecting every� 
department of the executive branch. • • • Departments were to be headed� 
by single executives unless otherwise provided in the constitution or� 
by law. This left considerable leeway if the legislature favored� 
plural-headed agencies. Michigan law had relied heavily on commissions,� 
the members of which often had long and staggered terms, to take a� 
favored agency 'out of politics'--and out of the reach of the governors.� 
Interest groups surrounding suc23an agency would probably be expected� 
to support the commission form.� 

The final goals of reorganization had to be established at the beginning 
since: • 

• • • the role of a department head would vary with the degree of� 
autonomy granted to the component units within his department. If the� 
powers, duties, and functions of agencies were transferred to the de�
partment, its executive head could be held more accountable for its� 
internal organization and operation than if the agencies were trans� •ferred with their authority intact. Should reorganization be based� 
on the concept of a 'cabinet', whose members would participate in� 
policy formulation, or creation of a series of 'holding companies,'� 
with departmental heads serving merely as managers? Obviously, ex�
ecutive reorganization could result in the. addition of another level� 
of administration superimposed on existing and independent agencies,� •or it could see~4to achieve a thorough functional regrouping of all� 
state agencies.� 

The actual implementation of executive reorganization under the Michigan 
constitutional provision extended through the legislative sessions of 1963, 1964, 
and 1965 when delayed by the legislature's change from the governor's party to •the opposing party. However, a report observed at the time: 

Somewhat to the mild surprise of everyone, including perhaps themselves, 
legislators passed the 'Executive Organization Act of 1965' before recessing until 
Fall. The reorganization of the executive branch 'among and within not more than 
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20 principal departments' had to be done by legislative action before 
the end of this year; if not, the governor had one year more in which 
to do the job. A product that compromised two conflicting attitudes 
toward the subject, the bill now appears headed for executive approval. 
Thus, a matter conceded by all observers to be a contentious if not 
impossible legislative issue, was resolved in conference committee and 
accepted by both chambers with almost effortless ease. Credit for this 
rests with both the executive and legislative branches. Few more con
troversial subjects have had such scrupulous attention and so little 
real controversy. 

The essence of the opposing viewpoints on organization involve 
two different philosophies of government: In one view, executive 
organization is primarily the governor's responsibility, and its aim 
and purpose are organizational efficiency achieved mainly through the 
governor's direct at-pleasure appointment of individual department 
heads (by and with the advice and consent of the senate, says the con
stitution). The executive office, naturally, upheld this view most 
strongly, and the Constitutional Convention debates of the meaning and 
intend tend to support this interpretation. In the other view, execu
tive organization is to be subject to continuing legislative control-
which essentially, of course, must be true of all major policy activities 
of government, including itself was sought by some followers of this 
theory--the right LO dictate divisional and 'organization chart' lay-out 
of the agency. But the principal weapon that would be employed was the 
commission-- pver-Iapping terms, plural responsibility, senatorial over· 
sight of each rpointment. If not a 'divide and conquer' of government 
this is a 'diffuse and disperse' responsibility for departmental opera
tions, of direct gubernatorial control (and accountability at the polls). 

The legislative provisions establish 19 principal departments. The 
general breakdown is as follows-

I) Single-headed departments (12) 
a) Constitutionally elected (2) secretary of state and attorney 

general 
b) Constitutionally appointed (1) state treasurer 
c) By bill provisions (9)--administration, state police, 

military affairs, commerce licensing and regulation, 
labor, mental health, public health and social services 

2) Commission-headed departments (7) 
a) Constitutionally elected (1) board of education 
b) Constitutionally appointed (3) civil service, state highways, 

and civil rights. 
c) By bill provisions (3) -- agriculture, conservation and corrections. 25 

Following the joint process of executive and legislative reorganization in 
Michigan, one conclusion was that: 

Continuing legislative control exists through the powers to reject 
executive appointmenfs, to set salaries for unclassified positions, to 
appropriate operatiub iunds, and to act on organization changes proposed 
by the governor • • • The 1963 constitution and implementing legislation 
have prOVided the fr~e ~ork for more effective administrative management. 
Both the governor and department heads have two strong means of control 
through their budgetary ana appointing powers. If properly employed, 
they could result in a fully integrated executive organization; if no~'· 
so used at the to? level, numerous power centers could develop with 
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divisive effects on the executive branch • • • • Following initial reorgan
ization the Romney administration moved to strengthen the governor's 
budgetary controls by transferring the budget office from the department 
of administration to the governor's office. Before executive reorganiza
tion, many administrative agencies negotiated directly with the legisla
ture for their appropriations, sometimes contrary to the wishes of the 
governor or to their original budget requests. Past practices die hard, 
and some executives appointed to department, bureau and division head
ships may present continuing problems. On balance, h()lolever, executive 
reorganization involving reduction of l40-plus agencies, boards and 
commissions to nineteen principal departments has gone a long way toward 
providing the··ar more eff~ctive gubernatorial leader'ship in both P~~iCY 

development and execution in the executive of Michigan government. 

MONTANA 

Described in 1961 "••• as representative of a state which presents the most 
average situation in regard to administrative in~egration, "Montana ranked "lowest 
in the number of administrative agencies created or recognized in the constitution" 
and "about average under the factors of constitutionally elected officers and tools 
of management and, under the provisions concerning ~ge governor's term, appointment 
powers, and removal powers, somewhat above average. 

Although a student of Montana politics and government advocated a wholesale 
reorganization into 11 executive departments in 1958, the serious difficulty that 
he feared in amending the constitution28 was overcome by a 1970 amendment allocating 
all nonelective executive offices into not more than 20 principal departments. 

NEW JERSEY 

The constitutional revision of the mid-1940's in New Jersey has resulted in a 
high degree of administrative inte~ration by means of a structure closely paralleling 
the 1963 Model State Constitution. 9 While efforts at administrative reorganization 
failed during the 1920's and 1930's, in 1942, a constitutional commission recommended· 
a proposed constitution with all executive functions to be specifically allocated 
within nine departments. This effort resulted in the lesson that: "In their 
anxiety to reduce the number of agencies, the commission attempted to freeze not 
only the number of departments to be created but alSo the specific names of those 
departments. The commission sought a flexible constitution, yet its recommendations 
with respect to some phases of administrative organization were the exact opposite.,,30 
Later in the 1944 proposed constitution of the New Jersey legislature, the number of 
departments was limited to 20 with the governor authorized to allocate existing agen
cies into these departments by executive order "according to major purpose" while 
the executive orders were subject to disapproval by a resolution of each chamber of 
the legislature. However, this constitutional amendment was defeated by the state's 
referendum process. 

The adopted 1947 New Jersey constitution provided for departmental reorganization 
among not more than 20 principal departments from the 70 administrative agencies ex
isting prior to constitutional approval. After the 1944 legislative effort at con
stitutional revision failed, from 1944 to 1947, a Commission on State Administrative 

..� 

•� 

• 

• 

• 

• 
reorganization was appointed with representatives of each house of the legislature and 
the governor wKch led to recommendations to consolidate 24 agencies within five 
major departments. After the 1947 constitution took effect, 13 of the 14 reorganiza
tion-bills based on the Commission's report were enacted into law. 
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NEW YORK 

The long experience of New York in amending its 1925 constitutional provision 
limiting civil departments to 20 in number resulted in the recent attempt by the un
successful 1967 constitutional convention to eliminate the ceiling altogether and 
replace it with a provision of executive initiative to reorganize subject to legis
lative veto. 

The ~eform purpose of the 1925 amendment was to somehow integrate the labyrinth 
of 170 administrative units of New York state government. Under the leadership of 
Governor Alfred E. Smith and former Governor Charles Evans Hughes, the reorganization 
coalition succeeded in obtaining the original 1925 amendment which restricted the 3 
number of civil deparbnents, but named the specific departments in the constitution. 1 
By 1930, " ••• more than 75 separate departments and agencies had been brought 
together in 18 major departments and the governor, by constitutional amendment in 
1927, was provided with potentially the strongest budgetary control of any chief 
executive in the Union. 1132 

While a strong office of governor was to emerge in New YDrk as a result of other 
reforms, the long history Article V, Section 2 in limiting civil departments to 20 
in number was one of continued amendment: 

As revised in 1938, the section listed eighteen departments as 
follows: executive, audit and control; taxation and finance; law; state; 
public works; conservation; agriculture and markets; labor; education; 
health; mental h··~iene; social welfare; correction; public service; bankins; 
insurance; civil service. The 1943 amendment added the commerce department 
as the nineteenth civil department. In 1959, the motor vehicle department 
was added as the twentieth civil department. The 1961 amendment deleted 
the actual listing of the twenty departments but provided that there shall 
not be more than twenty departments including those referred to in the con
stitution. At the same time it was also provided that the legislature could 
change the names of the departments. 33 

The New York constitutional ceiling on departments has evoked continued analysis, 
with Ferrel Heady noting in 1961: 

New York was able at an early date to integrate its administration, 
making the necessary constitutional changes to accomplish this. Although 
the constitution is more detailed and specific than is the case with 
the Model State Constitution and with some more recent constitutions in 
other states, New York has not developed any serious constitutional 

problems with respect to its administrative p~ttern. There has been 
some difficulty in confining governmental functions within the consti
tutionally recog~ized departments, which is likely to happen with the 
passage of time in any sta§~ which has imposed a constitutional ceiling 
on the number of agencies. 

The latest attempt at .:......,ising the New York document's administrative sections 
failed as part of the executive article of the rejected 1967 constitution. In the 
comments explaining this prcposed revision, the reasoning of the New York constitu
tional convention indicated: 

The draft replaces and makes a number of significant changes in� 
present sections ? and 3 of Art~cle V of the present Constitution.� 
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It eliminates the present requirement that there shall be not more than 
twenty civil departments in the state government on the ground that 
despite the numerical limitation there are currently some one hundred 
and fifty state administrative units reporting to the Governor. Since 
experience has shown that a constitutionally mandated maximUm can be 
successfully ignored; it seems wiser to allow for flexibility and pro
vide the Governor with adequate power to reform the executive branch, 
subject to legislative veto. This conclusion was reached both by the 
Hoover Commission studying federal administrative reform and by the 
draftsmen of the model constitution. The proposed revision is modeled 
on section 2 or article V of Michigan's Constitution of 1963. 35 

NORTH CAROLINA 

Perhaps the state where executive reorganization should accomplish the most is 
North Carolina. As recently as 1961, one authority on state government administration 
pointed to the Tar Heel state as exemplifying " • • • the situation in which a con
stitution directly hinders the goal or aim of administrative integration." Although 
"in 1962, North Carolina voters approved an amendment enabling the legislature to 
1III\dertake large-scale reorganization of the judiciary," it was only in 1970 that a 
departmental ceiling and executive initiated reorganization provisions were approved 
by the electorate as a constitutional mandate. A decade earlier the chronic need 
for reform became evident since: 

The present constitution in relation to administrative structure is 
much the same as the document of 1868. The long ballot, if anything, has 
been increased in recent years. North Carolina has more constitutional 
elective officials than any other state. Ten administrative officers are 
elected by the voters while 107 others are elected by the state- leg~slature 
as provided in constitutional proYisions. The large number of elective 
constitutional officers creates a situation where many officials may feel 
an independence of the governor's authority as head of the executive branch 
of government. Any serious attempt to shorten the ballot is faced with 
the difficult process of amending the state constitution. 

The constitution also hinders any attempt at reorganization of 
North Carolina's administrative structure by establishing some thirteen 
officers and agencies, five of which are multi-headed boards and commissions. 

The governor is particularly weakened by the lack of administrative 
authority prOVided for in the constitution. 36 

The new 1970 constitutional provisions limiting administrative departments 
to 25 in number were adopted so that: 

Not only would the Governor be enabled to manage the business of the 
State more effectively, but in the course of reorganization, it should be 
possible to eliminate overlapping and duplication of functions among 
agencies now independent. The objective is not simply a more efficiently 
administered government, but one more capable of responding effectively 
to the needs of the pe~ple of the State. J7 

Requiring disapproval by both houses of the Legislature, the executive orders 

•� 

~ 

•� 

•� 

•� 
provision allowing the Governor to initiate reorganization follows the Alaskan model 
with the goal "that the alr.endment settles on the Governor the responsibility and 
authority for taking the initiative in state administrative reorganization. "38 Ac
cording to a recent periodical: 
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A report detailing the method of the reorganization has been submitted 
to the governor by a 50-member bipartisan committee. It proposes reforming 
the more than 300 administrative boards, agencies, commissions and depart
ments into 19 major departments, eight headed by presently elected state 
officials and the remainder directed by cabinet secretaries, appointed by 
the governor and responsible to him. 

'Regulatory, quasi-judicial and temporary agencies may, but need not 
be allocated within a principal department,' according to the amendment. 
Under this provision the committee elected to leave 31 licensing boards 
out of the plan and permit the quasi-judicial and regulatory bodies to 
retain their independent powers, excluding budget making. 

The Raleigh ~ and Observer notes that, while on the surface there 
is no major opposition to the plan, various aspects of it are strongly 
opposed by special interest groups which want to see the pres~ijt structure 
retained so that certain agencies do not lose their autonomy • 

vmGmu 

After an II-member Commission on Constitutional Revision reported in January, 
1969, the draft of the proposed constitution was amended and also approved in 1969 
by a special legislative session. the document was then approved by Virginia 
voters as five packages in the November, 1970 election. A commentary on executive 
reorganization prior to ratification explained that: 

Another proposal advanced by the Commission to enhance the Governor's 
ability to act -R an efficient administrator is a new section (proposed 
Section 9) for executive initiation of administrative reorganization • 
The proposal would allow the Governor to put into effect practices which 
a good business executive would want to adopt in his business. Section 
9 authorizes the Governor to initiate reorganization of the executive 
which, if not disapproved by the General Assembly, becomes effective and has 
the force of law. The proposal does not strengthen the office of the 
Governor at the expense of the Legislature. Both have their place In the 
proposed arrangement: The Governor can take the initiative, but the 
General Assembly can have the final say, if it wishes it. 40 

One progress report now indicates that: 
Virginia's revised constitution which was approved by voters in 

November, is heing implemented by the 1971 session /;f the Legislature/• 
Much of the implementing legislation has been draft;d by a Code ReVisIon 
Commission. Regular lefislative committee structure is also being 
utilized for the task. 4 
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COMPARISON OF REORGANIZATION PROVISIONS OF AMERICAN STATE CONSTITUTIONS 

A. State Adoptions and Coverage of Plans 
B. Executive Procedure 
C. Legislative Procedure 

A. State Adoptions and Coverage of Plans 

State Constitution Provision� Scope of Au.=th::.;;o~r::".;i:.:t:;.lY'-- _ 

AJ.aska 
£9nstitution of 1956. Article III: 

Section 22: Functional allocation of all executive and administrative 
offices, departments and agencies into not more than 20 
pri~cipal depnrt.ments. Regulatory, ~Jasi-judicial, tempo
rary agencies excluded. 

Section 23: Statutory organization of executive branch assis-aent of 
functions. 

California 
C~~i~~t;!2~~.~1lP;~~~~Ptof 196n. Article V: 

Secd.;m 6: :J'_Jd~.·rizes legislature to allow governor to reorganize the 
executive branch subject to statute. Excludes elective 
officers and agencies administered by elective officers. 

Colorado 
Constitutional Amendment of 1966. Article IV: 

Section 22:� Functional allocation of all executive and administrative 
offices, agencies and instrumentalities into not more than 
20 principal departments. Offices of governor, lieutenant 
governor and temporary commissions excluded. 

FLORIDA 
Constitution of 1968. Article IV: •Section 6: Functional allocation of all executive and administrative 

into not more than 25 departments placed by statute under 
supervision of governor, lieutenant governor, governor and 
cabinet, or an officer or board appointed by governor~ 

Constitutionally delegated offices excluded. 

•Hawaii 
Constitution of 1950, Article IV: 

Section 6:� Functional allocation of all executive and administrative 
offices, departments, and instrumentalities into not more 
than 20 principal departments. Temporary or special agen
cies or commissions excluded. • 

Illinois 
Constitution of 1970. Article V: 

Section 11: Statutory organization of executive branch assignment of 
functions. Includes all executive agencies directly re
sponsible to governor. • 
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Kansas 
Constitutional Amendment of 1969, Article I: 

Section 6: Statutory organization of executive branch assignment of 
functions. Agencies and functions of legislative, judicial 
and constitutionally delegated state officers and boards 
excluded. 

Maryland 
Constitutional Amendment of 1970, Article II: 

Section 24:� Statutory organization of executive branch assignment of 
functions. Constitutionally delegated officers or depart
ments excluded. 

Massachusetts 
Constitutional Ame~dment of 1966, Ar.ticle LXXXVI: 

Sections 1. 2, 3: Statutory organization of executive branch assignment 
of functions. Compliance with civil service, seniority, re
tirement and other statutory employee rights. 

Michigan 
Constitu.~:i:.,:!p:_£LL~.~I}.-:~_ticleV: 

Section ~:	 Functional allocation of all executive and administrative 
offices, agencies and instrumentalities into not more than 
20 principal departments. Offices of governor, lieutenant 
governor, constitutionally delegated bodies of institutions 
of higher education, temporary and special commissions ex
cluded. Statutory organization of executive branch assign
ment of functions. 

Montana 
Constitutional Amendment of 1970, Article VII: 

Section 20:� Functional allocation of all executive and administrative 
offices, boards, bureaus, commissions, agencies and instru
mentalities into not more than 20 departments. Offices of 
governor, lieutenant governor, secretary of state, attorney 
general, state treasurer, state auditor, superintendent of 
public instruction, and temporary commissions excluded. 

New Jersey 
Constitution of 1947, Aatic1e V: 

Section 4: Functional allocation of all executive and administrative 
offices, departments, and instrumentalities, including 
offices of Secretary of State and Attorney General, into not 
more than 20 principal departments. Temporary commissions 
excluded. 

New York 
Constitutional Amendmen': .of 1925, Article V: 

Section 2: Proh~jLts more than 20 civil departments. Legislature 
authorized to change names of the departments referred to in 
cons t itt! t ion. 
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North Carolina 
Constitutional Amendment of 1970. Article III: 

Section 5 (10): Statutory organization of executive branch assignment of 
functions. 

Section 11:� Functional allocation of all administrative departments, 
agencies, and offices into not more than 25 principal 
administrative departments. Regulatory, quasi-judicial 
and temporary agencies excluded. 

Virginia 
Con8ti~~~ion of 197Q.l_~!.~,!:,cle V: 

Se~tion 9: Statutory organization of executive branch assignment of 
functions. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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State 
Constitutions 

Alaska 

California 

Colorado 

Florida 

Hawaii 

Illinois 

Kansas 

Maryland 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

Montana 

New Jersey 

New York 

North Carolina 

Virginia 

B. Executive Procedure 

Provision for Advice 
and Assistance� 

none� 

none� 

none� 

Approval by three cabinet 
membe:c's for statutory changes 

none 

none 

Governor's me~sage required to 
de",' ,: ' U ~ i. ~'1 "-c"':ords, prop
er Ly, ~ 'mel, L.llance of funds 
and apf'L :)priations. 

none 

Requires legislative commit
tees to hold public hearings 
within 30 days and to give 
committee r~port within 10 
days of hearings 

none� 

none� 

none� 

none� 

none� 

none� 

1075� 

Prepare for Legislative 
Submission 

Executive orders, by governor 

Authorizes statutory provision 

Statutory by law� 

Confirmation by senate for� 
statutory changes.� 

Statutory by law.� 

Executive orders, by governori� 
on or before April 1 or first 
day of an annual session. 

Executive orders, by governor 
within 30 days of regular session. 

Execu t i ve orders, by g ""ernor 
within 10 days of regular session. 

Reorganization plan by governor 
submitted to House and Senate 
Clerks who refer to committee 
with approval of President and 
Speaker. 

Executive orders, by governor. 

Statutory by law. 

Statutory by law. 

Statutory by law. 

Executive orders, by governor 

Executive orders, by governor at 
least 45 days prior to regulsr 
or special session. 



•� 
State 

Constitution 

Alaska 

California 

Colorado 

Florida 

Hawaii 

Illinois 

Kansas 

Maryland 

Massachusetts 

Michigan 

Montana 

New Jersey 

New York 

North Carolina 

C. Legislative Procedure 

Method of 
Disapproval 

Disapproval resolution in 
joint ses8ion. 

Authorizes statutory 
provision 

Statutory by law 

Statutory by law, with 
confirmadon by senate 
or approval of three 
members of the cabinet 
for appointment or re
moval from statutory office. 

Statut~~y by law 

Disapproval resolution by 
record vote of majority of 
either house or senate 

Disapproval resolution by 
majority vote of either 
house or senate 

Disapproval resolution by 
majority vote of either 
house or senate. 

Disapproval resolution by 
majority vote of either 
house or senate 

Disapproval concurrent 
resolution of majority 
of both houses. 

Statutory by law 

Statutory by law 

Statutory by law 

DIsapproval joint resolution 
of both houses 

Period for� 
Action� 

Within 60 days of regulat session, 
full session if shorter duration. 

none 

No later than June 30, 1968 
(2~ years) 

none 

none 

Within 60 calendar days after 
de livery to the session. 

Within 60 calendar days of •
transmittal and before adjournment 
of r~gular session. 

Within 50 days of regular session. 

• 
Within 60 calendar days after pre�
sentation to the session. No� 
amendments to governor's plan� 
before 60 days expire.� • 
Within 60 days of regular session,� 
full session if shorter duration.� 

No later than July 1, 1973 (2~ years) • 
none 

none 

Within 60 days after submission, or 
upon adjournment sine die, whichever • 
is sooner. 

Virginia Disapproval resolution by Effective on a date designated by
majority vote of either Governor following adjournment of 
house or senate 10'76 General Assembly. • 
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Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
September 8, 1971 

Secret� Sessions - Article II, Section 13 

Article II, Sec. 13 provides as follows: 

Section 13. The proceedings of both Houses shall be public, except in cases 
which, in the opinion of two-thirds of those present, require secrecy. 

The origin of this section is Article I, Sec. 15 of the Constitution of 1802, 
which provided in part: "The doors of each house, and of cOlllJlittees of the whole, 
shall be kept open, except in such cases as, in the opinion of the house, require 
secrecy •••" The Constitution of 1851 added the requirement of a two-thirds vote 
for secret sessions, removed language about committees of the whole, and reworded the 
language of the provisions. 

Little is said about this provision in the published Debates of the Constitutional 
Convention of 1851. In discussing the question of its retention, one delegate pointed 
out that in 1812 it became necessary for the Legislature to sit in secret session in 
order to take steps for the prosecution of the war. The supposed object of the com
mittee in reporting this section, he concluded, was to make provision for such an 
emergency. An amendment to l~it secret sessions to war time emergencies was defeated, 
a delegate observing that they should "let the good sense of the Legislature do as 
it thought best in regard to this matter." 1 Debates 232. 

Senate Rule 122 of the l08th General Assembly and House Rule 112 of the 109th 
General Assembly adopted the exact phraseology of Section 13 except that the terms 
"Senate," and "House," respectively, are substituted for the words "both Houses." 

Whether standing committee hearings are open to the public was one matter reported 
upon in the Book of the States for 1970-71. Twenty-nine of the 50 states and 2 terri
tories (Puerto Rico and Virgin Islands) reported that open hearings were "discretionary". 
Two others replied that committee hearings were open except for executive sessions. 
In Tennessee the matter was reported as discretionary in the House with open hearings 
in the Senate. Twenty states, including Ohio, are shown as having open hearings, un
qualified as to House or subject. 

The application of Section 13 to committee hearings has not been the subject of 
reported judicial ruling. A frequent criticism of state constitutions today 1s that 
they are filled with provisions designed solely to meet problema current when drafted, 
which naturally, in many instances, were subsequently replaced by new and unanticipated 
situations calling for legislative solution. The propositions that a Constitution 
should deal with fundamentals only and that it should be a timeless document argue 
against expansion of this section to cover committees under defined circumstances. The 
assumption that the provision extends to committee action has not been challenged. Com
mittee procedures are better the subject of rule than Constitutional provision because 
they mult be flexible, t~ely, and facilitate, not restrict, freedom of action. 

Note:� The Committee decided at its meeting on August 26, 1971 to invite further 
comment on this provision. 

j� 
j� 
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• Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature� 
September 16, 1971� 

• The Committee to Study the Legislature makes partial recom
mendations to the Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission for the 
revision of Article II of the Ohio Constitution, as follows: 

• 
(1) Repeal of Sections 5 and 10 of Article II, for reasons 
explained in attachments hereto; 

(2) Amendment of Sections 7, 11, 14, 25, 8, 17, 3, and 4 of 
Article II, with changes noted and reasons explained in attach
ments hereto. 

•� The Committee makes the further recommendation that Sections 15 
and 22 of Article IV� of the Ohio Constitution, affecting the 
operations of the Legislative Branch, be repealed for reasons ex
plained in attachments hereto. 

• 
Respectfully submitted by the Committee to St~dy the Legislature 

•� John A. Skipton, Chairman 

•� Douglas Applegate, Member 

. ' 

William W. Taft, Member 

• William L. Mallory, Member 

•� Barney Quilter, Member 

Frank W. King, Member 

• 
Oliver Schroeder, Jr., Member 

•� 1081 .r 
Don W. Montgomery, Member 



Conlt1tutlOftal a",hioa Co1l8ualon •September 16. 1971 

Remarks of Chairman John Skipton precediua submi••ion of Legislative Committee's 
Report to the Commission on September 16. 1971. 

Now. I trust that we all realize somewhat of what we hope to aCC01llPlish with 
thb report: 'ftlls is a partial report. and the eo.-ittee w11l continue in existence. 
and it will act on some of the more significant changes that have been proposed 
relating to the legislative branch of government. Obviously. some of these are 
controversial propositions sucb 8S tbis questiOll of unlc...ral veraus bicameral 
18sialature. We don't bave an amendment to suggest today on compen.atioD of legls
latora. Some others that you are familiar with will be considered. 

In approaching its work this Committee has felt that there were meny amendaents 
of the legislative article that probably could be accompliShed without a great deal 
of controverlY and in so doins. we would enable this Committee to answer some of 
the objections 1 have heard here today--that we don't get anough expo_re, tbe 
public doean't know What we're doing--it doesn't know what we're about to do--. 
inter.st isn't very great. Well, I auspect the reasOIl loterest isn't areat ts 
that there has been DO specific amendment of any kind proposed in which public 
attention 11 focused. Perhaps with this report today we will enable you ad others 
to focu. a little bit better on this Commission aDd it, work and bow it intends to 
operate. If we are guinea pigl in a way for the procedures of thb Conal••ion, it 
is quite aU right with this Committee. We are also aware that in betag auinea 
pigs. we might not survive the operation, but that will be all right with U8. 1 
bope throush this exercise we will learn how to be a better ~i8aiOD. 

The Committee also approached its task with the feeling that the General 
A'lembly should be one capable of independent judgment OIl propo.ale of public 
policy. We thought the General Assembly ehould operate UDder power. and autborities 
that would enable it to conduct its business in an orderly and efficient manoer. 
We wanted to make it po.eible for the General Assembly to employ modern rules aDd 
procedure I , and to be a strong, independent General Assembly, the Committee felt 
tbat tbe General Assembly should have authority that is COIIIIl8n8urate with respon
sibilities of etate government, particularly if Ohio is to meet the challenses of 
tbis century. It is this Committee's beUef that there are DO veil-founded arsu
ments to support artificial restrictioal on it in its abillties to meet aDd con
sider the probl... of the people of th1e State. So in presenting some of these 
amendments we are eware that we may have opened the door wider than some people 
may have preferred, and we may have removed some restrictions wbich others would 
like to see retained. But hopefully, we're at lealt makiDS it po.sible for our 
Legi.lature to do a better job. We believe that some of the restrictions which 
have existed on the Legislature date from a time whee the reputations of individual 
members of the Legislature might not be as good as they are today. Maybe people 
were right in permitting restrictions on them. We abo are aware that just removiq 
re8trictions. per se, isn't going to guarantee great improvements. The Legiala
ture may be free to act, but how it acts is it8 own problem. The Committee in ap
proaching its job is also aware that the legislative article bal been e~f.ned by 
many others. 1'11 mention one, a recent one. The Wilder FoundatlOG in Cinc inDati 
has prepared a report on Ohio' 8 ConlUtution, which DIOst of you have read. I am 
.ure. That report found the Ohio Constitution fundamentally good. It did 8ay 

~ 

•� 

•� 

•� 
tbat it was in need of some subltantial changes. But significant in its conclu
8ions, numberins 14--there were GODe for changes in the leslsl.tl~ article. • 
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The Committee felt that in approaching its job, it didn't have a really 
significant amount of work to do. It may seem as 1 go through the actual report 

• of this Committee that we found a lot wrong. But really, it's mostly getting 
rid of lOMe obsolete p~avi9ions. It's perhaps getting rid of what we thought were 

• 

superfluous provisions, some unnecessary. Some of these provisions have served 
their purpose. Some of them are obsolete because whatever functions they provicled 
for have already been accomplished or the action required has been taken. In one 
or two cases we just believe that other powers are sufficient and it is unnecessary 
to have a specific revision. The report that deals with sections of Article II 
and a few other Articles. It has been aptly characterized a8 a "clean-up operation." 

• 
Now, for the body of this report. Perhaps before I start I should state too 

what we hope to accomplish as a Committee mission today. I'd like to present this 
report following which I would like the Commission to formally receive the report 
and then establish a specific hearing date, that is a specific public hearing 
date, on these recommendations, so that the Commission itself can proceed to a 
full and deliberate consideration of them, preparatory to making a recommendation 
of the Commission to the General Assembly. As you well know, these amendments 
are subject to further revision by this Commission, and once they are forwarded 
to the Ohio General Assembly they are subject to all the legislative processes 

• before they are 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•� 

•� 

submitted to a vote, if and when they are approved. 
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Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislatuve 
September 8, 1971 

WHO SHALL NOT HOLD OFFICE ~ 
The Committee proposes the repeal of Section 5 of Article II, which reads as 

follows: 

Section 5. No person hereafter convicted of an embezzlement of public funds, 
shall hold any office in this State; nor shall any person. holding public money for 
disbursement, or otheTwise, have a seat in the General Assembly, until he shall have 
accounted for, and paid such money into the treasury. 

COMMENT: The portion of the section governing membership in the General Assembly by 

persons holding public money for disbursement had its origin in Art. I, Sec. 28 of the 

Constitution of 1802. The prohibition against the holding of any office by persons con

vic ted of embezzlement ~as adopted by the Convention of 1851. 

The provision f~lls within one category of constitutional restraint which impairs 

legislative authority and effectiveness--I.E. the inclusion of stat~tory material in 

the constituti~b. Presence in the Constitution of statutory material is undesirable •because of the rigidity it affixes to the public policy of a past period in history. 

The essential framework of state government must be provided in the Constitution, but 

details are better left to experience and legislation. Basic qualifications for •
officeholding, it is generally conceded, are appropriate for a constitution, but pro

visions other than age, residence or elector status have no place there. It is Within 

the province of the legislature to adopt statutory requirements in conformance with • 
changing times and mores and to adopt specific definition of the coverage intended. 

The inclusion of such statutory material in the fundamental law may, through judicial 

interpretation of its ter~s or simply its inclusion, operate to restrict legislative • 
competence to deal with qualifications for officeholding under unforeseen and unpre

dictable circumstances. 

• 
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•� Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee� to Study the Legislature 
September� 8, 1971 

•� 
RIGliT OF MEMBERS TO PRotEST� 

The Committee proposes repeal of Section 10 of Article II. The section reads 
as follows: 

Section 10. Any member of either House shall have the right to protest against 
any act, or resolution thereof; and such protest, and the reasons therefor, shall, 

• without alteration, cODlDitment, or delay, be entered upon the journal. 

COMMENT: This provision had its origin in the Constitution of 1802, in Art. I, Sec. 

10, thereof, providing: "Any two members of either house shall have liberty to dissent 

• from, and protest against, any act or resolution which they may think injurious to the 

public or any individual, and have the reasons for their dissent entered on the 

journals." No rationale for retention of the section appears in the Debates of the 

• Constitutional Convention of 1851, and the section has been the subject of very little 

reported litigation. The Ohio Court of Appeals in 1967 construed "any act lt to mean 

any act of that HOUle and not to any act of members thereof. Failure of the Senate 

•� Rules Committee to order printing of a proposed resolution was held not to be an act 

of the Senate within this section. Carney v, Brown,ll Ohio App. 2d 239 (1967). 

Most writers on the subject of legislative articles in modern constitutions 

• deplore the extent of regulation that 19th century constitutions place upon the pro

cess of legislating. A few requirements are almost unanimously accepted as desirable-

those haVing to do with qualifications for members, officers, vacancies, basic organ

• ization, quorum requirements, majority action, veto procedures, and provisions clearly 

authorizing each house to establish its own rules of procedure. but others have been 

subjected to a variety of criticism. In his early work Ernest Freund advised consti

• tution makers to impose constitutional procedural requirements only if they met the 

following tests: II (1) that they serve an object of vital importance; (2) that they 

un be complied with without unduly impeding business; (3) that they are not 8uscep· 

• tible of evasion by purely formal compliance or by false journal entries; (4) they 

do not raise difficult questions of construction; (5) that the fact of compliance or 

•� 
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noncompliance can be readily ascertained by an inspection of the journal." Ernest 

Freund, Standards of American Legislation, 1917, p. 154. 

Freund's advice, although written some years ago, is frequently reiterated in 

the literature of constitutional revision. Section 10 does not meet the requisite 

tests for imposing its procedural requirements in the fundamental law. Rules to 

facilitate the legislature in fulfilling its responsibilities, while protecting 

both members and the public from trickery and tactics, are best devised by the 

legislature itself, to meet its ever changing needs. 

•� 

•� 

• 
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• Con8t~tional Revision Commission 
Committee to-SbUdy the Legislature 
September 7, 1971 

Elimination from Article IV of Sections 15 and 22

• The Committee to Study the Legislature recommends the el~ination from Article 

LV of Sections 15 and 22, both calling for a two-thirds majority vote of the Gen

erai Assembly for purposes specified therein. Section 15 requires 8uch a vote for 

• 

• the passage of laws to change the number of judges or to establish court other than 

the Supreme Court and Courts of Common Pleas. Legislation proposing to increase the 

DUmber of judges of courts of appeals, probate courts, municipal courts, or county 

• 

courts requires only the concurreuce of a majority of all the members elected in 

each house. 1961 Ohio Atty. Gen. 2168. Section 15 is regarded by this Committee 

as an outmoded restriction, inconsistent with the power of the General Assembly to 

• 

adopt enactments affecting other courts and a legislative l~itation without cur

rent grounds, 

Section 22 was adopted in 1876 to provide for a Supreme Court Commission to 

• 

help dispose of the accumulated business of the Supreme Court. On only two occa

sions has Ohio had a supreme court commission - one appointed in 1876 for 3 years 

and one appointed in 1883 for 2 years. The section is obsolete because the problems 

• 

to which it was addressed no longer persist. 

The provision of Section 22 authorizing the General Assembly to provide by law 

for the appointment of a commission b~t limiting its term to two years and its 

• 

creation to no oftener than once in ten years is also regarded as outdated. The 

specific delegation of the power is superfluous, and the restriction is an unne

ces8ary restraint upon legislation power. 

• 
The recommendation tv ~liminate sections 15 and 22 has the endorsement of the 

Administrative Director of the Ohio Supreme Court. 
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~
 Constitutional Revision Commission 

Committee to Study the Legislature 
September 7, 1971 

ORGANIZATION OF EACH HOUSE 

Section 7. 
The mode of organizing tfte-He~8e-of-~eppe8eft,a~tVe8EACH HOUSE OF THE GENERAL 

ASSEMBLY, at the commencement of each regular session, shall be prescribed by law. 

COMMENT: The sole purpose of the amendment proposed is to add provision for 

organization of the Senate to the section which now is limited to organization of 

the House, as prescribed by law. The amendment is one of form not substance. 

Revised Code sections 101.01 et seq prescribe the mode of organizing the Senate. 

No apparent reason exists for singling out the House of Representatives in the 

section as it now stands. 

• 

• 

• 

• 
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• Constitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
September 7, 1971 

VACANCIES 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

•� 

Section 11 
A vacancy in the Senate. or a-~8e8ftey in the House of Representatives eee~~piftg 

8i~ep-May-'.-1ge8, for any cause including the failure of a member-elect to qualify 
for office, shall be filled by appeia~~eft~ ELECTION by the members of the Senate or 
the members of the House of Representatives, as the case may be, who are affiliated 
with the same political party as the person last elected by the electors to the seat 
which has become vacant. A vacancy occurring before or during the firet twenty 
montts of a Senatorial term shall be filled TEMPORARILY by ~emper8r~-appetB~meftts;
ELECTIOU as provided in this section, for only that portion of the tei:'rr. which will 
expire on the thirty-first day of December following the next gener~l election occur
ring in an even-numbered year after the vacancy occurs, at which electicn the seat 
shall be filled by the electors as provid€d by law for the remaining, lln~xpired por
tion of the term, the member-elect so chosen to take office on the first dey in Jan
uary, next following such election. No person shall be 81'peiaeee ELEC7ED to fill a 
vacn~cy in the Senate or House of Represeutatives, as the case may b?, unless he 
meets the qualifications set forth in this Constitution and the lm~s of this state for 
the seat in which the vacancy occurs. An appeift~mefte ELECTION to fill a vacancy 
shall be accomplished, notwithstanding the provisions of section 27, Article II of 
this Constitution, by the adoption of a resolution, while the Senate or the House of 
Representatives, as the case may be, is in session, with the taking of the yeas and 

nays of the members of the Senate or the House of Representatives, as the case may 
be, affiliated with the same political party as the person last elected to the seat 
in which the vacancy occurs. The adoption of such resolution shall req~ire the af
firmative vote of a '. ljority of the members e! ELECTED to the Senate or the House of 
Repres~ntatives, as the case may be, entitled to vote thereon. Suc~ v~te f.h~ll be 
spre~i upon the journal of the Senate or the House of Representati7~s, ae the case 
may be, and certified to the Secretary of State by the clerk the=eof. The Secretary 
of State shall, upon receipt of such certification, issue a certifi~.:tt'~ of &f)pei.Bt:l'ftel'l~

ELECTION to the person so appointed and upon presentation of such ce~tificate to the 
Senat,; or the House of Representatives, as the case may be, ~he person ':') 8tlP~fat:ee 

ELEC~ED shnll take the oath of office and become a member of the Ser.o:~e or the House 
of Representatives, as the case may be, for the term for which he wn~ ~~ e?F6iB~ee 
ELECTED. 

COI~~NT: Under the Ohio Constitution various majorities are nece£s~ry fer legislative 

action on specific matters. Most such provisions call for a specified vote of the 

members "elected" to each house. None takes into account the filling of vacancies 

by "a;)pointment," a term used in Section 11. The "appointment" there provided involves 

action of the members of the house affiliated with the same political party ag the per

son last elected to the va~ant seat. The substitution of "election" for 1I,~ppoiGtment" 

makes no substantive change in Section 11, calling for collective action by a vote, 

and does eliminate possible conflict between the section as it stand3 and eight other 

constitutional provis!ons. 

• 
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Conltitutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
September 8, 1971 

POWER OF ADJOURNMENT� 

Section 14. Neither HOUle shall, without the consent of the other, adjourn� 
for more than .... FIVE days, Sunday. excluded, nor to any other place than that 
in which the two Houses shall be in seesion. 

COMMENT: The prohibition against either house from adjourning for more than a 

certain number of days without consent of the other il a COlllllOn provision in 

Itate constitutions with ttme periods on adjournment varying. Three days is common. 

Such restrictions are apparently intended to preclude the leadership of either House 

from acting in an irresponsible manner with reference to adjournment. Expansion of 

the tlme period for which either house may not adjourn without consent was sug

gested by the Legislative Clerk of the House of Representatives to accord with the • 
practice of having the first formal session of the week on Tuesday. The change 

would eliminate the need for Monday Ifskeleton" sessions to satisfy the rule. In 

•supporting revision of the section and choosing a five day period the Committee 

a180 noted the pattern of Honday holidays. 

•� 

•� 

•� 

• 
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Constitutional Revision Commission� 
Committee to Study the Legislature� 
September 8, 1971� 

•� ANNUAL SESSIONS� 

Section 25. Ai~-re~~ar-eeeete~e-e~-~fte-Se~a~·A8eemely-&ftarl-~efteeTHE 
GENERAL ASSIDffiLY SHALL CONVENE EACH YEAR on the first Monday of Januaryr .."ieftftuU,. 
ifte..ftrst-eeset~ft,-ft~eer-tfti8·eefte~*e~eieftk·8ftaii-eemmeftee·eft-ehe·iiree·M~ft~ay·of 

JaftftarYr-efte·~h~8aBe-ei8h~-~ftdPee.aR8-iii"-!W8 OR ON THE SUCCEEDING DAY IF THE

• FIRST !1ONDAY OF lANUARY IS A LEGAL HOLIDAY. 

• 

COMMENT: One of the changes effected by state constitutional revision of the 19th 
century was the shift from annual to biennial sessions. By 1900 43 states, including 
Ohio, had abandoned annual sessions, most by constitutional directive. In recent 
years, however, strong opinion has developed in favor of more frequent sessions, and 
currently the pendulum is swinging in the direction of annual meetings. Over half 
the state legislatures convene annually. 

• 
This Committee agrees with a 1967 report of the Illinois Commission on the 

Organization of the General Assembly that for the foreseeable future legislative 
responsibilities will include all of the infinitely complex problems generated by 
our rapidly changing society: education, health care, human relations, urban decay, 
transportation, and a host of others. These problems do not arise and end biennially 
but are permanent problems, deserving sustained attention. Improving the State 
Legislature, A Report of the Illinois: Commission on the Organization of the General 
Assembly (1967), p. 4• 

• The inadequacy of biennial sessions has resulted in statutory provision 1n Ohio 
for annual meetings, enacted in 1967. However, most authorities feel that a consti· 
tutional provision for annual sessions strengthens the legislature and its ability 
to deal with problems as they arise. 

• Every seven years New Year's Day, a legal holiday, falls on the first Monday 

• 

'of January, the day set by the Constitution for the commencement of regular sessions. 
The proposed amendment of Section 25 meets this situation by providing for session 
commencement on the succeeding day when this occurs. The succeeding day rather 
than the second Monday was selected to maintain the difference between the commence
ment of legislative sessions and the commencement of term of the Governor and other 
members of the executive branch on the second Monday of January • 

• 

• 
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Constitutional Revision Commission 
eommittee to Study the Legislature 
September 7, 1971 

SPECIAL SESSIONS 

Section 25 
All regular sessions of the General Assembly shall commence on the first 

Monday of January, bt.eaaiall, OF EACH ODD-NUMBERED YEAR. ~e-ii~s~-8ese'ea;-~fteer

tftis-eoa~tittttteft;-Bh811-eommeaee-oft-the-rir~~-Moads,-ei-3aftasry;-ofte-taoussad 

et.!kt-huftdred-sftd-iUt:,-90. THE GOVERNOR OR THE PRESIDING OFFICERS OF THE GENERAL •ASSEMBLY MAY CONVENE THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY IN SPECIAL SESSION BY A PROCLAMATlqN AND 
SHALL STATE IN THE PROCLAMATION THE PURPOSE OF THE SESS ION. 

COMMENT:The only provision in the Ohio Constitution for the calling of a special 

session is Section 8 of Article III, empowering the Governor to convene the General • 
Assembly in special session and limiting the business to be transacted to that named 

in the call or subsequent gubernatorial proclamation. This Committee propose. an 

amendment to the Legislative Article permitting either the Governor or the presiding • 
officers of the General Assembly to convene a special session. 

In making such a change Ohio would join a growing number of states which have 

in recent years broadened the constitutional power to convene during interim perjods • 
to include the legislature. The legislature should have the authority through its 

leadership to call a session when a valid need is seen. Such a session would not 

be possible afte~ a sine die adjournment if the Governor refuses to cooperate for • 
political or judgmental reasons. The legislature should be available at all times. 

In its recent evaluation of the fifty state legislatures the Citizens Conference 

of State Legi$latures postulated that legislatures must be funct.:ional, accountable, • 
informed, independent and representative as necessary conditions of fulfilling their 

respons1bllities. On the criteria of independence Ohio received a rank of 40, 

•putting it among the bottom ten states in terms of the control of its legislature 

over its own activities and independence of the legislative branch from the execu-

tive branch of government. The C.C.S.L. Report points out: "At least 33 of the 50 

•state legislatures must be faulted on the question of independence because they 

lack the power to call a special sees ion. " 

10S2 • 
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This Committee concludes that the General Assembly should have the power to 

• meet in special session and to decide what subjects it will consider. This authority 

should be equal to that of the Governor. Appropriate amendment to Section 8 of Ar

ticle III will be necessary for this purpose. By stipulating that the calling of a

• special meeting be by "proclamation" the Committee favors encouraging specificity 

in the call without constitutionally restricting the subject matter to be transacted. 

• 

• 

• 

•� 

•� 

• 

• 
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~ltutLOft&l &w~11oIl ComaWiILOll 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
September 8, 1971 

PRESIDING OFFICERS J
Section 8. Each house, except as otherwise provided in this constitution, I 

shall choose its own offic~s, DiCWDING A PRESIDING OFFICER SELECTED)'ROM ITS 
MEMBERSHIP. WHO SHALL BE DESIGNATED IN THE SENATE AS PRES IDENT OF THE SENATE 
AND IN THE HOUSE AS SPEAKER OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, may detet'4iue its 
ova rules of proceeding, punish its members for disorderly conduct; expel a member t 
but not the second time for the same cause; and shall have all powers,\n,cessary J 
to provide for its safety and the undisturbed transaction of its business, and 
to obtain, through committees or otherwise, information affecting legisl_tive 
action under consideration or in contemplation, or with reference to auy alleged 
breach'of its privileges or misconduct of its members, and to that end to.nforce 
the attenelance and testimony of Witnesses, and the production of books andl papers. •
COMMENT: this Committee has recommended that Section 25 of Article II be ..ended 

80 that in addition, to the Governor, the presiding officers of the General Aisembly 

Ihould convene it in special session. The meaning of the term "presiding officers" • 
is not without some uncertainty. Section 8 of Article II gives to each house the 

authority to choose its own officers. However, Section 16 of Article III makes the 

Lieutenant Governor President of the Senate. The leadership of the Senate selects • 
the President Pro Tempore as a matter of course and not only "in the event of ab

ssace,. impeachment or exercise of the office of Governor," as prescribed by Article. 

III, Section 16. • 
The amendment to Section 25 is intended to give legislative power to convene 

and to place the power in the leadership of each house. Consequently, Section 8 

should be amended to provide for definition of the term "presiding officers." • 
This Committee further recommends to the Committee to Study the Executive 

Branch that the provision making the Lieut~ant Governor president of the senate 

and giving him a vote when the senate is equally divided not be retained. Section • 
16, Article III should be repeale4. A real legislative role for the lieutenant 

governor is viewed a8 detracting from legislative independence from the executive 

branch. The validity of a parallel between the United State t s vice-president' I • 
role with respect to the U. S. Senate and a state lieutenant governor with respect 

to the state senate is a subject that should be explored in collaboration with the 

CoaIIittee to Study the Executive Branch. 1084 • 
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Con~titutional Revision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
September 8, 1971 

• SIGNING OF BILLS 

Section 17. The presiding officer of each House shall signr-,~~~iel7·ift-'he 

pt'eeel\ee·o~-t!fte·Hotlee·o.,e1""whiel\-fte-p..el!ti~esr...,l\il:e-~e-eallle-ts"ia-seseiemr-sas 

ea,ah~e.ei-~paft8a.'itll·\tl.itlee8all bills and joint resolutions passed by the Gen
eral Assembly WHILE THE HOUSE OVER WHICH HE PRESIDES IS IN SESSION.

• COMMENT: The section as proposed eliminates the requirement that the signing of 

bills and resolutions be done publicly, in the presence of the House or Senate. 

As written it would require s~ply that presiding officers sign bills in session.

• 'l'he deletion of the phrase "and capable of transacting business" is to eliminate 

the necessity of signing of bills in formal session, as opposed to any t~ prior 

to adjournment. !.!B!:. lli.

• The act of signing bills is regarded as essentially administrative in nature 

and not one that need be witnessed. The restriction upon the signing of bills 

could impede presen ~tion of a bill to the governor for signature (required before

• a bill becomes law) and such a result could be significant 1f the effective date 

of the legislation is crucial. 

The requirement that bills be signed by the presiding officer of each house 

• i8 basic and fundamental, but the procedure for authentication is more properly a 

subject of statute. New constitutions require signing or certification of bills 

•� but do not stipulate by constitution that the act be done publicly.� 

• 

• 

• 
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Constitutional R~vision Commission 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
September 7, 1971 

QUALIF lCAT IONS (AGE AND RES IDENCE) 

Section 3. 
Senators and Representatives shall have resided in their respective districts 

efte-~ea~-aex~-~reeedift~~hei~-e~~e~iea ON THE DAY THAT THEY BECOME CANDIDATES FOR 
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, AS PROVIDED BY LAW, AND SHALL REMAm RESIDENTS DURING THEIR 
RESPECTIVE TERMS unless they eftall-have-~eea ARE absent on the public business of 
the United States or of this State. 

COMMENT: The Committee regards the requirement that a member of the General Assembly 

be one of his own constituents a reasonable one but favors removing the requirement of 

one year's prior residence for this purpose. Residence is a matter of intent, and 

if it is established when a person becomes a candidate, no reason exists in the 

Committee's view to impose the additional waiting period. Residence within the dis

trict is related to proper representation, and therefore maintenance of residence 

during term is more appropriate than residence prior to election. 

Residence requirements vary among the states, with one year's state residence a 

common one. Several newer constitutions do not specify a period of ttme for district 

reBidence, and leave this question to legislative discretion. Some state constitutions 

set a district residency requirement but make special provision for reapportionment 

by allowing residence in a district containing part of a new district for a specific 

period or setting district residences of a specific period, provided the district has 

been so long established. 

Under Article XV Section 4 legislators (as persons elected to any office in this 

state) must possess the qualifications of an elector - i.e. reside in the state six 

months and be 21 years of age. The Committee does not wish to place specific minimum 

age limits on eligibility for election to the General Assembly. Lowering of the age 

of an elector fTom 21 to 18 does not affect its position that no age restriction be 

inserted and that 18 year aIds be permitted to seek office if they are permitted to 

vote, if that interpretation is given to the federal constitutional amendment as 

applied in Ohio. 
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Committee to Study the Legislature 
September 7, 1971 

ELIGIBILITY (COMPATIBILITY)� 

• Article II, Section 4, determining "eligibility" to the General Assembly, pro�
vides as follows: 

•� 
Section 4. No person holding office under the authority of the United States,� 

or any lucrative office under the authority of this State, shall be eligible to,� 
or have a seat in the General Assembly, but this provision shall not extend to� 
township officers, justices of the peace, notaries public, or officers of the militia. 

The following revision is proposed: 

SECTION 4. NO MEMBER OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY SHALL, DURING THE TERM FOR WHICH

• HE IS ELECTED. HOLD ANY. PU BL IC OFF ICE UNDER THE UN ITED STATES OR TH IS STATE OR A 
POLITICAL SUBDIVISION THEREOF. 

• 
COMMENT: Section 4 of Article II has been the subject of many Ohio Attorney General 
Opinions and several reported court cases dealing with the question of compatibility 
of dual public positions. The number and variety of questions of interpretation that 
have been raised indicate a need for clarifying the language of this provision. 
Basically three questi0ns have arisen under present Section 4: (1) whether the situa
tion involves "holding office under the authority of the United States; (2) whether 
the position in question constitutes an "office" under authority of the Uni~d Stctl:es 

• 
or this State; and (3) whether the office held under authority of this State, if so 
determined, is a "Lucrative"one. 

• 

The new!.section proposed would eliminate the ambiguous phrases pertailHng to 
office "under the authority of" the United States or State and thus significantly 
reduce the need for interpretation of the section to determine its appoication to 
specific cases. Public employment would not be constitutional disqualification for 
membership in the General Assembly. Compensation attaching to office would not be 
a criterion. 

Prohibiting basic conflict between public offices is appropriate for the Con
stitution. Specific factors haVing to do with disqualification for membership are 

• 
• more appropriately left to statute. ~wreover, the reference to justices of the 

peace should be removed as obsolete, the office having been abolished. 

• 

• 

• 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission� 
Committee to Study the Legislature 'I ". 'Iq"!'"�_' " I
October 6, 1971 

Summary of Publie Testimony 

The Committee to Study the Legislature held a hearing at 1:30 p.m. on October 
6, 1971, in Room 11 of the House of Representatives in the State House, for the 
purpose of receiving public testimony on a series of recommendatipns presented 
in a partial committee report on September 16, 1971, pursuant to Commission rule 
E-4. The committee report will be formally presented to the Commission for action 
by the Commission on October 19. 

The following members of the Commission were present at the public hearing: 
Senator Taft, Representatives Thorpe, Russo, Hhite and Fry, Mrs. Orfirer , and Messrs. 
Carter, Cunningham, Skipton (chairman of the Legislative Study Committee), Montgomery, 
Schroeder, Ostrum, and Carson. 

Commission chairman Carter opened the meeting, stating that its purpose was to 
receive testimony from any persons present, and to offer commission members present 
an opportunity to question those who offered testimony and to discuss the committee 
proposals. The Chairman then asked Mr. John Skipton to preside. Mr. Skipton stated 
that the purpose of the meeting was to receive public testimony on recommendations 
of the Legislative Committee which were distributed at the September 16 meeting of 
the Commission, have been made available to the public since that time, and copies 
of which were available in the hearing room. He stated that the report under con
sideration is not the complete report of the Legislative Study Committee, but that 
the hearing is for the purpose of receiving testimony only on those matters contained 
in this report. He further stated that, after the Commission considers the Committee 
recommendations on October 19, those proposals adopted by the Commission will be pre
sented to the General Assembly for action pursuant to procedures followed for any 
proposed constitutional amendment. 

The first person to testify was Mrs. Richard Brownell, on behalf of the League 
of Women Voters. Mrs. Brownell's statement is attached hereto. 

In connection with the proposal for annual sessions, Mrs. Brownell raised a 
question about the starting date of the session, which, at the present time under 
the annual session provision in section 101.01 of the Revised Code, can be as late 
as March 15 in the second year. With respect to the provision allowing the presiding 
officers of the House and Senate to call a special session, Mrs. Brownell questioned 
whether the language was clear enough to require the concurrence of both presiding 
officers for this purpose, and she also noted that the two proposals respecting sec
tion 25 (annual sessions and special sessions) need reconciliation. 

Mr. Skipton asked if there were questions of Mrs. Brownell. Dr. Cunningham 
asked whether ~~s. Brownell or the League had a position on age eligibility for 
members of the General Assembly since the lowering of the voting age may make 18
year-old persons eligible in Ohio. Mrs. Brownell stated that the League had no 
position on this question and that her personal opinion is that any person eligible 
to vote should also be eligible to hold office. 

Representative Russo questioned the effect of the annual session language, and 
whether this means that each year is anew session for the purpose of introduction 
of bills, or whether the General Assembly, at the end of the first year, would con
tinue the practice of only holding over specific bills for consideration in the 
second. yeA1: ~ M1:s. Brownell stated that the League has no position on this question, 
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and, in response to a question from Mr. White, that the League has no position on 
the question of lUniting the number of days in a legislative session. Mrs. Brownell 
stated that the League's position is that there should be assurance that the General 
Assembly will meet every year, so that it can deal with current problems as they 
arise, and that the requirement for meeting annually should be in the Constitution. 

Mr. Skipton pointed out that the annual session provision requires the General 
Assembly to convene each year, and this will have to be combined with the provision 
for special sessions, which states that the "regular" session of the General Assembly 
begins at a particular time, and that there is a possibility of making the General 
Assembly a continuing body for a two-year periooa 

Mr. Skipton asked whether there was anyone else present with a statement or 
who wished to testify on the committee proposals. He then stated that the commit
tee would receive questions or proposals for further consideration and diseussion'~ 

Mrs. Molly Hood, a member of the Constitution Study committee of the Columbus 
League of Women Voters, pointed out an error in the committee report, in section 11 
of Article II (vacancies). In the fifth line from the end of the section as it 
appears in the committee rport, the word "appointed" should be stricken and the word 
"ELECTED" inserted in order to maintain consistency with the purpose of the proposed 
amendment. Mr. Skipton agreed that this was an error and would be corrected. Mrs. 
Hood also pointed out, in conjunction with the proposal to add to section 8 of Ar
ticle II a provision that the presiding officer of the Senate should be designated 
the "president" of the Senate and chosen from among the Senate membership, that the 
traditional term for the presiding officer of the Senate was "speaker" before the 
change in the Constitution which added the Lieutenant Governor as an elective state 
officer and designated him as the presiding officer of the Senate. The speaker of 
the Senate was the most important elective office after the governor. Mrs. Hood 
asked that the committee consider using the traditional term "speaker" instead of 
"president" of the Senate, and Mr. Skipton accepted her recommendation for commit
tee consideration. 

Lt. Governor John Brown offered comments on several items in the committee 
report. With respect to the proposal to repeal section 10 of Article II (right to 
protest) he pointed out the lack of anything in Ohio like the Congressional Record, 
in which any member of Congress may have recorded any item or matter he wishes; in 
Ohio the right to have a protest entered in the Journal is a very limited right. 
He believes this right to protest should be preserved in the Constitution, especially 

as it is now limited to a formal enactment or resolution of the House or Senate, 
and a member of the General Assembly has no other official way to bring before the 
public a matter he believes to be wrong or with which he strongly disagrees. Mr. 
Skipton asked whether the right should be limited in some way, such as requiring 
the concurrence of two members or limiting the amount of material that could be in
serted in the Journal, but the Lt. Governor stated that he felt it was already 
sufficiently limited by the court decision. He feels the right should be in the 
Constitution, since legislative rules are subject to change, and may differ between 
the two houses. Mr. Thorpe pointed out that the right to protest is seldom used 
in the House. 

The Lt. Governor proposed, for committee consideration, limiting the subject 
matter in the second year of the General Assembly if annual sessions are required 
by the Constitutionl He proposed that the second year session be limited to fiscal 
matters, matters proposed by the Governor, and matters agreed to by 2/3 of the members. 
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Otherwise, in his opinion, much legislation will be reintroduced in the second year 
that has already been considered in the first year. He feels that if 2/3 of the 
members agree to the introduction of the matte;, it is of sufficient importance 
that it should be considered, or if it is included in a message from the Governor. 
Budgetary matters, he feels, should be considered on an annual basis. 

the Lt. Governor and several committee members discussed the effect of a sine 
die adjournment on pending legislative business and the carryover of bills from one 
year to the next. He stated that his proposal to require 2/3 approval for intro
duction of bills in the second year applied to new legislation, not carryovers. 
~~. White pointed out that requiring 2/3 for introduction of new bills might shut 
out controversial legislation but legislation which was, nevertheless, important 
for the General Assembly to consider. Mr. Fry pointed out that the legislature 
would still have the prerogative to carryover bills considered important from the 
first year to the second. Mr. Carter asked whether the Lt. Governor considered it 
important to include these items--restricting the subject matter of the second 
year--in the constitution. The Lt. Governor replied that, because of the change
ability of the rules, he thought theae matters should be included in the Constitution. 
Mrs. Orfirer questioned whether the suggested restrictions did not impair rights 
and should not, therefore, be excluded from the Constitution, and whether the 2/3 
agreement necessary would not keep out consideration of important new matters 
which the General Assembly should consider in the second year. Mr. Russo again 
stated he thought the second year might be construed as a completely new session, 
and that legislation from the first year could not be carried over. 

Mr. White said that he felt there was implied in the annual sessions proposal 
that the job of being a legislator is now a full-time job, and that professional 
legislators would result. 

there was further discussion about whether the annual session proposal would 
require a sine die adjournment at the end of the first year and entirely new begin
ning the second year, or whether the present system of considering that a "session" 
of one General Assembly is the term of representatives--two years. Mr. Skipton 
stated that the committee wanted to leave the provisions open so that the legislature 
had leeway to interpret them itself. 

With respect to the special session provision, the Lt. Governor pointed out 
that there were practical problems involved if the intention was to require both 
presiding officers to concur in the special session call, since they might be of 
different parties or different opinions about the need for the session. Mr. Skipton 
replied that the committee recognizes these problems, but did intend that both pre
siding officers concur in the special session call. 

the Lt. Governor then turned his attention to the proposal to have the presiding 
officer of the Senate chosen by the members from among their membership. He is op
posed to' this proposal. He reviewed the position of the Lt. Governor in other states, 
pointing out that most states designate the Lt. Governor as the Senate presiding 
officers and that several states have recently changed from having the secretary 
of state succeed to the governorship in the event of vacancy to having the Lt. 
Governor, also the president of the Senate, succeed. He mentioned the work of 
the National Conference of Lieutenant Governors in elevating the office of Lt. 
Governor. He reviewed the various functions assigned to the Lt. Governor in various 
states, pointing out the great variety in the types of functions performed other 
than as the presiding officer of the senate. He feels that the office of Lt. Governor 
should be enhanced, and that removing the function of presiding over the senate 
would be to the contrary. 
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Mr. Skipton stated that the committee was not trying to down grade the position 
of Lt. Governor. 

Mr. White asked whether the Lt. Governor felt that there was merit in the idea 
that the Governor and Lt. Governor be elected as a team. Mr. Brown said that he 
was in favor of this idea and, further, that he favored preprimary selection of the 
Governor and Lt. Governor as a team by having them file joint candidacy petitions. 

Mr. Carter stated that there was no effort to downgrade the position of Lt. 
Governor but that this proposal was based solely on the idea that it may not be 
appropriate to have a separately-elected official preside over the senate. Mr. 
Skipton stated that this proposal arises from the concern over the nature of the 
office of Lt. Governor, who succeeds to the Governorship, and who should be given 
additional administrative and executive responsibilities to prepare him for that 
position, as well as the concern of maintaining the independence of the legislative 
from the executive branch, especially should a vacancy occur in the office of Governor. 

Mr. Fry pointed out that, in Oklahoma, the Lt. Governor was recently named head 
of Development and Mr. Brown pointed out the great variety of jobs which have been 
given to the Lt. Governor in other states. 

Mr. Carter stated he felt that the Lt. Governor was asserting that his office 
should be a more effective one in state government, and perhaps increased effective
ness could be achieved in the executive branch only if the Lt. Governor's time were 
not consumed with the legislature. Mr. Brown stated that the duties were not too 
heavy, and that he felt the Lt. Governor made an effective presiding officer because 
he did not represent a district, but was elected by all the people. He feels the 
Lt. Governor could be of great assistance to the Governor in conducting state matters 
if the two have agreed to run as a team and so filed for the primary. 

With respect to the prOVision for signing bills, the Lt. Governor stated that 
he felt a majority of the members of the Senate must be present for the signature 
under present provision, and he is in favor of changing that provision. He ques
tioned whether the proposed language is clear enough that "session" would not be 
interpreted to include the language being deleted "capable of doing business" so 
that the situation which presently exists would continue. Mr. Skipton pointed out 
that this, again, is a problem of the definition of the word "session" which has 
two meanings--anytime before sine die adjournment, or the daily assembly of the body. 

Mr. Thorpe asked why bills have to be signed at all. He suggests removing that 
requirement altogether. 

Mr. Brown proceeded to several other matters, not part of the committee report. 
He suggests consideration of section 16 of Article II, pointing out the necessity 
of the motion to dispense with the complete reading of a bill. He suggests requiring 
reading by title only. Mr. Thorpe noted that the motion to dispense with the reading 
is made only on second reading anyway, and that the Supreme Court has ruled that this 
provision is not mandatory. 

The Lt. Governor urged consideration of section 31 of Art. II, dealing with 
legislative compensation. 

Mr. Skipton read a statement prepared by Sam J. McAdow of the Senate Clerk's 
office for Senator Taft. Mr. Taft was absent. The statment urges elimination of 
certain provisions in section 16 of Art. II (three readings on separate days, one 
subject and repeal of amended sections) and insertion of reading "by title only" 
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rather than reading the entire bill. The statement indicated concurrence with the 
change in section 17 (eliminating the signing of the bills in the presence of the 
house) and pointed out, as noted before, the dual meaning of the word "session." 
The statement further noted the new provisions requiring that a legislator remain 

a resident of his district during his term, and pointed out that this would cause 
a hardship in the case of reapportionment since he could not remain a resident of 
his district if he had to move into another district because his original district 
was changed. Further, the statement noted that the day a person becomes a candi
date is open to varying interpretations. 

Mr. White noted that the provision requiring that a bill have only one subject 
prevents the attachment of riders to bills in Ohio, as happens in Congress. 

Mr. Skipton noted that part of the reason for the committee's proposals re
garding legislator residence was because reapportionment will make it difficult 
for a member to have been a resident of his district for one year prior to elec
tion in a reapportionment year. He further stated that the proposal to require 
residency on the day a person becomes a candidate was intended to be as broad as 
possible, so that as conditions change or as election laws change, the Constitution 
will not have to be changed. 

The chairman invited other comments. Mr. Carter referred to Art. II, Sec. 4, 
dealing with compatibility of public offices. He suggested that the phrase "except 
as expressly provided by law" be added to the end of the proposed section in order 
to give the General Assembly flexibility to define the types of public office which 
are inappropriate for a member of the General Assembly to hold. 

Mr. Skipton noted that there was additional research on the question of com
patibility, and the committee would possibly wish to consider this section further. 
Mr. Carter noted that there are two sides to this question, whether the General 
Assembly should be given the power to determine incompatible offices since they 
are ultimately responsible for this decision to the voters, or whether this is a 
matter which should be strictly regulated by the Constitution. 

Mr. Russo noted the proposal to remove section 5 and expressed his opinion 
that its removal might enable the General Assembly to enact even more restrictive 
measures for eligibility for the General Assembly than this section. He believes 
that, presently, the General Assembly cannot enact more restrictive requirements 
for eligibility than provided in the Constitution. Several others noted that this 
is subject to other interpretations. Mr. White stated that it was possible the 
legislative body might establish other qualifications. It was noted that the Con
stitution presently permits the General Assembly to deny the franchise to certain 
types of people, and that you must be an elector to qualify for public office. 
Mrs. Orfirer questioned whether the omission of an item from the Constitution denies 
the legislature the power to enact. Considerable discussion ensued. 

Mr. Skipton asked for further comments, section by section. There being no 
further comments, the meeting was adjourned. 



League of Women Voters of Ohio 
65 S. Fourth St. Columbus. Ohio 43215 

STATEMENT TO THE COMMITTEE TO STUDY THE LEGISLATURE 
OF THE OHIO CONSTITUTIONAL REVISION COMMISSION 

Regarding Committee Recommendations 
by Mrs. Richard M. Brownell. Chairman 

LWV� Constitution Committee 
on October 6. 1971 

The League of Women Voters of Ohio believes a state constitution should provide 
for a structure of government responsive to the needs of the people of Ohio. In 
order to achieve this a constitution should be flexible and concerned with funda
mental principles. It should be clearly written, logically organized and consistent. 

Members in all 74 local Leagues studied the Legislative Provisions of the 
Ohio Constitution in 1969~70. At that time our members agreed that the Legislative 
Article should provide that the General Assembly meet annually and that the provi
sions dealing with its organization and power should be broadly stated. Under 
those broad principles the League supports the following recommendations of the 
Committee to Study the Legislature: 1) The repeal of Section 5 of Article II and 
the repeal of Sections 15 and 22 of Article IV. 2) The proposed changes to Section 
7, 11, 14, and 17 of Article II and one of the proposed changes to Section 25 dealing 
with annual sessions. We have no position for or against the other proposed changes. 

The League of Women Voters of Ohio agrees that Section 25 of Article II should 
read: "The General Assembly shall convene each year •••" Although in 1968 the 
Legislature passed a bill which included a provision for the legislature to meet 
annually, the League feels it would be more consistent to change Section 25 to state 
that the General Assembly meet each year. This provision would strengthen the power 
of the Legislature and also insure its ability to deal with problems as they arise. 

The League agrees that Section 5 of Article II should be repealed. This pro
vision deaswith a specific prohibition of who shall hold office, which is not 
necessary to the constitution. It could be adequately handled by statutory law or 
by a rule of the legislature. 

Sections 15 and 22.of Article IV are both outmoded provisions which no longer 
need to be in the constitution. A constitution should be brought up to date and 
remain flexible for changing times. Detailed and short term items are better left 
to statutory law. 

The League questions the repeal of Section 10 of Article II. This section 
provides for the right of members to protest and to have this protest entered in 
the Journal. It does not seem to be a completely procedural matter, but rather 
a protection of the minority party or a minority group within the legislature. 
This provision gives them a chance to make public in the Journal their objections 
to some action taken in the General Assembly. This provision was most recently 
used in late Mayor early June of this year during the budget vote in the House. 
The wording of the amendments:"6ffered by the Democrats was not included in the 
Journal of May 28. The following week the Democrats, under this right to protest, 
had recorded in the Journal their proposed amendments. This sort of procedural 
matter would most likely be written in the rules of the legislature and the rules 
are written by the majority party. Therefore, it might be necessary to keep Section 
10 of Article II to guarantee the rights of the minority party to protest. 
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The recommendations by the Legislative Committee to change the wording in 
Sections 7, 11, and 14 of Article II to bring them in line with current practice 
and to make the constitution more consistent conform with the League criteria of 
a good constitution. A constitution should be clearly written, kept up to date, 
logically organized, and consistent. Section 7 recognizes the fact that each 
house of the General Assembly should organize itself. These details should be in 
the statutes or in the rules of the Senate and the House and not in the constitu
tion. Section 11 changes the word 'appointed' to 'elected' to make this section 
consistent with other sections of the constitution which state 'electe~members of 
the General Assembly. Section 14 increases the length of time either house may 
adjourn without the consent of the other house from two to five days, which is 
more consistent with current practice. 

The suggested change in Section 17 of Article II falls into a similar position 
of bringing a provision up to date and more consistent with current practice. Sign
ing of bills is more properly a matter for statute or rules of the legislature and 
this amendment adds desired flexibility and allows for the possibility of change 
in procedure as the legislative business becomes more computerized. 

The League does ROt have any stand for or against the other proposals of the 
Legislative Committee. We would point out that both the proposal to allow the 
presiding officers to call a special session and the proposal to allow both the 
House of Representatives and the Senate to choose their presiding officers in 
effect strengthen the power of the legislature. This may very well be what the 
people of Ohio want in the future. The League believes it is important that both 
the executive and legislative branches of government be responsive to the needs 
of the people of Ohio. We hope that any changes in the balance of power between 
these two branches of government will continue to provide the kind of effective 
government Ohio needs. 

The final proposed changes deal with eligibility and qualification for members 
of the General Assembly. The League again has no position for or against these 
proposals. We would only urge that any proposals for change in this or other areas 
of the constitution be carefully considered to allow for maximum flexibility for 
the provision to be applicable not only for today but for the future as well. 

The League of \olomen Voters is impressed by the dedication of a number of the 
Commission members to the time-consuming work of constitutional revision. Care
fully considered recommendations for constitutional revision can be of tremendous 
benefit in easing many of the governmental problems of the state of Ohio. We com
mend the Legislative Study Committee of the Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
for moving ahead l"1ith this important task. 
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•� Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission 
Legislative-Executive Study Committee 
November 15, 1971 

Summary of Meeting November 10, 1971 

The Legislative-Executive Study Committee met on November 10, 1971 in the Com
mission offices. Present were Chairman Skipton, and Messrs. Taft and Montgomery. 

Chairman Skipton opened the meeting by announcing that its primary purpose was 
to reconsider matters referred back to the committee by the Commission at its meeting 
of October 19, 1971, restudied and revised, some with major revamping, with a view 
to resubmission to the Commission on November 18, 1971. 

The following is a summary of the items considered and the discussion of each 
at that meeting. 

1.� Proposal for Annual Sessions and Special Sessions 

The proposal to amend Art. II, Sec. 25, providing for annual sessions and au
thori~ing the convening of special sessions by presiding officers of each house, 
was reconsidered by the Committee, in the same form as submitted to the Commission. 
The annual sessions portion was favored by all but one member of the full Commission 

.. present at its meeting of October 19, 1971. Consideration of the special session 
provisions had raised two questions to which the committee gave its attention: (1) 
whether a percentage of the membership of each house should request the call for a 
special session, as four members had favored at the Commission meeting; and (2) the 
matter of assuring that if presiding officers are to be given such authority, that 
they should be elected from the membership of both houses. Section 25 was re-referred 
for the specific purpose of making certain that the presiding officer of the Senate 
for this purpose would be elected, and staff indicated that this matter is taken 
care of in a package amendment, governing the election and duties of the Lieutenant 
Governor. 

The committee members expressed themselves as still in favor of having presiding 
officers make the special session determination and call and asked that the position 
developed at the public hearing in favor of this alternative be added to the Commentary 
for resubmission. 

2.� Lieutenant Governor: election; substitution of executive for 
legislative duties 

Chairman Skipton explained that the composite revision of sections in Articles 
II, III, and V is to provide for team election of Governor and Lieutenant Governor 
and to set out the duties of Lieutenant Governor, in addition to providing that the 
President of the Senate be elected from its membership. In other words, the original 
provision, amending only Art. II, Sec. 8 has been greatly expanded. 

, 
In the discussion of Article II amendments, Mr. Montgomery pointed out that 

Section 8 is cumbersome and could be improved by a division of its provisions into 
separate paragraphs. Question was raised as to whether the provision of Art. III, 
Sec. 16 that the Lieutenant Governor perform duties delegated by the governor and 
prescribed by law would require that exercise of duties and powers would require the 
appropriate authorization of both branches of government. Staff indicated that this 
is an "and/or" situation. ~ can be used in a cumulative sense and its use does 
not necessarily mean that both conditions be met. As proposed, the section means 
that the Legislature or the Governor can prescribe duties, according to the interpre
tation of staff. Chairman Skipton agreed that courts would normally construe "and" 
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to mean "and/or" in such usage. 

Dissatisfaction was expressed over the term "delegated" to describe those 
duties of the Lieut.enant Governor emanating from the Governor. Chairman Skipton 
suggested "ass~gned" as a more appropriate term, and the committee agreed. The com
mittee also ag;eed on a proposal by Mrs. Hunter to re-write the ~ew matter of Art. 
III, Sec. 16, for clarity, to read as follows: 

I 

"PERFORM SUCH DUTIES IN THE EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT AS ARE ASSIGNED TO HIM BY THE 
GOVERNOR AND EXERCISE SUCH. POWERS AS ARE PRESCRIBED BY LAW." 

Next the original revision of Art. II, Sec. 8 was discussed, Mr. Montgomery 
noting that the sentence was awkward and could be divided because of the differing 
subject matter of the two clauses. In the ensuing discussion it was pointed out 
that the section contaaned mandatory and permissive provisions, and that the two 
could be separated. As originally proposed Section 8 contained one clause requiring 
each house to choose its own officers and another giving it all powers necessary for 
stated purposes. Other sections in Article II detail powers of the General Assembly, 
said Mr. Skipton, and some rearrangement would be logical. It was finally decided 
that Section 6 (subject matter of which is powers of each house, including power to 
compel attendance of absent members) is the logical place to put power to punish 
members for disorderly conduct, now a part of Section 8. Moreover, Section 7, having 
to do with the organization of each house, is a better place for inclusion of the 
provision governing choice of officers. Staff was instructed to make this division 
for cohesion and coherence and to provide the Commission with a clearer choice of 
alternatives. 

3.� Constitutional Procedural Requirements for Passage of Legislation-
A Consolidation of Secticns 15, 16, 17, and 18 of Article II. 

Chairman Skipton described the consolidation of provisions submitted under the 
above title a "radical revision of Section 16." He pointed out that it represents 
an effort to put in one section of the Constitution all procedural requirements for 
passage of a bill. These include requirement for majority concurrence, the style 
of laws in Ohio, multiple "readingE" of a bill and all steps leading up to presenta
tion of an enactment to the Govern~ for his consideration. 

Mrs. Hunter told the Committee that the package lacked a section dealing with 
passage over veto, which had been rtmoved from present Section 16 and not yet incor
porated into another section. Some discussion followed as to whether the procedure 
for consideration over veto should be changed. 

Mrs. Hunter asked whether or not there should be prov~s~on for the Legislature 
to convene to consider vetoes made a:ter adjournment--i.e. whether special veto 
sessions should be provided for. Chairman Skipton responded that the adjournment 
resolution currently provides for recess for the purpose of considering vetoes. It 
was agreed that the problem of veto after adjournment was insignificant. Mr. Skipton 
noted that only if measures were passed on December 31, then vetoed early in January 
would the question arise under present provisions because the General Assembly re
cesses until after opportunity to veto has passed. Mrs. Eriksson pointed out that 
even in the event of an adjournment sine die, the General Assembly could convene 
in special session if necessary under the proposed amendment to Art. II, Sec. 25. 
It was agreed that no special provision is necessary. 
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Whether the 3/5 majority necessary to repass should be changed was the next 
matter to be con$idered. Comment pointed out the reluctance of the committee to 
raise special majorities. An increase (e.g. to 2/3 majority) could create problems in a 
state as evenly divided as Ohio. 

A third topic discussed on the question of passage over veto was whether the 
Governor should have power to reduce items in addition to the pO~7er to make item 
vetoes. Committee members agreed that if the Governor is to be given additional con
trol over the spending of public moneys, such control should be related to the 
budgetary process--over spending--and not over the appropriation process. Item re
duction was rejected. 

Mrs. Hunter then explained the derivation of each paragraph of the consolidated 
procedure section. She noted that another gap in the package before the Committee 
was the revision of Section 9, requiring the keeping of journals, from which was taken 
the requirement for at least a majority concurrence in the passage of bills. The 
latter portion of Section 9 is a logical part of the new section, and Section 9 should 
be amended to show that the passage portion has been deleted for the purpose of in
corporation here. She indicated that the revised Section 9 would be ready for sub
mission to the Commission for its meeting on November 18, 1971. 

The committee discussed the proposal of paragraph (C) in the procedural section 
that bill reading be replaced by a provision for "consideration" of a bill on three 
different days. The committee agreed that provision for "reading" of a bill, even 
by title is archaic. The section as proposed would still carry the protection that 
three days must elapse between introduction and passage. 

Chairman Skipton pointed out that a radical departure from present practices 
is the requirement that the bill and amendments be distributed to all members prior 
to passage. Question was raised as to whether this would apply to so-called "clerks' 
amendments"--generally regarded as nonsubstantive in nature. The committee agreed 
that it would apply to such amendments, even changes in punctuation, offered for the 
purpose of compliance with the rules of code revision. Mr. Montgomery expressed the 
consensus of the committee on this point when he stated that reproduction of bills 
and amendments is no longer a problem and that every member should know exactly what 
he is voting upon. Question was raised about the practice in New York of requiring 
that copies of the bill in final form be available three days before passage. Mrs. 
Hunter pointed out that the constitutional provision in New York specifically pro
hibits floor amendments. The Model State Constitution adopts the three day availa
bility provision but is silent as to floor-amendments. Because of the tradition of 
floor amendments in this state, the Committee members did not favor adopting the 
three day rule. It was assumed that if such a proposal were adopted, there would 
have to be provision for recommitting bills to committee. 

Paragraph (D) contains the prohibition against bills containing more than 
one subject and the additional provision that "no law shall be revived or amended 
unless the new act contains the entixe act revived, or the section or sections amended, 
and the section or sections amended shall be repealed." Considerable discussion ensued 
on the meaning of the quoted provision which was removed without change from present 
Art. II, Sec. 16. Mrs. Eriksson explained that its purpose is to prevent the passing 
of an act by referring to a prior act that has either been repealed or has been de
clared unconstitutional Passage of acts "by reference" is the evil at which this pro
vision is apparently aimed, she explained. Mr. Skipton added that it prohibits 



revitalizing a lapsed appropriation. If authority to make expenditures i8 to be re
instituted, it mu$t be spelled out again and not by reference to an earlier appxopria
tiona 

As a sideline to this issue Mrs. Eriksson stated that there has been some 
interest in allowing introduction of the "short form bill." Hol-1eVer, even if such 
a procedure were favored, she added, a bill could be introduced in incomplete bill 
form, but it would still come out of committee in a form meeting constitutional re
quirements. The present section would probably not prevent such a practice. The 
committee declined to take a position on the practice and favored retaining the 
present requirements. Mr. Skipton pointed out that computer written bills have el~
inated much of the irritation that the present provision causes. 

The quoted portion of Paragraph (D) uses the terms "act" and "law" and ques
tion was raised as to whether the terminology is consistent. Mr. Taft asked, "Does 
this really mean 'No act shall be revived and no law amended unless the new act con
tains the entire act revived or the section or sections of the law amended?'" Mrs. 
Eriksson questioned whether if by changing the provision to read that an !£! cannot 
be revived, the prohibition would continue to apply to the carrying forward of a 
particular appropriation item, prior to the lapsing of the appropriation act. She 
reiterated that the importance of the present language (unchanged in the proposal) 
is that it prevents incorporating by reference, a practice that keeps the reader of 
the act from knowing what the law contains. 

Mr. Taft asked about the meaning of "section or sections" being amended and 
specifically whether this refers to Revised Code sections only. Replying that the 
provision is not so limited, Mrs. Eriksson stated that the Legislative Service Com
mission has advised that in amendment to an app~opriation act the entire secti?n 
must be repeated. The same rule applies to many special acts--i.e. acts without 
Revised Code sectional designations. Pursuing this same line of questioning, Mr. 
Taft asked why if Section 1 of an act is the enacting section for 10 Revised Code 
sections, one of which is changed a year later, Section I of the original act does 
not have to be repeated. Vhy, in other words, can the change be made by including 
only the one Revised Code section and not the section of the original act. In such 
a case, Mrs. Eriksson explained, the entire act is not being amended, only the !!!, 
which happens to be a Revised Code section. Thus, the entire section of any Revised 
Code section being amended must be repeated in full. The prohibition against the 
revival of laws has been applied so as to prevent enactments by reference. The re
vival portion of the section applies to appropriations as well as to cases where a 
law has been declared unconstitutional. she continued, and if the legislature wants 
to correct the unconstitutionality. it must do so by enacting the whole law over 
again. Moreover, an act that is a special act is law just as much a law as an act 
that contaimRevised Code sections. It is for this reason that the prohibition on 
revival and amendment is written in terms of "no law." 

The committee concluded discussion on this matter by deciding to leave the 
provision as is because apparently there have been no problems with its interpreta
tion and it would be difficult to make the prohibition any clearer than it is at 
present. Similar sections from the constitutions of other states, including con
stitutions recently revised were examined; a style amendment was adopted by substi
tuting 2 sentences for the compound sentence in (D). 

Another matter discussed by the committee was a point raised by Jefferson B. 
Fordham in an article from the May 22, 1950 Ohio Bar Association Report--that Section 
lc of Article II does not appear to have been clearly coordinated with the legislative 
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procedure provisions of Section 16 of that article. Section 16 qeciar~::; thai: a bill 
becomes law wh~n signed by the governor. Section Ie makes most bills take effect 
at the expiration of 90 days after filing in the office of the Secretary of State, 
and subject to further delay should a referendum petition be fil~d. It is silent 
as to effective date of a measure enacted over veto. 

Mrs. Eriksson suggested that the language in l(c) should be reconsidered, 
but added that this is a part of the subject of initiative and referendum, to be 
considered at a later date, along with other proposals affecting emergency measures. 
There was general discussion about the meaning of the provision in present Section 
16 that a bill becomes "law" when it does not take effect for 90 days or longer 
under Section l(c). Mr. Taft commented that this tags the point at which action 
of the legislature comes to an end but asked what is meant by saying that something 
is law if it is not yet in effect. Mr. Skipton was troubled by the fact that a 
reading of Section 16 by an ordinary citizen would lead h~ to believe that it is 
at this point that a "law" must be··complied with. He stated that a constitution, 
being a citizens document, should be easily understood. If one has to look else
where for the "operative" effect of legislation, it becomes complicated. 

Mr. Taft asked when an emergency bill becomes effective-·when signed by the 
Governor or when filed with the Secretary of State. Mrs. Eriksson responded that 
such a bill apparently goes into effect when filed, simply because he puts an effec
tive date on it. As a legal matter the answer is uncertain; the question can only 
be answered from the standpoint of what happens in practice. 

Mr. Skipton pointed out that the effective date of a measure is subject to 
two delays--the 90 day provision and referendum. He would like some cross refer
ence from Section 16 to sections l(c) and led). 

A conflict was acknowledged between the provision in Section 16 that a bill 
"shall become a law" upon signature of the Governor and other sections referring to 
filing. The committee decided to retain the language of Section 16 (as revised) 
to avoid the result that nonfiling would prevent a measure from becoming law. Cross 
referencing at this point was not adopted because of the possibility of revision 
and renumbering 0; sections lea) through leg). 

The question was raised as to whether an effective date can be postponed 
beyond 90 days. Mrs. Eriksson responded that the Secretary of State has interpreted 
the constitution to mean that the effective date of an entire act cannot be post
poned and that for this reason extended effective date language has been written in 
recent years to apply only to portions of a bill--e.g. to Section 1. 

Another matter discussed involving Section 16 is the situation of conflict 
where two bills affect the same Revised Code section and the bills have different 
effective dates. Mr. Skipton stated that the most recent expression of the General 
Assembly should prevail in such a conflict situation. The point was made that the 
Legislative Service Commission tries to catch such conflicts and submits amendments 
to avoid them. }~s. Eriksson pointed out, however, that there are situations when 
nothing can be done about such a conflict when, for example, the legislature does 
not want to include changes made by the bill first passed in the bill passed later 
because it is not desired that the changes from the first bill take effect imme
diately. It is the requirement that amended sections must be set forth in full 
that causes the problem but the committee decided that it could do little but ac
knowledge the problem because it could not, by constitutional language, attempt to 
settle all conflict problems that result; 
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Section (E) of the new section contains the provision of present Section 
17, requiring presiding officers to sign bills. Mr. Skipton pointed out that it has •... '-.., 
been re-writt~n to state that such signatures serve the purpose of certifying that 
procedural requirements for passage have been met. The new language also contains 
specific provision for transferral to the Governor. The committee decided to take 
note of Mr. Fordham's criticism referred to above and to include in the veto pro
visions (1) a requirement that a bill passed over veto must be filed with the secre
tary of state and (2) a provision as to when it "becomes law." It ''las agreed that 
a new provision on veto be included in the package for submission to the full Com
mission on November 18 and that the section should be retained in Article II even 
though it affects executive powers as well. 

It was agreed that one section, probably designated as Section 15 in Article� 
II, would include all material relative to bill passage, through presentation to� 
the Governor for approval. A second section, probably 16, would include provisions� 
Dr veto, passage over veto, and the new matters referred to in the preceding para�

graph.� 

The proposal before the committee provided that signed bills be presented� 
to the Governor "within three days of passage." There was comment to the effect� 
that this time limitation is impractical. The only time limit in the present Con�
stitution, it was noted, is that bills must be signed while the General Assembly� 
is in session. There was some discussion as to whether a time limit on signing� 
should be inserted and a decision that Ohio has had no problem with presiding offi�
cers holding bills and the committee does not want to put in an arbitrary provision� 
that could be ignored.� 

In its re-review of paragraph (C) the committee decided that although the� 
present Constitution allows 2/3 of members to "dispense with the rule" on 3 readings� 
(proposed to be changed to considerations) a more accurate phraseology is "suspend� 
the requirement" and the change was adopted!� 

The final item to be considered was a proposal for combining Sections 4 and� 
19 of Article II, having to do with compatibility and eligibility, along with a� 
new provision covering conflict between private interests and public duties. Mr.� 
Montgomery was of the opinion that the compatibility section should exclude reserve� 
officers in addition to officers of the state militia. Mr. Taft questioned the� 
retention of the term "emoluments" in the portion of the Section that was derived� 
from Section 19. What is meant by this term, he asked. Mr. Skipton read a dic�
tionary definition that uses the term "profit arising from" office. It was agreed� 
that reimbursement for expense would not be included. Perquisites (including the� 
providing of an office or secretary) could be included. It was agreed that the� 
term "compensation" would probably be adequate, and Mrs. Hunter was asked to give� 
this matter further study.� 

The Committee then discussed the proposal for mandating laws governing con�
flicts of interest. Mr. Skipton questioned the singling out of the General Assembly� 
for this purpose. There was discussion as to whether the proposal, calling for� 
laws "regulating" conflicts would go beyond a statute requiring financial disclo�
sures. Mrs. Hunter was directed to give this matter further study in the hope that� 
language can be developed that would clearly cover disclosure statutes, if the Com

. mittee decides to go along with the idea of such a provision generally. 
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Ohio Constitutional Revision Commission Research Study No. 5 
Committee to Study the Legislature 
June 9, 1971 

Qualifications of Legislators 

Under Art. II, Sec. 3, Ohio Constitution, senators and representatives "shall 
have resided in their respective districts one year next preceding their election; un
less they shall have been absent on the public business of the United States or of this 
State. II 

They are also subject to Art. XV, Sec. 4, providing that "(n)o person shall be 
elected or appointed to any office in this state unless possessed of the qualifications of 
an elector. Under obviously archaic provisions of section 5 of the same Article XV, 
d-u:.e lists are ineligible for office. 

From the requirement of Article XV , Sec. ~ that persons elected or appointed 
to office be "possessed of the qualifications of an elector" one must look to Article V, 
Sec. 1 for definition of "elector." This section provides in part: 

l'Every citizen of the United States, of the age of twenty-one years, 
who shall have been a resident of the state six months next preceding 
the election, and of the county, township, or ward, in which he resides, 
such time as may be provided by law, shall have the qualifications of an 
elector, and be entitled to vote at all elections. " 

Section 6 of Article V denies the privileges of an elector to an "idiot, or 
insane person. II 

Section 4 of Article V provides: The General Assembly shall have power to 
exclude from the privilege of voting, or of being eligible to office, any person con
victed of b ribe ry, pe r jury, 0 r othe r infamous crime." 

Finally, Section 5 of Article II provides the further restriction that: 

IINo person hereafter convicted of an embezzlement of the public funds, 
shall hold any office in this State; nor shall any person, holding public 
money for disbursement, or otherwise, have a seat in the General 
Assembly, until he shall have accounted for, and paid such money into 
the treasury. " 

Pursuant to Section 4 of Article V the Ohio General As sembly has disenfranchised 
felons and made them ineligible to hold office under Revised Code sections 2961.01 
and 2961.02 as follows: 

"Sec. 2961.01. A person convicted of a felony in this state, unless his 
conviction is reversed or annulled, is incompetent to be an elector or 
juror, or to hold an office of honor, trust or profit. The pardon of a 
convict restores the rights and privileges so forfeited, but a pardon 
shall not release a convict from the costs of his conviction, unless so 
specified. II 

Sec. 2961.02. A person who has been imprisoned in the penitentiary of 
any other state of the United States, under sentence for the commission 
of a crime punishable under the laws of this state by imprisonment in 
the penitentiary, is incompetent to be an elector or juror, or to hold 
an office of honor, trust or profit within this state unles s he has 

l 
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2. 
received a pardon from the governor of the state in which he wasirnprisoned." 

The question of "eligibility" to a seat in the General Assembly, determinable 
under Art. II, Sec. 4 and involving the holding of office "under the authority of the 
United States, or any lucrative office under the authority of this State" will be ex
amined in an accompanying memoranduITl, reporting the interpretations of this 
section under the broad heading of ll e ligibility. " 

The purpose of this memorandum is to report upon qualifications regarding 
age, residence, and elector status under the constitutions of the 50 states. Elements 
of the category of elector status are not always noted. The memorandum concerns 
itself chiefly with the legislative article in each case. In addition, a criminal con
viction disqualifies a person from being a legislator in Arkansas (Art. 5, Sec .9), 
Kansas, Mis sis sippi, Nevada, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Virginia, West VIrginia, 
and Wisconsin. United States citizenship is specifically required in Main (5 years), 
New Jersey, New York, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Utah, Virginia, 
Washington, and Wyoming. 
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State Age Elector Status 1 State Residence District Residence 
(next prec eding (next preceding 
election) election) 

Ala. 3 years BOTH2 1 yr. and reside in 
Senator 25 dist. during term. 
House 21 
(Art. 4, Sec. 47) 

ALASKA 3 years 1 year" 
Senate 25 
House 21 
(Art II, Sec. 2) 

ARIZONA 
Senate 25 
House 25 
(Art, 4, Sec. 2) 2 years II 1 year 

ARKANSAS 3 2 years 1 year" 
Senate 25 
House 21 
(Art. 5, Sec. 4) 

CALIFORNIA 
(Art. 14, Sec. 2) Elector 3 years 11 1 year 

COLORADO 
Senate 25 
House 25 
(Art. V, Sec.4) 12 monthsI' 

CONN.� 
Senate 21 Elector 6 mos. Qualifications of� 
Hou:=;e 21 Elector 6 mos. electors to be de�" 
(Art. 3 - Amendments proposed by HJR No. 160 (1969) cided at times and 
would have added residence in district from which in manner prescribed 
elected) by law. 

DELAWARE 
Senate 27 
House 24 
(Art. 3) 3 years last year inhabitant" 

of district 
FLORIDA 
Senate 21 Elector 2 years be resident of" 
House 21 Elector district 
(Art. 3, Sec. 15) 

GEORGIA 
Senate 25 4 years 1 year 
House 21 2 years 1 year 
(Sec. 2-1701,1801) 

HAWAII 
Both Houses Majority (20) 3 yea rs Qualified voter of 
(Art. II, Sec. 7) district (registered 
(Legislature may prescribe further qualifications in accordance with 
Art. III, Sec. 9) law 

IDAHO 
Both houses none Elector None II 1 year 
(Art III, Sec. 6) 

ILLINOIS3 

Senate 25 
House 21 5 years " 2 years 

(Art. 4, Sec. 3, 4) 

INDIANA 
Senate 25 
House 21 2 years " 1 year 
(Ame1'\dment proposed by SJH 26, Acts 1969 Ch. 464, p. 1858 changes "inhabitant 
tn ,'!~·;;;cJpnt rlnd reduces residency in district to 6 months) 



2.� 

State Age Elector Status State Residence District Res idence 

_.� 
IOWA 
Both houses 
(Art. III Sec. 6) 

Elector None BOTH 1 year 

KANSAS 
Both houses 
(Art. 2, Sec. 4, 6) 

none 

KENTUCKY 
Senate 
House 24 
(Sec. 32) 

30 6 years 
2 years 

last year 
last year 

LOUISIANA 
Senate 
House 
(Art. 3, Sec. 9) 

25 
none 5 yea rs BOTH2 3 ll10nths 

MAINE 
Senate 
House 
(Art. IV, Sec. 6) 

25 
21 1 year " 3 months 

MARYLAND 
Senate 
House 
(Art. III, Sec. 9) 

25 
21 

3 years " last year 

MASS. 
Senate 
House 
(Pt. 2, C.l, Sec. 2, Art. V) 

5 years inhabitant of 
district 

MICHIGAN 
Botn houses 21 Elector 6 years BOTH2 Set by law 

(Removal of domicile from district shall be deell1ed vacation of office.) 
(A rt. 4, Sec. 7) 

MINNESOTA 
Both houses qualified 1 year 6 ll10nths" 
(Art. IV)� 

MISS.� 
Senate 25 4 years 2 years actual�" 
House 21 resident 
(Art. IV Sec. 41-43) 

Ii/MISSOURI 
1/ Senate 30 qualified voter of state 3 years 1 year 
i House 24 qualified voter of state 2 years 1 year 

(Art. III, Sec. 4, 6) - In both cases, district residence of 1 year qualified by 
provision I'if such ••. district shall have been so long established, and if not, 
then of the ..• district from which the sall1e shall have been taken) 

MONTANA 
Senate 24 Citizen 12 1l10nths 
House 21 

NEBRASKA 
(Art. III, Sec. 2) Elector 1 year 

NEVADA 

NEW JERSEY 
Senate 30 4 years 1 year 
House 21 2 years 1 year 
(Art. 4, Sec. 1, par. 2) (as further prescribed by legislature) 

NEW MEXICO 
Senate 25 Maintain residence 
House 21 Maintain residence 
(P.rt, IV, Sec. 3) 



3. 
State Elector Status State Residence District Residence 

NEW YORK 
Both houses none 5 years 12 months';' 
(Art. III, Sec. 7) (':'subject to exception - "if elected a senator or member of assembly 
at the first election next ensuing after a readjustment or alteration of the senate or 
assembly districts becomes effective, a person to be eligible to serve as such, must 
have been a resident of the county in which the senate or assembly district is con
tained for the twelve months immediately preceding his or her election. II) 

NORTH CAR. 
Senate 25 qualified voter 2 years 1 year 
House none II " none 1 year 

NORTH DAK. 
Senate 25 qualified elector 2 years 
House 21 qualified electo r 2 years 
(Sections 28, 34) 

OKLAHOMA 
Senate 25 Both qualified electors BOTH2 Residence during 
House 21 term 
(Art. V, Sec. 17) 

OREGON 
Both houses 21 none 1 year inhabitant 
(Art. IV, Sec. 8) 

PENNA. 
Senate 25 4 years Both Ilinhabitants II 
House 21 4 years of respective 

districts 1 year 
and 11 s hall reside 
in their respective 
districts during 
term ... " 

RHODE ISLAND Nothing found 

SOUTH CAR. 
Senate 25 elector of district 
House 21 elector of district 
(Art. III, Sec. 7) 

SOUTH DAK. 
Senate 25 qualified elector 2 years 
House 25 I' I' 2 yea rs 

TENNESSEE 
Senate 30 
(Art. II, Sec. 9, 10) 

3 years 1 year 

TEXAS 
Senate 
House 

26 
21 

elector 5 years 
2 yea rs 

last year 
last year 

(Art. 3, Sec. 6) 

UTAH 
Both houses 
(Art. VI, Sec. 5) 

25 3 years 1 year 

VERMONT nothing found 

VIRGINIA 
Both houses 
(Art. IV, Sec. 44) 

WASH. 
Both houses 
(Art. 2, Sec. 7) 

21 

none qualified voter 

1 year 
(elector) 

county, city or 
town-6 months 
precinct-30 days 
(elector) 

of district in which chosen 

W. VIRGINIA 
Both houses 
(Art. VI, Sec. 13) 

none none 1 year 



State Elector Status State Residence District Residence� 

WISCONSIN� 
Both houses 21 1 year as may be pre�
(Art. IV, Sec. 6, A rt. III, Sec. 1) scribed by law,� 

not exceeding 
30 days 

WYOMING 
Senate 25 none 1 year 
House 21 IT" 
PUERTO RICO 
Senate 30 years 2 years 1 year 
House 25 years 

(able to read and write in English or Spanish) 

1 Requirement that person be an elector or voter to be eligible for the legislature 
found in the legislative article of the indicated states. 

2 Residence requirements identical for Senators and House members. 

3 The new Illinois constitution (effective July 1, 1971, makes the age 21 for both 
houses, requires U.S. citizenship, and eliminates the 5 -year state residency 
requirement. 




